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Prologue

Since  this  volume  is  a  collection  of  biographical  papers  which  may  be  read  separately,  some
repetition occurs between chapters two, three and four, and also between chapters five and six.
Again, the intention is to document all the available material for each individual.

The sources for longest paper or dossier in this third volume of  A History of the MacConnochie
Campbells of Inverawe, on Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch (1816-1902) and the marriage of
his parents, narrowly avoided the bonfire.  When his great-grandson the late Iain Campbell, 3 rd of
Arduaine, MC, was preparing to sell the house and garden at Arduaine in 1971, he was clearing out
the  place.   Presumably  suffering  from  stress  of  various  kinds,  partly  related  to  his  wartime
experiences,  he instructed the family chauffeur  Mr. Watt  to  burn much family material  that  he
handed him.  The bonfire continued for two weeks and included Iain’s brother Sandy’s bagpipes.
At one stage 'Watty'  was handed a trunk that proved to contain historical family papers.  After
taking a cursory look he decided to contact Iain’s uncle Richard who then lived in the village of
Arduaine during his retirement.  He put the trunk in the boathouse and told Richard that he would
be obliged to burn it in the morning, if still there, inferring that Richard might like to rescue it,
which he did. That thoughtful intervention altered future family history.

These papers,  like the family portraits,  had left  the senior  line of the Auchendarroch-Inverawe
family due to the death of Alexander’s eldest son, Archibald James Campbell before his father in
1885.  His son, Alastair  Magnus Campbell,  known as ‘Jack’,  had been born in 1868 in South
Africa, had married in 1897 but his wife died in childbirth in 1898 leaving a crippled child Colin
who  was  only  four  when  his  grandfather  Alexander  died.  In  1902  Alastair  Magnus,  now  of
Auchendarroch, married again to a daughter of Arthur Sanderson, creator of 'VAT69', and their son
and heir Alan was born in 1908.



Towards the end of his life,  Alexander relied much on his eldest  surviving son Arthur, first  of
Arduaine.   Not knowing the future of the heir male and whether the four-year-old Colin would live
to be an adult, or whether his father would marry again, Alexander seemingly left many family
possessions to Arthur who already had sons.  In 1971, at the suggestion of one of Iain Arduaine’s
aunts, Olivia, Mrs. Keir Campbell, Iain agreed to sell the portraits at valuation to Alastair Magnus’
son by his second wife, Alan Campbell.  Alan succeeded Colin as representative of Auchendarroch
and Inverawe.  

But the family papers had passed, via the trunk in the boathouse, to Richard, third son of Arthur.  At
the  time  of  writing  they  remain  in  the  possession  of  Richard’s  children  at  Asknish  Cottage,
Arduaine.   However,  photo-copies  were  made  of  them all  and  these  were  passed  to  Alan  of
Auchendarroch & Inverawe.  From original sources, from transcriptions and photo-copies of these,
and from original Auchendarroch papers, this volume was written.  In 2015, the original papers
were delivered to the National Archive of Scotland to be digitized for general public access, before
being returned to the family.

The initial three volumes of this attempted history of the MacConnochie Campbells of Inverawe
vary considerably in style.  This is due to the varied amount of surviving documentary evidence
available from the late fifteenth to the early twentieth centuries.  These works are intended as much
for reference as to be read.  Only 15 copies each of these volumes will currently be printed and
primarily for libraries and historians.  I plan to use them as the basis for a more readable and shorter
overview, no less well founded yet dancing across the highlights of life, rather than delving into the
depths of detail.  

The first volume was a series of fairly straightforward academic-style papers covering the period
from 1485 until 1705-9.  These presented what could be unearthed about the origins of the kindred,
a general overview of characters and events in the 16th and 17th centuries, sketch biographies of
four subsequent members of the family about whom enough came to light to offer partial portraits,
and what was revealed about a widow of the last Inverawe of that period.  This last was included
although the dates are to 1705, since there is otherwise so little on record about the women of the
family.

The  second  volume  was  written  more  fully,  being  a  single  biography  of  a  man  for  whom  a
surprising amount of information turned up in the records of his day.  Duncan 9th of Inverawe was a
soldier and cattleman who was eventually appointed as second in command of the Black Watch for
which he and his command raised over 600 men.  Due to the breadth and depth of material,  it
seemed appropriate to give a fuller picture of life in Argyll in his day.  His life spanned the first half
of  the  18th century  when  much  was  evolving  in  the  Highlands,  and  he  touched  national  and
international  events  in  1745-6 and in  North America  from 1756-58 during the first  part  of the
French-Indian War.

Now this third volume continues with biographies of members of the family and is a combination of
both styles.  The sense I have that I must record what has been found to date with some urgency as I
have passed four score years, means that I give here what has been found of Alexander, Inspector
General of Customs at Greenock and his son Archibald the West Indies Merchant, 11th and 12th of
Inverawe respectively, yet without taking time or expense to investigate any West Indies archives
that could possibly display secrets of their trading lives in the dark age of slavery. The same applies
to Archibald's  nephew, another  Duncan,  West  Indies  planter.   As the old ministers  would say,
perhaps if  I am ‘spared’ I could venture to the known archives in Jamaica without any clue that
anything may be found.  
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This third volume covers the misfortunes and fortunes of the Inverawe family from the death of
Duncan  9th  of  Inverawe  in  1758  to  the  death  of  his  brother's  grandson,  Alexander  of
Auchendarroch in 1902.  From 1825 to 1908 the representation of the family passed through an
unexpected period and this is outlined in two papers.  Some say there was a curse laid on.

Latterly in this  volume,  so as not to impede the flow of the narrative,  the references  are often
explained in Footnotes rather than as End Notes.  This is particularly the case in the 'Inverawe -
New Inverawe,' paper on how the representation of the family was peeled away to a younger branch
for a time, and in the longer paper, or dossier, on the initially questioned marriage of Archibald 12th
of Inverawe who died in 1825, his wife Catherine Fish and their son Alexander of Auchendarroch
(1816-1902) who unexpectedly found himself to be held as being illegitimate at the age of nineteen,
his father's trustees having given way too easily. 

When paper evidence for the marriage was not immediately obvious, the failure of an Edinburgh
‘counsel’ or lawyer to demand of the Trustees that evidence be sought from female members of
Archibald’s household, resulted in a rift in the family only recently mellowed.  This melodramatic
series of events, worthy of a Bronte novel, was written up in full detail from the papers in the trunk
saved  from  the  flames,  at  the  request  of  Campbell  historian  and  now  retired  Islay  Herald
Extraordinary, Alastair Campbell of Airds at the time he was writing  A History of Clan Campbell.
The ultimate result of research carried out 41 years after death of Archibald 12th of Inverawe in
1825, convinced a senior Judge in the judiciary of Scotland, the Lord Lyon King of Arms, that the
marriage  was  legitimate,  so  then  granting  the  un-differenced  Inverawe  arms  to  Alexander's
grandson.  But the decision, reached in 1905 and confirmed in 1908 by the grant, was too late for
Alexander, although he was satisfied by another Edinburgh lawyer's evaluation of the research of
1871  that  his  parents  were  married.   In  this  Auchendarroch   paper,  Lyon's  decision  is  again
confirmed by the foremost expert on Scots marriage, legal historian David Sellar, later himself Lord
Lyon.

So  as  to  place  on  record  further  information  about  the  Auchendarroch-Inverawe  family,  three
further papers are added to this third volume; Alexander's letters concerning the founding of the
Episcopal Church in Lochgilphead, and an adventure experienced by the family in a shipwreck, and
the attempts to relieve the Auchendarroch mortgage and employ younger sons with tea estates in
what was then Ceylon, now Sri Lanka. Later generations are touched upon.

The fourth and fifth  volumes  of  A History of  the  MacConnochie  Campbells  of  Inverawe,  now
virtually completed, will contain a series of 14 or more papers covering what is known of each of
the 'cadets'  or branches and related families of the MacConnochie or 'Clan Connochie'  kindred.
Among these are families of every level of social responsibility.

A later sixth volume is in preparation, publishing further adventures of members of the kindred and
also the Appendix of Entries, or chronological list of sources uncovered about the kindred and used
as the basis for all the papers in these volumes. This may also contain an overflow of material from
volume five.  These Appendices of Entries are obviously works in progress, only frozen in print for
that volume.  They give date, text and source or reference for each item found that relates to the
kindred.   Separate  Appendix  of  Entries  are  given  for  various  branches  of  Inverawe.   A  later
generation may likely place all  this on a web site or equivalent,  although essentially with firm
editorial control over additions, or alterations.

A history of the Inverawe kindred was continued for the 20th century but without documentary
research, meaning that it was entirely based upon information supplied by members of the various
branches of the family.   While therefore less factually reliable, it contains much social material.
This was published in 1998 by Niall Campbell and the author, based upon an earlier work by Niall's



father Iain M. Campbell,  printed privately in 1951.  Both editions can be found in the National
Library of Scotland in Edinburgh.

This  Notes  on  the  Campbells  of  Inverawe shows that  the  trend  for  later  marriages  and fewer
children continues, yet also the level of education continues to rise.  For a Highland kindred, a few
more senior strands remain influenced by their Celtic cultural heritage and survive in Argyll, while
others are dispersed about the globe, perhaps somewhat thankful for knowing whence they came.

There is singificant yet undocumented evidence that the members of Gaelic-Britonic kindreds do
tend to both stay in touch and nurture their history and heritage, while those of them who marry into
families of non Celtic culture, have less inclination - or even an aversion - to remain in touch with
their  more  distant  cousins  over  time.   For  those who find such links  stimulating  rather  than  a
burden,  it  is  hoped  that  these  compilations  of  information  about  the  Inverawe  MacConnochie
kindred and their associates may prove useful from time to time.  Of course they continue as a
compendium of all that has so far been found, rather than a literary and recreational gallop through
the centuries. 

____________________
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chapter i

the younger generation

Sandy of Inverawe Returns Home

On the day of the battle at Ticonderoga in 1758, a young man of 26 left London for a tour of
Britain.  His decision to explore Scotland was unusual for an Englishman of his day and showed
remarkable enterprise.   William Burrell, later Sir William, had been educated at St. John’s College,
Cambridge and would be admitted  an Advocate two years  after  his  tour.   A younger  son of a
landowning family,  he was country bred and may simply have wanted a break from a London
summer, but he was keenly observant and strongly interested in agriculture and the improvement of
lands.  His visit to Scotland brought him by late August or early September to Inveraray along the
new  military  road  over  the  pass  then  recently  nicknamed  the  ‘Rest  and  be  Thankful.’   After
ascending  Glen  Croe,  which,  being  a  flatlander,  he  felt  had  ‘the  most  savage  and  barbarous
appearance’ he crossed the pass and wound down into Glen Kinglas, ‘equally horrible, barbarous
and disagreeable.’  His attitude was curiously similar to the keen fear and sense of insecurity that
open country can bring to some inner-city young people today.  However, from Cairndow on Loch
Fyne ‘we had a very agreeable ride of 10 miles to Inveraray, a neat highland town seated close to
the  shore…  Here  we  were  indebted  to  the  politeness  of  Mr  Campbell  of  Ashnish  [MacIver
Campbell of Asknish] and Mr. Richardson.’  This last was by now the Provost and had been the
fellow Mason of Duncan of Inverawe’s.  They showed him the castle, which he found of great
interest and he thoroughly enjoyed the improvements to the landscape about the old burgh with the
new bridge, although the new town was not yet built and the old town was still between the castle
and the shore.  Since what he saw and experienced would be what Alexander ‘Sandy’ Campbell,
now of Inverawe found on his return from North America, there is some value in quoting from
William’s dairy:

The hills on every side are covered with forest trees and evergreens judiciously 
mixed.  On top of the highest is a tower in imitation of a ruin, from whence there is a 
delightful view on every side [Duniquaich].  At the bottom is a small paddock with a few 
red deer, which is to be extended so as to comprehend that part of Glen Shira adjacent to 
Loch Fine.  Here is a fresh water loch [?] which, at high tides the sea flows into and brings 
salt water fish, so that it frequently happens that salmon and fresh water trouts, herrings, 
haddock, mackarel and other sea and fresh water fish are caught promiscuously in the same 
net.  On the north is a kitchen garden of 6 acres, well planted.  A mile southwest are two 
beautifull hills covered with wood (the natural growth of the place) to the summit, which 
form at bottom the pleasant glen of Essachosaine…which at the end has two cascades (one 
of these 40 feet high).  The water of them forms a small rivulet which glides through the 
vale.  

The people in this part of the world make hay with their hands [presumably he 
means using a sickle rather than scythe]. … herrings in Inveraray sold 10 for a penny.  The 
poor people have covered their chimneys with large stones to keep in the smoak [and 
warmth].  .  .  . Beyond Inveraray the military are making a new road…they have already 
completed 4 miles, which we passed on our way to Port Sonachan Ferry, 15 miles distant.  
The instant we left the new road we found ourselves in the most horrid paths that can be 
conceived, up and down steep hills, through bogs in some places, in others filled with large 
loose stones where our horses had no firm footing or, what was worse, now and then 
staircases of solid, craggy rock.  In our way we were witnesses to a sight sufficient to shock 
human nature.  At the door of a hut on the grass lay a child without anything to cover him 
but a waistcoat, his limbs stretched out and in all appearance stiff, without the least sign of 
life.  Upon our calling to the woman of the house we found the small pox out upon it.  I 



mention and reflect with horror at the savageness and inattention that the parents shewed 
upon this occasion.  

Loch Aw[e] (on which is Port Sonachan Ferry) is a fresh water lake 24 miles [long], 
with some few islands therein.  The boat is extremely bad, covered with birch twigs at the 
bottom (as indeed are all the [ferry] boats in this country), capable of holding with safety not
more than 2 horses at a time.  The key from whence the horses embarked was made from 
loose stones, so that when they attempted to step into the boat, that gave way on one side 
and the stones on the other frightened the horses so much that it was difficult to get them 
aboard.  Add to this the stupidity of the Charon who was endowed with all the bad qualities 
of the ass and the mule.

[From the landing on the opposite shore] 9 miles of road equally barren and 
disagreable brought us to Muckairn, [now a part of Taynuilt] where a miserable hut (that by 
selling rum had dignified itself with the appellation of a change-house) afforded us shelter, 
and that only; our horses were obliged to graze in the field, whilst (like beggars when toyl of
day is over) we spread our wallets on the ground and regaled ourselves with provisions we 
had brought from Inveraray.  Not far from hence is a foundery for casting cannon ball [Lorn 
Furnace, Bunaw].  It is upon Sir Duncan Campbell’s [Lochnell] estate and carryd on by 
Englishmen from Lancaster.  7 ½ miles mor brought us to the Connel, on the banks of Loch 
Etyff, where the tyde comes up from the sea and forms a very singular curiosity, a salt 
[water] cascade.

After commenting on Dunstaffnage and crossing the ferry at Connel without any disaster, the party
lost their way in the dusk near Lochnell before being saved from a marshland by an old lady and
given directions around the bay to the House.  ‘Here we were received with the utmost hospitality,
civility and politeness.’  The modest but well proportioned house [since called Lochnell Castle after
early 19th century additions]  ‘is  prettily  situated on an eminence  at  a  proper distance  from the
mountains  and  the  sea.’   And  here  he  found  proof  that  Argyll  could  grow  one  of  the  most
productive and useful plants available  for agriculture,  now able to produce more wood pulp or
chipboard per acre annually than 4.1 acres of trees, besides fiber and emulsions.  ‘Here I saw a
single stalk of hemp 7 feet long and as thick as my wrist.’  This note of young William’s could offer
a distant gleam of hope for the future of agriculture in Argyll.

These were the scenes that Duncan’s heir Sandy could experience on his road home to Inverawe
should he come by land. Now as the new Laird he faced a different social and economic landscape
from his father. Just as Duncan’s life, spanning the period between the Union of the Parliaments and
the  capture  of  eastern  Canada  illustrates  the  changes  evolving  in  the  Highlands  and  in  North
America, so the lives of his kindred in the following decades continue to show experiences widely
typical for those of his cultural background.

Sandy’s wound had healed enough for him to return home to Scotland.  Being aged only 21 when
he was commissioned as Lieutenant on the 28th of January 1756, he would have been twenty-three
when his father Duncan died at Fort Edward on the Hudson River in the Colony of New York.  He
was now his father’s heir male since his elder brother Dougall had died in Gibraltar in 1756.  He
would have known of the ‘not very agreeable’ state of affairs where the lands of Inverawe were
concerned.  He was now responsible for the welfare of many families, besides his mother and sister
and his ailing younger brother, another Duncan.

With a wounded upper arm still likely discharging and needing daily dressing, the voyage home
across  the  Atlantic  cannot  have  been  easy.   Once  home  at  Inverawe,  besides  comforting  his
widowed mother and his sister Jesse with all the news he could give them about Duncan’s last years
and death, he would have spent time with his kinsman John Campbell of Cloichombie, going over
the accounts,  reviewing the tacks,  rent rolls and the annualrents owed to his mother and sister.
None of these survive from that date, but those from two years later paint a dire picture that adds
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drab colour to the sad state of affairs mentioned in Duncan’s last letter.  Sandy's sister Jesse had
married Captain William Pitman and may have already been with child.

The news of Duncan’s death, if not brought by Sandy himself, had certainly reached Argyll before
December  1758  when  Duncan’s  old  neighbour  Archibald  Campbell  of  Ballimore  made  a
Disposition on the 4th of that month at Inveraray.  This was made out to John Campbell, his second
lawful son ‘in life,’ now a Captain in Colonel Fraser’s regiment of Highlanders, presently in North
America,  and heirs male.   This was because the eldest  son, John’s brother Dougall  was due to
inherit the lands of Lochnell.  So failing John, the lands were to pass to John’s elder brother Captain
Dougall Campbell, Ballimore’s eldest lawful son, who was currently the Member of  Parliament for
Argyllshire, ‘and the heirs male of his body, whom failing, to the heirs of taillie [entail] succeeding
to the estate of Sir Duncan Campbell  or Lochnell,  my brother german.’   He was leaving his 5
merklands of Phantillands and others now set in Tack to Donald Campbell, late baillie of Muckairn,
yet  keeping under reservation his own liferent,  and reserving the same also to  his  son Captain
Dougall, until he succeed to the estate of Lochnell.  Finally, Ballimore mentions that he has ‘sold
lands to Major Duncan Campbell of Inveraw, now deceased.’1  There would soon be a new Member
of Parliament for Argyll.

The story goes that Lochnell had ordered a famous yew tree on an island off Lismore felled so as to
gain hardwood for his new house.  The tree was very ancient, set in a sheltered cove of the hill and
said to be where one of the early Celtic saints had passed on his experiences to a great audience
perched about the slopes.  Legend has it that for his act of careless vandalism, Lochnell was cursed.
It was said that his lands would never pass from father to son for seven generations.  For various
reasons that did occur, but yew tree roots can lie dormant for many years, and when the present
Campbell of Lochnell was born in a suitable generation, the present owner of the house, the Earl of
Dundonald, tells of how a new green shoot budded in that year from the ancient stump and grows
today.  Like that of most Highland families the house is no longer owned by the family who built
the place but by one who can mercifully keep up the handsome listed building and do it well.

One  young  man  whom  Sandy  may  have  seen  when  at  home  was  Geoffrey,  the  third  son  of
Archibald  MacCalman,  surgeon and tacksman  of  the  Inverawe place  of  Tirvine,  who had just
matriculated that year at Glasgow University.  His father Archibald had been set Tirvine in tack by
Sandy's  father  Duncan Campbell  of  Inverawe and there  are  various  MacCalman  tombstones  at
Kilchrenan. 

Had Duncan spent the years between the 1745-46 Rebellion and his departure for North America in
1756 making some ‘improvements’ to his lands and those of the Tacksmen and tenants for whom he
was responsible, there would now be further debts.  This is suggested by Duncan’s last letter and
confirmed  by later  accounts.   The  motives  for  ‘improvement’  were  not  simply  family  gain  or
community charity.  Both styles featured in varying degrees.  There was also a growing fascination
with the possibilities of advance or ‘progress,’ a natural and humane desire to make changes for the
better.  Equally naturally, in the course of events, some improvements backfired.  

Many of the more educated people or leaders of communities in the Highlands who had reason to
travel, must inevitably have became increasingly aware of the need to improve the life of ‘their’
people, as had been normal in that culture to considered them. Improvement had not often earlier
been a conscious aim.  Maintenance had previously been the task of the leaders of communities,
maintaining a population for defence, which inferred a degree of care so that as many as possible
survived and were healthy.  People of Highland communities, almost always made up of a mixture
of degrees of poverty or affluence,  had helped each other by nature and necessity out of inter-
reliance, without any limiting structure of an official cooperative farm. 
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There now emerged a perceptible desire to lift people out of the poverty that was natural to the
Highlands and Islands with their rugged terrain, sparse arable land and damp and severe climate.
There was as yet none of the idea that ‘government’ should shoulder the burdens of society, taking
responsibility  away into official  hands and leaving people without  the stretching experience  of
being fully responsible for their communities.  Government was still predominantly for the crafting
and support of the law, the promotion of trade, administration,  foreign affairs and defence, and
garnering taxes and customs dues for these ends.  

Both the mellowing of the concepts and philosophy of the Kirk, in a perceptible shift from the Old
Testament to the New, from fear to compassion, and the spirit of ‘improvement’ elsewhere in the
country,  could  have  inspired  the  welling  up  of  human  sympathy  and  hope  which  made
‘improvement’ attractive for itself.  As with those who were less well motivated and infected only
with the concept of personal gain, there was a spirit among the leaders of communities for change.  

The  argumentative  spirit  of  judgment  and  blame,  which  had  been  pumped  into  the  Scottish
bloodstream by the Old Testament-oriented Kirk since the Reformation,  began to subside.  The
kinder, gentler style was emerging which had allowed the University of Glasgow to break out of the
prison of only teaching Classics and Theology and offer mathematics, history and literature and the
initial rudiments of science.  Side-by-side, both the harsh commercialism of Adam Smith and the
humane awareness of the philosophers, writers and artists of the Enlightenment were also released
to flourish.

In the rural areas, one result of both influences was greater private investment in field enclosures,
schools, roads, bridges, piers and the provision of better housing and farm buildings.  Other than the
military roads and a few bridges built by the ‘Commissioners of Supply’ or of the Shires, there was
then no government  tax fund for such improvements  other  than the feudal  duties of labour  on
community projects.  Of course there was also the hope that improvements would make the Lairds’
own lives easier, no longer always having to buy meal for their people in the spring following a
poor harvest, or scrape to find the means of giving hospitality at a funeral.  Because there was a
promise of more ample agricultural and fishery produce to come out of these improvements, many
like Duncan borrowed against their land to finance the works. But in the Highlands and Islands their
gamble did not often pay.  Further,  by taking over ‘management’  of all  their  lands,  rather than
leaving the Tacksmen who leased the lands to farm in their own way – Lairds became managers
which led some to employ Factors or managers, further burdening their resources. The effect was a
major shift in style from responsibility for communities on ‘lands’ to ownership and management of
‘estates’.  

Two other changes had occurred that, while great advances in themselves, resulted in a growth in
population that often ate up the increased production and so consumed any potential  profit  that
could have paid back the loans taken out for improvements.   These changes were the introduction
of the former garden crop, the potato into field cultivation following 1739, and the introduction of
smallpox vaccination in 1750.  While there were other influences, these could be seen as those
causing the greatest increase in population in the second half of the century.  The introduction of
both were doubtless also eased by the new network of roads in many places.2 

In  1739 Robert  Graham of  Tamrawer  who  was  Factor  on  the  forfeited  estate  of  Kilsyth,  had
‘ventured on the heretofore unknown step of planting a field of potatoes… Many persons – amongst
whom was the Earl of Perth, who joined the insurrection of the 1745 – came from great distances
witness so extraordinary a novelty, and enquire into the mode of culture… and before 1760 the root
was  very  generally  reared  in  fields.’3  The  earlier  reliance  on  oatmeal  as  a  staple  crop  was
notoriously hard-won and unstable due to variable spells of ripening or harvesting weather.
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As has already been seen, yet  another drain on those responsible for people and lands was the
earlier introduction of the liferent to ensure the survival of widows.  While a kind and sensible idea,
this encumbrance of land with dedicated rental going to a widow could work for one, but if there
were  both  a  mother  and grandmother  to  provide  for,  the  strain  on  meagre  resources  could  be
untenable.  Even one widow’s liferent could bring ruin to a place if set too high or her husband died
young.  This had happened to the Campbell family of Duntroon in the previous century where a
generous marriage contract left a young widow then being paid for almost half a century.  Since the
custom failed to end with her re-marriage, this had resulted in a long free income for her with her
second  husband  who  in  this  case  had  been  Duncan’s  great-uncle,  Archibald  of  Inverawe.
Admittedly he had to apply constant pressure to see her paid. 

The number of cases where pressure had to be applied to elicit payment suggests that there was a
social attitude that it was for the creditor to employ pressure to collect.  There seems to have been
an unspoken sense that debts were only paid when the demand was made strongly or even publicly
through the old method of ‘horning’ or having the debtor’s name put up for arrest.

Smith’s General View of the Agriculture of the County of Argyll published at the end of the century
shows a steady rise in the population.  In some areas the effect was that the standard of living fell.
At the same time in those parts of the County owned directly by the Duke of Argyll, the Tacksmen
were being displaced, or what is now called ‘cleared.’  This reduced the cultural diversity and in
many cases denuded communities of a more highly educated element where this occurred.  

The minister and schoolmaster were now among the remaining people of advanced education in
these areas.  Some have emphasized the disadvantages of the Tacksmen’s pressure on the rental
values of local households under their responsibility.  But the cultural and social element is often
ignored as a consequence.  Contemporary writers had sometimes mentioned the Tacksmen and their
families as ‘the middling gentry’ which illustrated their being a cushion or consultant between the
local people and the wider national scene.  Their abilities were of course widely varied, but in the
old  days  of  organization  for  local  defence,  they  had  been  the  junior  officers  in  emergency.
Culturally they were a valuable resource.  But now, in terms of defence and the economy they were
seen as redundant.  This, as much as anything was an unconscious blow to society and culture.
Later, in 1844, the minister of Kilmartin would write in The Second Statistical Account at the end of
his comments upon that parish: ‘Wherever this link between the upper and lower classes has been
found wanting, throughout the Highlands, jealousy, distrust, and discontent are almost always found
to prevail, whatever other means may be used to promote the well-being of the people.’

The Factors  or managers  for the Argyll  estates  now began to collect  rents directly from every
householder on their lands.  For less affluent people like Duncan’s heirs, this was impractical and
the householders and cottars continued to pay the Tacksmen as middle management who paid the
one responsible for the communities and their lands. There is no evidence that either Duncan or his
heirs removed the Tacksmen. In nature, mono-cultures are seldom healthy, and a mix of schooling
and practical experience is always richer.  As education became more widespread and highly valued
in the Highlands, there was more to attract young people to move away for a better life.

Samuel Johnson’s later comment looking back on the removal of Tacksmen in his Journal of the
12th of September to the 3rd of October, only 13 years after Sandy of Inverawe’s death, gives insight
into the situation with an 18th century perspective.  His comments related to Skye but are equally
pertinent  to  views about  the Highlands.   Some believe  that  virtually  all  Highland people  were
brought up to believe themselves to be of ‘gentle birth,’ meaning born to kindness, courtesy and
honour.  Johnson was an Englishman  for whom these qualities were seen as being diminished by
poverty,  hence his ‘class distinction’ of ‘gentlemen’ where he might better have used advanced
education and fortune to clarify those of a more cosmopolitan culture.  He was observing the more
isolated leadership of communities in an era after the erosion of large households of varied culture,
and foretold the phenomenon of the by no means universal absentee landowner:



The only gentlemen in the [Highlands] are the Lairds, Tacksmen, and the Ministers, who 
frequently improve their livings by becoming farmers.  If the Tacksmen be banished, who 
will be left to impart knowledge, or impress civility?  The Laird [of extensive lands] must 
always be at a distance from the greater part of his lands; and if he resides at all upon them, 
must drag his days in solitude, having no longer either a friend of a companion; he will 
therefore depart to some more comfortable residence, and leave the tenants to the wisdom 
and mercy of a factor.

By the 1760’s an increasing number of the old paternal communities in Argyll were finding that
their Lairds were obliged to sell up and hold a roup, again leaving the area with the community and
even  cultural  leadership  passing  to  the  changing  succession  of  ministers  and  school  masters.
Evolving continuity of paternal  leadership at  Duncan of Inverawe’s level  had,  in most  cases it
would appear, relied on a reasonably mellow style, being only partly authoritarian. In the County of
Argyll  in  the  district  of  Knapdale  alone,  six  such land sales  would happen over  the following
decades.4 

As the century progressed, and even more so in the next, the values of a community as a family
with  a  structure  were  gradually  sacrificed  to  the  less  cohesive,  more  competitive  but  more
democratic chances of an increasing plethora of social and political organizations. One result was
that people became less self-reliant as complexity grew, and also less personally responsible for
each other as governments and concerned private sources brought such institutions for public care
into being. Serving officers were the first ‘absentee landowners’ at a local level because the need
for leadership in defence had shifted permanently from the level of a kindred to that of the nation.
Since  they  frequently  took  many  local  men  with  them  as  recruits  in  the  growing  number  of
Highland regiments,  and wives were accepted as camp followers, the serving part  of the home
community took on a new kindred structure as a separate yet linked community in the regiment.
With the increasing number of wars in which Britain was involved in the 18th century from 1756
onwards,  and the number  of people who left  the Highlands and Islands to serve in  them,  it  is
extraordinary how the populations still grew to fill the vacuum at home.  With one healthy young
appetite  gone  from the  home  there  might  be  enough  for  another.   While  service  was  a  great
opportunity for the most vigorous and sensible men from even the poorest background to excel, the
communities at home were left with an ageing leadership of wounded or retired officers on half pay.
Many of the young and vigorous men of all backgrounds were away and often did not return.

The early stages of this current of change were what Sandy came home to experience,  whether
consciously or subliminally.  He may have inherited the position of ‘Laird’ but for him there were
no advantages,  only responsibilities  and liabilities.   Clearly,  whether  wounded or  not,  with the
indebtedness he found at home, there was no choice for him but to seek a post where he could make
his own living and contribute  to paying off the family debts.  He would have to leave  John of
Cloichombie keeping an eye on the tacks and the income of Jean Inverawe between his visits home.
Sandy would have been on half pay until he found a position.

Now  as  Alexander  Campbell  10th  of  Inverawe,  in  the  summer  of  1759  Sandy  obtained  a
commission as Lieutenant in the Argyllshire Fencibles and appears to have served for a time as a
nominal Captain, seemingly in command of the Glasgow City Guard.  He must have had a strength
of personality and likely also of stature and build to find such a position at the age of twenty-four
and still wounded.  He may well have received help towards the position from his uncle Alexander,
then Provost of nearby Renfrew, a tribal nepotism accepted as normal in those days.  Through the
17th century the Guard had been kept intermittently in Glasgow, but from the 18th of November
1706 there had been a Guard kept daily, with a drum at 2.00 pm for a gathering at 3.00 pm, ‘whither
merchants or trades, to be subject to their officers upon the guard, their orders, and observe the
same punctually.’  This suggests a small corps of officers, drummers and men, drilling the able men
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of the populace as obligatory volunteers for a short period each day in emergency.   Since dinner in
those days was at about 4.00 pm, the sessions of drill cannot have been arduous.5

In the middle years of the 18th century, Glasgow was considered one of the handsomest towns in
Britain.  The advantages of the Union had taken a while to bloom, but were now evident in trade
with  the  West  Indies  and  North  America,  bringing  new wealth  to  the  town.   Merchants  built
handsome town houses and in the main streets colonnaded arches gave shelter from the rain.  The
Guard House had earlier been situated at the Cross of Glasgow but it had by 1756 ended up at the
corner of Trongate and Candleriggs.  The building had a fine classical portico with four pillars in
front which extended about ten feet onto the Trongate.  The sentry paced to and fro under this
shelter, which gave views across, as well as up and down the street.6

Sandy of Inverawe may well have suffered increasing pain from his wound.  There must have been
continued  festering  if  there  were  shards  of  broken  glass  or  metal,  perhaps  resulting  in  blood
poisoning.  On the 8th of January 1760 he died, still single and without children, at Glasgow, aged
only 25. The announcement read: ‘Death 8 January, of Alexander Campbell of Inveraw, Captain,
Argyllshire militia, wounded at Ticonderoga in 1758 when his father was killed.’7

The burial took place on the 12th of February, which seems a long time afterwards in the days before
refrigeration, so that either this or the death date may be mistaken.  It also gives his age as 25, while
his sister’s  memorial  to him, shows him as being twenty-one when he died.   But since he had
matriculated from Glasgow University in 1751, his age must have been 25 at his death.8

Sandy’s little brother Duncan was now the potential heir to Inverawe, although clearly not yet of
age.  His sister Jesse, then twenty, later arranged for a memorial stone to Sandy be placed in the
Blackfriars Church Yard of Glasgow on the east wall, south corner.  A coat of arms in marble and
part of the inscription had been obliterated by the time the memorial was recorded in 1872, but the
inscription was then still mostly legible:

Near this place lies the body of
Capt. Alexander Campbell of Inveraw

Who died of wounds
He received at

….
Feb. 1760

Aged 21 Years
This was erected to his memory by his sister9 

Like much of 18th century cultural value in Glasgow, Sandy’s grave and the plaque are long gone,
but one is left sincerely thankful for the thoughtful Glasgwegian who preserved the inscription in
print.

Dougall Campbell, Younger of Inverawe (1733-4- 1756).

Dougall was commissioned into the North British Fusiliers on the 28th of December 1755:

“Dougall  Campbell.   Commission  28  Dec.1755.   2nd  Lieutenant.  21st  Regt.  (Royal  British
Fuzileers).”  Tis  is  recorded in  the  Army List  of  1758,  omn page 74.   The regiment  was then
stationed in Gibralter where scarcity of land meant that few grave inscriptions survived.  
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The 21st was the fourth British Infanty Regiment of the Line to be raised in the United Kingdom and
the first to be raised in Scotland.  When Dougall received his commission the regiment had been in
existence  for  77  years  and  had  its  origins  in  the  need  to  end  the  chaos  caused  by  religious
dogmatism in 17th century Scotland. On the 23rd of September 1678, Charles Erskine, 5th Earl of
Mar received a commission to raise a regiment of foot.  The regiment was first known as Mar’s and
colloquially as ‘Mar’s Grey Breeks’ on account of the hodden grey trews worn by the soldiers.
After about 1685 it became known as the Scots Fusiliers.  Until the arrival of William of Orange
and Queen Mary in 1688 the regiment served entirely in Scotland in a peacekeeping role while the
country was torn by fundamentalist conflict and strife.  

Then, after 1707, with the Union it became known as the North British Fusiliers.  Although called
the 21st of Foot from 1688, the numerical title did not come into common use until the reign of
George II.  The regiment fought under the first Duke of Marlborough throughout the War of the
Spanish Succession (1702-1713) and earned themselves the nickname ‘Marlborough’s Own’.  They
took part in the Battle  of Blenheim under Marlborough in August 1704.  Their  almost suicidal
discipline and the fury of their attack on that field bought time for the cavalry to circle the flank of
the enemy and turn defeat into victory.  They served under John 2nd Duke of Argyll at the Battle of
Sheriffmuir in 1715.  From then until 1741 they served in Scotland, Ireland and England.  They
were then embarked for a return to the Netherlands where they fought at Dettingen and Fontenoy.
With the Jacobite emergency of 1745 they were recalled to Britain and were a part of Cumberland’s
army on the march from Aberdeen to Culloden and took part in the aftermath.  So Duncan might
have met some of their officers.  But they were soon back in the Netherlands and saw action at Val
in 1747.  Following the peace of Aix la Chapelle they were returned to Britain and were stationed in
England until 1750 when they were embarked for Gibralter. Second Lieutenant Dougall Campbell,
Younger of Inverawe, joined them there two years later.

One can only assume that their presence in Gibralter during the four years of Dougall’s service was
due to the strategic need to guard the straits for British Naval access to the Mediterranean.  His
death was almost certainly due to disease rather than to enemy action.

The uniform of the private soldiers of the Royal North British Fusiliers, the 21 st of Foot during the
time when Duncan of Inverawe had served alongside them during the Jacobite emergency in 1746
consisted  of  a  thigh length  red coat  with  gold-outlined  light  blue cuffs  and facings,  light  blue
breeches and white thigh length spats with red garters.  The cap was in the high-fronted style of a
fusilier with a gold emblem on a light blue background with red trim. Their boots were blacked.
They wore a wide light-tan leather belt and shoulder belt crossing the left shoulder and were armed
with a musket.

By Dougall’s time in the regiment the Colonel was William, Earl of Panmure.  His predecessor is
said by the current Regimental Standing Orders to have been Col. Jack Campbell, later 3rd Duke of
Argyll. But since Jack was Colonel of Loudoun’s earlier, this remains a question.  However if he
had earlier been Colonel of the North British Fuzileers [old spelling] it may well be that he helped
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Dougall, Younger of Inverawe, to obtain his commission in the regiment.  Duncan had been acting
second in command to Jack with the Argyll Militia in 1746.

Dougall would have been born in about 1733-34, although the early date is most likely.  He and his
younger  brother Alexander had attended Glasgow University together,  which suggests that they
were near each other in age.  They matriculated in the same year of 1751.  Had Alexander begun his
studies at the age of 13, which was common at the time, and taken the standard three years to
matriculate [graduate], then he would have been born in 1735.  Their parents were married in 1732.
So Dougall would have been aged about 21-22 when he was commissioned in December 1755.
What is possible is that he spent the four years after leaving university, and before joining the army,
as an apprentice clerk in Edinburgh, as his father Duncan may well have done.

Had Dougall been born in 1733-34, he would have served less than a year when he died at Gibralter
in 1756 aged about 22-23 and in the prime of his youth.  The North British Fusiliers would remain
at Gibralter until 1759.  

Following the deaths of Dougall, his father Duncan and brother Alexander, the family at Inverawe
consisted of Duncan’s widow Jean, her daughter Janet, known in the family as ‘Jesse,’ and little
Duncan.  He was evidently not strong and perhaps ailing.  Young Duncan was already alive when
his father wrote his testament in 1756. His mother was old for childbirth.  Only one reference to him
has appeared other than in his father’s will. On the 1st of April following Sandy’s death, the younger
brother of Peter Campbell of Ardchattan wrote home from his house in Cheyne Row in London
where he was then still working as a physician and writer.  He had married Mary (Rous) Campbell,
the widow of Duncan of Inverawe’s brother Dougall who had been killed in India, and had virtually
adopted Dougall’s son Thomas Dougall ‘Tommy’ Campbell.  In his letter he calls Thomas ‘my little
boy’:

Pray what is become of Mrs. Campbell, Inverawe, and little Duncan who I am told 
succeeds to the estate by his brother Sandie’s death.  If I am not mistaken my little boy 
[Tommy] is next heir after Duncan who I hear is a puny sickly boy.  I want it not for him but
should Fortune ever make it his right, I will not fail to prosecute his claim.10

As to the  heir  male  of  Inverawe,  Ardchattan’s  brother  was clearly  out  of  touch and evidently
unaware  of  his  stepson  Tommy  having  an  uncle  in  Duncan  of  Inverawe’s  younger  brother
Alexander, who was also uncle of Alexander 'Sandy' of Inverawe who had just died.

Tommy’s mother Mary was the daughter of Mary Mansell and Francis Rous, he being a member of
the Council of the Hon. East India Company, often now known as the HEIC.  Francis had died in
Madras in 1738.  Mary had an older sister Anne who had married in 1750 one Charles Bourchier.
When Tommy’s father Dougall was killed in India, his effects were administered by Charles as his
brother-in-law.  Charles’ father Richard Bourchier had been Governor of Bombay, so they were a
long established East India Company family.  Charles himself would become Governor of Madras
before retiring to England, first at Harley Street in London and then to Colney House at Shenley in
Hampshire where he died in 1810.  Young Tommy, Thomas Dougall Campbell, therefore had a
very supportive extended family to bring him up in England after the loss of his father whom he had
never known.11 
On  the  1st of  March  1759  Mary had  petitioned  for  an  allowance  for  herself  and  her  child  in
‘consideration  of  her  husband’s  service’  under  Col.  Clive.12  Tommy’s  stepfather  Alexander
Campbell  of  the  Ardchattan  family  had  no  doubt  been  agreeably  surprised  to  hear  later  from
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Charles Bourchier in India that £1,500 [£171,465] was being sent to Mary and Tommy as Dougall’s
legacy13.  

Tommy Campbell, born on the 30th of March 1755 in the Parish of Westminster, was physically a
Highlander  but  entirely  a  Londoner  by  culture.   He  had  never  known his  father  Dougall  and
although his stepfather Alexander Campbell from Ardchattan was a Highlander and Gaelic speaker
by upbringing, the boy had been entirely brought up in the  south.  The ability of Highland people to
adapt to the culture of their choice or chance would greatly aid the evolution of the British Empire,
where the English and even sometimes the Lowland attitude tended more to be to stand on their
principles and avoid local personal contact where possible.  Both ‘Celt’ and ‘Saxon’ combined to be
effective in their way like the ‘warm policeman – cold policeman’ strategy.  The one builds trust
and the other authority, although this was presumably never a consciously adopted plan in building
Empire.  

Tommy’s stepfather had gone up to Oxford in 1748 at the age of 17.  He was in a feisty mood and
landed in debtor’s  prison for a time in the year  that  Duncan of Inverawe had sailed for North
America.  But, after considering the church and refusing the army, he was rescued in London by
writer Thomas Smollet whose family home was near Dunbarton, and given work on his  Critical
Review.  This had enabled him to marry Mary, whom he affectionately called ‘Polly.’  Relations
with Smollet eventually soured and, with the Rous connections, then called ‘interest’ in the HEIC,
this Alexander, younger brother of Ardchattan,  gained a post with the Company in India where
Mary had grown up.

Tommy had only recently turned nine when his mother and stepfather sailed for the Subcontinent
from Portsmouth on the 30th of April 1763.  Alexander would write in February 1765 from India
that ‘The good Mr. Rous, seems to increase in friendship for us in proportion to the distance we are
at from each other.  He has taken on the full management of the child [Tommy, now 11] and desires
me to depend on his utmost interest as if I made one of his family.’14  Since Mary’s father had died
in 1738, this Mr. Rous must have been her brother who was one of the Directors of the HEIC and
Tommy’s uncle.

On Christmas  Day 1763 Tommy’s  step-father  Alexander  Campbell  in  India wrote again to  his
brother that ‘I shall only remit six hundred pounds by this ship to Mr. Rous, merely to repay the
expenses of Tommy’s education.’  The boy was evidently receiving an expensive training.  In the
same letter he proposed that Peter of Ardchattan should send out one of his own boys to India, ‘16
is the age they are admitted, but once he gets in the service, it is impossible he can fail, without
egregious misbehaviour.   I  likewise propose that Tommy shall  seek his fortune here,  and have
therefore designed to give him a mercantile education.  Indeed I believe the boy will never give me
much trouble, as good Mr. Rous seems to have adopted him into his own family and determined to
provide for him.’15

By the middle of July 1768 Alexander and Mary had returned from India, their fortune made in five
years.  Tommy was by then 13 but appears to have stayed on with the Rous family in London to
continue his education while his parents settled at Worton in Middlesex.  They paid a brief visit to
Edinburgh where they spent  time with the family from Ardchattan,  but  returned south without
visiting Argyll, although bringing one of their nieces from there with them.16 

On the 7th of November 1770, now aged just 16, Tommy petitioned to be a Writer for the East India
Company.  The petition, written in an elegant copperplate hand, stated that he had been ‘bred to
Writing and Merchant’s Accompts humbly conceives himself duly qualified to serve the Company
in the capacity of Writer in India.’  The petition was ‘Recommended by Thomas Rous.’  This was
accompanied by a Certificate that Thomas Dougall Campbell had been ‘near seven years under my
tuition…carefully instructed in Writing, Merchants Accompts &c. and in these had made a proper
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and laudable progress.’  This was signed by William Crawford at Newington Butts.  A further
Certificate gave Tommy’s parentage and date of birth as the 30th of March 1755 in the Parish of
Westminster as appears in the Register of Baptisms’ and was dated on the 14 th of November 1770
and signed by Thomas Atwood, Curate.17

On the 16th of January 1771 Alexander was writing to his brother Ardchattan that his niece Polly
was having monthly pains which he felt to be ‘…much increased by the anxiety she feels at parting
so soon with Tommy, who I believe will embark in a month on the Colebrook, Captain Morris.  I
have procured a passage on the same ship for his cousin, Askomell’s brother, who goes to Bengal a
cadet, to which he was appointed by the Duke of Argyll’s application to some of the directors.’18  

This Askomel cousin must have been considerably older than Tommy, unless he was a ‘by-blow’
and only a boy of 16 or 17, as one would expect for a cadet.  John Campbell  of Askomel,  by
Campbeltown in Kintyre, had married Duncan of Inverawe’s sister Lillias in 1728-29.  Their eldest
son Archibald of Askomel succeeded his father after John had  drowned on the 14th of October
1753.  Lillias then moved to Killian near Inveraray where she had died in 1770.  Archibald of
Askomell’s only legitimate brother was Duncan who rose in the army to the rank of Major and
would die at Greenock in 1801.  He would likely have been in his twenties in 1771.  Tommy arrived
safely in India and was sent to a post in Bengal.  

Ten years later, Tommy’s stepfather Alexander, late of Bengal and now of Wharton in Middlesex,
made his will on the 2nd of June 1781.  He caused ill feeling with one of his Ardchattan nephews by
leaving the bulk of his fortune to his stepson Tommy and his heirs male, although he left his brother
Patrick (known as Peter) of Ardchattan an annuity of £200 [£22,800] a year and a number of other
legacies to his kin.  Failing Tommy’s heirs, his inheritance was to go to the Rous family.19  

But two years afterwards, in 1784 Tommy himself was ailing.  He made his own will on the 12 th of
September that year at a place whose name is hard to decipher, either Nangamitty, Rangamuthy or
Rangrinatty, having recently moved there on the advice of his doctor from his post at Chinsura in
Bengal.  Three thousand rupees were to be used for the support of his mistress Hannah, the mother
of his two natural daughters.  The eldest, Mary, was already in England being brought up by his
mother, the youngest not yet Christened.  His mother with Charles Bourchier and Thomas Roddy at
Chinsurah were to be his executors and the first two to be trustees for the children, who were to
have the residue of his estate.20  

Tommy, Thomas Dougall Campbell,  died in late October 1784.  He was only 30 years old and
unmarried.   On  the  23rd of  November  at  camp  near  Icanpore,  Colin  Campbell,  a  nephew  of
Alexander’s and Ardchattan’s wrote home mentioning Tommy’s mother Mary.  He abused her for
influencing her husband to leave his money to the Rous family rather than to Ardchattan, and went
on to give what news he had of Tommy:

Her son Thomas D. Campbell died a month ago at Rangamuthy distant from Calcutta about 
80 miles, where he was by advice of his surgeon for a lingering disorder, I believe 
consumptive.  I regret his loss as an acquaintance but not as a friend, for I never could 
consider him as such, having had many reasons to think his relationship insincere.21

Poor Colin sounds as though he would not have brought out the best in anyone in his then frame of
mind, nor have attracted many friends.  Tommy’s mother Mary made her will on the 11th of July
1786,  mentioning  Tommy’s  two  daughters,  Mary  living  with  her  and  Anne  on  her  way  from
Bengal, each to have half the Trust Estate.  Failing them, her own sister Anne and her husband
Charles Bourchier were to inherit.22  She died at Clifton near Bristol on the 3rd of May 1793.23

Tommy’s  daughter  Mary Campbell  married  Philip  Gill  Esq.,  of  Woodlands,  Parish  of  Baling,
County of Southampton, when she was nineteen on the 4th of February 1799.  Charles Bourchier
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arranged a generous settlement of £4,000 in 5% bank annuities [£22,800 annually] and Mary had
evidently been living at his house in Harley Street, which was given as her address.24  

The Gills had a son whom they named Dougall Campbell Gill.  By 1828 the family were living at
Midgham in Buckinghamshire when Dougall matriculated at St. Alban’s Hall in Oxford, aged 18.
He came down with a BA from St. John’s College in 1832.25  He then became a cleric of the Church
of England and lived at Midgham Cottage near Reading but never married.  His sister Miss E. M.
Gill came to keep house for him and in 1871 they both subscribed to the Presentation for Princess
Louise on her marriage to the Marquess of Lorn, giving their names as members of the Inverawe
family.26  Being brought up in the romantic era, although Dougall had been given Campbell as his
second Christian name, he adopted Campbell by hyphenating his name to Gill-Campbell before he
died on the 11th of June 1890.  The death notice read: ‘Death on that date at Midgham Berks, of the
Rev. Dougall Campbell Gill-Campbell, cleric, MA Oxon’.27  

His aunt Anne, Tommy’s second daughter, had also remained un-married and died on the 15th of
November 1862.  The notice read: Death on that date of Anne, aged 79, youngest daughter of the
late Thomas Dougall Campbell Esq., of Inverawe House, Argyllshire, and granddaughter of Captain
Dougall  Campbell  who  ‘was  killed  by  a  musket  ball  from one  of  our  own pieces  during  the
confusion of the night  attack on,  and the capture of,  Fort  Budge Budge,  on the Hoogly,  while
serving under Lord Clive in the brilliant campaign of 1756.’  She was listed as spinster, late of 2
Hornton Street  in  Kensington but had died at  9 Church Street  in  Kensington. Edward William
Harris,  Kingston  Vale  in  Surrey,  and  Arthur  Warburton  from  Stockwell  in  Surrey,  were  her
executors and proved her Will on the 22nd of January 1863.28

Her sister Mary, Mrs. Philip Gill, had also moved to Midgham to be with her son and daughter.  She
died there on the 30th of May 1864.  Her Will was proved on the 9 th of September 1864 by Eliza
Mary Gill, her daughter, and the Rev. Dougall Campbell Gill, her son, both of Midgham, who were
her executors.29

The  last  of  the  family  at  Midgham Cottage  was  the  vicar’s  sister, Eliza  Mary Gill-Campbell,
spinster, who died on the 14th of March 1895, of Midgham Cottage, Berks.  Being the last remnant
of her family,  she had named as her executors her friends Charlotte Celina Blyth,  spinster, and
Albert  Richard  Tull,  Esq.    Probate  was processed in  Oxford on the  3rd of  May.   She left  an
inheritance  worth  £6,116-9s-ld.  and  another  executor,  Marjorie  Fitzgerald,  proved  her  Will  at
Oxford.30

So  the  line  of  Dougall,  brother  of  Duncan  of  Inverawe,  ended  in  prim  and  ecclesiastical
respectability.   The skeleton of Tommy’s youthful vitality was no doubt well hidden.  But what
became of Hannah who gave up her children, and was she the daughter of a soldier or of Indian
family?   The former seems more likely due to her first name,  yet  why was her surname never
mentioned?

Tommy, in fact, would not have inherited Inverawe.  His father Dougall was clearly a younger son,
younger than Duncan of Inverawe’s surviving brothers Alexander and John.  There had been an
earlier Dougall but he had died, which may have lead to some confusion.  
When little Duncan died, Jesse was left as heiress of the responsibilities, lands and considerable
debts of Inverawe.

End Notes

The Younger Generation

23
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Jesse

&

the Sale of Inverawe

The Inverawe Annuity Fund & Issues with Dalness

With the death of her brother Captain Alexander ‘Sandy’ of Inverawe on the 8th of January 1760,
and of her little brother Duncan between the 1st of April 1760 and the 16th of June 1761, their sister
Jesse became the heir of her father Duncan.  When she gave up the Testament of Alexander on the
18th of November 1761 she was already married and appears as ‘Janet [Jesse] Campbell, spouse of
William Pitman, surgeon to the regiment of Foot commanded by General Leighton, only lawful
daughter of the deceased Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe.’  

Duncan’s kinsman and agent, John Campbell of Cloichombie had the unpleasant task of laying out
for her the list of debts owed by her and what little income there was to offset these.  This he did in
the form of a balance sheet on the 17th of November 1761.  The page survives among the Inverawe
papers. Despite Duncan’s gamble of obtaining more land, both by purchase from Breadalbane and
by grant from Argyll,  presumably with the idea that  it  could bring in more income,  his  father
Archie’s  debts  had  hardly  given  him a  decent  start  in  life  and  these  he  evidently  never  fully
overcame.  There are few if any Bonds signed by Duncan showing him borrowing funds after the
death of his father.  That says much for his personal fiscal discipline and his valiant effort to save
the family place that had been held together for ten generations.

While  there  is  no mention  on the balance  sheet  of  the  liferent  or  provision for  Jean,  the lady
Inverawe, that must be included in the debts, since she would live into 1762.  

State of Inverawe’s Affairs 17 November 1761

Debts £6,159.19.
The Debts of the estate pr first thereof 
including interest until Martinmas 1761 
see numbers p. Price £7,102.1  .71/2

Interest thereon Mart[inmas] 1761      542.18.3          

[owed] £7,644.19.3

From which deduct debts due to the estat

Including Rents of 1761, arrears of rent,

Price of Household furniture sold excepting

     Silver plate – See No 2nd £1,488.0 .9[torn] 

Balance of debt [torn] in the land estate £6,156.19.3/4

The rent of the lands of Inverawe 1761 £  431.11.3 ¾ 

Deduct the free rent of the purchases   



made by Major Campbell of Inveraw £  140.11.11 1/3  

Remains, being the old estate £  290.19.4 5/12 

Capt. Dougall’s mortification             £300 [Invested in Iverawe for the family poor]

Gen. Peter’s mortification    £500

Remains for which the estate is exposed
To a demand for payment £1,138.19.0 ¾1

 
Facing the balance sheet must have been a dire experience for 20 year-old Jesse, although John
will have told her that when the lands were sold the price could cover the debts and more.  While
the loss of Inveraw to the family after almost three centuries would have been a sad thought for
her, Jesse may have even been glad to leave a place where she had faced the death of her father
and all her three brothers, and have been relieved not to face the responsibilities and obligations
to the people on a place so far gone in debt.

In the comparative purchasing power of the year 2000, the funds needed to pay the debts would
amount to about £130,200.  Clearly the lands had to be sold and without them such a house on a
farm in Argyll had no value in those days. The ‘purchases made by Major [Duncan] Campbell of
Inverawe’ were the lands  of  Barbreck Lochawe and Polinduich.   The rent  presumably went
towards the wadset or purchase payments.  

The  £800 of  the  two ‘mortification’  or  annuity  sums from Captain  Dougall  the  Merchant  and
General Peter Campbell of Southhall, were the sums secured by the lands of Inverawe which were
for the charitable purposes of helping indigent members of the Inverawe kindred and had originally
been set up by Captain Dougall in his will of 1718. If the lands were sold, these sums had to be paid
back  to  the  trustees  who  would  invest  them  elsewhere.   However,  if  the  purchaser  could  be
persuaded to continue making payments out of the lands for a reduction in the purchase price, that
could be a simpler solution.  

The comment about the sale  of furniture ‘excepting Silver  plate,’  confirms that the solid silver
Inverawe cup presented by Captain Dougall the Merchant, went with Jesse and her husband when
they left.  Presumably they also took with them the cutlery with the Inverawe stag’s head crest
which had among it  the teaspoon retrieved from the court  in Inveraray by Duncan some years
before.  Of that nothing is known to have survived, unless in Ireland.  

But winding up the place would take five more years and so some essential furniture must have
been left in the house at the time and sold with the place.  The photographs taken of the interior of
Inverawe in 1910 by Federick Richardson show a four-poster bed in the style of an earlier century
in the bedroom that was traditionally that used by Duncan and Jean.  Perhaps that went with the
house.

Jesse’s brother Sandy’s affairs were also being processed.  On the 18th of November in that year of
1761, the Testament Dative of Captain Alexander Campbell of Inverawe, residenter in Glasgow
who died on the 8th of January 1760, was given up by Janet Campbell, spouse of William Pitman,
sister of the deceased.  His estate was valued at £39. 0s. 6d. sterling [£4,446], being his clothing and
goods  and  some  money.  Hugh  MacLean,  Writer  in  Glasgow,  confirmed  the  statement  as  the
cautioner2. 
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This is the earliest surviving evidence for Jesse’s marriage to Captain Pitman and it is confirmed by
the entry in Service of Heirs on the following 9th of January: Janet [Jesse] Campbell, wife of Dr.
William Pitman, 56th of Foot, served heir to her father, Duncan Campbell of Inverawe. Then on the
24th of February she was also served heir  to her late eldest  brother, Lieutenant  Dugald/Dougall
Campbell who had died in Gibralter in 17563.

Now that Jesse was married and heiress of Inverawe, her mother Jean, the lady Inverawe, moved to
Edinburgh rather than to the dower house of Tirvine, now occupied by the MacCalman Tacksmen,
or to Fraoch Eilean which had evidently been allowed to crumble, doubtless encouraged by the
window tax4. She had her equivalent of liferent from the lands of Inverawe.  She had last seen
Duncan in April 1756, five years before and had been a widow for three years.  She now lived
alone, presumably in rented rooms near the High Street.  But there would likely have been Menzies
or Monzie kinsfolk there in similar circumstances.

Inverawe  was  not  the  only  long-held  area  of  responsibility  in  Argyll  facing  a  dissolution  of
leadership on a local level. The year 1762 was not a good one for a number of those in Argyll who
had held their lands of Campbell of Auchinbreac.  The old Sir James Campbell of Auchinbreac,
who had been an active Jacobite  along with his  son-in-law Cameron of Lochiel,  had his lands
forfeited and then faced bankruptcy.  This eventually caused a series of families who had borrowed
from Auchinbreac to be obliged to sell up or face a similar disgrace5. 

One of the debts hanging over Jesse was due to her father Duncan’s purchase of Barbreck Lochawe
from Breadalbane.  When Duncan died there was evidently still more due to be paid on the note or
mortgage.  Breadalbane’s agent, John Campbell of the Bank wrote to Duncan’s brother Alexander
the Provost about this because a letter of Alexander’s of 1763 has survived.   In it Alexander is
called ‘sometime Provost of Renfrew and now Provost of Greenock.’  He writes to John of the Bank
stating again that he was the Heir Male of Inverawe but that it was his niece Janet [Pitman] who had
inherited his brother Duncan of Inverawe’s rights to Barbreck Lochawe6. Janet was therefore liable
for  the  debt  remaining  to  Breadalbane.   Those  lands  had  therefore  to  be  sold  immediately.
Mercifully a cousin of her mother’s was expecting to stand as Member of Parliament for Argyll and
he, needing a residence in the County, expressed an interest.

So on the 1st of January 1762 Jesse and her husband Captain Pitman signed over a Disposition of
those  lands  of  Barbreck-Lochawe and Polinduich  to  her  mother’s  cousin  Major,  later  Colonel,
Robert Campbell of Finab – elsewhere spelt Fonab.  He was the son of Colonel Alexander of Finab,
called ‘hero of the Darien expedition.’  Whether he bought them as a kindness or with a view to his
standing as Member of Parliament for Argyll in 1766 is left as a question, perhaps both if he could
project  that  far  ahead7.  Robert  may  already  have  told  Jesse  that  he  was  willing  to  take  over
responsibility for all the people and lands of Inverawe, but there were a number of legal issues to be
settled first which would involve the courts and so take more time.

The process of winding up the Inverawe responsibilities in Argyll after almost three hundred years
was a lengthy one.  One of the issues slowing the process were the lands of Dalness in Glenetive,
said to have been wadset in the 17th century to a neighbour, one of the Glencoe MacDonalds who
meanwhile had a tack of them from old Archibald of Inverawe, Duncan’s great-uncle.  Like the
lands of Kilmartin, Dalness was held from Inverawe who held them from Argyll who held them
from the crown.  Due process had to be followed.

There was also the hereditary responsibility, dating from so early that the records were lost, making
the holder of Inverawe the ‘Forester of Dalness,’ elsewhere described as ‘Keeper of the Forest of
Glenetive.’ This must have involved being, or employing, a stalker to cull the red deer to prevent
over-grazing, and to prevent undue taking of deer from the hill.  



But with the inevitable integration of the Highlands into the increasingly international economy of
the country, stirred by new overseas trade and the first glimmers of the Industrial Revolution, there
would come a shift  away from any need for local defence.   This would mean a move towards
national forces like the ‘fencible men’ and militia, with the Independent Companies leading to the
Highland regiments.  The whole basis of social life and human relationships was already shifting in
Duncan’s lifetime, slipping inevitably away from maintaining a large population in the glens at
subsistence levels, with mounting concern for introducing industrial fishing, improved education
and even industry into the Highlands and Islands as an alternative.  Some of this was idealistic,
designed to help people cope with change, and some was so as to make viable the development of
infrastructure.

So the idea of being responsible for the people on the lands granted by the crown, essentially for
military service, was changing.  The concept of ‘estates’ was coming into being.  Professor Alan
Macinnes has pointed out that this process of Highland-Lowland integration began to a degree with
the Statutes of Iona in 1609, but at the level of the communities for which Duncan was responsible
the greater change was to come during his life and those of the following generation. The lairds of
‘lands’ like Duncan had let them in tack but made few if any claims on the Tacksmen other than for
timely payment of tack dues or military service.  With the advent of the progressive move towards
‘improvement’ the whole concept shifted to where the laird saw himself as ‘owner’ of the land and
therefore responsible for ‘land management’ and general improvement for the benefit of his family
and the community.   The Tacksmen and their farmtouns of cottars and labourers or sub tenants
began to be replaced by tenant farmers while the others on the farmtouns paid rent directly to the
‘owner.’ The farmers were increasingly obliged to obey the ‘owner’s wishes where improvements
were concerned, with the cost of improvements being passed on in higher rents.  And the cottars
and labourers were being thinned out or being directly employed by the tenant farmer or estate for
pay.  Military service seems in some cases to have been commuted to labouring service,  not so
surprising when even the men of the early Independent Companies had worked on Wade’s roads.
Rather than paying rent, the farm hands began to be paid partly by being provided with a ‘tied’ or
estate owned house that they would lose if let go.

Returning again to Duncan’s legacy in the untied end of his relationship with his likely foster-kin at
Dalness  in  Glen Etive.   The MacDonalds  had come to internal  dispute and the residue of  this
internecine conflict was left to the penniless Jesse to clear up before the sale of Inverawe could be
completed.  And of course any such work involved lawyer’s fees.

So far as the local processing of Jesse’s inheritance went, John of Cloichombie moved affairs with
some dispatch.  On the 1st of January 1762 Jesse and her husband signed a Disposition, selling the
wadset  lands  of Barbreck Lochawe to her mother’s  half-brother  Robert  Campbell  of  Finab for
£10,120 (Scots)8. The funds would presumably go into the coffers of the Earl of Breadalbane to pay
off the wadset or mortgage.  On the 9th of January 1762 Jesse as ‘Janet Campbell, wife of Dr. Wm.
Pitman, 56th of Foot,’ was served heir to her father Duncan.  Then on the 24 th of February she was
served heir to her late brother Lieutenant Dougall Campbell9. On the 10th through the 12th of March
she was given Sasine of the lands of Inverawe.  The witnesses were two local men Duncan Sinclair,
son to John Sinclair, Workman in Inveraray and Neil Brown, son to the deceased Donald Brown,
sometime Quarrier there.  Both men sign in neat and fluent handwriting, suggesting that they were
both young men taking advantage of the potential to advance through education10.  The Sasine of
March 1762 mentions the ‘now deceased Mrs. Jean Campbell,’ Duncan’s widow.  Jesse had now
also lost her mother, the last of her immediate family.  So Jean did not long outlive Duncan.  She is
said to have died in Edinburgh and have been buried in Greyfriar’s Kirkyard, however no stone has
been recorded for her there.
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With the lands of Barbreck Lochawe and Polinduich successfully sold to Jean Inverawe’s cousin
Campbell of Finab, and with Jesse vested in Inverawe as her father and eldest brother’s heiress, the
remaining hurdle to the sale of the place was the settlement of the lands of Dalness in Glen Etive.

As was described while Duncan was still alive, in 1750 the naval officer Coll Macdonald had sailed
away leaving an Edinburgh lawyer James Fergus briefed to some extent to gain for him the rights
he thought he had in the lands of Dalness.  The misunderstandings that created the case were likely
due  to  Coll’s  being  away from home  since  he  was  a  boy when he  had joined the  navy as  a
midshipman.  He does not seem to have had good communication with his uncle James who was
farming the place.  For both reasons he failed to understand the situation on the ground and so was
unable to brief his lawyer adequately and he gained nothing.  
But Coll  had since died childless in 1759 or 60.  Now the case was continued by his younger
brother  John,  now  of  Dalness,  whose  understanding  seems  to  have  equally  befuddled.   Both
consequently wasted their funds where there was no cause for a suit.  John’s efforts resulted in a
judgment that blamed Duncan for attempting to regain Dalness when in fact Inverawe had funded
‘uncle James’ in Dalness most generously when, had he not done so, Dalness could have reverted to
Inverawe for the payment of a smaller sum than the aid given.  This besmirching of the name of her
father brought Jesse to court in an attempt to have the judges unpick their mistaken knitting.

On the 10th of January 1763 a Petition was presented in Court in the name of Jesse and her husband:

‘The Petitioners make no difficulty to acknowledge their motive for giving your Lordships the
trouble of a reclaiming Petition in so trifling a Question as is now the subject of dispute in the
conclusion of this Cause, is a sense and feeling they have of the unsuitable return from this
Pursuer [John Macdonald] to the now deceased Major Duncan Campbell the Petitioner’s father,
whose conduct has been represented in the unfavourable light of taking indirect means to carry
off the Pursuer’s petty Inheritance,  however evident  it  must  be,  from the following State  of
Facts, that his conduct was the very reverse.’

The petition went on to describe how Duncan had both lent funds to ‘uncle James’ Macdonald who
was tacksman in Dalness and had twice reduced his tack rent.  Duncan had in fact been remarkably
kind to James in a way that reinforces the likelihood that he had been foster brother of ‘young
James’ who had been ‘uncle James’ nephew but who had died before 1750 without heirs other than
his half-brothers,  Alexander,  Coll  and John.  The document laid out with clarity Jesse and her
lawyer’s understanding of the case.  However the Court was unwilling to reconsider the matter
where mere reputation rather than funds were concerned11.  The Petition gives the whole history of
the relationship between Inverawe and the family at Dalness, which is more easily understood with
the aid of a family tree of the MacAlastair Macdonalds, tacksmen in and then wadsetters of Dalness.

Alexander        

(2nd) of Dalness

|________________________________________________________________ 

|             |

Alexander (3  rd  ) James Tacksman of Dalness

Of Dalness = (1) Jean Campbell              | ‘the uncle’

 __|      He = (2) Jean Maclachlan dau. of Dugald Maclachlan of Corrounan         |           b, ante 1695

|     |______________________________________ ______|_______

James heir of Dalness      |                         |        |          | | |



[Foster brother          Alexander Lieut. Coll RN Dugald       John            Coll WS               Col. Duncan

Of Duncan?]        (4th) of Dalness        of Dalness       d. c. 1748   of Dalness  of Dalness = 1795      57th regt. 

b. c. 1702            d.c.1759     d. 1775      1756-1837 | Elizabeth      d. 1814

k? d.s.p?             | Barbour

            | Macbean
            |

James of Dalness, Advocate, d. 1845

& others.

Finally,  in  December  1764,  a  Feu  Contract  was  signed  between  Jesse,  as  ‘Janet  Campbell  of
Inverawe,’  and John Macdonald  of  Dalness  which  was satisfactory  to  both  parties.   John was
confirmed as owner of Dalness, by Feu and Sasine; Jesse then sold the land of Dalness and salmon
fishings on the Etive to John.  This enabled her to be free to sell Inverawe in the following year.
Ultimately it was James the uncle’s eldest son – another Coll – who succeeded to the lands when
John died childless in 1775.  This younger Coll had gone to Edinburgh and become a Writer to the
Signet.

The descendant and historian of the Dalness family, the late Charles Millar, sometime Housemaster
at  Trinity  College  Glenalmond,  would  write  “There  seems  little  reason,  in  spite  of  what  John
Macdonald says,  to doubt that Duncan Campbell  of Inverawe, and probably Janet his daughter,
acted kindly towards the Dalness family and James Macdonald in particular12.” 

There is a tradition, whose origins I have been unable to find, although likely the old Captain of
Dunstaffnage, Angus Campbell, passed this on to the late Ian Campbell of Fraoch Eilean WS, that
on her departure from Inverawe, Jesse washed her hands in wine as she crossed the march from
Inverawe lands.

Finally,  on  the  6th of  June  1765 Jesse  and  her  husband  were  at  Edinburgh  where  the  sale  of
Inverawe was completed.  She signed ‘Jesse Campbell’ on a ‘Deposition by Mrs. Janet Campbell of
Inverawe, spouse to William Pitman Esq., late of H.M. 56th Regt. of Foot, only lawful daughter of
the deceased Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe by the also deceased Jean Campbell his spouse,
to Lieut.  Col.  Robert  Campbell  of Fonab, who had paid £9,320 stg: as agreed price,  of all  the
Inverawe properties and superiorities.’ These are enumerated. These lands are to be held of Janet in
blench ferm.  Mention was made of her father’s Disposition of 17th April 1756 to the deceased
Lieut.  Dugald Campbell  his  eldest  son;  and the services  of  Janet  as heir  to  her father  and her
brother. The disposition was dated at Edinburgh on the 6th and ratified the same day13.  Presumably
this price of £9,320 sterling [£1,062,480] must have been after the debts on the place were paid,
since it seems curiously low. Comparative prices for Argyll places at that period were;  

                

Knap:   £4,852 1776 [£554,632]
Duntroon: £25,050 1791 [£2,863,465]

Inverawe   £9,3201765 1765 [£1,062,480]

Oib:   £7,500 turn of the century. (upset price)]  

The price paid for Inverawe in Sterling of £9,320 [£1,062,480] seems well under the  normal price
for lands of such an extent so that repayment of debts were likely part of the agreement.  The actual
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acreage is still to be mapped [2017].  The lands listed were; Inverawe ( 4 merks ) Drumachois ( 4
merks) Branrie (6/8) Dalness (2 merks) Achlian (£5) including Duchollie,  Barbreck and part of
Stranmore with the island of Frechylan and the adjacent island of Douillan [now joined to Fraoch
Eilean since the level of the loch was lowered] pertaining to the lands of Achlian, Tirvinzie (20
shilling) Ardeachine (20 shilling) Innerallan and Innercharnan (2 merkland) Kilmartin (£5) Fannans
(4 merks) Cruachan (6 merks) with Arivildonich (1/2 merk) Ardchuiltuichan (20 shilling) Camibuis
(2 merks) Dalavich (2 merks) with Offices etc., Dalness had already been sold.

This  list  was  transcribed  in  the  1920s  ‘From  a  poorly  written  copy  of  the  original  in  the
Dunstaffnage papers,’ presumably destroyed in the fire of 1942, however they do roughly conform
to earlier Charters and Sasines but may not be a complete list.

Also on the 6th of July Jesse signed a Factory and Commission to her uncle Lieut. Col. Robert
Campbell of Fonab, to manage her affairs since they intended to leave for Ireland14.  On the 25th of
October  The Pitman’s  lawyer,  David  Rae,  Advocate  in  Edinburgh,  came before  the Lords  and
Council  for  Mrs.  Janet  Campbell  of  Inverawe and  William Pitman,  late  of  His  Majesty’s  56 th

regiment of Foot with the statement that Lt. Col. Robert Campbell of Finab had ‘made payment to
me the said Mrs. Janet Campbell of Inverawe, the sum of £9,320 sterling as the full and available
worth and price of the said lands whereof I grant receipt and hold me well content and satisfied and
paid…[and] sell alienate and dispose [of the lands of Inverawe and others. [paper disintegrating]15.’

In November Lt. Col. Robert Campbell  of Finab was given Sasine of the lands of Inverawe, a
process which took five days  on the various lands between the 15th and the 22nd of the month.
Kenneth McCallum, ‘Messenger at Inveraray as Procurator and Attorney for and in the name of …
Finab… and with another  man,  Archibald Campbell,  residenter  in Ballure near Inverawe… [as
Baillie] Past to the ground of the several lands…Holding in his hand’ the extract of the Disposition
by Jesse, ‘by delivering earth and stone [from] the said 
respective lands, clap and hammer of the said milns, and nett and cobble for the said fishings …
etc.’ gave Sasine to Finab16. 

The responsibility for the communities and lands of Inverawe, granted to or purchased over three
centuries  by the MacConnochie  family there,  were now vested in  Col.  Robert  Campbell.   The
question stands as to whether he would – as a Campbell kinsman – continue the paternal style as
local leader of the communities or would he treat the land in the new sense of personal possession?
The first evidence that he had some concept of the paternal sense of responsibility for the kindred, if
not the more general communities and the land, was his acceptance of a fiduciary task which he was
certainly not obliged to continue.

There remained the settlement of the annuity funds invested in the Inverawe lands. Colonel Robert
of Finab had evidently agreed to accept and continue the investment of the charity funds for the
poor of the Inverawe family remaining in the lands.  On the 22nd of December 1767 he granted a
Precept of Clare Constat at Inverawe to those who were effectively now by descent the Trustees for
the funds: Dougall, James and Aeneas Campbell.  First was Dougall  buidh now of Kilmartin as
grandson and nearest lawful heir of the late Alexander Campbell of Kilmartin.  He also represented
his  great-uncle,  the  late  Dougall  Campbell  of  Nether  Rhudill  [&  Shirvan]:  Next  was  James
Campbell  of Craignish as grand-nephew and nearest lawful heir of the deceased Mr. Alexander
Campbell,  Advocate;  and finally there  was Aeneas Campbell,  Merchant  in Glasgow, as  grand-
uncle’s  son  [sic]  and  nearest  lawful  heir  of  the  deceased  Dougall  Campbell,  portioner  of
Monktonhall, and as great-grandson and nearest heir of the deceased Allan Campbell in Barnalian.
So far, no further record of Aeneas (possibly Angus) has been found (2017).



Relationships of the Trustees of the Inverawe Annuity Fund

Archibald C of Inverawe (c. 1583-c. 1645) = Jean Campbell (possibly Ardkinglas family)

|________________________________________________________________________                  |
|  |                     Lt. Col. 

Dougall C of I. (d. 1665) Archibald Oig in Whitestone                  Allan in Barnalian =  Colquohoun

=(1) Agnes.  He =(2) Mary MacNeil |___________________________                |

 |      |___________________________                    |      |       |

 |_____________________ |                         |  John of Whitestone   Gen. Peter | |
            |                         |           |                            |     of South Hall |

Archibald C of I.    Duncan of Crunachy       Alexander    Bailie Dougall          Duncan |

=(1) McNeill             = Isabel C Edinample   of Kilmartin     of Shirvan         of South Hall |

=(2) Lillias C             | |___________            _____________________|

dsp    ________|                             |        |                        |         |     

  |             Dugald        Hugh              Dougall of                      Patrick

Archie C of I = Janet Maclean  |                      |             Monktonhall      in Barnalian

       |        Margaret = Dougall buidh         | |

Duncan C of Inverawe = Jean C Fonab                         |        Archibald in Kilmun

      |           Alexander C. Advocate = Ann |      
Jesse                               Aeneas merchant in Glasgow

The Precept narrates that it is clearly known that their predecessors  ‘all died infeft as trustees and
fide commissioners for the use and behoof, maintenance and support of the old decayed men and
young  women  of  the  family  of  MacConnochy  in  an  annual  rent  of  £15  sterling,  or  5%,
corresponding to the principal sum of £300 sterling [£34,200], upliftable yearly at two terms out of
the listed lands of Inverawe… as specified in a Heritable Bond granted by the deceased Archibald
Campbell  of Inverawe [father of Duncan of Inverawe] Witnesses to the Precept by Col. Robert
Campbell at Inverawe on the 22nd of December 1767 were: Patrick Campbell Esq., of Ardchattan
and Captain Campbell, Younger of Glenfeochan17. 

There was a certain pleasant justice in young Glenfeochan being a witness in that he was also a
MacConnochie Campbell.  He was from a family who, until Duncan’s father’s day had often been
witnesses to Inverawe documents, and Inverawe to theirs.  Their relationship had lasted since the
late  fourteen hundreds but the specifics  of their  exact degree of kinship have been lost.   Their
ancestors would seem to have been brothers or cousins at the end of the fourteen hundreds.

These documents, the Precept and the Sasine that followed, show that there were two funds; one by
an Inverawe kinsman Dougall in Bareille for Kilmartin school and for poor boys of the family of
Inverawe, and the other for old men and young women of the family of MacConnochy – in fact the
extended family of Inverawe, Lerags and Stronchormaig-Glenfeochan and any cadet families of
them.  There was also mention earlier in one of Duncan of Inverawe’s letters of ‘the Hospital boyes’
which links with the funds given to Heriots’s Hospital in Edinburgh, so that the scholarship to that
school  would  appear  to  have  extended  to  Inverawe  and  MacConnochy  scholars.   The  earlier
mention  of funds invested by the late  General  Peter Campbell  of South Hall  were possibly an
addition to Captain Dougall’s original bequest.
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Further evidence that Col. Robert was not entirely mercenary in his style comes from a Gaelic story
in Records of Argyll of how he returned home to find his factor had discontinued the MacConnochie
‘kindly tenant’ Tacksmen in Achlian.  He immediately reinstated them.

Jesse and her  husband spent  some time  in Aberdeen and the  est  of  their  lives  in  the northern
counties of Ireland.  There they had a daughter whom they named Susan, after Jesse’s maternal
grandmother  Susan Menzies.   She seems to have looked more to her kinship with her cousins
among the Fonab and Monzie families than with those of Inverawe. She never married and makes a
brief appearance on record in the early years of the 19th century when she was granted an annuity by
Duncan’s nephew Archibald of Inverawe, the West Indies merchant and son of Provost Alexander.
The other Pitman children also diesd without offspring.
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chapter iii

Alexander 11th of Inverawe

Shipmaster - Provost & Comptroller of Customs
1710-1770

‘Uncertainty is an uncomfortable position – But certainty is an absurd one.’ Voltaire

Like a ship caught intermittently in the beam of a lighthouse, we catch only occasional glimpses of
Alexander 11th of Inverawe throughout his earlier life.  Like his elder brother Duncan Campbell of
Inverawe, his health appears to have been strong and his progress in life steady.  As Duncan had
been, he was clearly a respected man among his contemporaries in the communities where he made
his homes after he settled as a married man.  

Alexander grew up on his father’s lands of Inverawe near the shores of Loch Etive in Argyll.  His
birth was at their grain-land farm of Tirvine or Tirvinzie on Loch Awe before those peaty waters
enter the throat of the pass of Brander for their descent as the River Awe to the sea in Loch Etive.
He was born on the 18th of July 1710 according to a transcribed note from a family Bible.  His
parents were Archibald Campbell of Inverawe (c.1670-1740) and his wife Janet Maclean, daughter
of Lachlan Maclean of Torloisk in Mull and his MacDonald of Sleat wife Barbara.

In  the  course  of  Duncan’s  life  there  have  been  occasional  mentions  of  his  younger  brother
Alexander.  By 1761, on the death Duncan’s youngest son as a child, and despite the lands having
later passed out of the family, Alexander now became known as ‘Campbell of Inverawe.’   Since
there was another Alexander Campbell employed when he was later with the Customs at Greenock,
it was a useful designation, besides being now his full legal name.  After Duncan’s sons had all died
young and unmarried, the place and lands of Inverawe were left to their sister Jesse, including the
debts, yet of a value covering those and so leaving something for her and her husband. 

Duncan had made the choice to place his daughter in the line of heirs when facing a trans-Atlantic
voyage with a war to fight at the end of it and so an uncertain future.  By long custom in earlier
generations, failing Duncan’s sons, the lands and place would have gone to his brother Alexander as
the next male heir in line.  But Alexander had established himself by then with family and a secure
position, while when Duncan signed his testament (effectively his will), his daughter Jessie was
only 15 and his lands were still burdened with his father’s debts.  So although Alexander did not
inherit the lands, he did legally become the ‘heir male’ as head of the family.  

While Jesse eventually owned Inverawe, by her father’s death in the summer of 1758, at the young
age  of  17  she  had  become  Mrs.  William  Pitman,  yet  also  officially  also  ‘Mrs.  Campbell  of
Inverawe’, and she appears as both in the same legal document.  But while there was a male of the



MacConnochie descent, the territorial title would, in those days of military leadership obligations,
pass through the male line.   The Pitmans would have children who died before being married,
including a daughter Susan, while Jesse’s uncle Alexander would have sons.  The eldest of these,
Archibald, would give an annuity to Susan in later years.

Born on the 18th of July 17101, Alexander would hardly have expected to inherit anything while
growing up.  Fifth sons would be lucky to get a tack of land and, if they had any ability at all, would
be best to try for the law, the Kirk, the armed forces or be apprenticed to a trade.  There were three
brothers  between Alexander  and Duncan;  Archibald,  Dougall  and Lachlan.   Like their  younger
brother Patrick, Archibald had died in childhood and Dougall and Lachlan as young men, although
there was the later Dougall presumably named for this brother.  So their deaths left Alexander as
next in line as MacConnochie Campbell of Inverawe.  His brother Archibald had moved on before
1723 when Alexander appears on record as ‘4th son’ of Archibald of Inverawe2. As a young man
Alexander, like many others of his name, was no doubt affectionately known as ‘Sandy,’ the Scots
abbreviation for Alexander, or when the conversation was in Gaelic, he could have been known as
Alastair. 

His birth, he told his son Archibald, was at the Inverawe place of Tirvine on Lochawe, pronounced
‘turVEEN’ meaning in Gaelic the grain lands or corn lands since the few arable fields were among
the best for which the family was responsible.  When these lands had come to the family is not
known, but they were already being re-granted to them in the mid fifteen hundreds.  The place was
long farmed by one of the family rather than being let out in tack.  Why Alexander’s parents Archie
and Janet were living at Tirvine in 1710 rather than at Inverawe is not clear, although perhaps they
had moved there due to the time for harvest approaching.  Lillias, the widow of Alexander’s great-
uncle, old Archibald of Inverawe who had died in 1705, had married Dunstaffnage in 1709, so it
may be that until her furniture had been removed from the house, it was wiser for Archie and Janet
to remain at Tirvine.  Her letter in volume I show her concern for her furniture.  

Alexander was likely close to his immediately elder brother Lachlan who had been born on the 15 th

of February 1709, so was only a year and a half older than himself.  And it is with Lachlan that he
appears for the only time on surviving record while a boy.  Being in company with Lachlan when in
his early teens suggests that, unlike his elder brother Duncan, younger of Inverawe who was eight
years his senior, these two were not fostered but brought up at home.   

When Alexander had just turned 14, he and Lachlan spent a day with two other lads travelling about
their father’s lands acting as witnesses for John Campbell of Craig an Duirinnis, a place by the
modern quarry across Loch Etive from Inverawe.  John was acting as Bailie for their great-uncle,
the late Alexander Campbell of Kilmartin who had just died.  The boys Alexander and Lachlan’s
father Archie of Inverawe had once again brought himself desperately short of cash. So Alexander
of Kilmartin had agreed to lend him a large sum of money provided that they gave him surety by
‘infefting’  or confirming him in some of their  lands so that the tack rents would go to him in
repayment of his loan. The sum lent was 8,000 merks, for an annual rent in return of 400 merks or a
twenty-year loan.  Duncan was about to turn 21 at the time, and was also made responsible for the
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repayment as the ‘fiar’ or potential heir of Inverawe.  The sum of 8,000 merks would then amount
to about £444 and 9 shillings sterling. The approximate equivalent in purchasing power in the year
2000 could be £50,667.

What John Campbell  was doing was moving to each place in the wintry March landscape and,
taking sod and stone, giving Sasine to Alexander of Kilmartin’s heir Dougall, now of Kilmartin.
The  lands  designated  to  guarantee  the  Kilmartin  debt  included  Invercallan  in  Glen  Etive  and
Inverawe  itself.  The  boys  Alexander  and  Lachlan  were  the  witnesses  with  Dougall’s  younger
brother  Hugh  of  Barmaddie  and  another  Dougall  Campbell,  the  son  of  Patrick  Campbell  in
Drumachoise, likely another distant cousin.  To reach places like Invercallan in Glen Etive they
could have sailed or rowed up the loch3. 

In April two years later, Sasine of all the Inverawe lands would be given to Duncan, younger of
Inverawe, before he went off to serve as an Ensign or junior officer in the Captain of Carrick’s
Independent Company.  His brothers Dougall, Lachlan and Alexander were mentioned in that
Sasine as possible heirs, Alexander as fourth in line.  By then the Kilmartin debt had evidently
been paid off 4. 

Alexander’s education would likely have begun at the Ardchattan parish school and later continued
by the parish minister, Colin Campbell of Achnaba who may have prepared him for university.  If
he attended, Latin and Greek were required.  By the age of 16 in 1726, he would be expected to
enter service of some kind and family tradition suggests that he ‘went to sea.’  This is borne out by
his  later  appearance  as  a  ‘Ship’s  Master’  or  Captain  when  his  second son was  born  in  1755.
Alexander’s adventuring on the high seas, where he seems from his portrait to have got himself a
broken nose, fully explains why he and his brother Duncan are never found together in the same
place  in  the  surviving  documents.   However  Alexander’s  later  connections  with  Renfrew  and
Greenock strongly suggest that he would have been host to Duncan on the eve of the latter’s setting
sail for North America as second in command of the Black Watch in 1756.  His seafaring career in
trading ships had brought him into the services of a trading family in Renfrew, the Somervilles.  

Conjectural Tree of the Somerville – Campbell – Noble Connections

Somerville

    |______________________________________________________________              

    |            |           (1747)  |                                |         (1712)

Robert  John Somerville  =  Anne Campbell     William Somerville   Anne Somerville  =  Alexander Campbell

Somer-      Yr of Park WS     |  b. 16 Feb 1712       Provost of Renfrew   b.15 Oct 1719       |       of Inverawe

ville  (which he sold)     |   dau of Neil C.of    (1771-78)    d.1796 aged 77     |   b.1710. d.1771

1701          bpt. 28 Nov 1703 |   Clenary * |   Provost of  

    |                d. 1767              |   (1678-1761) |   Renfrew,

Wm. S.dsp                |  *Principal of Glasgow University |   Inspector 



        ____________________|________________________________________ |   General and                            

      |            |                     |        |          | | | |   Comptroller

Henrietta          Ann               John              Neil            John           Frances        Agnes |   of Customs,

Somerville   Somerville      Somerville   Somerville   Somerville   Somerville   Somerville |   Inspector

Bpt. 1734    b.22 Mar 1736   b. 1738    (1740-1796)    b.1743       b.1744           b. 1751 |   General

= Hew      = Alxr                   dsp         = E. Scott                     WI mercht     = George |   of Tobacco,

Snodgrass  Campbell   |      planter,Green   |   Noble |   Surveyor|

  |      Island Jamaica |   in 1776 |   General.

       ______________________________|      _____________________|d.1798 |             

       |     | |

Alxr Somerville, = Eliz. Munn Lieut. George  = Georgina Donald |

Wine Mrcht.        | Noble RN         |  Dau. Donald of |

Edinburgh      Rev, Alxr. Neil (1791-1847)     |  Ottercaps VA. |

d.1855           Somerville (1813-89) (Trustee)          | |

      __________________________________________|_______ |

     |         | |

Sir Andrew Noble Bt.   = Margery dau. of Archibald Campbell  5 daus. d. unm. |

(1831.1915) |  Quebec, Canada |
of Ardmore        | |

          _______________| |

         |        | |

Noble Baronets Noble Baronets     |

Of Ardmore of Ardkinglas     |

            ___________________________________________________________________|

           |                   |         |                    |                        |             |                   

       Ann                Jean         Archibald Campbell John                Alexander                 Duncan

  Campbell       Campbell            of Inverawe       Campbell          Campbell                 Campbell   

(1746-1812)  (1750-1794)         (1755-1825)     (1755-c.1771)     (1757-c.1771)         (1761-1815)

       dsp                  V                           V           dsp                      dsp                           V

In time Alexander courted and married Ann, the daughter of John Somerville of Park, for many 
years Provost of Renfrew.  She was nine years younger than Alexander. They must have married on
the eve of the 1745 emergency.  
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In 1746, while Ann’s father, Provost John Somerville had been off on is horse, scouting for the
Argyll militia and Duncan’s company over the time of the battle of Falkirk, Alexander and Ann’s
first child was born.  The infant emerged on the 2nd of February 1746 at their house in Renfrew, a
daughter named Anne after her maternal grandmother, Anne Paterson of the Merryflats family5. The
Somervilles  claimed  distant  kinship  with  the  Scots  Lords  Somerville,  one  of  whom  built  the
splendid house of the Drum outside Edinburgh.  

Alexander and Ann’s marriage contract was not signed until a year later, on the 27 th of January
17476.  However since little Ann’s registration of birth showed her as legitimate, this was clearly
what was called a ‘post-nuptial contract,’ signed after the marriage had taken place, in this case
about two years later at least.  In 1745 Alexander would have turned 29.  If he had been trading for
the Somervilles this must have taken him to the ports of Virginia and the Carolinas, and possibly
also to the islands of the West Indies, since this was when the tobacco trade was coming into full
prosperity for the Clyde towns and Glasgow. The obvious question in that era of the tobacco trade,
before the West Indies trade had fully developed, is whether he and the Somervilles were also
involved in the Slave Trade?  So far no documentation to support or deny that theory has yet been
discovered, however the current expert historian on the subject states that ther bulk of that trade was
conducted from Bristol.

By 1746 Alexander become established as an international trader in Renfrew, with virtual certainty
as a partner in the company of Somerville & Campbell, and possibly also with links to Greenock
where the ships of the overseas trade transhipped their cargoes to lighters to be taken up the as yet
un-dredged Clyde estuary to the tobacco merchant’s quays at Glasgow.  In that year or the next
Anne gave birth to another daughter whom they named Jean7.  

What is possible is that Alexander retired from the sea a year or two after his marriage.  According
to a note in the Barcaldine Papers at the Lyon Office, from 1748 to 1754 Alexander and Ann lived
at the Inverawe place of Tirvine on Lochawe.  The place was long farmed by one of the family
rather than being let out in tack.  He may have wanted his children to grow up in the less enclosed
atmosphere of the Highlands, rather than in the constrictions of an urban community where custom
ruled.  

While he had grown up the son of a family for whom agricultural life was staple, it seems that after
5 or 6 years, either Ann hankered for her home situation or he may have been offered a land-based
position with her father’s firm.  Meanwhile if they did spend those years at Tirvine, Ann must have
returned to her parent’s house in Renfrew each time she was about to give birth, since the children’s
births are registered in there.  

Renfrew was then a small country town with trading interests on the south side of the River Clyde,
downstream  from  Glasgow.   Perhaps  Alexander  was  offered  a  position  with  his  in-laws  the
Somervilles in their trading company, for whom he may earlier have served as a ship’s captain.
Certainly, after Alexander’s father-in-law Provost John Somerville whom we met riding as guide in
1746, the following four provosts who were Somervilles, William, John, William and then William



Jr. in 1755-56.  He was followed by a James Campbell from 1756-58, a Robert Somerville in 1758-
59 and then, in 1758 Alexander became Provost of Renfrew.  He held that post until 1762, by when
he had become representative of Inverawe.  The list of provosts of Renfrew appears in J. A. Dunn’s
History of Renfrew and begins in 1699 but gives only years of office, without the month and day of
their taking up their positions.

Alexander evidently moved his family to Renfrew in 1754 when his brother Duncan came back to
Scotland to recruit, and so was able to fulfil his own responsibilities for the Inverawe communities.
Duncan of Inverawe had been serving in Ireland with the Black Watch since 1751 but he was sent
back to Scotland in 1754 to raise what amounted to another battalion – although it was called ‘the
second  division’  –  which  he  then  led  to  North  America  in  1756,  there  joining  the  smaller
headquarters expeditionary force which had crossed directly from Ireland.  So perhaps to some
extent Alexander’s time at Tirvine had meant that he could stand in for Duncan, being responsible
for the people and lands in his absence. But he now moved the family to Renfrew.

Alexander and Ann had a number of children: As mentioned, the first to survive was Ann, born on
the 2nd of February 1746, her birth being registered in Renfrew. Since about three years would pass
before their next surviving child was born, it is possible that there were others who died in infancy.
The next surviving child was Jean, born in 1750.7  Four years later Alexander and Ann welcomed
their eldest son and named him Archibald, born on the 29th of October 1754.  His Christening or
baptism took place on the 31st of October that year.  

According to his  portrait  he would grow up a strong figure of a man with fair  hair  and ruddy
complexion.8  He was clearly named for Alexander’s father Archie of Inverawe.  Three more sons
would be born to Anne and Alexander between 1754 and 1770; John in December 1755, Alexander
in December 1757 and Duncan in June 1761.  The naming of the second son John was after Anne’s
father John Somerville.  The naming of the youngest son as Duncan may either have been after
Alexander’s  grandfather  whom he never  knew,  or  more  likely  in  memory of  his  elder  brother
Duncan of Inverawe who had died of his wounds after the siege of Ticonderoga three years earlier.
All the boys were alive at the time of their father Alexander’s death in 17709.

From 1754 to 1768 Alexander was a Baillie and later served two terms as Provost of Renfrew.
Today In the handsome public library of Paisley are kept the hand-written Minutes of the Burgh of
Renfrew  from  1749  to  1775,  and  these  have  numerous  entries  relating  to  Alexander  and  his
signature, when present, showed that he took part in signing the Minutes following each session. 

The Minutes show that on the 7th of January 1754 Alexander was among those signing at the end of
the session, suggesting that he was already a Baillie of the Burgh. This signature is the earliest
evidence that Alexander held that position in Renfrew.  If he were to leave the tack of Tirvine open,
a move would normally be made at Whitsun, the 15th of May, he may have come to Renfrew ahead
of time, leaving someone else in charge.  The recorded business of that day concerned ‘the badness
of the road to the ferry boat of Renfrew that scarcely a foot person could pass, far less any cart or
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wheeled carriage in the winter time.  ‘The last Quarter Session applied and got £18-15-00 allowed
to .  .  .  in repairing thereof on condition the Burgh also assists and throw over a stone pudzooh
[likely ‘small’] bridge at their own charge – A like sum for repairing the said calzey [causeway] to
which they heartily agree’.  Alexander also signed the Minutes of a meeting on the 6th of April that
year, but was not present at the meeting held on the 20 th of April, however he appears again on the
29th of that month when an election was held for a Burgh Commissioner to attend the General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland. Alexander’s absence from any meetings of the Council from
late April 1754 until the 29th of September 1757, suggests that he was away on a voyage and still
acting as captain of a trading vessel.  The similarity of signatures indicate that this was the same
Alexander Campbell.  However the birth of Alexander and Ann’s second son John in December
1755, indicates that they must likely have been together in April of that year. 

Alexander was not present at the Renfrew Burgh Council meeting on the 4th of May 1754 when
James Campbell of Blythswood was elected as Provost.  Perhaps he had to be in Agyll to hand over
the tack of Tirvine that month. The lands of Blythswood are where Glasgow airport is at the time of
writing.  Alternatively, Alexander may have been on other voyages between April or May 1755 and
September ’57.  He had returned to Renfrew by the 29th of September 1757 when his signature
appears on the Minutes recording the re-election of Blythswood as provost.  The Minute Book
(1749-75), records that on the 29th of September 1757 James Campbell of Blythswood was elected
Provost of Renfrew and ‘Mr. Alexander Campbell’ was present at Renfrew Burgh Council as a
Baillie (in modern terms a Councillor) and among those signing the minute was ‘Alex Campbell’.
This would indicate that he and his family were settled there, although it is not clear when he had
first been elected Baillie10.  The use of the term ‘Mr.’ Suggests that Alexander may have attended
university as a boy, but there is no other evidence for that.

There is then another gap from then until December ’58, suggesting that Alexander was yet again
away on a voyage.  

In the last surviving letter of Duncan of Inverawe’s, he mentions that he had not heard from ‘Sandy
Campbell’ and it seems possible that this referred to his brother Alexander. His own son Sandy was
with him in the Black Watch in North America.  Towards the end of the letter, written at Albany,
colony of New York, and dated on the 14th of March 1758, he mentions  ‘I have had no letter from
Sandy Campbell since Aprile last, Nor from Jesie since July’.  ‘Jesie’ was his daughter who was
only 15 that year but if ‘Sandie Campbell’ was his brother, it is curious that he did not write ‘my
brother Sandie’ unless, as seems very possible, they had not seen each other for many years and
there was another better known Sandie who was not a Campbell, leading him to refer to his brother
in this way. The letter was to John Campbell of Cloichombie who was acting as Duncan’s agent and
factor of his lands and who would work with Alexander in settling the estate following Duncan’s
death11.            

The  news  of  Duncan’s  death  on  the  17th of  July  1758  would  perhaps  take  months  to  reach
Alexander at Renfrew, although as a former ship’s captain he likely had a number of colleagues
who commanded vessels crossing the north Atlantic who, carrying mails, would be sure to speed
him any letters with his address, and it is likely that his nephew Alexander would have sent off
news to home shortly following the burial.  A Disposition of that year of the 4 th of December makes
clear that the news had been received before that date12.



Alexander attended a further meeting of the Renfrew Council on the 26th of December that same
year, when among the subject discussed were navigational improvements to the Clyde.  Members of
the Renfrew Burgh Council met with the Magistrates of what had been Dunbretan [strangely now
spelt  Dumbarton]  and Greenock.   They were concerned about  a  canal  type  lock  which  it  was
proposed to install on the tidal reaches of the river Clyde with the intent of allowing ocean-going
ships to reach the quays of Glasgow. This eventually involved an Act of Parliament, the Glasgow
Lock Bill of the 5th of March 1759. Among those signing the minutes was ‘Alex Campbell’13. The
issue was a critical one for the towns along the lower Clyde estuary for whom the transhipping and
lightering of goods for Glasgow was an essential part of their trade. Alexander was not at the next
meeting of the Council in Renfrew on the 12th of January 1759, but was present again on the 17th of
February14.

Fifty years  after  the union of parliaments,  partly called for by merchants who had earlier  been
stymied by the protective exclusiveness of Southron interests, the Scottish North Atlantic trade was
booming, most notably in tobacco.  The Glasgow City Fathers were determined to push for some
means  of  enabling  shipping  to  reach  their  quays  at  the  Broomielaw  without  the  need  for
transhipping to  lighters  at  the  estuary towns of  Greenock or  Dunbarton.   One solution  was to
construct a set of locks to make the upper estuary or tidal river into a canal.  Eventually, even before
the era of steam operated dredgers, the muddy silt of the shallow reaches was cleared by narrowing
the flow so that the power of the out-going tide and river-flow scourged out the silt.  Meanwhile
Glasgow needed more Clyde bridges.

How much Alexander was aware of the rest of the family during this period is not clear, but it is
certain, due to the settlement of the Inverawe lands, that he would have had news of his nephew and
niece. Duncan of Inverawe’s daughter whom he called Jesse had been baptized  as Janet, and was
likely called by the Gaelic  version Seonaidh [pron. Shona] locally.  She had married a Captain
William Pitman.  While he is found on record as an army Surgeon in the 56th regiment, he is held in
tradition as the officer in charge of the construction of the bridge across the River Awe between
Fannans and Crunachy and was said to be from Ireland.  Jesse had been five years old in 1745-6, so
she had been born in January 1741 and must have been just 17 when married in 1758.  Their first
recorded child was a girl, baptized in Aberdeen on the 17 th of May 1759 as Duncan[a] Jean Pitman,
using both names of Jesse’s parents. Clearly Captain Pitman was still on active duty, taking him
from Inverawe to Aberdeen and later  to  Winchester  where their  second child,  William Pitman
would  be  baptized  on the  12th of  July 1761.   Since  responsibility  for  the  people  and lands  of
Inverawe had been left to Janet/Jesse, with John Campbell of Cloichombie acting as her agent and
with the assistance of the heir male Alexander where necessary, the long distance communication
that the settlement and sale of Inverawe required would have been constant up to the sale in 1765.
None of this correspondence would seem to survive. A further daughter, Susan Pitman, whose date
of baptism is as yet unknown, but whose will was dated on the 19th of March 1831, with Probate
dated the 28th of September 1841 was a legatee of her cousin Jane Campbell, daughter of Robert
Campbell of Monzie.  In 1841 Susam Pitman was living at Tutbury in Staffordshire in England15.

Due to a severely wounded arm, Duncan’s second but surviving son, young Alexander or Sandy,
sailed home from North America after arranging for his father’s funeral with brick-lined tomb and
lead sealed coffin.  Once back in Great Britain, he may well have called upon Jack Campbell, his
father’s old commanding officer from 1745-46 and in 1756 Adjutant General of Ireland, who would
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later be a Field Marshall  and 5th Duke of Argyll.   Jack was born in 1723, was elected MP for
Glasgow in 1744 which position he held until  1766, so that  it  seems likely that  he obtained a
position for Sandy as Captain of the Glasgow City Guard in late 1758 or in 1759.  This was a post
he would not hold for long.  On his father’s death, Sandy had laid on his shoulders responsibility for
the people and lands of Inverawe.

Glasgow City  Council  proposed to  build  a  bridge  over  the  Clyde  ‘to  the  village  of  Gorbals’.
Renfrew Council had acted to guard their interests of navigation and rights of free use of the bridges
at Glasgow. On the 28th of September 1759, Glasgow city father’s dated a statement of agreement to
safeguard all the rights of Renfrew as to free passage on the proposed new bridge.  As a Baillie of
Renfrew, young Sand’s uncle Alexander was involved in this issue16.  His signature appears again
on the Minutes for a meeting on the 3rd of June 1760. ‘The Burgh and Royalty of Renfew,’ also
known as The Burgh and Parish of Renfrew, obtained a document from the City fathers of Glasgow
to protect their use of any Clyde bridge at that city.  In part it read:

Considering the long subsisting friendship between the magistrates and Burgh of Renfrew 
and the magistrates and council of the City of Glasgow, and that for time immemorial 
Burgesses of the Burgh of Renfrew have been exempted from all Portage or Toll payment at
the Bridge of Glasgow, as also from all anchorage and boat dues of the key [quay] of 
Glasgow called the Broomielaw, Therefore the said Magistrates and Council, in Expectation
of the continuance of the friendship and good understanding aforesaid, Doe hereby agree 
and engage that no Pontage toll shall hereafter be demanded from Burgesses of Renfrew, 
their cattle, horses or carriages, either over the present or old bridge of Glasgow or the new 
bridge intended .  .  . or any anchorage for any ship, boat or vessel at Broomielaw.  .  .

When young Sandy of Inverawe returned from his service in the American Colonies in 1758 or 59,
likely with his arm still in a sling, he may quite possibly have stayed with his uncle Alexander and
Ann at their house in Renfrew.  But that is conjecture.  Then, on the 8 th of February [one source
suggests January] 1760, young Captain ‘Sandy’ Campbell of Inverawe died while Captain of the
Glasgow City Guard.  The press of his day stated that his death was as a result of the wounds he had
got while with his father, serving in the Black Watch at the siege of Ticonderoga in the Colony of
New York during the French-Indian War.  His funeral was held on the 12th of February when he
was buried in the now destroyed grave-yard of the Blackfriers Church in Glasgow17.  What is likely
is that Sandy’s uncle Alexander from Renfrew, represented the family at his funeral which was held
in Glasgow.  The press report read: ‘Death in the neighbourhood of Glasgow; Captain Alexander
Campbell of Inverawe, of Argyllshire Regiment [Gent’s Mag. states ‘Militia’].  He was wounded at
the attack upon Ticonderoga in 1758 and never recovered of his wounds.  That attack occasioned
also the death of his father who was major of the Royal Highland Regiment.’ In those days each
battalion had only one Major, the second in command, while companies were headed by Captains.
Later, Majors were to command companies while Captains were second in command to Majors for
companies.  A report of the 12th of February 1760 stated, ‘Burial of Captain Alexander Campbell of
Invera aged 25’. This clarifies that he had been born in 173518.  The following year when Duncan’s
ailing  youngest  son  Duncan  died  while  still  a  child,  Alexander  at  Renfrew  became  the  11th
representative of the Campbells of Inverawe.  

We know very little of young Duncan. He is mentioned in a letter dated the 1 st of April 1760 from
Ardchattan’s brother Alexander Campbell ‘the Nabob’ to Peter Campbell of Ardchattan in Argyll.
This Ardchattan Alexander, not yet a Nabob, was by then in London and living in Cheyne Row,
Chelsea.   He had married Mary,  the widow of Captain Dugald [Dougall]  Campbell,  brother  to



Duncan of Inverawe to whom he had given credit in 1754 when he could least afford it, and who
had been killed in Bengal in 1756.   He evidently expected no dowry and was agreeably surprised
when, after  a lapse of time, his widow’s brother-in-law wrote from India to say that there was
£1,500 [of approximate value of £140,625 in 2000] between her and Dugald’s only child Tommy.
He and Mary and Tommy were then living in a house in Cheyne Row on the proceeds of his work
as a physician and as a writer.  His letters, instead of being pathetic appeals for financial assistance,
had become cheerful and full of gossip.

Pray what is become of Mrs. Campbell, Inverawe, and little Duncan who I am told succeeds 
to the estate by his brother Sandie’s death.  If I am not mistaken my little boy [step-son 
Tommy] is next heir after Duncan who I hear is a puny sickly boy.  I want it not for him but 
should Fortune ever make it his right, I will not fail to prosecute his claim19.  

In fact of course Alexander at Renfrew was now the actual ‘Heir Male’.  As mentioned above, he
had likely attended the funeral of his nephew, Alexander Campbell of Inverawe at the Greyfriar’s
Church on the 12th of February 1760.  From this point onwards until his death, Alexander (1710-
1770) would be representer of the male line of the Campbells of Inverawe with the legal right to use
that  territorial  title.   Today there  are  some  who see  calling  yourself  ‘Cameron  of  Lochiel’  or
‘Campbell of Inverawe’ as being elitist. But in 18th and much of 19th century Argyll and other parts
of the Highlands there were so many of the same name, and the same first names, that calling
people by the name of their place was the only way to avoid confusion.  In Lowland Renfrew this
was less important, although Campbell of Blythswood there was always known by his lands, being
a local laird. 

Alexander was again present at a meeting of members of the Renfrew Burgh Council on the 3 rd of
June 1760 when he signed the Minutes as ‘Alex Campbell’. He signed again on the 14th of June, a
Saturday and on the 26th, a Thursday, when he was present at a meeting of members of the Renfrew
Burgh Council  ‘within the Tollbooth  and Court  Hall  thereof’20.   He also attended meetings  on
Saturday the 14th and Thursday the 26th of June 1760.  He was next present on Saturday the 27 th of
September.  

Then,  on  the  29th of  September  1760  Alexander  was  elected  Provost  of  Renfrew.  ‘Captain
Alexander Campbell, Baillie’, was among those convened to elect a new Provost. His name had
been put forward with two others.  The results were:

James Campbell of Blythswood 1 vote

William Somerville 2 votes 

Alexander Campbell [of Inverawe] 15 votes.

‘By a plurality of votes the said Alexander Campbell [is] elected Provost for the Burgh and Royalty 
of Renfrew, who, being present, accepted his said office’21. He presided for the first time at a Burgh 
meeting on Saturday the 11th of October22.
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Curiously, the next burgh meeting was held on a Sunday, the 2nd of November 1760. A motion was
made to repair the roof and walls of the shed of the Tollbooth.  Provost Alexander Campbell to
provide an estimate.  At the meeting on Friday the 14th a motion was made to enclose the west end
of the Burgh Common muir, it being represented by the provost that ‘[Campbell of] Blythswood
was designing to [enclose?] his lands of Knock which lie adjacent lands of Porterfield and Town
Muir, and that he wanted to have the marches adjusted and if necessary straightened.’  The Council
nominated the Magistrates and Baillie John Love and the Dean of Guild to visit the marches and to
adjust them23. Burgh of Renfrew is placed seven miles west of Glasgow Cathedral and near the
southern bank of the Clyde, set in the angle of that river flowing west north-west from Glasgow,
and the White Cart Water, flowing north out of Paisley. Although a modest County Town in those
days, providing a market for the surrounding farming lands and the salmon fishery on the Clyde, the
place had a proud history.  Not far from the town the battle of Renfrew had taken place in 1164,
where the army of Malcolm IV defeated Somerled,  who had been recognized by the crown of
Norway as ‘King of the Isles’.  He died in that battle. An Abbey was founded at Renfrew although
later moved inland to the southwest, two and a half miles away, essentially founding the town of
Paisley.  The Abbey site at Paisley was likely chosen for the clear water and rich pastureland, only
to  be  gradually  covered  by the  town.   The nearby coal  mines  and the  power  of  steam would
eventually  allow hundreds  of  local  weavers  to  be  gathered  into  factories  for  the  spinning  and
weaving of fine cloth and the production of cotton reels, the most prominent company being Coats
of Paisley.  Some of those weavers who could not face the loss of their independence preferred to
leave for North America. The burgh of Renfrew would appear to have been founded in circa 1124
by David I, King of Scots.  As the Great Steward of Scotland, the present Prince of Wales – Charles
– is also Baron of Renfrew, a title originally granted to the heir apparent of the Scottish throne by
the burgh of Renfrew in 140424.

Although Paisley is now the larger town, Renfrew had always been the County Seat.  The dredging
of the Clyde eventually allowed ships to bypass Renfrew and move up to Glasgow, leaving the
burgh less prosperous as the industrial revolution evolved.  But in Alexander’s years as provost, the
river was not yet dredged, although the city of Glasgow was already making proposals.

In a letter written in 1763 Alexander is called ‘sometimes Provost of Renfrew and now Provost of
Greenock.’  In fact he was provost of the former and only given the title in the latter, much as would
a soldier, were he a colonel, be known everywhere later in life as ‘Colonel’ although no longer in
command.

By late 1760 Alexander, officiating as Provost of Renfrew, was faced with a minor financial crisis
on the 9th of December. ‘Funds were due to the Society of Sailors within the Burgh and there is no
money sufficient in the person’s hands to pay up the same, they therefore impower the Magistrates
to settle the said interest and to Grant Bond for the sum that shall be found due’25.     

In the winter of 1760-61, the erosion of common land that was taking place around the country
spread to Renfrew. The community was growing beyond being only an agriculture-based County
and market town as more families came to depend on burgeoning industrial employment rather than
producing their own food.  Grazing their own cow, goats or pigs, on the common muir must have
been dying out, interacting with the enclosures of Lowland farms and better transport resulting in
improved growing and movement of food to the areas of industrial initiative.  The accustomed grind
of fairly healthy farm labour was changing to less certain and less healthy mill and factory work for



those being ‘let go’ or ‘cleared’ in the Lowlands.  At the Burgh Council meeting for Renfrew on
Friday the 6th of February, The motion was made to ‘Roup off and sell for hundred [£ +] part of the
Muir of the Burgh just now inclosed .  .  .  . of six acres or thereby, to the Peg Post of .  .  .  . the
baker’s to be bound to subdivision .  .  .  . for the benefit of making bricks26.  Not all the hand
written Burgh Minutes can be deciphered.

By the 1760s, the strong arm of the Kirk was far less in evidence compared to the previous century,
yet  lacking a Scots parliament,  the annual  General  Assembly in  Edinburgh, gathering  as it  did
ministers from all over Scotland, presented an opportunity to discuss and gauge the temper of the
country.  When Alexander presided at the burgh meeting in the Tollbooth of Renfrew on the 14 th of
March 1761,  the  Council  chose  their  representative  to  attend  the  Assembly.  Erstwhile  Provost
William Somerville,  likely Alexander’s  brother-in-law,  was nominated  to  be  the Commissioner
from the Burgh to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in Edinburgh 27.   Since the
Union of Parliaments in 1707, the capacity for the Kirk to dictate to Parliament as it had been wont
to  do,  was  punctured.   At  Westminster,  the  majority  of  the  amalgam  of  parliamentarians  of
Anglican and Church of Scotland backgrounds would not stomach Calvinism, the creed of Knox.
There was also exhaustion with the religious wars of the 17th century and some Scottish ministers
were turning again to the New Testament as expressing what they understood as Christianity and
leaving the fear-based and rabid cries of ‘Slay the Amalekites!’ of the Old Testament in the past.
The desiccated style of Knox and the Covenant, with their political power largely peeled away, held
less appeal and toleration seeped in to moisten the seeds of the Enlightenment.

King George II ‘King of Great Britain and Ireland and Elector of Hanover’ had died aged 77 in
1760.  He was succeeded by his grandson, George III on the 25th of October 1760.  He was the first
of the House of Hanover to gain general respect on coming to the throne.  But his determination to
govern as well as reign soon resulted in friction with those elected to administer the government.
The idea of an oath of loyalty had been brought in by William and Mary.  Alexander Campbell was
obliged to preside over a Burgh Council meeting on the 20th of March 1761 at which he and the
burgesses of Renfrew took an Oath of Loyalty to the King.  To quote the Minutes of their session,
they ‘qualified themselves to King George III and took oaths of allegiance’28.  

While Alexander was absent from the burgh meeting of the 23rd of March, he was present again on
the 2nd of April when he read out a letter from the Sheriff of Renfrew charging them to meet and fix
a day for electing a Delegate to meet with the other Electors of the District in order to chose a
Member  of  Parliament  for  the  Buroughs  of  Renfrew,  Glasgow,  Dunbarton  and  Rutherglen.
Alexander was not present again on the 6th but was once again presiding as Provost at the meeting
of  Renfrew Burgh Council on the 10th of April when James Campbell of Blythswood was chosen to
represent  Renfrew as Commissioner  delegate  at  the selection  of a Member of Parliament.  Jack
Campbell, later 5th Duke of Argyll, ended his time as MP for Glasgow in this year and had been
promoted a Lieutenant General in the army.  The Minutes also recorded that ‘Alexander Campbell
Esq., did administer the oath to William P[ollock] as their Clerk’29.
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Archibald, 3rd Duke of Argyll died on the 15th of April 1761. He had succeeded his Field Mashall-
statesman brother in 1743 and for many years, as Lord Justice General and Keeper of the Great
Seal, he had used his influence and authority virtually to rule Scotland.  He had been made Lord
High Treasurer of Scotland at the age of 23. While he had at time opposed his brother the 2nd Duke
politically,  he came to his support at the Battle of Sheriffmuir in 1715, where he was wounded
twice. He it was who initiated the design and construction of the new castle at Inveraray and of the
new town for the burgh there.  He was succeeded as 4 th Duke by his cousin John Campbell  of
Mamore, second son of the executed 9th Earl of Argyll.  While Duncan of Inverawe had served with
Jack, the 4th earl’s eldest son, who would succeed as 5th Duke in 1770, it is unlikely that Alexander
would have met any of these heads of the Campbell kindred, his life and theirs taking them mostly
out of Argyll itself.

Whether or not William Pollock in Renfrew was related to the Rev. Patrick Pollock is not clear,
although this seems likely.  Patrick was minister for South Knapdale.  On the 9 th of May 1761, he
was at  the farm of Barinlongart,  of which his brother John was tenant,  where he designed and
signed his Testament: As Minister of the Gospel at South Knapdale, should he predecease his wife
Helen Campbell, he mortified 1,000 merks to be invested by his trustees; Archibald Campbell of
Knockbuy, Patrick Campbell of Knap, Alexander Campbell, Comptroller of Greenock [Comptroller
of HM Customs] and others, for the poor of the parish of South Knapdale.  Among other bequests,
he left an hundred pounds [£11,400] to the children of Alexander Campbell,  Comptroller of the
Customs at Greenock.

Pollock’s widow Helen does not seem to have been a Campbell of the Inverawe kindred, unless
through the Knap family.   Archibald Campbell  of Knockbuy had been a  partner of Duncan of
Inverawe’s  in  the  cattle  trade.   Curiously,  this  is  the  first  intimation  that  Alexander  had  been
appointed to his position with the Customs, raising the question as to whether this refers to him or
to the other Alexander Campbell who was a ‘tidewaiter’ or lesser functionary with the Customs at
Greenock30.

Spring would be well advanced along the banks and shores of the Clyde by the 13th of May 1761
when Provost Alexander again presided at a meeting of the Burgh Council of Renfrew and ‘placed
before them the letter  from Wm. Rodd, tenant of the Porterfield,  craving a bridge to be put on
the  .  .  . ditch inclosing the Porterfield on the east side yrof.  The stones whrof he promises to lead
[transport] with his own horses.’ It is agreed ‘that the said bridge shall be put on as soon as possible.
James  Dunlop,  Baxter,  refuses  to  pay his  last  yr.  Salmond  fishing  Rent’.   The  Burgh ‘hereby
ordaines the Magistrates to poinding or imprisonment’31.

Alexander Petitions to be Recognised as Heir Male of Inverawe

On the 16th of June 1761, Alexander signed a Petition to be recognised as nearest male heir of the
late  Duncan Campbell  of Inverawe, his  brother,  following the death of Duncan and Jean’s son
‘Sandy’ the previous year, and evidently now that of the youngest, little Duncan32.



Duncan of Inverawe had written his will so that on his death Inverawe would pass first to his eldest
son Dougall, failing him to his second son Alexander (Sandy) and then to his third son Duncan and
after him to his daughter Janet.  He did not mention his surviving next brother Alexander. This
raised the question of whether there was a split in the family and Alexander was out of favour.
However, Dr. Lorne Campbell PhD, the historian, thought otherwise and wrote the following:

‘...I think that in the eighteenth century, landowners began to take more notice of their 
daughter’s rights.  Ardkinglas had passed to a daughter at about this time, and I think there 
may be other cases of destinations to heirs male being altered.  There was a MacLachlan of 
Craigenterve at the end of the century who entailed his estate on his sons in order and their 
heirs male, and eventually a sister succeeded a brother, rather than the brother’s daughter.  
There is also the curious Shirvan entail, by which two illegitimate sons succeeded before a 
legitimate daughter – who then succeeded in preference to the legitimate daughter of one of 
her bastard brothers.  Alexander cannot have thought much of his chances to succeed to 
Inverawe when his brother Duncan had three sons.’

The fact  that the lands of Inverawe were burdened with debt,  and Duncan had left  a wife and
daughter at home and possibly young Duncan was a disadvantaged child in some way – he certainly
died very young.  So whomever became responsible for the place faced much debt and that was
clearly why Janet and her husband Captain William Pitman worked towards selling the house and
lands.  Alexander made no effort to buy the place himself, although he would appear to have been a
popular  and  successful  ship’s  captain  and  trader.   He  was  clearly  cooperating  with  John  of
Cloichombie in the settlement of Duncan’s affairs, besides making clear that he was heir male and
representative of Inverawe, the territorial title rightly coming to him as heir male.   The modern
abhorrence  of  inherited  influence  or  funds  by  those  who  see  it  as  counter-egalitarian  is
understandable on the one hand, but was hardly considered in the 18 th century Highlands where the
genealogy of a kindred was seen as an ordering and binding force for social and cultural cohesion.

That Alexander was working closely with his brother Duncan’s agent, executor and Trustee, John
Campbell of Cloichombie, in settling Duncan’s affairs, is made clear by a pair of entries on the
register of the Commissary Court of Argyll:  On the 20th of June 1760, a petition was granted to
Cloichombie ‘as Trustee for the late Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe [who died in America on
the 17th of July 1758] and curator of the deceased Duncan Campbell, his son, John Campbell asked
the Commissary Court of Argyll that the deceased Inverawe’s repositories be sealed.  On that same
day a petition was granted ‘to Alexander Campbell, Provost of Renfrew and brother german and
nearest  male  heir  to  the  late  Major  Duncan  Campbell  of  Inverawe,  that  the  repository  of  the
deceased be sealed’. This was taken with the previous petition33.

At some point Alexander, likely in his early fifties, had his portrait painted by the Scottish master
David Martin, a talented pupil of Alan Ramsay who had been taken to Rome at 18 by his master
and worked in London until 1775 when he moved to Edinburgh.  This shows that Alexander must
have had his portrait painted while on a visit to London.  The portrait may have been painted to
celebrate his being made Provost of Renfrew, although there are no signs of his office. He looks
stable  and  prosperous  rather  than  portly,  dressed  in  brown,  with  fine  leather  gloves  and  a
fashionably short wig. His face is healthily wide, but not high-coloured as it may have been when
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he was a ship’s captain, as if he was now more at his desk than on the quays.  Anne’s portrait by a
more local artist is particularly engaging since she is shown wearing a mutch with a blue ribbon,
sitting comfortably shawled in a shield back mahogany chair and winding wool into a ball from a
rotating frame.  She has a round face with kindly eyes and red cheeks.  Her looks suggest that her
style as a mother was likely more of a cushion than a spur.  

The Renfrew coal hauliers were pushing their luck. Provost Alexander presided at a meeting of
members of the Renfrew Burgh Council when they addressed the issue that the ‘coal carters and day
labourers demand for the work extravagantly, considering the cheapness of victual’ on the 10th of
July 1761.  They decided to regulate the cartage of coal from the Coalhoughs34.  Whether this could
be seen as a forecast of Clydeside exploitation and consequent industrial unrest is a fair question.

Over  in  Edinburgh,  Jean,  Duncan  of  Inverawe’s  widow,  died  on  the  20 th of  August   1761.
Presumably after her youngest son Duncan had died before the 20th of June 1760 she had moved to
Edinburgh,  although she may well  have left  at  the time of her  daughter’s  marriage  to  Captain
Pitman, taking little Duncan to Edinburgh for medical attention35.  Jean had been born in 1704 and
so had lived to be only 56 when she died.  All three of her sons had died and her husband had been
mortally  wounded  two  years  before.   She  did  have  connection  among  her  Finab  and  Monzie
relations, so that there is a hope that her stay in Edinburgh was not an isolated one.  Certainly,
someone put a notice of her death in the Edinburgh Evening Courant.  According to the late Ian M.
Campbell of Fraoch Eilean’s  Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, 1st edition, she was buried in
Greyfriars Kirkyard.  So far, not trace of her stone has been found there.

The  growing  boom  of  industrial  production  in  and  around  Glasgow  may  already  have  been
damaging salmon stocks on the river Clyde.  On Thursday the 10th of September 1761, Alexander
presided as Provost at a meeting of the Renfrew Burgh Council when they addressed the issue of a
Petition from the Fishers of the Burgh, that the fishing was extremely bad and so they were unable
to pay the rent.  The Council agreed to reduce the rent36.                                

Alexander would appear to have served Renfrew well in the view of his contemporaries, for he was
duly re-elected as Provost.  On Wednesday the 23rd of September, the annual election for provost
was held. ‘By plurality of voices [only 1 dissent] the said Provost Alex. Campbell is continued as
Provost for the ensuing year, who being now present accepted of the said office and gave his Oath
and deposits and they preceded to the election of baillies’37.

Alexander  – or another of that  name – had already been mentioned in May 1761 by the Rev.
Pollock as ‘Comptroller at Greenock’.  This may account for some of his absences from Burgh
meetings  at  Renfrew.   Now, on October  1761,  there  is  evidence  in  the Book of  the Board of
Revenue at Edinburgh, that he was appointed as ‘Surveyor General’.



Gentlemen, Having in pursuance of a Warrant from the Lords Commissioner of the Treasury
issued Deputation to Alexander Campbell to be Surveyor General of the Coasts and Ports 
from Greenock to Air [Ayr], both inclusive.

We direct you to administer to him the Oath of Office and to give him notice to qualify 
himself the Government within three months by taking the Oaths directed by Law, and you 
are to take that he produces a certificate thereof to you when he has so done, and in your nixt
[sic] List of your Services the time of his admission is to be certified.

After he has taken the Oath of Office you are to direct him immediately to attend us.

       We are etc., AL. MC. CM. October 176138.

This was swiftly followed by a response from the office of HM Revenue and Customs in Greenock,
eliciting a further instruction from the Board: on the 6th of October:

Gentlemen, We have received your Letter of the 5th Inst. Returning the Instructions prepared
here for Mr. Alexander Campbell, Surveyor General at Greenock, and preparing an 
Additional Clause thereto relating to the Superintending [of] the Shipping for Exportation of
Drawback and Bounty Goods is having approved thereof.  We have added the same to the 
enclosed Instructions, which you are to deliver to Mr. Alexander Campbell, together with 
the copies of the letters therein referred to which are likewise sent to you.

We are, etc., RM. MC. CM39.

This was followed by a description of Alexander’s responsibilities, sent by the Board on the 14 th of
October:

Instructions for Mr. Alexander Campbell, Surveyor General of the Coast and Ports from Grenock to
Ayr, both inclusive.

1) You are to attend the Discharge of ships Importing Tobacco and other goods at 
Greenock, Ayr and Irvine, the Collectors and Comprs of the two ports being directed to 
acquaint you, by express, when any laden with Tobacco shall arrive there respectively, and 
you are in all cases to govern yourself Agreeably to our General Orders of the 14th of 
November 1748, 23 Janury 1752,and 18 Decr. 1755, as to the Method of Discharging, 
landing and weighing Tobacco at Importation and to our General Orders of the 14th of 
November and 3rd Decr. 1751, 14 April 1752 and 4 April 1755 if or weighing and examining
Tobacco shipped for Exportarions.

Copies of which Orders you are to require from the Deputy Collr [Collector] and Compr. At 
Greenock.

2) You are to take care that the Landwaiters enter all their Discharge of Ships Distinctly and 
Fairly in their Blue Books.  And where you have attended the Discharge of any Ship, you 
are to Certify the same to the same to the end of such Book.
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3) You are, when not Surveying the Importation or Exportation of Tobacco, to Superintend the 
Landings and Shipping of Wine and other high Duty or Debenture Goods.  And in the case 
of Wine, particularly to taste the same and in respect of such other goods to take care that 
the same be viewed, measured, gauged or weighed according to their Different 
Qualifications in Order to prevent undue entries of such goods whereby the Revenue has 
been greater prejudiced.

We are etc., CM. MC. RM40. 

On Saturday the 24th of October Provost Alexander was back in Renfrew presiding at a meeting of
the Burgh Council.  Perhaps the meeting was held on a Saturday so as not to interfere with his
duties in Greenock.  The issue of the day was the  letting of Renfrew Fishing Rights. The town
fishing rights had likely been granted in the Middle Ages and were a source of income for the
Burgh.  They appear to have been let annually in the autumn of the year.  The decision was made to
‘Lett  by public Roup the fishing belonging to the Burgh that  is  now contained in the Laird of
[Law’s?] tack. An advertisement to be placed in the Glasgow newspapers41.  Again it would seem
that Alexander could not attend the following meeting on the 31st of October when further business
was discussed about the tack of the salmon fishing42.

The following month, John Campbell of Cloichombie completed drawing up a balance sheet of the
state  of the late  Duncan of Inverawe’s  affairs.   This  no doubt  formed the basis  upon which a
decision was reached to sell the lands and place of Inverawe. On the 5 th of November Duncan’s
Disposition, in a sense his will, was registered and John chose the 17th as the date for the balance
sheet of the estate.

‘At  Inveraray  the  fifth  day of  November  1761  in  presence  of  John Campbell  of  Cloichombie
[Duncan’s Agent or Factor] Substitute to Mr. Archibald Campbell of Stonefield, Advocate, Sheriff
Depute of Argyll, appeared Lachlan Campbell, Writer in Inveraray as procurator for the aftersigned
Duncan Campbell and gave in the Disposition forementioned [for registration]  ’.  .  .  [here the
lands are listed and the heirs as being sons Dougall, failing him Alexander, failing him Duncan and
failing him daughter Janet …and succeeding always without Division.  And they and their heirs
succeeding  to  my Estate  Assuming  bearing  and using  the  Surname,  Arms  and Designation  of
Campbell of Inverawe a their own proper Surname, Arms and Designation in all time after their
succession]43.

This use of the phrase "Surname, Arms and Designation of Campbell of Inverawe" acknowledged
the legal nature of the territorial title "of Inverawe" and this mention of the heraldic "Arms" is found
in other and earlier Campbell documents, so this was not unique but was no doubt included as a
means of consolidating the kindred.  John of Cloichombie would then draw up a balance sheet
setting out the exact financial situation of the state of Inverawe now that the 21 year old Jessie or
Janet, heiress of the Inverawe lands, could reach a decision on the future and accept advice on the
best means of settling the considerable debts.

When Inverawe would be sold in 1765 the price paid was £9,320 [about a value of £1,062,480 in
2000] which, with the £1,139, would have left Janet £8,181 in contemporary Sterling for her to
create an annuity or pension to supplement her husband’s officer’s pay.



The ‘purchases made by Major Campbell of Inverawe’ were the lands of Barbreck Lochawe and
Polinduich.  The rent presumably went towards the wadset or purchase payments.  The £800 of the
two  ‘mortification’  or  annuity  sums  from  Captain  Dougall  the  Merchant  and  General  Peter
Campbell  of  Southall,  were,  certainly  in  the  first  instance,  the  sums  secured  by  the  lands  of
Inverawe which were for the charitable purposes of helping indigent members of the kindred of
Inverawe and had originally been set up by Dougall in his will of 1718. If the place was sold, these
sums had to be paid back to the trustees who would invest them elsewhere.

The State of the late Duncan of Inverawe’s Affairs

As on the 17th of November 1761

Debts £6,159.19.

The Debts of the estate pr first thereof 

including interest until Martinmas 1761 

see numbers p. Price £7,102.1  .71/2

Interest thereon Mart[inmas] 1761      542.18.3          

£7,644.19.3

From which deduct debts due to the estate

Including Rents of 1761, arrears of rent,

Price of Household furniture sold excepting

Silver plate – See No 2nd £1,488.0 .9[torn] 

Balance of debt [torn] in the land estate £6,156.19.3/4

The rent of the lands of Inverawe 1761 £  431.11.3 ¾ 

Deduct the free rent of the purchases   

made by Major Campbell of Inveraw £  140.11.11 1/3  

Remains, being the old estate £  290.19.4 5/12 
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Capt. Dougall’s mortification £300

Gen. Peter’s mortification £500

Remains for which the estate is exposed

To a demand for payment £1,138.19.0 ¾ 44 

[That last sum amounted to an approximate value of £129,732.00 in the year 2000]

The day after the registration of Duncan’s Disposition, the Testament of his son Sandy was given
up.  The 18th of November 1761:

Testament Dative of Captain Alexander Campbell of Inverawe, residenter in Glasgow who 
died [8 January 1760] given up by Janet Campbell, spouse of William Pitman, surgeon to 
the regiment of Foot commanded by General Leighton, only lawful daughter of the deceased
Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe, and sister of the deceased.  The estate is valued at 
£39. 0s. 6d. sterling, [£4,436] being his clothing and goods and some money.  Confirmed by
Hugh MacLean, Writer in Glasgow, cautioner45.        

                

Meanwhile, Alexander’s work as Surveyor General of the Customs does not appear to have caused 
much comment in the Books of the Board.  One rare mentions is on the 7th of December 1761 when 
it is noted that:

Mr. Alexander Campbell Surveyor General to officiate as Land Surveyor in Mr. Dicey’s 
Absence.

Gentlemen,

When Master Thomas Dicey Land Surveyor at Greenock leaves the port in order to be 
absent from Duty in pursuance of the Warrant of the Lords Commissioner of the Treasury 
Obtained for that purpose as signified to you by our letter of the 28th last month, Mr. 
Alexander Campbell, Surveyor General is to Officiate as Land Surveyor except then he shall
be necessarily Absent to attend the Discharge of ships laden with Tobacco at the port of 
Ayr, in which case only you are to appoint a Landwaiter to Act during his absence as Land 
Surveyor.

We are etc., CM. AL. RM46.



Clearly Alexander's work involved a certain amount of travel between ports.  He had the option to 
ride or take a skiff or cutter, and it is likely that a revenue cutter was available to him when wind 
direction and weather conditions allowed.

On the last day of December 1761, a Thursday, Provost Alexander Campbell presided at a meeting
of members of the Renfrew Burgh.  They considered that ‘The greater part of the Town Muir lies
unimproved, and for little or no profit.’ Improvements described are a ditch, enclosure and a road47.
The  movement  everywhere  for  ‘improvement’  was  a  sign  that  the  economy  of  Scotland  was
recovering,  partly  through  trade  made  possible  by  the  Union  and  locally,  in  part  by  the
improvements in agriculture and transport.

Meanwhile a part of Duncan’s Inverawe lands were being sold.  He had taken out a mortgage from
the Earl of Breadalbane to buy from him the Lochaweside lands of Barbreck. His aim was to have a
place  to  gather  cattle  that  he  had  bought,  forming  a  herd  to  drive  to  the  autumn sales.  Since
payments were still being made, selling these lands was an obvious way to halt one drain on Janet’s
inheritance. So it was recorded in Edinburgh that, on the first of January 1762, ‘Janet Campbell of
Inverawe and her spouse Captain William Pitman have sold the lands of  Barbreck Lochow and
Polinduich in favour of Major Robert Campbell, the all and hail lands of from Whitsunday next
1762’.  The witnesses were John Campbell of Cloichombie and Robert Menzies of Coulterallers
[likely the place often called 'Culdares'].  Janet’s mother Jean was a kinswoman of Robert’s and
Jean’ half sister had married Menzies of Weem where she had been latterly brought up and then
married48.  

The next item that Alexander had to deal with as Provost was curious.  The French-Indian War had
ended in North America, Mr. Pitt’s strategy of fighting the French in their colonies rather than on
the  Continent  of  Europe  had  ultimately  succeeded  with  the  recent  capture  of  Quebec.   The
Napoleonic Wars lay in the future.  Yet, on the 6th of February 1762, at a meeting of the Renfrew
Burgh Council with Alexander of Inverawe presiding, they had received a Petition for a National
Militia that had been put forward by the Committee of noblemen, gentlemen and Burgesses, to be
on the same footing with the Militia in England, ‘on which their sentiments were desired’ – in other
words what did they think of it?  Their answer was not recorded49.

On the 15th of June 1762, Provost Alexander Campbell presided at a burgh council meeting at which
the council did ‘All in one voice did and herby do appoint Alexander Campbell Esq., provost of the
said Burgh to be their  commissioner  to  H.M  .   .   .  General  for Scotland to the next  General
Convention of Burroughs at Edinburgh on the 2nd Tuesday of July next50. So, on Tuesday the 15th of
July Alexander would have been in Edinburgh with ‘the great and the good’ from all over Scotland.
Remarkably little notice is taken of these conventions of Royal Burghs in historical works, although
they had been taking place since the mid fifteen hundreds.  This might  suggest that they were
mostly designed for both venting politically and for networking socially, both useful in their way.
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This spree to Edinburgh was one of Inverawe’s last official duties as Provost of Renfrew, for his
term of office came to an end on the 29th of September that year of 1762 and he joined in electing
James Campbell of Blythswood as Provost in his place51.

Alexander would likely have remained interested in any rumours about the sale of his old family
home by his niece Jesse, and would have been kept informed of the legal facts by John Campbell of
Cloichombie.  But rumours were evidently going about in Argyll.  The old order was changing and
in that year of 1762 judicial bankruptcy overtook the Campbells of Auchinbreac, one of the senior
branches of the kindred52.  A letter written at Inverawe by Captain Pitman to Duncan Campbell of
Glenure in November is curious.  The use of the possessive gives a jolt, since the lands were Jesse
Campbell’s, but in law these became the possession of the husband:

Sir,

I am favourd with yours, and imagine the report you have heard of my selling my 
Estate has arose from my intentions of leaving Inveraw, but I have not yet determined if I 
shall dispose of it or not and if it should happen as it will be be [to] my advantage to have 
many Bidders, I shall take care to acquaint you.  Mrs. Pitman offers her compts and

I am

Sr. Yr. most humble servt

Inverawe Novr 29th 1762 Wm.Pitman53

In fact the sale of Inverawe was partly stalled by the innocent lack of knowledge about his own
predecessors by John MacDonald, wadsetter of Dalness in Glenetive. In January 1763, this required
the Pitmans to enter into a court case to clarify the relationship between Inverawe obligations for
Dalness and those lands. This series of patent misunderstandings would continue until settled in
December 1764.

Although it seems likely that Alexander of Inverawe had removed his family from Renfrew and
bought a house in Greenock, he evidently returned to act as a burgess of Renfrew from time to time.
When there he may have stayed with his Somerville in-laws. On the 28 th of September 1763 he was
again at  the burgh meeting in Renfrew and a signator to the re-election of James Campbell  of
Blythswood as Provost54.

Sadly it was not yet the custom to give details of your address when writing letters in the mid 18 th

century, otherwise it might have been possible to identify Alexander’s house in Greenock.  But as
one of the few surviving of any letters that he wrote, his taking up his quill on the 5 th of October
1763 to write to John Campbell ‘of the Bank’ in Edinburgh the following shows both that he was in
Greenock and that even the sale of Barbreck-Lochawe was not being settled swiftly for Jesse.

Greenock 5th Octr 1763

Sir



Tho the Disposition granted by the Earl of Breadalane & Lord Glenorchy to Major 
Campbell of Inverawe of the Lands of Barbreck on Lochawe in Argyllshire, dated the 23rd of
August and 19th Nov 1736 is conceived in favour of Major Campbell & his Heirs Male, yet 
as Major Campbell, by a Disposition dated 17th April 1736 altered the substitution, & 
preferred his Daughter Janet Campbell to Heirs Male, if the said Disposition is Registered, I 
as is apparent Heir Male of the said Major Campbell, Consent that yow as doer for the Earle 
do deliver up the above disposition of Barbreck to the said Janet Campbell or her doers, 
upon their clearing up the Ballance of the price, for which this shall be sufficient warrant to 
secure the Earle and all Concerned against all grounds of challenge at my instance as Heir 
Male foresaid.  But, declaring that this shall not prejudice any claim I as Heir Male may 
have against the said Janet Campbell or other Heirs of Inverawe for recovering the said 
Lands from them as accords.

I am Sir Your most Humble Servt  
          Alexr: Campbell

To John Campbell Esq.,

Cashier of the Royal Bank Edinburgh

[Added Note in another hand]: The above Disposition by Major Campbell of Inverawe to his
daughter of date 17th April 1736 is regt. In the Sheriff Court Books of Argyll 5th November 
1763 – [unreadable signature that looks like Brdlb?]55

One of  Inverawe’s  brothers-in-law died  on  the  4th of  January 1764.   Alexander’s  eldest  sister
Barbara, born in 1703, had married in 1721 Archibald Campbell of Sanaig in Jura, a cadet of the
Lochnell family.  Archie was later known as ‘of Jura’ after succeeding his father.  They had one
surviving son, also called Archibald and who died in the same year as his father.  In turn, his third
son succeeded and the family  survived in  the  male  line  until  James  Campbell  of  Jura died  of
wounds inflicted in the First World War in 191556. 

Evidently in those days of a general disrespect for H.M. Revenue Service on the part of even some
well-educated people, who regarded import tax as iniquitous, the attitude lent some on the Clyde
estuary to become quite violent.  While this report does not refer directly to Alexander of Inverawe,
it suggests that his work was not always a safe occupation. The following is an entry in the Port
Glasgow Customs Letter Book for the 4th of April 1764 directed to the Board in Edinburgh:     

Hon. Sirs,

We beg to acquaint that of late the behaviour of smugglers about this coast has become more
insolent and audacious than has ever been known before here.

They go about with Foreign spirits in gangs Armed with large Clubs and attended with 
Mastiffs and bid defiance to the Officers of the Revenue.  They even threaten the Collector 
and say that notwithstanding his endeavours to curb them, he shall find all to no purpose, 
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that all they have to fear is their being prosecuted as Rioters and pay a fine which they do 
not regard.

This insolence makes it necessary for the safety of the Officers of the Revenue in these 
Bounds in the Execution of their duty that a Company of Soldiers be Ordered here and that 
their Commanding Officer be stationed here at Port Glasgow and not at Greenock as usual. 
[No signature recorded]57.

The  energy of  this  letter  suggests  a  certain  rivalry  between  Port  Glasgow and Greenock.  Port
Glasgow had been laid out in the 1690s on the combined initiative of the merchants of Glasgow and
Maxwell of Newark, whose castle stands by the shore there.By 1710 it is said to have been the
principle Customs station on the Clyde.  But by Alexander’s day, Greenock was also expanding in
prosperity.

Alexander’s colleague at Renfrew, James Campbell of Blythswood was once again re-elected as
Provost there on the 29th of September 1764 and it is noticeable that Inverawe was not able to be
present as his signature does not appear on the Minute Book58.  

A brief stab of light illuminates an event in Alexandser’s work for the Revenue Service. A letter of
the 12th of February 1765 from The Board of Revenue Customs at Edinburgh to those in authority at
the Customs House at Grenock clarifies that he had been setting up Customs facilities at Rothsay:

Gentlemen,

Having received your letter of the 8th inst. Acquainting us that in consequence of a 
Commission issued from the Court of Exchequer directed to the Collector Mr. Alexander 
Campbell, Surveyor General of Tobacco, and Mr. John Dunlop, Tide Surveyor at Greenock, 
they repaired to Rothsay in the Island of Bute in order to set out that place as a Legal Port, 
and they having been out in this service five days, we direct the Collector to take Credit on 
Incidents to pay to Messrs. Campbell and Dunlop five pounds five shillings each [£598.50 
in 2000] , making together fifteen pounds, fifteen shillings, being at the rate of one guinea 
per Diem each for their trouble and traveling charges, to place the whole in an Incidents 
referring to the date of the order.

We are, etc., MC. BC. AL59.

The Ultimate Sale of the Responsibilities and Lands of Inverawe

Alexander would have been one of those informed of the sale of Inverawe.  On the 6 th of June 1765,
with  the  Dalness  issues  amicably  settled  in  the  previous  year,  the  lands  and  place  and
responsibilities  of  Inverawe  were  sold  ‘by  a  Deposition  by  Mrs.  Janet  Campbell  of  Inverawe,
spouse to  William Pitman  Esq.,  late  of  H.M.  56th  Regt.  of  Foot,  only  lawful  daughter  of  the
deceased Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe by the also deceased Jean Campbell his spouse, to
Lieut. Col. Robert Campbell of Fonab, who had paid £9,320 stg: as agreed price, of all the Inverawe
properties and superiorities. These are enumerated: the list ends with ‘other lands if any belonging
to Janet’. All the lands are to be held of Janet in blench ferm.  Mention of her father’s Disposition of
17th April 1756 to the deceased Lieut. Dugald Campbell his eldest son; and the services of Janet as
heir to her father and her brother’. Dated at Edinburgh 6 June 1765, ratified the same day and
signed ‘Jesse Campbell ‘.  The Deposition was registered on theth of October 176560.    



Presumably this price of £9,320 must have been after the debts on the place were paid since it
seems curiously low. Comparative prices for other Argyll lands were:          

           Equivalent in 2000

                Knap: £4,852 1776 = £554,632
    Duntroon: £25,050 1791-2 = £2,863,465

    Oib:             £7,500           turn of the century. (upset price)]  

The price paid for Inverawe in Sterling of £9,320 would in year 2000 value be about £1,065,369,
well under the current normal price for lands of such an extent.   The actual acreage still  to be
mapped (2017).

The lands listed were; Inverawe ( 4 merks ) Drumachois ( 4 merks) Branrie (6/8) Dalness (2 merks)
Auchlian (£5) including Duchollie, Barbreck and part of Stranmore with the island of Frechylan and
the  adjacent  island  of  Douillan  [now joined  to  Fraoch  Eilean  since  the  level  of  the  loch  was
lowered]  pertaining  to  the  lands  of  Auchlian,  Tirvinzie  (20  shilling)  Ardeachine  (20  shilling)
Innerallan and Innercharnan (2 merkland) Kilmartin (£5) Fannans (4 merks) Cruachan (6 merks)
with Arivildonich (1/2 merk) Ardchuiltuichan (20 shilling) Camibuis (2 merks) Dalavich (2 merks)
with Offices etc., Dalness had already been sold.

The above list  was transcribed in the 1920s ‘From a poorly written copy of the original in the
Dunstaffnage papers,’ presumably destroyed in the fire of 1942, however they do roughly conform
to earlier Charters and later Sasines but may not be a complete list.  The purchaser, Lt. Col. Robert
Campbell  of Fonab was Jesse’s mother’s  half  brother  and Jesse nominated  him to manage her
affairs  since she and her husband were ‘intending to leave Scotland for some time’ 61.   He saw
owning Inverawe as an advantage since, although he owned a place in Perthshire, he intended to
stand as Member of Parliament for Argyll.  

The phrase that the lands are to be ‘held of Janet in blench ferm’ leaves open a question.  ‘Ferm’ or
'Farm' indicated that there was some subordinate role for the new holder of the lands.  Blench would
suggest that at the same time no annual payment was due in a feudal sense.  The overlord was
Argyll. So the presumption is that this indicates Janet’s tenure yet of no value?  Certainly when the
Finab descent, by then ‘of Finab and Monzie’, failed in the male line and Inverawe passed to a
daughter Jeannie, who married the then Captain of Dunstaffnage, she showed some un-ease about
showing the Inverawe papers held by her to a son of Inverawe’s.  When the writer’s grandparents
visited her at Dunstaffnage House and asked whether they could see any of the old Inverawe papers,
she left the room, came back with an old folded document and threw it on the fire as they sat there
puzzled and rather astonished.  She did tell them that there was a tradition that Jesse had ‘washed
her  hands  in  wine’  when  leaving  Inverawe  land  on  her  departure.   This,  Mrs.  Campbell  of
Dunstaffnage believed, was a symbolic quit claim.

John Buchan’s phrase ‘the end of an old song’ comes to mind.  The MacConnochie Campbells of
Inverawe had been responsible for the communities on the lands granted variously to their family
since after 1470 and before 1485, just under three centuries   Yet in 2000 there were ten Inverawe
descended households or owners of modest places in Argyll.  

Captain Alexander of Inverawe in Greenock
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In a letter written in 1763 Alexander is called ‘sometimes Provost of Renfrew and now Provost of
Greenock.’  However, the Minutes of the Town Council of Greenock, which survive from June
1763, make no mention of him or anyone else being Provost.  What seems likely is, that since
former provosts of Renfrew continued to be called Provost after their retirement, just as a retired
officer might continue to be called by his title of colonel or admiral, this caused some to think that
he was Provost of Greenock.  The local Laird, of the Shaw-Stewart family sometimes presided at
the Town Council meetings, but into the 1770’s Greenock had no provost.

Alexander’s  presence  in  Greenock  is  recorded  as  ‘Captain  Alexander  Campbell,  indweller  in
Greenock’ in the Council Minutes for the 27th of August 1765, but not as a Baillie or member of the
Council.  He and a committee of four others, as responsible citizens, were asked to act as ‘visitors’
or inspectors of the Town Slaughterhouse to be sure that no ‘blown meat’ or flyblown meat was
sold.   Another  member  was  Gavin  Fforester,  Surgeon.  They  were  granted  ‘all  the  power  and
authority’ due to such ‘visitors’. This Alexander and his colleagues agreed to do, evidently as an
unpaid volunteer  to safeguard the health  of the community.   The issue was a vital  one for the
growth of Greenock from village to town. The very first entry in the Town Minutes had stated that
‘the present mode of slaughtering cattle and selling meat in the High Street is a great nuisance’ and
orders that a Town Slaughter-house be built.  The feu rights were obtained from Lord Cathcart.  The
Minutes of the Town Council are held in bound manuscript in the internally striking Watt Library in
Greenock.   

Robert Murray Smith’s 1921 The History of Greenock  the population of the town is said to have
been 3,858 in 1755 but had burgeoned to around 13,000 by 1783.  This and other evidence in the
Town Minutes suggests that when Alexander and his family moved there, the place was at the start
of a boom.  In 1751, the father of inventor James Watt had written of the place, ‘the town from its
situation and handsome harbour may truly be said to be among the most convenient in Britain.  The
High Street is now bounded on both sides by stone houses, and most of these on the river [Clyde]
side within the full sea mark have closes or quays falling a considerable way into the sea [meaning
depth of water alongside], within the harbour, so that vessels of 500 tons can discharge at these
back closes’.  The new West harbour had been completed in 1710.  

Some measure of the growth of Greenock can be gained from the Minutes, with a new Parish of
Greenock being created, resulting in a new manse with offices and garden wall being built for the
minister in 1764, followed in 1765 by a new Town House costing £420 being begun.  In 1769
Glasgow had placed before parliament in London a proposal for dredging the Clyde.  This was to be
done by building barriers running out from the banks to force a swifter current to scour the mud
from the channel.  Greenock was presumably concerned that this might remove trade higher up the
estuary.   Shipmaster  Captain  Colin  Campbell  was sent  to  represent  Greenock in  London,  later
presenting his expenses for 20 days there for reimbursement.

Returning  to  Alexander  of  Inverawe himself,  there  may be  traces  of  his  life  in  Greenock that
remain.  On the 27th of August 1765, the Baillie and Council of the town of Greenock nominated
and appointed Visitors [inspectors] of the Flesh Market for the ensuing year and gave and ‘granted
to the said visitors all the power and authority that the visitors of any other Flesh Market as visited’.
Those  nominated  were:  Messrs  John  Dunlop  .   .   .  at  Greenock,  Capt.  Alexander  Campbell,
indweller there, Gabrielle Lay, merchant there, and Gavin Fforester, Surgeon to the visitors.  This
‘Capt. Alexander Campbell’ was possibly Alexander of Inverawe since he was by then General
Superintendent of Customs at Greenock where John Dunlop was his colleague. He had been called
‘Captain’ while at Renfrew and the title was used due to his having been a Ship’s Master. Earlier
the fleshers or butchers of Greenock had carried on their trade on the cobbles of the High Street and



the Baillies of the growing town had a slaughterhouse built to improve the health of the community.
This was the place that had to be regularly inspected62.

However it seems that Alexander was still drawn back to his friends in Renfrew from time to time,
perhaps when political support was needed in the Burgh Council.  On the 30 th of September 1765,
James Campbell of Blythswood was yet again elected Provost of Renfrew and Alexander was there
to support him, leaving his fluent signature on the Minutes63.  In September 1766 Alexander again
supported James in his re-election64.

The Inverawe Charitable Funds

In the winter of 1767 actions were taken for two funds related to the poor of the family of Inverawe.
The first fund had in fact been signed on the 9 th of February 1765, but was not registered in the
Sheriff Court Books at Inveraray until the 9th of November 1767.  This was a Disposition signed at
Barreil in Kilninver by Dougall Campbell, tacksman in Barreill to his daughter Jean by his late wife
Isobel Campbell and to any lawful children Jean might have.  Failing them, the legacy passed to
Colin  Campbell,  ‘son  to  Dugald  Campbell  of  Cruachan,  and  the  heirs  male  to  be  lawfully
procreated of his body, whom failing, to the said Dugald Campbell and his heirs and successors in
the estate of Kilmartine; for behoof of the school of Kilmartine and of poor boys of the family of
Inverraw for putting them to schools and trade, of all his goods at his death, the annualrent to be
applied  for  this  only;  dated  at  Barreill  9th  February  1765’.  The  witnesses  were,  the  Dugald
Campbell of Cruachan and James Campbell.  This James was perhaps James of Craignish.  Since no
further word has yet come to light of this legacy being used or administered, it seems likely that
Jean  did  have  children  who  inherited  ‘all  his  goods  at  his  death’.   But  the  sentiment  was  an
admirable one for the cohesion of the kindred.  This Dougall in Barreill’s connection to Inverawe or
Kilmartin has yet to be clarified65.

The second fund would last almost three centuries. Alexander’s father, Archibald MacConnochie
Campbell 8th of Inverawe (c. 1670-1740), had been made responsible for what would become the
‘Inverawe Annuity Fund’ when his cousin Captain Dougall Campbell ‘the merchant’ died in 1718
leaving in his will £300 Sterling for for ‘the use and behoof, maintenance and support of the old
decayed men and young women of the family of MacConnochy’.  ‘MacConnochy’ was then still the
patronymic or ‘kindred name’ for the then Campbell of Inverawe. While Archibald agreed that the
funds, invested in his lands, would produce an annual-rent sum of £15, or 5% to be used for that
maintenance and support as intended, a group of related trustees were appointed to administer the
fund.  The earlier accounting of the Inverawe debts by John Campbell of Cloichombie shows that,
on the death of General Peter Campbell of South Hall on the Kyles of Bute who founded a branch
of Inverawe there, he had added £500 to Captain Dougall’s Fund.  In the year 2000 the £300 + £500
= £800 of which 5% would bring £40.  That could amount to an approximate purchasing power of
£4,560 in 2000, so this was both a considerable burden on the lands of Inverawe and a highly useful
amount for those benefiting from the funds.  

The  four  trustees  appointed  were:  Alexander  Campbell,  1st of  Kilmartin,  his  younger  brother
Dougall, then Bailie of Nether Lorn for Breadalbane and later 1st of Nether Rhudill and Shirvan;
Alexander the Advocate of the Craignish Campbell family whose wife was of Inverawe descent and
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who had long been agent for Inverawe in Edinburgh; and his brother-in-law Dougall Campbell,
portioner of Monktonhall at Inveresk near Edinburgh, great-grandson of Archibald 5th of Inverawe
(c.1582-c.1645).  Kilmartin  and  Shirvan  were  the  sons  of  Lt.  Col.  Dougall  Campbell,  6 th of
Inverawe, by his second wife , daughter of McNeill, likely of Gigha.

On the 22nd of December 1767 at Inverawe, Col. Robert Campbell of Finab, now responsible as
owner of the Inverawe lands, issued a Precept of Clare Constat or legal statement clarifying the
situation with regard to the invested funds of Captain Dougall’s legacy.  As Jesse’s kinsman he
appears to have accepted to continue for the meantime the responsibility for producing the annual
rent from the lands. Meanwhile 47 years after the founding of the fund, the trusteeships had been
passed down to the male heirs of each of the heirs male descendants of the original trustees66.

There were now only three of these, Dugald or Dougall, by now of Kilmartin, James Campbell now
of Craignish and Aeneas Campbell, merchant in Glasgow, the heir of Dougall of Monktonhall.  The
original  fourth  trustee,  Dougall  of  Shirvan  had  by  now  no  legitimate  male  heirs,  and  so  his
representation as a trustee was carried to his nephew, Kilmartin67.  

This left only three trustees and raises the question as to why Alexander of Inverawe was not now
asked to be a trustee.  However it seems that before long the Campbells of Finab who now held
Inverawe, made arrangements for the administration of the Fund to be placed in the hands of the
successive Ministers of Ardchattan.  When this was wound up in that way is not yet clear.  At some
point the fund was clearly allowed to decay, or disbursements were made of capital. Eventually,
notices soliciting petitioners to the Fund were published in newspapers in 1828-30, producing a
number of applicants.  

About  that  time,  in  the  second  quarter  of  the  19th century,  on  the  assumption  that  he  was
representative of Inverawe, Alexander’s younger grandson James A. Campbell of New Inverawe,
arranged to take the Fund back into his own hands. He may well have initiated the advertising since
he was undoubtedly a man keenly conscious of poverty and need. This remained the responsibility
of  his heirs until it was wound up by the gift of computers to the school at Kilchrennan in the late
20th century.

But meanwhile, upon the basis of Colonel Robert Campbell of Finab’s Precept, Sasine was given on
the 5th and 6th of February 1768 to John Bell at Lorne Furnace (now in Taynuilt) as attorney for
Dougall, James and Aeneas Campbell, ‘as Trustees and fide Commissioners for the [Fund for] the
use and behoof, maintenance and support, of the old decayed men and young women of the family
of MacConnochy etc.’68.   

There had also been a mention in one of Duncan of Inverawe’s letters of ‘the Hospital boyes’ which
links with the funds given by Captain Dougall ‘the merchant’ to Heriots’s Hospital in Edinburgh, so
that the scholarship to that school would appear to have extended to Inverawe and MacConnochy
scholars.  A plaque in the school acknowledges Dougall the merchant’s gift.  General Peter of South



Hall's gift to the Fund of £500 in his will of 1751 was specifically for education of boys descended
from Inverawe.

Alexander and his Family in Greenock

Only a few days earlier than the Sasine for the Inverawe Fund being given at the Lorn Furnace, in
Greenock a proposal was being made that the Customs House should be enlarged ‘in consequence
of  increasing  business’.   The  House  was  presumably  Alexander’s  base  and office.   Increasing
business would have no doubt been news well received at the Treasury. The proposal was made to
the Board in letters dated the 23rd and 30th of January 176869.

After this, Alexander of Inverawe’s attendance at Renfrew was intermittent.

He appears to have attended for special events, like the election or re-election of provosts, or where
he had particular interest, such as issues concerning the Somerville family.

Alexander was not at a meeting in Renfrew Tollbooth Court on the 29 th of September 1764.  His
next appearance was for the re-election of James Campbell of Blythswood as Provost on the 30 th of
September 1765, and again on the 30th of September 1766.  He returned to Renfrew for a session on
the 28th of February 1668, when it was noted that some of the Somerville lands were up for sale.
The Magistrates were instructed to attend the Roup and buy these for the town70. Alexander was
present at Renfrew on the 18th of March 1768 when the old Town Clerk, William Pollock, asked if
he could reign. He was also there the next day and on the 23rd when a commissioner was appointed
to choose a Member of Parliament71. 

Alexander remained absent from the Renfrew Council from that date until the 27 th of September
1768, a  period of almost  six months.  Presumably his  work with the shipments  of tobacco was
pressing.  He came back again on the 25th of November when William Somerville was appointed as
Commissioner to the committee of the local Burghs to elect a Member of Parliament 72.  Once again
Alexander returned to Renfrew when his brother-in-law William Somerville was standing again as
provost.  On the 29th of September 1769 William was successfully elected74. This was the last time
Alexander of Inverawe attended the Council of the Burgh of Renfrew before his death.

In the spring of the following year, Alexander and Anne’s eldest son Archibald was now 16.  No
record has been found of his having attended university. He was indentured to a trading company
called George Kippen and Company.  The note of his contract of indenture is dated on the 10th  or
11th May 176973. 

Life was becoming less peaceful for Customs agents at the west coast ports.  There would seem to
have  been  a  shortage  of  grain.  On  the  27th of  February  1770,  Patrick  Campbell,  Surveyor  of
Customs at Inveraray, paid 21 shillings to one Mackenzie, Writer in Inverarary for taking a protest
against the mob for carrying away the Irish meal from onboard the Mary, Peter Brown’s ship then
lying  in  the  harbour  of  Inveraray.   This  was  reported  to  Greenock75.   Then the  same type  of
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disturbance on a larger scale happened at Greenock itself, and a report was sent to the Board stating
that ships from Ireland had been attacked:

This morning a most violent and outrageous mob has risen at Greenock and by force broken 
open the hatches and carried away the sails of one of the vessels in that harbour laden with 
oatmeal’.  Six vessels were despoiled despite the 20 soldiers of the military under the 
command of one of the Magistrates76.

One explanation of this statement may be that the canvas sails were used to carry away the meal.

On the 3rd of April 1770, Alexander MacConnochie Campbell, 11th of Inverawe, died at his home in 
Greenock.  He was 59.  His Testament stated: 

Alexander Campbell late Inspector of Tobaccos at Greenock, died [3 April 1770] last. 
Testament dative given up by Archibald, John, Alexander, Duncan, Ann and Jean, his 
children, and by Ann Somervill his relict (decreet dative 12 June current).  Debts due to 
defunct; £36. 13s. 4d as salary from 5 January - 3 April 1770 as Inspector General of 
Customs.  Confirmed 28 of June 1770.  Cautioner John Campbell, writer in Greenock; Bond
5 June 177077 [probably John Campbell of Ashfield of the Duntroon family]. 

While the salary suggests an annual one of only £146 [about £16,689.60], it has been pointed out 
that Alexander would have received ‘fees’ as a normal practice for supervising each un-lading of 
tobacco.  Obviously this was very open to interpretation and the legality of such fees would later be 
regulated.

The family who survived him were his wife Ann Somerville and their children, being four sons and
two daughters then surviving. Alexander himself was succeeded as representative head of kindred
of  the  MacConnnochie  Campbells  of  Inverawe  by  his  eldest  son  Archibald,  then  working  in
Greenock and aged 17.  

Archibald’s life is intriguing.   He later became a highly prosperous West Indies merchant  who
became colonel of Militia on his retirement and has been known as ‘of Blackhouse & Finlayston’
due to his purchase of the former, although he did not live there, and his gaining the life-rent of the
latter.   Archibald  12th of  Inverawe  would  be  ancestor  of  the  Campbells  of  Auchendarroch  –
Inverawe and of Arduaine and their branches78.

The second son John and third son Alexander were then alive but appear to have died not long
afterwards, unmarried.  The fourth son, Duncan, also prospered in the West Indies as a planter in
Granada, Guiana and Jamaica and became ancestor of the Campbells of New Inverawe on Lochawe
and of Saint Hilaire on the Richelieu River in Canada.

The  eldest  daughter,  Ann  became  housekeeper  for  her  brother  Archibald  on  his  retirement  to
Finlaystone where she died in 1812, while the younger daughter Jean, born in 1750, married Bailie
Duncan Campbell  who was a merchant in Greenock descended from the MacConnochie-related
Campbells in Achlian on Lochawe. Their children were Archibald, Duncan, Mary and Jean.

Years later, Alexander and Ann’s son Archibald 12th of Inverawe would pay Alex Somerville £16
[about £1,824] for ‘two family portraits’.  These were most likely that of Alexander by Davidson,
mentioned  earlier,  and  the  locally  painted  portrait  of  Ann,  they  being  Archibald’s  parents79.
Alexander Somerville, wine merchant in Edinburgh (d.1855) was likely he who sold the portraits to



Archibald of Inverawe.  He was the son of Neil Somerville of Fairfield in Govan who was served
heir to his grandfather in 1782 and died in 1796.  Neil’s father was John Somerville, Yr. of Park,
whose father John Somerville of Park had been provost of Renfrew for 50 years and died in 1767,
[see note 5].

The fact that the portraits had passed to the Somervilles reinforces the impression that Archibald
spent part of his life as a trading agent overseas, whether in the West Indies or the North American
Colonies or both, else it would have been thought that the paintings would have come into his
possession at the time of his mother’s death.  He has been called a ‘West Indies merchant’ and
therefore, like his father Alexander, the idea that he may have traded in slaves at some point seems
distantly possible.  Any proof has yet to be uncovered.

In 2014, the portrait of Alexander remained with the 16th representative of Inverawe, Keir Charles
Campbell and his heirs, while the portrait of his wife Ann was held by his cousin, retired diplomat
Robin Campbell-Byatt or his heirs, Drin na Vuillin, Lochgilphead.

_______________ 
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Campbell of Craignish who was brother of the said Mr. Alexander Campbell; the deceased Dougall Campbell portioner 
of Monktonhall, son of the granduncle of Aeneas Campbell, Merchant in Glasgow, the son of Archibald Campbell who 
was son of Patrick Campbell, brother german of Alexander Campbell, Merchant Burgess of Edinburgh, who was father 
of the said Dougall Campbell, portioner of Monktonhall; and the deceased Allan Campbell, sometime in Barnalian, 
great-grandfather of the said Aeneas Campbell, Merchant in Glasgow, the son of Archibald Campbell who was only son
of Patrick Campbell, who was the [‘only’?] son of the said Allan Campbell – 

[These above] all died infeft as trustees and fide commissioners for the use and behoof, maintenance and 
support of the old decayed men and young women of the family of MacConnochy in an annual rent of £15 sterling, 
corresponding to the principal sum of £300 sterling, upliftable yearly at two terms out of the 4 merkland of Inverawe 
with the salmon fishing on the water of Aw, the 4 merkland of Invercharnan, Inverallan, the 2 merkalnd of Dalness with
the salmon fishing on the water of Etive, the ½ merkland of Braudry [Bovuy?], all lying in the lordship of Lorn; also the
£5 land of Achlian comprehending therein Duchollie and ‘Bentrick’ [Benbreac] with the Isles of Frechlan and 
Dueallean in Lochaw, the 3 merkland of Tirvin and Ardeachan; also the 6 merklands of Cruachan, the ½ merkland of 
‘Arriewildon,’ the 20s. land of ‘Ardchewilkerchan,’ the 2 merkland of Barmadie, the 2 merkland of ‘Cornbownie’ in the
parish of Dallavich,  

[These above] under reversion as specified in a Heritable Bond granted by the deceased Archibald Campbell of
Inverawe [father of Duncan of Inverawe] with consent of Janet MacLean his spouse, in favour of the said deceased 
Alexander Campbell of Kilmartin, Dougall Campbell of Nether Rhudill [later of Shirvan], Mr. Alexander Campbell 
Advocate [in Edinburgh], Dougall Campbell, portioner of Monktonhall, and Allan Campbell in Barnalian, as trustees 
foresaid, [the Bond being] dated 19 January 1720 with the Sasine following being dated the 27th & 29th of February and 
3rd of March 1720, all registered in the General Register of Sasines on the 23rd of April thereafter [1720].  This is found 
in Argyll Sasines vol. 10 folio 131.

Witnesses to the Precept by Col. Robert Campbell at Inverawe on the 22nd of December 1767 were: Patrick 
Campbell Esq., of Ardchattan and Captain Campbell, Younger of Glenfeochan.

(The Bond was dated on the 19th of January 1720 with the Sasine following being dated the 27th & 29th of 
February and 3rd of March 1720, all registered in the General Register of Sasines on the 23rd of April thereafter [1720].)

[NOTE: Presumably this Precept of Clare Constat meant that Col. Robert Campbell agreed that the lands he 
had purchased from the daughter of Duncan of Inverawe in 1765 had burdens of responsibility in liferent to the trustees 
of the fund.  He was presumably by then elected as Member of Parliament for Argyll.] 

67  The branch of Inverawe now known as the Graham-Campbells of Shirvan passed through the female line.Dougall, 
bailie of Nether Lorne for Breadalbane and 1st of Shirvan, had a lawful son Archibald who had a lawful son Dougall.  
But Dougall died very shortly after his father Archibald, leaving two natural sons by Archibald to whom the lands 
somehow passed.  This left Archibald’s two daughters by his wife, a daughter of Ardkinglas, somewhat high and dry in 
terms of funds. Duncan Campbell of Inverawe was one of their tutors or guardians or trustees with Ardkinglas and they 
eventually managed to get the girls provided for and the lands transferred to the legitimate line when one daughter 



Margaret married John Graham, Advocate.  Their son Archibald came into possession of the lands of Shirvan and took 
the name Graham-Campbell which all that family use to this day.

68  Reg. 15 Feb 1768 in Argyll Sasines Vol. X fol. 131.

69  CE60/1/5, Greenock Customs Letter Book 1756-66, p.57, Archive Dept. Mitchell Library, Glasgow. 

70  Renfrew Burgh Minutes 1749-75, for the 28 Feb., Paisley Pub. Library. 

71  Renfrew Burgh Minutes 1749-75, for 18,91 & 23 March 1768., Paisley Pub. Library. 
72  Renfrew Burgh Minutes 1749-75, for the 28 Feb., Paisley Pub. Library.

74  Renfrew Burgh Minutes 1749-75, for 29 Sept. 1679, Paisley Pub. Library.

73  Auchendarroch-Inverawe family papers – photo-copies in possession of the writer.     If, as is 
stated elsewhere, Archibald was born in 1753, he would have been 16 years old at the time of the indenture. If, as is 
stated on his tombstone, he died in 1825 aged 70, he would have been 14 years old when indentured. The former would 
appear to be correct.  In the Minutes of the Town Council of Greenock, George Kippen & James Simson are mentioned 
as merchants in Glasgow.

75  CE60/1/6 Greenock Customs Letter Book, p.170 1756-66, Archive Dept. Mitchell Library, Glasgow.

76  C60/1/6, Greenock Revenue Letter Books, pp.131 & 132, 1756-66, Archive Dept. Mitchell Library, Glasgow.

77  G1asgow Testaments June 1770 CC 9/7/67 pp 416-8.

78  Children of Alexander Campbell (1710-1770) and Ann Somerville, from the Renfrew Parish Register:: 
Ann b.2 Feb. 1746, (d. 1812)   
Jean b. 1750 (not in Register – see note 7) (d.1794)
Archibald b. 29 Oct. 1753, (d. 1825)
John bapt. 14 Dec. 1755 – his father as ‘Captain’
Alexander b. 30 Dec. 1757
Agnes b. 20 Aug. 1759
Duncan b. 26 June 1761 – his father as ‘Provost’

79 Extract from the Minute Bok of the Trustees of Archibald of Inverase (1753-1825), p. 64.  Inverawe papers in 
possession of Keir C. Campbell of Inverawe.
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chapter iv

Archibald 12th of Inverawe
West Indies Merchant

Also known as 'Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse'

Life-Renter of Finlayston

On the  29th of  October  1754,  an  eldest  son was born to  Alexander  Campbell,  later    [11th]  of
Inverawe, and his wife Anne Somerville.  They gave him the name Archibald after Alexander's
father, as was customary in many Highland families.  They were then living in the Lowland town of
Renfrew on the Clyde estuary.  Archibald would be the first male heir of his family to be born and
brought up in an urban setting away from the Inverawe lands, and where Lallans Scots was the
predominant language rather than Gaelic.  His father was Provost of Renfrew.  Then, when he was
about 7 years old, the family moved to Greenock where his father had accepted a post with HM
Customs.  His education would likely have been continued by the local minister.  He would later
have turned 15 in 1769 when, as a well-grown, fair haired and red-cheeked boy1 he was signed up to
work for George Kippen and Company.  His Indenture was signed on the 10-11 th of May 17692.
Kippen's appears to have been a trading company, and mention of George Kippen is found as far
afield as Pennsylvania, Virginia and the Carolinas. Of course from 1775, the colonial Revolution
would have prevented further trading there.  However the sugar trade with teh Caribbean islands,
then called The West Indies, was becoming well established.  Kippen was based in Greenock and
later died abroad in the Low Countries.  Possibly Archibald was then taken on by his mother's kin,
the Somervilles (vide infra). 

The following year, Archie was only sixteen when his father Alexander died, presumably  at their
house in Greenock, on the 3rd of April 1770, aged 593. Alexander’s position at the time is given both
as Inspector General of Customs and Inspector of Tobaccos at Greenock.  The tobacco trade was
still then a prime element in the economy of Glasgow.  The Clyde had yet to be dredged, so that in
those times all heavy or international cargoes had to be transhipped at Greenock into lighters for the
sail  up river  to  the quays  at  the port  of Glasgow.  Therefore  the  post  of  Inspector  General  of
Customs  at  Greenock  was  a  vital  one  in  the  collection  of  import  duties,  a  keen  source  of
government revenue in the times before income tax.  The post was a position of trust, open to abuse
and corruption. 

1 Family portrait in possession of Inverawe.

2 Auchendarroch-Inverawe Papers

3 Glasgow Testaments June 1770, Barcaldine's Clan Campbell, 9/7/67 pp 416-8.  'Death on the 3rd of April 1770 of 
Alexander Campbell, late Inspector General of Customs at Greenock. Testament; Alexander Campbell late Inspector of 
Tobaccos at Greenock, died [3 April 1770] last. Testament dative given up by Archibald, John, Alexander, Duncan, 
Ann and Jean, his children, and by Ann Somervill his relict (decreet dative 12 June current).  Debts due to defunct; £36.
13s. 4d as salary from 5 January - 3 April 1770 as Inspector General of Customs.  Confirmed 28 of June 1770.  
Cautioner John Campbell, writer in Greenock; Bond 5 June 1770'. (probably John Campbell of Ashfield).      



At the time of their father's death in 1770, Archibald's siblings were his older sisters Ann and Jean,
a younger brother John, who later died young, as did their next brother Alexander.  The fourth and
youngest son, Duncan Campbell, later  became a prosperous slave and plantation owner in Grenada,
Tobago, Demerara (Guyana) and possibly also in Jamaica.  He married Harriet, daughter of Young
of Auchensheoch, and had three sons and two daughters, Duncan, who died at Eton, Henrietta, Jean,
James Archibald, Thomas Edmund and Augustus.  When they retired from the West Indies, Duncan
and Harriet lived in the recently built Bedford Square in London.  This suggests that she was keen
to 'enter society' as it was then called.

Stephen Mullen PhD., Glasgow University, who has made a study of Clyde merchants in relation to
the  American  colonial  and  West  Indies  trades,  considered  in  2015  that  the  apprenticeship  or
indenture period in Archibald's day would be four to five years.  This would in fact take Archibald
into his majority at the age of 21.4 

On  reaching  his  majority  Archibald  inherited  the  territorial  title  ‘Archibald  MacConnochie
Campbell  of Inverawe,’ but after the death of his uncle Duncan of Inverawe in 1758, with the
Highlands increasingly reliant on the economy of the Lowlands, the old Gaelic patronymics were
being discontinued among Gaels of all  backgrounds.   Duncan had never  used ‘MacConnochie’
himself in writing, leaving it to be the patronymic of the family when they were mentioned locally
in Gaelic.  

Stephen Mullen's research finds few Clyde merchants directly involved in the triangular slave trade,
although  the  majority  of  their  colonial  wealth  resulted  from the  work  of  slaves;  "I'd  be  very
surprised if Archibald Campbell .  .  . was involved with the slave trade per se.  Scots had limited
direct involvement with the triangular trade voyages (there are only 31 recorded voyages between
1706-1766).  He may have been involved in slave-ownership or purchasing in the colonies.  .  .  The
usual career path would be to serve a commercial apprenticeship followed by promotion to clerk
and eventually full partner.  He may also have been a sojourner - temporarily emigrating to the
West  Indies  as  a  young  man  after  his  commercial  training.   [Considering  his  mother  being  a
Somerville] a James Somervell (there are various spellings) established Somervell, Gordon & Co.
in the 1770's which eventually became one of the top West India merchant houses in Scotland;
Stirling, Gordon & Co. [They] had a strong connections with Jamaica.  With the right connections
and capital, many Scots made it rich as bookkeepers, attorneys or planters - or slave owners - and
many returned to acquire landed estates  .  .  ." 

Like his father, Archibald vanishes from record for much of his working life until he appears back 
in Scotland.   Any surviving records of the British West Indies in the Caribbean could one day be 
searched for any signs of him, although there were inevitably a number of Archibald Campbells 
there at the time.  The archive in the Kingston Library in Jamaica is said to contain some 18th 
century records.   Any records there of Somervell Gordon & Co., might be a starting point for 
information on Archibald or even on his father Alexander.  An on-line search proved initially 
fruitless.  Stephen Mullen's research found no sign that either Archibald or Kippen registered with 
the Glasgow West India Association.

Archibald may have returned to Scotland in 1782 - with a fair fortune.  Between then and his death
in 1825, he clearly enlarged this by lending sums at 5%  to owners of properties against which his
loans were secured.  At his death, these naturally took his trustees some time to recoup.  His fortune

4 Correspondence by e-mail 12 April 2015
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was then listed by his Trustees in 1826 as being £125,000.  That, in 2000, would be of approximate
value to £12,825,000.00.5  According the Stephen Mullen, compared to other Clyde traders, this was
not remarkable in size.

Archibald's eldest sister was Ann, who became his housekeeper when he moved to Finlayson where
she died n 1812.  Archibald's next sister was Jean who married Bailie Duncan Campbell, merchant 
in Greenock, son of Alexander Campbell in/of Achlian.  Their childran were Archibald, Duncan, 
Mary, and Jean.6

On the 15th of June 1794, Archibald was already acting Lt. Col. commanding The Renfrewshire
Loyal  Greenock  Volunteer  Infantry  regiment,  and  on  the  21st  of  October  that  year  he  was
commissioned as Major in that unit.7 

At the time of his death, Archibald was a partner with James A. Anderson and his son Andrew
Anderson Jr. in Anderson Campbell & Co., with their Counting House being in Greenock.8  This,
plus Archibald's being colonel of the Greenock Volunteers, suggest that he was based in Greenock
between 1782 and his death in 1825.  Had he been a sojourner or overseas clerk or running a store
in the West Indies, that could have taken place between his majority in 1774 and 1782, giving him a
sojourn less than the typical 10 years overseas.  The 1782 date is according to a copy of a pew sale
in the Greenock Chapel of Ease to 'Archibald Campbell Sr.' dated on the 7th of December in that
year and found among the Auchen-darroch-Inverawe Papers.  That the planter from whom he took
over the pew was based in Grenada further suggests a possible connection there, where his younger
brother Duncan had a plantation which he had named 'Inverawe.'

5 Inverawe-Auchendarroch Papers.  Analysis of the entries in the Trustees Sederunt Book by Alan Campbell of 
Inverawe.  A 'pew rental' for a Greenock church by Archibald of 1882 from a planter in Granada suggests that he was 
returning to Greenock, either with Somerville's or branching to trade on his own or with James Anderson.  Although the
rental calls him 'Archibald Sr.,.' it was found among his papers.

6 Ian M. Campbell, Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, Edinburgh, 1951, p. 41.  Source also for listing of siblings on 
previous page (vide supra).

7  Campbell of Barcaldine's notes on Campbells in military service, Lyon Office.                                                              
8   Auchendarroch-Inverawe Papers - Trustees Sederunt Book.
9   Ibid, and Paisley Sheriff Court. Renfrew Inventories SC 58/42/2  pp. 31-40.
10  Rec. 3 Feb 1796 in Hamilton and Campsie Testaments.  John Fish was served Heir to his father James Fish, Coal 
Overseer at Shieldhill.  Shieldhill was a mine near to Falkirk – Polmont.  Others of the Fish family were in commerce in
that area, one tacksman of a mine, but although the family Christian names of those other lines are all similar, no 
connection has yet become clear with John or his niece Catherine..  There is a possibility that they were a Lancashire 
ironworker's family who had been brought north to set up the furnaces when the Carron Works were started.    John 
Fish is elsewhere in family papers called 'One of Archibald's ships captains' and elsewhere that Archibald and Fish were
'very  chief'.      
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The choice of Archibald to command the Volunteers tells much about his level of respect in the 
community and his commanding presence.  The value of the silver pair of dishes presented to him 
in 1802 with those earlier dates and ranks inscribed upon it, suggest that he also had the human 
touch.  This is reinforced by the amounts and extent of his generous legacies outlined in his will.9  
There can also have been an element of ruthlessness in his style, being brought up to see slavery as 
normal and to run a trading store and command the ships captains who carried out his trading 
ventures.

We know something of one of his ship's captains, Captain John Fish, who was served heir to his 
father on the 3rd of February 1796, 10 and was later running a sail-making business in Greenock.   
Archibald and Captain Fish were said to be 'very chief' - close friends.  This again emphasises that 
Archibald's trading was based more in Greenock than in Glasgow.  

Some  years  following  his  retirement  from  the  West  Indies  in  the  1780's  or  90s,  presumably
considering that his fortune was now adequate to the task, Archibald offered to buy Inverawe 

from General Alexander Campbell of Finab & Monzie whose father had bought the place from
Archibald's  cousin  Janet  -  known as  Jesse  -  35  years  earlier.   Some  of  their  corres-pondence
follows.  Archibald had written to Monzie and was now responding to his answer:

Sir, 30th of September 1800 [from?]

Thank you for your very obliging letter of the 23rd.  If I am right in my conjecture the 
offer[er] for Tirvine can afford a  high price for it & he was determined to make an offer that
would not be refused.  I have no reason for preferring the lands of Inverawe to any other but 
that they were the property of my grandfather and this farm is the place where my father was
born so I have been told.  I therefore wish to have it & will give the sum say three thousand 
pounds for it & pay the money when you please to receive it.  Will you have the goodness to
tell me what rent you receive from the farm where the house of Inverawe is, and if you will 
part with it I may make an offer for it also.  You will be surprised when I tell you that I 
never saw the place nor did I consult any person about the value of Tirvine.  But they are 
worth as much to me as any other person will give for them & I have no right to expect that 
you will part with them for less.

Yr. Obed. Humble Servt.

Archibald Campbell

To which Campbell of Monzie responded:

Sir, Monzie 7th October 1800

I received yours of the 30th inst.  Mr. Campbell of Combie mentioned to me some time ago 
that he believed you would like to purchase the estate of Inverawe or part of it & asked me if
I would sell it.  My answer was, that I would not unless some one offered me more for it 

9

10
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than I thought it was worth.  After this information, which I think it fair to give you, if you 
incline to make an offer for the whole or any part of it, I will let you know whether I can 
accept or not.

I am your most Obd. Ser. 

Alex Campbell

Archibald of Inverawe evidently did not immediately make an offer in return, for Monzie wrote to 
him again in November:

Sir, Monzie 23rd Nov. 1800

Having this day had an offer made me for the farm of Tirvine, I recollect that I promised to 
let you know before I disposed of any part of Inverawe.  This farm is entirely cut off from 
the rest of the estate & after deducting Public Burdens pays me about £50 a year,  I am 
offered £3,000 for it, which in my opinion is more than it is worth.  But consistently with my
promise, I cannot accept of it before I hear from you which I beg may be as soon as possible 
as the Person who made the offer is impatient for an answer.  

I am your most obedt & Humble Sert.

Alex Campbell11

Further correspondence followed, and the rest of Inverawe was offered at the same number of years
purchase as was paid for Tirvine.  The rent roll for Inverawe was given and follows.  Tirvine was
bought but the remainder of the Inverawe estate was left with Monzie.

To assist Archibald in making up his mind which of Monzie's offers to accept, he was sent a current
list of the rental values of Inverawe:

RENTALS OF THE ESTATE OF INVERAWE   -  FOR MARTINMAS 1800 [MONZIE]1212

Achlain                former rent stands                              133.2.98 Doug. Campbell
Whit 1800

Tirvine rent & teinds 53.13.83 Major Campbell Whit 1799

Fannans rent & teinds 63--.--.-

N.B. pays besides of Cess 

road & school money

11 Neil C Drim na Vuilin's transcription from Mary Campbell's original, Auchendarroch-Inverawe Papers.

1212  Part of Neil C. Drim na Vuillin's transcription from Auchendarroch-Inverawe papers.



Inverawe B. ndry Cruinachy rents & teinds               95.10.1     
[may mean Branrie?]

less road sten & schoolmoney not

 included in Rentals make up 

present Tack duty of £200

Ballure crofts     15.12.9 Small tenants No Tack

no Tack

Bunaw house acres & Ferry     22. 1.10 1/2 Rev. Gardiner

Invereolan & Inverharnan [Invercharnan]              200.--.-- Jo McVean

Two Duinchoises and Coinletter               101.14.1 3 Tenants

New Meal Gurnel at Bunaw       5. --

Old " "       1.--

Dalness Feu dutiese      1.13.4

Glenetive Teinds      1.13.4

Bovey With kiln & change-house  102.17.1010 Sundries Teinds 
service & vicarage

Druminsh & Keppochan Rent teinds & vicarage      87.14.06 Sonachan

Barndrain former Rent teinds & vicarage      28. 2 .8        "

Barbreck Rent poultry & services   110.15.7 1/2

Auchnacruive Rent poultry & services      54.--.--

Barchenvoir      48.18.9

Shellachan      31. 2.10

Polinuich      13.--.--

Awe Salmon Fishgs Amount Rental 1799 £1,321.12.65        61. 8.1  1/2 Messrs Stevenson
                  Deduction on Achlian    £       1.18.6  4        £ 1,332. 2. 17                      

                £ 1,319.14.0

From 1800 augmentation on Barndrain                            £     12.  8.2

                                      £1,332.  2.2 1/2 .13       

So Archibald did manage to buy the old Inverawe lands of Tirvine and Innishail on Loch Awe from
Lieut. General Campbell of Monzie, then owner of Inverawe, in 1800.   He paid £2,995 [£341,430]

13  Ibid.
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for the property.  His own family had lived there from 1748 to 1754, just before he was born.  But
on retirement, Archibald  chose to live near his old home at Greenock, presumably because there he
had family nearby, and since his considerable investments were more easily managed within reach
of Glasgow and Edinburgh.  In those days ‘investments’ were most often Bonds or ‘notes’ held
against property, meaning loans to individuals like mortgages upon which a rate of interest was paid
annually.  The lands of Tirvine had only been out of Inverawe responsibility for 35 years when
Archibald bought them back.  They would later remain with one of the family until the late 19th

century.  Archibald left in his will that the rest of the Inverawe lands should be bought back for his
son Alexander, 'if they could be got.'   His trustees would make the attempt, but once again the
owner would not sell,  unless paid more than he thought that the place was worth.  This was a
condition that the trustees presumably felt it would be irresponsible to accept.

With a Lowland mother in Anne Somerville, Archibald was likely the first of the Inverawe family
to speak only Scots, or Lallans, the Lowland style of English, rather than Gaelic.  His ancestors
would have been Gaelic speakers since the 9th century when that had become the language of the
Lennox, formerly the Kingdom of Strathclyde, an area of Pictish or Britonic dialect, the ancestral
style of modern Welsh.  His father Alexander no doubt used his Gaelic rarely in Renfrew, although
in his day the town of Greenock was heavily populated with people from Argyll, by then mostly bi-
lingual.  Archibald later found his broad Lowland Scots a disadvantage as a trader, no doubt due to
working with people from England in the Caribbean who often held the very provincial view that
their ways were the only right ways.  

He would leave in his will that his son should be partly educated in England so as to speak the
King’s English with a non-regional accent, an accent some Scots today think of as ‘English’ or
‘toff’  despite  being  in  use  throughout  Britain  and  deriving  from a  military  need  for  a  clearly
enunciated  style  which people of all  corners of the British Isles could undertand without  fault.
Archibald’s  grandchildren,  with  both  their  parents  being  Scots,  yet  spoke non-regional  British,
without any sound of the widely ‘English’ ‘braown caow’ vowels, so not at all generally ‘English’
in style in terms of a majority of people.  But this comment in Archibald’s will is the only sign of
his natural sense of vulnerability, without which few human beings are attractive to others.  Since
he must have been brought up with the idea that the owning and use of slaves was acceptable, as he
must  have done while spending a portion of his  working life  in the West Indies,  this  touch of
sensitivity to his own feelings is significant.

On the 2nd of April 1802, the 48 year old Archibald would seem to have retired from his command
of  the  Greenock  Volunteers.   On  that  occasion  he  was  presented  with  a pair  of  silver  plates
inscribed 'to Lt.  Co. Archibald Campbell  of Inverawe at Finlayston, by the officers, NCOs and
privates of the Loyal Greenock Volunteers as a mark of their Approbation of his conduct as their
Commanding  Officer  on  the  disbandment  of  the  Corps  on  the  2nd of  April  1802.'14  He  was
afterwards generally addressed as 'Colonel Campbell'.15 The Volunteers were similar to the later
Territorials, not regular army but raised to defend the coasts during the Napoleonic wars in case of
French invasion.  According the BArcaldine's  Notes at the Lyon Office,  Archibald of Inverawe
retired as commander of the Loyal Greenock Volunteers on the 5th of May 1805.        

1414  Barcaldine's Notes on militarey Campbells at the Lyon Office.

15 Inscription; Inverawe silver plate. 'Presented by the Officers, NCOs and privates of the Loyal Greenock Volunteers 
to Lt. Co. Archibald Campbell as a ‘mark of their Approbation of his conduct as their Commanding Officer on the 
disbandment of the Corps on the 2nd of April 1802’.Among the Barcaldine Note at the Lyon Office there are dates given
for Archibald's promotion to Major and to Lt. Co. in this volunteer unit.  



Clearly Archibald had already begun to rent the house and estate of Finlayston, up the Clyde from
Greenock.  The inscription on the presentation plates of 1802 mention Finlayston as being his place
of residence.  However the inscription added to the Inverawe cup in 1820 (vide infra) suggested a
later date.  The goblet dated 1718 had been lost in the previous generation and found in an Irish
shebeen by a cousin who stopped for a drink while hunting.  This and the well documented story of
how Archibald in effect won a life-rent of Finlayston from Graham of Gartmore at a game of cards,
offers a date around 1803.  This suggests that perhaps Archibald was already renting Finlayston at
the time Gartmore offered him a free life-rent in exchange for a bail-out of £1,000 at the Board of
the Green Cloth, their dining club in Glasgow.

Also, following Archibald’s retirement back to Scotland from the West Indies, he bought the place
of Blackhouse near Skelmorlie in Cunningham, west round the coast from Greenock.  This resulted
for a time in his being referred to by his descendants as ‘Archibald of Blackhouse’ since that was
the land that he owned.  But he may not have lived there for long, because he appears to have
moved into Finlayston by 1802.  Finlayston House, formerly Finlayston Castle, a country house
near Greenock built in 1745 and including a part of the old tower of 1599, had once the home of his
ancestors the Earls of Glenacairn.  Enlarged in the late 19th century, the place is presently the home
of the MacMillans of MacMillan and Knap.

The  additional  inscription  on  the  1718  Inverawe  cup  was  added  in  1820  when  presented  to
Archibald.  The inscription of that year reads that he had then been ‘residing at Finlayston for the
last 17 years’.  This might suggest that on his return from the West Indies he lived for a time at
Blackhouse, or in the Greenock house of his sister Jean and her husband Duncan Campbell of the
Achlian  family,  descended  with  some  certainty  from  the  MacConnochie  Campbells  of
Stronchormaig-Glenfeochan.  In the second decade of the century he certainly also owned a house
in the New Town of Edinburgh where he is said to have ‘spent the winters’. 16  He remained a
regular winter member of his Glasgow supper and whist club, The Board of the Green Cloth, until
the winter of 1813-14, and that could possibly have indicated either when he started spending the
winters  in  Edinburgh,  or  when he found the periodic  journey back from there to  Glasgow too
arduous over winter roads after he turned 60 in 1814.

Archibald of Inverawe won the liferent of Finlayston at cards and this introduces a closer look at his
social life he experienced once back in Scotland.17 Author Peter Mackenzie described the incident:

At  one  of  his  revelries  young  Graham of  Gartmore  borrowed  from Colonel  Archibald
Campbell £1,000 of ready cash, offering as an inducement for the loan, which went as other
loans did at the gambling table, to give Finlaystone House and its appendages rent free for
all the days and years of the Colonel’s life.  The thing was agreed to on the spur of the
moment, and it is the fact that Colonel Campbell afterwards came and took up his permanent
quarters in that fine residence, which he occupied on the above tenure for fully more than
thirty years. It was interest with a vengeance for £1,000.  Colonel Campbell died [in 1825],
leaving a considerable fortune which he took good care to preserve for his only (natural) [in

16 Precognition of Miss Margaret Park, residing with her brother Alexander Park, farmer at Clunie Brae, Kilmacolm. 
(See following paper under Catherine Fish.)

17   The story of how Finlayston came into his hands appears on the forty-eighth page of Peter Mackenzie’s Old 
Reminiscences and Remarkable Characters of Glasgow, published in Glasgow in 1875.  
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fact legitimate] son, who is now one of our greatest landlords in the Highlands of Scotland
[well, hardly].

As  we shall  see,  the  arrangement  with  Graham of  Gartmore  was  not  such  a  bargain  but  was
unusually generous to Graham, since after Archibald’s death, his heirs were obliged to pay rent of
Finlayston for 11 years at a rate of £400 per annum.

The above description of how Archibald got the liferent of Finlayson is quoted in a book published
later in Glasgow, being the annals of the social club called Board of the Green Cloth and appearing
in the privately printed book of that title18.  A review of the book, found in my copy, suggests that
the reason for the flourishing of such clubs in Glasgow at that time was due to the ‘the outcome of
social conditions that have passed away.  With little chance to check their own views by wider
standards, men made much in those days of small differences, social, political and ecclesiastical;
cleavages in all directions, horizontal and perpendicular, split up society into sets and cliques; and
the set or clique ran as naturally into the club as the clan into the battalion’. To this whist club
Archibald got himself elected or included.  Almost certainly this was where he met Robert Graham
of Gartmore. 

Robert’s father, Nicol Graham had married the daughter of the 12th Earl of Glencairn, a family who
in the 17th century had headed a Scottish rising against the Cromwellian regime, accompanied by
the  then  Lord  Lorne  whose  father  the  Marquess  of  Argyll  had  come  to  terms  with  the
fundamentalist dictator. The 12th Earl of Glencairn had eight sons and two daughters but all the sons
died unmarried except William, the second son, who succeeded as 13 th Earl.  His sister Margaret,
the eldest daughter became Mrs. Nicol Graham of Gartmore.  Their only son, Robert of Gartmore,
inherited Finlayson at the death of his cousin John, 15th Earl of Glencairn, who had died without
male heirs.  So Gartmore had a large and empty house on his hands and needed a tenant of whom he
had some knowledge and in whom he had some trust.  But more than that, he evidently needed a
thousand pounds in a hurry.  Archibald MacConnochie Campbell of Inverawe was at his side to
take advantage of his needy offer.

The club of the Board of the Green Cloth was possibly one of the earliest of its kind in Glasgow.
After listing the members, most of whom held landed estates or were younger sons of landowning
families, the reviewer explains;

It is easy to understand how, in the eighteenth century, the ranks of commerce were so 
largely recruited from gentle families.  Scotland had always been a poor country, and it must
ever have been difficult to find something for younger sons to do [who would not inherit any
land, then the normal source of a living].  .  . The men who, had they lived earlier, would 
have fought at Verneuil, in the Low Countries, or at Lutzen, dashed into trade with the same 
courage as they would have shown in battle.  The result was wonderful.  From being one of 
the poorest countries in Europe, Scotland has become one of the richest [this in 1875], and 
this we owe in great measure to such men as the members of the Board of Green Cloth.19

The writer mentioned earlier:

The Board of the Green Cloth was a whist and Supper club . . . It was founded probably 
between 1780 and 1790 and came to an end about 1820 . . . The minutes before 1809 are 
lost.  Those that we have begin on the 16th of May 1809 and end on the 21st of March 1820.

18    Colin Dunlop. Donald; Minute Book of The Board of the Green ClothGlasgow, Maclehose & Sons  - 1809-1820, 
MDCCCXCI, pp. 3, 27, 34, 47, 50, 54, 99, 161.  Finlayston liferent, 98, 99.

19 Review of The Board of the Green Cloth.  This review, a press cutting, was found in the writer's copy of the book, 
but with no author's name or name of newspaper or date.  Perhaps from the Glasgow Herald?



Here he quotes another writer on the same subject:

They met at various hours from five to seven.  After a reasonable quantity of rum punch or 
whisky toddy had been consumed, supper of Welsh rabbits, Finnan haddies, or tripe etc., 
was brought in; and after that what, to modern ideas would seem an unreasonable amount of
rum punch or whisky toddy. . . As was natural, each set or clique in Glasgow had its club, 
and the club of the burgher aristocracy at the end of the last century [the 18th] and beginning 
of this was the ‘Board of the Green Cloth’.

Archibald  Campbell,  Finlayston,  may have  been one  of  the  founding twelve  members.   There
appear to have been a full compliment of 65 to 68 members, although not all at once because the
‘Rules of the Board’ initially stated that The Club ‘not to exceed Eighteen and every candidate to be
proposed at one meeting and balloted at  the next.’   Archibald is listed as one of the ‘Efficient
Resident Members’ in 1810.  The club met every first Tuesday of November and ended on the first
Tuesday of May, although from 1812 this was changed to the first Tuesday of October and to go on
until the second Tuesday in May.  This was clearly a sign of the club’s popularity.  There was likely
an upper room at the sign of the Buckshead, the hostelry most often recorded as their meeting place.
The Buckshead was at the junction of Argyll and Dunlop Streets.  The house had once been the
home of  John Murdoch,  Provost  of  Glasgow, who had built  it  in  1750,  so  that  it  was  a  very
handsome  Georgian-style  house.   He  had  paid  £100  for  the  ground  [£11,400  in  2000].   It  is
described as having the front door approached by a double flight of steps, flanked by two windows
on either side.  The projecting centre of the facade was graced by four fluted Ionic pilasters, and
there were plain Ionic pilaster at each corner.  They all supported an ornamental cornice, crowned in
the centre by a triangular pediment and flanking balustrades.  The house was doubtless one of those
that had caused the 18th century English traveller Dr. Samuel Johnson to say of Glasgow: ‘The
prosperity  of  its  commerce  appears  by  the  greatness  of  many  private  houses,  and  a  general
appearance of wealth.’ What delights has commerce since destroyed.

Another source quoted in Board of the Green Cloth from 1819 describes Mrs. Jardine, the hostess
of the Buckshead. ‘The size and rotundity of her person so greatly exceed the usual dimensions of
the human frame . . . Her jollity and good humour, however, make her an universal favourite . . .’ In
the second volume of  Glasgow Past and Present there is a cheerful picture of the hostess of the
Buckshead.  

Mrs. Jardine, who kept the Buckshead, was a noted Glasgow character. Her maiden name 
was Margaret Baldwin, and she married a Mr. Currie.  After becoming a widow she kept the
Blackboy Tavern, Gallowgate, and in the year 1804 married Peter Jardine, a waiter in her 
service.  By the year 1809 she was in the Buckshead, where she made a good deal of money.
Latterly she became subject to fits of insanity, and died in November 1825.  She was a jovial
person, and Senex says, that he remembers her at the Flesher’s Haugh washing and 
bleaching linen.  ‘Mrs. Currie attended her washings herself amidst groups of bathers, with 
whom she delighted to give and take jokes.  She paid little attention to the nudity of the 
bathers, who paid little attention to the modesty of Mrs. Currie.’

Archibald appears listed on the 3rd of February 1807 as having made a bet, which was settled on the
4th of July.  Although a remarkable number of the members were related to each other in some way,
Archibald  could only count  kinship with the other  Campbells,  among whom was Archibald  of
Blythswood,  a  place  now part  of  the  airport  runway,  and  John,  son  of  Campbell  of  Succoth.
Blythswood’s father had been a colleague of Archibald of Inverawe’s father when they were both
baillies of Renfrew and the one was succeeded by the other as provost there, so it may well be that
it was this connection that had brought Inverawe and Blythswood together.  There was also a Colin
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Campbell, a kinsman of Breadalbane, who lived at Possil, the place of his brother Col. Alexander
Campbell.  However, although it is unlikely that he was aware of the fact, Archibald’s Inverawe
grandmother Janet MacLean was a descendant of the earls of Glencairn, so that he was distantly
related to Gartmore.

Archibald  of  Inverawe  first  appears  in  the  Minutes  of  the  club  at  the  Anniversary  Dinner  on
Saturday the 17th of May 1810.  Each member paid 7s-6d for the pleasure. There were twenty-three
members present and they drank, besides porter, ale, punch ‘and other spirituous liquors’, forty-
three bottles of wine.  Eight were bottles of Champagne and thirteen of Claret.  Soda, tea and coffee
were also imbibed and five shillings worth of ice was used, perhaps to chill the Champaign.  The
snuff used cost 1s-8d., and breakages 7s-3d.  In January 1811, Archibald was among those who had
not yet paid 1s-9d for their winter dinners.  

The  following  year  his  sister  Ann died.20  She  had never  married  and had been  acting  as  his
housekeeper ever since he had taken Finlayston.  Born in February 1746 in the midst of the Jacobite
emergency, she would have been about 66 at her death.  No doubt, in keeping with normal practice
for that time, she had worn a ‘mutch’ or white starched cloth cap gathered by a circle of ribbon on
her  head,  although  as  lady’s  waists  became  higher  under  their  breasts  with  fashion,  she  may
possibly have continued to wear the styles of her youth.  

As mentioned earlier, one of Archibald’s close friends was Captain Fish who had now retired from
the sea and ran a sail-making business in Greenock. With Finlayston lacking a housekeeper after
Anne’s death, Captain Fish evidently suggested his niece Catherine.  She came from a Tacksman’s
family near Falkirk where one of her kin had tenancy of a coalmine at Polmont.  The Fish kindred
may possibly have come to the area as ironworkers to help found the Carron works, but that is
conjecture.  Catherine had been employed by the captain to look after himself and his children after
his wife had died, but they were now grown and mostly married.  She agreed to come to Finlayston
and was given a room of her own off the front hall.  From there, doubtless with the house keys at
her waist, she ran the place.21

Returning to Archibald's dining club for this year: In October of 1812, during the War of 1812-14,
Archibald is listed in the club minutes as one of those due to pay a shilling and sixpence for each
supper in the coming winter, a total of £2-6s-6d.  Again in 1813 he was listed with others as being
due to pay the same for suppers.  However in 1813-14 he is not listed at all among those who had
either paid or had not.  Yet he does appear again for the winter dues of 1815-16.  The dues for
supper are now £1—9s-6d.  He is listed again for the winter of 1816-17, the dues now being £2-8s.
But for the winter of 1817-18 the supper dues are down to £2-5s.  This may have been due to the
severe agricultural depression which followed the victory over Napoleon at Waterloo in 1815.  The
government was no longer buying food to feed armies and many soldiers were now home, with
more mouths to feed. Although the minutes continue until March 1820, there are no more entries
mentioning Archibald.  

Only  very  late  in  life  did  Archibald  trap  himself  into  marriage.   This  infers  that,  given  his
opportunities, the mores of his day and his vitality, he likely had one or more mistresses or even
wives  in  the  Islands.   Perhaps  DNA mapping  may  one  day  reveal  whether  he  has  any  male
descendants there who are cousins of the Campbells of Inverawe. His only Scots son was conceived
when  he  was  61  and  later  legitimated  when  he  married  the  boy’s  mother,  his  housekeeper

20   Greenock Monumental Records, Inverkipp Street, 350.

21   A.M.Campbell, grand-daughter of Archibald, letter to Alxr. Auchendarroch 16 April 1870. A-I Papers.



Catherine.  These  events  are  documented  in  the  following  paper  about  his  son  Alexander  of
Auchendarroch and Inverawe.

Some time before May of 1815, Archibald and his housekeeper Catherine had become lovers.  He
clearly remained vigorous at  age 61 and not  long afterwards  she came to realize  that  she was
pregnant with his child.  The high-waisted dresses of that time could help to conceal her condition
for a while, but when he left for his town house in Edinburgh for the winter, she and her trunk were
seen  off  by  her  friends  on  the  coach  for  Glasgow.   Her  place  as  housekeeper  was  taken  by
Archibald's niece Jean, who later, when married to John Campbell, farmer at Lochnell Mains, called
herself 'Jane Isabella.'  This was, of course, the Romantic Era.  She would play a Bronte-esque part
on the subsequent family drama.

Between 1817 and 1820, Archibald married Catherine.  The facts are complex and deserve a paper
on their  own.   That  will  follow under  the  name of  his  son,  Alexander  of  Auchendarroch  and
Inverawe.  A providential incident in his life was the return of the Inverawe Cup and also some old
Inverawe  papers,  now in  the  National  Library  of  Scotland,  found by one  of  his  trustees  John
McNeill of Oakfield and Gigha who would also pay an unfortunate role in his son's fortunes.

In 1819, Archibald suffered a stroke at Finlayston.  While his mind was mostly clear following the
incident, he lost his eyesight.  This is likely to have added to the confusion about the recording of
his marriage to Catherine.

Catherine, Mrs. Archibald Campbell, died at Finlayston in 1820.  She had never fully recovered
from giving birth and suffered a long decline due to tuberculosis.

On the 2nd of February 1824 Archibald dictated to his great friend and trustee, George Noble, a
description for his executors of the exact arrangement with Gartmore over Finlayson. The Noble
family  [Ardmore  and  Ardkinglas]  state  that  there  was  a  company  trading  in  Jamaica  called
"Somerville and Noble" which, since Archibald's mother was a Somerville, may account for the
connection.   Further, George Noble RN's father George had married Agnes Somerville, daughter of
John Somerville of Park, Renfrew and so a sister of Archibald’s mother Ann Somerville.22  The note
was as follows:

The lease of Finlayston expires at the death of either Mr. Graham or myself.  At the death of 
Mr. Graham I must pay his heir at the rate of £350 per annum in the way of rent.  No rent is 
due till that event occurs, and at my own death my heirs must keep the lease for 11 years, 
and pay at the rate of £400 per annum.  At the death of Mr. Graham my annuity expires 
when the policies of insurance are recoverable.

This was subsequently copied into the Minutes with Archibald's testamentary record.

An example of how Archibald had invested his fortune appears on the 15th of April 1824 when he
was issued a Precept of Sasine of the lands of Duloch, in security for a loan of £10,000.  Duloch
belonged to John Cunningham, the Law Lord, whom Archibald would have known since John's
father was a banker in Greenock.  Later, his trustees used Cunningham in 1826 to administer their
case and settlement and it appears to have been Cunningham who instructed that the Trustees to
have James Archibald Campbell (later of New Inverawe-Inverawe) enter heir to Archibald in place
of Archibald's son Alexander, due to lack of documentary evidence for his marriage to Catherine.

22 Sederunt Book of Blackhouse Trustees, Auchindarroch-Inverawe Papers
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The idea of calling for any of the household who had been present at the marriage to witness to that
effect, seems not to have crossed his mind.23 

On the 12th of May 1825, Archibald Campbell, 12th representative of the Campbells of Inverawe,
died at Finlayston.  His reported age was 71.24 

A marble tablet was erected at the grave-yard in Greenock to himself and to his unmarried sister
Ann: “Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse Ayrshire, Esq., representative of the family of Inverawe
in  Argyllshire,  died  Finlaystone  House,  Renfrewshire  12  .5  .1825.  age  70,   sister  Miss  Ann
Campbell … 7 .18l2”. 25      

Archibald left an estate valued at £122,238.26  In due course his Inventory and Settlement were
recorded at Paisley Sheriff Court.27  While there had been an earlier will made in 1819, this was
superseded by that which the trustees had registered on the 10th of January 1826, and which is
given in Appendix I follows:

___________________

Appendix I

Extract Registered Trust Settlement Extract Registers Memorandum & Inventory

Of Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse [Representer of Inverawe]:

Note: The gaps are left where words were not decipherable.

At  Paisley  the  tenth  day  of  January  Eighteen  Hundred  and  Twenty  Six  in  presence  of  the
Commissary of the Commiss.....  of Renfrew Compeared Robert Wylie Writer in Paisley and gave
in  the  Extract  Registered  Trust  Settlement  Extract  Registers  Memorandum & Inventory  under
written desiring the same to be recorded which was appointed to be done and of which the tenor

23   Fife Sasines: SRO/NAS RS 3/2023/265. Fife Sasines: SRO/NAS RS 3/1308/124

   N.S. vol. 17, p. 128, July 1825;  Barcaldine, Clan Campbell. Vol.IV p. 243;  

24

25   Greenock Monumental Records: Inverkip St. 350.

26 J.Campbell, Auchendarroch Miscellany, vol.2, p.64, from the Trustees Sederunt Book.

27 Paisley Sheriff Court. Renfrew Inventories SC 58/42/2  pp. 31-40.



follows    "At Edinburgh the second day of May in the year One Thousand eight Hundred twenty
One.  In presence of the Lords of Council and Session Compeared Mr. Thomas Thomson advocate
Procurator  for  Archibald  Campbell  after  designated  and  in  the  Trust  Settlement  under  written
desiring  that  the  same might  be  registered  in  their  Lordship's  Books Conform to  Law;  Which
request the said Lords found reasonable and ordained the same to be  .  .  . 

 accordingly whereof the lines follows -

I Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse at present residing at Finlayston House in Renfrewshire being
desirous in my own lifetime to settle all my affairs in such a manner as that all disputes may be
prevented  after  my  death.   And  having  full  confidence  in  the  persons  after  mentioned  for
[accounting?] the Trust hereafter reposed in them and for other good [reasons?] and considerations
do hereby Give Grant  Assign and Bestow to and in favour of John McNeil  Esq of Oakfield -
Captain Archibald Campbell, Inveraray - John Patterson of Merryflats Esq - George Noble Esq R.
Navy - Andrew Anderson Jr. Esq Merchant in Greenock - and John Blair Esq W.S. Edinburgh, to
the successors  or  survivors of them who shall  accept  but  that  always  in  trust  for the uses and
purposed herein after-mentioned Declaring any two of them to be a quorum and with power to them
to [appoint?] new trustees in whom they have confidence in the event of the death non-acceptance
or resignation of  any of their own number also that there may never be less than two Trustees in
life for accounting the purposes of this Trust.  

All sundry my whole Lands and Estates in the Counties of Ayr, Argyll and Renfrew, and generally
all my lands and heritages wherever situate and of whatever  situate and all debts heritable and
moveable that shall belong to me at the time of my death.  As also my whole moveable means and
Estate of whatever kind or heirship movables included that shall belong to me at the time
of my death with the whole writs and contents of my heritable means and Estates and &
instructions of the Debts I Bind and Oblige my Heirs and Successors to grant all necessary in
favour of my [said?] Trustees for implementing and fulfilling the above general Deposition of my
heritable and moveable means and Estate and I do hereby Nominate and Appoint my said Trustees
to be my sole Executors & Implementors with my moveable means and Estates.  But declaring
always that these presents are granted in Trust for their uses and purposes aftermentioned, 

In the first place that my said Trustees shall from the [produce?] of my means and Estate pay any
just and lawful Debts 

Secondly that my said Trustees shall make payment of a Legacy of Twenty Thousand Pounds to the
Children  of  my  late  Brother  Duncan  Campbell  Esquire  of  Bedford  Square  London.   Twelve
Thousand Pounds of that Sum to be paid to the Eldest Son when he arrives at the age of twenty one
years.  The remaining Eight Thousand pounds to be equally divided amongst the remaining part of
the family as they arrive at the age of Twenty one years.

Thirdly that my said Trustees shall make over to my nephew Duncan Campbell of Tavistock Square
London [son of his sister Jean] whatever sum may be due to me at my death by the concern of
Campbell, Harper & Baillie of London, [Duncan's company]

Fourthly of a legacy of Four Thousand pounds to my nephew Dr. Archibald Campbell in India

Fifthly of a legacy of Four Thousand pounds to my niece Mary now wife of John Paterson of
Merryflats
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Sixthly of a legacy of Three Thousand pounds to my niece Jean Campbell Greenock ['Jane Isabella']

Seventhly  of a legacy of One Thousand pounds to Edward Campbell, sailor.

Eighthly of a legacy of Two Hundred pounds to Peter Ferguson Greenock

All of which legacies shall be payable to the legatees who are of age six months after my death or as
soon after as can be done, bearing interest after one month

And that my said Trustees shall pay all such legacies or sums of money as I may appoint to be paid
by my Codicil or hereto by any Memorandum  clearly as a purpose of my Will tho' not formally
written.

Lastly that my said Trustees shall pay out the whole full remainder and residue of my means and
Estate above disponed to Alexander Campbell my son, and his Heirs, Executors whereby
Declaring my to be that my said Trustees shall enact the whole amount on the Heirs Male of the
said Alexander Campbell, whom failing on the Heirs Male of my late brother Duncan Campbell,
whom failing on the Heirs Male of my late sister Jean, whom failing on the Heirs Male of my niece
Mary now Mrs. Paterson.

And I do hereby Direct and give full power to my said Trustees and successors or survivors of them
as seem after my death as they may judge proper and for the interest of all concerned and
to Sell and Dispone of my whole lands and Estate heritable and moveable above conveyed to them
all that with  by Sale Roup or private bargain as my said Trustees shall think best.  In order that the
same may be converted into money for answering the several purposes of the Trust and converting
the face after paying the Legacies mentioned in the Note in my Memorandum
into Sums to be obtained as above mentioned.  With full power to my said Trustees to grant all
necessary Dispositions to the purchasers containing all clauses requisite.  And I do hereby give full
power to my said Trustees to appoint Factors one or more to manage the affairs hereby committed
to their charge.

Declaring that my said Trustees shall not be liable for or one for the rest but only each for his
own intromissions and that they shall not be liable for any Factor to be named by them.

And I do hereby Revoke all former Notes executed by me and reserve full power and liberty at any
time of my life to alter these presents in whole or in part or to revoke cancel or annul the same as I
shall think proper.  And that  the same so far as not altered or revok'd shall  be a valid  and
effectual deed although found lying in my own repositories or to any person to whom I may entrust
the same undelivered at the time of my death with the delivery of I hereby dispense.

And I Consent to the Registration hereof in the Books of Council and Session or other competent
for preservation and for that effect I constitute Mr. Thomas Thomson Advocate my In
Notice whereof I have proscribed these presents written with my own hand upon this and the two
preceding pages of stamped paper at Finlayston the ninth day of December One Thousand eight
hundred and eighteen years before these witnesses Thomas Lamb my House servant and Charles
Bathgate my (Signed): Archibald Campbell.

Thomas Lamb Witness

Charles Bathgate Witness.



As Codicil  to  this  my Will  I  desire  that  my Trustees  shall  [factor?]  and make payment  of  the
following Annuities viz.

To Miss Jane Pitman Twenty Two pounds each year  during her life.[Grand dau. of Duncan of
Inverawe]

To the unmarried Daughters of the late Mr. Alexander Shannon Seventy Pounds to be continued
while any of them remained single.

To Mrs. [Neile?] Somerville Edinburgh Fifty pounds each year while she lives.  

To my old friend John Kennedy, Cooper Ten pounds yearly.

To [Bell?] Leitch yearly Eight pounds.

To Mrs. Anderson at Bowling Bay Ten pounds yearly.

To my Housekeeper Catherine Fish Seventy Fife pounds yearly.[written in 1819, died 1820]

[To?] Duncan Campbell, Greenock, an annuity of One Hundred pounds during his life.

I further desire of my Trustees to give to the Poor of the Parish of Greenock Three Hundred pounds
and to continue to pay this small pension as paid by Peter Ferguson.

Also I request that my Trustees may Accept of a small Legacy of One Hundred pounds each .

.  .  . my Hand at Finlayston this ninth day of December Eighteen Hundred and eighteen years

(Signed)    Archd Campbell January 9th 1819

In consequence of the misfortune which has happened to Mr. Duncan Campbell since the above
Codicil was written, I gave him One Hundred pounds in addition to the above amount increasing his
Annuity to be Two Hundred pounds Stg.

 (Signed) Archd Campbell Feby 17th 1819

In consequence of the reported death of Edward Campbell that legacy of One Thousand pounds
reverts to my Heir.

But I have the following legacy in addition to those formerly mentioned

To Margaret and Ann Campbell Daughters of Mr. Duncan Campbell by his second Marriage the
sum of Four Hundred pounds each.

To the daughters of Capt Archibald Campbell Three Hundred and fifty pounds each.

To George Noble Esq Five Hundred Pounds and 

to Miss Ann Noble Two Hundred and fifty pounds
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To Mrs. Wm Fullerton One Hundred pounds and

to Miss Elizabeth Donald One Hundred pounds as a Memorandum of my friendship.

It is my wish that my boy may be liberally educated to fit him for any profession which he may
point at.  And in purchasing Lands for him to be entailed I wish a preference to be given to the Old
Family Estate of Inveraw if it can be got.

(Signed) Archd Campbell 

I further wish that my Trustees or may need to look at their Factors Accounts once every
year  at  any place  most  convenient  to  them and that  they may Dine together,  which with their
travelling expenses to the Meeting I ask to be liberally paid from the Trust funds.  

I do not think that a fitter  person can be Appointed for the Factor than Mr. J. Blair one of the
Executors.

In case it be thought proper to wind up the Concern of Campbell Anderson It is my wish that
Mr. Anderson may have the use of Two Thousand pounds to be employed by him for the benefit of
him  and  Mr.  Duncan  Campbell,  and  as  my  nephew  Duncan  Campbell  of  London  has  been
imprudent and unfortunate I desire an Annuity to be paid to him of One Hundred pounds the failure
of his House having happened since this Will was made.

N...up my hand this tenth day of April 1819 at Finlayston

(Signed) Archd Campbell 10th  April 1819

Extract forth of the Records of the Court of Session in Scotland upon this and th eeleven preceding
pages of stampd  paper by my Clerk of the said Court - 

Signed R. .  .  .  At Edinburgh the Tenth day of November Eighteen Hundred and twenty five in
presence of the Lords of Council & Session Compeared Thomas Thomson Esq Advocate for John
Blair Writer to the Signet of the Memorandum underwritten desiring the same might be Registered
in the Book of Council and Session Conform to Act of Parliament made     the Registration of 

Wills.

Which Desire the said Lords found reasonable. And ordained the same to be done accordingly 
whereof the [burden?] follows:

Memorandum:

In the settlement which I made of my affairs before losing my sight, I left to my nephew Duncan
Campbell in London all the money belonging to me at the time of my death.

Which might be in the hands of his House [company] in London viz:



Messrs. Campbell Harper & which I then thought might be considerably upwards of Four Thousand
pounds but from that House being [in] trust and Bankrupt there will be nothing at all on their hands
and as  I  should  wish  to  put  him on the  same footing  with  his  brother  in  India  Dr.  Archibald
Campbell  I  request  my Executors  to  pay him at  my death  Two Thousand Pounds  which  with
Messrs. [Starky's?] Bond of £1000 I have already made him a present of and another Bond of the
same kind which I mean to make him a present of which makes up Four Thousand pounds, one
equal sum to that which I have left by my Will to Dr. Campbell.

As my niece Janet Campbell ['Jane Isabella'?] has been a great comfort to me, I wish her to be paid
an Annuity of Fifty pounds (over and above the sum to be paid her at my death) during her life.  

In case Duncan McTavish (my servant) should be in my service at the time of my death I wish him
to be paid an Annuity of Ten pounds during his life.

This Memorandum has been written at my request by my friend Mr. George Noble who will put his
name to it accordingly.

(Signed) Geo. Noble, Finlayston House 4 November 1822.

Finlayston House 17th  Oct. 1823. Friday

The above Memorandum read over by me to Mr. Campbell who adhered to the same.  

In testimony therefore I Subscribe this Docquet at his desire.

(Signed ) John Blair Finlayston House 17 Oct. 1823.

In  consequence  of  the  unfortunate  death  of  my  nephew Duncan  [at  Eton]  and to  prevent  any
disputes between his Brothers and Sisters I hereby Declare my meaning to be that the next eldest
son James shall succeed to the sum of Twelve Thousand pounds Destined for Duncan by my Will,
the remaining Eight Thousand pounds to be equally divided among the remaining Brothers and
Sisters, and in case of the death of James the next Brother Edmund shall succeed to his said share of
Twelve Thousand pounds and in case of the death of Edmund the youngest son Augustus shall
again succeed to it.  And in the case of the death of the youngest son the said Twelve Thousand
pounds shall fall to the Heir of Entail under my Will, it being understood that the remaining Eight
Thousand pounds shall be equally divided amongst the surviving Sisters or shall wholly fall to the
survivor of any one.  

In I have subscribed the Memorandum written by John Blair W.S. at Finlayston House

this Seventeenth day of October One Thousand eight hundred and Tweny threee Here again the said
John Blair & Andrew Anderson Mercht Greenock the same being read over to me before signing

(Signed ) Archd Campbell

John Blair Witness

Andrew Anderson Witness

Memdm
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It is my wish that as £100 each is to be left to Mrs. Fullarton and  to Miss E. Donald by my Will, 
that my Executors pay Miss Nancy Paterson £100 for the same purpose expresed in the Will.  

Finlayston House 2 Feby 1824

What is curious is that Archibald missed changing the item in his will of the legacy to Catherine
Fish who had already died.  But by this time his condition was influenced by his stroke.

Extract furth of the Records of the Court of Session upon this and the four preceding pages of
stamped paper.   By me Thomas Peat, Writer  to the Signet,  Principal Keeper of the Records of
Deeds and Probation Writs as Conform to Act of Parliament - 

(Signed) Tho. Peat.  James Wylie

In Margin: £280 stamp

Inventory

Archbd Campbell

Inventory of the Personal Estate of Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse Esquire who died at 
Finlayston House in the County of Renfrew on the twelfth day of May Eighteen Hundred and 
twenty five with Interest due on principal fues at that date.

Imprimis Cash in the House only a few shilling - say £1  .  .

2nd Arrears if Rent due at and prior to Martinmass 1824

Gilbert Mc[Calter?] a Balance due at the date of his sequestration 

for which his Cautioners are liable £ 144     .     . Frederick 
Colquhoun £     1  10     .          Robert Shanklands 
Balance of arrear Martinmass 1824 £     3    5     .

Thomas Robertson, Rent of Dykes & .  .  . Arrears £     5     .     .

Carry over £ 125   15    .  £1

John Nelson [Mutrey?] £   20     .     .

John Hares Blackhouse [Mains?] 3 half years £   21     .     .

3rd Arrears of Interest on Heritable Bonds of John McNeal Esq

to the deceased dated 16 September 1809 and 24 March 1817

for $8,000 from Whitsunday 1819 to Martinmass 1824 .  . years £2200    .     .



4th Arrea\rs of Interest on Heritable Bond of Mr. F [Frances] 

Sommerville dated 1814 to the deceased for £500                             £ 100    .     .

5th  Arrears of Interest on the Heritable Bond of the deceased 

James Caruachan Shipmaster Greenock to the Deceased dated 

26 February 1821 for £150 4 years & 3 months £31-10/ subject 

burdened by a preferable Heritable Bond - No Interest can be 

expected during the life.   Doubtful is thought be 

more than a half wd be recoverable.                                                  £    15    .     .

6th  Arrears of Interest of Ralph Logans Heritable Bond dated

5th of October 1814 for £400 at Martinmass 1824                             £      5    .     .

7th Old Book Debts Outstanding but recoverable as prescribed        

William Brown Demerary £  32    11    4

Lachlan Cummin Do        110    19    5

Shannon Stewart & Co Bankrupts balance   279    16    .

Mr. John Johnston     30       .     .

Alexander [Shannon?] - Balance - died Bankrupt £   72    9    2

John Smith [Clayton?] Bankt £ 200     .     .

Estate of Archd Colquhoun £     6   16    3

A. Campbell Blockmaker £    20     .     .

Ned Shannon Deceased £  250     .     .    
£1006  12     2

On which no value whatever can be put. -

8th Principal Sum in Mr. C. Snodgrass' Promisory Note to the

Deceased dated 15th of May 16817 payable one day after date £ 250      .     .
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Interest since Martinmass 1824 - 162 days £     6     4     7

Carry over

           £256   4    7

9th Balance of Principal and Interest of Bill of James Lamont Esq 

for £129 8/  to the Deceased dated 12th May 1817 as at 

Whitsunday 1819 £    55   17    4

Interest due thereon since 16 May 1819 say 6 years £    16     2    8     70

10th Principal Sum in Promisory Note of General Sir Thomas 

Brisbane and others to the Deceased dated 12 December 1820

payable two years after date £  198    9       £1848   9  .

11th Principal Sum in James Fergusone Promisory Note to the

Deceased dated 28 March 1820 at one days date £  100     .     .

Besides the Interest thereof from its Date, Dubious from the 

circumstances of the Debtor and cannot be valued at more than £    50     .     . 

12th Principal Sum in Promisory Note of James A. Anderson

And A. Anderson Jr. to the Deceased dated 1st October 1821 

payable one day after the date £1000     .     .

Interest due thereon since 1 October 1824 223 days £    60  10     . £1050  10 

13th Balance due the Deceased in the names of Campbell 

Anderson & Compy Greenock £ 5000     . 

Interest due since  1 April 1825  [41%?] £     28     1   6 

£5028  1  6

14th Balance in the Hands of the Renfrewshire Banking Compy

on Account Current Internal £1270   2  .



15th Balance in the Hanes of A. Anderson Esq on account

current with the Deceased £    19 12 7

16th Balance in the John Blair W.S. on account current with the 

Deceased's interest £2573  6  3

17th The Deceased's Household [Number?] Wines Books Pictures 

Bed and Table Linen Farm Stock including  Carriage  

& Horses, Garden Tools Valued by William

[Greenock?] Sworn Appraiser of Greenock, Conform to Inventory

and Appraisal[21?] May 1825 £1244 17 5

18th Three shares of the Greenock Tontine valued at £25 per share          £      78      .       ..

Carry over    £16055  -  13  -  5

19th Four Shares of Greenock Assembly Rooms cost  £25 but 

cannot be valued at more than £10 per share £      40       .       .

£ 16095     13     5

There was also due to the Deceased at the time of his death the two 

following debts in England viz:

Municipal in Bond in the English form, Dated 20 April 182[o? 1? 8?]

[Written?] by Duncan Campbell of Muswell Hill, John Cross Harley of

Montague Place and William Harley of Little Salting Street, all of 

London to the Deceased £1000

Extract due herein follows: 1 October 1824 -  223 days 32    10     . £1050     10      .

Due capital from in Company Note of William White

? Bangor ? there dated 4th Nov 1822

payable 12 months after date [2156 ?]

Interest due Hereon 7 November 1823 1 year. 186 ds £11.15.5 £   168      7          5

Value of the said Debts in England £ 1198     17     5
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(Signed)

John Blair

George [Corphen ?] Comr at Edinburgh the third day of January One Thousand Eight Hundred and 
Twenty Six years

In presence of Mr. George Corphen junior Depute Commissary Clerk of Edinburgh in virtue of a
Commission from the Commissary Depute of Renfrew Appeared John Blair Writer to the Signet
one of the Trustees and Executors of the Deceased Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse Esquire who
being formally Sworn and Examined Depones that the said Archibald Campbell died on the twelfth
day of May last and the Deponed has entered upon the management of the Deceased's personal
Estate  as  one  of  and  Factor  for  the  other  Trustees  and  Executors  nominated  by  him  in  a  

Deposition & Settlement by  himupon  the  ninth  day  of  December  Eighteen
Hundred and Eighteen with the Codicil  therto named in teh Books of Council  and Session the
second day of May Eighteen Hundred and Twenty [One?], an Extract whereof I now submit and
find by the Deponement and the said Commissions of this Date as related hereto.  

That the Deponed does not know of any Settlement or  Will related to the Disponed at the 
Deceased's personal Estate or find any part of them other than that now submitted written 
memoranda of further directions to his Trustees and of further bequests entries or a Day 
Book of the Deceased's  but not  to hand writing and considered to be improbable in law.  Which 
memorandum or writings are recorded on the Books of Council and Session the tenth day of 
November Eighteen Hundred and twenty four - an extract whereof is now and signed by the 
Deponent and the said Commissioner of this date as relative  hereto - That the foregoing Inventory 

page of which is signed by the Deponent and the said Commissioner as relative hereto is a 
full and true Inventory of all the personal and Moveable Estate and Effects of the said Deceased 
Archibald Campbell wheresoever situate so far as is known to the Deponent sole existing or 

writing or due to the Deceased lawfully at the time of his death.  And that the 
value of such Estate in Scotland is of the value of Fifteen Thousand pounds Stirling and under the 
value of Eighteen Thousand pounds Sterling, all which I as the Deponent have answered 
to God.

(Signed) John Blair - George Corphen James Wylie

      (Paisley Sheriff Court. Renfrew Inventories SC 58/42/2  pp. 31-40) 

               On the
2nd of February of 1824, at Finlayston, Archibald Campbell of Inverawe had his friend and (later)
trustee George Noble RN write a note relating to the arrangement by which he held Finlaystone
from Graham of Gartmore (having apparantly won the right to it at a game of cards, at the Board of
the Green Cloth, a dining club in Glasgow).28 "The lease of Finlayston expires at the death of either
Mr. Graham or myself.  At the death of Mr .Graham I must pay his heir at the rate of  £350 per
annum in the way of rent.  No rent is due till that event occurs, and at my own death my heirs must

28 Minute Book of the Board of the Green Cloth 1809-1820 Privately printed, Glasgow James Maclehose & Sons 
MDCCCXCI.



keep the lease for eleven years, and pay at the rate of £400 per annum. At the death of Mr. Graham
my annuity expires when the policies of insurance are recoverable.”  This note was subsequently
copied into the Sederunt Book minutes with the Will.  According to the inscription on the Inverawe
cup , this states that it was recovered and presented to Archibald in 1820 and states that at that time
he, Archibald, had resided at Finlayston for the last 17 years, or from 1803. 

________________ 
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chapter V  

The

campbells of inverawe - new inverawe

The Life & Descendants 

of Duncan & Harriet

Campbell 

West Indies & Bedford Square, London

I am particularly grateful to an armigerous member of the New Inverawe kindred who provided me with copies of the
documents which clarify why, initially,  James Archibald Campbell succeeded his uncle Archibald 12th of Inverawe
instead of Archibald's son Alexander, later of Auchendarroch.  I am also most thankful to another descendant of JAC,
Peter Letts, who brought me up to date on his branch.  Thanks also go to Brooke Campbell, a descendant, and to Bruce
Campbell of the St. Hilaire family.

Introduction

Alexander Campbell,11th of Inverawe (1710-1770), was younger brother of Duncan of Inverawe
who was 2nd in command of the Black Watch in the French-Indian War until mortally wounded at
the siege of Fort Ticonderoga in 1758.  Alexander went to sea as a young man and became a 'Ship
Master' or trading captain of a vessel, likely owned by Somervilles of Renfrew.  He then came into
partnership with the Somervilles and married Anne, a daughter of John Somerville of Park.  He was
in turn elected as Provost of Renfrew and was later appointed as Director of Customs at Greenock.
He  succeeded to the territorial title 'of Inverawe' on the death of his nephew, Duncan's surviving
son Alexander,  Captain of  the Glasgow City Guard and 10th of  Inverawe,  who had also been
wounded at Ticonderoga and died due to his wound in 1760 when only a young man of 21.  For the
life of Alexander 11th of Inverawe, see volume 3 of this work, Chapter 3.

Upon the death of young Captain Alexander of Inverawe, the lands of Inverawe passed next to his
sister Janet, known to them as 'Jessie,' with her mother Jean being supported by a life rent from the
lands until her death in 1761. Janet had married at a young age a Captain Pitman and later had a
number of children although none had descendants.  The legal issues of the lands and debts took
five years to settle and Inverawe was sold in 1765 to Campbell of Monzie, a kinsman of Jean's.

Provost  Alexander  and  his  wife  Ann  Somerville  had  a  daughter  Jean,  who  married  Duncan
Campbell, one of the Campbells in Achlian, (see that family) a daughter Ann, and four sons.  The
surviving two sons were; Archibald, who became a West Indies merchant and had succeeded his
father as 12th of Inverawe, aged 17, on Provost Alexander's death in 1770.  He had already been
indentured to a Glasgow trading firm dealing in colonial tobacco, George Kippen & Co., although
would later be shipping sugar to Greenock for refining.  He had returned to Greenock by the 15th of
September 1791 when the Greenock Council Minute Book recorded receipt of a letter from Mr.
Archibald Campbell declining accepting the office of Councillor owing to his bad health.  As a
result,  his  brother in law Duncan Campbell  agreed to stand again instead of retiring as he had
proposed.   Archibald  must  have  recovered  soon,  since  on  the  15th  of  June  1794  he  was
commissioned first as Lt. Col. of the Renfrewshire Loyal Greenock Volunteer Infantry.  Archibald
of Inverawe acquired a life-rent of the house and estate of Finlayston by 1802.  His un-married



sister Ann, his sister Jean and her husband Duncan's daughter, was his housekeeper there until she
died in 1812.

His surviving younger brother was Duncan who in time became a West Indies Planter, with estates
on Grenada, Tobago and in Demarara.  He named his plantation on Tobago 'Inverawe' and although
there is now no sign of that, the name remains with the Inverawe River.  In his will there is also
mention  of  Jamaica.  His  portrait  is  now  owned  by  Archie  Campbell,  Edmonton,  Alberta,  a
descendant.  This had come to his father John from an uncle, the senior member of this family
whom John kindly befriended, the hermit bachelor Duncan McIver Campbell, grandson of Duncan
the planter. Both Archibald of Inverawe and his youngest brother Duncan had made considerable
fortunes through the sugar trade.  When Duncan retired from the West Indies and based in London,
he chose his nephew Duncan Campbell, son of his sister Jean, to be one of his partners.

Duncan the planter  (1761–1815)  had married Harriet (or Harriot), daughter of Robert Young of
Auchensheoch and had 8 children, 5 sons and 3 daughters, with 4 sons and 2 daughters surviving
their parents.  Harriet had a sister Maria who married Sir Frederick Vincent, 11th Bt. and so she was
an ancestress of Viscount D'Abernon, British Ambassador to Germany for 1920-26.29  The date of
marriage of Duncan & Harriet is not preently known, but was presumably  in about 1801 since a
son was born in August 1802.   

Duncan was likely born in the family home in Renfrew on the Clyde, although if later in his father's
life, perhaps in Greenock where Provost Alexander had become Director of Customs.  His move to
the Caribbean or West Indies, as the islands there were then known, may well have initially taken
place  under  the  wing  of  his  older  brother  Archibald.   How he  became  prosperous  enough  to
purchase Plantations, or Sugar Estates as they likely were, in Grenada, Tobago, & Demerara is not
clear.   Like that  of his  brother  Archibald  of Inverawe, we know little  of the Caribbean life  of
Duncan until he married and retired to Britain.  He and his wife may have lived for a while at
Eltham in Kent before moving to Bedford Square in London.   

With  his  fortune  made  and  continuing  funds  arranged  through  his  plantation  managers,  when
Duncan moved into London, this may have been to continue keeping an eye on business or perhaps
was the preference of his wife. That they bought a house in the recently constructed and affluently
fashionable Bedford Square and sent their eldest surviving son to Eton suggests that Harriet at least
was keen to 'enter society'.  Which they did, to the advantage of their children.  Their eldest child
was also named Duncan, followed by a daughter Henrietta,  another daughter Jean, their second
surviving son James  Archibald,  third son Thomas  Edmund,  and youngest  son,  Augustus.   One
presumes that the non-traditional names chosen for some of the children may have been in memory
of friends of the family in the West Indies or in Harriet's family.   The lives of these children will be
considered later.

The most vivid picture of Duncan's life in the West Indies, and later in London, is supplied by his
Will.  The transcription of this document is courtesy of Duncan's descendant Dr. Ronald Campbell
Ph.D., a contribution for which I am most grateful.

The Will of Duncan Campbell of Bedford Square

The [?] marks are where the writing was too obscure to transcribe.  Where [etc.] is inserted, legal
language has been removed. The attempt here is to cull the essence of Duncan's concerns and the
information of his style of life which the Will offers.  That Duncan owned slaves is, of course, now

29 Hand written note in Ian M. Campbell's copy of his Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, 1st Ed. p.48.
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an abhorrent idea, however it should be remembered that it was native people who brought slaves to
sell.  Also in the Highlands not so long before, the 'safety-net' for the destitute had meant that even
poor families might  have those who, for food, a roof over their  heads and occasional clothing,
worked for a family for nothing more.  

I, Duncan Campbell of Bedford. Square in the County of Middlesex Esq. do hereby revoke all Wills, 
Codicils [etc.] and declare this to be my last Will and Testament. 

First, that all my just debts, funeral and testamentary expenses shall be paid and satisfied as soon as 
reasonably may be after my decease.

I give and bequeath to my dear wife Harriot Campbell all my household [? ] or [?] in Bedford Square
aforesaid wherein I now reside and the coach houses, stables and piece or parcel of ground belonging
to and held with the same [etc.] subject to the [deeds?] and Covenants in the thereof - and all the 
household goods, furnishing, plate,linen, china, wearing apparel, jewels, trinkets, books, pictures, 
engravings, stores, wines, liquors and provisions which shall be in or about the same at the time of 
my decease. And also my carriage and horses for her absolute use and benefit.

And whereas on my marriage with my said dear wife Harriot Campbell I contracted or agreed to her 
payment of the clear annual sum of £500 in case she should survive me for the term of her natural 
life. And whereas I am seized, possessed of or entitled to or interested in certain plantations situate in
the Colonies of: Jamaica and Tobago and Grenada, respectively or elsewhere in America and I am 
also entitled to divers sums of money secured by mortgage, judgement or otherwise in the said 
Colonies and elsewhere, and whereas there are divers sums of money owing to or from me in respect
of my partnership with my nephew Duncan Campbell the younger Esq., Alexander Bailie Esq. and 
otherwise.  Now I do hereby give, devise, and bequeath all and every my plantations, lands and [? ] 
within the same Colonies of Jamaica, Tobago and Granada [etc.] or in any part of the Kingdom of 
Great [etc.] and all my slaves and cattle, live and dead stock in or upon the same respectively and 
also all my ready money, securities for ready money sums of money in the Public Funds [etc.] unto 
and the use of my said dear wife, James Baillie of Bedford Square aforesaid, Esquire my Duncan 
Campbell the younger [etc.], that they, my said dear Wife, the said James Baillie, Archibald 
Campbell and Duncan Campbell the younger [etc.] do and shall with all convenient speed after my 
decease will dispose of and convert into money my said plantations and real estates and all such part 
of my personal estate and effects as are in their nature saleable, either together or in parcels or by 
public auction or private contract unto any person or persons who shall be willing to [undertake?] the
purchase or purchases thereof for such price or prices as [etc., they] shall think reasonable with 
liberty to purchase in the same at any public auction without liability for the loss of any which shall 
be occasioned thereby. 

And do and shall for that purpose enter into, make, do and constitute all other contracts Agreements, 
Acts, Conveyances, Assignations and Assurances as they or he shall think fit. 

And also do and shall collect, receive and get in all sums of money which at the time of my decease 
shall be outstanding upon any security or securities or otherwise due owing to or of which I shall 
otherwise be possessed or entitled and upon payment of the money to arise by any sale or disposition
which shall be made of the said plantations and premises [etc.] and shall give and sign any receipt or 
receipts for the money to arise thereby and declare that such rescript or receipts shall be a good and 
sufficient discharge [etc] for the money therein expressed or acknowledged to be received. And shall



discharge the person or persons paying the same from [etc.] the loss, misapplication or 
misapplications thereof or of any part thereof. 

And I declare that upon the sale of any part or parts of my estate it shall be lawful for them, my said 
dear wife, the said James Baillie, Archibald Campbell and Duncan Campbell the [etc.] to allow such 
time for the payment of the purchase money or take such real or personal securities or guarantees for 
the same as they, she or he shall think expedient [etc.]. And I do hereby direct that they, [etc.] that 
they,[etc.] shall by, with or out of the same pay all debts which shall be owing by me at the time of 
my decease and all legacies which I shall by this my Will or any codicil or codicils thereto or any 
Writing by me or in my hand-writing and whether witnessed or not unless I shall expressly direct the
contrary. 

I direct all such legacies to be paid within 2 months after my decease. And do and shall of their own 
proper authority [etc.] lay out and invest the surplus and residue thereof in the names or name of 
them [etc.] in the purchase of  Parliamentary stocks or Funds of Great Britain or at interest upon 
Govermnent or real securities in England. [etc.] as they, she or he shall deem expedient. And do or 
shall pay to or authorise and empower my said dear wife and her assignees to receive and take from 
and out of the interests, dividends and annual produce of the said trust monies, stocks, funds and 
securities for and during the time of her natural life the clear yearly sum of Two thousand pounds of 
lawful money of Great Britain to and for her own proper use and benefit by two equal half yearly 
payments on the 24th day of June and the 25th day- of December every year without making any 
deduction or abatement throughout or out of and part therof on any account whatsoever. 

The first half yearly payment thereof to be made on such of the said days as shall happen next after 
my decease and the said yearly sum of £2,000 to be received and taken by my said dear wife in lieu 
of and full satisfaction for the annual sum of £500. [? ] by me as aforesaid and all other claims and [?
] whatsoever of my said dear wife upon my real and personal estate or any part thereof except as to 
the bequests hereinbefore made to her. 

And do and shall pay to Jane [Isabella], daughter of my late sister, Jean Campbell of Greenock in 
that part of the United Kingdom called Scotland and to the assignees of my said niece Jane [Isabella]
Campbell for and during the term of her natural life the yearly sum of £180 of lawful money of Great
Britain for her own use and benefit.

And do and shall pay to Eliza Young, sister of my said dear wife and to the assignees of the said 
Eliza Young for and during the term of her natural life the clear annual sum of £l00 of like lawful 
money for her own use and benefit.

And do and shall pay to Margaret Herries, spinster, aunt of my said dear wife and to the assignees of 
the said Margaret Herries for and during the term of her natural life the clear annual sum of £100 of 
like lawful money for her own use and benefit.
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And do and shall pay to Mary Byles now residing at Bristol, the widow of Mathew Byles, late of the 
Island of Grenada and to the assignees of the said Mary Byles the clear amrual sum of £100 of like 
lawful money for her own use and benefit.

The said several sums of £100 are to be payable by two equal half-yearly payments on the days 
hereinbefore mentioned without making any deduction or abatement thereof or out of any part 
thereof or any part whatsoever. The first half yearly payment thereof to be made on such of the said 
days of payment as shall happen next after my decease. And the said several-annual stuns of £100 
cash hereinbefore given to the said Jane Campbell, Eliza Young, Margaret Herries and Mary Byles 
respectively shall not withstanding their respective [?] above, a sufficient discharge for the said 
respective annuities.

And my will is, and I do direct that in case either of them, the said Jane Campbell, Eliza Young, 
Margaret Herries and Mary Byles shall pledge or mortgage or on any manner whatsoever attempt to 
anticipate the payment of the said annual sums hereinbefore provided for them respectively or do or 
attempt to do any act vesting the same in any such other person or persons whichsoever and in every 
such case every such [etc.] attempt shall be void and my said Trustee or Trustees for the time being 
shall not [etc.] pay the subsequent payments of the annuity [etc.] into the proper hands of the person 
so [etc.] attempting so to do or otherwise dispose the same at their, [etc.] disposition for the support 
or benefit of such person or persons respectively.

And as to all the surplus and residue of the said trust monies, stocks, funds and securities which shall
remain after and not be applied upon or for assuring the trusts, instants and purposes hereinbefore 
expressed and contained I do hereby declare my will and mind to be and I do hereby direct that they 
[etc.] shall pay, transfer and assign the same unto, between and amongst all my children, Henrietta 
Harriot Campbell, Duncan Campbell, Jane Campbell, James Archibald Campbell, [No mention of 
Thomas Edmund Campbell?]  and Augustus Campbell’ in equal shares and the share or my said sons
to be respectively vested in them at his or their age or respective ages of 21 years and the shares of 
my said daughters to be respectively vested in them at their age or respective ages of 21 years or on 
the day of her or their marriage or respective marriages with the consent of her or their guardian or 
guardians for the time being, which ever shall first happen provided always that if any of my said 
children shall depart this life without having obtained a vested interest in the share intended for him 
or her in the trust monies, stocks, funds and securities hereinbefore mentioned them and in that case 
[etc.] shall be in trust for the other or others of my said children and divided between or among them 
if more than one, in equal shares [etc.] for their respective maintainance and education and to 
advance for or towards his, her or their preferment or otherwise for his or her benefit any part not 
exceeding one fourth part [? ] of such his or her or their presumptive portion. 

I give and bequeath to my nephew and partner the said Duncan Campbell, the sum of two thousand 
pounds. 

To my friends Kenneth Francis MacKenzie now resident in Perthshire, Patrick Bartlett of  
Nottingham Place in the county of Middlesex, Esq., John Stewart of Albany in the said county of 
Middlesex and my friend and partner Alexander Baillie, the sum of one hundred pounds each as a 
mark of my esteem for them. 



Knowing the very ample fortunes possessed of my friends the said James Baillie and Edward 
Thornton Esq. and by my brother the said Archibald Campbell, I decline offering them any other 
legacy than a ring as a mark of my esteem and regard for them.  

And I declare that it shall be lawful for my said trustees and executors for the time being to 
appropriate for Mourning any of the annuities bequeathed by this my will such a sum of money as 
shall yield an amount sufficient to answer the same [erc.] and that thereupon the residue of the trust 
fund hereinbefore mentioned shall be discharged from the said annuity and such of the trusts 
hereinbefore declared as [? ] to the payment of this said annuity. 

And as to all estates vested in me upon trust or by way of mortgage I give, devise and 

bequeath the same to my said dear wife, the said James Baillie, Archibald Campbell and Duncan 
Campbell the younger, their executors, administrators and assignees according to the nature and 
quality thereof respectively upon the trusts and subject to the equity of redemption to which the same
estates respectively shall be subject or liable to at the time of my decease. 

And I appoint my said dear wife, the said James Baillie, Archibald Campbell and Duncan Campbell 
executors of this my will and guardians of my said children during their respective, minorities. 

And I direct them to pay any [? ] from or upon any evidence they may think fit and to adjust, settle, 
compromise and compound all amounts reckonings, transactions, matters or things respecting my 
aforesaid partnership or otherwise respecting my estate or effects or in any wise relating thereto upon
such terms and in such manner as they or he shall in their, his or her discretion think fit. 

And I give to my trustees or trustee for the time being full powers and authority to 

manage my estates in the colonies hereinbefore mentioned and all other my estates 

whatsoever and wherever until the same shall be sold under the terms aforesaid and to 

appoint managers, attornies and overseers of the same and to do all such other acts for the purposes 
aforesaid or in relation thereof as to them my said Trustees or trustee for the time being shall deem 
meet. 

And I expressly declare my will and mind to be that such of my trustees as at the time of my decease 
or afterwards shall be engaged in [? ] of any kind and who shall take [?

] of my property or otherwise act in the disposition of the same shall be intitled to the

same benefit, advantages and [? ] as if they or he respectively had not been a trustee,

under this my will. Provided always [?]

[There followed provisions for how to act should a trustee become dysfunctional.]

And also that it shall and may be lawful for them by and out of the monies which shall come to their 
respective hands by virtue of the trusts aforesaid to retain and reimburse himself and themselves 
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respectively and also to allow to his and their co-trustee and co-trustees all estates, charges, damages 
and expenses which they or any of them may or [?] sustain, expend disburse, be at or be put out, vest
in and about the execution of the aforesaid trusts or in relation thereunto.

In witness whereof, I the said Duncan.Campbell have to this my last Will and testament contained in 
thirteen sheets of paper set my hand to the twelve preceeding sheets of paper and my hand and seal 
to this thirteenth and last sheet the thirty-first day of January in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and fifteen.

Signed, sealed, published and witnessed by the said testator Duncan Campbell as and for his last 
Will and Testament in the presence of us who in this presence at his request and in the presence of 
each other have subscribed our names as witnesses thereof. 

[signed as witnesses]

WILLIAM JACKSON, 34 Windmill st.

JAMES VAUGHAN, servant to Mr. Campbell

JOSEPH KAYE, New Bank Buildings, London. 30  

 

Duncan  was evidently already ailing when he signed his Will at his London house on the 31st of
January 1815, for he died two days later on the 2nd of February that year.  31His brother Archibald
later came south and when the Will was Proved on the 6th of May 1819 before 'the Worshipful
Doctor of Laws and Surrogate' he gave oath to the verity of the Will as Archibald Campbell Esq. 32

According to an analysis by his descendant Dr. Ronald Campbell PhD., the Annuities came to a
total of £2,480 which, at 5% of capital represents an amount of £49,600.  Legacies came to a total
of £2,400, combining to make £52,000.  The residue was to be invested to provide equal trusts for
the five surviving children. 

No doubt  shaken  by her  husband's  death  and well  advised  by  the  trustees,  Harriet,  widow of
Duncan, wrote and signed her own will.

The Will of Harriet [Young] Campbell.

Memorandum, Bedford Square. 

Mention of six [living] children; Henrietta Harriet, Duncan, Jane, James Archibald, Thomas 
Edmund and Augustus.  Mention of her [Harriet, Mrs. Duncan Campbell's] cousin Robert Herries of
[Sidmouth?] Devon; John Charles Herries, Cadogan Place [London], Godfather of Augustus; her 
aunt Margaret Herries, her sister Eliza Young; the widow of Major Alexander Young Spearman and 
her daughters Agnes & Margaret Spearman; pensioners & servants, one having been nurse to her 
children's 'angelic sister' [meaning she had died infancy.33                      

30 PRO PROB. 11/1566, 125

31 Gentleman's Magazine vol.1, p.188.

32 A note in the margin of the document.



Perhaps their home in Bedford Square was sold.  The mother Harriet would seem to have moved to
Sidmouth in Devon, perhaps to be near her remaining relative, her cousin Robert Herries.  There, on
the  8th  of  May 1816,  she  added a  Codicil  [meaning  an addition  to  the  will].    Attestation  of
signatures took place on the  19th of June 1817.  Her Will was Proved on the 25th of June 1817 by
Archibald of Inverawe's nephew Duncan Campbell, son of his  sister Jean, others being Benjamin
Harper and Alexander Baillie [partners in a business with the late Duncan, Bedford Sq.].34     

Harriet, Mrs. Duncan Campbell, late of Bedford Square herself died on the 1st June 1817, 'Death at
Sidmouth, Harriet, relict of the late Duncan Campbell Esq., Bedford Square. '

The  Trustees  were  Archibald  of  Inverawe,  Duncan Campbell,  Benjamin  Harper  and Alexander
Baillie, he late husband  Duncan's partners in business, and the first being his nephew.35

The Children of Duncan Campbell & Harriet Young

Robert Alexander Bapt. 18 August 1802.  Died in infancy
Rec. 18 Aug. 1802 Eltham, Kent, Parish Register. LDS Archive.
Son of Duncan & Harriet Campbell. Unusually, the Mothers name 

given although in England, common in Scotland. 
Henrietta Harriet Born, 1801

Gentleman's Magazine 1830 vol.1, p.572
Married to the Rev. R. Bracken.

Gentleman's Magazine 1830 vol.1, p.572
Died on the 12th of June 1830 at Southampton, aged 29

Gentleman's Magazine 1830 vol.1, p.572
Duncan Born, date not yet found [1805?]

Died at Eton in 1823.
Ian M. Campbell Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, p.48

Jane Born, date not yet found
Married Alexander Young Spearman, All Saints, Southampston
on the 29th of December 1826.

Gentleman's Magazine 1826 vol.2, p.639 
Died on the 19th of June 1877.

Peerage, 1912 Edn. p.1776.
James Archibald Born on the 11th of April 1807

Oban Times, 26 Apr. 1919 from OT Obit. Dec. 1879, 
& Rugby Advertiser Dec. 1879

Ian M. Campbell Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, p.48
Married [2nd] Maria Cameron in 1844

Ian M. Campbell Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, p.48
Died on the 12th of June 1830

Oban Times, 26 Apr. 1919 from OT Obit. Dec. 1879, 
& Rugby Advertiser Dec. 1879

33 PRO PROB 11/1593,295.

34 PRO PROB 11/1593,295.

35 Gentleman's Magazine vol.1, p.638.
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Thomas Edmund Born on the 14th of January 1809.
Ltr. to Arthur Arduaine, Colin of St. Hilaire, 7 Feb. 1912.

Canadian Dictionary of National Biography vol.10, pp.130-131         
Married in 1841 Henriette Julie Anne Duchesnay

Ltr. to Arthur Arduaine, Colin of St. Hilaire, 7 Feb. 1912.
Died at St. Hilaire on th e5th of August 1872.

Canadian Dictionary of National Biography vol.10, pp.130-131         
Augustus Born 1811

Barcaldine Clan Campbell, vol.4, p.175
Died on the Col. de Bonhomme, Savoie, 1830. 

Gentleman's Magazine 1830, vol.2, p379.

In her Will, Harriet mentions her cousin Robert Herries at Sidmouth, explaining her choice of that
place as a retreat from London.  Four years later Sidmouth would receive a royal visitor in the Duke
and Duchess of Kent which suggests that the place was already thought of as fashionable:

'The band played and the bells rang out in December 1819 when the Duke and Duchess of 
Kent, with the infant Princess Victoria, arrived at Woolbrook Cottage, now the Royal Glen 
Hotel. Their stay, however, was tragically short, for the Duke died on January 23rd from 
complications after a heavy cold.'36 

Had the children still been living in Sidmouth, they might have been taken to see the arrival of the
royal party and identified with the child Victoria.  At that time they were unlikely to know that she
was to be their Queen for most of their lives.  

So the surviving children would have lost their mother only two years after the death of their father.
Sidmouth in Devon lies at the mouth of a shallow farming valley where the little river enters the
sea, crossing the long strand of the fine sand beach without any estuary.  For the children it could
have been a happy place that early summer of 1817 until they were bereft.  There must at least have
been  a  housekeeper  in  the  house  and  presumably  a  cook  and  some  servants,  possibly  also  a
governess.   Harriet's  funeral  service  would  presumably  have been held in  the Sidmouth  parish
church, with burial in the tree-shaded grave yard there.  One suspects that the house there would
have been kept on by the trustees as a home for the children while they were at school.  Duncan, the
eldest surviving boy, would have to be prepared for Eton, being 13 the year after his mother died.
One can imagine that it is likely that the eldest, Henrietta Harriet would have in some way replaced
the presence of their mother in the years following her death.

Whether the Campbell children still lived there or not would be interesting to know.  Possibly the
Sidmouth house would have been kept up by Duncan's trustees with a housekeeper and likely a
tutor or governess for the children after their mother died. Or, Mr. Baillie may have preferred to
have them under his eye in London, however disturbing the children with another move may have
been held in mind.  The Trustees were:  James Baillie, a friend and close neighbour in Bedford
Square, Duncan's elder brother Archibald of Inverawe, by then living at Finlayston near Greenock,
and Duncan's nephew and business partner Duncan Campbell, son of their sister Jean in Greenock
and so nephew of Archibald and Duncan.  They were to serve until all the children were 21 or, for
the daughters, until they married.37 

36 Sidmouth web site

37 PRO PROB 11/1566,125



As can be seen from the above compilation, information on the children is varied.  So the ages of
the children at the time of their mother's death in 1817 could have been approximately:

Henrietta Harriet 16
Jane 14
Duncan 12
James Archibald 10
Thomas Edmund    8
Augustus   6

Nothing is currently known of Robert Alexander beyond his baptism in Kent.  Nor is anything
known of the infant girl who died young and is mentioned in their mother's will.  So the oldest
surviving child was Henrietta  Harriet.   She was about 29 when she married  the Rev. Richard
Bracken, then Curate of Carisbrooke.  Had he, perhaps, been the tutor for her brothers?  That has
not become clear through evidence.  But they both died in the year of their marriage, 1830, when
she was 29.

The second surviving daughter, Jane, married Sir Alexander Young Spearman, a Baronet who was
Assistant Secretary to the Treasury and a friend of Albert the Prince Consort and of Prime Minister
Gladstone.  Of this marriage there was a daughter, Henrietta.

The eldest surviving son was named Duncan.  Young Duncan died in 1823 while a boy at Eton.  He
is said to have been fascinated by his heritage in Inverawe.  His time was, of course, the 'Romantic
Era,' and one is intrigued by what he might have been told?

James Archibald was about 16 when his brother Duncan died.  Amost 20 years later he would write:
"Inverawe has been my craze since boyhood.  I caught it, I believe, from my brother who died at
Eton.  He used to write whole pages about it.  These things concern me far less now.  This life and
all belonging to it will quickly pass away, and then - the accidents of birth and Fortune etc., which
we set so much store by,  what will they profit us?  Perhaps only increase our condemnation as
misemployed Talents.  Family Pride is a proverbial failing of ouor countrymen.  The Clan Campbell
have far too much of it."

Such romantic enjoyment was hardly surprising in the era of discussion of MacPherson's  Ossian
and the novels of Sir Walter Scott.  And, until 1816, their senior uncle Archibald of Inverawe had
remained unmarried and without children, so that first Duncan and then James would have been
aware that they stood to inherit the representation of Inverawe.  Since this paper is largely about
James and his numerous offspring, his younger brothers will first be mentioned before returning to
James' life and experiences. 

His next younger brother, an equally handsome young man with fair hair, was Thomas Edmund
Campbell.  He made a considerable mark in life both as a young officer in the army and then in
Canada, and his life and that of his descendants is outlined in the chapter  The Campbells of St.
Hilaire which follows.

The youngest son of Duncan and Harriet was Augustus.  He died un-married at the age of 19 as the
result of exposure during a rather poorly planned excursion in the Alps.  The party consisted of
Augustus, his brother-in-law the Rev. Bracken, two other tourists and one guide.  They pressed on
over the Col de Bonhomme in unfavourable weather and soft, heavy snow.  Augustus and Bracken
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collapsed.  Bracken died on the mountain and Augustus after he had been brought down to a chalet.
This tragedy occurred in 1830.38 

James Archibald Campbell

We now return to the life of James Archibald Campbell, about whom, with his descendants, the
bulk of this chapter  becomes concerned.   James would find himself  as head of the family and
would, by two turns of fate, come to represent the kindred as 'Campbell of Inverawe' in law and as
recognised by George, Duke of Argyll and by his cousin Alexander of Auchindarroch, who was yet
also heir to his own father Archibald 12th of Inverawe.  Alexander's trustees would talk of them as
'the heir and the representative' and as 'the representatives', leaving Alexander to assume the worst.
This situation would continue until clarified in the Court of the Lord Lyon, a senior judge in the
judiciary of Scotland, in 1906/8.  How this came about will be touched upon briefly here, as it has
already been outlined in full, based upon research among surviving documents, in volume three,
chapter six, of this work, titled Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch (1816-1902) & his Family.

The Napoleonic Wars were a dominant factor in British life when James Archibald was born in
London on the 14th of January in 1808.  His father Duncan had retired to London where his wife
Harriot Young may have preferred to enter fashionable society rather than to make a home in their
native Scotland.  At the time, intrigue with the Highland romance engendered by MacPherson's
Ossian was vibrant.  Young Duncan's consequent fascination with his heritage in Inverawe would,
according to James, infect him also, while Thomas Edmund had evidently acquired an interest in
commerce and agriculture from his father.  Perhaps this led to the Trustees suggesting that he study
as  a  cadet  in  the  Hon.  East  India  Company,  a  service  in  which  some  had made  considerable
fortunes.  Their father Duncan had died in the year of Waterloo, but as seen in his will, he had left a
comfortable fortune and his children were well educated.

Duncan's Brother Archibald of Inverawe at Finlayston

Meanwhile Duncan the planter's elder brother  Archibald of Inverawe had acquired a lease of the
estate and house of Finlayston from Graham of Gartmore for a debt at cards.  He lived there with
his un-married sister Anne as his housekeeper until her death in 1812.  A friend, John Fish, who had
been  'one  of  his  ship's  captains'  suggested  that  his  niece  Catherine,  who  had  looked  after  his
daughters  after  his  wife  had  died,  could  be  a  suitable  replacement  housekeeper  at  Finlayson.
During the next three years it seems that Archibald and Catherine became increasingly close and, in
1816 Catherine,  who was by then ailing with 'consumption'  [tuberculosis] went to Glasgow and
gave birth to their son.  With Catherine being too ill to feed the child, he was milk-nursed by a Mrs.
Wilson while Catherine was taken back to Finlayston to recover. When it appeared that the boy was
healthy and weaned, he was also brought back to Finlayson and, according to later research, his
parents  were married  in  an  'irregular'  private  ceremony conducted  by the  Rev.  Mr.  Brown,  so
legitimating  him  in  Scots  law,  although  later  questioned  and  ultimately  found  to  be  valid  as
explained  in  the  following  chapter.  However  Catherine  died  in  1819  of  her  affliction.  During
Catherine's  illness,  Archibald  chose  as  his  next  housekeeper  his  niece  Jane  Isabella  Campbell,
(daughter of his sister Jean and husband Duncan), whom we have seen granted a legacy in her uncle
Duncan the planter's will.  The birth of this son would, it was expected, mean that he would inherit

38 Ian M. Campbell's Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, 1st Ed. p.57.



the territorial  title  'of Inverawe,'  now called 'the representer'  of the Inverawe kindred,  the lands
having being sold.  However this was not to happen.

Because Catherine would die at least five years before him, that Archibald did not remove mention
of her - still as his housekeeper - in his will is a curious oversight.  Finlayston was held on a life-
time lease.  Archibald had first bought another property south around the coast from Greenock at
Blackhouse, but whether he lived there earlier is not clear.  He was at times subsequently known as
'of  Blackhouse' yet  remained representative of Inverawe during his lifetime as is shown by his
tombstone.  He had offered to buy the lands - or by now an 'estate' - of Inverawe from Campbell of
Monzie, who said he would only sell if he got more than he thought it was worth.  However Monzie
did sell the most productive Inverawe lands of Tirvine on Lochawe to Archibald.  The name means
'grain lands' in Gaelic.  It was these lands and those of Blackhouse that involved the paper proof for
a legitimate heir male upon Archibald's death. 

Catherine died shortly after her marriage in 1819-20 and their son was named Alexander Campbell,
although earlier Christened differently by Mrs. Wilson.  When his father Archibald of Inverawe
died in 1825 and he was 9, no paper documentation of the marriage could be found.  While some of
the Trustees of Archibald's estate were aware that a marriage had taken place, and had attempted to
get him to make a further signed statement of it after he had a stroke, when they consulted their 'by-
the-book'  Counsel,  Cunningham, in Edinburgh they were told that,  in order for the lands to be
inherited, Alexander's cousin, James Archibald Campbell, son of Duncan the West Indies Planter,
would have to be recognized as heir male. For the evidence for the private marriage at Finlayston,
and subsequent issues, see Campbell, A History of the MacConnochie Campbells of Inveraw, vol.3,
Chapt. 5.

The boy Alexander, then aged 9, would have to be by-passed, although his father in his will had
asked his trustees to buy back Inverawe for him if it could be got.  What is curious was that in those
days it had seemingly not occurred to either the lawyer or the Trustees to question members of the
household to give evidence about the private marriage.  Women were, it seems, still  considered
basically incompetent where such information was concerned.  At the time of Archibald's marriage
to Catherine at Finlayston,  Jane Isabella had written a description of the wedding to her half-sister
in India, Mrs. Fred Campbell of Melfort, but the letter had not been kept, and later Jane refused to
discuss it until on her death-bed.  She depended upon a generous annuity from Archibald's Trust.
There is ancillary evidence that members of the household, including Jane Isabella, were instructed
by Archibald's trustees that no mention should be made of any marriage 'since it might invalidate
the  will.'  And  most  benefited  well  by  the  generosity  of  Archibald's  endowments  in  his  Will,
including trustees.  

So when Archibald of Inverawe died in May 1825, his trustees were faced with a quandry. They
consulted Counsel in Edinburgh who demanded paper proof of the marriage of Alexander's parents,
Archibald and Catherine and, failing that, without any thought of research into a situation which the
trustees  knew  to  be  ambivalent,  advised  that  James  Archibald  be  'entered  heir'  to  his  uncle
Inverawe.

The Process of James' Inheritance

So with Archibald of Inverawe's son Alexander being designated by inference as illegitimate by
Edinburgh lawyer consulted, and a legitimate male heir being required for Archibald's trustees to
process the lands,  the focus now shifted  to James Archibald Campbell,  son of Duncan, late  in
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Bedford Square, younger brother of Archibald of Inverawe.  In 1825, James was then an athletic
young man of 18, looking forward to a career in a crack regiment, already an Ensign in the 51st of
Foot.  As we have seen, both his parents had died, so that he also, being an orphan,  had Trustees.
James declined to 'enter heir' without certain provisos, so Archibald's trustees were obliged to take
him to court.

This resulted in a Decreet of Adjudication in Implement dated the 17th day of May 1826, obtained 
before the Lords of Council and Session at the Instance of him the said John MacNeill then one of 
the Trustees of the said Archibald Campbell but who afterwards resigned the said office of Trustee, 
and the said Captain Archibald Campbell, John Patterson [of Merryflats], George Nobel (RN), 
Andrew Anderson and John Blair as Trustees foresaid, against James Archibald Campbell, Ensign in
the Fifty First Regt. of Foot, eldest surviving son of the deceased Duncan Campbell Esq., of Bedford 
Square, London, brother german to the said deceased Archibald Campbell and nearest lawful heir 
apparent of the said deceased Archibald Campbell his uncle and the tutors and curators of the said 
James Archibald Campbell if he any had for their interest as lawfully charged to enter the said James
Archibald Campbell as heir in special to the said deceased Archibald Campbell his uncle in the said 
annualrents and Lands and others and liquidate penalties and termly failures in manner mentioned in 
the Letters of special charge and executions thereof libelled on in said action, adjudged from the said
James Archibald Campbell as lawfully charged to enter heir in special aforsaid and from his heirs 
and successors and from all others being or Pretending to have right thereto or other interest therein 
and Declared to pertain and belong to him the said John MacNeill as one of the Trustees, and the 
said Captain Archibald Campbell, John Patterson, George Noble, Andrew Anderson and John Blair 
as Trustees foresaid and their foresaids, heritably but redeemably always and under reversion in 
terms of the heritable Bonds above recited.39    

Following the options being explained to James and his trustees, negotiations between Archibald's
Trustees and those of James were held.  Presumably it was vital  for the latter  that no question
should turn up later about the landed rights of Alexander to disturb James' position.  But if any
report  of  the meeting  survives,  it  is  in  the Advocates'  Library in  Edinburgh,  in  a  section  only
accessible to Advocates.  Clearly the terms of the agreement reached would be of considerable
interest.

On  the  26th  of  December  1826,  James'  sister  Jean,  aged  29,  was  married   at  All  Saint's
Southampton, to Alexander Young Spearman.40  Alexander Young Spearman had been born on the
13th of  September 1793.  He was  created a Baronet on 28 Apr. 1840.  Jane died in June 1877
leaving 4 sons and 3 daughters.  Sir Alexander had already died on the 20th of November 1874,
Lodge Peerage, 1912 ed. p.1776.  Most likley she had all her siblings in attendance at the wedding
and possibly her brother James 'gave her away.'

Jane's sister, Harriet, Mrs. Richard Bracken died on the 12th of June 1830.  'Death on the 12th of
June at Southampton the wife of the Rev. R. Bracken, leaving an infant daughter.'  While only four
months later, on the 13th of September that year of 1830, her husband perished in the Alps: 'The
Rev. Richard Bracken MA, formerly a Michel Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford, perished in a
snowstorm with his brother-in-law Augustus Campbell  Esq., in Crossing the Col de Bonhomme
into Savoy.41  

James Archibald, was born on the 11th April 1807,.  He was sent to school at Rugby School in 1821.
On leaving school, his trustees bought him an ensign’s commission in the 51st Regiment.  By 1832

39 Gen. Minute bk. Court of Session, Div.2 vol.45, 1825-6: SRO/NAS C517/1/45

40 Gentleman's Magazine vol.2 p.639. 

41 Gentleman's Magazine vol.2 p.379.



he was  Lieutenant in the 72nd Regiment [vide supra] but he subsequently transferred to the Argyll
& Sutherland Highlanders.   He served in South Africa in the Kaffir Wars and shot big game, was
posted to the Ionian Islands.  He resigned when a lieutenant at the suggestion of the Duke of Argyll
and took up work in Argyllshire,  becoming Deputy Lieutenant,  a Convenor of the County and
eventually a Colonel of Militia.    He bought the Tirvine property in 1832 from Archibald's trustees,
and planted, drained, and farmed it, ultimately building on it the mansion house now known as
Ardanaiseig,  which  he  called  first  Inverawe Lochawe,  and then  New Inverawe.   According to
Harriet Auchendarroch’s Memoir,  James had built this fine house for his 1st wife on the Tirvine
lands, but she was afraid to live there due to her eldest son having had a seizure and the nearest
doctor being so far away.    This could explain the motive for his later establishing a place at Rugby
during his second marriage.42   

When Alexander, son of Archibald 12th of Inverawe, was 15 in 1831, he was being tutored by the
Dean of  Rugby in  the  English  Midlands.   His  handsome 24 year  old  cousin  James  Archibald
Campbell paid a visit.  In the course of conversation he asked Alexander whether he would agree if
he,  James,  asked  Alexander's  Trustees  to  sell  him  Tirvine,  the  farm in  Argyll.   Later  in  life
Alexander, when a Trustee for James' estate, following James' death in 1879,  allowed that he had
not realized as a boy that it was a part of the Inverawe lands that his father had bought back.  He
suggested buying it himself, but conflict of interest as a trustee forbade the idea, much to the relief
of his family since his own place of Auchendarroch was also heavily mortgaged.

So, on the 11th of August 1832, James Archibald Campbell, Lieut. 72nd Regt. was Seised 11th of
August 1832 in the 20 shilling land of Tirvinzie.  Sasine had been given on the 26th of April and the
22nd of May The Sasine or deed was Registered on the 18th of September1832.43  

In  1832,  James  Archibald  married  his  first  wife  Jane  Augusta  (“Eliza”),  the  daughter  of  Col.
Pocklington.    A niece of Eliza's  married the 4th Baron Scarsdale  whose son George Nathaniel
became the 1st Marquess Curzon of Kedleston, quondam Viceroy of India, Lord President of the
Council and Leader of the House of Lords.   Curzon was particularly kind to the children 

The Pocklington - Campbell Connection

            (1) 1788            (2) 1802

Edward Addison = Jane Campbell(1769-1851)  = Roger Pocklington of Carlton Hall, Notts. later Winthorpe 
|      dau. of Sir James       | (1775-1847)*a Hall, Later called Micham Grange

     daughter  Campbell of Inverneill      |
                _______________________________|___________________________________________others

 | |       (1) 1832 |
Rev. Roger Pocklington   Jane Augusta = James Archibald Campbell   Joseph Pocklington = Elizabeth dau of   
(1802-1880) Pocklington * |  (1808-1879) (1874-?)       | dau of Humphrey
= Mary Hutton 1831          |       | Senhouse **
with issue Inverawe - New Inverawe       |
              ____________________________________________________________________|_____others
             |                 | | |              |                Ellen Pocklington-
Blanche Pocklington-= Alfred Curzon  Mary P-S =Sir Wilfred    Fanny P-S   Humphrey P-S

42 Ian M. Campbell, Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, 1st Ed. p.48.

43 SRO/NAS GR 1689/125.  
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Senhouse = Drury   Senhouse            |  4th Baron                           Lawson 2nd                         of Netherhall
Lowe            |  Scarsdale              Bt With issue                         (1843-1903)

           |  (1831-1916)         married w/ issue.
___________________________|_____________________________  Netherhall offered for sale vide
| | |             |         Country Live 28 Jan 1960.

George N. Curzon Alfred N. Curzon   Francis N. Curzon   Ascheton [?]N. Curzon
(1859-1925) 5th Ld. (1860-1920)     (1865-?) (1867-?)
Scarsdale, cr. Viscount       m. w/ issue    m. w/ issue m. w/ issue
Scarsdale 2 Nov 1911
Cr. Marquis of Keddleston

|
Lady Ravensdale & other daus.

NOTES:
*a   Roger's father was Col.Roger Pocklington of Winthorpe Hall, Notts. His portrait by W.Williams was reproduced in 
Country Life on the 7th of December 1961, painted in 1773, said to be in possession of A. Ackerman.
*   Jane was erroneously called 'sister of Blanche, Lady Scarsdale' in Ian M. Campbells Notes on the Campbell of 
Inverawe.  The actual relationship is shown by this diagramatic tree.  Jane was called 'Eliza.'
** Humphrey Senhhouse of Netherhall in Cumberland, name changed to E. Pocklington-Senhouse by Royal License 

17 Sept. 1842.
For working out the correct 'tree' I am grateful to the late Colin Campbell of Inverneill.

of his wife's family.  Although he appeared an unbending figure, it was in fact due to his wearing a 
back brace which left him in pain much of his life.  The freedom of the younger generation must 
have been a refreshing joy for him.  At first James and Eliza rented Inverneill, just south of 
Ardrishaig on Loch Gilp, while their own house was being built.
Once their house on Loch Awe had been completed, James Archibald and 'Eliza' paid a visit to his
cousin Alexander and his wife Harriet at Auchendarroch.  Harriet wrote a memoir many years later,
this portion remembering the various people who had come to call or visit.  James and Eliza must
have stayed for a few days, as was then customary due to the difficulties of travel:  Writing of all
the friends, neighbours and relations, Harriet wrote: 

They were each one kinder  and more  affectionate  than another  to  the  Laird  and me!   
[her name for Alexander] I felt as if I had married into a very large family.

Because she had been told by Mrs. Frederick Campbell of Melfort that Alexander was not in fact
illegitimate,  her half sister Jane Isabella having written her a description of the marriage of his
parents when she was in India, Harriet was a little on edge with James and 'Eliza.'  But of course
that was not known by James, and Alexander, hurt enough already, would not discuss the matter
with her.  She wrote:

They arrived in a yellow chariot and post horses with the most portentous maid and 
man.  .  .  Jane and her mother sang and she was stately, handsome and accomplished 
and she sketched a good deal.  .  . she was ailing too, that place New Inverawe was a 
constant subject of contention.  She would not live there, her oldest child [Duncan] 
had been taken with convulsions there, and there was no doctor to be had for many 
hours, and he had now frequent returns of such fits and she could not bear the place 
and he would not live anywhere else.  They had tried several places.  They had lived at 

Inverneill for two years while Inverawe was building, and she liked that and wished she could 
do it again, but they had so little money.  James was speculative and required constant 
amusement and occupation, and in short he had very nearly ruined himself and she was greatly 
perturbed as to what to do or where to go next, but to New Inverawe she would not go, 
though the house was beautifully furnished with old oak and Louis XIV chairs and yellow 
silk damask curtains etc.  Poor thing she died a few months afterwards [1842].  The Laird and 
he laughed a great deal together .  .  .

James Archibald and Eliza also visited  others in the area.   Harriet Auchendarroch wrote further:



James and Mrs. Campbell and Jane, then seven years old, were making a round of 
visits, Kilmory, Stonefield for one night only, they never fraternized there, but Kilmory 

[the Ordes] he swore by and Ballimore was always open.  .  . a Miss Pocklington was 
somehow connected with the Ballimores.

Jane, mother of 'Eliza' Jane Augusta, Mrs. James Archibald Campbell,  was the daughter of Jane
Campbell whose grandmother was Lillias Campbell,  the sister of James Archibald's grandfather,
Alexander Campbell, the Provost of Renfrew and Director of Customs at Greenock (1710-1770).
So they were cousins.

A further simplified 'tree' below shows their relationship.  Jane Campbell, Mrs. Roger Pocklington,
had been born on the 18th of May 1769, the 4th daughter of Captain James Campbell, tacksman of
Killian,  who would  later  be  Sir  James  Campbell  of  Inverneill  on  the  death  of  his  brother  the
General.

The Cousinship of James Archibald and 'Eliza' Pocklington

 Archibald Campbell  = Janet Maclean, daughter of Maclean of Torloisk
        |

___________|___________________________
| 27 Jan 1747      |         28 March 1739

Provost Alexander Campbell  = Ann Somervail Lillias (1716-1770) = John Campbell 1st oif
(1710-1770)       |      |  Askomel

      |      |
    Duncan Campbell 5th son = Harriet Young   Jean Campbell(1740-1805)= Capt. James Campbell

                   |                                    |  Tacksman of Killian 
     |       |  later Sir James 2nd of 
     |       |  Inverneill (1737-1805)

     |          (2)  |
     |              Roger Pocklington = Jane 4th dau. (1769-1852
     |   |

James Archibald Campbell = Jane Augusta ['Eliza'] Pocklington Campbell

Inverawe-Lochawe - New Inverawe - Ardanaiseig.

The country house which young James Archibald Campbell of Inverawe built in the 1830s, he first
called 'Inverawe-Lochawe,' but Campbell of Monzie, whose father had bought Inverawe from the
family,  objected.  Whether  this  had  to  do  with  Monzie  having  stood  as  Alexander  of
Auchendarroch's best man at his wedding or not, is not clear.  So James chose to call his new house
and estate 'New Inverawe'.  Perhaps the family wanted to keep for the family the designation of
'New Inverawe,' for when the place was sold by his widow and trustees following James' death in
1879, the place was re-named as Ardanaiseig.  Through his creation of the house and improved
estate,  James  made  a  most  useful  and  attractive  contribution  to  the  amenities  of  that  part  of
Lochawe-side.  As a consequence, today the house and grounds are a 'high-end' hotel.  The house is
well  described  in  an  article  in  the  Argyll  Inventory  by  what  used  to  be  called  'The  Royal
Commission for Ancient and Historical Monuments for Scotland.' 

This extensive mansion, formerly known as New Inverawe, is situated about 100 m from the
W shore of Loch Awe and 5.5 km ENE of Kilchrenan.  It was built for James Archibald 
Campbell, a descendant of the family of Campbell of Inverawe.  The architect was William 
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Burn, of Edinburgh, whose original drawings, which are dated 1833, show that the design 
was modified at an early stage.  A tall stair-tower in the centre of the main block was 
omitted, and the garret space, which was original designed to contain additional 
accommodation, was not used; the roof-line was lowered, and some alteration made to the 
form of the gables.  Externally the building remains almost unchanged; the interior, 
however, was extensively remodelled early in the 20th century.

The principal apartments form a squarish block at the SE corner of the site, containing a 
basement and two floors.  This is connected by a N wing to a stable-court which occupies 
three sides of a square.  The walls are built of stugged granite, with abundant dressings and 
ornamental stonework executed in a greenish sandstone.  The entrance is in the W front, 
which is elaborately asymetrical with a profusion of gables, projecting chimney-breasts, 
dormers, stair-turrets and false slit-windows.  The entrance-doorway is in the Jacobean style;
it has a panelled and moulded architrave, surmounted by a blank panel enclosed in 
strapwork.  The S and E facades are less elaborate, the main decorative feature of each being
a bay-window.  That at the W end of the S facade is one storey in height and terminates in a 
strapwork balustrade, while that at the S end of the E facade rises through two storeys and 
has a moulded cornice.

The entrance gives access through a lobby to a large staircase which has been completely 
rebuilt.  Two rooms, each lit by a bay-window and linked by a wide doorway, occupy the S 
part of the main block, and a third room occupies the remainder of the E side.  In the W wall
of this room there is a modern fireplace, which incorporates a spirally-fluted wooden 
column decorated with continuous foliage in the fluting and having a moulded base and a 
Corinthian capital.  This column appears to be of 17th century date, and may be Scottish in 
origin.  The remaining rooms present no features of interest, except for the laundry which is 
situated below teh E wing of teh stables.  This is a stone-floored apartment. 4.9 m square, 
with a central pillar supporting a stone groin vault.44    

The agricultural depression which followed the victory and defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo resulted
in the government no longer buying beef for their troops, many of which were disbanded.  This
caused considerable poverty and even famine in the Highland districts which still  maintained a
cattle economy. Although one suspects that James was in fact quite short of funds following the
construction of a house so far from the sea and therefore  demanding more expensive shipping
costs, by 1839 the condition of the local population was evidently dire.  With his grand new house,
James would have appeared to them as affluent.  And he was, as with any Highland Laird, expected
still to have a paternal care for his people. Such traditions lasted well into the 19th century.  In early
April 1839, James cut open an envelope to find the following petition:

Petition to James Archibald Campbell Esq., of New Inverawe – [Ardnaseig] dated on the 
29th of March 1839:

Petition of the crofters and cottagers of the estate of Hayfield, parish of Innishail and 
Kilchrennan:

That the Petitioners feel grateful for your exertions in alleviating their distress two 
years ago as one of the Committee of the Highland destitution, and regret they now beg your

44 RCAHMS Inventory: Argyll, Volume 2, Lorne.(1975)



further assistance and to state to your honour with undeniable truth that the poverty of the 
Country and their present condition far exceeds what it has been two years ago.

That the Petitioners have no seed for the ground, not even the means of sustenance 
for any length of time within their power – That they confidently hope that your interest will
not be wanting in procuring relief from the remainder of the fund in Edinburgh which was 
placed at the disposal of the Honourable Committee – failing of which, or of other 
immediate relief the Petitioners will be under the disagreeable necessity of applying for a 
legal assessment.

May it therefore please your Honour to take the Petitioners case into your serious 
and immediate consideration and as in duty bound they shall ever pray –

March 29th 1839```` 

John McCorquodale Cottager Achnacaran

Andrew Carswell Do Do

Catrine MacIntosh Do Do

John Campbell Do Left blank, so tacksman?

Duncan Munro Crofter Do

Archd McIntyre Cottager Do

Ann McDougald Cottager Larachban

Robert Combe [?] Innistrynich

Anne Campbell Cottager Do

Dugald Fletcher Corfter [sic] Baliemore [?] or Balisnoic?

Ann MacCallum Cottager Do

Angus McCorquodale Do Balinbeg

John MacIntyre Do Do

Donald MacIntyre Kilchrennan

Archd Ferguson Crofter Do

Peter Turner Cottager Do

Hugh McAran [McOran?] Smith Do

Alexr McLullich Cotter Do

James Black Do Do

James McDonald Crofter Do

Alan McDougal Do Do

Archd Campbell Cotter Do

Widow McDougall Do Do
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Widow Rowan Do Do

Widow McDonald Do Do

James Campbell Do

Peter McIntyre Crofter Do

John McDonald Cotter Do

Duncan M[c] Kinon Crofter Do

Lachlan M[c] Corquodale Cotter Do

John Jackson Cotter Do

Elesebath [sic] Campbell Cotter Do

Widow Duglas Cotter Do

John Thom Do Do

Allan McIntosh Crofts

Alxr [?] McCorquodale Cottager Do

Elizabeth McLoud [sic] Cottager Inistrynich

Accompanying the petition was a letter from the local minister at Kilchrennan:

I have made particular inquiry into the condition of the great majority of the crofters & 
cottagers residing upon the farm of Kilchrenan and find that the statements contained in the 
foregoing petition regarding their situation are in no way exaggerated in their circumstances 
- in fact are such as to call for immediate relief.

[Signed]

Kilchrenan Manse Minister of Kilchrenan 2nd of April 183945  

To my present knowledge, no record of the actions taken by James in responding to this situation
have  survived.   Nevertheless,  it  would  have  been  in  his  character  and  tradition  to  respond
generously,  This opinion is based upon his having approached the trustees of his uncle Archibald
asking for help to bring relief during a cholera epidemic during the time that he and his wife were
renting Inverneill,  while his new house was being built.   The following is an excerpt from the
trustees Sederunt Book for their meeting on the 23rd of August 1883:

There was a report of a letter from James Archibald Campbell, then living at Inverneill 
asking for land to be enclosed for cholera victims. The trustees declined the proposal.46

NOTE:
Up to this point in this attempt to outline the life and descendants of Duncan and Harriet Campbell,
the material has been based upon researched sources, with the sources being given where found.

45 From a copy in possession of the New Inverawe family courtesy of  Dr. Ronald C.Ph.D.

46 Trustees Records: Auchendarroch-Inverawe papers now being digitised at NAS.



But from here onwards, where it comes to the further information about each of James Archibald's
children,  this  extensive field has not yet  been individually researched in academic style  [giving
documentary sources], but is what was provided by members of the family personally to the authors
in the late 1990s, or earlier. There was no conflicting information, and the names of the children are
given here.  However the further information on each can be found in the 2nd Edition of Notes on
the Campbells of Inverawe, pages 109-119, up to the beginning of the 20th century.  Additional
material on the Letts family was later donated by Mr. Peter Letts and I am particularly grateful to
him for providing the Rugby Obituary of James Archibald Campbell. [vide infra]

James and 'Eliza' had six children:

The Children of James Archibald & 'Eliza' Pocklington

Unless otherwise noted, additional information can be found in Iain M. Campbell's 'Notes on the Campbells of 
Inverawe,' first edition (1951), and in the 2nd edition by his son Niall and the writer (1998).

1.  Duncan Pocklington who died unmarried, so perhaps he died young due to epilepsy.

2.  Jane Eliza who married the Rev. Walter Tait:47  .

3.  Edmund Alexander Campbell was baptised at Leamington in England on the 1st of August 1838.
He would ultimately be heir to his father on the death of James Archibald in 1879. He went out to
India  and  is  said  to  have  suffered  some  financial  setbacks  in  the  tea  industry  before  being
commissioned in the 11th Madras Regiment of Native Infantry,  in which he rose to the rank of
Captain. Although his work lay in India, he always took the keenest interest in the well-being of the
Highlanders of Scotland. He fought the crofters' battles, and once, leaving his family in India, he
came to Britain to argue their case. After his death he was remembered as "Crofter Campbell," and
his  name was very popular  throughout  the  West  Highlands.  On the  16th  of  February 1871 in
Madras, he married Margaret Eliza, daughter of Duncan Mclver or Campbell MD of Niagara on the
Lake in Canada. (a descendant of one of the Campbells of Melfort). Edmund Alexander died at
Bedford in England on the lst of November 1887, aged 49.  His kinsman by marriage, Lord Curzon,
helped the family financially.  When each of the sons reached. the age of 19, they were given a
ticket  "to anywhere in the Empire,  with an hundred pounds and a dress suit  of tails."  Edmund
Alexander and Margaret had six children: 48 
 
    i. Maria  (“May”) Grace Campbell who married Brigadier Louis Carey, Inspector        
     General of Ordnance in India, and died in 1947.  They had two or three daughters:

ii.  Duncan Mclver Campbell, was born in India and returned to Britain with his family, where he
went to Bedford School in England. At the age of 19 he sailed for Jamaica where he worked on a
relative's plantation until he came down with malaria. He then went to British Columbia in 1898,
moving north to Armstrong where  he built a small cabin in the bush in which he lived for the
next 54 years. His  nephew John Anderson Campbell visited him there in 1948 and managed to
win his trust,  although by then Duncan had the shyness of a recluse. John suggested that he
return with him and live in Vancouver, but  Duncan could not understand the attractions of a
place which he remembered from 1898 when even Howe Street in the financial district was still
dusty and had wooden sidewalks. He spent much of his time trapping various animals and birds
which he stuffed and a  part  of his  collection can be seen in the Armstrong Museum today.
Duncan's contact with the outside world was very limited, since his neighbours the Pooles did all

47 Inverneill Papers

48 Barcaldine, Records of Clan Campbell in HEIC, p.117.
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his shopping and banking for him over the years.  Duncan McIver died in 1951, after spending
his  final  years  at  Ashcroft  Manor,  being  looked after  by a  second  cousin  on  his  Campbell
mother's  side from eastern Canada.49  . Duncan McIver had succeeded his father in 1887 as
representative of Inverawe, which he continued to do until 1908, when the proofs of Archibald
12th  of  Inverawe's  marriage  to  Catherine  Fish  were  accepted  as  valid  by  The  Lord  Lyon,
resulting in the arms of Inverawe being granted to Alastair Magnus Campbell of Auchendarroch,
the grandson of Alexander of Auchendarroch.50   

iii.  Edmund Alexander Campbell (II). Did not marry.

iv.  Lorne Campbell who died young.    

v.   Col. Ronald Bruce Campbell, DSO, CBE, Legion of Honour.. was born at Ootacamund in 
India on the 4th of September.  At Winchester on the 22nd of April 1922 Ronald married Alice 
May Caroline - called May - the daughter of Colonel W. Drake Brockman.  Colonel Ronald died 
at Pitlochry on the 7th of March 1963. He and May had two sons, Frederick Bruce Moodie and 
Ronald Niall.  

          (a) Frederick Bruce Moodie Campbell OBE, Ph.D., called Bruce, was born at  

Southsea in Hampshire on the 15th of June 1912.  In 1938 Bruce married Margaret Gibson-
Hill. They lived in Oxford and had three children:

       A. David Macbrair Campbell who was born in 1942. He married Susan Jane 
Hedgcock and they lived in Oxford. They had two sons:

(1) Benedict Stewart Macbriar Campbell was born in 1966. He is married to 
Maria Lisa Kadle and they have three children:

Jasmine Anna Campbell, born in 1990,

Elliot Max Campbell, born in 1992, and 

Lucy Charlotte Campbell, born in 1997.

(2) Theodore Daniel Macbriar Campbell was born in 1971.  

B.  Alasdair Robert Macbriar 'Bob' Campbell, David's brother, was born in 1946. He 
married Frances Kirkwood in 1968. They have a son and two daughters:

(i) Tomas Emlyn Campbell was born in 1971.

(ii) Chloe Deborah Margaret Campbell was born in 1973.

(iii) Nancy Catherine Campbell was born in 1977. 

C.  Frances Rona Macbrair Campbell, was born in Oxford on the 15th of September, 
1950. 

49       Report by Brooke Campbell and research by Bruce Campbell, Vancouver.

50 Lyon Court Library, Inverawe grant of Arms 1908.



(b) Ronald Niall Campbell B.Sc. - called Niall - was born at Salen in Acharacle, Argyll on 
the 22nd of September 1924. At Perth on the 4th of August 1948 he married Moira Jean 
Alice Clark, S.R.N., daughter of George Alexander Clark DDS, from Perth. They had a 
daughter and a son: 

A.  Mairi Caroline Campbell (Watson) was born on the 25th of September 
1952 at Perth. On the 22nd of August 1975, Mairi married, in Salisbury, 
Rhodesia,  Anthony James Watson, the son of George Dennison Watson 
(1914-1982) and his wife Edna Mary Elizabeth, néė MacFarlane 
(1914-1977). They have three sons: 

(i).  Niall Campbell Watson who was born on the 17th of July 1976 in 
Perth.  

(ii).  Alasdair Campbell Watson was born on the 7th of March 1978 at 
Perth in Scotland. 

(iii).  Bruce Alexander Watson was born on the 4th of April 1981 at 
Triangle in Zimbabwe.  

B.  Ronald Niall Brockman Campbell, Ph.D., B.Sc. Hon., MIFDI, was born in 
Aberfeldy on the 3rd of July 1955. Ronald has also worked at the transcribing of 

the letters which were sent as applications for aid from the Inverawe Fund in the 1820s, 
when applicant's submissions were invited by advertisement. The result of his work will be
placed with the Inverawe Papers in the National Library of Scotland and he plans
to publish his work in the future.

vi.  James Archibald Yr.was the youngest son of Captain Edmund Alexander, Madras Army. 
He was born in Ootacamund in India in 1880.  In 1907 he married Florence Elizabeth Anderson
from Ottawa.  He died in 1956. The children of James Archibald and his wife Florence were 
John Anderson, Frances Margaret and James Ronald Patrick.

      (a) John Anderson Campbell, was born on the 8th of October 1908 in Toronto.  He 
married Mary Millar MacNeil, whom he had met in Vancouver. They had two sons, 
the eldest, Brooke, being the son of their mother by an earlier marriage. 

A.  Brooke Campbell CD was born on the lst of October 1941 in Vancouver. 
On the 23rd of December 1967 he married Janet Galt Barclay in Victoria.  
Janet was born on the 13th of November 1944, her parents being John and 
Elizabeth Barclay. Her father's ancestors were British Columbia's earliest 
settlers in Ashcroft and Summerland areas in the mid 19th century. Her great-
great grandfather was Sir Alexander Galt, a father of confederation in Canada 
(1867) and Minister of Finance in Canada's first government under Sir John A. 
MacDonald. Brooke and Janet have two children, Alan and Shan.

(a).  Alan Campbell was born on the 12th of May 1970 in Montreal. He 
married Shelley Beattie in September 1998.

(b)  Shan Elizabeth Campbell was born on the 22nd of May 1973 in 
Montreal.  
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B. James Archibald 'Archie' Campbell, was born on the 30th of July 1949 in 
Vancouver BC. He married Dawn Lea LeBlanc who was born in Edmonton, 
Alberta on the 29th of September 1955, the daughter of Arnold and Rita A. 
Higinbotham, owner of H. T. Higinbotham Ltd. a Customs Broker in Alberta. 
They have three sons and two daughters:

Jon Duncan 'JD' Campbell, born on the 10th of August 1982.

Geoffrey Clarke Campbell, born on the 3rd of February 1984.

Kyle Robert Campbell, born on the 20th of April 1985.

Bret Afton Campbell, born on the 5th of October 1988.

Christina Elizabeth Campbell, born on the 29th of August 1992.

(b) Frances Margaret Campbell (Dowie) married Ian Rowson Dowie, president of Canadian 
Breweries in Toronto. They had a daughter and two sons:

Mark Ian George Campbell Dowie, born in 1939, a journalist and writer.

Frances Elizabeth Anne Campbell Dowie, born in 1940, and

John Rodney Campbell Dowie born in 1945.

(c) James Ronald Patrick Campbell (called Patrick).  He was married to Joan Baldwin.  The 
children of Pat and Joan are;

Elizabeth Jane Campbell (Plumb), born in 1946, married John Plumb. They had a 
son and two daughters:

Ezra Plumb who was educated at Passo Robles in California.

Susan Marie Campbell, born in 1947, who lives in Vancouver.

Anne Francis Campbell, who lives in Portland, Oregon.

We now return to the younger children of James Archibald, New Inverawe, by his first wife:

    (4) Laura Beatrice Campbell, who died unmarried.

    (5) Florence Elizabeth Campbell, who died unmarried.

    (6) Lorne Augustus Campbell, who married Cecilia Martin, granddaughter of Sir John

         Campbell of Lochend, and had five children :

      4. Laura Beatrice, who died unmarried.

      5. Florence Elizabeth, who died unmarried.



      6. Lorne Augustus, who married Cecilia Martin, granddaughter of Sir John Campbell of Lochend 
and had 5 children,  

a  .Ethel who married Charles Desborough and had many issue, Alan who died an 
infant in 1879, 

b.  Frederick Martin who married in 1918 May Redfern Shaw, but died without 
issue in 1924, 

c.  Cecil, born 1885, who died in 1918, and 

d.  Ian, married Alice Wilkinson and they had a daughter, Anne Campbell. 

NOTE:
This paper now returns to sure ground.  What follows is  once again based upon research into
documents until the children of James Archibald's second marriage.
James Archibald Campbell of Inverawe 's second wife was Maria Grace, eldest daughter of Donald
Charles Cameron, who had bought Barcaldine from the impoverished Campbells there.  They were
married at  St. John's Episcopal Chapel, Edinburgh on the 4th of September 1844.51   

The following letter from Alexander of Auchendarroch to James concerns some papers.  There were
two sets  of  papers  he  passed to  James,  one was due to  people  writing  to  him as  if  Inverawe,
concerning their applications to the Inverawe Fund set up in 1718, which he passed on to James as
representing that fund for the family.  The other papers were of historical interest.  While most of
the early Inverawe papers had passed with the house and lands rather than in the family, and ended
up at Dunstaffnage where they burned in the fire in the nineteen forties, others were found among
law papers in Inveraray and returned to Archibald as 12th of Inverawe at Finlayston.

These last Inverawe papers are those which were kindly deposited with the National Library of
Scotland by James Archibald’s son and heir.

Alexander  of  Auchendarroch  was  in  Edinburgh  in  November  1842,  the  year  of  his  marriage.
Perhaps he had spent time at the offices of his Trustee Mr. Blair.  Evidently he had not earlier taken
the  time  to  go  through  the  correspondence  of  his  father’s  Trustees.  He discovered  MacNeill’s
comment about the representation of Inverawe.  While MacNeill was no longer a Trustee when he
wrote the letter over ten years earlier, it is typical of Alexander that he would bend over backwards
to take what  MacNeill  had written about  ownership of  the  papers  being adjusted ‘between the
representative and the heir’ as more true than Blair’s comment that he did not see ‘that it mattered
much which of the representatives had custody of them’.  Blair’s choice of words here is interesting,
since he was clearly ‘riding the fence’ on the issue of the representation of Inverawe. This letter to
James  Archibald,  sent  accompanying  the  Inverawe  papers,  may  likely  be  the  first  written
acknowledgment  by Alexander  to James Archibald that  he had come to believe James was ‘of
Inverawe’, since the response which such a short note elicited from James was so full.  Alexander
wrote:

51 Greenock Advertiser 10 Sept. 1844.
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Jas Campbell Esr.

My dear James,

My excuse for the accompanying papers not having been sent you sooner is that I have 
never until this evening read Mr. Mc Neill’s letter in answer to one to him by Mr. Blair - in 
which he mentions that they were meant to be in the possession of the representative of 
Inveraw.  Having done so, I lose not a post in transmitting the packet to you.

Let me know if it reaches you safely.  Hoping to hear from you soon.

I remain Yr. V. affect. Cousin 

(signed) Alexander Campbell       

15 Rutland Street [Edinburgh] 27 Nov. 1842.

Alexander was then living in Edinburgh, with Auchendarroch let out, and training as an advocate.
This  training  enabled  him  to  gain  his  position,  resulting  from  the  passing  of  the  Poor  Law
Amendment Act of 1834, as Inspector of Health.  The following transcription is noted as being an
‘excerpt’  from  the  reply  Alexander  received  from  James  Archibald,  a  copy  of  which  James
Archibald  must  have  kept.  Again,  I  am grateful  to  Ronald  Campbell  for  this  excerpt.  It  was
addressed to:

Alexr. Campbell Esqr. of Auchindarroch, 15 Rutland St. Edinbh.

Inveraw Loch Awe

Novr. 30th 1842

My dear Alexr.

I received last night the packet of old Inveraw papers for which I thank you sincerely - It 
was like your honourable and generous nature to send them.  Believe me when I say that I 
never for one instant envied or grudged you one sixpence of the Fortune left you by your 
Father, but I confess the case to have been different with respect to what belonged to him as 
Representative of the Inveraws.  Inveraw has been my craze from Boyhood.  I caught it I 
believe from my eldest brother who died at Eton [Duncan].   He used to write whole pages 
about it, Genealogies &c.  ‘Tempora mutantur nos et mutamur in illis’. 

These things concern me far less now. This life and all belonging to it will quickly pass 
away and then- the accidents of birth and Fortune &c which we set so much store by, what 
will they profit us?  Perhaps only increase our condemnation as misemployed Talents.  
Family pride is a proverbial failing of our countrymen.  The Clan Campbell have far too 
much of it.  There can not be a severer satire upon us than the motto of our Chief  ‘Sed 
genus et? Bonuos et quidnon fecimus ipsi vox ea nostro voco.’

I have already suffered for indulging it & perhaps have more to suffer yet.  Be it my care to 
warn my children against it.

My earnest wish & prayer to God is, that hereafter in the words of St. Paul 'Forgetting the 
things which are behind and reaching forth into those things which are before I may press 
towards the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. Phill. 3 ch. 13 v.  



Entertaining the serious view which you & I do on Religious Matters, to say nothing of the 
affection we bear to each other it wd. be extraordinary indeed if any Difference arose 
between us on account of the possession of a few old musty papers.  You have acted the 
right part however: & thereby inflicted the severest rebuke possible upon me for having 
formerly sought to obtain them from Mr. Blair.  For this my craze is my only apology, but I 
admit a poor one.

I continue to receive good accounts from Malvern & do not yet know when I shall be in 
Edinbh.

With kind regards to your wife

Believe me in truth My dear Alexr. 

Your affectionate Cousin 

          [signed] Jas. Archd. Campbell.52  

We may never know whether James' warning to his children influenced their all leaving Argyll, or
was more a matter, as often the case, of economics.  And in fact, he himself moved to Rugby and
created an estate there.  He maintained New Inverawe to his end and likely spent the late summer
there each year.

The underlining in this letter are those of James Archibald who was 33 when it was written.  The
comment about having ‘already suffered’ was likely due to the loss of his first wife that year, after
10 years of marriage and 6 children.   According to Harriet Auchendarroch’s Memoir, he had built
the fine house (now Ardanaiseig) for his first wife on the Tirvine lands, but she was afraid to live.
This also must have been highly stressful for James Archibald.  Any other meaning read into this
letter  would  be  speculation,  but  it  does  show  a  depth  of  feeling  sparked  by  Alexander’s
straightforward generosity in his interpretation of the Blair-MacNeill correspondence.

This letter, and his portrait in full Highland dress, offer some insight into James Archibald as a
sensitive yet most self-confident human being and member of the family.  His brother Duncan’s
death at Eton meant that Archibald of Blackhouse & Inverawe changed his Will with a Codicil
dated the 17th of October 1823 (TSB).  In terms of what James Archibald calls his ‘craze,’ it should
be remembered that he was nine and his brother Duncan ten years old when Alexander was born,
thus shifting the weight of Archibald’s fortune away from them to his son Alexander - something of
which they may not  have been aware.   But  for their  trustees,  and themselves  as  they came to
understand the situation, the possibility of Archibald’s marriage to Alexander’s mother may well
have been understood.  

At some stage around 1850, James Archibald bought Tower Lodge, Warwick Street, Rugby and
built a new farm on some 250 acres known as Newlands Farm on the outskirts of Rugby.  “The
farm buildings were erected by myself, within ½ mile of the town which supplies the sewage, and
were so arranged that milk cows might be kept under shelter all the year round  …”  per an article
he wrote in about 1865 published in “Transactions of  The Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland”, entitled “Report on the Application of Sewage”! 53 

52 Inverawe/New Inverawe Papers, courtesy of Dr. Ronald Campbell PhD.

53  Information from Peter Letts.
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There is a certain amusing coincidence that while James pioneered this use of fertilizer, his cousin
Alexander of Auchendarroch was, as Inspector of Heath for Scotland, involved in reporting on the
servicing, or lack of it, of sewage and water supplies by communities around the country.  

James was a strong supporter of Joseph Arch, from Barford, not far away from his Rugby farm,
who founded the National Union of Agricultural Workers in 1872.54   

On the 5th of January 1863, James Archibald Campbell  of Inverawe was appointed as a Deputy 
Lieutenant for Argyll by the Duke of Argyll:

His Grace George Douglas [Campbell], Duke of Argyll, Marquess of Lorne & Kintyre, Earl 
of Campbell & Cowal, Viscount of Lochow and Glenila, Baron Inveraray, Mull, Morven 
and Tiree, Baron Sundridge, Baron Hamilton, Hereeditary Keeper of the Queen's Household
in Scotland, Knight of the Most Honourable Order of the Thistle, One of the Lords of Her 
Majesty's Privy Council, Lord Privy Seal and Lord Lieutenant and High Sheriff of 
Argyllshire,

To, James Archibald Campbell, Esquire of Inverawe

By Virtue of the Power and Authority to me given as Lord Lieutenant of the County of 
Argyll, and confiding in your Loyalty and Fidelity to Her Majesty, I have nominated 
appointed and Deputed, as I by these presents Do nominate, constitute, appoint and depute 
you the said James Archibald Campbell to be one of my Deputy Lieutenants in and for the 
said County of Argyll to Act, Do. Execute and Perform all and every Act and Acts, power, 
matters and things, which on the part of the Deputy Lieutenants respectively, by the laws 
that now are or hereafter shall be in force in that part of  Great Britain called Scotland may 
or ought to be Acted, Done, Executed and Performed in all things according to the true 
interest and meaning of the same.  You are therefore carefully and diligently to Discharge 
the duties incumbent upon you by law as Deputy Lieutenant of the said County and as you 
shall receive instructions from me as Lord Lieutenant aforesaid persuant to the Trust hereby 
reposed in you and your Duty to Her Majesty. - 
Given under my hand and seal at Rosneath Castle this Fifth day of January in the Twenty 
sixth year of the Reign of Our Sovereign Lady Victoria, Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, 
Defender of the Faith, and in the year of Our Lord, One thousand eight hundred and sixty 
three. [Signed] Argyll.55

A few years after the death of his first wife 'Eliza' in 1844, James Archibald married Maria Grace
Cameron.   James and Maria married on the 10th of September 1844.
Maria was the oldest child (3 older siblings died in infancy) of Donald Charles Cameron, (b. 1781,
d. 7 Nov 1848), who, at the time of  his marriage was a sugar planter in Berbice, the eastern district
of what is now Guyana.   He returned to Scotland in 1822, first to Foxhall, Linlithgow, and from
1842 to his newly purchased place of Barcaldine in Argyll.   He married at Rosemarkie, Ross &

54  Information from Peter Letts.

55 Inverawe/New Inverawe Papers, courtesy of Dr. Ronald Campbell PhD



Cromarty on 21 Oct 1817 Elizabeth Rupert Fraser Matheson, (b.1796, d. 12 May 1857).   She was
the 3rd daughter of Colin Matheson and Grace Grant of Bennetsfield, Knockbain, Ross & Cromarty.

He was the 3rd son of Donald Charles Cameron, who was born in 1745 and is said to have been
named as such by special  command of  Prince  Chares Edward Stewart  who was present  at  his
Christening.  He was Tacksman, 3rd of Dawnay (or Donie or Dawnie), son of Ewen Cameron, 2nd of
Dawnay.  Ewen had been knighted by Prince Charles Edward  on the battlefield in 1745 while
leading a body of Glenevis Camerons, and was the son of Allan Cameron, 1st of Dawnay, who lived
there about 1712 as shown in a Charter of Glen Nevis of that date,  the family stemming from
Donald Dubh, 2nd son of Alexander Cameron, 8th of Glen Nevis.  The Glen Nevis family had used
the Cameron name, although from another descent.56  

NOTE:
The following information, as with the children of the first marriage, is as given by the family rather
than based upon documentary research:

The Children of James Archibald & Maria Cameron
Unless otherwise noted, most of the following information can be found in Iain M. Campbell's 'Notes on the Campbells
of Inverawe,' first edition (1951), and in the 2nd editionby his son Niall and the writer (1998). Additional information

has been supplied by Peter Letts of that family.

The 2nd marriage of James Archibald Campbell, with Maria, produced the following 9 children :-

i.  Grace, born 26th May 1846, who married Channing Neill, MD,  had one son, J.O.C.Neill, “Joc”, 
born in 188 .  She died 18th August 1926 and was buried in Karori Cemetery, Wellington.   As a 
memorial to her there was established the Grace Neill Library at the Post-Graduate School of 
Nursing, Wellington. In 1953, the New Zealand Registered Nurses Association donated a 
“handsome bronze trophy”, to be called the Grace Neill trophy to Salford Hospital Committee.  
Nothing further is known about her son, except that he married in 1913.57  

ii.   Donald Vores, a Jesuit priest.

iii   James Archibald, a Captain in the Bedfordshire Regiment, who died unmarried.

iv   Maria Georgina Josephine, born 2nd January 1856 at 42 Frederick Street, Edinburgh, she      
      married the Rev. Reginald Letts.   The report of the wedding, on 16th December                    
      1884, was as follows:-

This marriage was celebrated at St.Mary Abbots, Kensington, on Tuesday, the 16th 
inst..  The occasion was of special interest, as the bridegroom was one of the clergy 
of the parish.  The bridegroom, the Rev. Reginald Letts, 2nd son of the Rev. John 
Letts, vicar of St.Ann's Stamford Hill, arrived soon after 11 o'clock.  The bride, 
Miss Maria Josephine Campbell, 5th daughter of the late James Archibald Campbell
(Inveraw), arrived at half past eleven, preceded a few moments by her 6 
bridesmaids.  The service was full choral, and the bride was led to the altar by her 
brother.  The bride wore a Princess gown of matte white satin Duchesse.  The back 
of the train at the waist was supported by a wide sash gracefully looped, and falling 
in long loops a little to the left in front below the waist.  The bodice was trimmed 

56 See the Cameron Genealogies, Stewart of Ardvorlich; Clan Cameron,

57 Information from Peter Letts.
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with white fox fur, and pearl and chenille embroidery, the veil being attached with 
pearl ornaments.  The bridesmaids wore dresses of deep garance plush and wool 
material, with bouquets of red and white chrysanthemums.  The bodices were close-
fitting, buttoning in front, with a large collar of plush falling square at the back and 
folding to the waist in front, and attached as a fichu.  The front of the skirt was 
arranged as a long tablier of plush from the waist to the feet, folding nearly double, 
and square at the bottom.  The draperies which passed from under the tablier formed
very pleasing papilion folds, looped over the back of the bodice.  The Hon. & Rev. 
E.Carr Glyn officiated, and the bride was given away by her mother.  Among the 
guests were the Rev. John Letts and the brothers and sisters of the bridegroom, Capt
E.A.C.Campbell and Mrs Campbell of St. Hilaire, the Dowager Lady Wolverton, 
the Hon. John & Mrs de Grey, the Hon & Rev. E. Carr Glyn & Lady Mary Glyn, Sir
Duncan Campbell, Bart., of  Barcalville [sic - Barcaldine], Mrs Cameron Campbell 
& Miss Campbell of Monzie, Mr & Miss Campbell, Miss & R. Spearman, Mrs 
Cameron of Barcalville [sic - Barcaldine], and Mr Allan Cameron.  The Rev. 
Reginald and Mrs Letts left Lexham Gardens, amidst the congratulations of their 
friends, during the afternoon, for Norfolk.  The bride's travelling dress was of green 
velvet, with short mantle to match, trimmed with fine natural marabout.

Maria died on 25th April 1888 at St. John’s Vicarage, Vartry Road, Stamford Hill, 13 days after 
giving birth to C.F.C.Lets    Notes made by  Reginald :-

Her governess, Miss Berry, said of her when she was 3 or 4 “To have Maria in the room is 
like sitting in the sunshine”.  Her teacher, Miss Lloyd, speaking of her aged 16 or 17 said 
“Maria comes in to the room just like a fresh breeze off the heather”.   Isabel Purves (who 
had been nurse in Lorne’s family) said to Lady Mary [Glyn] when we were about to be 
married  “ They will be dull without Miss Maria !  She is the sunshine of the house !”.58 

She died intestate leaving an estate of £2,887.8.1, and Letters of Administration    were granted 
to Reginald on 13th Dec.1893.  Their son was: Christian Francis 
Campbell Letts who was born on the 12th of April 1888.  On the 26th of April 1927, he 
married Eveleen Frances Calthrop Bonner (b. 28 Mar. 1903-d. 27 Sept 1969) .  He died on the 
25th of October 1962.  They had three sons:      1).Richard Francis Bonner Letts,
born on the 15th of May 1928 who married on the 10th of April 1954, Jocelyn 
Elizabeth Adami, born on the 18th of Nov.1934 and they had five children.  
Richard died on the 28th of December 2010. 

Stephen Francis Letts 1955-1955.                      
Melinda Jane Frances Letts OBE , born 6th of April 

1956 and married on the 13th of April 1991 Neil Scott Wishart McIntosh (b. 24 
July 1941).  they had two children:

Fergus George Christian McIntosh who was born on the 15th 
of October 1990, and

Isobel Freya Johnstone McIntosh who was born on the 15th of 
September 1991.

Penelope Anne Jocelyn Letts who was born on the 20th of October 
1957.  She married on the 1st of January 1983, John Lawrence 
Rawlinson who had been born on the 3rd of August 1957.  They had 
three children:
Anthony St. John Lawrence Rawlinson who was born on the 
29th of March 1986.  Hugh Christopher Luke Rawlinson who 
was born on the 14th of April 1988, and  
Georgia Sophie Frances Rawlinson, born on the 26th of 
October 1991.
Alexander Francis Donald Letts was born on the 22nd of March 1960 

58 Cuttings supplied by Peter Letts.



and married Melinda Valadas-Marques, born on the 9th of March 
1960, on the 19th of December 1987.  they had four children: 
Frederick Roscoe Valadas Letts who was born on the 26th of 
December 1988.  
Charles Campbell Valadas Letts who was born on the 7th of 
May 1990.  
George Victor Valadas Letts who was born on the 17th of 
December 1992, and 
Henry Alexander Valadas Letts, born on the 31st of January 
1996. Quentin 

Richard Stephen Letts was born on the 6th of February 1963 and on the 117th 
of August 1996 he married Lois Henrietta Rathbone who had been born on 
the 1st of January 1965.  They had three children:

Claude Christopher Henry Letts 
who was born on the 19th of July 1997.

Eveleen Ione Tyrell Letts who was born on the 
11th of August 1998, and 

Honor Elizabeth Henrietta Letts, born on the 28th of January 
2003.

         2).  John Campbell Bonner Letts OBE was born onn the 18th of 
         November 1929 and died on the 25th of March 2006.  He married Sarah     

Helen O'Rourke, born in 1935, on the 21st of September 1957.  They had          four
children:

Robert Bonner Letts who was born on the 16th of June 1959 
and who married (1) on the 13th of February 1982 Deepthi 
Frances Wickremasinghe.  They had one child:
Joseph Orlando Letts who was born on the 26th of 
August 1982 Robert 

married again (2) to Hannah Maude Roxby in July 1989 and they 
had four children: Theodore 
William Bonner Letts was born on the 1st of May 1990.

Matilda Jane Letts was 
born on the 14th of May 1992.  Imogen Sarah Maude Letts was 
born on the 18th of August 1995, and Nina Juliet 
Letts was born on the 29th of March 1999.   

Matthew Francis Graham Letts was born on the
25th of March 1961 and on the 10th of August 1990 he married Kate 

Gallaway Stoddart.  They had three children:
Bibi Gallaway Letts, born on the 14th of January 1994.

Solomon Rodier Letts was born on the 15th of March 
1998, and 

Romy Olivia Letts was born on the 30th of November 
2000. John 

Daniel Letts was born on the 2nd of July 1963 and in 1997 he 
married Katherine Friend and they had one child:

Henry 'Harry' John Irvine Letts who was born on the 
24th of January 2002.    Vanessa 

Juliet Letts was born on the 14th of April 1996 and married David 
Taborn on the 30th of July 1999.           3). Peter George Bonner 
Letts was born on the 6th of August 1935 and          married Alison Jane Beith 
Melland, born on the 11th of November 1938,          on the 9th of May 1964.  They 
had three children:  Katherine Margaret Letts
was born on the 11th of November 1965 and on the 6th of August 
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1994, she married Nigel Lane Baker whose birth was on the 24th of 
June 1964.  They had two children:

Jennifer Katherine Lane Baker was born on the
5th of August 1997. 

Her brother, Matthew Peter Lane Baker was born on the 
27th of February 2000.

Julia Clare Eveleen Letts was born on the 11th of October 1967 
and, on the 7th of August 1999, she married Neil Duncan 
Mackintosh who had been born on the 13th of April 1966. They 
had two children:
Isobel Alison Mackintosh who was born on the 15th of 
June in 2000, and 
Charlie Alexander Mackintosh who was born on the 
19th of June 2002. Elizabeth 

Janet Alison Letts was born on the 6th of February 1971 and, on the 
8th of August 1998, she married David Collis William Reynolds who 
had been born on the 10th of December 1970.

We now return to the younger children of the second marriage of James Archibald Campbell 
and Maria Grace Cameron:

v.   Henrietta, who died young.
vi   Lilias MacDonald (1859-1947) who died unmarried.
vii  Mabel Hariot (1862-1947) who married Capt. Hugh Daubeny RN.  They had 3 children:-           

a.   Gladys Daubeny who married William Lock Mellersh, a leading solicitor in Cheltenham,
who died on 8th Jan.1941.   She died in 1974.   They had 2 daughters, 

Mary Daubeny (1913-2004), who married, first, Walter Smith in 1941 who 
was subsequently killed in the war and had 2 children, 
Andrew (born 1942, educated at Haileybury and now lives in London 
having retired from the teaching profession) and 
Rosemary, who married second, Sam Mercer, in 1968, and  

Veronica Jane (1920-1998) who married in 1946 Col. Stanley Rea
(1901-1983) and had 2 children: 

Eleanor Jane Mellersh (born 1947) and 
David Gordon Taylor (born 1950) both of whom have children and 

grandchildren.   
Veronica was headmistress of a well known girls private school.
b.      Marjorie (of whom I know nothing). c. 
Hugh Charles Daubeny, (1900-1969), who migrated to Nanaimo, Vancouver Island, British 
Columbia with his wife Mary Agnes Hunter Mackie (born in Aberdeen in 1904) and had 2 
children, Hugh Alexander (born 1931), who married Marion Peterson and  have 3 children, 
Peter Hugh  (1960) Jennifer Anne (1962) and Carolyn Jane (1964), and  Marjorie  Elizabeth 
Jean (1938).  Hugh is an internationally known botanist.                                                          

viii  Dougal John, born 1864, who farmed in Manitoba later settling in Johannesburg where he was 
concerned with mining. In 1901, he married Florence Mary Vaughan-Hitchcock and 3 children 
survived infancy :-

a.  Dougal Archibald, born 1905, married Nancy Webber in 1934, and had children, 
Dougal, born 1935, 

Sally, born 1936, and 
Jane, born 1937.    

b.  Evan Roy, born 1907, and married Norah May Vaughan in 1935, and had children, 
Evan Colin Douglas, born 1936, and 
Susan Elspeth, born 1938.  

c.  Hugh Colin, born in 1911, and married Joan Coppin in 1938.   They had 2 
     daughters, 



Alison Jean, born 1938 and
Christen Judith, born 1942.    

     
ix.   Evan Cameron was born in 1866, 

He lived at Prestbury near Cheltenham, and died in 1962.59 

An Obituary of James Archibald Campbell of Inverawe who died on the 9th of
December187960

We have  this week to record the death of one whose connection with Rugby 
commenced more than 60 years ago; whose name has, for 30 years past, been familiar as 
household words – James Archibald Campbell Esq, of Inveraw, Lochawe, Argyleshire, and 
of Tower Lodge, Rugby.   He was born April 11th 1807, and it was in the year 1821, during 
the headmastership of Dr Wooll, that Mr Campbell was entered at Rugby School; little did 
he think when he first made the journey from his highland home to the little Warwickshire 
town, that he was destined to spend here so many years of his life.   Amongst his 
contemporaries at school were the late James Atty, Esq, and Charles Marriott Caldecott Esq,
of Holbrook, and Lord Sidney Godolphin Osborne.   During his school days Mr Campbell 
imbibed such a liking for the place, and such a love for his old school, as to induce him to 
return here in after life, and to seek for his numerous sons an education at the same fount of 
learning.   Before this happened, however, he naturally, coming as he did of a race of 
chieftains and soldiers, sought service in the army in the 51st and 72nd regiments, and was for
a time quartered at the Cape of Good Hope;  whether or not he was engaged in active 
warfare with human foes we do not know, but have heard him describe, with the true zest of 
a hunter, his encounters with wild animals which then abounded near the settlements, and 
the rapture with which he saw, at one-and twenty years of age, a splendid lion fall to his 
single bullet.

He married in 1832 Miss Jane Pocklington, daughter of Colonel Pocklington, and a 
cousin of the wife of Sir Wilfred Lawson.   His 2nd marriage was with Miss Cameron, of 
Barcaldine, in Argyleshire, and Foxhall in Midlothian, and took place in 1844.   About the 
year 1850 Mr Campbell took up his residence in Rugby, and, active in mind and body, he 
sought some pursuit to which to devote his energies.   Like many other gentlemen possessed 
of ample means, he turned his attention to scientific farming, in which he continued to take 
an interest to the close of his life.   Like others, he made mistakes, but these did not turn him
aside;  he persevered with a national tenacity of purpose, and, despite all drawbacks, was in 
the main successful.   Especially in sewage farming did he take an interest, and materially 
assisted in the experiments which marked the earlier phases of that science.

In politics, Mr Campbell was an ardent liberal, and once in that interest he contested,
but unsuccessfully, a constituency in Scotland.   He was a keen foe, and a hard-hitter, but he 
never struck unfairly;  he could “take” as well as give, and never bore malice.

In religion, Mr Campbell was a churchman, and like most Scotchmen, [A 19th 
century expression no longer used] belonged to the Evangelical School, being on all 
occasions a ready and uncompromising opponent of the doctrines and practices of the 
Church of Rome.   He was also a stern foe of  to the vice of intemperance;  of late years a 
total abstainer, and ever ready to aid, with voice and pen, the crusade against drunkenness.   
A fluent and practised speaker, he was often heard on public platforms in support of Bible 

59  The above information appears in the 2nd edition of Campbell; Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe.  
Further information courtesy of PeterLetts

60  There follows his obituary as printed in the Rugby Advertiser in December 1879.  With thanks to Peter Letts.
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Christianity, of our Protestant faith, and of every good cause which commended itself to his 
judgment.   Mr Campbell’s keen and cultivated intellect often lead him to be in advance of 
public opinion, and at such times he was apt to be impatient at the dulards who failed to 
follow him, or presumed to contradict him.   Nor is this to be wondered at.   Possessing in a 
marked degree, as we have more than once heard him say, the “Campbell temper”, and hot 
Scotch blood, he was sometimes tempted to extremes, and this would have occurred more 
often, had it not been for the true Christianity with which he was imbued, and which enabled
him to restrain his natural temperament to a great degree, though it would sometimes break 
out, especially if he thought he detected the presence of meanness or falsehood.
In local affairs Mr Campbell was ever ready to take his full share of work, and what is often 
of still greater consequence, of responsibility.   His service upon the Local Board, in 
conjunction with Dr Temple, the late Mr Atty, and others, was of great service in solving the
vexed question of a water supply for the town.   It is true that for a time he was in a 
minority, but that affected him little;  indeed a contest seemed to call forth the strength of his
will, and he was never more himself, perhaps, than in fighting an uphill battle against odds, 
when he knew he was in the right.
With this newspaper, Mr Campbell had a long connection, having been principal proprietoer
and editor from 1852 to 1860;  and for years afterwards he took a lively interest in it, 
frequently contributing articles on local and other topics of interest, and aiding at any time 
by most valuable advice, readily given.

The Workmens  Rest, the Rugby Hospital, the Warwickshire Scripture Readers 
Society, the Liberal Association, and other societies in the town, have all lost a good friend; 
and in many ways the town will miss Mr Campbell.
He was in the commission of the peace for Warwickshire and Argyleshire. Of the 
Magisterial Bench he was a frequent occupant, and though sometimes his course was 
supposed to be biased by his strong personal opinions upon particular matters, there was no 
doubt that he was, in the main, what he undoubtedly strove to be,- an upright and just judge.

The last public project in which he took an interest,- and be sure it was an active 
interest,- was the establishment of a Free Library.   Little more than a month ago, when 
speaking on the subject to the writer, he expressed a doubt whether it would be carried this 
time;  yet he never doubted that it would come, sooner or later, for, he said, it was the true 
and right thing to do.   That was the real secret of his cheerfulness under defeat,- a complete 
and perfect confidence that what was true and right must come uppermost in the end.   With 
respect to this particular project, Mr Campbell added that he should probably not live to see 
it,  “for (said he) I have passed the allotted span of life, and cannot hope to see many more 
battles won on earth”.   Those words have been verified all too speedily;  yet, when one 
passes away who in his life was so earnest and fearless for all that he believed to be good 
and true, so resolute in striving to conform his thoughts and wishes, nay his very nature, to 
those of his Divine Master,- what though his earthly contests ended, as all must, sometimes 
in victory, and often in defeat,- we may well imagine him saying, “I have fought a good 
fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith;  henceforth there is laid up for me a 
crown of righteousness”.    So may it be.

Mr Campbell officiated at Petty Sessions on Tuesday, in conjunction with Mr 
Lancaster to whom he complained of being slightly unwell.   Later in the day he sought 
medical advice, and although nothing serious was apprehended, he passed away in his sleep,
without a struggle, about 9 that evening.   We deeply sympathise with Mrs Campbell and the
family in their sudden and irreparable loss.   We understand that some memorial is 
contemplated, and we trust that politics will not be mixed up with it;  for many who thought 
Mr Campbell’s political views wrong would wish to join in honouring his memory, and in 
benefiting the town by some work of permanent utility.
The interment will take place at the Cemetery, Rugby at 1 o’clock on Monday.

It  seems  the  New Bilton  Estate   was  sold  in  August  1880 for  £6,970.    Tower Lodge  was  a
preparatory school until the late 1980’s and the building is still there. Note by Peter Letts.  James had



mortgaged New Inverawe for £8,000, so that the sale of one did not fully cover the debt on the
other.  Yet his estate must have held adequate funds for his trustees were able to pay off the £8,000
mortgage.

On the  3rd,  4th,  9th  and 14th  of  November  in  1881,  Marie  Grace  Cameron,  widow of  James
Archibald Campbell of New Inverawe, and Alexander Campbell [of Auchendarroch] and Patrick
Grant, all as Trustees of James Archibald Campbell,  signed a Disposition  .  .  . of the lands of
Tirvinzie .  .  .  61

A Memoir by a Grand-daughter of James Archibald,
Minna Tait

Minna Tait was the daughter of James Archibald Campbell of Inverawe's eldset daughter, Jane 
Eliza Campbell and her husband the Rev. Walter Tait.  On the 22nd of February 1933, Minna Tait 
responded to a request for her memories of James Archibald of Inverawe in a letter from her home 
at 40 Garscube Terrace, Murrayfield, Edinburgh.  She wrote to Col. Ronald Campbell, CBE, DSO, 
her cousin:

My mother (nee Jane Eliza Campbell) and I were staying with the Campbell Shairps at 
Dalcrennn near Inveraray many years ago.  Mrs. Shairp happened to meet the Duke (father 
of the Marquess of Lorne) and mentioned that we were staying at Dalchenna, upon which 
the Duke asked her to bring us to tea at the castle.  We went and it was most interesting (the 
Duchess was the third)!  The Duke told us that he still had the billiard cue that my grand-
father [James Archibald] used when plaqying there and that he still called it "Inverawe's 
Cue."

Stories About Inverawe Told me by my Mother

Once at Inverawe, Bonawe, [the name used at the time for Inverawe itself so as not to 
confuse it with New Inverawe - now Ardanaiseig]  my mother was with my Grandfather, 
Inverawe, seeing some of the old people.  My Uncle Edmund [Alexander] was also there.  
One old woman, blind and bedridden, took Inverawe's hand in both heer annd moved it up 
and down, murmering in Gelic, quite overcome with joy and wonder, at his coming to see 
her, such an honour.  My mother said it was most touching.

My grandfather, Inverawe, was fishing in the Awe, Pass of Brander.  A man carried the fish 
for him and when my grandfather wanted to pay him, the man refused, saying "many a time 
have my fathers carried fish for yours, Inverawe."  His ancestors had been hereditary 
fishermen of the Inverawes.  [J.A.C's letter describing this incident to the American historian
Parkman is said to be in the Parkman collection in the Harvard Library.]

Queen Victoria at Inveraray Castle

When Queen Victoria & Prince Albert were in the Highlands in 1847 they came to lunch at 
Inveraray Castle in the Royal Yacht "Fairy."  At lunch, all the County Gentlemen formed a 
Guard of Honour round the Table, standing behind the chairs, all in full Highland Dress.  
Inverawe, of course, was there with them. The Duke and Duchess begged that the Royal 
Children might be sent for, from the Yacht, and the Queen consented, so two of the 

61 This Trust Disposition and Settlement was then Registered in Books of Council and Session on the 26th of 
December 1879, in volume.136, folio 42.
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gentlemen wre dispatched to bring them, one being Inverawe,  The children were the Prince 
of Wales (Albert Edward) and Princess Royal.

On the death of Inverawe commonly believed that a light would appear on the Island of 
Innishail, just opposite New Inverawe.  In December 1879 my Grandfather & his family 
were living in Rugby.  The weather was intensely cold, and my Grandfather caught a chill 
and died in his sleep - quite suddenly.  There was an old seervant living in [New] Inverawe, 
as house-keeper, and when the sad news reached Inverawe and the messenger gave her the 
utterly unexpected tidings, she said "I knew it last night, for I saw the light on the Green 
Island, Innishail."

A Remembrance of my Own

When Queen Victoria drove along Locchaweside many years ago, via Cladich, my 
grandfather went across to meet her, and was rowed in the big 4-oared "Barge", the rowers 
being his 3 girls, Maria, Lily and Mabel, and myself - all in navy blue.  Minna Tait.
From the New Inverawe Papers, with thanks to R.N.B.Campbell

When James Archibald died in 1879, he was succeeded as head of the family by his eldest son by
his first marriage, Edmund Alexander, a Captain in the Madras army.  As already mentioned, he
fought the political  battles of the crofters and was known as 'Crofter Campbell'  in areas of the
Highlands.  He died at Bedford on the 1st of November 1887.62  Then he in turn was succeeded by
his eldest son Duncan McIver Campbell who died in 1952, a bachelor, At Ashcroft Manor House in
British Columbia..63

When Alexander had been provided with the Edinburgh lawyer's opinion that his own parents had
been legally married, after evidence came to light in 1871, he knew that James was not well, and so
as not to disturb him, remained silent about the discovery.  When the Lyon Court judgment of 1906
and 1908 confirmed  the  lawyer's  opinion,  no public  announcement  was made,  so that  the two
representatives of the family remained unaware of each other's beliefs in the matter.  Not until Ian
M. Campbell W.S. informed Col. Ronald Bruce Campbell, DSO, CBE, in 1946 that the 40 year
period within which the grant of arms could be challenged was about to run out, were any of the
descendants  of  James  Archibald  of  Inverawe  officially  informed  of  the  change.   The  Colonel
declined to make any challenge, saying "he did not want to cause any unpleasantness." 64 .  So James
and  his  descendants  were  legally  "of  Inverawe"  and  represented  the  family  until  the  grant  of
differenced Inverawe descended arms to Arthur Campbell of Arduaine in 1906. The grant of the un-
differenced  arms  of  Inverawe  to  Alastair  Magnus  Campbell,  Alexander's  grandson,  in  1908
completed the transfer of representation.  The later grant of arms to Dr. Ronald Campbell Ph.D.
required  those  potential  arms  of  the  senior  descendant  of  James  Archibald  Campbell  to  be
differenced from those of Inverawe and so confirmed the arms of New Inverawe as differenced
from those of Inverawe.  

What remain intriguing questions for this family are:

What  survives  in  the  private  Advocate's  Library  in  the  National  Library  of  Scotland,  of  the
agreement betwween James' Trustees and those of Alexander, and what was the reason that James
chose to move south to Rugby, was it a matter of his health?

62 Barcaldine, Records of Clan Campbells in HEIC, p.127.  

63 Ian M. Campbell, Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, & a note in his own hand on p.50. Ashcroft death certificate 
obtained in 2016.

64 Niall Campbell of Fraoch Eilean quoting his father.



__________________
chapter vI

Alexander Campbell

of Auchendarroch

& His Family

(1816-1902)

Deputy Lieutenant for Argyll, Hon. Colonel of the Argyll & Bute Volunteer Artillery

 and First Inspector of Health for Scotland

('General Superintendent under the Board of Supervision').

NOTE: The spelling used here is 'Auchendarroch', as it appears in legal papers.  However the 
family often used 'Auchindarroch' as their normal spelling.  The name was only  'Oakfield' during 
the time of the MacNeills and the later of the Kenneths.  The Gaelic Auch na darrach means field of
the oak.  The late 18th century house overlooked the Crinan Canal but was demolished in 1967 due 
to there not being an adequate cure for dry rot at the time.   

Preface

Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch was a descendant of the Campbells of Inverawe in Argyll,
the lands of which had been granted to them by their cousin Colin, first Earl of Argyll between
1470 and 1485.  The Earl had been granted the Lordship of Lorne by James, King of Scots, in 1470
and Inverawe was a part of that lordship.  Alexander of Auchendarroch’s mother died when he was
four years old and his father when he was nine.  His father, Archibald Campbell of Inverawe, died
in 1825 leaving him a great fortune which he had made in the West Indies.  But through misfortune,
or  the  mismanagement  of  his  father’s  Trustees,  Alexander  found out  at  the age  of  18 that  his
legitimacy was in question, and, following his marriage, that he had been left with little capital and
an estate  which  could  not  support  his  family.   Further  still,  although his  father  Archibald  had
specifically  instructed  that  the  family  lands  of  Inverawe  be  bought  back  for  Alexander,  when
Inverawe could not be got, the Trustees sold the one part of those lands which was already in their
care to Alexander’s cousin James Archibald Campbell.   Yet the Trustees were seemingly well-
intentioned men with Alexander’s interests at heart.

Colonel  Archibald  Campbell,  12th  of  Inverawe  in  Argyll  (1755-1825),  (hereinafter  known  as
Archibald, or Archibald of Blackhouse) had an only son, the Hon. Colonel Alexander Campbell of
Auchendarroch (1817-1902), (hereinafter known as Alexander, or Alexander of Auchendarroch).
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Alexander was born out of wedlock, but later legitimated through a private marriage of his parents,
Catherine  Fish  and  Archibald  Campbell.   However  upon  Archibald’s  death  his  Trustees  were
seemingly informed by their  legal  Counsel in Edinburgh that  the proofs for the marriage were
inadequate for the processing of the estate, particularly with relation to the lands.  At that time the
evidence of women as witnesses was apparently not considered adequate to support such a case.
The trustees were instructed by Counsel that Archibald must therefore be said to have died un-
married and that therefore Alexander’s cousin, James Archibald Campbell  (1807-1879) - son of
Archibald’s younger brother Duncan - must be made heir male to Archibald.

The Trustees of Archibald of Blackhouse therefore took James Archibald to court as an 18-year-old
orphan in 1826, to make him enter as heir-male to his uncle Archibald of Blackhouse.  Most of the
fortune  left  to  Alexander  and the  lesser  beneficiaries  was  tied  up  in  property  or  notes  against
property, and for the trustees to realize and distribute the funds, properties must be sold, requiring
clear title for a legitimate heir to the lands. Hence, for the trustees to function, James must, in a
sense, release the properties to them.  The case was settled out of court. Alexander, then ten years
old and the acknowledged son of Archibald,  was termed ‘residuary heir,’  leaving him with the
stigma of illegitimacy in law.  

Therefore, from 1825 to 1908 a cousin (and from December 1879 the cousin’s son and then his son)
were  acknowledged  in  law  as  being  heir-male  of  Archibald  of  Blackhouse,  and  therefore,  by
inference,  they were led to assume,  as being ‘Campbell  of Inverawe.’    However at  least  four
members of the family and two of the Trustees were aware of the private marriage of Archibald and
Catherine, and therefore did not think that Alexander should be considered illegitimate.  But most
of them benefited from the Will and there must have been a belief that if the marriage were made
public,  the Will  would in some way be invalidated,  perhaps due to Archibald’s blindness (vide
infra).  Yet, in 1908, the Lord Lyon King of Arms, a Judge in the judiciary of Scotland, being
presented with the evidence, plus corroborative research and interviews, supporting the fact of a
private  marriage  having  been  conducted  between  Alexander’s  parents,  (evidence  seemingly
suppressed  as  having  inadequate  documentation  by  Archibald’s  Trustees  who  were  also
Alexander’s guardians), chose to accept Alexander’s legitimacy on the grounds of that evidence. 

Lyon then granted the arms of Inverawe to Alexander’s eldest surviving grandson, Alastair Magnus
Campbell  of  Auchendarroch.  (Matriculation  of  arms  7th  of  March  1908,  Lyon  Office).   The
Matriculation  includes  the  phrase  “he  being  now  the  representative  of  the  family...”   This
effectively ended the legitimate use of the territorial title ‘of Inverawe’ by the descendants of James
Archibald Campbell of New Inverawe who had never petitioned for the arms of Inverawe which
could have confirmed him in the territorial title ‘of Inverawe.’ 

However,  the  succeeding  representatives  of  the  New  Inverawe  family  were  never  officially
informed of this change in their perceived status.  This understandably led to some resentment in
some  cases,  and  the  continued  use  of  the  territorial  title  ‘of  Inverawe’  by  them,  without  the
understanding that this was no longer a legitimate practice in Scots law.  While there was no legal
requirement  to  inform them,  the  publication  of  the  Inverawe  arms  by  the  Lyon  Office  being
considered  the normal  public  announcement,  and subsequent  publications  in  Harvey-Johnston’s
Heraldry of the Campbells (1920) and various editions of Burke’s Landed Gentry, courtesy within
the family might suggest that more could have been done.

Eventually, Colonel Ronald Campbell of New Inverawe (1878-1963), eldest surviving grandson of
James Archibald Campbell of New Inverawe in Britain, was informed by Ian M. Campbell W.S.,
that he could, if he wanted, challenge the grant of arms of Inverawe and the representation of the
family of Inverawe to Alastair Magnus Campbell of Auchendarroch by the Lord Lyon in 1908.  To
be  effective,  any  challenge  must  have  been  made  within  a  40-year  period  following  the



matriculation of the arms, therefore before the 7th of March in 1948.  Colonel Ronald declined,
since he did not want to ‘cause any unpleasantness.’  (Information supplied by Ian M. Campbell to
his son Niall Campbell).

The issue of the representation of Inverawe was therefore settled.  However the questions left by the
evidence for the marriage of Alexander’s parents are intriguing and in a sense we are fortunate that
they  raised  concerns  enough  to  provoke  an  inquiry  in  1870-71,  which  produced  corroborative
evidence.  This both led to Lyon’s decision but also provides us today with an unusual insight into
the  lives  of  members  of  the  family  from 1800 to  1902,  which  we might  otherwise  not  be  so
fortunate to possess.

Territorial Titles

Some explanation should be offered about the territorial title ‘of Inverawe.’  On the 12th of February
1760 young Alexander Campbell of Inverawe died as an officer of the City Guard of Glasgow. (‘12
Feb. 1760 Campbell.  Captain Alexander of Invera aged 25’)– Burials of the High Kirk Parish of
Glasgow – The College Church Yard, Glasgow).  Due to the Will  of his father,  Major Duncan
Campbell of Inverawe (1702-1758), his brothers being dead, the estate of Inverawe was then passed
to his sister, instead of his uncle as would have been the normal practice until then, with male
primogeniture keeping the place in the family since 1485.  Alexander likely died from the long term
effects of a wound received in 1758 at the Battle of Ticonderoga, where his father had received his
fatal wound.  His mother was dependent upon the estate.  

Alexander's eldest sister Janet, Mrs. William Pitman, sold the estate of Inverawe in 1765, following
the death of her mother Jean Campbell at Edinburgh (grave in Greyfriars), whose income had been
from a life-rent of Inverawe.  The Pitmans then went to live in Ireland where she and her husband
had  a  surviving  daughter,  Susan  Pitman,  who  never  married  and  was  later  left  an  annuity  by
Archibald  of  Blackhouse.   Inverawe  was  sold  to  a  kinsman  of  Janet’s  mother’s,  Campbell  of
Monzie,  who needed a residence  in  Argyll  since  he was about  to  stand for  parliament  for  the
county.  But the custom was that even if the lands were sold, the territorial title remained in the
family.  In later years, to avoid confusion, the seller might require the purchaser to change the name
of the estate, as may have happened when Oakfield was re-named Auchendarroch.  This use of
territorial titles was to a degree unofficial, unless confirmed by a grant of arms by the Lord Lyon
King  of  Arms,  and  was  otherwise  continued  in  common  custom  so  as  to  clarify  the  family
identification.  In Argyll this was particularly true among a plethora of local Campbells.  A similar
method was used for the tenants of farms, but there ‘in’ rather than ‘of’ was used, as we shall see
for the ‘Campbells in Achlian.’

Upon young  Captain  Alexander  of  Inverawe’s  death  in  the  Glasgow City  Guard  in  1760,  the
territorial title had passed to the senior surviving male member of the family, Alexander’s uncle,
Alexander Campbell, Comptroller of Customs at Greenock and earlier Provost of Renfrew. There is
a record of this senior Alexander’s petition to be so recognized (SRO/NAS/SC 54/2/87, petition
dated 16th of June 1761).  The Provost Alexander’s eldest son, Archibald of Inverawe [sometimes
called  'of  Blackhouse'],  therefore  succeeded  to  the  territorial  title  upon  his  father,  Provost
Alexander’s death on the 3rd of April 1770 (Glasgow Testaments CC 9/7/67 pp.1416-8).

As has been mentioned,  in Scots law - and still  at  the time of writing (Nov. 2008 revisions) –
‘territorial titles’ as they are called, such as ‘Campbell of Inverawe,’ become a legal part of a name
once they are confirmed by a grant of arms by the Lord Lyon King of Arms.  But they had long
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been in common use for identification, and may even have origins earlier than the Lyon Court as
such.  

On coming of age in 1828, James Archibald Campbell (1807-1879), later of New Inverawe, initially
used the territorial  title  ‘of Inverawe’ on the strength of his being made heir-male of his uncle
Archibald of Blackhouse by his uncle’s Trustees, and because it had been in continuous use by the
head of the family since before 1485.  His uncle, Archibald of Blackhouse, had ‘of Inveraw’ (sic)
inscribed upon his tombstone in Inverkip cemetery in Greenock.  

James Archibald Campbell,  although recognised as ‘of Inverawe’ by the then Duke of Argyll at
some  point  following  his  coming  of  age,  and  certainly  as  late  as  1864,  is  said  to  have  been
effectively denied the public use of the territorial title during a part of his lifetime due to the threat
of a lawsuit by the ‘best man’ at Alexander of Auchendarroch’s wedding, Campbell of Monzie,
who had himself  inherited  the  estate  of  Inverawe  and who supported  the  rights  of  Alexander.
(Memoir  by  Harriet,  Mrs.  Alexander  Campbell  of  Auchendarroch,  post  1870,  and  the  County
Directory) (Also Deeds of New Inverawe after 1879).    

James Archibald Campbell, made heir-male of Archibald of Blackhouse by the Blackhouse trustees,
had bought Tirvine on Lochawe from the Blackhouse Trustees and named his estate  there first
‘Inveraw Loch Awe’ (Letter to Alexander in 1842) but later ‘New Inverawe,’ and it is by the latter
territorial  title  that  his  branch of the family have been known since.   Neither  James Archibald
Campbell nor his son petitioned Lyon for a grant of arms as ‘of Inverawe or as ‘of New Inverawe.’
The estate of New Inverawe was sold following James Archibald’s death in 1879.  The arms of
Inverawe,  although  they  had  appeared  in  Nisbet  in  1742  showing  marks  of  difference
commensurate with the work of a herald, were not registered or matriculated with the Lyon Office
before 1906-1908.

Alexander was never informed of his illegitimacy by his father’s Trustees, but came to assume it
was the case when, in his eighteenth year, he saw in the press that his cousin James Archibald, was
calling himself ‘of Inverawe.’  Due largely to Alexander’s distaste for any factual knowledge or
even private mention of his legal status, the relationship between Alexander of Auchendarroch and
James  Archibald  of  New  Inverawe  remained  politely  cordial  throughout  their  lives.   James
Archibald made Alexander one of his Trustees for the care of his younger children and estate upon
his death.

Sources

The  Sederunt  Book  of  the  Auchendarroch  Trustees  remains  in  the  hands  of  the  family.   The
originals  of  the  Auchendarroch  Papers,  including  the  evidence  for  the  marriage  of  Archibald
Campbell of Blackhouse, passed from the Auchendarroch family through the Arduaine family into
the  hands  of  the  late  Richard  Campbell,  Asknish  Cottage,  and so  to  his  son  A.  P.  Campbell.
Transcriptions  of  some  of  these  Auchendarroch  Papers  and  of  relevant  parts  of  the  Trustee’s
Sederunt Book (‘TSB’ in this paper) were made by Alan Campbell of Inverawe and Auchendarroch
Esq., in the late 1970s.  The TSB contains information dating from the 20th of May 1825 to the 2nd
of September 1835. 

Much  of  the  information  on  the  Campbells  of  Achlian,  the  Patersons  of  Merryflats  and  their
kindred, was researched by Dr. Lorne Campbell PhD, Tayness.  Further information and discussion
on the relationships of these families are included in correspondence over a period of almost 20
years  with the writer.   Transcriptions  of some of the New Inverawe papers were made by Dr.
Ronald Campbell PhD who provided the writer with copies.  Other information was shared with the
writer by the late Colin Campbell of Inverneill and by Andrew B. MacEwen in Maine, and the late



Zella (Campbell) Ashford in Edinburgh.  Additional research has been conducted by the writer and
copies of this research and correspondence remains in his files.  

The Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe (1st edition, privately printed in 1951) by Ian M. Campbell
W.S., was written with the agreement of the then concerned members of the family that the issue of
the representation of the family would not be discussed in the text.  This choice was curious, given
the decision by Lyon in 1908 and following Colonel Ronald Campbell of New Inverawe’s choice
not to challenge that decision.  However Ian M. Campbell  had not seen all  the Auchendarroch
papers and had come to his own conclusions about the issue based upon what he had seen.  The
recent 2nd edition of this work, produced by the writer with the help of Ian M. Campbell’s son
Niall, was also produced with the agreement of the original author, Ian M. Campbell, who specified
that no further comment was to be made upon the issue of the representation of the family in the
1998 edition  of  the  work.   This  produced the  comment  from the  Campbell  Historian  Alastair
Campbell of Airds, Unicorn Pursuivant, that “Suppressio veri is little if at all better than suggestio
falsi”, however, with the original author in his nineties it was not the time to ruffle feathers.  The
up-dated  Notes do, however, provide a useful, although undocumented, source of information on
the  (post  1700)  relevant  members  of  the  Inverawe  family  and  their  relationships.   The
correspondence with descendants of the Inverawe family upon which the up-dated information is
based in the 2nd edition is in the hands of the writer. The Notes are not so much a history of the
family as a descent, including some earlier branches, and in the main from the 1700 marriage of the
grandparents  of  Archibald  of  Blackhouse,  Archibald  Campbell  of  Inverawe and his  wife Janet
Maclean of the Torloisk family.

Introduction

First, some family background will be given to show the setting in terms of the historical standing
of the Inverawe family in Argyll.  This is important so as to understand the issue of ‘representation’
and why there could have been a motive for finding the representation desirable in terms of family
history or status in the 19th century.  No financial gain was directly involved, although the Inverawe
lands of Tirvine on Loch Awe were at issue.

Then, as a means of outlining events in terms of the people involved, some detailed biographical
information  will  be  given  about  each  of  those  in  the  family  whose  lives  influenced,  or  were
influenced  by,  the  issue  of  Alexanders  parent’s  marriage,  his  legitimacy or  otherwise,  and the
representation  of  Inverawe  following  the  death  of  Archibald  Campbell  of  Inverawe,  called
‘Archibald of Blackhouse’ in his time.   Archibald had a liferent of Finlayston on the Clyde where
he lived each summer from the late 18th century until his death there in 1825.  Latterly, he had a
house in the New Town of Edinburgh where he spent the winters.

The  text  of  the  legal  statement  by  the  witness,  Jane  Isabella  Campbell,  Mrs.  John  Campbell,
concerning Archibald of Blackhouse’s marriage to Alexander’s mother will be given as a part of her
biographical  material.   The  corroborative  statements  from others  involved  with  the  Finlayston
household and Blackhouse Trustees will also be given where most relevant to the biographies.

Next, those appointed by Archibald to be his trustees will be introduced and what is known of their
lives and relationships outlined.  An analysis of the financial standing of the Trust will be given
briefly.   Relevant  excerpts  from the Trustee’s  Sederunt  Book, quoted from in the text,  will  be
included in Appendix I.  Relevant excerpts from the Memorial of Harriet Auchendarroch - written
after the events of 1870-71 - will be included in Appendix IV.
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Then an outline will be given of what can be discerned of the actions of the Trustees concluding
that they were required to make Archibald’s son Alexander ‘residuary heir’ and making his elder
cousin James Archibald (son of Duncan, younger brother to Archibald of Blackhouse), ‘heir male.’  

What little is known or can be conjectured about the suit brought by the trustees of Archibald of
Blackhouse to have his nephew James Archibald Campbell ‘enter heir’ and the resulting settlement
will be reviewed.

Finally, the essentials will be given from the statements written by three Lawyers from Greenock
and Edinburgh, giving their analysis of the evidence for the marriage.  The senior and last of these
was  the  then  prominent  Edinburgh  lawyer  and  Argyllshire  Laird,  Fletcher  of  Dunans.   Angus
Fletcher of Dunans, D.L., J.P. for Argyll was born in 1805 and succeeded his father in 1822.  He
died in mid February 1875.

The Family Background

Inverawe

 

The  MacConnochie  Campbells  of  Inverawe  appear  to  descend  from  Duncan  na  Crosta,
Sceodnasach (‘from Ardsceodnish,’ now Kilmartin), brother of Sir Colin  Iongantach of Lochawe
who died in 1412.  Duncan appears on record as a witness to a charter at Ardsceodnish in about
1361.   The  family  place  was  long  at  Fraoch  Eilean,  the  island  castle  in  Lochawe,  with  the
supporting lands of Achlian, Innistrynich and Duchollie.  Inverawe was granted to Archibald of the
family between 1470 and 1485, following the Lordship of Lorne being granted to the Earl of Argyll
in 1470. Campbells of Inverawe were 16th century Bailies of Over (upper) Lochawe for the Earls of
Argyll.  At their greatest extent, they held broad non-contiguous lands, from Glen Etive in the north
to the Glen Aray watershed in the east, Inverawe in the west and the lands of Cruachan, Lochawe
and Kilmartin in the south. 

The level of influence and power of the House of Inverawe in the late 16th century is best expressed
in the 1587 ‘Roll of the Clannis that hes capitanes, cheiffis, and chiftanes quhome on thay depend,
oft tymes aganis the willis of thair landislordis; and of sum speciale personis of branchis of the
saidis  clannis’.   In  this  list,  ‘Campbellis  of  Inneraw’  is  one  of  only  two  Campbell  branches
mentioned.  In the closing years of the century, the Tutor of Inverawe, John Dubh McConnochie
Campbell  appears  frequently  in  the  correspondence  of  the  Cecils  with  Bowes,  the  English
Ambassador to Scotland, due to his reputation as a leader of Highlanders and Islemen for Tyrone in
Ireland.  In the 17th century Lt. Col. Dugald Campbell of Inverawe served under Leslie for Argyll
in the Civil War, being called ‘Argyll’s champion’ by Montrose, while in the 18th century Duncan
Campbell  of  Inverawe  raised  the  600  man  second  division  of  the  Black  Watch  as  second  in
command of the regiment, being mortally wounded in the French Indian War in North America.  

The family remained based at Inverawe and Fraoch Eilean until, with the new fashion emerging in
the  18th  century  for  passing  property  through  the  immediate  female  line  rather  than  by
primogeniture, and the failure of direct male heirs, the place was left to a sister rather than an uncle
in 1760.  She sold the castle, house and lands in 1765, following the death of her mother who had
depended upon the estate for her liferent.  However in Scotland a territorial title, such as Campbell
of Inverawe is still, at the time of writing, a legal name conferred by the Lord Lyon with use of the
arms of Inverawe.



The last  resident Campbell  of Inverawe was Major Duncan Campbell  of Inverawe (1702-1758)
mentioned above as second in command of the Black Watch at the battle of Ticonderoga in the
North American colonies during the French Indian War.  His eldest son was already dead and his
second son, Alexander of Inverawe, died in 1760 as a result of his wounds from the same battle,
while an officer of the Glasgow City Guard.  He had been born in 1735 and matriculated from
Glasgow University in 1751.  He is said to have stowed away for Ireland so as to follow his father
when Duncan sailed to join the regiment there in 1751.  His uncle, Duncan’s younger brother who
was also named Alexander, was next and 11th to use the title as Campbell of Inverawe.

This Alexander (11th) was born in 1710 and became a shipmaster or captain.1  He married Ann,
sister of John Somerville of Park, Provost of Renfrew in about 1745 (post nuptial contract dated
27th of January 1747).  They lived at Tirvine on Inverawe from 1748 to 1754 (Barcaldine Papers
L/O).  When, in 1761, he succeeded as representative of Inverawe upon the death of his nephew
Alexander  (the  son  of  Duncan),  he  was  himself  Provost  of  Renfrew.2  He  was  also  Surveyor
General of Tobaccos in HM Customs and Excise as Comptroller of Customs at Greenock.  

The children of this marriage were: Ann, baptised in February 1746; Jean born in 1750; Archibald
born in 1754-5; John, baptised on the 14th of December 1755; Alexander, baptised on the 30th of
December 1757; and Duncan, baptised on the 26th of June 1761.3   John and Alexander appear to
have died without issue, although they were alive on the death of their father in April 1770.4  Ann
did not marry and kept house for her brother Archibald upon his retirement in or before 1800, until
her death in 1812.  We are mainly concerned here with Jean, Archibald and Duncan, and their
descendants.

Both Archibald and Duncan became West Indies merchants  or planters.   Duncan certainly had
plantations in Granada, Tobago and Jamaica, and Archibald may have concentrated on shipping and
trade, although he also lived in the West Indies from after 1770 until before 1794, and so may also
have been a planter.  Duncan and his family retired to London.  Archibald looked for a place near
his family home in Greenock and first bought the property of Blackhouse, now called St. Fillans,
south of Skelmorlie and north of Largs near the coast of Ayrshire.  However he then acquired the
liferent of Finlaystone,  to the east of Greenock. This he had won from Graham of Gartmore at
cards,  and there  he made  his  home.   In  1801 he managed  to buy a portion  of  Inverawe from
Campbell of Monzie, the lands of Tirvine where he had been born.

The Campbells  in Achlian were cousins of the Inverawe family.  The surviving evidence is not
conclusive, but strongly suggests that they were a cadet family of the Inverawe cousins among the
Clan Connochie Campbells, the Campbells of Stronchormaig - Glenfeochan.  This was certainly the
belief of members of the Achlian family during the second half of the 19th century.  Their earliest
documented ancestor is Donnachaidh dubh ‘notair,’ or black haired Duncan the notary, writer in the
Kirkton of Muckairn.   Donnachaidh married Margaret, the daughter of Rev. Colin Campbell  of
Achnaba, a brilliant man who corresponded with Sir Isaac Newton, who said of Colin at a gathering
of learned gentry in London, ‘If he were here he would make us all look like children...’ Colin was
a cousin of Campbell of Barcaldine. Donnachaidh’s eldest son, Alexander, tacksman in Achlian had
married Ann5, a sister of Duncan Campbell of Inverawe.  Their eldest son was Duncan in Achlian,6

who became a merchant in Greenock and married his cousin Jean, sister of Archibald of Blackhouse
and niece of Duncan of Inverawe..
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Some Members of the Family 

1800-1908

Short Biographies with Pertinent Information

Ann Campbell, sister of Col. Archibald of Blackhouse,

 called 'Miss Campbell'

Ann was  born  on  the  2nd of  February  in  1746  and died  in  1812,  the  daughter  of  Alexander
Campbell, later of Inverawe, Provost of Renfrew, and Ann Somerville, sister of John Somerville,
also Provost of Renfrew.7 Although her parent’s marriage contract was not dated until 1748, it was
presumably post-nuptial since there is no comment in the register of births as to her having been
illegitimate.  She was named in the usual way for her mother’s mother Annie Paterson.  From about
1800 to her death in 1812 she kept house at Finlayston for her brother Archibald of Blackhouse.
Following Ann’s death, Archibald asked Catherine, the orphaned niece of Captain John Fish, one of
his close friends and sea captains, to come and keep house for him.

One of Duncan in Achlian’s daughters by his second marriage, Miss A. M. (Margaret) Campbell
wrote of Ann in a letter to Alexander of Auchendarroch on the 16th of April 1870:

“I have this morning received a letter asking me if your father had a sister that lived with
him - he had a Miss Ann Campbell who lived with him for many years - I remember her
when I could only have been 3 years old and she must have died about 1811 or 1812 [1812
in fact] certainly before you were born - and I think it must have been just after her death
that  Miss  Fish  took  charge  -  as  he  then  would  require  a  superior  person  to  take  such
charge...” (Auchendarroch Papers).

Jean Campbell, Mrs. Duncan Campbell

Jean  was  born  in  1749-50  (tombstone  inscription,  Greenock),  and  was  also  the  daughter  of
Alexander of the Customs, Provost of Renfrew who was brother of Major Duncan Campbell of
Inverawe.  She was the sister of Ann (above), and of Archibald of Blackhouse and Duncan, the
West Indies merchants and planters.  On the 1st of February 1778 Jean married her cousin, Duncan
Campbell  in  Achlian,  merchant  in  Greenock  (Clan C.  in  HEIC,  pp.35-36,  170-71).  Duncan in
Achlian was Jean’s cousin because Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe had a (natural?) sister Ann
who married Duncan in Achlian’s father, Alexander Campbell, tacksman of Achlian (b. circa 1720,
d. 10 June 1799), one of the Inverawe properties on Lochawe.  The lands of Achlian were originally
a part of the land supporting Fraoch Eilean Castle.  These were most likely the earliest lands of the
family,  possibly dating from before Inverawe came into their  hands following the grant  of  the
Lordship of Lorne to the Earl of Argyll in 1470.  

Ann and Alexander’s son, Duncan, sometime in Achlian and later a merchant in Greenock, was
born on the  30th  of  January 1750 (GD 50/191).   He and his  wife Jean  Campbell  had several
children;8 Captain  John (1782-1805);  Duncan,  merchant  in London (1785-1869);  Dr.  Archibald



(1786-1833); Mary, Mrs. John Paterson of Merryflats (1788-    ), and their youngest daughter was
Jane Isabella (1789-1870).  After Jean’s death in 1794 aged 44 (tombstone inscription, Greenock),
Duncan re-married to Cowan Moore Campbell (m.1801- d. 1809), a daughter of John Campbell of
Lochend, a cadet of Glenorchy.  The eldest daughter of his second marriage was Margaret, who
never married, and her younger sister was Ann Moore Campbell (18   - 1880 who married Frederick
Campbell,  younger  son  of  Captain  Archibald  Campbell  of  Melfort.   She  was  the  Mrs.  Fred
Campbell who was instrumental in persuading her half-sister Jane Isabella to record her witnessing
of Alexander’s parent’s private marriage.  Her father Duncan died in 1822.9  His wife Jean died in
1794.10

Duncan Campbell, Merchant in London

son of Jean and Duncan Campbell, Achlian & Greenock

Duncan was educated in Greenock and was then sent to London where he joined his uncle Duncan’s
firm of Campbell, Baillie & Harper.  His uncle Duncan of Bedford Square died in 1815, leaving
him £2,000 and appointing Duncan as one of his Trustees.  The Trustees, among them Archibald of
Blackhouse and one of the Baillies, were to sell off all Duncan of Bedford Square’s plantations in
the West Indies and other properties to pay legacies and annuities and as a Trust for his children.

But much of the business may have been based upon trading with colleagues of his uncle’s and on
the 6th of March 1819 there was published a Commission of Bankruptcy against Duncan Campbell,
Benjamin Harper and Alexander Baillie,  Merchants of the Old Jewry in London. They were to
surrender on the 13th and 20th of March and on the 17th of April respectively at the Guildhall to
make disclosure of estate and effects, with the creditors to prove the debts.  Their Attorneys were
Messrs. Kaye, Freshfield & Kaye, New Bank Building.  (The London Gazette 6 March 1819 p.436).
A Mr. Kaye had written Duncan of Bedford Square’s Will and was a witness.  Duncan, aged 40 and
still one of the Trustees of the children of Duncan of Bedford Square, one assumes, attended the
first meeting of the Trustees of Archibald of Blackhouse eight days after Archibald died on the 12th
of  May  1825.   As  Archibald’s  nephew,  of  those  present,  he  was  the  most  closely  related  to
Archibald and could have had access to his papers.  Duncan, merchant in London, died on the 25th
of April 1869 at his home he had called ‘Achlian’ at Chislehurst in Kent, in his 84th year. (London
Times 28 April 1869).

Jane Isabella Campbell, Mrs. John Campbell in Lochnell Mains,

Youngest Daughter of Duncan and Jean Campbell, Achlian & Greenock

She was baptised Jean but evidently, being long un-married, felt a need to boost her self-esteem with a more glossy name.

Jane Isabella was born in 1789 and her mother Jean died when she was only five years old.  She
was the niece of Archibald of Blackhouse and for a time kept house at Finlayston during the illness
and following the death of Catherine Fish in 1820, and until the death of Archibald in 1825.  Since
the first housekeeper, Archibald’s sister Ann, had died in 1812 and Catherine’s confinement for the
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birth of Alexander took place in the winter of 1816-1817 and her death in 1820, Jane was likely
running the household between 1817, when she would have been 28, and 1825.  She was certainly
living permanently at Finlayston in 1820.  On the 4th of November 1822 an additional bequest was
recorded in a codicil of Archibald’s will that his niece Jane Campbell was to receive fifty pounds a
year in addition to the sum to be paid to her upon Archibald’s death.  She received a legacy of £700
(Trustee’s Sederunt Book, hereinafter TSB, pp.71-72). 

In the trustees accounts for 1826-27 there is an item; Legacies paid to Mr. Brown,  £250, to Mrs.
John Campbell (Jane Isabella was in due course married Mr. John Campbell) (TSB p.84-106 but in
particular p.94),  £350, Miss Jane Campbell (a daughter of Captain Archibald Campbell), £350 and
account of cash paid to her at various times as balance of her legacy of £3,000. This other Jane’s
father  was  Captain  Archibald  Campbell,  brother  of  Duncan  in  Achlian,  formerly  of  the  South
Carolina Dragoons and later Chamberlain at Inveraray and another of the Blackhouse trustees.

The mention of Mr. Brown brings us to the issue of Jane Isabella as a witness to the marriage of
Archibald of Blackhouse and her statement that she thought that the marriage had been conducted
by the minister named Brown.  Mr. Brown to whom the Trustees arranged a legacy could not be the
Kilmacolm  clergyman  Rev.  Mr.  John  Brown  who  was  ‘very  thick’  with  both  Archibald  of
Blackhouse and Catherine’s uncle Captain John Fish, since he had died in 1817.  This was more
likely the Rev. Mr. Thomas Brown of the Inverkip Chapel of Ease, (meaning an overflow for the
local Church of Scotland parish church) who also conducted services at Kilmacolm for his kinsman
the Rev. John Brown at Kilmacolm when he was latterly unwell.  

Had Thomas Brown conducted the marriage of Archibald and Catherine, it could have taken place
as late as the eve of Catherine’s death in 1820, since his grandson found in his journal that he had
been ‘very close to the family at Finlaystone.’  No other Browns have yet come to light who might
have been eligible for a legacy from Archibald of Blackhouse.  What is curious is that this legacy
was not in Archibald’s Settlement (Will) but was added by the Trustees in 1826 after their decision
to place Archibald’s Settlement before Counsel as stating, legally but in-accurately, that Archibald
had died un-married.  Conceivably this could have been a means of tidying up loose ends so that in
future no disturbance might be caused to the settlement reached with James Archibald’s Trustees.

If ‘Mrs. John Campbell’ referred to Jane Isabella, then she was considered to be married as early as
the winter of 1826-27. Perhaps a contract had been signed. In the Index of the Old Parish Registers,
John Campbell married Jean Isabella Campbell in Lismore on the 14 th of September 1828.  They
later  had  a  son Duncan  who was  baptized  on Lismore  on  the  10th of  February  1831,  and his
mother’s name is given as Jane Isabella Campbell.  She appears to have used both names, Jean and
Jane. Jane Isabella Campbell  was already married to John Campbell before the 30th of January
1829 when a Mr. David Campbell, 7 Melville Street [Edinburgh?] wrote to the Trustee Mr. John
Blair, W.S.: 

My dear Sir, 

Several relatives of the Inveraw family have applied to me regarding a Tree of that Family,
and our friend Mrs. John Campbell and  ....  (ci-devant Miss Jane Campbell) has informed
me that there was one at Finlayston which she believes you have, if so, might I beg the favor
of your allowing me to borrow it for a short time.

Yours very faithfully, 

[signed] David Campbell.



This David Campbell has yet to be identified but appears to have been a solicitor in Oban later used
by Mrs. Fred Campbell at Melfort Cottage, Jane Isabella’s half sister.  A copy of this tree, which
survives, is of interest because the names are set in circles, much like that drawn by Jamieson for
Sir Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy and now in the National Portrait Gallery.

Jane Isabella’s husband became the tenant of Lochnell Mains. They had no other recorded children
and it is not clear whether the son Duncan survived.  Since his mother was aged 42 at the time he
was born, in those days there could have been some risk to his health.

After  being  informed  in  about  1856  by  Mrs.  Fred  Campbell’s  sister  Mary,  Mrs.  Paterson  of
Merryflats, that Jane Isabella had been living at Finlayston at the time of the Blackhouse marriage,
Harriet, Mrs. Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch, wrote to Jane Isabella, Mrs. John Campbell,
asking whether she could come and visit Auchendarroch:  

I wished to see Mrs. Jane Campbell but was informed she was not able to come to Auchindarroch
and was equally unable to receive me at Lochnell Mains. (Statement by Harriet Auchendarroch for
D. Beith W. S., 1870).  This was a curious state of affairs, since Alexander of Auchendarroch was a
first cousin of Jane Isabella’s.

This  suggests  that  the  most  obvious  reason  why  Jane  Isabella  was  unable  either  to  come  to
Auchendarroch, or to receive Harriet at Lochnell Mains, was that she did not want to discuss the
marriage.  Since her annuity was dependent upon the Will, this would appear to indicate that her
funds were dependent upon the matter not being discussed.  In fact, the trustees must have been
obliged to ensure that Jane Isabella - and the servants - did not discuss the matter, particularly if
there  was  any danger  that  a  revelation  of  there  having  been  a  private  marriage  might  in  fact
invalidate the Will of Archibald of Blackhouse (as registered in 1818), or upset the settlement (of
which  the  details  are  unknown)  made  with  the  Trustees  of  James  Archibald  Campbell  by  the
Trustees of Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse in 1826.  

Whether the mention of annual payments of £200 to her by James Archibald Campbell was related
to this is conjectural, since his lawyer, Mr. Beith’s statement about the payments to her by James
Archibald, was only recorded by Harriet Auchendarroch following her first conversation with him
upon the subject of the marriage in 1870 and was therefore ‘hearsay.’   Mr. Donald Beith W.S. in
Edinburgh, appears to have been the solicitor for both the Auchendarroch and the New Inverawe
households. (Memorial of Harriet Auchendarroch, post 1870).  Certainly as late as 1948 the New
Inverawe solicitors were Murray, Beith and Murray, WS, 43 Castle Street, Edinburgh.  Although a
Lowland name,  the Beiths were a Lochgilphead family of men of the law over more than one
generation, and there may have been two contemporary Beiths, one a WS in Edinburgh and one a
Solicitor in Lochgilphead or Ardrishaig.

One can imagine that Jane Isabella may well have been informed by one of the Blackhouse trustees
that, were the matter to be discussed, the whole Blackhouse Will might be invalidated and her £50
annuity  would  come to  an  end.   This  would  seem to  indicate  that  their  decision  to  state  that
Archibald of Blackhouse died ‘unmarried’ was based upon a fairly fragile necessity in order to ease
the processing of the Will.  

Finally, about fourteen years after she had first been asked in 1856, evidently sensing that she had
not  long to  live,  Jane  Isabella  recorded  and  signed  a  witnessed  statement  about  the  marriage.
Immediately after her death, her maid of 35 years, Sally Colquhoun, verified to W. Hossack, J.P,
Argyll,  that  “she had often heard the late  Mrs.  Campbell  say that her uncle  Colonel Archibald
Campbell  with  whom she  lived  at  Finlayston  for  many years  married  a  Miss  Fish  -  who was
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housekeeper at Finlayston for a long time.” (Auchendarroch Papers).  This supports the fact that the
event was a clear memory in Jane Isabella’s mind.

By 1870 all the Blackhouse trustees were dead and any promises given to any of them must have
been weighed by Jane Isabella as less important than the happiness of the living.  Given the nature
of the Presbyterian religion at that time and the emphasis placed upon passing into the hereafter in a
state of grace, one can hardly imagine Jane Isabella making up her statement, and her earlier refusal
to come out with any statement would tend to reinforce that it was genuine and was withheld due to
the supposed risk to her annuities. 

This  conjecture  is  reinforced by the  fact  that,  in  1856,  Jane  Isabella’s  elder  sister  Mary,  Mrs.
Paterson of Merryflats, had told Harriet Auchendarroch that she would pursue Jane Isabella to make
a statement, but that Harriet then heard no more on the subject from Mrs. Paterson, who must have
been told by Jane Isabella that any statement might impoverish her.

Jane Isabella, Mrs. John Campbell’s statement was as follows:

Lochnell Mains, 2nd. Jan. 1870.

I can certify at being present at the marriage of my Uncle, Col. Campbell of Finlayston with
Miss Fish, mother of A. Campbell of Auchendarroch, they were proclaimed three times at
Kilmacolm and I think at Erskine    I urged my uncle to it    she was so weak she had to be
supported in bed by pillows and one of the servts. at her back, there were present besides the
minister the coachman, three housemaids, my servt., his own servt. who brought my Uncle
downstairs    I think George Noble must have been also as he was mostly about the house at
the time.  There was a table laid out with Cake and Wine and Alexander was dressed out for
the occasion, I think I cannot be mistaken the name of the Clergyman being Brown, the
Coachman was sent for him.

(signed) Jane Isabella Campbell

(signed) John Campbell, Witness.

The statement was written out from her dictation by John Campbell in a fluent hand, and signed by
Jane Isabella in a shaky hand.  She was clearly already very weak.  She had just over seven weeks
to live.  The original of her statement is preserved among the Auchendarroch papers.  

For any who might suggest that this was an invention, one has only to consider the strong social
atmosphere of the period in 1870, when Presbyterianism still was dominant in Argyll.  Jane Isabella
was ‘facing her maker’ and the concept of ‘judgment day’ had been promoted to the point of being
considered a normally accepted reality initiating the after-life.

The comment ‘and I think at Erskine’ shows that she was still clearly able to distinguish between
fact and uncertainty.  The phrase ‘I urged my uncle to it’ shows her having an attitude at the time
which would make her more likely to remember the event very clearly.  Unless said to deceive as a
cover-up of less positive motives, it would indicate that she was not likely to have been one to
destroy evidence in the interests of her brother Duncan, although his bankruptcy had impoverished
her.  The comment about Catherine that ‘she was so weak...’ could either indicate that the event
took place not long after her delivery or, more likely, not long before her death.  The latter would
suggest that the Minister was more likely the Rev. Mr. Thomas Brown, rather than the Rev. Mr.
John Brown, Minister of Kilmacolm.  The practice of Thomas assisting at Kilmacolm at times may
have assisted the uncertainty about the banns in Jane Isabella’s mind.  



The uncertainty about the presence of George Noble again adds to the authenticity.  Noble was dead
by 1870 and could not gainsay whatever was stated.  Clearly George Noble did know about the
marriage having taken place,  which must have been behind both his protest about papers being
handed over as a ‘douceur’ in the settlement with James Archibald, and his attempting to infer to
Alexander,  in  his  letter  of  1835,  that  while  he  had not  been made  heir-male  in  law,  and was
therefore illegitimate in the letter of the law, his parents had been married and therefore he was
legitimate in the spirit of the law.   Clearly one reason for keeping the occasion quiet would have
been due to Catherine’s condition.  The comment about Archibald ‘...his own servant who brought
my uncle downstairs...’ indicates that this must have been after Archibald’s stroke in July 1819.

The evidence offers some indication of when these events might have taken place:  The presence of
Alexander indicates that the event took place after August 1817 when he was brought to Finlayston
- unless he had been brought specially from Glasgow by Mrs. Wilson for the event, but there is no
mention of her.  The fact of Archibald being ‘brought’ downstairs would suggest that this was after
his stroke in July 1819.  Catherine died at an as yet  unknown date in 1820.  The event would
therefore appear to have taken place late in 1819 or early in 1820, and the Minister would therefore
have been Rev.  Thomas  Brown and not  the Rev.  John Brown of  Kilmacolm who had died in
November 1817.  The last mention of Catherine in Archibald’s Will or Codicils is dated in February
1818 as ‘my housekeeper’, further suggesting that the marriage may have been after that date. (TSB
p.7. Codicil of 9 Dec.1818).

The statement was sent by John Campbell in Lochnell Mains to Mrs. Fred Campbell. Harriet would
later write: ‘I was staying in Edinburgh with Mary [her third child and second daughter, then aged
27], for a few weeks change.... and Julia [her eldest daughter, then aged 28] was in London, Mrs. F.
Campbell called one Sunday afternoon.  Someone was also calling at the time [so] she merely said,
take care of this letter it is important, read it when alone.  The letter was a copy of a deposition or
avowal...’ (Memorial of Harriet Auchendarroch, post 1870).  In her earlier statement Harriet had
written ‘When last Feby Mrs. F. Campbell called on me at the British Hotel and placed Mrs. Jane
Campbell’s  declaration  in  my hands...  [she  said]  that  she  had had it  for  some time  -  but  was
unwilling to convey it to me otherwise than personally’. (Statement in the hand of Harriet, Mrs.
Campbell of Auchendarroch, responding to questions by D. Beith WS, 1870)

Jane  Isabella’s  half-sister  Miss  A.  M.  (Margaret)  Campbell,  wrote  to  Auchendarroch  from
Edinburgh on the 25th of March 1870.

My dear Alexander,

We had a telegram yesterday to say that poor Jane died yesterday morning quite suddenly.  I
feared from her husband’s letter that she was very unwell but did not think the end was so
near, I have written to beg that everything may be respectable and decent for her funeral.  It
is  strange all  should have happened at  this  time.   Mr. Beith called and I  told him all  I
knew....   Believe me your affectionate cousin 

[signed] A. M. Campbell.

This establishes the date of Jane’s death as being the 24th of March 1870.  Miss A. M. Campbell
must have been Margaret, a full sister of Mrs. Fred Campbell.  According to Harriet’s Memoir, she
had at one point worked at New Inverawe as a governess for James Archibald’s children.  She never
married.  She and Mrs. Fred Campbell evidently did not have a close relationship.
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On the 31st of March 1870 Miss A. M. Campbell wrote again to Harriet Auchendarroch from her
new address north of London, reinforcing her belief the verity of her [half] sister Jane’s statement:

I recollect Mr. Anderson [one of the Blackhouse trustees] telling me that he had urged Mr.
Campbell [Archibald of Blackhouse], Alexander’s father, to acknowledge a marriage many
times and in his last illness, but ... [thinking] that this marriage had never took place I did
not know what he meant.  I have heard that my father [Duncan Campbell, d. 1822] urged it
also - I have no doubt that what my [half] sister certified is quite right and the Clergyman’s
name being what she said is another proof of it for I had not heard that name in my time of
remembering Kilmacolm.

When I hear from him [John Campbell in Lochnell Mains] I shall write to you again but he
is a tiresome person to get letters from - he takes such a time and I dare say just now he is in
a great way as all his wife’s money dies with her.

This last comment reinforces the other information that Jane Isabella’s income was from the Trust
for  her  life  and it  is  also  possible  that  she  was  receiving  £200 a  year  from James  Archibald,
according to  Harriet’s  reported  statement  of  James’  lawyer  Mr.  Beith  W.S.  (although this  is  a
secondary source in Harriet Auchendarroch’s post 1870 Memoir).

The Census for Ardchattan in 1861 had mentioned John Campbell,  born at Inishail,  as head of
household at Lochnell Farm house, aged 53 and farmer of 300 acres, employing five men and two
boys.  His wife, Jane Isabella was born in Greenock and had seven servants.  She was 19 years older
than her husband, so that their lack of surviving children was hardly surprising.  However, had their
son  Duncan  survived,  he  would  by  then  have  been  a  man  of  30  and  could  have  been  living
elsewhere.

Mary Campbell, Mrs. Paterson of Merryflats,

Sister of Jane Isabella Campbell

The  Patersons  of  Merryflats  were  Glasgow  merchants  and  traders  with  a  landed  estate  in
Lanarkshire.  Mary Campbell, Mrs. John Paterson of Merryflats, was born on the 31st of March
1788, the daughter of Duncan in Achlian, merchant in Greenock, and his wife Jean Campbell, sister
of  Archibald  of  Blackhouse.   John Paterson (senior)  of  Merryflats  was  one  of  the  trustees  of
Archibald of Blackhouse.  Mary was the elder sister of Jane Isabella, half sister of Margaret (Miss
A. M. Campbell) and Mrs. Fred Campbell, and first cousin to Alexander of Auchendarroch.

In a Statement by Harriet, wife of Alexander Campbell of Auchindarroch, to their Edinburgh lawyer
Mr. Donald Beith W.S., written in 1870, she wrote the following about Mrs. Paterson:

I remember a remark of Mr. Anderson’s [one of the Blackhouse trustees] about the time of
my marriage... viz:

That he had spent hours with Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, the day before his death, urging
him to make his marriage public.’

I had many reasons for thinking Mr. Campbell [Alexander, her husband] was unworldly and
less tenacious of his rights than most men, and I thought that in the past as in the present he
had probably trusted too implicitly into the honour and judgment of others - and accepted



their dealings and conclusions without a question - had he raised the question the trustees
might have found it as difficult to prove that Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, died unmarried - as
it may now be to prove that he died married.

I  was  therefore  quite  prepared  to  believe  Mrs.  Paterson  when  she  visited  us  at
Auchindarroch about 1856 and when she made the following remarks to me:

‘I have long wished to say to you... that I believe there was a private marriage at Finlayston.
Many  circumstances  led  me  to  believe  this.   The  misfortune  is  that  it  was  a  time  of
excitement and confusion and nobody cared enough for the boy [Alexander] to secure the
proof of it for him’.

Mrs. Paterson mentioned several circumstances corroborative of her impression and added
that her sister, Jane [Isabella] Campbell, was at Finlayston a great deal about this time of
Alexander’s childhood, and that she was likely to know more on the subject than anyone
else - Mrs. Paterson said she would try to get her to tell all she knew.

But I heard no more on this subject from Mrs. Paterson.  I wished to see Mrs. Jane Campbell
but was informed she was not able to come to Auchindarroch and was equally unable to
receive me at Lochnell Mains.  I had the register searched but with no result. 

(Statement in the hand of Harriet, Mrs. Alexander Campbell, responding to questions by D.
Beith WS, 1870.).

Ann Moore Campbell, Mrs. Frederick Campbell, of Melfort 

Half Sister of Jane Isabella

Ann Moore Campbell,  Mrs.  Frederick  Campbell  (married  in  1834),  was a  daughter  of  Duncan
Campbell in Achlian, merchant in Greenock, by his second wife, Cowan Moore Campbell, daughter
of John Campbell of Lochend. This meant that through her father, she was also the grand-daughter
of Ann, sister of Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe (1702-1758).  At Largs on the 25th of March
1834 Ann Moore Campbell married William Federick Campbell, younger son of Captain Archibald
Campbell of Melfort (Edinburgh Evening Courant 29 March 1834).   

Fred Campbell, as he was known, was born at Melfort House on the 7th of May in 1808, and died at
Delhi in India on the 29th of August 1840.  He was at that time a Captain in the HEIC, 6th native
Infantry. Ann Moore and Fred Campbell had two daughters, Colina Ann and Ann Moore, and a son
William Frederick Archibald Campbell of Melfort, R.A., born in 1840 and who died in Edinburgh
in 1863 without issue.  Ann Moore Campbell, Mrs. Fred Campbell, died at Ryde on the 24th of
April  in 1880 and her tombstone stands where she was buried in Edinburgh. (Records of Clan
Campbell  in  Military  Service  of  the  HEIC compiled  by  Sir  Duncan  Campbell  of  Barcaldine,
Longmans Green and Co., 1925, pp.275-276).

During the visit  to Auchendarroch of Alexander’s cousin Mary,  Mrs.  Paterson of Merryflats  in
about 1856, she had commented to Alexander’s wife, Harriet Auchendarroch, that she believed that
her sister Jane Isabella, Mrs. John Campbell in Lochnell Mains, had evidence for the Blackhouse
marriage.   Mrs.  Paterson said  that  she would ask Jane Isabella  to  make  a  statement  about  the
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Blackhouse  marriage.  However  Harriet  heard  nothing  more  from her.   Harriet  therefore  asked
Mary’s half sister, Mrs. Fred Campbell, what she knew.

Mrs. Fred Campbell stayed with the Campbells at Auchendarroch after her return as a widow from
India in 1840-41. She had known her cousin Alexander as a young boy at Finlayston.  She felt
deeply that, although he preferred to leave things unspoken rather than face the possibility that he
was truly illegitimate, a great injustice had been done.  She continued to do what she could to have
Jane Isabella write down what she had originally written to her at the time of the marriage.  Jane
Isabella repeatedly delayed any response.  The two half-sisters became distant.

Harriet wrote:

Mrs.  Fred  Campbell  was  a  frequent  visitor  at  Auchindarroch.   I  asked  her  to  see  Mr.
Anderson [the surviving trustee] and beg him to go over the circumstances [of the marriage]
again in his mind with the view of proving a private marriage - even at this late time if there
had been one.

Next  time I  saw Mrs.  Fred Campbell  I  asked her  what  Mr.  Anderson had said  on this
subject.  her answer was ‘He shook his head and said he could give no further particulars
than those I knew as well as he, but that it was a comfort to him to think how that he had
spent hours with Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, the day before his death urging him to declare
his  marriage’.   ...this  conversation  [was]  probably about  2  years  before  Mr.  Anderson's
death.  

These were the same words which Mr. Anderson had stated to Harriet at or shortly after her
marriage (Memorial of Harriet, Mrs. Campbell of Auchendarroch, post 1870).

I was much struck by the repetition of the same words after so many years interval’.

I have had frequent conversations with Mrs. Fred Campbell on this subject - she will give
the details of what she remembers at Finlayston with greater accuracy than I can in repeating
her words to me.  She also, as well as Mrs. Paterson, believed that there had been a private
marriage.  Mrs. F. Campbell often told me that she saw Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, carried
or wheeled in to the room where my husband’s mother died the day before her last, and that
Blackhouse remained the greater part of the afternoon in that room.

I had given up all hope of substantiating the fact - as I could go no further without disturbing
[Alexander’s] Mr. Campbell’s mind... [and then] last Febry Mrs. F. Campbell called on me
at the British Hotel and placed Mrs. Jane Campbell’s declaration in my hands - saying that
she had had it for some time but had been unwilling to convey it to me otherwise than
personally. 

In fact Jane Isabella had died on the 24th of March 1870, so that it must have been only a few days
later that Mrs. Fred Campbell gave the declaration to Harriet, either in late March or early April
rather than her recollected month of February.  Harriet’s statement continued:

I have no doubt that Mrs. Paterson and Mrs. F. Campbell had repeatedly requested Mrs. Jane
Campbell to make known all she knew on the subject. 

(Statement in the hand of Harriet, Mrs. Campbell of Auchendarroch, responding to D. Beith
WS, 1870).



Col. Archibald Campbell of Inverawe, Blackhouse and at Finlayston

Archibald was born in Renfrew, (where his parents had met), in 1754-5 (based upon his age at death
recorded  on his  tombstone  at  Greenock,  not  always  an  accurate  record).11  There  is  a  note  of
Indenture as advocate between Archibald and George Kippen & Co., (Greenock?) dated the 10th of
May 1769 (comment in Auchendarroch Papers) which offers some indication of his first work.  As
has been mentioned, Archibald became a highly prosperous West Indies merchant.  Virtually no
records have yet been found of his life there, although his fortune and that of his brother Duncan
make clear that the source was related to the West Indies.  Since his mother was a Somerville, there
is the possibility that he initially may have worked for the firm of Somerville and Noble, traders in
Jamaica, which would also explain his connection with George Noble the father, and George Noble
RN the son, whom he made one of his Trustees.12

Following his retirement from the West Indies in the 1790s, Archibald bought the old Inverawe
lands of Tirvine and Innishail on Loch Awe from Lieut. General Campbell of Monzie, then owner
of Inverawe, in 1801.   He paid £2,995 for the property.  His family had lived there from 1748 to
1754.   But  on retirement,  Archibald  chose to  live near  his  old home at  Greenock,  presumably
because  there  he  had  family  nearby,  and  since  his  considerable  investments  were  more  easily
managed within reach of Glasgow and Edinburgh.  In those days ‘investments’ were most often
Bonds or ‘notes’ held against property, meaning loans to individuals like mortgages upon which a
rate of interest was paid annually.

Archibald had acquired Blackhouse13 and other properties in about 1800 and Finlayston in 1803
(inscription on the Inverawe cup).  He is said to have won the liferent of Finlayston in a card game
from Graham of Gartmore at their Glasgow dining club, the Board of the Green Cloth. (The Board
of the Green Cloth pp.98-99, Glasgow, James Maclehose and Son, quoting Old Reminiscences and
Remarkable Characters of Glasgow, by Peter Mackenzie, Glasgow 1875.)14 The whist and supper
club had been founded in about 1780-90 and came to an end in about 1820. 

The Grahams of Gartmore had acquired Finlayston through their marriage with the heiress daughter
of the last Earl of Glencairn in 1796.  The Earldom has been dormant since 1824.  (Board of the
Green Cloth).    Curiously  enough Archibald  of  Blackhouse  was  a  descendant  of  the  Earls  of
Glencairn  through  his  paternal  grandmother,  Janet  Maclean,  daughter  of  Maclean  of  Torloisk.
Janet’s great-great grandmother, the wife of Sir Hector Mor Maclean of Duart, was the daughter of
William, 5th Earl  of Glencairn.   There seems little  likelihood that  Archibald was aware of the
connection  and  his  interest  in  Finlayston  must  have  been  mainly  to  be  near  his  family  and
connections in Greenock.

The lease of Finlayston was to expire either at Graham’s death or Archibald’s.15  In the event of
Graham’s death, Archibald was to pay £300 a year rent, no rent being due until his death.  In the
event of Archibald’s death, the heirs must pay Graham £400 a year rent for 11 years. (Trustee’s
Sederunt Book (TSB) p.12). Archibald died at Finlayston on the 12th of May 1825 (TSB pp.13-14).

Archibald was ‘Lieut. Col. Loyal Greenock Volunteers in 1802.’ (Auchindarroch Papers) and called
‘Colonel Campbell’ during his later years.  Campbell of Barcaldine in his Papers on Campbells in
military  service  at  the  Lyon  Office  gives  his  military  career  as  commissioned  Major  of  The
Renfrewshire Loyal Greenock Volunteer Infantry on the 21st of October 1794.  He was Lt. Col.
Commanding them on the 15th of June 1794 and the 20th of June 1803 and retired on the 24th of May
1805.  A piece of plate was presented by the Officers, NCOs and privates of the Loyal Greenock
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Volunteers to Lt. Co. Archibald Campbell as a mark of their Approbation of his conduct as their
Commanding Officer on the disbandment of the Corps on the 2nd of April 1802.

As can  be  seen  from the  statements  quoted  in  this  paper,  the  evidence  shows that  the  private
marriage between Colonel Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse and Catherine Fish took place after
Archibald suffered a stroke in July 1819 and before Catherine died in 1820.

Archibald was struck blind in July 1819 (mentioned in memorandum of the 4th of Nov. 1822, pages
8-9 and 12 of the Trustees Sederunt Book, hereafter TSB). He appears to have had a paralytic stroke
as there is mention of his being carried downstairs by his servant (statement by Jane Isabella above)
and carried or wheeled to Alexander’s mother’s room shortly before her death in 1820. (reported
statement by Mrs. Fred Campbell, above).  

There is every sign that at first Archibald wanted to treat his affair with his housekeeper Catherine
as highly personal and cover up the birth of Alexander discretely. As her confinement came near, it
is  probable  that  he brought  in  his  niece  Jane  Isabella  Campbell  to  act  as  housekeeper,  as  she
certainly was doing within a few months during Catherine’s confinement and subsequent illness.
Shortly  before  Catherine’s  confinement  he  left  Finlayston  for  the  winter,  as  was  his  custom,
probably for Edinburgh where he had a house in the New Town.  He arranged for Catherine to leave
Finlayston when she was almost due to have her child, who was born in late January 1816. Two
weeks after the birth Archibald visited her in Glasgow and two weeks later she was brought back to
Finlayston in ‘extremely’ poor health.  The child Alexander was being wet-nursed by Mrs. Wilson
in Glasgow and did not return to Finlayston until he was a year and a half old, in about August
1817.  So Archibald would have seen his son from August 1817 until he, Archibald, went blind in
July 1819.  (see Precognitions under Catherine below).  

Archibald continued calling Catherine ‘my housekeeper’ in a Codicil to his Will dated on the 9th of
December 1818. (TSB p.7. 9 Dec.1818), and for other reasons (quoted under Jane Isabella above), it
is clear that the marriage took place after this date.  There is evidence that there was some perceived
pressure  from  members  of  his  family  to  deny  the  marriage,  even  although  Archibald  and
Catherine’s uncle, Captain John Fish, and been very close friends.  The motive for this disapproval
may have been seen as being social but may more specifically have been financial, since Catherine
was much younger than Archibald and so might live long, and their son, Alexander, might have
been thought likely to inherit more, were he legitimate.  One must remember that the contents of
Wills were unlikely to be known to members of the family.  Also that in those days infant mortality
was high.  Whether the boy Alexander would survive initially remained a question.

But in fact Catherine died before Archibald, and Archibald did leave the bulk of his fortune to their
son Alexander. Certainly Archibald’s Will - or Settlement as it was called - was written entirely as
though Alexander were his legitimate heir-male, and this was to cause his Trustees difficulties when
they were seemingly informed by Counsel that the evidence for the marriage - or perhaps the fact
that Archibald had been blind at the time of the ceremony - meant that their proofs were inadequate.

However by the Spring of 1819, before he went blind that summer,  Archibald had clearly been
thinking  of  Alexander  in  terms  of  his  taking  up  the  long  held  territorial  title  ‘of  Inverawe.’
Archibald was understandably very conscious of his own position as representing Inverawe, having
bought back the Tirvine part of the Inverawe lands which he could obtain, having ‘of Inveraw’
inscribed on his tombstone, and having his portrait painted twice, once by Raeburn.16 There seems
every likelihood that it  was also he who had the armorial china dinner service painted with the
Inverawe arms taken from Nisbet.  The China Museum at Stoke on Trent identified it as an early
British product, most earlier armorial china being made in China.  He was living in what has been
called the ‘Romantic’ era, when, because the links of land and people were weakening, the symbols



of those links were more noticed and valued.  Finally, his generous annuities and legacies to both
servants  and even the  more  distant  members  of  the  family,  show his  sense  of  his  position  as
hereditary  paternal  figure  among  his  household  and  kindred.   Archibald’s  interest  in  the
representation of Inverawe is clearly expressed in John MacNeill’s letter to John Blair in 1832:

A very short time previously to Mr. Campbell’s blindness, I forwarded him certain papers,
which I had found in my grandfather’s repositories, belonging to the Inverawe family, as I
knew his feelings, as representative of that family, were very strong.

These were the Inverawe documents now in the National Library of Scotland.

The evidence is clear that Archibald bought a ring and wedding dress for Catherine. (Precognition
of Miss Margaret Park 1870).  He also stated clearly in his will that he wanted Inverawe bought
back for his son Alexander, ‘...the old family estate of Inverawe if it can be got’. (TSB Codicil of 17
Feb.  1819),  showing the  same sense  of  the  value  of  family  responsibility  for  a  long standing
relationship to a community which he had shown when buying back Tirvine in 1801.   The folk-
memory of  the Highland concept  that  people  belong to the land,  not  the land to  them,  clearly
persisted in Archibald.

Neither actions suggest that Archibald intended his son Alexander to be illegitimate, rather they
show that he expected and intended him to take up the long standing familial responsibility without
hindrance of birth.  But, after his stroke and blindness in July 1819, he appears to have given way to
uncertainties and fears, something hardly surprising since he was a very rich man for those days,
now entirely vulnerable and at the mercy of his friends and family.  In his confused state of mind on
his deathbed, he would not make any public statement about his marriage to his friend and trustee
Mr. Anderson who knew it had taken place but had seemingly been advised that they did not have
written proof adequate for the administration of the Will in the way that Archibald of Blackhouse
had intended.  As Fletcher of Dunans W.S. was later to state, he must have thought that the proof of
the marriage was all clear and settled and that his friend wanted him to confuse the issue by making
out that additional information was necessary, when it was not.  A sense of confusion on a deathbed
is hardly surprising.

Today, in an age less prejudiced against women, it is entirely possible that the evidence of Jane
Isabella and any servants who were present at the event would be adequate statements as witnesses
in law - even of a handfast or common law marriage - to allow the Will to be administered without
more than a hearing and judgment.  But, again, there was also the issue that Archibald had been
blind when he was married and when he signed the last of the Codicils, and that in itself may have
threatened the validity of the Will and Settlement unless the marriage issue was so clear that no
further investigation into the validity of the Settlement was necessary.  While the issue of blindness
was brought up by Fletcher of Dunans (vide infra) who knew those involved in the out of court
settlement with James A. Campbell, modern law experts find that unlikely.  Due to the then feudal
law of primogeniture, establishing the heir of land was vital.

Some thought that there was family pressure against the marriage. Who was there among his family
who might put him under pressure?  In 1825 Jane Isabella was 36 and ‘ruined by a brother [Duncan]
who had some firm in London.’  Mrs. Fred Campbell, her half sister, was 23.  Archibald’s brother
Duncan, planter in the West Indies, had died at his house in Bedford Square in London earlier, and
Duncan’s  eldest  surviving  son  James  Archibald  was  only  17  at  Archibald’s  death.   Duncan
Campbell  of  the  Achlian  family,  merchant  in  Greenock,  had  died  in  1822,  but  his  eldest  son
Duncan, merchant in London and son of Archibald’s sister Jean, was in financial difficulties and
aged 40.  He would live until the 14th of April 1869. (London Times 28 April 1869). This last
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individual may have been the one, if any, to have had ‘expectations’ of his uncle Archibald. He was
also,  or  had  been,  one  of  his  uncle  Duncan  at  Bedford  Square’s  Trustees,  and  was  therefore
responsible for the future of his cousin James Archibald Campbell.

Duncan came up from London to  attend the  first  meeting  of  the  trustees  which  took place  at
Finlayston on the 20th of May 1825, eight days after Archibald’s death. (TSB p.1)  He had gone
bankrupt  in  1819.  (London  Gazette 6  March  1819  p.436).   However,  lacking  more  than
circumstantial  evidence for actual  destruction of documents,  weighed against  the overwhelming
mindset on the part of those who knew Finlayston at the time, that a marriage had taken place, one
can only conclude that, having had a stroke and being blind, Archibald’s mind was also wandering
in his last days and that he may himself, being the only one with access to his private papers, failed
to understand what was being asked of him in ‘declaring’  his marriage.   He may equally have
thought  that  he still  had among his private  papers  the evidence  for  the marriage  which,  in  his
blindness, he had in fact unwittingly destroyed.

There is mention of a desk or bureau of Archibald’s at Finlayston, and that even after he was blind
he would give none of his close friends, the Trustees, the key of a certain space, but kept it himself.
Harriet  Auchendarroch  wrote  to  Mr.  J.  Blair  on  the  8th  of  April  1870 ‘The  old  bureau  from
Finlayston was at Gartmore Perthshire when Gen Sir John Campbell, Lochend, rented it about 5
years ago.’

 The suggestion that evidence was destroyed was brought up by one of Catherine’s cousins. (see
under Catherine;  Memorial  of Mrs. Thomson,  1870, Auchendarroch Papers).  There is also the
protest by George Noble as Guardian of Alexander’s that certain papers were ‘handed over’ as a
‘douceur’ as a part of the settlement with James Archibald’s representatives in 1826. The latter
shows that some papers were ‘handed over,’ but gives no indication as to what they contained.
However if James Archibald was to enter as heir-male to Archibald, there is no doubt that, if his
lawyers did their work professionally,  they would be obliged to make absolutely certain that no
evidence might emerge in future to place their client in an awkward position.  The very reluctance
of James Archibald to accommodate the trustees wishes to have him enter as heir-male may show
that he was aware of questions about the decision made by the Trustees to ignore ancillary or verbal
evidence for Alexander’s parent’s marriage.  However from Ian M. Campbell’s investigation of the
case, it appears that James was simply attempting to obtain some of the property in exchange for his
agreement to ‘enter heir,’ not realizing - which was hardly surprising at age 17 or 18, that this was
not appropriate.

Colonel Archibald Campbell of Inverawe, of Blackhouse and residing at Finlayston, died on the
12th  of  May  1825.   (Renfrew  Inventories,  SC  58/42/2  pp.  31-40:  Inventory  &  settlement  of
Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse who died 12 May 1825.  Registered 4 Jan. 1826).

There are two portraits of Col. Archibald Campbell of Inverawe, owner of Blackhouse and resident
at Finlayston.  The earlier is by an as yet unidentified artist, with the sitter seated and the furniture
of about 1800.  Archibald appears to be in his late forties to mid fifties.  The second portrait is by
Raeburn.  It is smaller and of an old man seated in his silk dressing gown and his head wrapped in a
cloth  of  similar  material.   Raeburn  died  in  July 1823,  two years  before  Archibald.   But  since
Archibald went blind in 1819, if it is of him, it is likely that it was painted during one of his winter
visits to Edinburgh, possibly in the winter of 1818-19.(Note16  again)  Archibald was involved with
Raeburn’s son in development in Edinburgh, possibly to do with Anne Street.

Despite the knowledge of a private marriage by some of the Blackhouse Trustees appointed by
Archibald, between Archibald’s death in May 1825 and the placing of his Will before Counsel in



Edinburgh in January 1826, the Trustees evidently came to the conclusion, or were advised that, in
order for the Will to stand un-challenged, they must state that Archibald had died unmarried:

On  the  3rd  of  January  1826  a  Resume  of  his  Will  as  memorial  was  laid  before  Counsel  in
Edinburgh and this  stated  (at  the  foot  of  page  14 of  the  TSB)  that  Archibald  Campbell  ‘died
unmarried on the 12th of May 1825, leaving an only son Alexander Campbell, the residuary heir
under the will....’

The date of Archibald of Blackhouse’s blindness in July 1819 meant that some of the codicils to his
Will had been signed while he was blind.  This appears to have been a critical legal weakness about
which the trustees were warned, and which may have been exposed had they made use of the
evidence  which they clearly had for  the  private  marriage.   This,  and the fact  that  the Will  or
Settlement  was  written  as  accepting  that  the  marriage  had  taken  place,  may  very  likely  have
influenced the issue and so driven their need to take James Archibald to court to have him enter as
heir-male.  This blindness issue was repeated by Fletcher of Dunans, W.S., who had known those
involved in  the settlement  with James Archibald  Campbell  in 1826 (see Dunan’s evaluation  of
evidence below).  However David Sellar, the expert on Scots marriage law, and from 2008 Lord
Lyon, states that this could not have been an issue 

Catherine Fish, Mrs. Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse

Catherine [also in documents pelt with a 'K'] had a brother John who had gone to America.  He
founded a family in New York. (US. DNB).  Their grandfather was James Fish at Shieldhill near
Falkirk whose will is on record .

The  earliest  information  about  the  family  of  Catherine  among  the  Auchendarroch  papers  is
contained in a letter to Harriet Auchendarroch from Mrs. E. Robertson, 17 Union Street, Greenock,
dated on Thursday the 17th [no month stated, but probably April] 1870.  ‘Miss Fish who was a
cousin of Mama’s father, came to keep house and take charge of Mama and her sisters after their
mother’s death as they were all very young and their father who commanded a ship very seldom at
home.  After leaving them she went to Mr. Campbell, Finlaystone, to take charge of his house’.  Her
move  to  Finlayston  would  have  been  following  the  death  of  Archibald’s  sister  Ann  in  1812.
Catherine was in fact a niece of Captain John Fish, rather than cousin (vide infra).  One of the
captain’s daughters was born in 1791 and, being ‘very young’ when their mother died and Catherine
came to look after them, one suspects that Catherine had been born at least ten years earlier, perhaps
in about 1780, making her in her mid thirties when she became pregnant with Alexander.

The following information was provided by a cousin of Catherine’s: ‘I am a daughter of the late
Captain Fish of Greenock...  the late [Catherine] was a... niece [to my father].  Her father died and
left her and a brother younger than she not too well provided for, but she was in every respect a
lady...  She went to be housekeeper to Col. Campbell and while there, she gave birth to a son of
whom Col. Campbell was the father.  My father and all our relatives believed that Col. Campbell
had subsequently married [Catherine] and that there were papers to show that he had done so.  I,
however, believe that the Campbells i.e. Col. Campbell’s relatives destroyed these papers after his
death.  They were greatly offended at what had taken place.’ (The Memorial of Mrs. Thompson
who lived at Union Street in Greenock in 1870). Another record identifies her as having the maiden
name of Elizabeth Fish, relict of Captain Neil Thomson, Shipmaster in Greenock, and being aged
83 on her death on the 25th of September 1874. (stone in Greenock Cemetery 94).17  The Hamilton
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and Campsie Testaments for 1796 identify Captain John Fish as ‘Shipmaster, Greenock, served heir
to his father James Fish, Coal Overseer at Shieldhill’ on the 3 rd of February 1796. This suggests the
year of death of Catherine’s grandfather James. 

Some further information on the family appears on record. The daughters of Captain John Fish all
married well, in the Victorian sense of security and a ‘position in society’, as would be expected of
the daughters  of a seagoing ship’s captain.  Besides Elizabeth,  already quoted above, there was
Mary, daughter of John Fish, Shipmaster and his wife Janet Taylor, who was born on the 8th of
August 1791.  (Greenock West Register of Baptisms).  Mary married David ‘Wys’ (?) Master of the
steamer  Londonderry of  Glasgow.  Another  of  Captain  John’s  daughters,  Jess,  married  Daniel
Thomson,  Shipmaster  of  London.   John’s  fourth  daughter  was  Agnes  who  was  the  wife  of
Lieutenant R. J. Stewart of the 28th regiment.  She died at Campbeltown on the 28th of September
1829 (Caledonian Mercury 22 October 1829).

The Park family ran a farm near Finlayston in the Parish of Kilmacolm, although whether it was
theirs or on the estate of Finlayston has not yet been ascertained.  Mrs. Park asked Col. Campbell
[Archibald of Blackhouse] whether one of her daughters, Margaret, could receive training in the
dairy  at  Finlayston  and  he  agreed.   Running  a  large  dairy  in  those  days  involved  effectively
managing a small cheese and butter factory.  Mrs. Park asked that her daughter not live with the
servants and so it was arranged that she should stay with the housekeeper, Catherine Fish.  

In the year 1815 being the year of the Battle of Waterloo I went to be dairymaid to Col.
Campbell of Finlaystone, and I was in his service for two years or thereabouts...  I remember
the birth of the son [Catherine] had to Col. Campbell.  Before the birth took place I went to
Greenock and bought flannels and other things which were made up by [Catherine] in her
own room... into clothing for the then expected infant... 

The Colonel always went away from Finlaystone in winter, and before the close of 1816 [in
fact  1815][Catherine]  told  me  that  it  had  been  arranged  that  the  Colonel  would  go  to
Edinburgh, and she herself meant to go to... pass a few weeks with her aunt...  A day or two
before Christmas in 1816 [1815][Catherine] left by the Glasgow coach...  I took her box to
the coach...  She returned in about six weeks and was looking extremely ill.(Auchendarroch
Papers)

While Catherine had been staying with the Wilsons in Glasgow for her confinement, she had grown
fond of the Wilson’s daughter Mary,  and perhaps when Mrs.  Wilson brought Alexander  to his
mother at Finlayston in August 1817, Catherine gave her a present of framed flower piece sewn on
silk and it was noted on the back of it in 1817 from ‘The Lady’ ‘To Mary Wilson’ (Letter from
Blair WS, Auchendarroch Papers).  Miss Margaret Park continued:

[Catherine] never told me that she had been privately married to the colonel, but after she
came back from Glasgow she several times told me she was ‘to be wed’ to the colonel, and
she showed me a wedding ring and fine new dress and bonnet she had got from the colonel
for the purpose.  She never said anything to contradict her having been so married and I
would not be in the least astonished to hear that a private marriage had taken place and that
Mr. Brown the Parish Minister of Kilmacolm had performed it.

Mr. Brown could do such a thing fine without telling anyone about it, and he, the colonel
and Capt. Fish [Miss Fish’s uncle] were very ‘thick’.

Mr. Brown was in bad health in 1817 but I remember one occasion about that time when he was ill -
of his having been called to the house and seeing the colonel but for what purpose I don’t know...’



(Precognition, Miss Margaret Park residing with her brother Alexander Park, Farmer near Clunie
Brae in the Parish of Kilmacolm 1870). If Archibald of Blackhouse and Captain Fish were ‘very
thick’ it seems likely that Archibald would have felt uneasy in leaving the Captain’s niece with
child and unmarried.

Margaret  Park’s younger  sister  Janet  Park [later  Mrs.  Andrew Boyd]  used to visit  her sister  at
Finlayston and came to know Catherine well and they became friends.  She continued to visit her
after Margaret had left Finlayston: 

I was in the habit of visiting my sister at Finlaystone House and I knew of the birth of Miss
Fish’s child.  I also visited [Catherine] at the house after my sister had left.  I was the only
person present in [her] room at the time of her death which was in 1820.  My sister had
been... attending upon her the day before her death but had left and I took her place.  At the
time of the death Miss Noble [Ann, sister of George Noble, Trustee] and a niece of the
Colonel a Miss Jane Campbell [Jane Isabella] were staying in the house.  Miss Noble and
Miss Campbell went to bed, but desired me to call them if there were any appearance of a
change, as I had indicated an opinion that such would likely occur during the night.

Catherine,  she  continued  ‘died  so  suddenly  that  I  had  not  time  to  call  Miss  Noble  and  Miss
Campbell until after the event’.  She ‘did not tell me at any time on her deathbed or otherwise that
she had been married to Col. Campbell but I always believed that there had been a private marriage.
I had no ground for this except that I ‘jaloused’ it, partly from [Catherine’s] manner and partly from
the colonel’s’.   Mrs. Boyd continued that Catherine ‘was a lady in every respect equal with the
colonel (although Miss Campbell did not think so) and unless there had been a private marriage
would not have so depended on the Colonel as latterly she did.’  She went on:

I jaloused it also from impressions at the time.  Before her death she pointed to her little boy
who was lying in a small bed in the same room and said, ‘take care of my dearie there.’
Immediately upon the death I called Miss Noble and Miss Campbell and the little boy was
also awakened.  He was taken to the Colonel’s room.  Shortly afterwards he was brought
back and I took him on my knee when he explained ‘...my name is after this to be Alexander
Campbell.  The Laird told me so when I was in his room.’  By ‘the Laird’ Col. Campbell
was  meant.   The  boy  though  only  about  4  years  of  age  was  unusually  intelligent’.   

(Precognition of Mrs. Janet Park or Boyd, wife of Andrew Boyd, Auchendarroch
Papers.)

In looking for a record of the marriage, Finlay Daniel Morrison, Writer in Greenock, examined the
Parish records of Kilmacolm.18  He stated (Letter to Donald Beith W.S. 8th April 1870) that he
‘examined the private records of the Session of the Kilmacolm from 1812 to 1825 without finding
anything to suit the purpose.  There is, however, a hiatus in these private records extending from
18th September  1814 till  20 Oct.  1817 caused it  is  supposed through the illness  of the Parish
Minister at the time the Rev Dr. Brown who died on the 12th of Nov 1817’.19 Almost all Church of
Scotland marriages in those days were held in houses rather than churches.  David Sellar, formerly
of Edinburgh University School of Law, and later Lord Lyon King at Arms, suggests two marriages
may have occurred; one during the hiatus and another confirming.

The Rev. Mr. John Brown was born in 1749 and became Minister at Kilmacolm from 1788 and died
on the 12th of November 1817.  However, the Rev. Mr. Thomas Brown was Minister of Inverkip,
where Archibald of Blackhouse was later to be buried, from 1788 and died on the 8th of April 1832.
In a letter from his grandson, the Rev. Thomas Brown, Minister at Collace,20 dated the 9th of April
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1870 at Collace Manse, this younger Brown wrote that he had made a search of his grandfather's
journal which ‘contains a record of events extending from 1788 to 1832...’:

It appears to me... that there must have been a very great intimacy between the two families
as  I  find  frequent  mention  made  of  a  Miss  Campbell  who I  infer  must  have  been Mr.
Campbell  of Finlaystone’s  sister  for I find an entry to the effect that Miss Campbell  of
Finlaystone died on the 2nd. [this would be Ann who died in 1812]  If I am right in my
conjecture and there was an intimacy between the two families there is a strong likelihood
that my grandfather would perform the ceremony...  

There is another idea which has struck me.  I find from my Grandfather’s Journal that for a
great number of years he was in the regular habit of going to Kilmacolm at least once a year
to assist at the communion and that during that period the Minister of Kilmacolm was a Mr.
Brown - I think a distant relation of his own. May there not have been a mistake of person
owing to the names being the same... ?  

There was a chapel of Kilmacolm Parish at Finlaystone but scant records survive.

The Minister  who performed  the  marriage  is  therefore  more  likely to  have  been Rev.  Thomas
Brown, rather than Rev. John Brown.  The payment by the Trustees of a legacy of £250 in 1826, the
only such legacy not  mentioned  originally  in  Archibald’s  Will  or  Settlement  before  his  death,
suggests that this may have been connected to the settlement of the marriage issue with the Trustees
of James Archibald Campbell (TSB pp.112-123, Acts. of 1825-26).

Catherine (Fish) Campbell died at Finlaystone in 1820.  To date no gravestone has been discovered
in the listing of inscriptions of adjacent churchyards, although at least one cemetery in Greenock
has been demolished.   Since she was visited by a Baptist (lay?) preacher before her death might
suggest a burial in a Baptist kirkyard.

Catherine  would  appear  to  have  died  young  since  she  was  certainly  much  younger  than  her
husband, likely being born in about 1780.  Harriet Auchendarroch makes a comment in her Memoir
that Catherine died from consumption, as tuberculosis was known in those days.  If so, Alexander
escaped infection.  However the need for fresh air as the only then known antidote to tuberculosis
was of great concern to Alexander, both in the houses on the estate and as inspector of health.
There is also the possibility that Catherine suffered some complications from the birth of her son,
since she was unable to wetnurse him and on her return to Finlayston a month after the birth she
was  described  as  ‘looking  extremely  ill’.   Alexander  avoided  being  infected  with  tuberculosis
because he was wet-nursed not by his mother but by Mrs. Wilson.

The fact that so far no record has been found of Catherine’s death adds to the sense that records
may have been tampered with.  When she died in 1820 her husband Archibald was both paralyzed
and blind and so at the mercy of his family and friends.

Hon. Col. Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch DL JP

Alexander  was  the  son  of  Archibald  Campbell  of  Inverawe  (known  as  of  Blackhouse  and
Finlayston)  and Catherine,  Mrs. Campbell,  the niece of one of his sea Captains, John Fish and
grand-daughter of James Fish, Sheildhill.   He was born in Glasgow about four weeks after New
Year 1816, likely at the end of January (he was baptised on the 4th of February), taking New Year
to be New Style.21  Archibald of Blackhouse,  who had been in Edinburgh, visited Catherine in
Glasgow about two weeks after the birth and a week later he had her brought back to Finlayston.
She was not strong and so Alexander  remained in  Glasgow where he was wet-nursed by Mrs.



Robert Wilson who had a child Robert at the same time and with whom Catherine had been staying
for the purpose.

Alexander remained in the care of Mrs. Wilson for about a year and seven months, or until he was
weaned in August 1817.  Mrs. Wilson was asked to arrange to have Alexander baptised by the Rev.
Mr. Rutledge of the Episcopal Chapel in Glasgow.  The next son Mrs. Wilson bore she stated that
she and her husband named Alexander Campbell Wilson after Alexander, however he is not found
on record. Mrs. Wilson would sometimes visit Finlayston to see Alexander as he grew up. The
Wilsons were nearby neighbours and acquaintances of the widow Brown in Glasgow who was a
kinswoman of Catherine’s - perhaps the ‘aunt’ to whom she had referred. (From letter of John Blair
W.S., trustee and guardian of Alexander, 10th of August 1825, Auchendarroch Papers). 

On the 13th of May 1851 a record of Alexander’s birth was required.   John Blair W.S., as his
former Guardian and one of the surviving Blackhouse trustees made the following statement:

I solemnly and sincerely declare that from particular inquiries personally made by me in the
year  1825  regarding  the  time  and  place  of  the  birth  of  Alexander  Campbell  of
Auchendarroch,  son  of  the  late  Archibald  Campbell  Esq.,  of  Blackhouse,  residing  at
Finlayston House, Renfrewshire, and from the facts then obtained by me I have the best
reason to believe that his birth took place in the latter end of the month of January, and that
he was baptised by the Rev. Wm. Routledge, minister of the Episcopal Chapel, Glasgow, on
the 4th day of Feby 1816.

(signed) John Blair, Edinburgh 13 May 1851.(Auchendarroch Papers)

Archibald and Catherine were not married at the time of Alexander’s birth.  Archibald must have
been 60 when the child was conceived, and Catherine was clearly much younger.  There is every
likelihood that Archibald had children in the West Indies about whom nothing is yet known and
which would explain his then fashionable attitude to an illegitimate birth.  The laws of Scotland and
England  are  different.   In  Scots  law,  a  child  born  out  of  wedlock  was  (and is)  automatically
legitimated upon the subsequent marriage of the parents and their acknowledgment of the child as
being theirs. 

Obviously, under the circumstances, Catherine had not used her own surname name initially with
Mrs. Wilson, which accounts for the surname Campbell not being used in Alexander’s baptism.
However clearly Mrs. Wilson was later informed, once Archibald and Catherine were married, that
Alexander’s name was Campbell, since (according to Trustee John Blair) she intended to name her
next son after him as Alexander Campbell  Wilson.  This in itself  suggests a knowledge of the
marriage of the parents in Mrs. Wilson's mind.

Alexander was his baptismal name but he was not known in the household as Alexander Campbell
until so instructed by his father upon the death of his mother.  Alexander lived at Finlayston during
his childhood and was there when his parents were married and when his mother Catherine died in
1820, when he would have been about four years old.  By the winter of 1824, if not before, he was
in the care of a family called Peddie in Paisley, where Mr. Peddie acted as his tutor and clearly had
a number of boys under his care.  Mrs. Wilson visited Alexander a number of times at the Peddies
(mentioned in the above letter).   Alexander was at the Peddies at the time of his father’s death.  The
sending of Alexander to the Peddies by his father, who had been blind since the boy was three and a
half, could be seen to indicate that Archibald of Blackhouse felt that his then housekeeper, his niece
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Jane  Isabella,  perhaps  had  a  critical  attitude  about  the  boy  being  heir.   On  the  other  hand  a
housekeeper running what appears to have been a fairly large household would not have the time or
qualifications to give a child lessons and it was not then uncommon for a child to be sent to a tutors
at 8 years of age.  The writer was sent to boarding school aged 8.

On the 16th of June 1825 George Noble, one of the Trustees and Alexander’s Guardians, visited the
Peddies in Paisley in order to discuss Alexander’s future education with them and the wishes of the
boy’s  father  as  expressed  to  Mr.  Noble.   George  was  of  Springbank  in  Greenock,  sometime
Lieutenant in the Royal Navy.  He was by now a man of 33.  He later wrote of his visit to his fellow
Guardian John Blair, at 7 Leopold Place in Edinburgh.

At the Peddies George Noble; 

saw Alexander at his drawing lesson - he is perfectly well and seemed much taken up with
his occupation.  Mr. Campbell [Archibald of Blackhouse] had given the Peddies warning
last winter that Alexander would be taken from them this summer, but I dare say they would
have been well pleased to retain him as a pupil for some time longer - I intimated to them
that the Trustees considered it imperative on them to follow up Mr. Campbell’s intentions
with regard to sending him for a time to England but they were anxious that he remain as
long as  possible  in  their  care:  their  vacation commences  about  the same time with Mr.
Smith’s [the proposed tutor for Alexander in England] - the 1st of July - and continues all
that month - and I told them therefore that Alexander would stay with them during it; after
which I propose, should the other Trustees have no objection, to bring him down here [to
Greenock] for a few days when I will get Mrs. Noble to take the trouble of procuring the
necessary articles of clothing for him required by Mr. Smith.

I should like also to place him myself under Mr. Smith’s care from a desire to fulfill as
much as I can the wishes expressed by my later worthy friend [Archibald].  With respect to
his clothes, I think if he has one good suit of mourning, it will be sufficient for him to take,
the other Mr. Smith can get for him - the rest of the things can be had better and cheaper in
Scotland.

The Peddies are in the habit generally of taking the boys to sea bathing quarters during the
vacation.  They have not yet determined on any place for this year.  (Letter Noble to Blair 17
June 1825, Auchendarroch Papers).

Evidently Alexander’s holiday on the beach took place in July.

On  the  4th  of  August  1825,  George  Noble  wrote  again  to  John  Blair,  shortly  before  taking
Alexander south to a new tutor’s at Newhaven in England.  Newhaven is on the south coast of
England,  between Brighton in the west  and Beachy Head in the east,  where the South Downs
converge with the coast:

I have just received yours of yesterday and am very glad to find I have a chance of seeing
you.  Alexander came here last night and I had intended setting off upon Friday, but his
trunk was too large to come by the coach and they are obliged to send it by the parcelvan
[sic] which will not reach this till Friday evening.  I cannot at any rate therefore leave this
before Monday,  and as the next boat sails  on that  day I would still  prefer going in her
although we should be kept in London a day or two.  I hope ....... to see or hear from you
before Monday.  I would rather the former as I am wearying to see you.

Alexander is a fine boy but his manner is not at all refined, I wish he mayn't put us to the
blush at New Haven.



Col.  Noble [George’s father?] was here last  night.   He left  us this  morning with Major
Brown on an excursion to Ireland.  Mrs. Noble continues doing well but it was an awkward
accident and might have been much more serious.  My best wishes to you and Mrs. Blair.
The ladies anticipate much pleasure in seeing you.

Believe me my dear John,

Yours sincerely,   (signed) Geo. Noble (Auchendarroch Papers)

Alexander arrived at the Rev. Mr. Smith’s in Newhaven aged nine.  The Trustees paid Smith a little
over £200 a year for Alexander’s keep and tuition.  A fishing rod and tackle were bought for him by
his Guardians in late 1827 or early 1828, when he would have been 11 or 12 and may likely have
returned to  the  Nobles for his  summer  holidays.    He was certainly at  Greenock and with the
Patersons in Scotland in July and August, while Mr. Blair WS escorted him back by London and
Brighton on his return to the Smiths in the first half of September. (TSB pp.126-27).

Between August 1828 and May 1829, Alexander was moved from the care of Mr. Smith to that of
Rev. John Moultrie, rector of Rugby. Moultrie is a Scots name. Rugby was then a country town
about ten miles east-south-east of Coventry in the middle of England.  Coventry is about 25 miles in
the same direction from Birmingham, and both were then starting to become industrialised cities.  A
good  report  had  been  received  of  Alexander’s  progress,  presumably  from  Mr.  Smith,  so  the
Trustees agreed in May 1829 that he should be ‘indulged with the gift of a pony’.  He was also
bought a ‘suit of tartans and corresponding appointments’ from Messrs. Meyer and Quiller while he
was in Edinburgh.  In September 1829 he was at Monkwood in Ayrshire and then visited Inveraray
where he stayed with old Captain Archibald Campbell, one of the trustees, and his family, possibly
at Dalchenna. Mr. Smith was thanked with a barrel of herrings and a cask of [oat] meal was sent to
Rugby, costing a pound (TSB pp.138-39 & 158-59).

At the meeting held on the 19th of May 1831, when Alexander  was 15,  the Trustees  reported
receiving a letter from James Archibald Campbell regarding the purchase of Tirvine.  James would
have turned 24 on the 11th of April.  In his letter he mentioned a letter from his cousin Alexander,
then aged 15, stating that he would agree to sell.  The Trustees decided to wait and tell Alexander in
the holidays before deciding what action to take.  This suggests that Alexander was spending his
holidays in Scotland, perhaps with the Nobles? (TSB p.235).   James Archibald’s letter does not
survive.  How James and Alexander had become acquainted is not known. Clearly Alexander’s
thoughts on Tirvine were not unsolicited. Significantly,  the Trustees had no hesitation in selling
Blackhouse or the other properties without any reference to Alexander.

On the 6th of September 1831 a Mr. David Campbell, who has not been identified, was reimbursed
for the £26 he had spent on a ‘double barreled fowling piece and case’ bought by him for Alexander
the previous Spring.  A Game License was bought for Alexander in August.  On the 27th of October
1831 the Trust paid James Archibald Campbell’s order in favour of Mr. David Campbell for the
price of a mare bought by him for Alexander.  In September Alexander again stayed at Inveraray
with his old cousin and trustee Captain Archibald Campbell.  With his long service to the Argyll
estates, Archibald likely arranged some fishing and shooting for Alexander.

Between  the  12th  of  July  and  the  10th  of  August  in  the  summer  of  1832,  when  he  was  16,
Alexander was taken on a ‘tour of the Highlands’ by a Mr. Stark.  This most appropriate orientation
for a boy who would be living in Argyll later in his life was also fashionable at the time.  It may be
that Mr. Stark was a master at Rugby, or perhaps an undergraduate at Oxford or Cambridge.  So far
no  information  about  him  has  come  to  light.   The  tour  may  have  involved  some  letters  of
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introduction to families in the Highlands, as would normally be the case in those days.  Stark is a
name found in the Lowlands of Scotland.   The Starks of Ballindean claimed descent  from the
Alexander  Robertsons  of  Strowan who died  in  1506-7,  but  an  earlier  Stark  had  leased  Easter
Balbretane  in  1376.  (RHM I p.66)   General  John Stark,  (1728-1822)  notable  in  the  American
Revolution,  was  the  son  of  Archibald  Stark,  born  in  Glasgow in  1677.  (Black’s  Surnames  of
Scotland p.745).  Mr. Stark was paid £15 as remuneration, while the expenses amounted to £13
(TSB pp.286-287, 1831-1832.)

In September 1832 Alexander was in London where he must have stayed with his kinsfolk.  He was
given an advance of funds, later reimbursed by the Trust, from a Dr. John Campbell, for £7.  This
was probably John Shaw Campbell (1798-1847-8) the son of Captain Archibald, the Trustee.  He
had qualified as a doctor in Edinburgh in 1826 and went to work in London.  He married but had no
children (PROB11/2066.907 fol.52).  He married a cousin, Margaret Munro Penman, daughter of
Jane Shaw and Edward Penman.  Her sister married Alexander’s cousin Duncan Campbell (Achlain
family),  merchant  in  London,  son of  Jean,  Blackhouse’s  sister,  so that  he no doubt  introduced
Alexander to his various Anglo-Scots London cousins.

Following his education, in Rugby, if not at Rugby School, Alexander went on to study in Germany
before being commissioned in the British army. 

At the annual meeting of the Trustees held in Edinburgh on the 23rd of August 1833, George Noble
reported  that  he  had  frequently  heard  from Alexander  since  he  went  to  stay  at  Offenbach  in
Germany with a Dr. Becker, ‘under whom he was prosecuting his studies with great ardour.  He was
very happy living with the Becker family and pleased with the system of instruction.  He has a
growing attachment to literature’.  Alexander intended to stay with the family for some time before
completing his studies in Berlin, and thereafter to enter the army which he was ‘bent upon doing’.
Alexander was now 17, so that it is unlikely that he had been at Rugby School, but rather must have
stayed under the tutoring of Mr. Moultrie, the rector at Rugby.  James Archibald must have left
Rugby School in 1825, but he clearly had an attachment for the place.  He had a house there in
1864, in which he died in 1879.

A year later, at the meeting of the Trustees on the 22nd of August 1834 it was mentioned that there
had been considerable correspondence between George Noble and John Anderson on the one side
and Alexander and Dr. Becker on the other, regarding Alexander’s further education.  Dr. Becker
approved his transfer to Berlin, a move agreed by his Guardians.  On arrival there he was, according
to the Memorial  of Harriet  Auchendarroch.  welcomed in ‘court  circles’  and (TSB pp.338-343)
advised, by whom is not mentioned, to qualify himself for entering the Prussian service by going
through the prescribed course of studies as being a good school of general education for a young
man.

Meanwhile the opportunity of purchasing a cornetcy in the Scots Greys had occurred.  General
Archibald  Campbell  had  placed  Alexander’s  name  on  Lord  Hill’s  list  for  a  commission  in  a
Dragoon  regiment  if  offered,  and  had  written  to  Alexander  directly.   However,  ‘after  mature
reflection’  Alexander  had declined the offer by writing to his  cousin Captain Thomas Edmund
Campbell,  younger  brother of James Archibald.    Edmund, as he was called,  was then 26, and
possibly still ADC to the general.  All of this was, in due course, agreed by his Guardians.

Despite  this  clear  arrangement,  the  Trustees  were  somewhat  surprised  by  a  letter  from James
Archibald Campbell in London, informing them that Alexander had been gazetted on the 22nd of
July as a cornet in the 1st Royal Regiment of Dragoons.  With this letter was enclosed another from
the agents of the regiment addressed to Alexander at the house of Duncan Campbell of Inverneill,
17  Gloucester  Place,  Portman  Square,  London,  requiring  immediate  payment  of  £840,  a  very



considerable sum.  James Archibald added that, whether this had taken place without Alexander’s
knowledge or not, the money ought to be paid.   The funds would be recoverable if the cornetcy
were not taken up.  The Trustees accordingly agreed to pay.  Alexander then wrote to the Trustees
saying that he ‘had been induced to alter his previous resolution and to accept the commission’.

However, owing to Alexander’s letter of acceptance of the commission in the 1st Dragoon Guards
not having been received ‘in due course’, the appointment had meanwhile been cancelled.  So on
his return to London he went and called on Lord Hill, Commander of the Forces, and explained the
situation.  Lord Hill was understanding and offered him a cornetcy in the 3rd Dragoon Guards, then
stationed in Ireland.   Alexander accepted.   He then presumably went and got measured for his
uniform.  He was then on leave of absence for a time, going north to see his kinsfolk and Guardians
in Scotland and then crossed the Channel to spend time in France until he was due to report in
Ireland.

In May 1835 Alexander was just 19 and spending leave in Paris before reporting for duty with his
regiment in Ireland by way of Richmond.  While he was there, he evidently received newspapers
from home  in  which  he  saw that  his  cousin,  James  Archibald  Campbell,  was  calling  himself
‘Campbell of Inverawe,’ the territorial title which Alexander had assumed to be his own, due to his
father  Archibald of Blackhouse being ‘of  Inverawe.’   The inference  was that  he was therefore
illegitimate.   He  was  clearly  completely  unaware  that  his  father’s  trustees  had  stated  in  the
Settlement of his father’s Will that Archibald had ‘died un-married’, and had therefore designated
James  Archibald  as  ‘heir-male’  of Archibald of Blackhouse.   Alexander  had been 15 when he
agreed that the Trustees sell part of the old Inverawe estate to James Archibald in 1832, a decision
for which he had given his approval, although without being informed that it was the only one of his
father’s possessions which was an original part of Inverawe. (the sale took place on Whitsuntide
1832. TSB).  The fact that the Trustees had both failed to inform Alexander of his status with regard
to James Archibald having been made heir-male,  and of the Inverawe-related status of Tirvine,
suggests either a strong discomfort with their part in setting up the facts of the issue, or a conscious
choice  based  upon  some  agreement  reached  with  the  Trustees  of  James  Archibald  during  the
settlement of the law case in 1826.

In his distress, and being very much alone in the world, Alexander wrote in his journal, which he
had begun the previous December; ‘Paris Sat. 23rd (May 1835).  Unwell and obliged to keep my
bed to which I  was confined almost  a  fortnight.   During this  time I  wrote to  George Noble -
informed him of the great uneasiness I was in on account of my cousin James, the son of a younger
brother [of Alexander’s father] taking the title of the family.  This must I found either be wrong on
his part or I must be what I shuddered to name.  I received his answer on Mon 7th June 1835 just as
I was about to start for Richmond’.

The letter he received from his Guardian and his father’s Trustee, George Noble, has survived:

Greenock 4th June 1835 [Friday]

My dear young Friend,

I have received and read with much concern your very feeling letter of the 1st inst.  I lose no
time in replying though from Sunday intervening I fear you will not get my answer before
Monday.  And I regret it the more as I cannot reply to you in the manner you would desire.
This is a circumstance which has been known from the first to all your relations and friends,
and their conduct and feeling towards you have ever been as far as I have observed such as
clearly proves, that  however it may be viewed as a point in law, in all other respects they
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have  considered  it  (as  indeed  it  ought  to  be  considered  in  your  particular  case)  as
constituting no difference so that your discovery of it now may be confined to ourselves, all
else have been under the impression that you knew it long ago. 

It  would  carry  me  beyond  the  compass  of  an ordinary letter  were  I  to  mention  all  the
particulars  of  its  peculiarity,  but  you  may  trust  me  when  I  say that  I  can  state  to  you
circumstances which will relieve your mind from almost every unpleasant feeling on this
head and  also  my  confidence  that  you  will  experience  no  mortification  whatever  from
society where go you will - 

I myself thought you were aware of it and had that idea confirmed in my mind by many little
things which would have escaped the notice of another person - had I thought otherwise you
should not have remained in ignorance so long - I must again however repeat that except it
be to your own feeling there is no difference.

When first I read your letter my intention was at once to set off for London and explain the
matter  to you,  but, on consideration,  I think it  better  that  as soon as your  equipment  is
completed and your strength will admit (which I hope will be in a day or two) you take this
in your way to join your regiment [in Ireland] - in an hour’s conversation with you, I think I
will be able to set your mind at rest.  In the meantime keep up your spirits and take great
care of your health, I beseech you.

I reserve all other subjects for a future letter, or until we meet which I trust will be shortly.
All this family young and old join me in kindest love to you and requesting you to write me
as soon as you can when you will be with us Believe me,

My dear Alexander

Your very affectionate friend

[signed] Geo Noble

The passages underlined are so marked to point up relevant statements, but are not underlined in the
original.  The phrases which hold the most relevance here appear to be; ‘however it may be viewed
in  a  point  of  law’,  and  ‘in  your  particular  case...  as  constituting  no  difference’,  and  ‘all  the
particulars of its peculiarity’, indicating that Alexander’s apparent illegitimacy was not a normal
and straight-forward matter, but that there were some complex and peculiar circumstances.  The
complexity is indicated by the need for ‘an hours conversation’.   The comment about a ‘point of
law’ could be taken to indicate that the writer believed that the letter of the law and the spirit of the
law may have parted company in this case.

However, Alexander naturally preferred not to know the facts, in case the worst were true, and
never spoke of the subject to George Noble or any of the Guardians or Trustees again.  

Consequently,  when (after her husband’s death in India in 1840, 20 years after  the Blackhouse
marriage) Mrs. Fred Campbell of the Melfort family told Alexander’s wife Harriet that her half-
sister Mrs. John Campbell (Jane Isabella) at Lochnell Mains had been a witness to the marriage of
Alexander’s parents, Alexander is reputed to have said, ‘I have no wish to meet the lady’ which was
unknowingly  echoed  by  Jane  Isabella’s  refusal  to  meet  Harriet.  When  clear  evidence  for  the
marriage finally surfaced in 1870, Alexander would write:



‘In the state of mind I then was [in when aged 19] the fact was enough for me - I never inquired
further’. (letter AC to Donald Beith WS, Auchendarroch Papers)).

George Noble’s seeming conviction that the spirit and letter of the law had parted company in the
case,  and that  a  marriage  had in  fact  taken place,  was later  confirmed by George Noble’s son
Benjamin who wrote to his cousin Alexander of Auchendarroch (in answer to a letter from him)
from Greenock on the 28th of March 1870 that; 

Indeed the account I had of the matter (which was unfortunately only at second hand from
my mother) [his grandmother was a Somerville, niece of Archibald of Blackhouse’s mother]
was that when you wrote to my Father, he gave you in reply some hint that an irregular
marriage had taken place...  You knew my father much better than I did, because he was so
severe in his own household that none of his family understood him well...

It is very wrong that the matter should have been kept concealed so long; if you can think
the desire for concealment is incomprehensible it is because your charity is greater than
mine... I am sorry that I am to leave home tomorrow to be in London for a week.  I shall be
with Isambard Brunel at 15 Devonshire Terrace, Hyde Park W.  Let me know what you
would like me to do and I shall take care that it is done thoroughly.  I think that you may
rely on my discretion with almost as much confidence as you may upon my wish to be of
use.

On his return from London, Benjamin Noble wrote again to Alexander on the 12th of April 1870.
In the meantime he had received a copy of his father George Noble’s letter to Alexander which
Alexander had sent to him.  

I got home yesterday having been detained in town nearly a week longer than I anticipated...
As soon as I have done ... I shall go to Edinburgh and see Mr. Beith.  A lawyer here whom
he has with admirable discrimination employed to search the Kilmacolm records called on
me today, and I arranged that he should go with me when I can get away from my work.
[this was Mr. Finlay Daniel Morrison, Writer in Greenock.]. 

My father’s letter to you of the 4th of June 1835 seems to me to confirm in the most decided
manner the account of it which I had at second hand.  Mr. Anderson’s remark can only point
in  the  same  direction  as  my  father’s...  because  Mr.  Anderson  and  my  father  were  so
intimate, and saw so much of each other that it is hardly possible that they could have taken
different views. having as nearly as possible equal materials for forming their judgment...

I am as sure as one can be of anything that both of them were far too honest to express such
a view as my father’s without having something which they thought morally conclusive to
go upon...

I am..   Yours faithfully (signed) B. Noble. (Auchendarroch Papers)

This last correspondence was provoked by the statement describing the private marriage ceremony
which had finally been produced by Jane Isabella, Mrs. John Campbell and niece of Archibald of
Blackhouse.  This finally convinced Alexander that some investigation was called for and he agreed
to instruct his Edinburgh solicitor, Mr. Donald Beith, to conduct an investigation.  Since Alexander
must have been aware that Beith was also solicitor for James Archibald, this suggests that he did not
recognise that the interests of James Archibald were in any conflict with his own at this point.  His
main  concern  must  have  been  his  parent’s  marriage  and  so  his  legitimacy,  not  first  the
representation of Inverawe.  One would have thought that Mr. Beith should have seen that in his
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accepting to undertake the investigation, a clear conflict of interest was involved.  But there was
until very recently no guard against conflict of interest in Scots law.  This issue was one that had
already brought much sorrow to the Inverawe family in the time of Alexander’s great-uncle Duncan
of Inverawe.  His wife was harmed her case with Breadalbane when she looked to a Law Lord
cousin for help, who was also an agent for Breadalbane.

Once the collection of corroborating evidence had gone as far as it could at so late a date, 14 years
after Mrs. Fred Campbell had spoken to Mr. Anderson and to Jane Isabella, and 50 years since
Catherine’s  death,  some time was taken to consider  what should be done in the light  of it  all.
Harriet  Auchendarroch felt  deeply that,  if  not for Alexander himself,  then for the sake of their
children, the issue should be carried to a conclusion, while Alexander was reluctant to take any
action which might bring distress to anyone, having suffered so long himself.

On the 6th of March 1871 Alexander of Auchendarroch wrote to his Edinburgh Solicitor, Donald
Beith  W.S,  in  answer  to  his  letter.   One element  which  should  be  borne  in  mind  here  is  that
Alexander  had been trained as an Advocate in Edinburgh,  although he had never  taken up the
calling (Memoir of Harriet Auchindarroch, post 1870):

Since my return home I have carefully considered your letter of the 21 Feb.

The subject to me is a very painful one, and had I had no one to consider but myself I should
have declined to enter upon it, but having begun as a matter of duty to others [i.e. his wife
and children], it has at any rate resulted in much to myself, seeing that it has produced in
Mr. Morrison’s mind the conviction that my poor mother was married however difficult or
hopeless it may now be to produce legal evidence of it.  [Mr. Morrison was the Writer in
Greenock employed by Beith to collect local evidence]

What I am anxious about now is:

First  to  have the evidence  we have got  placed at  once in such a  form as  may make it
available  hereafter  in  case  the  persons  from whom we have it  should  die.   Just  as  the
evidence we now have has come out unexpectedly - so more may come out to complete it.
This can be accomplished without any judicial proceeding. 

Second I wish now to look over and judge the evidence we have myself.  I have not hitherto
critically examined it, but now from the impression it has produced on Mr. Morrison, could
do so with more heart and hope.  I should like also to see the letter books of Mr. Blair [W.S.
and Archibald of Blackhouse trustee and ‘doer’ or Solicitor in Edinburgh] which I have not
looked at.

If then anything can be done to make the existing evidence more valuable in case of death,
do it at once, and thereafter let me have the whole for my consideration before deciding
whether  to  let  the subject rest  for the present,  trusting to  what  the future may produce.
(Auchendarroch Papers)

The  reference  to  ‘what  the  future  may  produce’  meant,  in  Harriet  Auchendarroch’s  mind,  the
possibility that James Archibald Campbell  had some information to impart  about the settlement
following his being taken to court by the Blackhouse trustees.  However nobody was about to place
him in an awkward position by asking him.  In Harriet’s words ‘one deathbed confession may yet
be followed by another’.  James Archibald was not well but would live until 1879.  Alexander did
not want to make any public statements which would hurt his cousin, particularly while he was in
poor health.



Beith answered 

There is no way of preserving the evidence except by raising an action and getting an order
for the examination of such aged witnesses as might not on account of their age or infirmity
be expected to live long. 

(Letter  from Donald Beith to  Alexander  of Auchindarroch from Edinburgh 2nd of May
1871, Auchendarroch Papers).

This  was  a  curious  answer,  disregarding  the  need  to  preserve  the  precognitions  and  sworn
statements of individuals which was in fact the evidence already collected.  Today such statements
could be made more useful by signed and witnessed testimony, then deposited and registered as
documents of legal value.  Donald Beith WS was later stated, by Harriet in her Memoir, to be James
Archibald’s solicitor.  Since it could have been to James Archibald’s disadvantage to have the issue
brought up publicly, Beith should, if Harriet was correct, surely have declined to act in the matter
due to conflict of interest.  But in those days, judging by the Trustees whose offspring in some cases
stood to gain by Archibald’s Will  and Settlement,  the concept  of conflict  of interest  was in its
infancy.  In Scots law the issue remained ‘woolly’ compared to the clear-cut laws of some other
countries, and dependant upon the wisdom of the individual advocate or solicitor until late in the
20th or early in the 21st century.

Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch came to realize at some point, that by his agreement when
he was only 15 to allow the Blackhouse trustees to sell  Tirvine,  he had given up a part of the
Inverawe estate  which should rightly have been his.    This realization  may have become clear
following  the  letter  he  received  in  Paris  from  George  Noble  about  his  ancestry.   This
disappointment was naturally increased after he learned that he was not in fact illegitimate.  This
sense of loss remained with him throughout his life, (Memoir of Harriet Auchendarroch, post 1870),
so that when James Archibald died and his estate of New Inverawe was being sold, Alexander’s
eldest son Archibald James Campbell, encouraged by his sister Julia and the rest of the family, put
forward a proposal buy back Tirvine and New Inverawe.  By that time Alexander was one of the
trustees  for  James  Archibald  Campbell  of  New  Inverawe’s  children  and  could  not  himself
participate.  Great efforts were made, but in the end the only means of accomplishing the purchase
would have been to mortgage Auchindarroch further, and such a decision the family solicitor of the
time, John Beith, sensibly prevented (evaluation of Auchendarroch papers by Alan Campbell  of
Inverawe to DAC March 1980).  Evidently the sale of Auchendarroch so as to accomplish the
purchase of Tirvine was not considered.  Auchendarroch was certainly a greater estate than Tirvine,
which was described as a ‘farm.’  The house at New Inverawe was of a complex design, requiring
greater  maintenance  than  the  relative  simplicity  of  the  classical  18th century  house  at
Auchindarroch, (since demolished in 1967, before a known cure for dry rot).

Alexander of Auchendarroch lived with the painful stigma of illegitimacy, thanks to the decision of
the Blackhouse Trustees to uphold the Will or Settlement of Archibald of Blackhouse by stating
that he died un-married, rather than going through the perhaps more risky process of proving the
marriage through the collecting of evidence from witnesses - a concept either never considered or
which for some reason they appear to have been informed might invalidate the Will.  This was done
even  although  the  Will  or  Settlement  was  clearly  written  as  though Alexander’s  parents  were
married and he were the heir-male. 

In addition to his illegitimacy, Alexander, who everyone thought was being left a splendid fortune,
was in fact set up by the Trustees with a life of financial uncertainty due to their investing almost all
his capital legacy in unprofitable land, leaving practically no operating capital.   But there may be
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an  explanation  for  this.   The  buying  of  Oakfield  -  Auchendarroch  may  well  not  have  been
intentional,  but  due  to  an  unwise  investment  by MacNeill  of  Oakfield,  one  of  the  Blackhouse
Trustees.

Ian M. Campbell,  WS, in his original  Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, (First edition, 1951,
p.42) mentions that; “Whether or not it was then desirable to invest practically the whole trust estate
in heritable property, the writer is not in a position to say.  Certainly such an investment could not
be considered today.”

During his research on other matters at the Lyon Office, Alastair Campbell of Airds, then Unicorn
Persuivant, discovered a note written by Sir Duncan Campbell of Barcaldine and Glenure, Bt, FSA
(Scot)  giving some information  about  the Blackhouse Trustees.   Sir  Duncan is  best  known for
having Henry Paton MA transcribe material from the sources giving information about Campbell
families, and these he published early in the 20th century in a series of yellow bound volumes titled
The Clan Campbell.  These careful and well  ordered transcriptions  have since proven to be of
considerable value for research.  Barcaldine’s own papers on Campbell families form an archive in
the Lyon Office.

Barcaldine’s notes give the following information:  MacNeill of Oakfield, as a Blackhouse Trustee,
appears to have taken upon himself the interim investment of a portion of the funds of the trust as
they were being realized by other trustees from loans given by Archibald of Blackhouse for the
purpose of purchasing an estate for Alexander. McNeill and his friend, Campbell of Killichronan,
the heir to Lochnell, invested funds in either the Rothschild Bank or railways in late 1828 or early
1829, and lost the lot.  MacNeill offered the Trustees his estate of Oakfield in lieu of the lost funds.
He had also inherited the island of Gigha from his father.  His friend the Lochnell heir is said to
have held a mock funeral for himself at Oakfield and left the country.  He was later seen working as
a porter in Antwerp.  MacNeill inherited Kirnan from his uncle Duncan Campbell but was obliged
to sell the place to Poltalloch ‘owing to Campbell of Killiechronan’s failure’. 

The evidence in the Trustee’s Sederunt Book makes no specific mention of any such ‘deal’ with
MacNeill, and yet that lack of specific information may have been intentional so as to cover up the
misfortune. What is obvious from the entries in the Sederunt Book is that there was suddenly a
flurry of activity by the Trustees in 1829.  Compared to the normal single annual meeting in any
other year, in 1829 there were four such meetings of the Trustees.  There were meetings mentioned
in January, May, July and October.  In January the accounts mention the expenses of Noble and
Anderson travelling to Edinburgh to ‘meet with the Trustees about Oakfield’.

In May 1829 the minutes of the meeting of the Trustees included the fact that an explanation was
given to them by MacNeill as to why he was in arrears in his payments of the interest he owed on
the £8,000 loan he had obtained from Archibald, and which was now a part of the investment of the
Blackhouse Trust.  The July meeting mentions the receipt of a letter of resignation by MacNeill as a
Blackhouse Trustee.  Perhaps McNeill’s unilateral investment of the trust’s funds may have been in
hopes of making enough to pay off his loan to the trust.

In October the estate of Oakfield, for which the Trustees had obtained an evaluation of £72,000,
was purchased by them at a ‘sale’ held in an Edinburgh coffee house.  Payments were made in two
equal amounts, and yet while MacNeill was able to pay back the interest he owed following the first
payment and the £8,000 loan, following the second payment he was then in deep financial straits
and had no capital, which appears to indicate that he received almost nothing in terms of payment
for the sale of his estate of Oakfield.   This could be seen to support a situation similar  to that
described in Barcaldine’s note.



The poor choice made by the Trustees in selecting the Auchendarroch estate for Alexander, must
almost certainly have been influenced by losses said to have been sustained of Trust capital by
MacNeill,  the Trustee  owner of  the  estate.   The  estate  was called  Oakfield  in  the  time  of  the
MacNeills but was both earlier and later known as Auchendarroch.  The selection of the estate can
only have  made  sense  if  it  were being  virtually  handed over  to  the  Trust,  at  least  in  part  for
repayment of funds belonging to the Trust which are said to have been lost by MacNeill  as an
investment in railways or the Rothschild Bank.

At the time the Trustees bought the place, the estate of Auchendarroch had changed hands three
times  due  to  insolvency  in  the  previous  hundred  years,  since  it  was  originally  sold  by  the
MacAllister Constables of Tarbert Castle in the late 17th century.  Another factor which may have
played a part in the problems of the Blackhouse Trustees in selecting an estate for Alexander, after
hearing from Campbell of Monzie that he would not sell Inverawe, and since they had then sold
Tirvine to James Archibald, was that few of them had experience of investing in, or management of,
Highland lands.  MacNeill had such experience but he was clearly un-successful at the task and then
resigned.  Captain Archibald Campbell had been Chamberlain of Argyll but he was already in his
seventies and not able to get about much and inspect properties.  Yet the choice of Oakfield by the
other Trustees who were businessmen, with their Writer to the Signet, Blair, also seems to indicate
that the estate was not chosen for profitability of operation.  This also tends to point to a decision
made more so as to escape an unfortunate investment by MacNeill than to provide Alexander with a
viable home and income.

Upon his coming of age, Alexander was asked to sign “an acquittal” to his Guardians.  The writer
does not know whether this was a normal procedure or tends to show that the Trustees-Guardians
were not happy that their handling of their Trust was without criticism - both due to their making
him illegitimate and to the unwise purchase or agreed exchange, of Oakfield in lieu of McNeill’s
unilateral losses of trust capital.  The only mention of this acquittal was reportedly mentioned by
Beith the solicitor in a conversation with Harriet Auchendarroch, and is therefore hearsay rather
than fact (Memoir by Harriet  Auchendarroch, post 1870).  But this is hardly something Harriet
would  have  been  likely  to  think  up  herself.   No  copy  of  the  document  survives  among  the
Auchendarroch papers.

The  annual  rental  and  produce  income  from  the  estate  of  Oakfield,  by  now  re-named
Auchendarroch,  is  estimated  to  have  been  2.9% of  the  purchase  price.   This  was  clearly  not
adequate to support a cosmopolitan family and take care of all the people, lands and particularly
structures  for  which  Alexander  found himself  responsible.   He was married  to  Harriet  Keir  in
Edinburgh on the 24th of June in 1841 and within a year it had become clear that he needed another
career or source of income.  Having left soldiering in order to bring up his children at home, he
chose the law.

According to Harriet’s Memoir, Alexander let Auchendarroch, rented a house in Edinburgh and
there he studied for the law.  In his obituary he is said to have been ‘called to the Scottish Bar in
1844’.  There is a possibility that this date should in fact be a year or two later and that it was in
1844  that  the  family  moved  to  Edinburgh.   Alexander  decided  not  long  afterwards  that  their
children should be brought up at Auchendarroch and so he left Edinburgh and the practice of law as
an Advocate.  

However, in due course, Alexander found employment as a lawyer as one of the administrators of
the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 in Scotland.  This involved extensive correspondence with
parochial  boards and town councils,  which were the local  authorities  for  health  purposes  [then
known as ‘sanitary purposes’] under the 1867 Act.  Murdo MacDonald, lately Argyll  and Bute
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County Archivist, who has studied the extensive surviving records of Alexander’s work, writes that
his correspondence and records show ‘him to have had a remarkable grasp of details not only with
regard to public health matters but also with regard to the circumstances of each parish and burgh.
We find him harrying dilatory parochial boards or burghs for failing to mend defective pipes, repair
sewers, or provide water closets, and he seemed to remember it all from year to year.

Likewise  his  grasp  of  the  Poor  Law  was  very  detailed,  almost  finical,  as  he  annually
inspected the records of each parochial board.  His post was a demanding one, involving
much travelling in the Highlands and Islands and in the Low Country.  As feudal superior of
the villages of Ardrishaig and Lochgilphead he showed the same fastidious care for public
health  matters,  carefully  checking  the  architectural  plans  of  each  new  building  before
allowing it to be constructed.

Mr. A. Orr Deas, Advocate, 7 Forres Street, Edinburgh was editor of the Poor Law Magazine and
following Alexander’s death in 1902, he published an obituary of Alexander, probably written by
the Poor Law Secretary at Lochgilphead, in consultation with the Auchendarroch family:

After a comparatively short practice in this profession [as an Advocate] his abilities were
recognised, and he was appointed General Superintendent Under the Board of Supervision,
an office which he held with marked distinction and credit for about thirty years, when he
retired with a superannuation allowance.  In 1848 he was appointed a Deputy Lieutenant of
Argyllshire,  and  was  also  a  Commissioner  of  Supply,  and  a  Commissioner  of  the
Caledonian and Crinan Canals, and for a long period rendered excellent service as a member
of the Lunacy Board, and the parochial and School Boards.  

He was also a devoted member of the Episcopal Church...  he was a gentleman of wide
sympathies in religion as in other matters, and was a generous contributor when the Parish
Church [Church of Scotland] was erected in Lochgilphead, and also, more recently, to the
fund for  the erection  of  the new manse  at  Ardrishaig.   Indeed he was one of the most
benevolent  and generous men in the whole district,  and not  only public  institutions  but
private individuals and charities have suffered a great loss by his demise. 

In politics he was a keen Conservative when a young man, and did much valuable work for
his party, but in recent years, although he still supported the Unionist Government, his views
on  many  questions  were  considerably  modified.   At  the  inauguration  of  the  Volunteer
Service he took an active part in the movement and was mainly instrumental in forming the
10th Company, Argyll and Bute Volunteer Artillery, of which he became the first Captain,
retiring after long service with the rank of [Honorary?] Colonel.

In all public matters, whether relating to the state or the district in which he lived, he took
the keenest interest, and his shrewd counsel invariably proved for the welfare and benefit of
the community.

(Obituary in the Poor Law Magazine pp.507-508, 1902)

Alexander’s understanding of his fellow Highlanders is illustrated by a family story:  A poacher
was brought before him at Auchendarroch.  He asked the man ‘Will you give me your word of
honour as a gentleman that you will never poach on my land again?’  To this the answer was, ‘Yes,
colonel,  you  have  my word.’   The man  was never  caught  poaching on Auchendarrroch again.
However, whether he then turned his attention to the pheasants on Kilmory or Poltalloch is another
question.



Other family stories survive about Alexander, or ‘Old Auchendarroch’ as he was known:  One was
that when he had made sure that a tenants’s windows would open, he later found them nailed shut
and in anger put his cromach through the glass of one.  His great concern was tuberculosis, likely
since  his  mother  had  died  of  that  disease,  and  fresh  air  was  the  only  known  assistance  and
prevention in those days.

When one of his grandsons, Archibald Campbell,  Eilean Ri, later at Ardlarach, was asked what
from his own boyhood he remembered of ‘old Auchendarroch’, he told of how he and the other
grand-children became curious about a structure that the old man had built over the Crinan Canal.
They used to see him going into it from time to time. On looking underneath they realized that it
was a personal convenience or ‘privy’.   Boats passing through the canal have still  occasionally
discharge into its waters of necessity.  Archibald served in the Boer War where he said that more
died from dysentery than from Boer bullets.

Another other story was that one of Alexander’s grand-daughters was being ferried over the old
Otter ferry as a young healthy woman.  The ferryman was an older man and asked her to take an
oar, but when in conversation he later discovered who her grandfather was, he took over rowing
again, saying that he “would not have it said that I made a grand-daughter of the Old Laird row the
ferry.”

Although depicted in a painting wearing his kilt as a young father, Alexander was latterly never
seen wearing Highland dress. This was unusual for a Highlander of his cultural background in the
19th century. The story goes that at when, at some county event he had appeared wearing his kilt and
a  feather  in  his  bonnet,  he  was  verbally  attacked  and  reprimanded  (possibly  by  the  then
Dunstaffnage,  in  whose  family  a  version  of  the  idea  of  his  illegitimacy appears  to  have  been
maintained). This, rather than any concern for heraldic accuracy was evidently the reason for the
attack.  Although he was a Deputy Lieutenant of the County, Alexander never wore his kilt again.
He  had  been  one  of  the  42  gentlemen  of  Argyll  who had met  with  the  then  Duke  and  Lord
Archibald Campbell  at  the Argyll  Arms Hotel  in Inveraray on the 25 th of  August in 1871 and
founded the Argyllshire Gathering.  A ball was held the following year and, at young Poltalloch’s
suggestion, in 1873 the first Games were held at Oban.  The tradition that the above incident, which
was passed down to his  grandson Richard Campbell  of the Arduaine family,  took place at  the
Gathering did not clarify whether at the Ball or the Games.  In the light of Alexander’s reluctance to
bring up the issue at all, the story raises questions.  He certainly wore his kilt in July 1847 when
painted by Jemima Wedderburn.

However in either case the event took place after Alexander’s acceptance of Fletcher of Dunan’s
letter clarifying his legitimacy.  But Alexander’s reluctance to mention his clarified status to anyone
beyond  the  immediate  family  would  have  left  Dunstafffnage,  or  whomever,  none  the  wiser,
however abrasive his public charge.  It also left another Dunstaffnage to multiply the confusion
many years later by passing on the misunderstanding to Ian M. Campbell W.S. for whom Angus
Campbell of Dunstaffnage was an authority figure, although clearly not up to date on Campbell
heraldry.   Certainly,  all  depictions  of  Alexander  of  Auchendarroch  after  Jemima  Blackburn’s
painting (see below) show him in Lowland garb.  He was known for wearing a ‘wideawake hat’ and
a cloak at times.  One nice touch is that in the Blackburn painting of the Auchendarroch family
Alexander is wearing a red waistcoat with his kilt, a tradition he passed on to his sons which has
been carried on into the fifth generation when wearing evening kilt dress.

Alexander died at Auchendarroch in 1902.  His eldest son, Archibald James, had died on the 27th of
August 1885 and so Alexander was succeeded by his eldest grandson Alastair Magnus, known as
'Jack', who was born in 1868 and so was about 34 when he succeeded to Auchendarroch.  Jack’s
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first wife had died in 1898, leaving one son, Colin (1898-1961) who died without issue.  He in turn
was  succeeded  by  a  son  of  Alastair  Magnus’  second  marriage,  Alan  Keir  Campbell  of
Auchendarroch and Inverawe.  In 1908 Alastair Magnus had matriculated the arms of Inverawe,
following the example of his uncle, James Arthur Campbell of Arduaine, who had been granted
those differenced arms in 1906.  The estate of Auchendarroch was eventually sold to the Kenneths
who were related by marriage to the Inverawe cadets, the Graham-Campbells of Shirvan.

There are at least three photographs of Alexander, one at Drim na Vuilin, another in a book at
Stonefield.  Although he did not have his portrait painted, one of the friends of the family was a
water  colour  artist  and  painted  a  picture  of  the  family  at  Auchendarroch,  probably  in  1843,
including herself and her husband, Alexander, Harriet and their four eldest children. The artist was
Jemima Blackburn (1823-1909).  The children shown are Archibald James, born on the 26th of
April 1842, Julia, Alister or Alastair Harry, born on the 7th of June 1846, and Mary. James Arthur,
known as Arthur and later of Arduanie, was not born until 1850.  (Jemima - the Paintings and
Memoirs of a Victorian Lady, Edited by Rob Fairley, Canongate, 1988, reproduction, p.19).

A  further  paper  in  this  series,  covering  the  period  1846-49,  throws  light  on  Alexander  of
Auchendaroch's attempts to establish an Episcopal Chapel at Lochgilphead.  This resulted in the
construction and consecration of the present Christ Church and Rectory.

Harriet Keir, Mrs. Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch

Harriet Agnes Marian was the daughter of James Keir MD, of Wester Rhynd in Perthshire, Count of
the Russian Empire, and his second wife Julie Pretre, whose father was Auguste Pretre, a Swiss
from Bienne, and whose mother was a Wilson from Yorkshire.  James Keir and his wife and two
daughters returned to Scotland from Russia in 1838.  Harriet married Alexander of Auchendarroch
while Joanna married Andrew Maxwell Wedderburn of Glenlair.

James Keir MD had been born on the 21st of October 1768 and died at Torquay in England on the
30th  of  April  1851,  aged  82.   When  he  was  16  in  1784,  Wester  Rhynd,  the  family  home  in
Perthshire, had been sold to Frances, Earl of Wemyss.  John Keir’s sister Joanne married Mr. Ayton
and she it was who acted as a mother to Harriet at the time of her marriage, since her own mother
was an invalid. (Julia Auchendarroch’s Auchindarroch Miscellany vol.2, p.57)   One of the Aytouns
was Professor of Rhetoric and Literature at Edinburgh University and was author of  Lays of the
Scottish Cavaliers, illustrated by Sir Joseph Noel Paton.

Harriet described herself as being ‘scarcely 17’ when she was married on the 24th of June 1841.  She
was born on the 1st of December 1823 in Moscow, where her father, James Keir, was a doctor at
the court of the Tsar.  She and Alexander must have met in Edinburgh.  Alexander began his service
with the 3rd Dragoon Guards in Ireland in the summer of 1835.  He had come of age, and therefore
into possession of Auchendarroch, at the beginning of 1837.  Harriet had arrived in Edinburgh with
her father in 1838.  They were married in summer 1841 at St. Pauls, York Place in Edinburgh, by
the Hon. Rev. Sandilands, curate at St. John’s, son of Lord Torpichen who was a near neighbour
and  friend  of  Harriet’s  uncle,  John  Keir  of  Westfield.  (Memoir  of  Harriet,  Mrs.  Campbell  of
Auchendarroch, post 1870).  Evidently in those days there was no reception following a marriage
service, and Harriet and Alexander left that afternoon by carriage, with a groom and postillions, for
Auchendarroch.  Their first night was spent in a now vanished hotel on Loch Katrine.

Nothing is known of Harriet’s education, but she was certainly well educated, wrote fluently and
thought clearly.  Since her father was a member of the Tsar’s court in Moscow and St. Petersburg, it



is most likely that she and her sister had a governess.  She must likely have spoken both Russian
and French. 

Although  Harriet  was  obviously  not  directly  involved  in  any  of  the  events  surrounding  her
husband’s parent’s lives or the issues of the representation of Inverawe, she became increasingly
obsessed by fragments of information which indicated that the illegitimacy which Alexander had
asked her to accept without question, was not a straightforward matter.  She came to believe that a
great injustice had been done.  Subsequently Harriet was very much involved in early attempts to
find out what she could about her husband’s parentage, even long before the surprise arrival of Jane
Isabella’s  statement  brought  Alexander  to  the  point  of  agreeing  to  a  search  for  corroborative
evidence.  Her efforts were impelled by her own distress at Alexander’s predicament and stifled by
his discouragement of any mention of the subject from their earliest days together. 

Harriet  and Alexander’s  first  child  was christened Archibald  James Campbell  and was born at
Auchendarroch on the 26th of April 1842.  On the 18th, Anette, Mrs. Walter Campbell of Skipness
had written from Auchendarroch ‘I am staying with the pretty lady of this place to act as nurse in
her approaching confinement - She is so young, inexperienced & without a female friend near her
that I could not resist the desire of being with her at so interesting a time–’ (letter to Lilias, Mrs.
Wm. Bonar, 4th dau. of John Cunninghame, 13th of Craigends.)

In her later years, Harriet wrote a Memoir which was, as much as anything, her way of clearing
from her mind her concern about the events concerning the parentage of her husband Alexander.
The Memoir has been quoted at times in this paper, however earlier, in 1870, she wrote another
document which is far more precise.  This was evidently in answer to questions sent to her by
Donald Beith WS, who was charged with gathering information relating to the witnessed statement
about the Blackhouse marriage by Jane Isabella.  While the document is not signed, it is clearly in
her handwriting, the hand being identical with that of other documents written by her.  The letter
accompanying the document has not survived and may only have been a note:

When our marriage was first proposed, Mr. Campbell wrote to Mrs. Aytoun (who acted as a
mother for me) and fully explained to her that his past history was a blank to himself and
from the dealings of his trustees towards him, he had no alternative but to conclude that his
father had died unmarried.

He explained that he had not sought for particular information from his guardians as the
subject was painful to him and he wished it dropped.

You have asked me to recall to my mind what first led me to believe that he may have
accepted the position too easily.

I shall try and explain to you the workings of my mind:

1)  It seemed strange to me that not one of these guardians and trustees had taken the trouble
to explain to their charge what was the exact footing on which he stood.

2)  It seemed strange and incongruous - when I was told that Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, had
great family pride and a Highland love for his old family name - to hear that he had left the
bulk of his life’s earnings to his son Alex. Campbell - and yet that the family name and
papers had not been secured for him - along with the desire to the trustees to buy back the
old family place of Inverawe for him.
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3)  I  remember  a  remark  of  Mr.  Anderson’s  [trustee]  about  the  time  of  my marriage  -
whether said to me or conveyed to me (which is most probable) I cannot at this distance of
time (29 years) say which it was, viz:

That he had spent hours with Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, the day before his death, urging 
him to make his marriage public.’

I naturally thought that Mr. Anderson could not have spent hours with a dying friend urging
him to substantiate a fact which did not exist.

4)  It became evident to me that the income from the estate of Auchindarroch was in no way
equal to represent the sum paid for it by the trustees and that their sinking so large a capital
for so poor a return was a questionable proceeding.

5)  I often heard Mr. Campbell regretting the sale of the farm of New Inverawe and when I
found that he had been urged by his cousin to part with this farm when he was 16 years of
age – [in fact 15 DAC] and that the Trustees had not demurred at this - it struck me that this
was another questionable proceeding on the part of the Trustees.

The very fact of their allowing this sale before he was of age and capable of appreciating
how much he was losing by giving his cousin [part of] the old family estate, convinced me
that  the  Trustees  were  not  interested  in  securing  the  family  name  for  their  ward  Alex.
Campbell.

6)  I had many reasons for thinking Mr. Campbell was unworldly and less tenacious of his
rights than most men, and I thought that in the past as in the present he had probably trusted
too  implicitly  in  the  honour  and  judgment  of  others  -  and  accepted  their  dealings  and
conclusions without question - had he raised the question, the Trustees might have found it
as difficult to prove that Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, died unmarried - as it may be now to
prove that he died married.

7)  I was therefore quite prepared to believe Mrs. Paterson [of Merryflats, Mary Campbell,
niece of Archibald, Blackhouse] when she visited us at Auchindarroch about 1856 and when
she made the following remarks to me:

‘...I  have  long had the  wish  to  say to  you...  that  I  believe  there  was a  private  
marriage  at  Finlayston.   Many  circumstances  led  me  to  believe  this.   The  
misfortune is  that  it  was a  time of excitement  and confusion and nobody cared  
enough for the boy to secure the proof of it for him.’

Mrs. Paterson mentioned several circumstances corroborative of her impression and added
that  her  [half]  sister  Jane  Campbell,  was  at  Finlayston  a  great  deal  about  this  time  of
Alexander’s childhood, and that she was likely to know more on the subject than anyone
else - Mrs. Paterson said she would try to get her to tell me all she knew.

But I heard no more on this subject from Mrs. Paterson.  I wished to see Mrs. Jane Campbell
but was informed she was not able to come to Auchindarroch and was equally unable to
receive me at Lochnell Mains.  I had the register searched but with no result.

Mrs.  Fred  Campbell  was  a  frequent  visitor  at  Auchindarroch.   I  asked  her  to  see  Mr.
Anderson and beg him to go over the circumstances again in his mind with the view of
proving a private marriage - even at this late time if there had been one.



Next time I saw Mrs. F. Campbell I asked her what Mr. Anderson had said on this subject.
Her answer was; 

‘He shook his head and said he could give no further particulars than those I knew as well as
he, but that it was a comfort to him to think how he had spent hours with Mr. Campbell,
Blackhouse, the day before his death urging him to declare his marriage.’  

(I cannot give you the exact date of this conversation - perhaps Mrs. F. Campbell can -
probably about 2 years before Mr. Anderson’s death.). [This must have been following the
1856 visit of Mrs. Paterson of Merryflats].

8)  I was very much struck by the repetition of the same words after so many years interval.

I have had frequent conversations with Mrs. Fred Campbell on this subject - she will give
the details of what she remembers at Finlayston with greater accuracy than I can in repeating
her words to me.  She also, as well as Mrs. Paterson, believed that there had been a private
marriage.  Mrs. F. Campbell often told me that she saw Mr. Campbell, Blackhouse, carried
or wheeled in to the room where my husband’s mother died the day before her last, and that
Blackhouse remained the greater part of the afternoon in that room.

9)  I gave up all hope of substantiating the fact - if it existed - as I could go no further
without disturbing Mr. Campbell’s mind, and there was no proof!  When last Feby Mrs. F.
Campbell called on me at the British Hotel and placed Mrs. Jane Campbell’s declaration in
my hands - saying that she had had it for some time - but was unwilling to convey it to me
otherwise than personally. 

I have no doubt that Mrs. Paterson and Mrs. F. Campbell had repeatedly requested Mrs. Jane
Campbell to make known all she knew on the subject. 

(in  the  hand  of  Harriet,  Mrs.  Campbell  of  Auchendarroch,  answers  to  D.  Beith  WS,
Auchendarroch Papers).

What is curious, or unfortunate,  is that Mr. Beith,  while he returned the papers sent to him by
Alexander on the subject, evidently did not record, or at least did not pass on, any conversations he
had with Mrs. Fred Campbell who had first hand knowledge of the household and life at Finlayston
during some of the critical period.

Harriet Keir, Mrs. Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch, died at Auchendarroch on the 21st of
May 1883.

All the monuments to this generation of the family are in the Episco[al church yard of Christchurch
Lochgilphead, later graves are in an enclosure in the glen in the Auchendarroch or Oakfield woods.
Alexander's son Arthur's descendants are in a family ground at Arduaine.

Duncan Campbell, Planter in the West Indies,

later at Bedford Square in London

The younger brother of Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse, Duncan was baptised on the 26th of
June 1761 and died in 1815. He had been in business partnership in London with his nephew,
another Duncan, the eldest son of his sister Jean and her husband, Duncan in Achlian, merchant in
Greenock.  Duncan the planter  married Harriet,  a daughter of Robert  Young of Auchensheoch.
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After returning from the West Indies the family lived at Bedford Square in London.  They had six
children.   Their  eldest  son Duncan died at Eton in 1823, aged 17, and their second son, James
Archibald Campbell, was born in London in 1807 and educated at Rugby.

Duncan’s Will (PRO PROB. 11/1566, 125) mentions that he had ‘plantations in Demerara (later
British Guiana and now Guyana), Tobago and Grenada’.  It refers to his partners as being Duncan
Campbell younger [the son of his sister Jean and Duncan in Achlian] and Alexander Baillie Esq.
His  Trustees  were  James  Baillie,  Bedford  Square,  his  brother  Archibald  (Blackhouse)  and  his
nephew Duncan Campbell.  A James Baillie of the Island of Grenada had married in Edinburgh on
the 26th of April 1772 Colina, second daughter of the (murdered) Colin Campbell of Glenure.

He left an annuity to his niece Jane Isabella (‘Jane, daughter of my late sister Jean Campbell of
Greenock...’) of £180.  The others who got annuities were his wife’s sister Eliza Young, £100,
Margaret Herries, her aunt, £100, and Mary Byles in Bristol, widow of his friend in Grenada, £100.
Duncan specified that these annuities were to be in two half yearly payments and that none of the
beneficiaries could anticipate their annuities by mortgaging them.  His wife was to get £2,000 a year
and all his household effects, carriages and horses.  Jane Isabella was the only unmarried daughter
of his sister Jean Campbell at Greenock which explains the larger legacy to her.  This may also
explain the annuity of £200 said by Mr. Beith to be paid to Jane Isabella by James Archibald.

All his plantations and estates were to be sold to create a Trust to fulfill these legacies and to be
split  equally  between his  then  two daughters  and three  sons.   The boys  were to  get  theirs  on
reaching 21 and the girls on reaching 21 or when married, provided any marriage was with the
consent of their guardians.

Duncan left £2,000 to Jane Isabella’s brother Duncan, who was his partner in business in London.
He left a token £100 each to his friends Kenneth Francis MacKenzie, ‘now resident in Perthshire’;
Patrick  Bartlett,  Nottingham Place;  John Stewart  in  the Albany;  and to  ‘my friend and partner
Alexander Baillie’.  The Will continued; ‘Knowing the very ample fortunes possessed of my friends
the said James Baillie and Edward Thornton Esq. and my brother the said Archibald Campbell, I
decline offering them any other legacy than a ring as a mark of my esteem and regard for them’.

‘And  I  appoint  my  said  dear  wife,  the  said  James  Baillie,  Archibald  Campbell  and  Duncan
Campbell  executors  of  this  my will  and guardians  of  my said  children  during  their  respective
minorities’.  These Trustees were responsible for naming new Trustees in the event of the death or
resignation of one of their number.  The Will was signed by Duncan at Bedford Square on the 31st
of January 1815.

The Will was proven in London by Archibald of Blackhouse and Inverawe on the 16th of May
1816, before ‘the Worshipful Doctor of Laws and Surrogate’.   This is shown by a note in the
margin.  Capital investment to take care of the annuities could have amounted to almost £50,000,
with legacies of £2,400.  The value of the lands and investments at the time of Duncan’s death was
yet to be realized, and therefore unknown, but it was clearly a significant fortune. The witnesses to
the Will were a William Jackson, 34 Windmill Street, James Vaughan, Servant to Mr. Campbell
and Joseph Kaye, New Bank Buildings, London. (Analysis by Dr. Ronald Campbell Ph.D.).

Duncan’s wife Harriet  (Young) Campbell’s  will was dated on the 6th of January 1816. (PROB
11/1593, 295).  She mentions her cousin Robert Herries at Sidmouth in Devon, which explains why
she died at Sidmouth; also John Charles Herries, Cadogan Place, Godfather of her youngest son



Augustus; her aunt Margaret Herries, her sister Eliza Young; the widow of Major Alexander Young
Spearman and her daughters Agnes and Margaret Spearman; to pensioners and servants, one having
been nurse to her children’s ‘angelic sister’, evidently a child who had died young.  There was a
Codicil  dated the 8th of May 1816; her friends Messrs. Campbell,  Harper & Baillie to see her
wishes executed.  The Will was proven on the 25th of June 1817 by Duncan Campbell, nephew and
one of her executors, others being Benjamin Harper and Alexander Baillie.

The  death  of  Duncan  at  Bedford  Square  on  the  2nd  of  February  1815  was  reported  by  the
Gentlemen’s Magazine. (G.M. 1815, vol.1, p.188).  The death of his widow Harriet on the 1st of
June 1817 at Sidmouth in Devon, was reported in the same publication.  (G.M. 1817, vol.1, p.638)
The children were all minors on the death of their mother and were presumably cared for by their
mother’s cousin Robert Herries at Sidmouth and by their father’s Trustees.

Col. James Archibald Campbell of Inverawe
at New Inverawe

James was the second son of Duncan Campbell the West Indies planter and his wife Harriet Young,
daughter of Young of Auchensheoch.  He was born in London on the 11th of April 1807 and died at
Rugby in 1879.  James Archibald was eight years old when his father Duncan died in 1815 and not
yet ten when his mother Harriet died on the 1st of June 1817 at Sidmouth.  He was educated at
Rugby School where his handsome portrait in full Highland dress still hangs.  James Archibald was
18 and already in the army when the Blackhouse trustees brought a Decree in Court of Session
dated the 7th of December 1825.  The statement read; ‘against James Archibald Campbell, Ensign
of the 51st Regt. of Foot, eldest surviving son of the deceased Duncan Campbell of Bedford Square
who was brother german of the said deceased Archibald Campbell,  and nearest  and lawful heir
apparent of the said Archibald Campbell, his uncle’, ordaining him to enter heir to him within 40
days, ‘conform to Act of Parliament in manner therein written, or as otherwise representing him on
one  or  other  of  the  passive  titles  known in  law to  purchase  and procure  him,  the  said  James
Archibald Campbell,  at the complainer’s expense, served and retoured as heir foresaid to the said
Archibald Campbell under the proper character required by the investitures of the said lands ....
which pertained to the said Archibald Campbell at the time of his death and that by service retour
and infeftment, and immediately on completing thereof, to dispone the said lands to the complainer
as trustees foresaid according to the true intent of the said Trust Disposition and Settlement’.

James Archibald refused or delayed to have himself so served heir in special for Tirvinzie [the old
spelling for Tirvine] and Ardeachane and as a result court proceedings were necessary. [Note by Ian
M.  Campbell  W.S.]   James  was  not  allowed  do  to  what  he  had  hoped.  [Tirvine  Sasines  in
SRO/NAS]. This makes it look as though James Archibald’s idea was that instead of entering as
heir-male to Archibald as requested, he would do so but reserve the right to hold onto the lands of
Tirvine and Ardeachane, a part of the old Inverawe estate, which was understandable from his point
of view, but not possible, given the nature of Archibald of Blackhouse’s Trust.  This clarifies why
the trustees brought the Decree in Court of Session and it was settled out of court.

This action was followed on the 12th of January 1826 by a ‘Special Charge’ and on the 17th of May
1826 a ‘Decreet  of Adjudication in Implement’,  and on the 27th of March 1832 a ‘Charter  of
Adjudication in Implement and Confirmation by Colonel John MacInnes Trustee’ (this must have
been  James  Archibald’s  Guardian?).   On  22nd  of  May  1832  there  was  a  Disposition  and
Assignation by the Blackhouse trustees ‘...in favour of James Archibald Campbell...’

On the 7th of April  1826 the trustees of Archibald Campbell  of Blackhouse and Inverawe had
received a letter from James Archibald Campbell’s younger brother Thomas Edmund Campbell,
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stating that his brother James wanted to buy Blackhouse or take it in lieu of part of his legacy, while
Edmund expected to buy the Inverawe property of Tirvine from the Trustees (TSB p.82).  At the
meeting of the Blackhouse Trustees on the 8th of April 1828, they recorded that they had received a
letter from James Archibald Campbell, who had just come of age, wishing to buy Tirvine.  They
decided at that point that the decision must wait until Alexander came of age (TSB p.110).  On the
8th of May 1829 they considered selling Blackhouse for £9,000, possibly to James Archibald (TSB
p.134).  At their  meeting on the 4th of May 18 the trustees reported that James Archibald had
declined  the  option  to  buy  Blackhouse.   James  was  now  22.   Blackhouse  was  then  sold  to
Christopher Scott for £9,928.   In the Blackhouse trustee’s accounts from the 14th of March 1828 to
the 14th of March 1829 they recorded that they had paid £12,000 to James Archibald Campbell as
his legacy from the Blackhouse Will (TSB p.153).

At the meeting of the Blackhouse Trustees on the 19th of May 1831, they reported receiving a letter
from James Archibald Campbell regarding his purchase of Tirvine, in which he mentioned that he
was in correspondence with his cousin Alexander who had stated that he would agree to the sale
(TSB p.235).  Later evidence makes clear that nobody at that time informed Alexander that Tirvine
was the only property among his father’s holdings which was a part of the Inverawe lands.  In May
1831, James was 24 and Alexander was 15. 

On the 26th of April 1832, the Blackhouse Trustees recorded the sale of Tirvine to James Archibald
Campbell  with the agreement of Alexander Campbell,  their Ward.  The sale had taken place at
Whitsuntide  1832  for  £2,995,  the  price  paid  for  it  thirty  one  years  earlier  by  Archibald  of
Blackhouse in 1801.  The value of properties in the Highlands appear to have remained static since
the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815.  In the accounts recorded by the Blackhouse Trustees from
the 14th of March to the 21st of August 1832, they reported receiving £3,000 from James Archibald
towards his payment for Tirvine (TSB p.295), this was five pounds more than he was expected to
pay, and the reason for this is not made clear.  The Trustees had already paid the rates on both
Oakfield and Tirvine which, combined, came to £42.22

In  1832  James  Archibald  married  Jane  Augusta  –  ‘Eliza’  -  the  daughter  of  Colonel  Roger
Pocklington of Carlton House in Nottinghamshire.  They would have six children, three sons and
three daughters.  Eliza died in 1842 and on the 10th of September of 1844 James Archibald of New
Inverawe married Maria Grace Cameron whose father had bought Barcaldine from Sir Alexander
Campbell of Barcaldine, Bt., in 1842.  Of this marriage there were nine children.

Jane Augusta Pocklington’s great grandmother was Lillias (1716-1770), the sister of Alexander of
Inverawe and the Customs.  Lillias married John Campbell of Askomel, a cadet of Craignish.  Their
daughter Jean (1740-1805) married Captain James Campbell, Tacksman of Killian.  Their daughter
Jane (clearly it was fashionable to use Jane for Jean in the later 18th century) (1769-1852) married
as her second husband, Roger Pocklington (1775-1847).  Their daughter was Jane Augusta ‘Eliza’
Pocklington who married James Archibald in 1832.  The Inverneill Campbells could also claim
Inverawe descent through Lillias and a daughter of Askomel.

James and his first wife were renting Inverneill in 1832 when he wrote to the Trustees asking for
land to be enclosed (at Oakfield?) for cholera victims.  The Trustees declined (TSB p.310).  About
this time James Archibald had employed the architect William Burn of Edinburgh to design a house
for him on the eastern end of the Tirvine property, the house he would later call New Inverawe and
which is  now an hotel  called  Ardanaiseig.   Burn’s  drawings are  dated 1833 (RCAHMS Lorne
p.247, No.307). At their meeting in Edinburgh on the 22nd of August 1834, the Trustees recorded
receiving a letter from James Archibald in which he “expressed a wish to live at Oakfield during the
winter, if unlet, and this had been agreed to.  He accordingly lived there for three months.” (TSB
p.337).



James Archibald had been 12 when the patriotic fervour, engendered by the Napoleonic wars, ended
at Waterloo.   He grew up during the ‘Romantic’ era when Sir Walter Scott’s novels were both
embroidering and bringing into focus the Highland heritage of families like his own.  He was 25
when he bought the Inverawe property of Tirvine from the trustees of Archibald of Blackhouse in
1832,  and 26 when he commissioned the Edinburgh architect  William Burn to  design him the
country house on the Tirvine lands which he first  called ‘Inverawe Loch Awe’ and later ‘New
Inverawe.’

James evidently bought an ensign’'s commission in the 51st regiment, and in 1832 was a Lieutenant
in the 72nd regiment,  subsequently transferring  to  the Argyll  and Sutherland Highlanders.   He
served in South Africa during the Kaffir war and in the Ionian Isles (Notes on the Campbells of
Inverawe, 1st Ed. p.48).

The  following  correspondence  has  been  kept  in  the  hands  of  the  New  Inverawe  family  and
excerpted transcriptions were kindly sent to the writer by Dr. Ronald Campbell Ph.D.  Although the
first two letters were clearly originally in the possession of the Blackhouse Trustee Mr. Blair WS, it
seems that they may have been passed by Alexander to James Archibald.  On the 22nd of December
1831, John Blair W.S at Gayfield Square in Edinburgh, wrote to the former Blackhouse Trustee,
John MacNeill at his house in Ann Street in Edinburgh:

Dear Sir,

Among the papers of your late friend Mr. Campbell which came into the hands of his trustees
after  his  death,  was  a  parcel  tied  up  by  themselves  and  indorsed  by  him  ‘Old  papers
belonging to my ancestors of Inveraw.’

When Mr. Campbell’s nephew James [Archibald] was in Edinb. about 4 years ago I gave
him, at his request, a perusal of these papers, and they were afterwards returned to me as
belonging to our trust, and for which the Trustees behooved to be responsible as for any other
documents in Mr. Campbell’s repositories which had come into our hands.

About 10 days ago [12 Dec. 1831] however as I was on the eve of starting for the West I saw
Mr. James Campbell who told me he had been informed by you that these old papers did not
belong to Mr. Campbell but had been given to him only on loan, or in some other such way, I
don’t recollect now precisely which, and that they belonged properly to him (James) as the
representative of Inverawe and should therefore be delivered  up to him.   He accordingly
urged me to do so on the spot, but this I declined, not that I supposed the papers to be of any
great importance or that it mattered much  which of the representatives had the custody of
them - but that it would not be consistent with my duty as one of Mr. Campbell's trustees
entrusted with the custody of his papers to give away any of them at my own hand without
having the sanction at least of my co-trustees, especially in the present instance, where so far
as  I  recollect,  you  never  while  a  trustee,  nor  since,  appraised  me  of  the  circumstances
connected with these old papers, on the authority of which Mr. James Campbell now claims
them as his.

As my co-trustees, to whom I mentioned the matter last week, feel also some difficulty in
complying at once with his request (or rather demand) it will be obliging if you will state to
me what  you  know of  the  history  of  these  old  papers,  and if  they  were  in  the  late  Mr.
Campbell’s possession under any particular condition that should make it incumbent upon his
Trustees to deliver them up to his nephew, and not retain them until his son Alexander (who
may naturally be supposed to have a curiosity to see the papers of his father’s ancestors also)
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shall come to examine them for himself, according to what shall appear to him to be right and
proper in the circumstances of the case.  Waiting your information & understanding on the
subject at your first convenience.

I am &c (signed) John Blair’

There is no inventory along with the papers and the handwriting of many of them is not easily
deciphered.

Having no answer by the 5th of January, John Blair sent over a note of reminder.  John MacNeill,
former Blackhouse Trustee, dated his answer to this letter at Ann Street on the 7th of January 1832:

Dear Sir,

I received your note of the 5: yesterday and I regret that an accident which occurred caused
the omission of my replying to yours of the 22 ult.

A very short time previously to Mr. Campbell’s blindness [in July 1819] I forwarded him
certain old papers, which I found in my Grandfather’s repositories, belonging to the Inveraw
family, as I knew his feelings, as representative of that family, were very strong.  On the day
previous to the night in which he was struck with blindness, he wrote to me acknowledging
the receipt of the papers, and stated that he had almost lost his remaining eye in poring over
them.

I  forwarded the  papers  to  Mr.  Campbell  as  representative  of  the  family,  and,  from the
footing on which we lived, it is not to be supposed that any stipulation was annexed.  Mr.
Campbell proposed to return the papers to me, but I stated that I wished them to remain with
[the or a?] representative of the family, and to whose clan they were of any value - I made
no  demand  for  these  papers,  nor  did  I  ever  contemplate  recalling  them  from  the
representative of the family.

I rather think that some old Inveraw papers were transmitted also to Mr. Campbell by the
deceased Capt. Alexr. Campbell.

I am sorry this should cause any annoyance, but I think the matter might be easily adjusted
without creating any unpleasant feeling hereafter between the representative and the heir.

Yrs. truly. (signed) J. MacNeill.

Perhaps, besides James Archibald’s youthful enthusiasm for his family, this correspondence throws
more  light  on the character  of  John MacNeill.   Captain Alexander  Campbell  was Campbell  of
Achnacroish, an old friend and kinsman of Archibald of Inverawe (Blackhouse) and it was he who
had discovered the silver Inverawe Cup in Ireland (see footnote 15) and bought it and returned it to
Archibald.  He was not a member of the Achlian family but his mother was a daughter of Alexander
Campbell, Minister of Inveraray and his Inverawe wife Elizabeth.  Elizabeth was sister of Archibald
of Blackhouse’s father, Alexander of Inverawe and the Customs.  Captain Alexander was born in
Greenock on the 18th of February 1788 and became a Lieutenant in the Scots Grays.  His maternal
Campbell grandfather was of the Bragleenmore family, cadets of Lochnell, and his father Captain



Dugald Campbell was a son of Campbell of Clenamacrie cadets of Dunstaffnage.  His father’s great
grandfather, Dougall of Clenamacrie, had married Janet, daughter of Lt. Col. Dugald Campbell of
Inverawe (contr. 5 Sept. 1665).  So, in a sense, Captain Alexander Campbell was twice descended
from Inverawe.

The Inverawe papers are those which were kindly deposited with the National Library of Scotland
by James Archibald’s son and heir.

Alexander  of  Auchendarroch  was  in  Edinburgh  in  November  1842,  the  year  of  his  marriage.
Perhaps he had spent time at the offices of his Trustee Mr. Blair.  Evidently he had not earlier taken
the  time  to  go  through  the  correspondence  of  his  father’s  Trustees.  He discovered  MacNeill’s
comment about the representation of Inverawe.  While MacNeill was no longer a Trustee when he
wrote the letter over ten years earlier, it is typical of Alexander that he would bend over backwards
to take what  MacNeill  had written about  ownership of  the  papers  being adjusted ‘between the
representative and the heir’ as more true than Blair’s comment that he did not see ‘that it mattered
much which of the representatives had custody of them’.  Blair’s choice of words here is interesting,
since he was clearly ‘riding the fence’ on the issue of the representation of Inverawe. This letter to
James  Archibald,  sent  accompanying  the  Inverawe  papers,  may  likely  be  the  first  written
acknowledgment  by Alexander  to James Archibald that  he had come to believe James was ‘of
Inverawe’, since the response which such a short note elicited was so full.  Alexander wrote:

Jas Campbell Esr.

My dear James,

My excuse for the accompanying papers not having been sent you sooner is that I have 
never until this evening read Mr. Mc Neill’s letter in answer to one to him by Mr. Blair - in 
which he mentions that they were meant to be in the possession of the representative of 
Inveraw.  Having done so, I lose not a post in transmitting the packet to you.

Let me know if it reaches you safely.  Hoping to hear from you soon.

I remain (?) Yr. V. affect. Cousin (signed) Alexander Campbell       

15 Rutland Street [Edinburgh] 27 Nov. 1842.

The following transcription is noted as being an ‘excerpt’ from the reply Alexander received from
James Archibald, a copy of which James Archibald must have kept.  It was addressed to:

Alexr. Campbell Esqr. of Auchindarroch, 15 Rutland St. Edinbh.

Inveraw Loch Awe

Novr. 30th 1842

My dear Alexr.
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I received last night the packet of old Inveraw papers for which I thank you sincerely - It
was like your honourable and generous nature to send them.  Believe me when I say that I
never for one instant envied or grudged you one sixpence of the Fortune left you by your
Father, but I confess the case to have been different with respect to what belonged to him as
Representative of the Inveraws.  Inveraw has been my craze from Boyhood.  I caught it I
believe from my eldest brother who died at Eton [Duncan].   He used to write whole pages
about it, Genealogies &c.  ‘Tempora mutantur nos et mutamur in illis’. 

These things concern me far less now. This life and all belonging to it will quickly pass
away and then- the accidents of birth and Fortune &c which we set so much store by, what
will  they  profit  us?   Perhaps  only  increase  our  condemnation  as  misemployed  Talents.
Family pride is a proverbial failing of our countrymen.  The Clan Campbell have far too
much of it.  There can not be a severer satire upon us than the motto of our Chief  ‘Sed
genus et? Bonuos et quidnon fecimus ipsi vox ea nostro voco.’

I have already suffered for indulging it & perhaps have more to suffer yet.  Be it my care to
warn my children against it.

My earnest wish & prayer to God is, that hereafter in the words of St. Paul 'Forgetting the
things which are behind and reaching forth into those things which are before I may press
towards the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. Phill. 3 ch. 13 v.
Entertaining the serious view which you & I do on Religious Matters, to say nothing of the
affection  we bear  to  each  other  it  wd.  be  extraordinary  indeed  if  any  Difference arose
between us on account of the possession of a few old musty papers.  You have acted the
right part however:  & thereby inflicted the severest rebuke possible upon me for having
formerly sought to obtain them from Mr. Blair.  For this my craze is my only apology, but I
admit a poor one.

I continue to receive good accounts from Malvern & do not yet know when I shall be in
Edinbh.

With kind regards to your wife

Believe me in truth My dear Alexr. 

Your affectionate Cousin 

          [signed] Jas. Archd. Campbell.

We may never know whether James' warning to his children influenced their all leaving Argyll, and
in fact, he himself moved to Rugby and created an estate there.

The underlining in this letter are those of James Archibald who was 33 when it was written.  The
comment about having ‘already suffered’ was likely due to the loss of his first wife that year, after
10 years of marriage and 6 children.   According to Harriet Auchendarroch’s Memoir, he had built a
fine house (now Ardanaiseig) for his first wife on the Tirvine lands, but she was afraid to live there
due to one of her sons having had a seizure and the nearest doctor being so far away.  This also
must have been highly stressful for James Archibald.  Any other meaning read into this letter would
be  speculation,  but  it  does  show  a  depth  of  feeling  sparked  by  Alexander’s  straightforward
generosity in his interpretation of the Blair-MacNeill correspondence.

This letter, and his portrait in full Highland dress, offer some insight into James Archibald as a
human being and member of the family.  His brother Duncan’s death at Eton meant that Archibald



of Blackhouse & Inverawe changed his Will with a Codicil dated the 17th of October 1823 (TSB).
In terms of what James Archibald calls his ‘craze,’ it should be remembered that he was nine and
his brother Duncan ten years old when Alexander was born, thus shifting the weight of Archibald’s
fortune away from them to his son Alexander - something of which they may not have been aware.
But for their trustees, and themselves as they came to understand the situation, the possibility of
Archibald’s marriage to Alexander’s mother may well have been understood.  

As they grew up, James Archibald was eight when his father died and not yet ten when his mother
died.  One suspects that he would have looked to his older brother Duncan for a sense of security,
and then Duncan died at Eton in 1823 when James Archibald was 16 and at Rugby School.  The
concept of his representing Inverawe must have seemed like a firm assurance of place and position
in his future amidst all the insecurity of his childhood and youth.  Fortunately for him, he appears to
have been self-confident and self-assured and with a commanding appearance even when young.  

Upon  retiring  from  the  army,  James  Archibald  Campbell  had  come  to  live  in  Argyll  at  the
suggestion of the Duke of Argyll.   After his  first  wife died in 1842, he married Maria  Grace,
daughter of Donald Charles Cameron, then owner of Barcaldine, on the 4th of September 1844 at
St.  John’s  Episcopal  Chapel  in  Edinburgh (Greenock  Advertiser 19th Sept.  1844).   In  time he
became  Deputy-Lieutenant  as  Campbell  of  Inveraw  in  1863  (New  Inverawe  copy  of  the
appointment by the Duke of Argyll), a Convenor of the County and Colonel of Militia (Notes on the
Campbells of Inverawe by Ian M. Campbell, 1st edition 1951, pp.48-49). He died at his house in
Rugby on the 9th of December, 1879 (Oban Times 20th of December 1879).  He had owned a
house there as early as 1864 when the then Duke of Argyll sent a letter to him with the envelope
addressed  to  ‘J.  A.  Campbell,  Esq  of  Inveraw,  Rugby’.  (A  letter  in  the  possession  of  his
descendants). 

A Disposition in November 1881 by ‘Marie Grace Cameron, widow of James Archibald Campbell
of New Inverawe, and Alexander Campbell (of Auchindarroch) and Patrick Grant as Trustees of
James Archibald Campbell ... of the lands of Tirvinzie...’  was a part of a Trust Disposition and
Settlement registered in Books of Council and Session on the 26th of December 1879. (SRO Reg.
of Sasines).

Dr. (Frederick) Bruce M. Campbell of New Inverawe, great-grandson of James Archibald, would
write (Countryman  Autumn 1981 pp.151-156.) that James Archibald had built ‘on a headland of
Ardanaiseig, the handsome house he called New Inverawe and which he surrounded by gardens and
policies  still  among the  finest  in  the country.   James  Archibald  overextended his  resources  by
raising  two  large  families;  after  his  death  the  house  was  sold  and  reverted  to  the  name
Ardanaiseig...’   Clearly the letterhead of ‘Inverawe Loch Awe’ he used in 1842 had later been
changed to ‘New Inverawe’.

One way in which James Archibald reinforced his position as responsible in his own mind for the
Inverawe family was to take back into his own hands the administration of the Inverawe Annuity
Fund, which appears to have passed into the hands of the local Minister upon the sale of the estate
in  1765.   He placed an advertisement  in  the  press  asking for  those for  whom the  funds  were
intended to make their claims. This resulted in some responding to him and others to Alexander of
Auchindarroch who then forwarded the letters to James Archibald.23

James Archibald’s eldest son by his first marriage was Duncan Pocklington Campbell,  who had
seisures as a child and died un-married.  The heir-male was the second son, Edmund Alexander
Campbell of New Inverawe who was baptised at Leamington in England on the 1st of August 1838.
He spent most of his life in India but remembered his childhood years on Lochawe side and became
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involved  in  the  cause  of  the  crofters,  becoming  known as  ‘Crofter  Campbell’.   He  married  a
daughter of a Canadian cadet of the Campbells of Melfort in India.  Their third son, but first with
male issue, was Colonel Ronald Campbell of New Inverawe, CBE, DSO, who was followed by his
son F. Bruce M. Campbell OBE, Ph.D., whose great-grandson Elliot Max Campbell was born in
1992. Edmund Alexander died in 1887 aged 49, at Bedford in England. (Notes on the Campbells of
Inverawe, 2nd ed. 1998 p.110).

The Decreet Arbital and Settlement

The Action of the Trustees in Having James Archibald Campbell Enter as Heir-Male

The decision to have James Archibald enter as heir-male to his uncle Archibald of Blackhouse &
Inverawe was clearly taken little more than six months after the death of Archibald on the 12th of
May 1825.  Mr. Anderson, who was a business partner of Archibald’s and his close friend, had
attempted to get Archibald to make a statement about the facts of the marriage before his death.
This suggests that this was done upon the advice of Counsel.  Mr. Blair WS, who was Archibald’s
‘doer’  or  solicitor  in  Edinburgh,  and  who  knew  that  he  would  be  one  of  the  Trustees  upon
Archibald’s  death,  had  almost  certainly  consulted  Counsel  upon  the  issue  of  the  marriage.
Archibald had kept his private papers in a part of his bureau of which he alone had the key, even
after he was blind.  The Trustees must have had access to these papers after his death and found that
he had left the issue unsatisfactorily recorded.  Further, if the marriage were recorded but using, or
being altered to  show, a false  name for Catherine -  such as the ‘Catherine  Richie’  seen in the
register as being married to Archibald Campbell, Merchant, in 1817, this would not suit as a legal
record. 

The lawyer consulted may well have been John Cunningham who owed the Trust £10.000 on a
bond secured by his lands of Duloch in Fife, which he eventually sold so as to clear the debt.
(Sasine of Duloch to Archibald 15 April 1824, RS 3/1308/124)  He later became Lord Cunningham,
a Law Lord, but although he spent his working life in Edinburgh, he had grown up in Greenock and
was well known to most of the Trustees. Probably, had the Trust not amounted to such a very great
sum for those days, the issue of the paper proof for the marriage might not have been taken so
seriously, particularly since it did not in fact change what legacies were left to whom.  Further, the
issue of at least one of the Codicils having been signed after Archibald went blind in July 1819,
may have influenced Counsel to be particularly cautious about accepting the supporting statements
of the Trust Disposition and

Settlement.24

However,  more  recent  legal  view  is  that  blindness  was  not  a  hindrance,  provided  there  were
witnesses to any signature, as there were for Archibald.

The Lawsuit Brought by the Blackhouse Trustees 

Against James Archibald Campbell

Edinburgh: Decree in Court of Session - 7 Dec 1825



...Against James Archibald Campbell, Ensign of the 51st Regt. of Foot, eldest surviving son
of the deceased Duncan Campbell of Bedford Square who was brother german of the said
deceased Archibald Campbell,  and nearest  & lawful heir  apparent  of the said Archibald
Campbell his uncle.   ...Ordaining him, James Archibald Campbell, as heir to Archibald ‘to
enter heir to him within 40 days, conform to Act of Parliament in manner therein written, or
as otherwise representing him on one or other of the passive titles known in law to purchase
& procure him, the said James Archibald Campbell, at the complainer’s expense, served and
retoured as heir forsaid to the said Archibald Campbell under the proper character required
by the investiture of the said lands.... which pertained to the said Archibald Campbell at the
time of his death and that by service retour & infeftment, & immediately on completing
thereof to dispone the said lands to the complainers as Trustees foresaid according to the
true intent of the said Trust Disposition & Settlement.

A note by Ian M. Campbell W.S states that ‘James Archibald Campbell refused or delayed to have
himself so served in special to the said Archibald Campbell his uncle, ‘in manifest defraud, hurt and
prejudice to the trustees in All and Whole the 20/- land of Tirvinzie and all and whole the 20/- land
of Ardeachane, being parts of the estate of Inverawe which were purchased by the said Archibald
Campbell from Lt. Gen. Alexander Campbell of Monzie, with all and sundry houses .... Islands,
Salmon  fishings  and other  fishings  whatever  ...  lying  in  the Barony of  Lochaw,  and Parish of
Inchail’ and so the court proceedings were necessary’.

James Archibald lost the case, which can be seen from the transcript of the original Sasines of
Tirvine (earlier Tirvinzie) in the SRO.  The originals, still existing in the mid 20th century, were
later destroyed on the orders of the law firm then holding them for the then owners, the Browns,
Ardnaiseig and Tirvine, since when first the writer and later Dr. R Campbell attempted to review
them in 1974 and later, they were no longer among those papers.  (copies in SRO/NAS).

This suit was necessary in order to give the Blackhouse Trustees their power to process and conduct
the Settlement as designed in Archibald’s Will, because the original intent had been that they could
do so in law since Alexander would be heir-male.  In that case, with Alexander as their ward, they
were  official  representatives  appointed  to  conduct  the  business  of  the  Trust.   But  due  to  the
questions about the marriage which Archibald had caused in his confusion at the time of his death,
whether  combined or not by any family effort  to  do away with the evidence for the marriage,
Counsel in Edinburgh decided that this otherwise un-necessary process was called for on the part of
the Trustees.

Whether the subsequent out of court settlement may have included suppression of any evidence for
the marriage of a kind then considered to be inadequate in law, will likely never be known.

There are three possible clues to this which may or may not be relevant:  The payment of a legacy
to a Mr. Brown, a legacy not in the original Will; the protest by George Noble about the handing
over of papers; and the possible annual payments to Jane Isabella by James Archibald.   Since
James Archibald was only 18 at the time of the settlement, he cannot be held responsible if the
lawyers employed by his Trustees wanted to simplify what may have been a rather shaky case on
the part of the Blackhouse Trustees by clearing up any remaining evidence for the marriage.

The clearest indication of any such material is the mention in an undated letter from Trustee George
Noble to John Blair W.S., subsequent to the ‘Decree in Court’ and the settlement, that he wanted to
protest as strongly as possible the ‘handing over of papers’ as a ‘douceur’. (Auchendarroch papers).
Whether these papers were the ‘Inverawe Papers’ now in the Scottish National Library and later
deposited there by James Archibald’s eldest son after his death, or were the papers from the locked
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bureau at Finlayston mentioned in the 1870 correspondence, to which only Archibald held a key,
may never be known.  Certainly the ‘Inverawe Papers’ which had been in Archibald’s hands were
passed to Alexander who passed them on to James Archibald in 1842, 16 years after the law case.
Therefore they were not directly ‘handed over’ to James Archibald since Alexander wrote that he
had not known, until he read the correspondence, that anyone had ever indicated that they were
meant  for James.  Nor were they handed over to James’  trustees.  Alexander  wrote what  he did
despite the fact that it was MacNeill who was no longer a Trustee who had given James Archibald
the idea to demand the Inverawe papers from Blair WS.  And further, is it likely that such a strong
protest would have been made about papers of merely historical interest by George Noble, a Naval
Officer and not an historian?

The General Minute Book of the Court of Session first and second divisions for the year from 12th
November 1825 to 12th November 1826 Vol. XLV lists a Decreet of Adjudication in Implement
and contains some information on the case (SRO/NAS: CS 17/1/45).   Suits  of Adjudication in
Implement  were  originally  designed  for  use  against  a  debtor  of  some  kind.   If  a  Decreet  of
Adjudication in Implement is obtained, it allows the person or people bringing the suit to have some
power over the assets of the one against whom the suit is brought.  Today there is a 10 year period
during which this is effective, but it was probably longer in 1825.

The very bringing of the suit makes clear that the Trustees were rather unsure of their legal position
following Archibald’s  death  and their  being  advised  to  call  him ‘un-married’.   They were  the
Trustees  of  a  Settlement  which had been made  and designed on the  basis  that  Alexander  was
legitimate.  Now they were obliged to say that he was not.  The bulk of Archibald’s fortune was left
to Alexander in the form of Bonds - cash or investments rather than land, although in some cases
secured by land. But there were also the lands of Tirvine, Blackhouse, two Ayrshire farms and
properties in Greenock.  In Scots law the conveying of land is tied up much more tightly, held to far
more  stringent  conditions,  than  a  fortune  held  in  other  ways  than  in  land.   The  Trustees
responsibility was to uphold the Trust as a whole, while James Archibald wanted to split the Trust
so as to claim those lands which were originally a part of the Inverawe estate.  The difficulty facing
the Trustees was that the mainstay of the way in which the Trust had been written, the fact of
Alexander’s  legitimacy,  was  now  undermined,  presumably  by  the  advice  of  Counsel  that  his
parent’s marriage was inadequately documented.

So the Trustees took two actions.  First they behaved as if the Settlement stood, and confidently
expected James Archibald to ‘enter heir’ and ‘immediately dispone’ the control of the lands to the
Trustees.   In  this  he  would  formally  acknowledge  his  inheritance  of  the  landed  estates  from
Archibald and recognise and acknowledge that the Trustees had the legal right over these lands and
all Archibald's other property.

But James Archibald did not cleanly ‘enter heir’.  So secondly, and before risking a hearing, the
Trustees - as soon after James Archibald’s refusal to answer the 1825 Decreet as possible  - (from
the dates of the Inventory of Titles), the Trustees took an elementary precaution.  They lodged a
Special Charge on the 12th of January 1826.  This was a formal reiteration of the effects of the
preceding Disposition.  

In fact, had James Archibald or his lawyers been less than honest, he could have claimed that the
Settlement was now invalid, due to the Settlement being designed as if Alexander were legitimate,
and have taken the lands and sold them.  The Trustees would have had no legal recourse to reclaim
those lands since the purchaser was protected in law.  James Archibald need not have ‘disponed’ or
‘entered heir’ at all.  That is perhaps why there had to be a settlement out of court, or it may only
have been so that the Trustees could avoid the expense, for they brought the action against James
Archibald at their own cost.  But of course such an action would have been appealed.



What the 18 year old James Archibald would have wanted from the Trustees, as one for whom
‘Inverawe has been my craze since boyhood’, would have been the acknowledgment of his right to
use the territorial title ‘of Inverawe’, which was not in fact then a matter in law, not having been
granted with arms by the Lord Lyon, and his eventual chance to buy Tirvine from the Trust.

This meant that James Archibald’s representatives had an advantage over the Blackhouse Trustees
and they needed to be able to have something to offer him to induce him to ‘enter heir’.  What may
have been agreed in the subsequent settlement was that the Trustees would not inform Alexander of
the significance of Tirvine as being a part of the original Inverawe estate, and would in time allow
James Archibald to talk privately to Alexander when the time came, as he did, about allowing the
Trustees to sell Tirvine to James Archibald, and that the Trustees would then expedite that sale.
This is a possible explanation of the Trustee’s failure in this regard.  Had there been any written
settlement, this could have been held by James Archibald until Tirvine was sold to him, and then
the written document would be handed back to the Trustees for them to destroy.  Of course the
nature of the settlement is in fact unknown, but the field of the conjecture outlined here as to what
might have occurred is refined by the very limited possible courses of action open to both parties.

Finally, in a reported statement by Donald Beith WS, he stated that in the Decree of Court there was
a  phrase  that  James  Archibald  was  heir  at  law  ‘failing  other  evidence’.  (Memoir  by  Harriet
Auchendarroch, post 1870).  The ‘other evidence’ eventually came to light.

The Blackhouse Trustees
The Trustees of Archibald Campbell of Inverawe, known as ‘of Blackhouse’

Mr. Andrew Anderson Esq.

Andrew Anderson was a wine merchant in Greenock, a business partner of Archibald of 
Blackhouse and his close friend.

Lt. George Noble RN

George  Noble  senior  was  married  to  Agnes  Somerville,  a  niece  of  Archibald  of  Blackhouse’s
mother, Ann Somerville.  His son Lieut. George Noble, RN, the Trustee, was therefore related to
Blackhouse as a cousin.  He was also a close friend of Archibald’s.  George RN married in 1821 to
Georgina Donald of Ottercaps in Virginia who died in January 1863.  He was born in 1791 and died
in 1847.  His eldest son Sir Andrew Noble, Bt., became an international industrialist in the grand
style of the 19th century. Sir Andrews’ third son John founded the family at Ardkinglas where Sir
Robert Lorimer, who had also done alterations at Inverawe, was commissioned to design the present
Ardkinglas House which in 20011 was still in the hands of a descendant of that family.

John Paterson of Merryflats, Esq.

Mr. John Paterson died in June 1832 (TSB p.309). One of the Paterson family, Annie, was the wife
of  John  Somerville,  Provost  of  Renfrew,  brother  of  Ann  Somerville,  mother  of  Archibald  of
Blackhouse.  Mary Campbell (b.31 March 1788), daughter of Duncan Campbell in Achlian and his
wife Jean Campbell, sister of Archibald of Blackhouse, married Paterson’s son John Paterson of
Lower Merryflats (now part of Govan). In the Glasgow Barony Sasines Abbreviations 1781-1820
(885),  John  Paterson  was  ‘late  of  Castlehill,  now  at  Milton  of  Colquhoun,  seised  in  Lower
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Merryflats, parish of Govan,’ on the disposition by John of 19 June 1812 (recorded 29 June 1812,
Particular Register Vol.130, 235).   This younger John Paterson of Merryflats died on the 22nd of
October 1865. (SRO/NAS: SC 70/1/130 pp.767-72).  Their daughter Mary (d.1851) married George
Cubitt in 1841.

Mr. John Blair Esq., W.S.

Mr. Blair  was Archibald’s Writer  in Edinburgh and was likely originally  from Greenock.   His
address in Edinburgh was at 7 Leopold Place in 1825, and at Gayfield Square in 1831.

Captain Archibald Campbell, Comptroller of Argyll

Archibald was a younger son of Alexander Campbell in Achlian (d.1799) and his wife Ann, a sister
of Duncan Campbell of Inverawe (1702-1758).  He was therefore a first cousin of Archibald of
Blackhouse.  Captain Archibald was also a brother of Duncan in Achlian who married Jean, sister
of Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse.  He was latterly a Trustee in a fairly honourary sense, not
always attending meetings as he lived at Inveraray in his old age and was already in his seventies
when Archibald died in 1825.  Captain Archibald Campbell died at Inveraray in April 1834 (TSB
p.336).   He  had  been  born  in  1756,  served  in  the  South  Carolina  Dragoons,  and  was  later
Chamberlain at Inveraray.  His death reduced the surviving Trustees to three.  Alexander was then
18 years of age and studying in Germany (TSB p.336). Captain Campbell had married Mary Shaw
and their son John Shaw Campbell became a physician in London (1798-1847).25 (See paper om
Achlian family in vol.4.)

John MacNeill of Oakfield and Gigha, Esq.

John’s father, John MacNeill of Gigha, Provost of Inveraray,  had married twice, and both times
they  were  daughters  of  Inverawe  mothers,  making  them cousins  of  Archibald  of  Blackhouse.
Elizabeth,  one  of  the  sisters  of  Archibald’s  father  Alexander  Campbell  of  Inverawe,  married
Alexander of the Campbell of Bragleen family, a cadet of Lochnell, who was Minister of Inveraray.
One of their daughters married Provost MacNeill, who was twice married. Another of Alexander of
Inverawe’s  sisters,  Lilias,  married  John Campbell  of  Askomel  and one  of  their  daughters  also
married Provost MacNeill.  So trustee John MacNeill of Oakfield’s mother was a first cousin of
Archibald  of  Blackhouse.   In  the  list  of  heritable  Bonds  given  to  Archibald  Campbell  of
Blackhouse, as of the 12th of May 1825 when he died, one was dated 1807 for £3,000 from “John
MacNeill, Senior and Junior of Gigha and Oakfield.”  A further Bond, dated 1817 for £5,000 was to
“John MacNeill  of Gigha.”  His unilateral  investment  of the trust  funds was a disaster  and he
virtually handed over his estate to the trust in lieu, having had it valued at the amount of the loss.  

The 1830-31 financial crisis in Britain was in part due to the fierce divisions over The Reform Bill.
However a study of Niall Ferguson's work on The House of Rothschild does not produce any clear
evidence as to why about £70,000 could have been lost my MacNeill and his colleague, the heir to
Lochnell.

The Trustee’s Dinner

Archibald of Blackhouse left instructions that his Trustees should dine well after each of their 
meetings.  As a celebration of the initial settlement of the estate the Trustees gave a dinner to which 



they invited associates and friends of Archibald’s.  The event took place in Edinburgh in April 
1826.26

The Trust of Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse

Benefits to the Trustees and their Families from the Blackhouse Will and Settlement:

£4,000 to niece Mary, wife of John Paterson (TSB p.5).   [£4,000 in 1825 =  £410,400? in 2000]
£    100 to Miss Nancy Paterson (TSB p.10).         [£100 in 1825 = £10,260? in 2000]

£   350 each to the daughters of Captain Archibald Campbell (TSB p7).

£    500 to George Noble (TSB p7).         [£500 in 1825 = £51,300? in 2000]

£    250 to Miss Ann Noble, sister of George (TSB p.7).

______

£5,200 Total. [Aproximately a value of £533,520 in 2000]

Annuities:

A list of the Annuities bequeathed by Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse as extracted from the
Trustee’s Sederunt Book:

Miss Susan Pitman £  75 Still being paid in 1834.

Unmarried daughters of 

Alexander Shannon (2?) £140 (each £70)        Stopped by 1830.

Mrs. Neil Somerville £  50     Died in 1833.

John Kennedy (servant?) £  10        All ceased by 1833.

Bell Leitch (servant?) £    8 "

Mrs. Hamilton £  10 "

Miss Jane Isabella Campbell (niece) £  50

Duncan MacTavish (his servant) £  10 (only if still in AC’s service at the date of his death).

£353 a year.  [investment of £3,530 at 10%?]

There were two other annuities; to Catherine, £75, and to Duncan Campbell, £100, but both these
annuitants predeceased Archibald of Blackhouse.  The ten pounds to Duncan MacTavish does not
appear anywhere else so evidently he had died or left Archibald’s service before the colonel died.
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The payment of £353 - say £360 per annum would involve retention in the Trust of £9,000 at 4%
per annum.  However by 1834 there were apparently only two annuitants still alive - Miss Susan
Pitman and Mrs. John (Jane Isabella) Campbell.  These two annuities at a total of £125 per annum
would need a capital of £3,100 to be retained. We already know that Jane Isabella Campbell, Mrs.
John Campbell, died in 1870, but we do not know the date of Susan Pitman’s death.

Analysis of the Blackhouse Financial Estate in 1825:

An analysis of the Estate by Alan Campbell of Inverawe in 1979 shows the following figures:

Assets, Bonds, Property etc: Liabilities

Legacies 40,000

£125,000 Purchase of Auchendarroch & costs: 72,000

  Retained for Annuities (estimated)   8,000

£125,000         £125,000

[£125,000 in 1825 would be of approximate value to £12,825,000.00 in 2000.]

Clearly the trustees left far too little working capital for the operation of the Auchindarroch estate.
The estate had effectively bankrupted the three previous owners, each in the second generation
(research paper by the writer in his possession).  The explanation for the trustees action in buying
Oakfield (to be called by it’s old Gaelic name of Auchendarroch) lies in the note found by Alastair
Campbell of Airds and recorded by the historian Major Sir Duncan Campbell of Barcaldine, Bt.,
that the Blackhouse trustee, MacNeill of Oakfield, had invested the bulk of the trust capital with the
Rothschild Bank [or in railways] and lost the lot, with the result that he had to put the Oakfield
estate up for what amounted to a bogus evaluation and a bogus sale in Edinburgh at a price so high
that only the trustees would purchase it for Alexander.  While none of this, of course, is noted in the
Trustee’s Sederunt Book, there are notes there which - by a flurry of activity and the purchase of the
estate  -  confirm  this  explanation  of  the  curious  imbalance  between  property  investment  and
available capital.

Alexander  had  mortgaged  the  Auchindarroch  estate  for  £25,000  in  1874  (Letters  to  solicitors
D.Beith  and  Colin  Mackenzie  from  Archibald  James  Campbell,  eldest  son  of  Alexander  of
Auchendarroch in the Auchendarroch Papers in possession of Inverawe).  When Alistair Magnus
Campbell,  Alexander’s grandson, succeeded in 1902 following the death of Alexander, the total
liabilities were a fraction under £54,515, but this was offset by an insurance policy on Alexander’s
life which provided £9,650 which was credited to the estate, so the actual total was £42,865.  In
1913 when Alistair Magnus Campbell of Auchendarroch first attempted to sell the place, the sale
brochure gave the total annual income from rents and shooting of £2,933, which on an outlay of
£70,000 almost a century earlier shows only just over 4%. (Letter to the writer from Alan Campbell
of Auchendarroch and Inverawe 14 March 1980.).



Legal Statements Evaluating Marriage Evidence

The 1870-1871 Lawyer's Analysis of the Evidence for the Blackhouse Marriage at Finlayston

Following the deathbed statement  about  the marriage  by Archibald  of Blackhouse’s niece  Jane
Isabella, a search was made for corroborative evidence.  The statement of Jane Isabella was further
corroborated by some of the evidence collected and the results of three lawyer’s analysis of her
statement  and these additional  sources  was stated in  writing.   These letters  and the supporting
material were, with Jane Isabella’s witnessed statement about the Blackhouse marriage, eventually
made a part of the Petition for Arms by James Arthur Campbell of Arduaine in 1906, and it was
following Arduaine’s successful Grant of Arms by the Lord Lyon that his nephew, Alastair Magnus
Campbell of Auchendarroch, subsequently petitioned for the arms of Inverawe.  These were granted
to him as a matriculation by the Lord Lyon King of Arms in 1908.

Three  Lawyers  wrote  their  evaluations  of  the  evidence  for  the  marriage  to  Alexander  of
Auchindarroch:

F. D. Morrison, Writer in Greenock:

Finlay Daniel Morrison, Writer in Greenock, in a letter to Donald Beith W.S., 8th of April 1870:

The results of my whole enquiries is to convince me;

(1) That Capt. Campbell’s Father and mother were actually married.

(2) That evidence thereof once existed.

(3) That such evidence has been purposely destroyed.

Mrs.  Thomson  says  that  the  evidence  was destroyed  and the  absence  from the  Session
Records of the Kilmacolm Parish of the leaves containing the Minutes of the Session from
Sept. 1814 to Oct 1817 seems to corroborate her testimony.  

I am yours etc. 

[signed] F. S. Morrison. (Auchendarroch Papers)

Donald Beith W.S., Edinburgh:

D. Beith W.S. Edinburgh, in a letter to Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch dated the 21st of
February 1871:

For reasons given to yourself and Mrs. Campbell I am strongly inclined to concur in the
opinion which Mr. Morrison expresses, that there was a marriage...

Fletcher of Dunans W.S., Edinburgh:
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R. Fletcher of Dunans W.S., 8 Randolph Crescent, Edinburgh, in a letter to Alexander Campbell of
Auchendarroch, 13th of May 1871:

My dear Auchindarroch,

I have carefully perused your papers, and have arrived at a very clear conviction that, at the
date of her demise, Miss Fish was the lawful wife of Mr. Campbell.

His niece, Mrs. John Campbell, declares that she was actually present at the marriage, which
was formally solemnized in the presence of the witnesses at Finlaystone, by the Rev.d Mr.
Brown.  The date of the marriage is not given, but that is of little consequence as it has been
proved that the Rev.d Brown, who performed the ceremony, was minister of the parish...
between the date of your birth and the demise of Mrs. Campbell...  It is not to be wondered
at  that  Mr.  Campbell  declined  to  ‘declare’  a  marriage  when  pressed  to  do  so  by  Mr.
Anderson.  Mr. Campbell having been married, not clandestinely, but ... in strict conformity
with the law of the land, had thereby fulfilled and fully satisfied those obligations...  What
more could be required?

It is to be observed that Mrs. Campbell, who at an earlier period had spoken of her dress and
her  marriage  ring,  never  alluded  to  the  actual  marriage,  a  circumstance  that  is  quite
intelligible on the theory that a marriage had been solemnised, but which is not intelligible
or explicable on any other theory.

It  is  beyond  dispute  that  to  certain  of  the  husband’s  relatives  the  marriage  was  not
acceptable, in as much as it interfered with their expectations.  The husband might not desire
to  evoke unfriendly  or  hostile  feeling  on  the  part  of  his  other  relatives  which  a  public
declaration of his marriage might be calculated to produce...

His wife was satisfied.  Her son would be the heir and lawful representative of his father;
and there was no reason why she should speak to anyone on a subject to which her mind was
at  ease and on which prudence suggested that  no unnecessary gossip or controversy be
raised. 

You ask me what proceedings, if any, can be taken to have the fact of the marriage formally
established.   My decided opinion is  that  you are not  required to  take any action in  the
circumstances... Had you consulted me 30 years ago I am not sure that my advice would
have been materially different...

I esteem it a signal mark of friendship on your part that you have communicated with me on
a subject so delicate and I have endeavoured to prove myself worthy of your confidence by
giving you counsel which I believe to be sound and which is certainly honest.

Believe me - Yours most truly,

(signed) R. Fletcher.

Conclusion

Colonel Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch decided to leave the matter where it stood and take
advantage of the advice that no further action was required.  He was no doubt influenced by the
further advice given to him: 

The first enquiries that will have to be made if the subject is to be further pursued, is how we
are to make out the destruction of evidence.  That can only be done in a way that must be



painful and that must necessarily reflect upon others now no more, whom you have hitherto
considered as your friends but whose surviving relatives will necessarily be pained. 

(D. Beith W.S. to Auchendarroch 21 Feb. 1871.)  

Beith was still solicitor for James Archibald. Alexander was also clearly influenced in his decision
by his own feelings about the search for evidence expressed in his letter to Beith on the 6th of
March 1871 where he wrote;

The subject is to me a very painful one, and had I no one to consider but myself I should
have declined to enter upon it...

The matter was left there during Alexander of Auchendarroch’s lifetime.  His wife Harriet died on
the 21st of May 1883.  No further evidence was forthcoming, and the last person who might have
been able to clarify the situation further, James Archibald Campbell of New Inverawe, died after an
illness in 1879.

Alexander had been appointed as one of the trustees of James Archibald’s youngest children who
must still have been minors at the time and, ironically, as such he had to oversee the sale of New
Inverawe, the lands of which he felt saddened that he had let go out of ignorance as a boy of 16.
But with Auchendarroch already heavily mortgaged, it was impossible for him to buy the place.
Had James Archibald died 16 years later, it is likely that it might have been bought by Alexander’s
son James Arthur Campbell and his wife Ethyl Bruce, co-heiress of John Bruce, Edinburgh, who
had died on the 13th of May 1895.  As it was they bought Asknish from the MacIver Campbells of
Asknish who had long moved to Lochgair, and built Arduaine at old Asknish, renaming the estate
as required by the particulars of the sale.

The original documents of the evidence were preserved and passed on to James Arthur Campbell of
Arduaine, since Archibald James, the eldest son, had predeceased his father in 1885, aged 43.  In
1902, Auchendarroch,  with a mortgage  of almost  £43,000, was passed on to Archibald James’
eldest son Alastair Magnus Campbell,  2nd of Auchendarroch, who was 33 on his grandfather’s
death on the 22nd of July 1902.   Alastair Magnus’ first wife had died in 1898 leaving one child
Colin, who was disabled and had no children.  Alastair Magnus did not marry again until after his
grandfather’s death and this accounted for the evidence, and other items of family interest, being
passed to Arduaine as the eldest surviving son of Alexander having heirs male.

The whole matter closed with the Lord Lyon deciding twice that Alexander was legitimate; once
with the grant of arms to Arduaine in 1906 and again with the grant of arms of Inverawe on the 7th
of March 1908, signed by the Lord Lyon King of Arms.  As a judge in the judiciary of Scotland,
such a decision was within Lyon’s power.  No challenge was made within forty years, leaving the
situation  stable.   This  was  confirmed  by  the  statement  of  Colonel  Ronald  Campbell  of  New
Inverawe to Ian M. Campbell WS, seemingly within the 40 year challenge period, that he would not
challenge the matriculation of the Inverawe arms to Auchendarroch at Lyon Court in 1908 since he
‘did not want to cause any unpleasantness’.

A comment by the late Colin Campbell of Inverneill Esq., sums up the status of the issue:

Balfour Paul was Lyon from 1890 to 1927 so I suppose he dealt with the whole Inverawe
matter.  This seems to me to have been settled by the matriculation of 1908, which cannot be
revised now.  The New Inverawe arms are indeed ‘stated’ officially by the matriculation of
Ronald Campbell in 1982.  Certainly there can be no question of New Inverawe now being
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allowed the undifferenced Inverawe arms so the matter is indeed settled... and it would seem
in a satisfactory way.  

(The late Colin Campbell of Inverneill in a letter to the writer, 1983).

A  further  comment  is  by  David  Sellar,  Department  of  Law,  Edinburgh  University,  the
acnowledgedexpert on Scottish marriage, later Lord Lyon himself:

Thank you for the dossier on Alexander Campbell of Auchindarroch… I thought of Quintin
M’Adam of Craigengillan, the validity of whose irregular marriage was contested all the
way to the House of Lords in the case of Walker v M’Adam, finally decided in 1813 (5
Paton 675).  The Lords found in favour of the validity of the marriage, the decision being
the leading case on irregular marriage per verba de presenti.  … It seems to me pretty clear,
from  the  materials  which  you  have  assembled,  that  Alexander’s  parents  were  validly
married according to the law of Scotland; perhaps even married twice, a regular marriage
following an irregular one.  (David Sellar (now Lord Lyon) to the writer after reading the
draft  of this  paper).   In academic  circles,  David Sellar  is  considered one of,  if  not the,
primary experts on the legal history of marriage in Scotland.

___________________

END Notes:

Alexander of Inverawe, of the Customs in Greenock

      1 Note that there was another Alexander Campbell of the Customs in Greenock who died 6th of April 1806, but
was not Alexander of Inverawe.

      2 SC 54/2/87 contains a petition dated 16 June 1761 by Alexander Campbell, Provost of Renfrew, nearest heir
male of his brother german, the deceased Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe.  The date is significant since
his surviving nephew Alexander of Inverawe had died in 1760.  This also indicates that the Thomas Campbell
(born on the 13th and baptised on the 30th of  March 1755 in the parish of  St.  Margarets  Westminster  -
Hailebury Records, Writers Petitions 1770-1774, fol. 29) who died without legitimate issue in Bengal on the
7th of October 1784, son of Dugald, brother of Duncan of Inverawe, may have been descended from a second
Dugald (not mentioned in the Inverawe Bible list of the children of  Archibald of Inverawe and Janet MacLean
who married in 1700) who was younger than Alexander, (unless Alexander was simply unaware of Thomas'
existence and Thomas' father  was the Dugald mentioned as born in 1706-1707).   Thomas'  father,  Captain
Dugald Campbell, had been ‘killed by a musket ball from one of our own pieces during the confusion of the
night attack on, and capture of, Fort Budge-Budge on the Hoogley,  while serving under Lord Clive in the
brilliant campaign of 1756’.  (London Times Obit. of Thomas' daughter 25 Nov. 1862).   In  the obituary it
stated: ‘Death, at Kensington, aged 79, Anne, youngest daughter of the late Thomas Dugald Campbell, Esq., of
Inverawe  house  Argyllshire,  and  grand  daughter  of  Captain  Dugald  Campbell...’  (G.M.  1863 (i)  p.126.).
Thomas had lived at Chinsurah (Hugli District of Bengal) and Rangamati (probably the one near Mushidabad
District in Bengal, but there were others according to the Imperial Gazetter of India).  From another source we
are given Dugald’s age as 25 in 1754 which would mean that he was NOT the same as the Dugald listed as
born in 1706 or 1707.  This suggests that the Captain Dugald, father of Thomas, was a son of Archibald and
Janet Inverawe, who was born in circa. 1729 and named after his elder brother Dugald, born in 1707-9 who
must have died young.  The entry in this reference states: ‘Dugald Campbell, Lieutenant, embarked for Madras
on Rhoda 1754 native of Inveraray gentleman aged 25.’ (India Office Records L/MIL/9/85 pp.32-35).  Unless
the age for Dugald given in this entry is at fault, Alexander would appear to have been correct in claiming to
be ‘heir male’ of Duncan of Inverawe.  Dugald’s wife, Mary, clearly remained in London, pregnant, when
Dugald embarked for India, and Thomas never saw his father.  Thomas Dugald Campbell’s will is at the P.R.O



in London (PROB 11/1195, 414 (fols.318v - 319v)).   Mary was a Bourchier  and later married Alexander
Campbell ‘the Nabob’ of the Ardchattan family.  (Ardchattan papers at Ardchattan, bundle 579, letter from
Alexander 27 May 1755).

      3 24 July 1761 Testament of Patrick Pollock, Minister at South Knapdale.  After the decease of his wife 1,000
merks are  to be invested at  the sight  of  some gentlemen,  viz.  Archibald  Campbell  of  Knockbuy,  Patrick
Campbell of Knap, Alexander Campbell, Comptroller of Greenock (sic), Capt. Duncan Pollock, shipmaster at
Leith, and others, for the poor of the parish of South Knapdale.  He also leaves to the children of Alexander,
£100. (Clan Campbell Vol. III p96)

      4 Glasgow Testaments CC 9/7/67 pp.416-8 Alexander Campbell late Inspector 

General of Tobaccos at Greenock, died - - - - last.  Testament dative given up by 

Archibald, John, Alexander,  Duncan, Ann & Jean his children, and by Ann Somervell  his relict.  (decreet
dative 12 June current). Debts due to defunct: £36.13.4 as salary from 5 Jan 1770 to 3 April last as 

Inspector General of Customs.  Confirmed 28 June 1770.  Cautioner John Campbell, writer in Greenock (bond
5 June 1770) (Note: likely John Campbell of Ashfield. Dr.LC).

Campbells in Achlian

5  This Ann, sister of Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe, was not his first sister Ann who was born in 1717
and must have died young.  There appears to have been a younger daughter Ann who was given her name and
became Mrs. Alexander Campbell in Achlian.

      6 SRO GD 50/191 contains material evidently taken from the Achlian family Bible, giving the ages of the
children of Alexander of Achlian and his wife, daughter of Inverawe.  The Miss Baldwin who provided  the
information may have been a member of the Melfort family:

Duncan 30 Jan. 1750; Robert 21 Jan. 1752; Lilias 26 Nov. 1752; Archibald 30 Nov. 1756; Dugald 3 July 1759;
Margaret 18 May 1760; Susan 14 March 1762; John 7 Nov. 1764; Lachlan 13 Jan. 1766; Elizabeth 30 June
1767; James 14 August 1768; Alexandrina 22 July 1772.

The above Duncan, born in 1750 and later known as 'Jr.', to differentiate him from another Duncan, merchant
in Greenock,  married at  Greenock.   Greenock Middle Register:  1 Feb.  1778 Duncan Campbell,  parish of
Inveraray, & Jean, dau. to Alexander Campbell, late Inspector in Greenock (i.e. Alexander of Inverawe).

Ann Campbell, daughter of Alexander of Inverawe and Ann Somerville

      7 Born 2nd of February 1746.  Her parent's marriage contract was not dated until 27th of January 1747,  
that was likely post nuptial as there is no indication in the register that she was illegitimate.  She was 
named in the usual way after her mother's mother Annie Paterson, Mrs. John Somerville, wife of Provost 

John Somerville of Renfrew.

Jean Campbell, wife of Duncan Campbell in Achlian, Merchant in Greenock
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      8 The Greenock West Register gives the dates of Duncan and Jean's children: Duncan b 1, bapt 19 Oct. 1785;
Archibald b 21 bapt. 28 Dec. 1786; Mary b. 31 March bapt. 11 April 1788; Jean Isabella b. 15 June bapt. 7
July 1789.  Clearly it was Jean Isabella's choice to be known as 'Jane'.

      9    Glasgow Testaments: (CC 9/7/84 p.364) Duncan Campbell junior, merchant in Greenock, sole partner in
Duncan  Campbell  Jr.,  & Co.,  merchants,  Greenock,  died  14  May last  (1822),  Duncan  Smith,  merchant,
Greenock, is executor dative qua creditor.  Confirmed 27 March 1823.  And again, in the same source, p.351:
Duncan C. jr. & George Russell, only partners in C. & Russell, merchants, Greenock, died 14 May last and
--------; Mathew Glasford & Co., executors qua creditors.  Debtors include: Duncan Campbell at Finlayston;
Archibald Campbell, Finlayston; John Paterson of Merryflats.  Confirmed 8 March 1823.

      10 Jean,  Mrs.  Duncan  Campbell,  died  on  the  18th  of  June  1794,  aged  44  (monument  at  Inverkip  Street  in
Greenock).

Colonel Archibald Campbell of Inverawe, called 'of Blackhouse'

      11 Archibald was born in 1754 -5?  Death: Renfrew Inventories SC 58/42/2 pp. 31-40 Inventory and settlement of
Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse, who died 12 May 1825.  Reg. 4 Jan. 1826. (Paisley Sheriff Court).  The
reference for his Settlement upon his death: (Register of Deeds R.D. 5/201).  For his Trustees case with JAC:
(Records in the General Minute Book of the Court of Session, 12 Nov. 1825 to 12 Nov. 1826, Vol. XLV –
Scottish Record Office CS17/1/45).

     12 There was a firm called Somerville and Noble who traded in Jamaica, among other mercantile interest 
they were involved in the slave trade.  Perhaps Archibald as a young man could have gone out there to 
work with the firm because of his mother's being a Somerville? (see Paddy Noble's book on the Nobles of 

Ardkinglas)

     13 Blackhouse is just in from the coast road north of Largs and south of Skelmorlie.  The place was owned by
Bannatyne of Kelley who, in about 1785, sold to Mr. King of Drums who in turn sold it to William McLeod
Bannatyne in 1795 who afterwards sold it to Archibald Campbell.  Blackhouse was purchased from Archibald
Campbell's estate in 1827 by Christopher Scott from Greenock who then sold it to William Stewart, merchant
in Greenock, in 1835.  Stewart built a handsome mansion house and added to the estate.  He changed the name
of the house and estate to St. Fillans, which had been the name of a part of the old estate where there was an
early chapel of that name.   The name was shown as Blackhouse as early as Pont's  map.  The place had
historically been in the hands of Montgomeries. (From Cunningham)

     14 ‘At one of his revelries young Graham of Gartmore borrowed from Colonel Archibald Campbell  £1,000 of
ready cash, offering as an inducement for the loan, which went as other loans did at the gambling table, to give
Finlaystone House and its appendages rent free for all the days and years of the Colonel's life.  The thing was
agreed to on the spur of the moment, and it is the fact that Colonel Campbell afterwards came and took up his
permanent quarters in that fine residence, which he occupied on the above tenure for more than thirty years.  It
was interest with a vengeance for the £1,000.’  (Board of the Green Cloth, pp.98-99, Glasgow).  The comment
about ‘more than thirty years’ suggests, since Archibald died in 1825, that he may have returned to Scotland
from the West Indies  earlier  than previously thought,  in about 1794 rather  than 1800.  The title deeds of
Blackhouse might offer some better information on this issue which is not directly pertinent to this paper.

     15 The Inverawe cup has an inscription dated 1820 stating that Archibald had "resided at Finlayston for        the
last 17 years"

The Inverawe cup, lost perhaps while Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe was stationed in Ireland with the
Black Watch before leaving for American colonies in 1756, or more likely by the Pitmans who lived in Ireland
after Mrs. Pitman sold Inverawe in 1765, was found in Ireland by Captain Alexander Campbell and bought
back and given to Archibald of Inverawe (Blackhouse) by Capt. Alexander in 1820, as per the inscription on
the cup.  The ship carrying the baggage of the officers of the Black Watch and the regimental  silver was
wrecked in a storm off the coast of Ireland (Stewart of Garth).



Alexander Campbell of Achnacroish was born in Greenock on the 18 th of February 1788.  He was in due
course commissioned as a Lieutenant in the Scots Greys.  He was in Dublin on the 3 rd of May 1810 when he
married, aged 22, Henrietta Florence, third daughter of Henry Gunne Bell (Clan C. vol. 4, p. 172).  Later as a
Captain in the same regiment he found the Inveraw cup while returning from a hunt when he stopped at a
Shebeen for a drink of water.  He had the cup cleaned up and gave it to his ‘cousin’ Archibald Campbell ‘of
Blackhouse’  then  living at  Finlayston.  (Auchendarroch  Miscellany,  pp.  40-41).   The  ‘cousinship’  to  Col.
Archibald Campbell was through his great-great-grandmother, the daughter of Lt. Col. Dougall Campbell of
Inverawe (d.  1665).   She was Janet  who had married (contract  dated the 5 th of September 1665) Dougall
Campbell of Clenamacrie, son of Colin of Clenamacrie, 4th son of Alexander Campbell, 7th of Dunstaffnage (d.
1618-20).

Janet and Dougall of Clenamacrie near Loch Nell had an eldest son Alexander of Clenamacrie (d. circa. 1731)
who maried a daughter of Lochnell.  Their eldest son Dougall of Clenamacrie (d.1769) married a daughter of
Campbell of Ballimore, brother of Lochnell.  Their younger son Dougall became a Captain in the 74 th of Foot,
married Duncana daughter  of Alexander Campbell,Minister  of Inveraray and of  the Bragleenmore family,
cadets of Lochnell.  Captain Dougall and Duncana had a son Alexander, subject of these notes, who found the
cup.                                                                                                 

Diagram of the Relationship of Alexander Campbell of Achnacroish to Inverawe

    Lt. Col. Dougall Campbell of Inverawe = Agnes, dau. of Sir Robert Campbell of Glenorchy

__________________________|___________________________________

| |                   |    

Archibald of Inverawe   Duncan of Crunachy    Dougall Campbell of Clenamacrie =  Janet

dsp 1705 |        | 

Archibald of Inverawe (d.1740)                    Alexander of Clenamacrie (d.c.1731)

|____________               | 

|             |                      Dougall of Clenamacrie (d. 1769)

Duncan Campbell of Inverawe (d.1758)    Alexander C of I        | 

            |                     Capt. Dougall 74th Ft. (d. 1788/96)

            |                    |       Archibald 
(‘of Blackhouse’) of Inverawe (d.1825)             Capt. Alexander C of Achnacroish      Received Inverawe
Cup.                     b. 1788 found Inverawe Cup.

16 The portrait of Archibald of Blackhouse by Sir Henry Raeburn has some interesting aspects to its history. At
some point in the late nineteen forties or early fifties the writer was walking past an art dealer's window at the
west end of George Street in Edinburgh and there saw highly similar portrait displayed and stated to be of a
Mr. Guthrie.  Subsequently the writer's uncle, Brig. Sir Bruce Campbell of Arduaine, had an expert look at the
Campbell portrait, then at Arduaine, and the two pictures were compared.  The expert's opinion at that time
was that the Campbell portrait was not by Raeburn, which was fortunate, since it enabled it to be bought later
by Alan Campbell of Inverawe and Auchendarroch from Sir Bruce's son, Ian of Arduaine, for a reasonable
price and so to remain in the family.  Ian, while in other ways a fine man who was awarded the Military Cross
for bravery in WWII while serving with the Argylls in North Africa and in Italy, and elected as President of the
Scottish Farmer's Union, had his issues. It now appears likely that he was suffering (unknowingly perhaps)
from post traumatic stress syndrome and so was often in financial straits and also seems almost to have felt
impelled to denude himself of family possessions, perhaps in some kind of reaction to the stature of his father
who was Lord Lieutenant of Argyll.  The portrait has now been proven to be by Raeburn, making it more
likely as a genuine depiction of Archibald in old age..There is no mention of a Mr. Guthrie among Archibald's
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papers.  While the clothes and background and chair  are all  similar,  the faces  are different although alike.
There were, at the time, other painters in Edinburgh who had adopted Raeburn's style, some of whom made
copies or completed unfinished works after Raeburn's death.  However Archibald was in business with Sir
Henry Raeburn's son Henry (Dana Sasines) and so is most likely to have known the father.  In the period of
1800-1823 Edinburgh society - in the sense of those of similar cultural interests and with the means to support
them - was still small enough that it was like a small town, where if everyone did not actually know everyone,
at least they knew who they were.  Duncan Thomson, (Raeburn - The Art of Sir Henry Raeburn 1756-1823,
Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh 1997) has described several cases where Raeburn made copies of
his portraits for people, although he lists no portrait of a Mr. Guthrie.

Two  'Somerville'  portraits  are  mentioned  in  the  TSB  as  having  been  bought  from  the  Somerville's  by
Archibald.  What is likely is that these were of his parents, Alexander Campbell and Ann Somerville, but since
he was likely overseas when his mother died, they may have gone to her brother or nephew.  The portrait of
Alexander (by David Martin) is in the possession of Keir Charles Campbell of Inverawe and Auchendarroch,
while the portrait of his wife, by a more primitive hand, had passed to the late Sybil Campbell and so to Robin
Campbell Byatt, Druim na Vuilin, Lochgilphead, Argyll.

Catherine Fish - Mrs. Archibald Campbell

17
Julia Auchendarroch called Catherine’s father a ‘Shipbuilder which is not unlikely, since her father’s

         brother was a ships captain.  There is a possibility that his name was Phineas, since it is a name she

         used for Alexander before his paternity was recognised by Archibald.

     18 Some further information on investigations of the local marriage registers of parishes adjacent to . Finlayston
are as follows:

Finlayston was in 1800-1825 in Kilmacolm Parish which was bordered (along the Clyde estuary) on the east
by Erskine and on the west by Port Glasgow.  South of Erskine was Kilbarrachan parish and west of Port
Glasgow was Greenock.

Dr. Brown, Kilmacolm: The son of Rev. John Brown, Minister of Kilmacolm who died in November 1817,
states "My father was ill for 2 or 3 years before his death and during those years marriages were generally
celebrated for him by the Rev.d Mr. Parker who was Minister of Port Glasgow Chapel of Ease." (Notes by J.A.
Campbell of Arduaine while preparing for petition for arms 1906).

Port Glasgow Register for 1817 shows Rev. Mr. Forrest  as Minister (Presbyterian) and Rev. James Miller
(Methodist).  The Old Parish Registers for Kilmacolm now in the New Register House in Edinburgh, the SRO,
include births from 1710-1819 and from 1820-1854.  One or two early pages are lost.  Entries are out of order
of time and this is frequent between 1806 and 1832.  Compulsory registration of  births, marriages and deaths
in Scotland only started in 1855.  

The Old Parish Registers for Kilmacolm, now in the New Register House in Edinburgh, the SRO,   include the
marriage register. The marriage register survives from 1695-1819 and 1820-1854.  There are no entries from
March 1710 to July 1712, and another gap from July 1739 to December 1740.   

Mr. Morrison, Writer in Greenock, conducted research into the Blackhouse marriage in 1870 for Donald Beith
WS, Edinburgh, some of which is quoted under Catherine's biography above.  He continued: "I found from the
register that in 1820-21 several marriages had been celebrated at Finlaystone by the Rev. Thomas Henderson,
Dissenting  Minister,  Finlaystone  who  died  29th  of  June  1823.   I  wonder  whether  he  may not  have  had
something to do with the matter."   There is also a comment in the Precognition of Margaret Park that "John
Gardner, a man who officiated as a Baptist minister in the district" came and he spoke to Catherine on the
night of her death about spiritual matters.

Neill  Campbell,  a  younger  son  of  Alexander  of  Auchendarroch,  researching  in  1911,  found record  of  a
marriage being performed by a Rev. Thomas Brown at Inverkip (Greenock) on the 19th of August 1817.  In
that  register  he stated "there are no entries for nearly a year  - 1816-1817.  So that  pages may have been
escheated.  The pages are cut out and pasted into the books at the Register House so of course there is no sign
of cutting out, but no marriage for nearly a year looks wrong."  Since Archibald was buried in the grave yard at



Inverkip, the registration of his marriage there would make sense, even although he was living at Finlayston in
the parish of Kilmacolm.

Mrs. Fred Campbell of the Melfort family, daughter of Duncan in Achlian and grand-daughter of Ann, sister of
Duncan Campbell of Inverawe,  had much earlier  (1870) found a record of a marriage between Archibald
Campbell, merchant, and Catherine Richie in 1817 in the Kilmacolm register.   She believed that the name
'Richie' could have been changed from 'Fish'.  I seem to remember that I did not find this, but should look
again.   Kilmacolm Old Parish Register (OPR) of Deaths:  No Catherine (or Katherine) Fish (or Campbell)
shown for Sept 1818 through April 1820.  After April?  Erskine OPR, no pages missing in Marriage Register.
No deaths registered before 1852.

Old parish Registers for Kilmacolm in the New Register House – Scottish Record Office – Princes Sreet,
Edinburgh:

Births                1710-1819 : 1820-1854                                            

Marriages 1695-1819 : 1820-1854                                                

Deaths 1817-1919 : 1820-1832                                                     

Notes:             
Births: One or two early pages are lost.  Entries out of order of time – frequent  between .
1806-20
Marriages:  No entries March 1701-July 1712 & July 1739-Dec 1740.  Lower portion of page at          
March 1760 is cut off.  Between 1745-78 a number of entries are almost illegible.                          
Many entries prior to 1750 are incomplete.  Deaths:  No

record prior to June 1817.

Compulsory (governmental) registration of births, marriages and deaths started in Scotland in 1855.

Hamilton -Edwards;  In Search of Scottish Ancestry, state: "In Scotland the Registers often recorded only the
proclamation of the banns of the marriage.  This is not therefore a record of the marriage itself, nor is there any
certainty that the marriage took place, though it may be assumed that it normally did.  It  is an advantage,
however, that the proclamation is usually recorded in the parishes of both the bride and bridegroom.  In some
cases the parish in which the marriage took place will record this fact....Apart from cases where the Elders
gave special  permission, the celebration of a marriage without proclamation (of banns) in Scotland was a
serious offence, making the marriage a clandestine one and rendering the Minister liable to transportation..."

Other marriages of the name of Fish found in the Greenock registers from 1811 to 1819 are as follows:

(Nicol) Nicolas m. Agnes Wallace 4 Jan. 1811 Greenock Mid. Reg.

Mary m. Duncan McBride         30 Oct. 1812 “         East Reg.

(Jessie?) Janet m. Daniel Morrison          20 Dec. 1816 “         East Reg.

Agnes m. Robert Stewart            29 Feb. 1817 “         East Reg.

Elizabeth m. Neil Thompson            23 Apr. 1819 “         East Reg.

George m. Amelia Hislop             6 Sept. 1819 “  West (or Old) Reg.

   19 Rev.  Mr.  John  Brown's  death:  (Kilmacolm  Marriage  Register  1816-20)  The  Rev.  Mr.  John  Brown  at
Kilmacolm Manse aged 69 years, November 12th 1817.  A Mr. Robert Cameron was Minister at .Kilmacolm
in January 1820.   Rev. John Brown, minister of Kilmacolm 1788-1817 was born in Glasgow in 1749.  There
was a chapel of Kilmacolm Parish situated at Finlayston (FES Vol.III pp. 211-213).

    20 Mr. Brown, possibly the son of the minister mentioned in the Affidavit of Jane Isabella Campbell, youngest
daughter of Jane and Duncan in Achlian, merchant in Greenock, appears in the Trustee's Sederunt  Book  under
Accounts for the Year 1826/27 as receiving a legacy.  Since no first name is given,  he  might  also  be  Rev.Thomas
Brown, Inverkip, or a relation of Major Brown who was a colleague of Colonel Noble, (George, father of  George
Noble?).

Hon. Colonel Alexander Campbell of Auchindarroch
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    21    From evidence collected by one of the trustees, Alexander was born in late January in 1816 and in Glasgow  at
the house of Mr. And Mrs. (Mary) Robert Wilson.  Wilson’s occupation was listed as Wright.  Catherine his mother
had been visiting her nearby cousin, a lady named Brown, who suggested  that  the  lodge  with  the  Wilsons
during her confinement.

Alexander was taken for baptism at the Episcopal Chapel, Glasgow on the 4th of February 1816.  This fact was
documented  for  the  Trustees  by  William Routledge,  Minister,  on  the  21st of  August  1825.   His  mother
Catherine Fish had stayed with Mr. And Mrs. Robert Wilson during her confinement.  She had given her name
as Fraser to protect her identity and, being very sick, asked Mr. And Mrs. Wilson to have the child baptized.
His name was given by them as Alexander Fraser and was in error recorded as their child since Mrs. Wilson
had so inferred to the minister to protect Catherine. (Letter of George Blair to Noble 10 Aug 1825).

Alexander  is  said  to  have  been  gazetted  into  the  Scots  Greys  but  was  in  Germany and  did  not  get  the
information in time and then on his return found some one else had been given the vacancy.  He then joined
the 3rd Dragoon Guards - (Birth Certificate at the War Office?).       

SOME GENERAL NOTES:

Alexander was General Superintendant of the Board of Supervision for the implementation of both
the Health and the Poor Law of Scotland.

The sale of Auchendarroch by John McNeill (John of Gigha) reference in the archives: 

Report in action of ranking and sale: 1836, accounting from 1831.

Ex CS.228/Misc.23/1.  Process CS.228/Y.2/34 of 1850.

The Gathering incident:  The text of Richard Campbell’s letter (to DAC dated 9 th Feb. 1972): ‘… I only just
remember Auchendarroch as a tall gaunt old man with a black ‘wide awake’ hat – I think that’s what they
called them – very wide in the brim.  I  remember my mother telling me that  when he went to the Oban
Gathering the first time wearing his eagles feather in his bonnet, some nasty fellow asked him what he thought
he was doing wearing it when he was a bastard.  The poor old boy never got over the shock and disgrace.’

I (DAC) have to note that while this incident is both somewhat horrific and touching, it does not tally well with
the often expressed reluctance by Alexander to make any public issue of the representation of Inverawe even
after this had been clarified for him by Fletcher of Dunans.  The story had inevitably passed through more than
one version and I suggest that it may originally have been that he would not wear Highland dress and a feather in
his bonnet to the Gathering owing to the risk that someone might  call him a bastard.  Family tales tend to be as
important  for  their  drama as their accuracy and the version quoted by Richard has more impact  than my
suggestion.

Another issue mentioned in Richard’s letter and worth recording was as follows: “Yes he was Hon Col of the
local Artillery and because no oil skins were provided in the uniform he gave his men light cloaks treated with
alum and ‘sugar of lead’ which apparently made them waterproof to some extent.  I remember my father had
such a light weight treated coat….there is a picture of him (Auchendarroch) in the village hall at Ardrishaig for
which he presented the land.”  In 2002 ‘sugar of lead’ would be considered highly carcinogenic, although most
of my generation (b. 1933) grew up with lead cold water pipes, if we had plumbing.

When I asked the late George Malcolm of Poltalloch about the uniforms of the Argyll and Bute Volunteer
Artillery  which  Auchendarroch  had  commanded,  he  pointed  me  to  Col.  F.  Campbell  (Inverneill  family,
commanding the Argyll and Bute Volunteer Artillery 1884-1903) who may have succeeded Auchindarroch.
He  is  quoted  by Grierson  in  Scottish  Volunteer  Force,  1859-1908 as  follows:  [each]  “…corps  had  their
separate uniforms, which were tunics or Garribaldi shirts; caps with red, yellow of white bands; belts brown,



black, or white.  The officer’s dress was even more varied.  They joined simply to encourage the movement,
and wore much what they chose, utilizing any old uniform that they might have worn some time or other,
whether cavalry, infantry or other.  Swords of all patterns, perhaps presentations to their forefathers before and
after Waterloo.”  This suggests that Alexander of Auchendarroch might, since he remained very slender, have
worn his old 1835-1842  uniform of the 3rd Dragoon Guards, with necessary alterations for age and rank.

Alexander and Harriet’s eldest son was Archibald James who was born on the 27th of March 1842.  He married
Isabella Catherine, eldest daughter of Col. Fairlie of Coodham in Ayrshire and his first wife Ann Macleod.  A.
J. C. died before his father.  They had a son Alister Magnus to whom the Inverawe arms and representation
were granted in 1908 by the Lord Lyon.  By his first wife he had a son Colin who died without issue and a son
Alan (d. 2001) by his second wife whose son Keir Charles Campbell succeeded as representative of Inverawe.
Keir had two sons, James and Duncan. 

Colonel James Archibald Campbell of New Inverawe

    22 The following notes were taken by Ian M. Campbell  WS as an inventory of papers  with the Ardanaiseig
(Tirvine) deeds when that property was owned by McCallum MP during Ian's preparation of his Notes on the
Campbells of Inverawe:

EXCERPTS from Inventory of Titles of Ardanaiseig, Argyllshire, (New Inverawe).

1)  Minute of Sale between Major General Alexander Campbell of Monzie and Archibald Campbell,
Esquire, Merchant, Greenock, dated 31st December 1800 and 8th January 1801.

2)  Disposition by the said Alexander Campbell in favour of the said Archibald Campbell dated 12th
June 1801.

3)  Instrument of Sasine in favour of the said Archibald Campbell dated 14th September, and recorded
in the New General Register of Sasines Reversions &c. 9th November 1801.

4)   Copy  Trust  Disposition  and  Settlement  by  the  said  Archibald  Campbell  in  favour  of  John
MacNeill  of  Oakfield  and  others  as  Trustees  therein  mentioned  dated  9th  December  1818  and
Codicils thereto.

5)  Special Charge the said John MacNeill and Others as Trustees foresaid against James Archibald
Campbell, Ensign in the 51st Regiment of Foot 12th January 1826 and Execution of Charge annexed.

6)   Decreet  of Adjudication and Implement  the said John MacNeill  and others  Trustees  foresaid
against the said James Archibald Campbell dated 17th May 1826.

7)  Charter of Adjudication in Implement and Confirmation by Colonel John MacInnes, Trustee [of
James] therein mentioned in favour of the said John MacNeill and Others as Trustees foresaid dated
27th April and 22nd May 1832.
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8)  Disposition and Assignment by the Trustees of the said deceased Archibald Campbell in favour of
the said James Archibald Campbell dated 26th April and 22nd May 1832.

.....................(This gap is not explained in the copy I was given)

14)  Bond and Disposition in Security by the said James Archibald Campbell in favour of Trustees for
behoof  of  old  decayed  men and young  women  of  the  family of  MacConnochie  or  Campbell  of
Inverawe of an Annuity of £20 dated 4th August 1843.

Note: Between 1852 and 1879 James Archibald borrowed £8,000 over the property.  These loans were repaid
shortly after his death by his Trustees.

When these documents were searched at Dundas and Wilson CS and Davidson and Syme WS at 28 Charlotte Square
in Edinburgh in Spring 1975, they did not appear to be among the deeds of Ardanaiseig.  Nothing was found earlier
than the time of MacCallum MP.  I was told by the lawyers (one sat in with me through the time of my search) that
it was normal for older material to be culled from time to time.  However copies of the registered documents were
later found at the SRO.

General Campbell of Monzie was born in 1751 and died in 1832.

The following was related to her daughter-in-law Olivia, Mrs. Keir Campbell, by Ethel M. Campbell, Mrs. J. Arthur
Campbell of Arduaine:  Shortly before his death, James Archibald Campbell of New Inverawe is said to have stated
to Ethyl Margaret Bruce, later Mrs. J. Arthur Campbell of Arduaine, that "Sometimes one does things which one
later regrets" and because of the context she understood him to refer to the issue of Alexander's legitimacy. They
were both at a dinner party and he took her in to dinner.  He died in 1879 while she was born in 1861 and married in
1887, but in 1878 she may already have known her future husband, who came to work for her father, John Bruce,
Cornmerchant in Edinburgh.  Her uncle Henry Bruce (1819-1895) was a JP for Argyll and owned Ederline at the
other end of Lochawe from New Inverawe and, if James Archibald and Ethyl Margaret Bruce did meet, it was likely
at Ederline or New Inverawe and in 1878.  James Archibald may equally have been referring to his persuading
Alexander to agree to his purchasing of Tirvine without Alexander's understanding that it was the only part of the
Inverawe estate to have passed into his father Archibald's hands.

    23 In 1718 one of the Inverawe family called Dugald the Merchant had died in Edinburgh.  He appears to have
been a successful soldier in the Dutch Service and brought home the basis of a small fortune to London where
he was successful in trade.  When he died in Edinburgh he left in his Will a fund for the poor of the Inverawe
kindred.  Perhaps when Inverawe was sold, this was passed to the administration of the Church of Scotland
Minister.  James Archibald, in his keen concern to gather together again the remaining responsibilities of the
family, took this back into his own hands Scotland after building New Inverawe and endowed the fund with an
additional  £20 of his own.  He placed an advertisement for those who could claim Inverawe ancestry in the
public press and a series of letters arrived from various people, some coming to Alexander of Auchendarroch
and some to James Archibald of New Inverawe.  Alexander forwarded those which came to him to his cousin
James  Archibald.   These  letters  have  survived,  but  sadly none provided  adequate  information to  make it
possible to trace their connection to Inverawe, although the last who was receiving any aid from the Fund died
in 1948.  Eventually the Fund was wound up and a presentation made to the School at Kilchrenan.  Dr. Ronald
Campbell has transcribed the letters and intends to deposit these in the National Library of Scotland.

The Trustees versus James Archibald

    24 A Trust Disposition and Settlement of Archibald of Blackhouse of 9 December 1818 was "registered in the
book of Council and Session on the second day of May eighteen hundred and twenty one."  A copy should  be
obtained of this registered document since it may have been different (other than Codicils) from  that  registered
by the Trustees.  This information is shown in the Sasines of Tirvine which call James  Archibald  ‘legitimate  heir’  of
Archibald.



There is a gap from 1820 to 1840 in the Court of Session Decrees in the Minute Book.  There should be full
records of the Process (all the documents lodged in a case - pleadings in their final form, and any documentary
evidence called) in the Advocates Library in Parliament House.  Only Counsel has entree.

The Trustees

    25 Archibald,  born in 1756 was Duncan Campbell,  merchant  in Greenock's  brother.   They were  the sons of
Alexander in Achlian and Anne, sister of Duncan of Inverawe.   Archibald was married at Greenock Greenock
Middle Register: 12 August 1785 Archibald Campbell, parish of Innishail, & Mary, daughter to John Shaw,
Land Surveyor.  Archibald, son of Alexander in Achlian, had been a Captain in the South Carolina Dragoons
and was then for 23 years Chamberlain of Argyll at Inveraray.  The same source (SRO 50/191) gives the dates
of the births of his children:  Nancy 28 Sept. 1788; Jane 15 Oct. 1790; Mary 26 Jan. 1793; Elizabeth 22 March
1796; John 8 Sept. 1798; Alexa 18 Sept. 1799; (died 12 Dec. 1818).  There was then a note to say 'Mrs.
Campbell died 6 May 1809.'  Captain Archibald, from the inscription on his headstone at Kilmalieu (Inveraray)
died on the 8th of April 1834.  This is confirmed in the Blackhouse Trustees Sederunt Book, he being one of
their number.

The only Trustees who did not gain directly or indirectly (through legacies to their children) from Archibald’s
Settlement and Will was John Blair WS and John MacNeill of Oakfield, who already owed the Trust 8,000
pounds.  Anderson would benefit by 2,000, Noble himself by 500 plus more to his kin, the daughers of Captain
Archibald would have 350 each while John Patterson’s wife would be left 4,000.

Legacies of Archibald of Blackhouse Directly or Indirectly to Trustees:

Ann Campbell £  500 + will

Margaret Campbell £  250 + will

Niece Mary (wife of John Patterson, Trustee) £4,000

Daughters of Capt. Archibald C. (Trustee) £   350 each

George Noble RN (Trustee) £   500

Ann Noble £   250

Andrew Anderson (Trustee) £2,000

Trustee’s Dinner

    26 Archibald of Blackhouse may well have asked his trustees to give a dinner in his memory since a
dinner is recorded in the Trustee's Sederunt Book “Mr. Campbell's Trustees request the pleasure of
your company at a dinner at Barry's Hotel [Queen Street Edinburgh?] on Thursday first the 13th at
1/2 past 5.  (Written at 7 Leopold Place, 8 April 1826).”  The guests to whom the invitation were
sent were:

John R. Campbell Esq. (heir to Lochnell?) (?)

James Campbell of Jura Esq. (descended from Lilias, sister of Duncan Inverawe)

Captain A. L. Campbell     (Captain Archibald Campbell, Achlian cousin and Trustee - 1756-1834)

Captain David Campbell Esq., (accepted) (?)

Alexander Somerville (declined) (Archibald's mother's kin - cousin)
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Francis Somerville (accepted) (Archibald's mother's kin - cousin)

Neil Somerville (accepted) (Archibald's mother's kin - cousin)

Major Brown (accepted) (?) uncle

Major Cubitt  (if George, a kinsman through the Patersons) (Married 1841 to Mary, gr.dau of Duncan in Achlian)

John Campbell Esq., 9 S. St. Davids Street (?)

Thomas Hamilton Esq., (declined) (?)

  _______________________________________

Appendix I
The Trustees Sederunt Book

These excerpts from the TSB were made by the late Alan Campbell of Inverawe following his retirement in the late
1970s.  In places he paraphrased, so that these are not always direct transcriptions, but rather notes of the content.
From these,  relevant  passages are included  here.   The sections not  included  concern the detailed running of  the
Oakfield estate between purchase by the Trust and Alexander's coming of age when he took possession and the name
was changed to Auchendarroch, since these concerned the Trustees but not Alexander directly.  Those passages in
italics are comments by the writer.

Archibald died on the 12th of May 1825.  The first meeting of the Trustees took place eight days later on the 20th of
May at Finlayston.  Those listed as present were:

Duncan Campbell Esq., from London, nephew of Archibald (aged 40, son of Duncan and Jean).

Captain Archibald Campbell, Inveraray (aged 69, yr. brother of Duncan in London's father).

John MacNeill of Oakfield Esq. (parents, Provost of Inveraray and a grand-dau. of Inverawe).

John Paterson of Merryflats (married to Duncan's sister Mary, then 38).

George Noble Esq., Royal Navy Greenock (his mother was a Somerville, neice of Archibald's mother).

Andrew Anderson Esq., wine merchant in Greenock.

John Blair Esq., W.S., (Archibald's Edinburgh solicitor). (Offices also in Port Glasgow?)

William Lade Esq., Writer in Port Glasgow (for John Blair?).

Except for  the first  and last  mentioned, all  were  the trustees  named by Archibald and had accepted to act  in that
capacity.  John Blair was appointed as Factor and all the trustees were made executors.

Anderson and Noble intimated that  Miss Ann Campbell - Ann Moore Campbell, Duncan's daughter  by his second
marriage  and  later  Mrs.  Fred  Campbell  -  should  be  paid  an  additional  £500 in  addition  to  what  was  left  her  in
Archibald's Will, and that her sister Miss Margaret (who never married) should receive an additional £250 "for care and
attention in keeping his home."

The trustees directed the Factor to lay Archibald's settlement and Book of memorandums before Council to obtain the
best interpretation in regard to intention and executions.



The trustees opinion was then given that Archibald's son Alexander (then aged 9) was "the residuary heir" and should
remain in Mr. Peddie's charge.  Finlayston was to be let if Graham of Gartmore did not want to take up residence and so
end the liferent arrangement.  A housekeeper was appointed. (TSB pages 1-3)          

Pages 4 and 5 contain extracts from the Will dated the 9th of December 1818 and from the registered trust settlement,
Edinburgh 2 May 1821:

The Trustees are to pay:

£20,000 to the children of Archibald’s late brother Duncan Campbell, Bedford Square, London.

£12,000 to the eldest son on reaching 21.  [Aprox. £1,231,200 in 2000 values]
£8,000 to the remaining children upon reaching 21. [Aprox. £820,800 in 2000 values].

To his nephew Duncan [merchant in London] what was due to Archibald from Harper & Baillie, London.

(However see Codicil below about the failure of Campbell & Harper, Duncan to get £4,000.).
£4,000 to nephew Archibald Campbell in India (39, Duncan's brother, surgeon HEIC).

£4,000 to niece Mary Campbell (wife of John Paterson of Merryflats, son of the trustee).

£3,000 to niece Jean Campbell, Greenock. (36, Jane Isabella, called Jane, baptised Jean)

£1,000 to Edward Campbell, sailor. (23, Duncan’s eldest son, d. unm. Shanghai 1855).

(his full name was Archibald Edward Hewitt Campbell).

£500 to Peter Ferguson, Greenock (unknown).

The residue of his estate was left to his son Alexander, whom failing to the heirs of his brother Duncan, whom failing to
the heirs of his late sister Jean Campbell.          (TSB p.5)         

A Codicil dated the 9th of December 1818 listed a number of annuities.  Among these were:

£75 to Susan Pitman, (grand-daughter of Duncan Campbell of Inverawe).

£75 to my housekeeper Catherine Fish. (mother of Alexander)

£100 as a legacy to each of my trustees.  

Other sums were left to Somerville kin and servants.

A Codicil dated the 9th of January 1819 stated that “in view of the misfortune which has happened to Mr. Duncan
Campbell he is left an extra £100 annuity, or £200 per annum.” (Duncan had gone bankrupt shortly before (London
Gazette 6 March 1819) and then had two infant daughters born in 1817 and 1819.).

       (TSB p.7)

Duncan "who has been imprudent and unfortunate" in London.

Two further bequests:
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That Jane Campbell his niece (Jane Isabella) A Codicil dated the 17th of February 1819 lists additional legacies.
Among these were:

£400 Margaret Campbell. (Duncan in Achlian's daughter by his second marriage).

£400 Ann (Moore Campbell, sister of Margaret and later Mrs. Fred Campbell).

£350 each to the five daughters of Capt. Archbd. Campbell, (Inveraray, trustee.).

£500 to George Noble Esq (trustee).

£250 to Miss Ann Noble (George's sister)

[In approx. 2000 equivalents,  £500 = £51,300; £400 = £41,000; £350 = £35,910; £250 = £25,650.]   The Codicil
continues:

“It is my wish that my boy may be liberally educated to fit him for any profession he may point at - and in purchasing
land for him to be entailed I wish a preference to be given to the old family estate of Inverawe if it can be got.”

"I further wish that my trustees and executors would meet to look at their factor's accounts once every year at any place
most convenient to them, and that they may dine together which with their travelling expenses to the meeting I wish to
be liberally paid from the trust fund." (TSB p.7)

Memorandum of the 4th of November 1822 (Archibald was now blind):

Accounts for the year 1826-27.  Just as there was the earlier additional legacy to Jane Isabella, here (p.97) are details
of legacies (not previously mentioned) paid to Mr. Brown of £250.  Rev. Brown at Kilmacolm had died in 1817.  The
date suggests that this was the Rev. Brown of the Chapel of Ease at Inverkip and that this was perhaps connected to
tidying up what had been called in-adequate evidence by Counsel.  There is mention also of £350 paid to Mrs. John
Campbell (Jane Isabella) and another £350 to Miss Jane Campbell, who must have been the Jane who was one of
Captain Archibald Campbell's daughters.                   (TSB pp.112-132)

30th October 1827, meeting at the George Hotel in Glasgow.  Present were MacNeill, Noble, Anderson and Blair.
They considered estates on the market.  MacNeill mentioned that estates belonging to Sir Archibald Campbell and Mr.
Campbell  of Kilberry were  likely to come on the   market  shortly.   Other  places  considered for  Alexander were;
Levenside in Dunbarton, and Trochvague and Skeldon in Ayrshire.
(TSB p.168)

Mention of (earlier) loss of sight and failure of Campbell and Harper,  so new arrangements for should be paid an
annuity of £50, over and above the sum to be paid to her on his death. (£3,000).  (This was presumably because she had
been acting as housekeeper at Finlayston?).       (TSB pp.8-9)              

Codicil dated the 17th of October 1823 (Archibald blind):

Due to his nephew Duncan's death  (Duncan, son of his brother Duncan, died at Eton (Notes on the Campbells of
Inverawe 1st ed. 1951, p.9)) and to prevent any dispute between his brothers and sisters, Archibald clarified that the
next eldest son (not named but James Archibald who was then 16-17) got £12,000 and that the remaining £8,000 was to
be divided equally among the others, etc.            (TSB p.9)

        

Pages 10-12 list assets and an analysis of these pages by Alan Campbell of Auchendarroch - Inverawe in 1980 offers
the following note:  "About the year 1817 A.C. (Archibald) was worth £100,000.  In July 1819 he was struck blind, and



now possessed of considerably more."            (Analysis of TSB Acts. by Alan C. of Inverawe)
&(TSB p.12)

On pages 13-18, resume of Will as memorial laid before Counsel and queries for the trustees.
              (TSB pp.13-18)

Specific queries put to Counsel.  What lands to purchase and how to chose, what entail and terms?  Query (4) is about
heir and heir at law.               (TSB pp.18-19)

Replies to queries by  (a) Dean of Faculty and John Cunninghame Esq.

(b) Robert Jameson, Advocate.  But he does not reply to query (4).

(TSB. pp.21-26)

Pages 27-28 are answers by James Moncreiffe to Memorial.               (TSB pp.26-27)

13th of April 1826: Report of the factor to the trustees at the first general  meeting at Barry’s  Hotel in Edinburgh.
Mostly to do with handing over Finlayston to Gartmore.

Total of all assets: £122,238, less details of legacies £39,660 = free balance of £82,578.           
          (TSB pp.33-57)

15th April 1826: A letter from General Campbell of Monzie stating that he will not sell Inverawe unless he gets more
for it than he thinks it is worth. (TSB p.73)

17th of April 1826: A letter from Edmund Campbell (Thomas Edmund, younger brother of James Archibald, and then
aged 17) stating that his brother James Archibald Campbell wishes to buy Blackhouse or take it in lieu of his legacy,
while he (Edmund) expected to buy Tirvine.      (TSB p.82)

8th of April 1828, meeting at the George Hotel in Glasgow.   Mention of the estates of Levenside, Gargunnock, Stirling
and Skeldon in Ayrshire were mentioned.                            (TSB p.110)

A letter was received from James Archibald Campbell wishing to buy Tirvine, but the decision was clearly made that
such action must await Alexander's coming of age.   (TSB p.110)

In 1828 Alexander must have been 11 or 12.  What would presumably change the minds of the trustees within four
years time was the catastrophic loss of the Trust capital on the part of MacNeill of Oakfield through what must have
been a unilateral investment in the Rothschild Bank. (see below).

Accounts as of the 14th of March 1828.  Charge 126,283. 

These accounts include details of Alexander’s education expenses - such as purchase of a fishing rod and tackle , 11/- 
(= 11 shillings) and other details.       (TSB pp.112-132)

3rd May 1828, Paterson and Blair visit Levenside.

7th May 1828, all the trustees visited Skeldon and Dalvennan in Ayrshire.

8th  May 1828,  meeting  at  Glasgow  of  all  the  trustees.   Consideration  of  the  sale  of  Blackhouse,  Midhouse  and
Auchenhean.   Blackhouse  should  bring  in  £9,000.   The  possibility  of  James  Archibald  buying  Blackhouse  was
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discussed.  Levenside was to be further examined.    (TSB p.134)

26th of August 1828, meeting of all the trustees except MacNeill, held at Hutton's Hotel in Glasgow.  The decision was
made not to offer for the estate of Levenside at the upset price of £105,000, it being more prudent to wait and offer by
private treaty.                

27th August 1828 MacNeill also present.  A decision taken to wait on buying an estate but the funds of the Trust are to
be gradually realized, except for the .......(?) in Renfrewshire and Tirvine to be retained.

                             (TSB p.136 137)

10th of January 1829, note of expenses of Noble and Anderson "to Edinburgh to confer there with the Trustees as to
Oakfield."  (TSB p.162)  In the next annual account there is an item for the cost of a survey of Oakfield being £59-14-
6d.  This is the first mention of Oakfield and it appears that, although there is no mention of bankruptcy on the part of
MacNeill, his arrears of  £3,800 owed to the Trust would not in themselves be enough to bring the Trustees to the point
of suddenly looking at the purchase of Oakfield, an estate with very minimal income. (See pp.297-298, gross income
for five months in 1832 would be 2.91% of purchase price.) 

This suggests that between the start of the funds being gradually realized in August 1828, and the visit of Noble and
Anderson to Edinburgh in January 1829, the scenario outlined by Campbell of Barcaldine in his note about the losses by
MacNeill of Trust moneys to the Rothschild Bank, may in fact be accurate.  MacNeill's letter of resignation as a Trustee
was dated the 29th of June 1829.  This would have been a requirement in order for the Trustees to buy Oakfield from
him, perhaps in lieu of the losses.  Another element in the sense of crisis is shown by the increased tempo of meetings
of the Trustees.  In 1829 alone there were meetings in January, May, July and October, instead of the one meeting
specified in the Settlement.

4th and 5th of May 1829, meeting at Barry’s Hotel in Edinburgh.  All trustees present.  An explanation was given by
MacNeill as to why he was in arrears in paying the interest on his bonds to the Trust (a total of £8,000, see pages 142-
3).  James Archibald Campbell had declined to buy Blackhouse, and therefore that place had been put up for sale with
Midhouse and Auchenhean.  Blackhouse was sold to Mr. Christopher Scott for £9,928 (see p.50), and no bids were
received for Midhouse and Auchenhean.  A decision was taken to rent Tirvine to a tenant for a period not to exceed
Alexander's minority.  Alexander (who was now either 12 or 13) had been removed from the care of Mr. Smith to that
of Mr. Moultrie, rector of Rugby.  A good report had recently been received of Alexander's progress, in view of which
the trustees agreed that the should be indulged with the gift of a pony.

A decision was made to take counsel's opinion as to the sum the trustees are bound to invest in the purchase of land.  As
soon as this is received, a further meeting is to be held in Glasgow, and in the meantime, all bonds are to be called in.  

      (TSB pp.138-141)

Accounts for the year 14th of March 1828 to the 14th of March 1829.  Charge £122,549.

MacNeill's arrears of interest from 1819 to 1828 on £8,000 amount to a total of £3,800.  Details of expenditures for
Alexander - education and other items:

Half a years education Mr. Smith: £128

Cost of pony: £15-15-0d

Suit of tartans & appointments: £13-19-6d (this could have been a kilt or a suit)

Cask of herring sent to Mr. Smith          14/-

Legacy paid to James Archibald Campbell (upon his coming of age) £12,000.  (TSB pp.168-162)



10th of July 1829, meeting of the Trustees at Douglas’ Hotel in Edinburgh  Present were Paterson, Noble, Anderson
and Blair.  MacNeill's letter of resignation was recorded as dated the 29th of June 1829.  There was a need to obtain a
valuation of Oakfield which was due to be sold in September.   Presumably MacNeill  could not merely hand over
Oakfield to the Trust, so that a 'sale' was arranged in Edinburgh at which the Trustees bought the place at valuation.
This suggests that the sale was a show and that nobody other than the trustees would bid for the place at the upset price
of £70,000.  Was the valuation equal to MacNeill's debts to the Trust for the money invested?  MacNeill was still in
debt after the sale, which suggests that he did not receive much cash.  A Memorial was sent to counsel asking for
clarification on the entail of any estate purchased and what portion of the accrued interest should be used for purchase
of land.  Counsel’s opinion was that the entail was on the son Alexander only and his heirs male, and that the interest
for one year only was to be allocated for land, with the balance to go direct to the heir Alexander.   This is curious in the
light of the expenditure of £70,000 for the Oakfield estate.  What is the explanation of "interest for one year only"?
(TSB pp.167-170)             

7th of October 1829, meeting of the Trustees at Greenock.  Those present were Trustees Paterson, Noble, Anderson,
Blair, and Capt. Archibald Campbell who had come down from Inveraray.  He was now a man of about 73 and so it is
possible that the meeting was held within a day's sail of Inveraray so as to enable him to attend. The journey from
Greenock to Edinburgh might be more than he could safely undertake.  According to earlier instructions, the Factor to
the Duke of Hamilton had been employed by the Trustees to value Oakfield and had stated that £70,000 was the value.
His report was noted as being dated on the 3rd of October but was not quoted in the Minute Book and does not survive.
The Trustees authorised their factor to bid up to £70,500 if necessary.  The sale was to be held on the 14th of October in
Edinburgh and they added that their factor was to ave discretionary power to go as high as £71,000.      

        g (TSB p.173)         

31st of May and 1st of June 1830, meeting held at Hutton's Hotel in Glasgow.  The same Trustees were present,
including Capt. Archibald Campbell from Inveraray.  There was confirmation of the purchase of Oakfield at £70,000
(exl 50% of auction duty and stamp).  The cost was payable in two installments.  One had been paid.  MacNeill had
subsequently paid off his arrears of interest on the Bonds which he owed to the Trust.  This indicates that the valuation
and sale price of Oakfield were not the same as what he may have owed the Trust due to losses to the Rothschild Bank.
But there were delays in payment of the second installment "due to embarrassment in the affairs of MacNeill", and no
arrangement having been made between him and his creditors. This shows that MacNeill got little of the £70,000 paid
for his estate.  (TSB pp.174-176)

One suspects that most of any funds invested for the Trustees by MacNeill in the autumn of 1828 would have involved
his giving a 'note' to the Trust, making him responsible for the funds.  Some of Archibald's investments in the form of
loans, for example to the Advocate John Cunningham, were secured against lands in this manner.  There seems little
doubt that MacNeill's handling of the funds was secured against Oakfield, but the estate may also have been threatened
by other creditors which would have complicated matters.   

An arrangement had earlier been made that MacNeill should remain at Oakfield and take the house and arable land for a
term of years - Alexander would not come of age for another eight years or so.  However due to MacNeill’s unexpected
turn of affairs, this had not been carried out.  Since MacNeill had now left Oakfield, the house and parks (arable fields)
were  now  advertised  to  let.   Mr.  Anderson  as  factor  and  Mr.  Lorne  Campbell,  who  was  the  Duke  of  Argyll's
Chamberlain at Rosneath, had visited Oakfield in April 1830 to see the tenants and make a general review.

         (TSB p.178)

The house was finally let furnished at £250 a year including shooting to Sir John Orde, with the rent for the parks yet to
be determined.  To furnish Oakfield it became necessary to take over MacNeill's furniture at valuation, which was done
on the 12th and 21st of May at £910-19-4 1/2d.  No inventory or list was given.

         (TSB pp.179-80)

Much of the business of the Trustees from this point onwards had to do with the running of the estate of Oakfield, not
yet re-named Auchendarroch.  Messrs. John and William Campbell W.S at Inveraray were appointed as law agents and
factors authorised to correspond with the Trustees.  They were no doubt suggested by Captain Archibald Campbell, or
possibly Mr. Lorne Campbell, Rosneath. (TSB p.181)         

19th and 20th of May 1831, a meeting was held at Greenock and all five Trustees were present. 

The factor reported that a settlement had been reached with MacNeill regarding the final price for Oakfield.   This
suggests that,  while the sale price in Edinburgh had been official  for tax purposes,  there was another arrangement
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between MacNeill and the Trustees.   Sir John Orde did not renew his lease of Oakfield and a Mr. John Douglas from
Glasgow took the place for a year.     (TSB pp.233-234)

A letter had been received from James Archibald Campbell wanting to purchase Tirvine.  He mentioned a letter from
his cousin Alexander saying that he would agree to sell.  The Trustees decided to wait and tell Alexander during his
holidays before making a decision.  This is the first mention of contact between James Archibald and Alexander.  James
Archibald was now 24 or 25, a handsome and no doubt dashing figure, and an officer in the army.  He had been to
school at Rugby, near where Alexander was being tutored by Mr. Moultrie.  Alexander was now 16.  Whether he was
still with Mr. Moultrie or actually at Rugby School is not clear from the accounts.

   (TSB p.235)

The depression, which had begun in Scotland with the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815, appears to have continued.
The house which the Trustees had bought in Edinburgh - presumably as a home for Alexander, could not be found a
tenant,  while there were no offers to buy the Ayrshire farms of Midhouse and Auchenhean and the Trustees were
obliged to farm parts of Oakfield "in hand" since no tenants could be found.  Property in Greenock had been long on the
market.          (TSB p.235)          

The Accounts for the period from the 14th of March 1830 to the 14th of March 1831 detailed the repayment of the
£8,000 Bonds by MacNeill.              (TSB pp.240-248)

26th of  April  1832,  meeting of the Trustees,  held in the Counting House of Campbell  & Anderson at  Greenock.
Messrs. Paterson, Anderson, Noble and Blair were present, Captain Archibald Campbell was not.  The sale of Tirvine to
James Archibald Campbell was reported as having taken place at Whitsun (the 15th of May) for £2,995, the price for
which Archibald of Blackhouse had bought it  from Campbell of Monzie in 1801. The sale had been agreed to by
Alexander and hence also by the Trustees.  Some of the proceeds were used in paying off legacies and £700 in paying
off borrowed money.  A comparison of the acreages of Oakfield and Tirvine would be of interest here.

                 (TSB pp.264-273)

The Accounts for the period from the 14th of March 1831 to the 14th of March 1832 detailed an outlay of £718 -4-
3d for Alexander's expenses, of which £544 was for education.  Income from Oakfield was £844-15-10 1/2d, exclusive
of rent and feu duties, which were collected by Beith, factor at Lochgilphead.  This is the first mention of the Beith
family.              (TSB pp.274-286)

20th of September 1832, meeting at Greenock in the Counting House of Campbell & Anderson.  Messrs. Paterson,
Noble,  Anderson  and  Blair  were  present.   The  later  date  of  the  meeting  had  been  arranged  previously.   John
Cunningham, later Lord Cunningham and the lawyer used by the Trustees in the 1826 settlement with James Archibald
Campbell's Guardians, was attempting to sell his estate so as to repay the £10,000 Bond to the Trust.  His family were
from Greenock.                   (TSB 292-294)

The accounts for the period from the 14th of March 1832 to the 21st of August 1833  mentioned that two properties
in Greenock had been sold to Thomas Aitken for £1,250.  The sum of £3,000 had been received from James Archibald
for the lands of Tirvine.  A note shows that the total gross rental from the Oakfield estate, including rental from the
house, was £2,093, or 2.91% on the purchase price of £70,000.  The rates (taxes) on Oakfield and Tirvine were paid
from the Trust and amounted to £42, while the assessed taxes on Oakfield House amounted to £18-12-0d.  Alexander's
expensed were £359 (this was not a full year) and included the costs for a "tour of the Highlands" with a Mr. Stark.
This must either have taken place during the Easter holiday, or more likely earlier in August. Alexander  would
have been 16-17 at the time.   (TSB p.297-305)

In June 1832 Mr. John Paterson of Merryflats died, so reducing the Trustees to four.     (TSB p.309)

23rd of August 1833 (shown as 1832 in transcription but clearly meant to be 1833 as it precedes the Accounts for
1832-33),  meeting  held  in  Edinburgh  at  which  Messrs.  Noble,  Anderson  and  Blair  regret  the  death  of  their  late
colleague and Trustee, John Paterson of Merryflats, Esq., last June.   Further sale of Greenock properties was reported,
although at below the asking price.  There was a report  of a letter from James Archibald Campbell, then living at
Inverneill,  asking for  land to be enclosed (at  Oakfield?) for cholera victims.  The Trustees  declined the proposal.
Anderson and Blair had attended the collection of rents at Whitsun.  Mr. Douglas, the tenant in Oakfield House, gave
notice that he would be leaving at Whitsun in 1834.  The lodge keeper, Mrs. Lawson, was to move into the house to be
caretaker until a tenant could be found.  George Noble reported that Alexander was happy pursuing his studies with Dr.
Becker and his family in Offenbach and that, after further studies in Berlin, at some point in the future, he intended to
enter the army.  (Alexander was now 16 or 17).                                                    

 (TSB pp.309-316)



Accounts from the 21st of August 1832 to the 1st of August 1833:  Alexander's mare had been sold for £8-0-0d.
Alexander's expenses had been £391-2-5d, including his expenses in Germany and travel.  Miss Pitman was still alive
and drawing her annuity.              (TSB pp.317-334)

22nd of August 1834, meeting of the Trustees held in Edinburgh at which Messrs. Noble, Anderson and Blair were
present.  Captain Archibald Campbell, Inveraray, had died on the 8th of April 1834, aged 77-78 (GD 50/191).  The
surviving trustees were now reduced to three for the present.  James Archibald Campbell had expressed a wish to live at
Oakfield during the winter, if it was not let.  This had been agreed.  He lived there for three months and the house had
then been let to a Mr. Nelson Clarke from Ardington in Berkshire, with the shooting but not the garden produce, for one
year at a rent of  £150 from Whitsuntide.  Mr. Blair stated that he had prepared the necessary entail on the estate on the
heirs of Alexander and other substitutes.  The summons of declaration had now been served on all concerned and would
come into court next session. 

There was mention of considerable correspondence between George Noble and Mr. Anderson on the one side and
Alexander and Dr. Becker on the other, with regard to Alexander's further education.  Dr. Becker had approved his
transfer to Berlin, and this had been agreed by his Guardians. 

On Alexander's arrival in Berlin he was advised - by whom is not mentioned - "to qualify himself for entering the
Prussian service by going through the proscribed course of studies as being a good school of general education for a
young man."  His wife Harriet would later write that he had been welcomed in "court circles" in Berlin. (Memoir by
Harriet,  Mrs. Campbell of Auchendarroch, post 1870.)  Meanwhile, the chance to purchase a cornetcy in the Scots
Greys had occurred.  General Archibald Campbell (not an Inverneill, so whom?) had placed Alexander’s name on Lord
Hill’s list for a commission in a Dragoon regiment if offered and had written directly to Alexander, who was now 17 or
18.  But "after mature reflection" Alexander had declined the offer by writing to his cousin Captain Edmund Campbell,
James  Archibald's  younger  brother,  asking  him  to  communicate  his  decision  to  the  General.   All  of  this  was
subsequently agreed by his Guardians.Despite this, the Guardians had been somewhat surprised by a letter from James
Archibald in London, informing them that Alexander had been gazetted on the 22nd of July as a cornet in the 1st Royal
regiment of Dragoons.  

With this letter was enclosed a letter from the agents of the regiment addressed to Alexander at 17 Gloucester Place,
Portman Square, London, the residence of Duncan Campbell of Inverneill (1771-1840), earlier a Judge and Magistrate
at  Bheerboom in India who had succeeded his brother in 1822.  (BLG, Inverneill)   The letter required immediate
payment  of  £840.   James  Archibald  added  in  his  letter  that  ,  whether  this  had  taken  place  without  Alexander's
knowledge or not, the money ought to be paid.  The funds would be recoverable if the cornetcy was not taken up.  The
Trustees accordingly agreed to pay the agents.  They then received a letter from Alexander saying that he had "been
induced to alter his previous resolution", presumably by James Archibald, and to accept the commission.  The letter
itself was not read into the minutes.                       (TSB pp.336-344)      

The interpretation of these events is not easy.  Whether, where and when Alexander had met Thomas Edmund and
James Archibald is not clear, but if they had not already met at Rugby, perhaps it was at the house of Campbell of
Inverneill in London on his way to Germany.  Their kind concern for his future may have led them all to do what they
could for him without co-ordination, resulting in a minor confusion, which was mercifully resolved in the long run.
Thomas Edmund was 26 at the time.  In 1832, at the age of 23, he had completed his studies at Sandhurst and been
appointed to be ADC to Lieut. General Campbell, commander of the Inland District.  This may well have been the
General Archibald who wrote to Alexander.  After various adventures in Anatolia and Russia, where he met the Tsar,
on a mission for Lord Palmerston, he left with the 7th Hussars for Canada in 1838 and there founded the family of the
Campbells of St. Hilaire. (Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe 2nd edition 1998)

Accounts from the 1st of August 1833 to the 1st of August 1834 all have to do with the expenses and income of
Oakfield.

2nd of September 1835, meeting of the Trustees held at Greenock, Messrs. Noble, Anderson and Blair were present.
The accounts were to be entered into the Sederunt Book, but a new book must have been started and since lost, because
there  was  not  adequate  room in this  book.   The second book would presumably have  contained  the  minutes  and
accounts until Alexander came of age in 1837 or 1838.  The last of the Greenock properties was sold.  The factor was
asked to auction off the Edinburgh house in Drummond Place.

Owing to Alexander's letter of acceptance of his commission in the 1st Dragoon Guards not having been received "in
due course",  the appointment was cancelled, but when he came to England and saw Lord Hill, Commander of the
Forces, and explained the case, Alexander had, therefore, accepted a cornetcy in the 3rd Dragoon Guards, stationed in
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Ireland.  After visiting Scotland and spending a few months in Paris on leave of absence, he joined the regiment in
Ireland where he was serving at the time of the meeting in September 1835.

Instructions were given to restrict all future work to a minimum, pending Alexander's coming of age.  This would have
been wise in view of the lack of income and capital.

Mr. Clarke, the tenant in Oakfield House, had left and the place was now let with the shooting to Mark Sprot Stewart
for £100 a year from Whitsuntide for the season.  There was a request from the feuar's committee of Ardrishaig for land
on which to build a school.  A site was selected, but the decision was to await Alexander's coming of age.

This is the end of the transcripted notes of the Trustee's Sederunt Book.

___________________________

From another source than the Sederunt Book, it appears that a (son?) of John Paterson of Merryflats, Trustee, George
Paterson Esq., of Marly in the Island of Granada , in the name of the surviving Trustees of the late Archibald Campbell
of Blackhouse, took over the sasine on Duloch in Fife as security for the loan to John Cunninghame (Fife Sasines: RS
3/2023/265).  He must have been appointed a Trustee after the death of one of the remaining original three, Noble, Blair
and Anderson. Following Jane Isabella's death in January 1870, the last of the annuitants had died and the Trust could
be  closed  and  any  funds  retained,  from which  the  income was  used  to  fulfill  the  annuities,  could  be  remitted to
Alexander. 

There is  a comment by Mr. Beith quoted by Harriet  Auchendarroch that  Alexander had signed an acquittal  to his
Trustees upon coming of age.  This would clear them of any culpability should it be proven that they had mishandled
his funds - and presumably also his legitimacy.  Was this a normal procedure?  Neither the document, nor the second
Sederunt Book in which it should have been recorded, have survived.  If this was not normal it would seem to suggest
that the Trustees were not satisfied that they had accomplished their Trust as they should. (I am told it was not unusual).

__________________________________

Appendix II

A Letter from Alexander to James Archibald dated at Auchendarroch 
on the 15 June 1841

My Dear James,

I wrote you some few days back informing 

you that my marriage day was now fixed for the 24th.  I am

how at home enjoying my few last days of bachelorism – 

You recollect my writing you about a John Campbell

of Ardlarach – one of the pensioners of the Inverawe fund,

requesting you to make some inquiries at your parish 

minister Mr. Fraser regarding the matter, & enclosing

the man’s own letter or letters.  I have since had two 

letters from him – one in April – the last this month – the

same one I enclose, & beg you will answer it by writing to

the man yourself.  With kind regards to Mrs. Campbell &

the children. I remain

Very sincerely yours



Auchindarroch    15 June 1841            Alexander Campbell

J.A. Campbell Esq., of Inverawe .

NOTE:

The letter has to do with the applications to the Inverawe fund (see Footnote (23) above).

The significance to the New Inverawe family (who hold the original) is that in the final line of address, Alexander of
Auchindarroch acknowledges J. A. Campbell as “of Inverawe”.  The Alexander did so is understandable given the
circumstances described in the body of this work.

_____________________

Appendix III
Obituary notice of Alexander of Auchindarroch in The Oban Times 1902

DEATH OF MR. CAMPBELL OF AUCHENDARROCH

The death of Mr. Alex. Campbell of Auchindarroch took place on Tuesday after an illness extending over a fortnight.
The deceased gentleman, who was 87 years  of age, was the son of the late Mr. Archibald Campbell of Inverawe,
Argyllshire, and Blackhouse, Ayrshire, and at his father’s death the estate of Auchindarroch was purchased and held for
him by his trustees during his minority.   After a lengthened stay in Germany,  were he finished his education, Mr.
Campbell received a commission in the 3rd Dragoon Guards, and served for some time as a Cornet in that regiment.  He
subsequently 

STUDIED FOR THE LAW

and in 1844 was called to the Scottish Bar.  After a comparatively short practice in this profession his abilities were
recognised, and he was appointed General Superintendant under the Board of Supervision, an office which he held with
marked distinction and credit for about thirty years, when he retired with a superannuation allowance.  In 1848 he was
appointed Deputy Lieutenant  of Argyllshire,  and was also a Commissioner of Supply,  and a Commissioner of the
Caledonian and Crinan Canals, and for a long period rendered excellent service as a member of the Lunacy Board and
the Parochial and School Boards.  He was also a devoted member of the Episcopal Church, and beside being a trustee of
Christ Church, where he frequently read the lessons, he was one of its most liberal  supporters.  Although warmly
attached to the Church of England [sic – this is incorrect since the Episcopal Church of Scotland is meant] he was a
gentleman of wide sympathies in religious, as in other matters, and was

A GENEROUS CONTRIBUTOR

when the Parish Church was erected in Lochgilphead, and also, more recently, to the fund for the erection of the new
manse at Ardrishaig.  Indeed, he was one of the most benevolent and generous men in the whole district, and not only
public institutions and charities have suffered a great loss by his demise.  In politics he was a keen Conservative when a
young man, but in recent years, although he still supported the Unionist Government, his views on many questions were
considerably modified.  At the inauguration of the Volunteer Service he took an active part in the movement and was
mainly instrumental in forming the 10th Company A & B [Argyll and Bute] Volunteer Artillery, of which he became the
first Captain, retiring after long service with the rank of Colonel.

In all, whether relating to the State of the district in which he lived, he took the keenest interest, and his shrewd counsel
invariably proved for the welfare and benefit of the community.  When a young man he married Miss Harriet Keir,
daughter of the late Sir James Keir, M.D., by whom he had a family of eight – six sons and two daughters.  Mrs.
Campbell predeceased him many years ago, and also three of his sons, but he survived by Messrs Arthur [James Arthur
Campbell, 1st of Arduaine], Walter, and Neil [Drim na Vuillin],and Miss Campbell [of Auchindarroch, Julia] and Miss
Mary.  His grandson (Mr. Alastair Magnus Campbell) succeeds to the estate as heir of entail.  It is scarcely necessary to
add that the family have the warmest symphathy of the community in their bereavement.
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The funeral takes place tomorrow (Friday.)  Mr. Campbell expressed a wish to his agents in Edinburgh as far back as
1895, that his remains would be cremated.  Services will be conducted at Auchindarroch at 11 am., and at Maryhill
Crematorium, Glasgow, on arrival there, and the funeral will be of a public nature.

_____________________ 

Appendix IV

Excerpts from a Memoir by Harriet Campbell of Auchendarroch

(Written between 1871 and her death in 1883)

Relevant sections of the unpublished Memoir by Harriet Auchendarroch will be quoted.  While this is clearly a personal
and ‘secondary source,’ and seemingly written under some stress so as to sort out in her mind the state of affairs which
had concerned her ever since her marriage, it is a first hand account of the attitude of her husband towards the issue of
his supposed illegitimacy, of the formal kindness between himself and his cousin James Archibald, and of the progress
of events from her marriage to Alexander until the evidence was provided upon which they could gain legal research
and advice.

This would appear to have been written some years after 1870-71 and towards the end of her life, since there are a
number of in-accuracies  about facts which were clear in her mind in 1870. These in-accuracies  have not been re-
transcribed here.   However the value of the Memoir is that it offers an insight into the pain and concern which had been
laid upon the family through the inability of Archibald or his Trustees to leave the marriage issue clearly documented
upon his death.  

In a sense this pain continues to this day in the unhappiness of the New Inverawe branch of the family with their status
following the events of 1908.  Having assumed - very understandably - that they represented Inverawe, they only found
out between the First and Second World Wars perhaps, that they no longer represented the family.  With no official
explanation having been given to them concerning this change, at times the senior member of the New Inverawe family
continues to be called by the territorial title 'of Inverawe' by other members of their family.  Harriet's attitude to the
New Inverawe family was coloured by her belief that somehow it was James Archibald who had caused her husband
Alexander his distress.  However in retrospect he was only an orphan of 17 when the Blackhouse Trustees determined
Alexander's future.  

Any complicity between the Blackhouse Trustees and those of James Archibald occurred over the “handing over of
papers” protested by George Noble, and over the sale of Tirvine to James Archibald, lands whose significance had not
been explained to Alexander when James Archibald asked him for his agreement to the sale while Alexander was only
15.  The likelihood remains that the sale of Tirvine was not in fact to be decided by Alexander anyway, but had been a
pre-condition agreed by the Blackhouse Trustees in order to obtain James Archibald’s agreement to ‘enter heir’ as
required by counsel in disposing of the lands in the Blackhouse Settlement.  However lacking proof of that agreement in
the out-of-court settlement, the Trustees must be given the benefit of the doubt.

The Memoir follows:

Memoir of Harriet Keir – Mrs. Campbell of Auchendarroch

Transcribed from the manuscript by Alan Campbell of Inverawe in 1979 and edited by Diarmid
Campbell in 1999.



Notes:

Harriet's  spelling  of  Finlayston  was  'Finliston'  and  this  has  been  changed  in  the  text.   She
mistakenly uses 'Blackhall' instead of 'Blackhouse' and this is also corrected.  She would have been
used to hearing of Blackhall since the Kilmartin Campbells owned an estate by that name in her
lifetime.  She usually referred to Alexander (her husband) as 'the Laird' and while this has been
retained, at other places she referred to him by the initials A. C. and this is spelt out in full in this
transcription, as is the name of James Archibald Campbell of New Inverawe whose initials she also
used as J. C.    Mrs. F. C. referred to Mrs. Fred Campbell (of the Melfort family) and her name is
also spelled in full in this transcription, as are the names of her sisters which Harriet wrote as 'Miss
M. C.' (Margaret) and 'Mrs. C.' (Jane Isabella, Mrs. John Campbell).  The identity of these sisters
has been clarified through research into the Inverawe cousins, the Campbells in Achlian.  Because
of their standing in the community and long association with Achlian, the male members of the
family are sometimes found in record being called the Campbell 'of' Achlian, although they were in
fact tenants.  Some passages have been edited (shown by... ) and items in square brackets are added
comments.  The style and values expressed in this Memoir are, of course, those of another era, a
time  highly  conscious  of  the  structure  of  society  then  consciously  imposed  and  now  largely
egalitarian, with free cultural choice.

___________

When Alexander Campbell came to speak to my father about me, he told him he knew next to nothing about
his own history, all he knew was that his father was Campbell of Finlayston and Blackhouse nearly related to
the Inverawe family, if not head of it, he did not even know his mother’s name, but he could go and see his
guardian Mr. Noble and either write or give all the information he could get from him.  So it was settled that
for ten days we were not to see each other or hear from each other.

To my surprise I saw him riding in Abercromby Place two or three days afterwards.  Mrs. Aytoun [her aunt]
had sent for me to go to 21 Abercromby Place, Edinburgh. She said to me, ‘that fine young fellow, Harriet,
has written me a long and beautiful letter.  I admire his spirit and his conduct under trying circumstances
from my heart, though I know little about his history at his circumstances, save that our excellent friend and
near connection Neil Malcolm has told me often of his great regard for him personally, and between you and
me old Ballimore would give his ears if he could get him to think of Susan, and I know one or two others
who think much of him and they tell me I do not err in introducing this young man to you, and I can rely on
their judgment....  Here is the letters read it, judge for yourself end speak to your father’.

The letter was a beautiful letter.  He knew nothing about the past, had grown up as an orphan and had gone
with a great struggle to speak to Mr. Noble, was relieved to find that he was absent, would be absent for
weeks.  What was the use of asking?  A history of some kind there must be as his cousin James could not
have been allowed by his guardians to take the name of Campbell of Inverawe.  What explanation could
there be but the one!  It had been a dreadful shock to him in Paris to see James’ name with his title in the
County papers and no one gainsayed him, not one of the old County men, who must have known his family
and his father and all about himself and they all let it be.  What could it be but the worst! Why the guardians
had always treated him as somebody, why he had always been led to think, and to feel that he was among the
first in the land, though not titled, he could not say. He had always been treated both in the Highlands, in
London, and in Court circles in Berlin as if he had a right to be among the leaders of Society, and had never
occurred to him that it was otherwise than that he was an orphan, with a position and a fortune which he
must take up some day.  He had been so very ill in Paris, after that he could not bear to open up the question
again. Would it make any difference?  This he had to say to Mrs. Aytoun as she stood in the place of mother
to me, and I was only a child, scarcely 17 [17 1/2?, Alexander was 26] and brought up in peculiar seclusion
and out of reach of the knowledge of the world, it was her bounden duty to explain to me exactly what his
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position in life was - as he could not see the shadow of a doubt about it himself, all that remained for him to
do, was to wait her decision after having put this in a true light to a motherless child.

So Mrs. Aytoun settled that she would like us to meet, after having explained all this to my father.

He [her father] reminded me about our being an old Highland family too, and that I must remember what
was due to myself as one of them and that we could look back to clear descent for many generations, of men
of true heart and gentle blood. We had never been distinguished in history or political power or title, but our
men had named their titles by their bravery, and an old Perthshire book about the characteristics of County
families, mentioned ours as remarkable for their good looks, for the daring of their men and the purity and
mental strength of their women, and he added the Campbells you will remember were not Jacobites as we
were!

He need not have-spoken to me about pride of Highland descent.  I had too much of it already, and nothing
to show for it, but I felt this man was of true Highland gentle blood and had a brave heart.

Then he [her father] spoke to the Laird [Alexander] and said, that I was very young and inexperienced, he
had nothing to give me except my clothes, he did not wish to part with me as he had no one also to help him
with his sick wife and two young daughters and I had some influence with his son and he would rather say
No, though he liked him personally and felt drawn towards him as a man but she was not a poor man's wife,
too delicate and a little spoilt with foreign life and luxuries which are cheap in Russia, and was very young,
quite unfit to take up a proper position for him which was due to his rank and standing, such too simple a
child. It would only end in sorrow, there were plenty of others who would give him their titles and their
wealth, and you are a Highlander and she cannot stand roughing.

Then we met, and he asked me if it made any difference and I said 'No' and I say it now.

My father had also said that he would not let me go unless he could give a home and £1,000 a year, he knew
it was impossible to live in ... [Great Britain] as a gentleman with less.

We were married at St. Pauls, York Place, Edinburgh by the Honourable Reverend Sandilands, Curate at St.
John, son of Lord Torphichen who was near neighbour and friend of Uncle John [Keir] at Westfield.  I was
really a child - I had never done any shopping or anything for myself.  Aunt Aytoun and her daughter and
Miss Elphinstone (our Governess) got my clothes, though I rebelled when they took me to Blackwoods and
began settling about my dresses, that was too much. I had been secretly boiling at being treated as a child but
I endured it - but when it came to my wedding clothes, approved of by other people's taste, I made a stand,
and refused to have anything, unless I was allowed to choose what suited my own ideas.  This gave great
offense, we had a scene, but I would not put on what other people said was pretty and lovely and the right
thing. I would wear what suited myself or go off in my old clothes.

I chose what I thought was very nice, the Laird came in and said ‘That would not do at all!,  A travelling
dress of soft flimsy stuff like that, my Dear, you must have something which can stand the wet and the mud
and good hard brushing!’ - and as to a white silks wedding dress, it was out of the question!  How could he
possibly take me in white silks and satins to the Highlands.  Mrs. A [Aytoun] meekly suggested that we
might possibly lunch at Abercromby place, or by ourselves after the ceremony, and that there would be time
to change into a suit for wet and mud - Lunch! who wanted lunch between breakfast and dinner, only a waste
of time, just be married in the thing you are going to be married in, my Dear.  Certainly I said, what colour
would you prefer?  ‘Grey, it hides the dust, a useful colour.’  Then there was  a hubbub and a volley of letters
to the Club, he would disgrace the family, draw public attention, and it would be in all the papers, it was the
custom of the County etc. etc.  He wrote he had only expressed his wish and he left it to me.  I said I would
be married in grey tweed or serge or anything.  I did not care.

Mrs. A, [Aytoun] wrote again and begged him to leave it to her, and begged him to persuade me to yield to
her also. Then I was rigged out by Mrs. Aytoun in Gras de Naples, pale gray at £1.1s  a yard, in a nice straw
hat and feathers and a tulle scarf, very airy, then worn, lace would not do for travelling.  So in this sensible
travelling costume I began life!



Our bridesmaids were the two Aytouns, Joanna [Harriet's sister] and Miss Elphinstone - his best man was
Campbell of Monzie, who sent me a bracelet of garnets and diamonds and a broach and pendent of the same.
As he put me into the carriage he said ‘you promise me to be a good Highland Laird’s wife and to be kind to
the poor Highland bodies.’ Another cousin was asked - Campbell of' Inverawe - he did not come and did not
send me anything. [James Archibald’s wife was either dying or had just died].

Miss Elphinstone was a kind friend as well as Governess, she was in very delicate health, she was deeply
religious and spiritually minded and kindly interested herself in me for my best interests.  ‘While I have had
it in my power to choose’ - she said she felt bound to tell me what the world said of him and she always said
the finest fellow, most deeply religious man, good heart, perfect gentleman, and perhaps tete monte, and as
circumstances being he had stood the test well.   Edinburgh talked of a distillery bringing in £300 per year
which he had closed because he thought it wrong to encourage the use of stimulants, and I know he was
devoted to good works as he had written to me that he was on the point of giving his beloved Harriet a watch
and a diamond ring but there was fever in the village and he gave the price of these things in her name to the
poor of the parish. I said to myself  I wish he had told us that sooner, as I have just refused to take my
mother's watch, a pretty little thing, dark blue enamel, set with pearls, and I said I had been promised another
and so I left this enameled one for my sister....

So we started after a few minutes in Abercromby Place to put me into my gray camlet and we had a beautiful
pair of grays, Cooper my maid, a smart groom and postillions and we drove and we drove until I was nearly
dead with want of sleep before saying good-byes and the want of food and at last we arrived at some hotel, a
pretty little nest of a place on Loch Katrine, all swept away and gone now, and in the next few days we drove
and drove till we arrived at Auchendarroch.  It was about 7 o’clock when we arrived, a lovely home and
place indeed, and my heart was so full of happiness, though I was so tired, so hungry!

There were a housekeeper, cook, kitchen maid,  two housemaids, my maid,  his valet,  coachman grooms,
understrappers - Butler, footmen, boys - old Archie Sinclair standing at the door in case [a carriage?] was
wanted - James Miller in an elaborate Gamekeepers arrangement, a dairy in the yard and Mrs. Miller at the
head of it and no lack of helpers,  a laundress and two under her, old Niven as head gardener, Donald and his
father - Dewar and 3 or 4 batches of cousins all helping - John McCallum - McDougal at the Lodge - all, all
helping - and as they said the Laird needed to create work for them.

It was a case of creating for there was no real work done - but it was very evident £1,000 a year must do a
great deal more in this house and place than it did in my home!

When we arrived with all this world of people in the houses there was nothing really, not even a cup of tea.  I
was wrapped up in my fur cloak and taken to the lovely garden and told to sit there till food and a bed were
arranged.  I demurred and said I would arrange for myself and for him, but no, that would not do, I must sit
in that fur on a hot July evening and of course I did! Then came a confusion in the house and everybody
came to me and each had their story and he was troubled:- the first thing to be done was to send away the
half of the useless people, the housekeeper that very moment and I gave my orders and in the house a
clearance was made and we started with a good cook, a kitchen girl, my maid, one housemaid, one laundress,
one Butler and a boy, a groom and a boy, but out doors I could not attempt to interfere as I knew nothing of
country matters and I was not strong and had enough to do to keep myself and the house and my husband
cheery and comfortable.

Campbell of Monzie came to stay and tried to persuade the Laird to become  Free Church, he had thrown
himself heart and soul into that movement.

Old Campbell of Jura drove up 4 in hand from Castle Craignish to call with his daughter (Mrs. Mecklam?)
later and said he had come to claim cousinship. We had always been friends as well as relations, and he
hoped that it would be so for ever, they stayed a day or two.  [One of Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe’s
sisters had married Campbell of Jura in the first half of the 18th century].
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The old Campbell, Melfort, Colonel [Archibald] Campbell, came to call and stayed for some days and old
Colonel  Campbell  could  not  praise  my  housemaid  enough.  [One  of  his  younger  sons  was  Frederick
Campbell  who  married,  Ann  Moore  Campbell  of  the  Achlian  family,  whom  Harriet  calls  ‘Mrs.  F.
Campbell’].

Old Stonefield asked us to pay our first visit in his house and he was most fatherly and good to us always.
Neil Malcolm sent me a set of turquoise bracelets, brooch and pendant earrings (the girls have lost them all, I
believe), he wrote me a most kind letter and though in low spirits after the death of his wife and  son he
begged that we would come and stay at Largie so soon as we could.  The Ordes were pompous and stiff.
Lady Orde evidently had had an arriere pensee of some kind.  The beautiful Mary Shirvan left a card.

The old Ballimores were the dearest and kindest old bodies, they could not do enough to make their pleasant
house open to their friends and scarcely a week passed without some gathering there, we were constantly
there. Susan sang Scotch songs charmingly.

Lamont of Lamont was the Laird's great friend who was to be at our wedding but his wife died two days
before our marriage which was put off an that account, and he was a nice little fellow.

Lady Keith, Ravelstone, came to stay at Auchendarroch with Georgina Lamont, her niece, Sir Alexander and
my father were first cousins, mothers were sisters and fathers first cousins. Lady Keith was May Lamont, so
I was connected both with Malcolms and Lamonts - and the Aytouns and Ballimores, McLachlans, and
Possils [Campbells of Possil, related to the Ballimore and Otter Campbells] had been great friends though
not connected. My brother had been staying with Neil Malcolm for shooting and then went to Ballimore and
through him I was first  introduced to Ch.....[?]  at  Mrs.  Aytoun’s  in Edinburgh.   The great  beauty Miss
Campbell, Shirvan, was being run after by all the young fellows, Lamont and my brother were captivated.

At Stonefield Mrs. Rob Glasgow reigned supreme and the sweet, drooping, dying sister was passive on the
sofa, always so cold and she would not eat!  Mrs. Colin was on sufferance in the house, snubbed and kept
down, a dairy maid, a nobody, no education no mind, no manners, poor Colin did not know what he owed to
himself when he married so low, the 18th. daughter of an Irish Squireen with 17 beggars for Colin to feed
and clothe.  Certainly she would not have an inch given to her in the house by Mrs. R. G.!  It was war to the
death.  Sweet pale Helen looked sad and weary and cold and tried to be civil and keep out of it all.

Mrs. R. G. insisted on it that she and I were to be friends.  I liked her refinement, she was clever and amusing
and fond of reading and music, and on these points we met, but I liked and almost loved Mrs. Colin.  She
was so sweet and affectionate and forlorn among those clever people.

She was a pretty child of nature and poverty is a ground school! [grand school?] She had been reared in and
had known the use of adversity, many brothers and sisters, one handsomer and more lively than another had
drooped and died.  She lived and looked as if the same fate must overtake her soon.  She was truly, simply
good, pious and sweet, very lovely, but certainly of the dairymaid style.

They were each one kinder and more affectionate than another to the Laird and me! I felt as if I had married
into a very large family.  Old Skipness and his wife were also ageing then, he was in our house every other
day, poor things, they were sorely puzzled and tried, the place would have to be sold, they had no ready
money, they lived on us.  The Laird offered a house to Mrs. Campbell and Connie, three years old, and they
stayed for many months.

Sir Alexander Campbell, Barcaldine, came, he said that he had nothing but his gun to live on, would we take
him in?  [He was only in his early twenties, had recently inherited the place with huge debts, and would soon
be obliged to sell Barcaldine].  

Mr. Bentinck, Henry Walpole, Capt. Alston [?] Stewart and his two sisters, besides Lady Menzies and stayed
with us a great deal.  Sir John and Lady Campbell of Airds stayed with us a great deal too.  Joanne and Miss
Elphinstone and my friend Fanny Ramsay - we all went to the Inveraray meeting that Autumn. [Which year
this would be is not clear -1842-43?]



The old Duke and Duchess were there with their son Lord Lorne. McQuarrie and his wife [who was] a
Campbell of Jura, asked us to join their party.  He was a fine fellow once, the Laird liked him, they came to
Auchendarroch.  So did James [Archibald] Campbell and Mrs. Campbell and Jane, then seven years old [in
1842], they were making a round of visits, Kilmory, Stonefield for one night only, they never fraternized
there,  but  Kilmory [the Ordes] he swore by and Ballimore  was always  open to all  and sundry,  a  Miss
Pocklington [James Archibald's wife's family] was somehow connected with the Ballimores.

They [James Archibald and his wife and daughter] arrived in a yellow chariot and post horses, with the most
portentous maid and man. I felt somehow that they wanted to imponire on me as the Germans say.  Jane and
her mother sang and she was stately, handsome and accomplished and she sketched a great deal. There was a
continual wrangle between her and her husband, she was ailing, too, that place New Inverawe was a constant
subject of contention.  She would not live there, her oldest child had been taken with convulsions there, and
there was no Doctor to be had for many hours, and he had now frequent returns of such fits and she could not
bear the place and he would not live anywhere else.  They had tried several places.  They had lived at
Inverneill for two years while (New) Inverawe was building and she liked that and wished she could do it
again, but they had so little money.  James was speculative and required constant amusement and occupation,
and in short he had very nearly ruined himself and she was greatly perturbed as to what to do or where to go
next, but to New Inverawe she would not go, though the house was beautifully furnished with old oak and
Louis XIV chairs and yellow silk damask curtains etc.  Poor thing she died a few months afterwards [1842].
The Laird and he laughed a great deal together but it struck me that it was like the crackling of thorns under
the pot!  [a Biblical reference].

My sister married and old Callum remained as Lady Housekeeper with my poor old father now ageing and
breaking down fast. There came a letter from old Callum to say that she could not stay any longer, her health
and her  brother  needing  care,  she  must  go.    So  I  then  first  heard  of  Miss  Mary [baptised  Margaret]
Campbell,  she  said  she  was  Alex's  first  cousin,  she  and  Mrs.  Paterson  [Mary,  Mrs.  John  Paterson  of
Merryflats]  and a Miss [Jane Isabella]  Campbell  married to another cousin,  were sisters,  they had been
ruined by a brother who had some firm in London, [Duncan] and they were penniless and they were staying
with Lady Campbell, Airds, her cousin, and educating the children.  

James [Archibald] Campbell [at New Inverawe] had sent for her when his wife died [in 1842] and she stayed
in his house and managed his house and six children for him, but that was not going to answer long and he
had engaged a governess and she wanted a home for herself and did not like teaching.  Then she said when
you write to me you address your letters care of James Campbell of New Inverawe, do you know that that
makes him very angry.  Most people thought that you should have called yourself Mrs. Campbell, Inverawe,
[but] since you did not do it at once, he won't let you do it now.  She was an enemy in the camp I soon saw,
and never regretted anything more than having been the means of introducing her to my father.

Then we went to Edinburgh.  The Laird found year after year our open house, the many hangers on were
more than he could pay for, he wished to go to the Scots Bar.  He thought he was idle and useless and money
was wanted for his coming family, and he must work.  So Auchendarroch was let and we went to Edinburgh
with our little children.

It struck me that we wasted a very great deal of money there and at home as well and we made none!  The
hundred and one hangers on were eating us up surely and silently and what was a £1,000  a year at the best in
a Highland open house, rich and poor all wanting and nothing coming in.

Then came the railway mania, and banks and we were fleeced! Suddenly it seemed necessary to Alexander
that farming should be made the business of life, many thousands were borrowed from the Government and
entrusted  to  invest  in  land  improvements.  Then  came  a  crisis,  the  tariff  was  taken  off  and  free  trade
established,  home  grown food had  to  compete  with  foreign  and the  farmers  threw up their  leases  and
collapsed.

Our house in Edinburgh was given to the Ordes for their scarlet fever stricken children and I would not go
into it with my little children as it was such a deadly, virulent fever, so I preferred staying at Brenfield then a
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mere hut, and the improvements were going on, all in the hands of a swindler, and the Bar was given up
because we found we could not endure town life! After furnishing and renting a house, after wasting, wasting
money  after  money,  to  say  nothing  of  brain  and  life.   Then  we  quarrelled  with  Lord  R.  [tenant  of
Auchendarroch] and a letter was sent to him by our lawyer to give him warning to leave in May. Back to
Auchendarroch etc.  and minus many thousands and reduced to barely £400 a year  and Arthur [later  of
Arduaine] was born in June [1850] after we moved to Auchendarroch.

It was useless to shut my eyes to the fact that however chivalrous and delightful the conduct was we were
losing the substance trying to grasp a shadow. What was to be done, should we colonize? [i.e. emigrate to the
colonies]. Certainly if our losses had come through misfortune only, but if we were fleeced right and left at
home how much more would we be so abroad?  And then that crowd of dear children!  No, it was here [we
should stay] to educate them and let them fight their own battle in life!  Poor things, we were never many
months in one mind, always changing, schools, governesses, servants, plans.

Mrs. F. Campbell [Mrs. Frederick Campbell of Melfort] came from India, a widow [her husband died in
1840] and in very straightened circumstances and stayed with us whenever it suited her and she talked to me
on that painful subject, and told me she lived at Finlayston when A. C. [Alexander] was a child, remembered
him about six or seven years old [1822 or 1823] in his very pretty frocks.  His father was blind and paralytic
aged about fifty-five only [actually 64 in 1819 when he went blind, and 70 when he died in 1825], with a
large house [Finlayston] near Greenock [originally] belonging to the Earl of Glencairn and Mr. C. [Archibald
of Blackhouse] had the life rent of it.  

Her two half sisters, a married one, Mrs. C. [Jane Isabella, Mrs. John Campbell] now living somewhere in
this country in the Highlands [at Lochnell Mains] and Miss Mary C. [Mrs. Paterson of Merryflats] were also
at Finlayston when the old Gentleman died....

Then she [Mrs. Fred Campbell] told me that the Guardians were a bad lot and how they had neglected their
ward etc.  She was very fond of the dear Laird, loved him from his childhood and had always taken his part,
she said.  She hinted that there was much more to say that I did not know.  She told me that Mr. Anderson,
wine merchant, Greenock, one of the Guardians [trustees], a staunch, good man though not a gentleman,
often, often had told her that when old Mr. C. was taken ill, rather suddenly, at last, he had spent the better
part of a day, many hours with him, trying to persuade him to make the matter publicly known before his
death....

Certainly the purchase of Auchendarroch was a thorough swindle somehow, somewhere, not £1,000 a year
from such a place!  And Mr., McNeil and other Guardians were ruined by it I heard, the report, how was it
that he bought such a place for his Ward who was under age!

Mrs. F. C. [Mrs. Fred Campbell] talked to me a great deal about the past, she had a sore heart against James
and always sneered at his calling himself ‘Inverawe.’  Somehow the conviction grew on me that things were
not right in the present regarding the past but how could it be put right! Yet my boys were growing up and
what could I say to them?  I did not now believe that all  was wrong, on the contrary,  in my heart, the
conviction had came to me that my 'Knight' was not only one by nature, chivalrous, generous, brave, true and
too kind!  But he had thrown away his birth right, rather than condescend to fight for it.  Whenever we went
to Lochawe side [New Inverawe], I saw that he was greatly troubled in mind.  I saw and felt, not that he said
much, that there laid the root of his trouble in his mind.  But what could I do to comfort him?  What could I
do but bring up my children fit for their positions in life whether legal or illegal, they were still of the old
stock and must represent my family if they had none of their own.  If ever I broached the subject or, in the
least, alluded to it, the answer was ‘leave it alone my Dear, if they are true born Gentlemen and Women they
will want no ancestry and money!!!’

So I  waited  and kept  quiet  at  home  and went  into  no  Society,  not  even to  the  old  friends.  Somehow
everything was wrong.   I  could not speak without throwing a blame on my husband either at home or
abroad, so I spoke to no one not even to my sisters or cousins, why should they be disenchanted or see a flaw
in that beautiful character?  I was much distressed and very hard and difficult  it was to get on at all,  a
dreadful struggle not to keep up but to keep down and, of course as time wore on something snapped and



gave. Was it a broken heart?  For no Doctor can say what is wrong, but I remember the very day, that was
when my daughter, whom I had hoped, longed and looked forward to as a friend, help and support, when she
failed me.

And time wore till one day..., [in February 1870] when I was staying in Edinburgh with Mary [Harriet’s
second daughter] for a few weeks change, at the Queen Street Hotel, Berry's I thinks is the name, and Julia
[the elder daughter] was in London, Mrs. F. Campbell called one Sunday afternoon.   Someone was also
calling at the time [and so] she merely said take care of this letter it is important, read it when alone.  The
letter was a copy of a deposition or avowal on the deathbed of the half sister Mrs. C., [Jane Isabella, Mrs.
John Campbell in Lochnell Mains] who lived somewhere in the Highlands...

She had been present at Finlayston at two ceremonies, one was a private marriage and two years afterwards
the poor mother was dying of consumption and could not rest until it was again performed to her satisfaction,
with witnesses, accredited. The child was then 4 years old and the description is given of the servants, their
names  and occupations,  the  Minister,  the  carriage that,  was  sent  to  bring him etc.  The  child had  been
baptised at St. Mary's Episcopal Church, Glasgow.

The old Lady [Jane Isabella, Mrs. Campbell Lochnell Mains] was dead.  Why did she not say all this to her
[half] sister Mrs. F. Campbell or to me before?  Why was all this kept so secret for so many years?  ...  Could
there not be among her papers,  something to [be] corroborative of this dying testimony.   If  she was at
Finlayston at the time of the death, both of the mother and father, and everything [there] sold up, she must
surely have known much and have possessed worthless things which might be priceless to us?  Why was all
this kept so secret.  Mrs. F. C. said the husband would be glad if the Laird would visit him and examine the
papers and books left, etc.  So [Mrs.] F. C. and A. C. went together to the house...  They found the husband
absent and, of course, nothing worth bringing away left.  This seemed very odd.

This seemed very odd. Why should that man not have been at home after giving the invitation?  Next came
an  answer  from  Mrs.  F.  C.  to  these  questions:   It  had  never  occurred  to  himself  or  his  wife  that
Auchendarroch could want to know anything they knew, of course everybody knew that he was the real
Inverawe and that J. Campbell [New Inverawe] was trying to keep the title among the English gentry who
knew nothing about it, but everybody in the County knew who was the real Inverawe and he had never
doubted it.  But, of course, everybody also knew that the place had passed out of the family, and it was said
to be a question of which would be the real one which would inherit the place now since it had gone away
with a lassie and may be it would come back with a lassie!

This was all very terrible! The Laird, always so good and anxious to do right, said I might do what I thought
right on the subject.  So Beith W.S. [in Edinburgh] was employed.  Beith had been born and brought up at
Lochgilphead and prides himself on his own rise in the world and that he ran about barefooted there and
taught in the parish school and he wished me well and his father used to tell him about me etc. etc, etc. All
very smooth and flattering and unctuous, but to business: -

NOTE: Beith's attitude may likely have been ccoloured by the fact that he also represented James Archibald
whose position would suffer did he hear of there being a marriage of Aleclxander's parents.  Only very
recently has "Conflict of Interest" been made illegal in Scots Law.

Now, he said, I am going to speak to you as if I were your legal opponent and you must make good your case
to me, if you can!

Q. Why did you not start this subject before?

A. Because we never had the proof placed in our hands before.
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Q. What is your object in starting the question?

A. The object is self-evident, would you give up your birthright it you could prove it?

Q.  That won’t do!  Is it money you want?

A. I want the marriage proved.

Q. But much hangs on that.  I will have to give notice to my other client, Mr. Campbell of New Inverawe.
Of course I know the title is disputed between you,  and, of course you know that Campbell  of Monzie
threatened James A. Campbell [of New Inverawe] with a law suit if he ever saw his name [as ‘of Inverawe’]
in print again after a certain date, and he would have its that it was Auchendarroch that had a right to it if
anyone but himself, [Monzie] who held the land, but you also know what Monzie was [Free Church] so it
proves nothing what he said!

A. What does this paper prove?

Q. Now I am going to speak, remember, as your antagonist, not that I think or believe anything as yet about
it myself, but if you have a lawsuit and a clever lawyer against you he would say if Auchendarroch had a
right to the whole thing why did he sign an acquittal to his Guardians when he came of age?   What can you
gain by this move - but an empty name?  Nobody nowadays cares one straw about their ancestors.  Nobody
will believe that that is your object.  It must be money. I am speaking as a lawyer and, no doubt, there is
proof of a marriage in these very papers.  But again your opponent will say, you see, that Mrs. C. was old
and silly like and why did she not speak before, may be it is her husband, back there, is trading on you as she
traded on the other side. You will know maybe that she got £200 a year off the heir at law's estate which dies
with her and may be the husband now thinks he will get something out of you for cooking up anew an old
story. And you better leave it alone or you may lose Auchendarroch and all the rentals of so many year's
possession.

A. Thank you for your advice. I am no lawyer, but I have seen the will, and if 

Auchendarroch could have been taken from the Laird it would have been before now.

Q. Now, Mrs. C. I am only speaking, you make your case right to me, certainly there is proof of a marriage
and for that I could push it through the Court in half an hour, any morning at 8 o' clock, when there is no one
there, and the Decree of Court that failing other evidence James A. Campbell was considered heir at law and
Alexander Campbell inherited all by his father’s will.  [That Will] would be rescinded with the proof now in
hand.  But I would need to tell J. C. [James Archibald Campbell, New Inverawe] about it and if there was no
opposition the thing could be done in half an hour.  Indeed it is not worthwhile and you had better leave it
alone.  You have both large families, what is the use of losing money on lawsuits for an empty nonsense!

A. That is for the Laird to judge, we must have every possible enquiry made and the whole matter sifted and
when that in done we shall probably have to take some decided measures.

So every possible enquiry was made, the servants mentioned were some of them still alive but most were
dead and all the Guardians dead, Minister of the Parish dead, all close relations dead... 



A letter from Mr. Noble to his Ward in Paris was found after much search saying he was grieved to hear that
A. C. had so taken to heart his cousin's act of calling himself Campbell of Inverawe, he thought A. C. knew
about the matter, or he certainly would have spoken to him and told him all there was to tell but there was
not much. Nothing to affect his position in the best Society or his prospects in any way, he would rather
speak than write, and hoped Alexander would come, at once, to Scotland and let him explain it all to him,
which he would have done long ago had he thought it  important enough, or that he, Alexander did not
already know all there was to say.

Another letter was found from Mr. Noble to the other Guardians and their lawyer saying that though he had
been persuaded to sanction their proceedings in getting this Decree of Court and prevented a lawsuit he had
never sanctioned the giving over of  ‘Papers’ which he considered had been done as a  Douceur and he
strongly protested.  This word Douceur was repeated in several letters.   [This letter was evidently from
George Noble  to  Mr.  Blair  WS.   The papers  cannot  have been the historical  Inverawe papers given to
Archibald Campbell by Alexander since he did not pass them on until 1842.]....

Mr. C. of Finlayston and Blackhouse is buried in the beautiful cemetery near Greenock and on his tomb
stone is engraved that he is the representative of the family of Inverawe.

It is a sad and painful story!

What could we do next!  The poor Laird - so unhappy about it all, but our duty to our children we must do.
So after collecting all the evidence it was handed over to Fletcher of Dounans, one of the cleverest lawyers in
Edinburgh for his opinion [as Counsel].  He had been a personal friend of Lord Cunningham’s and of Sir W.
Gibson Craig's, the two eminent lawyers who settled the threatened lawsuit between James A. Campbell and
Alexander's Guardians.  [This was brought by the Blackhouse Trustees to have James Archibald 'enter heir'
to Archibald of Blackhouse].  Fletcher of Dounans drew up the case as to be put before the judge...

As to a marriage, it was there beyond proof but, his advice was, leave it alone for the present, one deathbed
evidence has come and another may come! [This presumably refers to a hope that James A. Campbell, who
was then not at all well, might reveal something before he died].  Tell your intimate friends that the proof has
come to hand...

(But) perhaps that signature discharging the Guardian's deeds might  turn the balance against you....   No
question whether it is true or morally right, but legally to be considered so, to prevent a lawsuit, which as
Lord Cunningham had just lost a case in point in Ayrshire where all turned on the blindness of the testator,
the will might be disputed altogether...

Besides... James A. Campbell had never put himself, legally, in a false position ... he had not put his ancestry
and descent  in  the  County Gentleman’s  Directory,  he  had juxtaposition to  ours  ...  he  had always  been
friendly and brotherly, he had an excuse for calling himself Inverawe from having that new place on the
Loch, but of late years, certainly, he had never taken the name of Campbell of Inverawe in a way that he
could be taken hold of, legally, because Monzie would not allow him to say anything more.  Take my advice,
[Dounans said], leave it alone and see what time or rather providence will bring about - truth will out!

So it was left alone. 

[Untill Jane Isabella Campbell's statement was accepted by the Lord Lyon as proof of the marriage of Alexander's
parents in 1906.].

_______________

Appendix V

Diagram Tree Showing the Relationship between the

Inverawe – Achlian – Paterson Families
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     Alexander Campbell in Achlian  =  Anne, sister of Duncan Campbell of Inverawe

      d. 1799          | 

    ___________________|____________________________

    |           (1)(1758)               |         (2) 1801

Archibald Campbell = Mary Shaw      Jean Campbell, dau of = Duncan Campbell = Cowan Moore Campbell

Chamberlain             |                                   Inverawe| (1750-1822)              dau. of Campbell of Lochend

to Argyll                  |   Edward = Jane [Shaw?]   d.1794    |    d.1809 aged 36

(1756-1834)  |   Penman |________  |_________________________________________

 |    |     |                  |        |                        |

    John Shaw Campbell = Margaret   Jane Shaw = Duncan Campbell      Mary = John                Wm. Fred = Anne Moore   

      Physician, London         Munro          Penman |  London &           Campbell | Paterson           Campbell  |  Campbell

(1798-1847)  Penman    d.1861  |  Chiselhurst b.1888 |  of Merryflats    HEICS       |_____

                  | (1785-1869)              |        1808-40   |

        _____________________________________|            ________________|__________________   |

        |      |      |  |         | (1839)      |              |                  | |   |

Gracia      Eliza       Archibald  Thomas          Jane   =   John        Archibald   Mary C.   =   George   Alexander = Anne Moore

Anne C. Meta C.   Edward      Hewitt           Fraser   |  Paterson  Paterson   Paterson   |    Cubitt      Paterson     Campbell

d.1906 d. 1882   Hewitt   Campbell Campbell |  of          d. Toronto           |___________________

                               Campbell     1828-63                    |   Merryflats  1851         |

                                d.1855    |   d.1869          |__________________ |

       _______________________________________|_____________________ | |

       | |         |             |              |           John William   Thomas Campbell

John Paterson = Alice - - -   Noel               Mary Alice    Adelaid   =   Rowland   Agnes    Paterson         Paterson Cubitt dsp

Calcutta           |              Huntingdon    Paterson      Meta        |   E.K.          Eliza       Toronto

d.1869           |              Paterson 1844-77        Paterson  |   Money      Paterson

       __________|____________________          ________|______________________________________

       |      | |         |           |            | |  |

Charles Walter     John Arthur     Mary Alice           Rowland   Ernle Wm.  Ellen Mary  Una Grace = Frank Hugh  Elsie Dorothy

Randle Paterson  Noel Paterson Caroline Paterson   Money    Money        Money          Money      Hamilton        Money

The Campbells in Achlian



The Campbell tacksmen in Achlian on Loch Awe believed themselves to be descended from the MacConnochie 
Campbells of Stronchormaig-Glenfeochan.  While there is no documented proof of their origins, the parallel record has 
every appearance of supporting their claim.  They became  acknowledged as a part of the Inverawe kindred when, in the
first half of the 18th century,Alexander Campbell, son of Duncan the Notary, became tacksman of Achlian and married 
Ann, the youngest daughter of Archibald 8th of Inverawe and presumably his wife Janet Maclean, sister of Maclean of 
Torloisk.  Alexander & Ann's son Duncan, merchant in Greenock, married Jean, daughter of Archibald of Inverawe's 
great-nephew, Archibald 12th of Inverawe.  For a more detailed stydy of the Achlian family, see a paper about them in 
this series on branches of the MacConnochie Campbells.  For more detail on that family, see this publication volume 4.

_____________

Appendix VI

The Loss of Funds of the Trust by John MacNeill of Oakfield

The following Note was transcribed from the Barcaldine Papers in the Lyon Office by Alastair Campbell of 
Airds, Islay Herald Extraordinary:

From a note by Sir Duncan Campbell of Barcaldine, Lyon Office coll.

Major Macneill was cousin of Mr. Archibald Campbell of Killichronan
and was trustee for the late Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch.

Kilichronan induced the major to trust him with £70,000 of the trust money and, on his failure through speculation with 
N.M.Rothschild, Major Macneill had to dispone Auchendaroch (which had come into his family by his grandfather’s 
marriage with Miss Campbell of Auchendarroch – of the Kilmory family) on 12 December 1829 to the trustees of 
Archibald Campbell of Blackhouse reserving the right of access and sepulture to himself and the issue of his daughter 
Anne, Mrs. James Hunter, Cowal, Argyll.

Shortly after, Killichronan had a mock funeral at the Auchendarroch tomb to escape his creditors and was not long 
affterwards recognised as a porter in Antwerp.  In 1847, in his 78th year, he succeeded as 11th laird of Lochnell.

__________________________
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chapter vii

SOME LETTERS

of

ALEXANDER OF AUCHENDARROCh

Concerning what eventually  became the Episcopal Church of Christ  Church Lochgilphead and
other matters related to educational or spiritual initiatives which concerned him as a father and as
Laird of Auchendarroch and of much of Lochgilphead and all of Ardrishaig.

Preface

These letters were transcribed from the Letter Book of Christchurch Lochgilphead by the late Rev.
Andrew Duncan-Jones at the request of The Right Reverend Allan Maclean of Dochgarroch, former
Dean of Oban Cathedral, who kindly passed them on to me.  They cover a brief period from 1846 to
1849.  All of the letters are by Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch [& Inverawe]. 

His father's trustees provided him with the house and estate of Auchendarroch when he turned 21 in
1837.  In 1841 he and Harriet Keir were married in Edinburgh.  Their children were Archibald (b.
1842), Julia (b. 1843), Mary (b.1844), Alister (b. 1846), William (b.1847), J.  Arthur (b. 1850),
Walter (b.1854), and Neil (b.1859).  Of these, at the time these letters were being written, only
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Archie, Julia, Mary and William were alive.  In 1847 their ages would have been; Archie 5, Julia 4,
Mary 3 and William 1.  On the 24th of July 1847 they would be sketched by Harriet's friend, the
artist Jemima Wedderburn, later Mrs. Blackburn, whose brother Andrew Wedderburn was about to
marry Harriet's sister Joanna Keir.   By inheritance, Andrew would later be Wedderburn-Maxwell
of Glenlair. 

In August 1846, the Campbell family were at Auchendarroch.  But during the sessions of court,
they were  at  23  Rutland Street  in  Edinburgh,  since  with  little  capital,  Alexander  had found it
necessary to work as a lawyer there to supplement the family income.  Rentals from the lands being
far from adequate for a growing family and the responsibilities of keeping up the rental properties
and the staff which the place itself required. Later, according to Harriet Auchendarroch's 'Memoir',
Alexander would move the family back to Argyll and, after the passing of the Poor Law, find a
position as General Superintendant for Health, inspecting and reporting on water supplies, drainage
facilities and population health in a wide area of the country.

From the addresses on these letters it is clear that the family was much on the move, at times renting
out Auchendarroch for the shooting and fishing and living in less expensive places. Being almost
constantly pregnant, this must often have been painful for Harriet.  She must have been a strong
woman.  Her first child Archibald was born when she was 18, and the youngest, Neil, when she was
35.  Her husband Alexander would have been about 30 when he wrote the first of these letters and
33 when he wrote the last.

Most  of  the  letters  express  Alexander  of  Auchendarroch  [&  Inverawe]'s  concern  for  the
construction or improvement of local schools and particularly to have a Scottish Episcopal Chapel
built  at  Lochgilphead.   Since his higher education had been in England and that of his wife in
Edinburgh, they felt more comfortable with the mellower services of the Episcopal style and were
keen to provide such services for their children and friends.  The dividing of the Diocese of that
church which reached from Moray to Wester Ross and south to Argyll,  was evidently a timely
move.  The Bishopric of Argyll & The Isles was created as a separate entity, presenting a question
as to where the Bishop should be based.  The original mediaeval Catholic Bishopric had been based
upon Lismore and in the 16th century in the days when almost all travel was by sea. Alexander of
Auchendarroch's ancestor Bishop John Carswell had built Carnassarie Castle as his palace just north
of Kilmartin.  Since he lived through the Reformation of 1560, he does not seem to have been
concerned about building a cathedral, or enlarging that on Lismore.  But now the Scottish Episcopal
Church,  which  had  historically  been  strong in  Perthshire,  Angus  and  the  North  East,  found a
demand for services in various parts of Argyll where Scottish landowners who had become used to
Episcopal style services at their schools in the south, or who had married wives with that tradition,
were building chapels in their communities or on their estates.  One of these being Neil Malcolm of
Poltalloch, Alexander's neighbour.  These were also an economic attraction for the letting of their
estates to Episcopal or Southron families for stalking, shooting and fishing.  

Auchendarroch  could  only  afford  £100  [in  the  year  2000,  £100  of  1848  value  would  be  the
equivalent of  £5,970.00 using the retail  price index, or  £48,400.00 using average earnings]  as a
donation towards construction of the proposed Chapel, but could offer land both for the Chapel and
for a house for the Bishop.  With only one side of the correspondence, the reader is left wondering at
the initial reluctance of the Bishop to be cooperative, although Auchendarroch's patience over three
years or more is remarkable.  Perhaps the Bishop was reluctant to become too entangled with one
energetic Laird until he knew more of the leading members of the Diocese.  The controversy with
Harriet's cousin Neil Malcolm was clearly also stressful.  Compared to Auchendarroch, Poltalloch
was unusually affluent, but Neil was now saddled with a most expensive if childless second wife.



The value of these letters adds to the picture of life in Argyll at the time, but is primarily relevant to
Inverawe history in terms of how Alexander of Auchendarroch & Inverawe shows his character.

The Letters & Commentary

1846 18 August

Alexander Campbell, to Dr. Hunter

My Dear Hunter,

Oblige me by endeavouring to recollect what took place between us regarding finding 
accommodation for the Assembly teacher when he first came to Lochgilphead.

I recollect distinctly your kindly interesting yourself to try and get accommodation in some 
of Sir J. Orde's houses at Kilmory side of the village.

I am not aware of your having had anything to do with the hiring of the present school house on my 
behalf.

Mr. Mackay seems to have understood that I was to pay the rent of the schoolhouse, but I am
not aware of having done anything to warrant such an expectation; although quite prepared to take 
my share of a subscription for that purpose.

truly yours

Alexander Campbell

Auchindarroch 18 Aug 184665

Hunter was the local doctor.  Sir J. Orde was Sir John Powlett Orde, 2nd Bt., by then of Kilmory in
Argyll, inherited through his Campbell wife. 

According to Burke, Sir John was born in 1803, so by 1846 was a man of 43, and had come to
Kilmory by virtue  of  his  first  wife  Eliza  Campbell,  eldest  daughter  and co-heiress  of  Peter  or
Patrick Campbell of Kilmory, a descendant of the Campbells of Auchinbreac.  Their son would add
his mother's name, becoming Sir John Campbell-Orde of Kilmory, 3rd Bt.  At this point he was a
Captain in the 42nd, the Black Watch.  His mother Eliza Campbell had died in 1829.  The first Orde
Baronet had been Admiral of the Red, Governor of Dominica (1783-93) and MP for Yarmouth.  He
was made a Baronet in 1790.  His father was a landowner from near Morpeth, north of Newcastle in
Northumberland.66  

1846 10 November

65 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the late Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean 
of Dochgarroch

66 BLG, 19th Edn., vol.1, pp.1123-1126
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Alexander Campbell to Neil Malcolm of Poltalloch

My dear Poltalloch,

I received yours of 4th of November

I take the earliest opportunity of answering it.  You ask of me candid answers to queries, & candidly 
I shall give them.  Before doing so I would however advert to your view of the subject, in which it 
appears to you that you are at perfect liberty to yr intention as circumstances render it advisable and 
convenient: In fact that you may, if you see fit, change yr mind in this, as in your private matters, & 
relinquish the idea of building a chapel, as freely as you might that of building a house.

I quote yr own words, & well might you be satisfied that my view of the subject was a very 
different one, when I took it upon me to speak to you as I did.  It is not a slight cause which would 
induce me to hazard giving offence to a friend I value so highly as yourself. 

You consider that you might change yr mind  in this as in any private matter - but surely my 
dear Poltalloch you must see a mighty difference between this and an ordinary private matter.  The 
question here affects not yourself alone, but a whole community, towards whom an obligation has 
been incurred by you, from which you may be freed, but cannot I conceive free yourself.  Take the 
case of no subscription having been entered into at all, for the purpose of building a chapel, and that 
you had undertaken to build it yourself, could you with propriety change your intention next 
morning?  If not, how much less is there room to do so in the case as it stands.  A subscription is 
entered to, and you putting down your name for a princely sum, smaller sums are attached to the 
names of other parties.  By and Bye it is understood that you have undertaken the whole yrself; and 
from that moment the other subscriptions are cancelled.  That almost all the parties will again be 
prepared to subscribe in our particular case is altogether an  accidental circumstance.  I might have 
become a bankrupt, Miss Orde might have left the country, a thousand things might have happened 
to make it a very different thing to obtain money by a new subscription, than to collect money at the 
time it was subscribed.  Indeed we have one instance of this in Mr. Askew who formerly subscribed 
50£ but will not I believe will again do so in consequence of his intention of establishing a English 
clergyman on his own property.

Besides all this, 2 years have passed away, all parties sitting quietly, looking to you.  Money 
may be recalled; time cannot.  There is here a very strong case of what in legal phrase is called rei 
interventus .  I see no room whatever for change of mind at pleasure.  

But you may say that the very case I mention, that of Askew, is yr own; and that it is very 
hard that what operates so strongly in his case should be of no effect in yours.  Change of 
circumstances, however, in his case, may cause him to refuse a new obligation; but change of 
circumstances in yours cannot free you from an old one. The legitimate operation of the change of 
circumstances is upon us, I think, not upon you.  It may cause us to refuse to allow you to fulfil the 
obligation, but cannot entitle you to withdraw from it.

As I stated to you in our conversation on the subject, I have no knowledge of how the whole 
burden came to be undertaken by you.  I think that we should not have permitted more than a 
subscription on yr part, & I am desirous of seeing the building fund again made up by subscription, 
but the step backwards must I think proceed from us.

Now then to your queries -

1st as to the extent of the claim to which you have rendered yourself liable?

I consider you liable to the full extent of the subscription, which amounted I think to upwards of 
1500£.



Your second query is answered at the same time with the first, for I thus of course consider 
that the contribution of 1000£ as originally contemplated would not be all that could be required.

You being prepared, & expressing yourself prepared to carry out the whole undertaking; my 
view of our duty under the circumstances would be to free you entirely from the obligation, 
accepting only, if you desired it, a subscription.

You perceive that I am anxious to arrive at the same point with yourself, only by a different 
route.  The only difficulty I see is in commencing the journey; which would be perhaps in event of yr
viewing the matter at all as I do, by your proposing to hand over the plans and the money to us, 
requesting us to build the chapel [in Lochgilphead], advertising at the same time your intention to 
build a private chapel [on Poltalloch] &c. . . .  We should thus be in a condition to take up the matter,
which we cannot do without some communication from you.

We were very sorry to hear that Mrs. Malcolm had been complaining [ill with a 'complaint'],
but trusting that she is now well again, & that you have returned to Kilmartin., I shall address this 
thither. 

Ever very sincerely yours,

Alexander Campbell

23 Rutland St.  10 Novr.184667

The letter is addressed to Neil Malcolm at 'Largie'.  This rather charming mid to late 18th century
place was originally Kilmartin House, built by the Inverawe Campbells of Kilmartin when they
moved out of the castle.  I assume that either this land or Nether Largie [where Ian Malcolm, Yr. of
Poltalloch currently lives and farms, 2017] was what was originally known as 'Largie McKessaig' in
the writs, suggesting it was the original holding of the MacCessaig-MacCallum-Malcolm family.  In
Pigot's 1837  Commercial Directory, the village and house are so described: "Kilmartin:, a small
village nearly nine miles north of Lochgilphead, contains a comfortable inn, a parochial school, and
a parish church, the latter completed in 1836. About half a mile north, amidst beautiful scenery, is
'Kilmartin  House'  the  commodious  house  of  Neill  Malcolm  Jun.  Esq.,  of  Poltalloch."   Neill
Malcolm's father died that same year( so in 1837 he would be 'of Poltalloch'), as had his wife, the
mother of his son who had died young and of his daughters.  He had married again in 1843 to
Louisa Shirley but had no further children and would be succeeded on his death in 1857 by his
brother John.68

Presumably due to lacking any children, Neill's second wife Louisa evidently had a strong impetus
to make her mark. The present family sense that she had 'delusions of grandeur' - for she it would
appear to be who had the name of Kilmartin House changed to the old name for the lands, 'Largie'
and then had the place demolished, presumably wishing to erase any earlier trace of the family who
had it built - Or perhaps it had dry rot.  She refused to stay long in Duntrune (whose spelling had
been changed from Duntroon when the Malcolms bought the lands and castle from the last resident
Laird of the second family of the Campbells of Duntroon in 1792) and compelled Neill to build the
elaborate Poltalloch House; she had herself painted in a full length equestrian portrait with Loch
Crinan seen between the horse's legs, [currently on the stairs of Stonefield Castle Hotel]; had some

67 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev.Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch.

68 BLG, Scotland, 19th Edn. vol.1, pp. 991-992
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of the unidentified grave slabs in Kilmartin Kirkyard collected with Malcolm ones into a special
collection, the word 'Poltalloch' firmly inscribed on each, and undertook an extensive building plan
on the estate using a very Anglo style of designs with 'Tudor' chimneys, , easily recognisable among
the lodges and Factor's houses, etc.

The MacCallum Malcolms of Poltalloch,  originally MacCessaigs before the eponymous Calum,
were a long established local  Argyll  family who had had for some generations  owned and run
plantations in the West Indies, as had Alexander of Auchendarroch's uncle Duncan Campbell, while
Auchendarroch's  father  was a West Indies Merchant out of Glasgow, presumably in slaves and
sugar.  Neill Malcolm's mother had been the daughter of David Orme MD of Lamb Abbey [or
Lamorby] in Kent, of the Scottish Orme of Balvaird family.  Harriet Auchendaroch's grandfather
was a grandson of the Ormes, so that in Highland terms she was Neill Malcolm's cousin.  James
Francis Edward Keir of Kinmonth had married Margaret Orme of the Balvaird family on the 28th f
April 1750.69  

 "David  Orme  of  the  family  of  Orme  of  Balvaird  Castle,  Fife,  married  Agnes  
Keith, daughter  of  Alexander  Keith  of  Ravelstone  and  Dunottar,  and  had  two  sons,  
Alexander and David, and one daughter Margaret.

"Alexander married, and died without issue, and David married (Miss Thomas) 
and left one daughter, Mary Ann, who succeeded to his property of Lamb Abbey, 
Kent. 

"Margaret married James Francis Edward Keir of Kinmounth and the Rhynd, 
Perthshire.  Mary Ann married [as his first wife] Neil Malcolm of Poltalloch."  [There   
would appear to be a slight discrepancy in terms of dates here?]  "Alexander Keith of 
Ravelstone and Dunottar was brother to Agnes Keith who married David Orme.  .  ."

In Harriet Auchndarroch's Memoir she mentions her relationship with Poltalloch:

"Old Stonefield asked us to pay our first visit to his house and he was most fatherly and 
good to us always.  Neil Malcolm sent me a set of turquoise bracelets, brooch and pendant 
earrings (the girls have lost them all I believe), he wrote me a most kind letter and though in 
low spirits after the death of his wife [d.1837] and son he begged that we would come and 
stay at Largie so soon as we could.  .  .  Lady Keith, Ravelstone, came to stay at 
Auchendarroch with Georgina Lamont, her niece, Sir Alexander [Lamont of Lamont] and my 
father were first cousins, mothers were sisters.  Lady Keith was May Lamont, so I was 
connected both with Malcolms and Lamonts." 70 

The  discussion  between  Auchendarroch  and  Poltalloch  over  funding  for  the  construction  of  a
'chapel' was clearly to do with what would eventually become the church and manse (vicarage?) at
Christ Church, Lochgilphead.  The mention of 'English Church' explains why, while Christ Church
has always been a Scottish Episcopal church, the local people still  call  it  'The English church',
which of course it never was in terms of Church of England.  But the Scottish Episcopal Church had
never been strong in Argyll where the Argyll family had been leaders i the more Calvinistic element
since  the  Reformation,  while  the  North  East  of  Scotland was  an  Episcopal  stronghold.  One is
tempted to conjecture that the difficulty had arisen due to Louisa Malcolm wanting to have a private
chapel on the Poltalloch estate within walking distance of her new house.  Neill would have found
himseld between the upper and nether  millstone.   However much of Auchendarroch's  inherited

69 Julia Campbell, Auchendarroch Miscellany, Vol.1, p.7.

70 And further: (Ibid p.9):  "Copied by Julia Campbell from 'Isabella Aytoun's paper":)



income had been considerably reduced by the McNeill trustee and Poltalloch had a most extensive
income.  The chapel  Neill  produced is pleasant and, being smaller,  is easier to heat than Christ
Church.  I an age where dogma is increasingly seen as an inhibitor to liberty and the human spirit,
the useful maintenance of such places can call for painful re-evaluation.

Since Poltalloch evidently held the plans, this was clearly why no advance could be made without
his making his own decision.

Alexander was writing from 23 Rutland Street in Edinburgh which was presumably a house he had
rented for his family while he was with a law firm there.  A letter written from Castle Street, nearby,
suggests that it was the address of the law office.  They would not be at Auchendarroch again until a
letter shows them there on the 23rd of April 1847.  Rutland Street would have the southeast side of
it demolished later in the century to allow the construction of what would become the Caledonia
Station and today the surviving hotel there.

1846 20 November

Alexander Campbell to Miss Orde

My Dear Miss Orde,

Your note of the 13th was most gratifying to me, as proving to the correctness of my 
expectation that we could accomplish the building of a chapel amongst ourselves, even if none of our
neighbours joined us.  We have not yet commenced a new subscription, nor can we indeed with 
propriety till I hear again from our neighbour on the subject of his intentions, which I daily expect to 
do.

Meanwhile I shall consider your letter more in the light of showing your warm feelings in 
favour of our object than as expressing any decided  and binding engagement o your part.  As soon 
as a new subscription is really commenced, notice shall e given you, to enable you either to ratify 
your present most liberal intentions, or modify them should circumstances or inclination incline you 
to do so.  Our principal difficulty & it is no trifling one, is the obtaining the services of a good 
clergyman.  I trust your residence in England may be made productive of benefit to us in that respect;
I'm sure at least your best efforts will be our service in this good cause.

I suppose you will turn northwards about Xmas, & I trust when i[n] the country at that that time for a
short time as I expect to be, I may have the pleasure of meeting you.  Harriet joins me in very warm 
regards to you & I remain

Ever sincerely yrs

Alexander Campbell

23 Rutland St.

20 Novr 1846

Miss Orde- Miss Frere's, Bilton Rectory, Bath.71

71 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev.Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
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'Miss Orde' would be Ann Maria, the un-married sister of the 2d Bt,.72

1846 26 December

Alexander Campbell to Archibald Lamont of Lamont Esq.

Dear Archie,

You are, I believe, a Episcopalian, & if so have probably heard of the 

untimely smothering of the Bishop of Argyle through Ballachulish or Sir James 

Riddell.

If not - the tale is as follows - Dr. Low, the present Bishop of Argyle & Ross, 

proposed to divide his See, making Argyle & the Isles a separate bishopric, & 

undertaking to endow it with £8,000 of his own money.  They agree, and a remit is 

made to the clergy of the Diocese to elect a Bishop.  They elect a Mr. Ewing of 

Forres, a man concerning whom all with whom I have conversed unite in speaking 

well.  The election of the clergy requires to be confirmed by the Bishops.  They 

meet, and are divided 3 and 3.  Those in favour of Mr. Ewing ask the opponents of 

him to state their reasons, but they decline to do so.  So the matter at present rests.  

The reason of the opposition is understood to be that Mr. Ewing is averse to forcing 

the Scotch [Scots] Communion service.  The high church party are in favour of this 

- the Bishops are 3 & 3 on the point & Mr. Ewing's vote would decide in favour of 

the moderates.  Orde and myself have drawn up a memorial of which the enclosed is 

a copy.  We intend signing & sending it to the Primus, [head of the Scottish 

Episcopal Church]  if you approve, please authorize me to sign for you.  Let me hear 

from you by return of post, directed to Kilmory where I go next week.  Mention 

who are Episcopalians in Cowal.  I hope at the same time to have a good account of 

Campbell of] Possil & all at Achnacroish.  Our kind regards to your circle there.

72 BLG Scotland, 19th Edn.vol.1, pp. 1125-1126.



Truly yours,

Alexander Campbell

23 Rutland St.  26 December 1846

A. Lamont of Lamont Esq.

[Memorial] To: The Right Reverend the Primus the Bishops

&

of the Scottish Episcopal Church 

We the undersigned Heads of families, long members of the Episcopal Church, and residing or 
holding property in the District proposed to be erected into the Bishopric of Argyll & the Isles:  
Being deeply interested in the welfare & property of the Church in that locality; & highly approving 
of the proposed measure; venture respectfully but earnestly to express our opinion that all the 
circumstances of the case considered, the objects of the liberal benefactor to the proposed See, and 
the best interests of the Church cannot better be promoted, than by your reverences confirming the 
election made by the clergy of the Diocese.73

NOTES:

Archibald  Lamont  of  Lamont  was  a  kinsman  of  Alexander  of  Auchendarroch's  wife  Harriet.
Harriet's  great-grandfather was James Francis Edward Keir of Kinmonth & The Rhynd.     His
mother was Agnes Keith.  Agnes' brother was Alexander Keith of Ravelston & Dunottar,.  This
Alexander Keith, of the Marischal of Scotland family, had a grandson, another Alexander Keith,
who  married  Georgina,  daughter  of  Lamont  of  Lamont.   (Julia,  Miss  Campbell  of  Auchendarroch,
Auchindarroch Miscellany, vol.1, pp.7 & 8)  In Highland terms this was enough excuse for them to claim
kinship. 

Good relations between Inverawe and Lamont were a pleasant change from those during the Civil
War.  Alastair MacColla had devastated Argyll in 1644.   He had left the County of Argyll and then,
being trapped, brilliantly defeated the Argyll men, including Inverawe and Lamont, at the battle of
Inverlochy in Fewbruary 1645.  But Sir James Lamont then changed sides.  MacColla, deserting
Montrose just before the battle of Philiphaugh, turned back towards Argyll.  Sir James Lamont lent
him boats to cross back into the County.   This was seen by his former allies among the men of
Argyll as further dastardly treachery.  Once MacColla and his Irish forces had been chased out of
Kintyre to Islay and Ireland, the Marquess of Argyll sent Lt. Col. Dougall Campbell of Inverawe
and Campbell  of  Adkinglas  to  wreak vengeance  on the Lamonts.   This  they did with extreme
severity.74    

1847 23 January

Alexander Campbell to Rev. Dr. Mair

Revd. & Dear Sir,

73 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev.Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch

74 Alastair Campbell of Airds, A History of Clan Campbell, vol.2, pp.240-43, EUP.
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As the very valuable schoolmistress, who was recommended to me from yr. school some years ago 
for my neighbour Lady Orde, is about to leave her in March with a view to promotion; I have been 
commissioned to make enquiries after a successor for her.  Can you recommend anyone?  The salary 
is £25 a year - coal & free house.

What are our prospects in the way of obtaining a successor to that most exemplary of ministers Mr. 
McKay?

truly yours

Alexander Campbell 23 Rutland St. 23 January 1847 [Edinburgh]75

The Rev. Dr. Mair's position is inferred as headmaster of a un-named school.  Since the question is
also asked about the minister Mr. McKay of the Church of Scotland, Mair could perhaps also hold a
position in the administration of the Kirk.  

Lady Orde's husband was then constructing Kilmory Castle, now [2014]  occupied by the offices of
the administrative area called 'Argyll & Bute' including much of those Counties. Lady Orde was
Beatrice, youngest daughter of James Edwards of Harrow-on-the-Hill in England.  She was the 2d
wife  of  Sir  John Powlett  Orde,  2nd Bt.,  by then  of  Kilmory in  Argyll,  whose  first  wife  Eliza
Campbell of Kilmory had died in 1829.76                       

1847 23 April

Alexander Campbell to Sir George Grey Bart.

Sir,

I have been requested by the Kirk Session of the parish of Lochgilphead respectively to 
submit to you the desire of the congregation that the Revd. John McFarlane of Glasgow, now 
officiating temporarily at Ardrossan, should be appointed to the vacant charge.  Mr. McFarlane 
preached in Lochgilphead on Sunday last both in Gaelic & English & gave great satisfaction to all 
his hearers.

I have considered it to be my duty, as principal heritor in the parish to inform you of the wishes of 
the congregation, and 

I have the Honr. to be

Yr most Obedt. Humble Servt.

Alexander Campbell

Auchindarroch

Lochgilphead 23rd April 1847

To The Right Honble Sir George Grey Bart.77

75 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev.Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
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 'Heritors' were the landowners of a parish whose responsibility was to provide funds and leadership
for a church, school and manse for the minister of the Kirk, now Church of Scotland.  The family
were still at Auchendarroch until late September that year.

1847  1  September

Alexander Campbell to Mr. Malcolm Munro

Sir,

I return you the call enclosed to me.  I have not signed it considering that I have no title to 
do so, not being a Presbyterian.

Mr. McFarlane is I believe fully aware that he has my best wishes, & will have my support  can give 
him to aid him in the execution of his duty.

I am

Yr, Obedt. Servt.

Alexander Campbell

Auchindarroch 1st of September 184778

Malcolm Munro would appear to have been the leading Elder of the Kirk in Lochgilphead who
would have been responsible  for working with the Laird as 'Heritor'  over  the call  for  the new
minister.  He would likely have been one of the more prosperous members of the community.

1847 30 September

Alexander Campbell to Sec. of Committee of Council on Education

Auchindarroch 

Sir, Lochgilphead

I had the honour to transmit to you a memorial for presentation to the Lords of the 
Committee of Council on Education of date 1st of April, praying for assistance towards building two 
schools, one at Ardrissaig and the other at Lochgilphead,  The receipt of my communication was 
acknowledged, & I was informed that a special report on the subject had been ordered from the 
Inspector Mr. Gordon.

78 Ibid
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As six months have now elapsed, I may perhaps be pardoned for requesting a decision on 
my Memorial, as the subject is a pressing one.

I am

Yr most Obedt. Servt.

Alexander Campbell

To the Secretary of The Committee of Council on Education

Wrote again 1/12/47 & 10/1/4879

This letter was likely included among the Church records accidentally.   The other letters do not
appear  with  these.   The  four  letters  with  no  response  gives  little  sense  of  confidence  in  The
Committee of the Council on Education of that period.  A Schools Inspectorate had been established
in 1840, marking an increased governmental interest in promoting education.

1847 10 November

Alexander Campbell to Rt. Rev. Alexander Ewing

My Dear Sir, 

I was much pressed for time when I wrote you yesterday, which caused my note to be a very
brief one.  The reason of my naming the 15th of March to you, is that about that time the Court of 
Session rises, and in event of our house not letting, I should like to have it in my power to bring my 
wife and children then to the country, as the change from the east coast to the west I always find to 
be productive of the greatest benefit to them.  At the same time it will be my earnest wish to 
accommodate you for a longer period if circumstances enable me to do so.  I could not find any 
house likely to suit you in or near Lochgilphead, but when on the spot you will be able to satisfy 
yourself on this point.  Yr. first letter, I have as I mentioned in my note of yesterday, lost, but I do 
not recollect whether you said in it, that you had determined o settling at Lochgilphead, or were only 
desirous of satisfying yrself regarding the locality before finally fixing -  When you have made up yr.
mind on the subject, it will of course, if favourable for Lochgilphead, be desirable for us to know it 
as soon as possible, to enable us to make immediately all preliminary arrangements, if a chapel is to 
be commenced in Spring.

I have to thank you for the Aberdeen paper which gave me a full account of the double 
consecration, at which I much regretted being unable to be present.  I know of but one feeling 
amongst the laity regarding yourself- & as to the protesting clergy of the Diocese, I think from what  
know of them, that their resignation of their cures would not be the severest blow which could befall 
the See of Argyle.

Oblige me by giving me early information should it be your wish to occupy Auchindarroch & that 
soon, as I should require to send a man to the country to put things in order previously, & it would be
convenient, cold we so arrange, that he could meet a servant of yrs there & hand over the house & 
inventory before returning to town.  It were well also if you were there yourself at the same time, in 

79 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
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case any things might be required for your comfort, which he could take a note of, and procure ad 
send to you on his return to Edinburgh.

I remain very sincerely yours

Alexander Campbell

23 Rutland St., 10 November 1847

Rt. Rev. Alexr. Ewing.80

 The fact that the Court of Session in Edinburgh 'rises on the 15th of March' would define the
periods when Alexander could be at Auchendarroch or would be obliged to be in Edinburgh.  This
is the first of the numerous letters to Bishop Ewing, attempting to gain his cooperation in setting up
the proposed Chapel at Lochgilphead and the Bishop in his See or Diocese.  The offer of a stay at
Auchendarroch was also the first of a series of offers over a period of years with sometimes mixed
results, or lack of them.

1847 15 November

Alexander Campbell to Rt. Rev. Alexr. Ewing

My Dear Sir, 

I received your note of 12th this morning & reply, as you wish, by return of post.  My object 
in letting Auchindarroch is economy.  I cannot afford to live there & keep a house in town, as I 
require to do professionally.  At the same time I have no intention of leaving the country: & in event 
of my finding no suitable accommodation for my family within a morning's drive of Lochgilphead, I 
wish to be able to build on my own property a small marine villa for a summer residence. To enable 
me however to do so, I require to have Auchindarroch off my hands for a term of at least five years.  
To let for a year or two would accordingly not suit me.  It would throw my family adrift in the mean 
time, without putting me in a position to take any steps for their final accommodation.  The rent I ask
for Auchindarroch is 150£, [£8,955 or £72,600] the tenant taking garden and game into his own 
hands. The saving to me would thus be about 300£ a year, which for five years certain would 
authorize me to borrow money if necessary in order to build a cottage.  I am thus explicit in order 
that you may fully comprehend my position, as it pains me exceedingly not to be able in every 
respect to meet yr wishes.

I should not like to commit myself to a given sum as what might annually be calculated upon
from the congregation of Lochilphead.  Our former calculation was, if I recollect right, about 120£ 
[£7,164 or £58,080, possibly £19,360], but this included a considerable subscription from Mr. 
Malcolm on the understanding that the incumbent of the then proposed chapel at Lochgilphead, 
should give one service every Sunday at Kilmartin.

As this condition is in your case out of the question, his contribution would probably much 
diminished.  In this respect however, I know not any other locality in the Diocese which promises 
fairer or so fair as Lochgilphead.  An English family may probably become tenants at 
Auchindarroch; and last year a sister of the late Lady Orde was deterred from leaving England & 
settling amongst us from the want of an Episcopal Chapel. 

80 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev.Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
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A temporary place of worship could easily be obtained, & the arrangements for building a 
chapel would proceed much more quickly & satisfactorily if you were on the spot.  I see no 
advantage in yr taking yr family to Dunoon or Rothsay, instead of to Achendarroch.  

You certainly would not live cheaper there, nor would house room be cheaper; at least I do 
not think you will get a furnished house for four months for less than 20£ even in winter, which rent 
is at the same time to be a voluntary addition to yr expenses, as I desire none, yr occupying the house
being no loss to me. A few months residence on the spot would enable you satisfactorily to decide on
the merits or demerits of Lochgilphead, & speaking for myself, I consider it most desirable that you 
should have every opportunity of judging for yourself before deciding. I am, very truly yrs

Alexander Campbell

The Right Rev. Alexr. Ewing81

Possibly the 'small marine villa' if it was ever built, was the house known as 'Seacliff ' between the
road into Ardrishaig and the sea. There are no notable cliffs there. This was certainly later used by
Alxander's son J. Arthur Campbell 1st of Aduaine while that place was under construction in the
1890s.  

For property and rental  values,  the lower range, based upon the retail  price index, would seem
nearer the mark, wages, producing the second figure,  having changed so dramatically in the second
half  of  the 20th  century and therefore  turning the second figure  unexpectedly  high.  Therefore,
perhaps by dividing the second figure by 3, to £24,200 a year for the rent of Auchendarroch, this
could produce a monthly rental figure in 2000 of about £2,016.  The reasons for looking at 1/3 of
the higher figure are in the note below.

1847 24 November

Alexander Campbel to Sir John Orde

My Dear Sir John,

My wife had a letter from Lady Orde this morning, in which she expresses a desire to now 
something regarding or new Bishop's plans.  I have been in correspondence with him for some weeks
back, but delayed writing to you until I could give you some certain information, which  am now in a
position to do.  He will occupy Auchindarroch for the winter, and intends going there the latter end 
of next week.   I send his letter to me and copies of what I wrote him in reply.  In consequence, I 
shall endeavour to take a run home for a day or two in the beginning of the week to arrange matters 
before his arrival.

Yrs [etc.not copied]

Alexander Campbell

23 Rutland St. [Ediburgh] 24 Novr. 184782

81 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
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Alexander's idea to  '...run home for a day or two' would by now have been more easily possible,
given the completion of railways between Edinburgh and Glasgow, and Glasgow and Greenock,
where steamer service was already established to Ardrishaig.

1847-8? No date given

Letter from Alexander Campbell to George Oliver Esq. (N.D.)

Sir, 

Having heard from some of my friends in Edinr. that you were interesting yourself to obtain 
subscriptions for a Episcopal Chapel to be built at Dunoon you would oblige me by giving me such 
information on the subject as may enable me to judge whether it would be proper for me to send you 
my  [blank] for furthering yr purpose. 

The interests of the Episcopal Church would be furthered by having a bishop resident among
us, and with this view I send you a copy of a memorial to the bishops about to be sent from our part 
of the country, in the hopes that if you approve of it, you may get it signed by such as agree with 
you, about Dunoon.  The cause of the memorial is as follows.  Bishop Low proposed that his present 
See which comprehends Argyle, Ross, Moray & the Isles, should be divided, & offered to endow a 
bishop of Argyle & the Isles with £8,000. [possibly about £1,290,666 in the year 2000?] The bishops
agree, & call on the clergy of the Diocese to elect, they do so by naming Mr. Ewing of Forres; 3 of 
the bishops however declined to confirm his election, & refused to assign any reasons for their 
opposition - the other 3 bishops were in favour.  All the enquiries I have made have resulted most 
favourably to Mr. Ewing, and at any rate if we do not have him, we get none; as if he is not 
appointed Bishop Low withdraws his 8,000£.  

Address to me at Achindarroch, Lochgilphead.

I remain

Yr Obedt Servt

Alexander Campbell

George Oliver Esq

Miss Rutherford's

24 Fettes Row83

George Oliver has yet to be identified, but appears to have been a landowner near Dunoon in the 
Cowal district of Argyll, therefore at one extremity of the new Diocese.

1848 29 February

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing
23 Rutland St. 29 Feb 1848

83 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
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My Dear Sir,

I was sorry to learn when visiting the country last week that  your state of health still kept 
you in the north, and that you had not yet been able to travel to Auchindarroch.  I regret it much as it 
puts off again our chapel plans, which I had hoped ere this to have seen, under your favouring 
auspices, matured.  As tomorrow is the first of March, Mrs. Campbell and myself, on talking it over, 
consider that the season being so far advanced, and the least expensive and probably most 
convenient mode for Mrs. Ewing and yourself to visit our part of the country, & satisfy yrselves 
regarding it, would be by allowing us to proceed to Auchindarroch at the end of the Session, which is
at the latter end of March, & by yr. coming & staying with us for some time, if you would confer that
honour upon us.  Of course, as the house has not been inhabited by you, I can accept no rent for it in 
event of our proposed arrangement suiting you, Mrs. Campbell on arriving in the country will be 
happy to take yr servant now at Auchindarroch into her service as housemaid, if she is willing, either
entirely or for such time as may suit yr convenience.    With our kind regards to Mrs. Ewing.

I remain very sincerely yrs

Alexander Campbell

Bishop Ewing.84

Alexander's stating that 'I can accept no rent for it' was about the invitation to the Bishop and his
wife to come and stay.  Later, a rent was charged for a longer stay.  Auchendarroch really wanted to
rent the place for a 5 year period, which he may have achieved when Lord L. took the place.

1848 13 March

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing
23 Rutland St. 3 March 1848

My Dear Sir,

In consequence of yr letter of the 9th we are making arrangements to leave this if possible on
Monday ext, & to proceed home on Tuesday.  A very few days will I trust settle us comfortably, so 
that I trust we may be in a situation to request the pleasure of seeing Mrs. Ewing and yrself by the 
end of the week.  I will write you again after arriving home.  Yr, luggage will be carefully attended 
to.  I wrote today to my gamekeeper to explain to the housemaid our intended arrangements 
regarding her, and to enquire if there would be any objection to it on her part.  I have lost no tenant 
by expecting you to occupy our home for the winter, so yr mind may rest at ease on that account.  I 
anticipate a subscription of 1600£ [£95,520 or £774,400, likely about £25,813] for building 
purposes, & am at present endeavouring to get it not merely subscribed, but actually lodged in [the] 
bank, where  am sufficiently prosaic to with to see it, as in these hard times it is more easy to 
subscribe money than to pay it.  Thanks for your kind enquiries after our health during the winter; we
have in this respect much to be thankful for, as the many prevalent disorders have hardly affected us 
at all.  Accept our very kind regards for yrself & Mrs. Ewing

I remain very sincerely yours,

Alexander Campbell

84 Ibid.



Bishop Ewing.85

The 'subscription' was what people promised towards the construction fund. The cost Alexander
anticipated was for construction of a 'chapel' and not what was eventually built. Taking the higher
figure and dividing by 3, £1,600, one third of £774,400 would be £25,813 for construction costs.
But that would only have built a very simple Chapel now.  Alexander and hs family were back at
Auchendarroch in early April.

1848 7 April

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My Dear Sir,

I was glad to learn this evening through Catherine that you were at Rothsay, en route as I 
would fain hope hitherwards.  I trust it may suit your convenience to pay us yr visit next week, as we
intend D.V. leaving this the beginning of the following week for Taynish, the place we have taken.  
In event of yr wishing it, there is a furnished cottage now to be had which might perhaps temporarily
accommodate you.

I feel anxious to see you amongst us, as there are minor difficulties in the way of our at once 
proceeding with our chapel plans , which can only I think be met by you.  Unless everything be 
arranged this summer I shall despair of ever seeing anything done.  I am heartily tired of year after 
year talking only of erecting a chapel. & the longer it is delayed, the more difficult it becomes.

I trust Mrs. Ewing is quite well & that yr. own health is much improved, & with our kind 
regards

I remain

very sincerely yrs

Alexander Campbell

Auchindarroch 7 April 1848

Bishop Ewing86

Was health an issue again, or had the prim and respectable fleshpots of Rothsay snared the dilatory
Bishop and his wife, or perhaps Mrs. Ewing was reluctant to enter what she may have imagined to
be the 'the wilds of the Highlands'? One can imagine Auchendarroch's barely disguised frustration.
Clearly Alexander now intended to let Auchendarroch to a shooting tenant.

1848 10 April 
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Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

Bishop Ewing My Dear Sir,

I have just received yrs of 8th & answer it as you desire by return of post.  Your proposed  
arrangement to come here in May will not certainly be a good one for us - for first, I think nothing 
decided will be done, and if that be delayed much longer - another season will be lost to us - & again 
in May we shall all be dispersed.  The Ordes talk of going to London then, & we shall be at Taynish 
(16 miles from this) & the Malcolms will not by that time have returned.

Yr. proposed plan of beginning at one end of yr. Diocese a& going regularly through it , is 
no doubt an excellent one; but the peculiar circumstances of our case would I think warrant a change 
of plan, seeing that it might be made without prejudice to any other part of the diocese. - Seeing the 
great amount of Episcopal duty which you have before you, I feel exceedingly averse to press our 
local matters upon you; but I fear that further delay will be dangerous to us, & will probably lose our 
principal support, that of Mr. Malcolm.  Yr. presence, if only for a day or two might be instrumental 
in starting us, and if previously informed of when you could be here, I would endeavour to get a 
meeting of the neighbouring gentry, to talk over or prospects with you, & arrange at once our future 
proceedings.

We were very much delighted to have such a good account of you all, & with our very kind 
regards to Mrs. Eweing and yrself

I remain

very sincerely yrs

Auchindarroch 10 April 1848 Alexander Campbell87

Taynish house is enfolded in deciduous woods near the western shore of Loch Sween.  From 1780
to 1929 it  was owned by the Campbell  of Inverneill  who must  have rented it  to Alexander &
Harriet.  The original five-bay two story house had been built by the McNeills of Tayish in the early
18th century  The Inverneill family had purchased the estate and house in 1780 when the McNeills,
like most North Knapdale families, were obliged to sell up and move away, some of them due to the
failure of the House of Auchinbreac, forfeit since the 1745 emergency. The Campbells then added
bowed or bulging additions to both ends of the house at Taynish,  a style continued in the 19th
century additions.  Although the ground floor is partly stone paved and not above ground level, the
house is well proportioned and attractive in a solid Highland style.  The approach to Taynish is by a
long private drive from Tayvallich through native woodland with few views of the loch.  

Inverneill itself marched with Auchendarroch on the south and the Campbells of Inverneill were
cousins of Alexander of Auchendarroch through a marriage of Duncan Campbell  of Inverawe's
sister  Lillias  to  Campbell  of  Askomel  one  of  whose  descendants  married  an  Inverneill.   The
Inverneill Campbells claim descent  from Craignish.

1848 8 June
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Alexander Campbell to Miss Orde

Edinburgh 18 Castle Street

Dear Miss Orde, 8 June 1848

Harriet sent me a note of yours to her regarding Miss Gurney, & I beg to express to you how
much I in common with her feel for yr kind interest in our small circle.  One expression in your letter
has decided me in inflicting a letter on you.  You write "What would you give to hear that the Bishop
has settled in at Lochgilpd."  In this with I cordially participate, & wish to do all in my power to 
facilitate so happy a result.  Previous to Sir John's leaving the country we had a meeting to consider a
draft of the constitution for the proposed chapel, sent by the Bishop for our revisal.  We revised it, 
making a number of alterations, & requested Mr. Martin to communicate with the Bishop upon 
these. - Previous to Mr. Martins doing so, Sir John wrote to him a letter, the enclosed copy of which 
he also sent to me. - The part of the letter to which I wish particularly to direct your attention, is the 
first part of the third page in which he mentions what (in event of a certain arrangement being made) 
he is prepared to do in conjunction with you .  Yu observe he wishes to limit the amount to be 
expended on a house, chapel & purchase of ground to £1600, of which you and he will provide a 
1/4th viz £400. Now seeing that you did not seem flattered by my putting the question to you when 
you were last in England, as to whether yr intentions in favour of the chapel remained unchanged, I 
cannot understand this as a matter of figures without resorting to Algebra - thus Sir John - 100£ Miss
O. + 500 = 400£.

I was on the point of writing to him to say that you had already intimated yr intentions in the matter -
& that consequently it would be more satisfactory, were he to state what he would do independent of,
instead of in conjunction - with your: but n the other hand I felt unwilling to bring yr name forward 
at all in the matter without yr previous sanction.  -

I am willing to make great concessions for the purpose of coming to a mutual understanding 
on this important subject, but it is not an easy matter to deal with Sir John upon it.  I have no 
sympathy with his excessive fears and great distrust of the clergy - & as to his wish to limit the 
building fund to £1600, & the salary of the clergyman to 120; I repudiate any concurrence in that.

Let our poverty hem us in if it must needs be, both in the one and the other, but do not let us 
voluntarily restrict the sum to be expended on building a house of God; and tie ourselves down not to
give a higher sum to his minister than is paid to a clerk in a writer's office.  I have no expectation in 
the meanwhile of being able to give more than £120, but it would I think be most gratifying t find 
ourselves in a position to double it.

I don't understand yr brother in this matter.  In all other matters most liberal minded and 
generous, his mind seems warped in everything affecting the clergy.  As Sir John undertakes for you 
in the letter [to?] Mr. Martin.  I think it right that you should see the letter, in case of there being any 
misunderstanding on my side.  You have afterwards only to intimate your wishes to me to have them
complied with.  

Ever my dear Miss Orde, with renewed thanks for all your kindnesses

Yrs most sincerely

Miss Orde Alexander Campbell

P.S.  I address this to the care of Mrs. Rasch who will know yr address in town.  A.C.88

88 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch
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This letter  is  addressed from Castle Street  in Edinburgh, rather than Rutland Street.   Since the
family were at Rutland Street in December, this suggests that Auchendarroch was writing from his
law office rather than from home.  

Sir John Orde was known for his eccentricity.  He created a reputation for himself in Lochgilphead.
He was accused of his carriage having run over a child in the village. This naturally caused strong
feelings and people showed his unpopularity when he passed through. As a consequence he is said
to have began construction of a causeway across the muddy sands of the head of Loch Gilp, so that
he could leave the gatehouse just south of the community and drive straight across to the Ardrishaig
road  at  low tide.  Some  Southron incomers  did  not  adjust  easily  to  Highland  ways  and  found
themselves expressing a different culture, even among their fellow landowners.  By that autumn the
Auchendarroch family were ensconced at Taynish.

1848 26 September

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My Dear Bishop,

The modification of yr views regarding the Church & residence as contained  yr letter of 
19th please me much - considering that the great object (with me,) gained by our meeting at Crinan 
still remains - the building of the Church viz being taken out of our hands and placed in yours, what 
will enable our undertaking to be carried n with promptness & efficiency and take away all occasion 
for differences amongst ourselves, which we had every reason to apprehend.  If I might suggest it, I 
would lose no time in ascertaining  the amount of the individual subscriptions & at once to realize 
them.

Let me know soon whether you would wish the use of my wife's carriage and ponies for the 
winter.  We do not take them to Edinr., & if of any service you are heartily welcome to them.  With 
our united kind regards to your lady and brother

I remain

very sincerely yrs

Taynish 25 Sept 1848 Alexander Campbell

Right Revd Bishop Ewing89

'Our meeting at Crinan' suggests that after two years the Bishop had finally deigned to come to
Argyll and discuss the chapel at Lochgilphead and explore whether he and his wife could consider
staying in the neighbourhood.  Alexander's relief is palpable.

1848 11 October

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

89 Ibid.



My Dear Bishop,

I have delayed too long answering your letter of the 30th but my excuse must the fact of my 
having been almost constantly on the move ever since I received it.

With regard to my own contribution, I regret I cannot increase it beyond my former intention viz - 
£100 [£5,970 or £48,400] in money & the ground required to the full extent authorized by the Act of 
Parliament.

I go to Poltalloch tonight and shall learn from him the result of his interview with the 
Bucklers [were these Bucklays on Shuna?].  I trust soon after to write to you again & give you the 
names of such persons as you should apply to.  I shall certainly endeavour to enlist Skene in the 
cause of Iona.

Sincerely yours

Taynish 11 Oct 1848 Alexander Campbell

Bishop Ewing90

Was 'Skene' the historian?  This would seem to forecast the Bishop's interest in restoring the 
buildings at Iona.

1848 15 October

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My dear Bishop,

When with Poltalloch this last week, I was very sorry to learn from him the result of his 
interview with the Bucklers.  However much to be regretted, I could not help feeling that the idea of 
rebuilding Iona, however beautiful and enticing, must be passed from as visionary, when I learned 
that an architect's valuation was 30,000£ [£1,791,000 or £14, 520,000] for the whole & 8,000 
[£477,600 or £3,873,000] for the chancel alone.  To raise so very large a sum seems utterly hopeless.
I would have sent you the list of names I have been endeavouring to make out, but for this painful 
announcement from Poltalloch, I should like before doing so now, to learn your views of what is best
under the circumstances, and whether you agree with Poltalloch in thinking that Iona had better be 
abandoned, & a chapel and residence at once proceeded with.

I am ready to assist in anything, but confess to being quite knocked down by the idea of 
30,000£. Yours most sincerely,

Alexander Campbell

Taynish 15 October 1848 - Bishop Ewing91

90 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan 
Maclean of Dochgarroch

91 Ibid.
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The figure of £14,520,000 would seem high for the construction of a chapel today.  One third of
that  would be £4,840,000 which could now produce a  church.   The Bishop was evidently and
naturally hankering after a prestigious location for his cathedral. Meawhile, the family had moved
back to Edinburgh.

1848 11 December

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My dear Bishop,

I have been uneasy at hearing nothing of the progress of our ecclesiastical matters, since you
came to our neighbourhood, and as it would appear or without cause, unless Orde has dreampt only 
what I this day read in a letter from him.  "The Bishop as I understand now says he cannot undertake 
the pastoral charge - he wishes however to have the house and 200 [£11,940 or £96,800] a year for a 
clergyman, and a chapel for 200 [people?] which may become chancel to a Cathedral.

I cannot understand the object of the chapel being so built as to become chancel to a 
cathedral, unless its locality be as the residence of the Bishop - the rallying point and centre of the 
Doicese.

I am unwilling to believe that our hopes are hopes are about to suffer shiwreck, when on the 
eve of fulfilment, yet such I fear will be the result if you desert us.  Mr. Aitchison's bitter remark will
then I fear prove true-we shall ever see a chapel at Lochgilphead, & all our efforts will result only in 
a private chapel attached to Mr. Malcolm's new house when built.  Pray put my mind at rest on the 
subject.

Sincerely yrs.

23 Rutland St - 11 Decr 1848 Alexander Campbell

Bishop Ewing92

If the salary of the clergyman was to be 1/3 of the £96,800, that would be a reasonable £32,267 in
the year 2000, given that housing was provided. Therefore dividing the higher number by 1/3 may
offer a more reasonably balanced figure for the comparison between 1848 and 2000.  This could
suggest that the value of Auchendarroch's £100 monetary donation towards the construction of the
chapel could have amounted to about £16,133 in 2000.

1848 13 December

Alexander Campbell to Sir J.P.Orde Bt.

92 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch



My Dear Sir John,

I return you the copy of yr letter to the Bishop.  I have not seen the Bishop's prospectus, but 
without seeing it I foresee that we are not likely to agree regarding it.  For my own part, I prefer 
trusting the Bishop (as I do most confidently) , & leaving the constitution in his hands.  I do not 
consider that we are all likely to agree about a constitution, and deprecate exceedingly the thought of
having such a futile bout of contention among us.  With this view I hailed so warmly the idea of a 
cathedral, as necessarily placing the matter in the hands of the Bishop.  I prefer some slight 
difference of opinion to exist among us regarding the actings of the Bishop, to running the risk of a 
grand theological battle amongst ourselves.

Sincerely yours

23 Rutland St - 13 Decr 1848 Alexander Campbell93

 This sensible and conciliatory note is particularly interesting for the light it throws on 
Alexander's character.

1849 6 January

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My dear Bishop

I return you the notes of Mr. Askew and Miss Orde.  I shall be glad to know the result zof 
your further communication with them.  I should certainly have preferred less of conditioning and 
bargaining on their parts.  The one quid pro quo is put rather prominently forward.  If trustees are 
appointed, Mr. Askew's money qualification is small, as although mine be only the same in money 
down, still if we add the value of what I sink [the gift of the land], it will raise my subscription to 
upwards of £300, if a mere agricultural value be put upon the ground, to upwards of 700£ if a feuing 
value be put.

In arranging these matters with the other parties however, you may put me entirely out of 
view, as I consider it a matter of moonshine whether I have anything to say in the matter or no, as 
provided only the end in view be obtained, and that quickly.  I care not who are instrumental in 
bringing it about.  My own view is that the only satisfactory mode of working is for you to take a 
independent course, after satisfying yourself as to what will be at the same time just to those more 
immediately interested, & best for the interests of yr diocese.

I may mention that Dr. Hunter, with whom I had some conversation on the subject the 
evening before I left the Highlands - did not speak so favourable of the site under the canal bank.  It 
would well for you to write to him about it before finally fixing.

As to the ponies, you are now as ever heartily welcome to them.  I will write our friend Lord
Ranelagh to let you have the carriage harness and ponies whenever you choose to send for them.  
You do not say whether you would wish the little pony also - all three are at your service.

93 Ibid.
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Of the 2 carriage ponies, the chestnut may be ridden by a boy, but not the bay - it might be 
found troublesome. I am

   very sincerely yours,

23 Rutland St - 6 Jan 1849 Alexander Campbell

Bishop Ewing94

Lord Ranalagh was evidently now renting Auchendarroch.  The comment about the 'site below the
canal' suggests that the site where Christ Church Lochgilphead was eventually built had not yet
been selected.

1849 9 January

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My dear Bishop,

In case of yr thinking after giving our carriage a trial that it may suit you, it may be 
satisfactory to you to know my terms,

I will let you have carriage, ponies, carriage harness - pony cart & harness for it for 50 
guineas, which can go as part of my subscription to the chapel.  The pony cart would be found I 
think very useful at Duntroon for sending to Lochgilphead or Ardrissaig.  I trust Mrs. Ewing has 
quite recovered now, & with our united kind regards to her ad yrself

I remain very sincerely yrs

23 Rutland St. - 9 Janry 1849 Alexander Campbell

Bishop Ewing95

Neill  Malcolm of Poltalloch  had evidently lent,  or rented,  Dutrune to Bishop and Mrs.  Ewing.
Neill's second wife would not live there and so it may well have been useful to have the place
inhabited, although it was then still in a primitive state.  A century later a Glasgow businessman got
caught in his yacht at Loch Crinan by the start of the 1939-45 War.  He took panels and wiring out
of his yacht and strung them about the tower house for the duration.  The present kitchen wing was
added by Col. George Malcolm of Poltalloch after he had the big house demolished and made his
home at Duntrune.

94 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch
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1849 25 January

Alexander Campbell to Revd J McFarlane

My dear Sir,

I am very anxious, if I can manage it, to put the New Mill School House in such a state as 
would enable me to hand it over to the Presbytery, and obtain for us the Government endorsement. 
This would be only a step in the way of securing sufficient school accommodation for Lochgilphead 
- but it is the first step, and 'til this is done, we cannot obtain Government assistance for building the 
additional school which wd. most assuredly be wanted.  Favour me by giving me yr views on this 
subject, both as to what is required and the best means of supplying it.  Do you know how the Free 
Kirk school is working at Ardrissaig?

Truly yrs

23 Rutland St. - 25 January 1849 Alexander Campbell

Revd. J.McFarlane96

1849 20 February

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My Dear Bishop,

I enclose a draft Feu charter for the consideration of yourself & Poltalloch.  Not having the 
measurements, I have been obliged to leave a good many blanks.

Thanks for yr prompt payment f 8£ for the cart.  The body to which you allude in yr letter I left to 
Lord Ranelagh.  Our good friend Inverneil was as correct about its use, as by the likelihood of yr 
being affected by flood tides in yr new site.  It was not for people, but for dung or gravel or any 
coarse substance likely to destroy the sitting cart.  As to the harness sent you, you are heartily 
welcome to it.  Favour me with a line to state how you and Mrs. Ewing are & believe me to be

  very sincerely yrs, 

23 Rutland St - 20 Febr 1849 Alexander Campbell

Bishop Ewing97

1849 26 February& 14 March

96 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch

97 Ibid.
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Alexander Campbell to Mr. McCombie (partilal letter only)

23 Rutland St. [Edinburgh] 26 Feb 1849

.  .  .  .  .   I should like a sketch of the ground intended for the chapel, when making it, take the wood
between the field and New Mill School, & the ground around the school .  .  .  .

Same to same

23 Rutland St. [Edinburgh] 14 March 1849 . Sir,

I received today a very neat plan of the ground intended for the chapel.  The contents as 
marked on the plan include I suppose only the field up to the ? edge ? Lodge ? bridge.

What quantity of ground is contained by the wood and the school ground? .  .  .  .  .

Mr. McCombie would appear to have been a local surveyor who produced a site survey.98

1849 20 March

Alexander Campbell to J.A.Campbell of Inverawe [as both parties then understood his title]

My dear James,

I have to apologise for not having sooner written you, in answer to yrs of the 9th with yr 
letter; I wished however that you should be made aware of what had take place at the meeting of the 
Bishops, and the course of conduct which it had been here resolved to pursue in consequence of the 
Resolutions then passed by the Bishops  - before acting on yr permission to publish. -

I have shown yr letter to one or two friends  - one of them Hercules Robertson Sheriff of 
Renfrew, has made one or two marginal notes as you will perceive

The propriety of publishing now seems to be questionable.  I would myself advise yr keeping the 
manuscript, making use of the material set you along with it, to work it into a stronger form, & to 
take the first favourable opportunity of publishing it hereafter , shd the trustees of the Church 
Building Society give you a favourable opportunity of dong so, as I have no doubt they will.  Their 
2nd Report will be sent to you.

It appears that various Memorials with regard to the XXIst Canon were laid before the 
Meeting of Bishops, and that in consequence they passe3d certain resolutions of which I send you a 
copy. -

These Resolutions give , you will observe, a authoritative explanation of the XXIst Canon - 
as also a rebuke to the trustees of the Church Building fund. - In consequence of these Resolutions 
we (the movers of the Memorial signed by yrself & others, and a copy of which I also enclose) had a 
meeting on Friday last, & passed also a series of resolutions a copy of which will be in due time sent 
you.  They are to the effect that although not aware of the contents of the Memorials submitted to the

98 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch
60 Ibid.



Bishops, we consider it our duty in deference to the wishes expressed by them to suspend our 
proceedings for the present.-

To push the matter further at present was considered likely to be productive of more harm 
than good; and a suspension of proceedings on our part was considered likely to give us much more 
weight when again forced into action, as I have no doubt we soon shall be.

The Resolution of the Bishops are as strong as could be expected from the composition of 
the Synod  Skinner and Forbes being 2 of the 4 Bishops forming it. - Our session having
ended to-day, I intend running down this week to the country, where I shall be I expect for 10 days 
or a fortnight.  On my return I will attend to the publication of yr letter should you still wish it 
printed immediately.

We were very glad to learn that you had all made out your journey back so satisfactorily.  Harriet 
joins me in kind regards to all your circle.

I remain ever affectly yours

23 Rutland St - 20 March 1849 Alexander Campbell

J.A.Campbell Esq., of Inverawe99

The 'Canon' mentioned was ecclesiastical rather than military.  See the paper on Alexander 
of Auchendarroch to understand why he addressed his cousin JAC as 'of Inverawe'.  James 
Archibald Campbell was son of Alexander's father's younger brother Duncan, a West Indies 
Planter.  James' first wife had died in 1842 and he had then married Maria Grace Cameron in
1844.  There were 6 children of the first marriage ad 9 of the second.  None chose to live in 
Argyll.  Due to Alexander's father's trustees not consulting the women involved at 
Finlayston at the time of Alexander's parent's marriage, James had been chosen by the 
trustees as 'heir male'.  This mistake would later be rectified.

1849 14 May

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My dear Bishop.

I now return you the Draft charter altered according to your wish.

As I mentioned to you I think it better to defer extending the Charter until after the building is 
erected in case of a little wider ground being wanted.

The extent of ground is about 3 acres although not completely specified in the Draft, is shown in the 
accompanying sketch of ground.

I hereby bind myself and that whenever called upon, to execute a Feu Charter in terms of the
Draft now sent you.  The boundaries of the ground, unless hereafter modified by mutual consent of 
the trustees and myself, to be that initialled by me.

99
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Truly yours

23 Rutland St - 14 May 1849 Alexander Campbell

The Right Revd Bishop Ewing100

This is Alexander of Auchendarroch's promise to provide a Charter and Sasine or deed of land for
the ecclesiastical buildings at Lochgilphead.

1849 15 May

Alexander Campbell to Miss Campbell

Dear Miss Campbell,

The Bishop of Argyll & the Isles having settled at Lochgilphead, & arrangements being now
making for building his house and chapel during the present summer, I take the liberty of requesting 
that you will now send me a definite answer regarding the ground about which we were in treaty.  I 
have not considered myself at liberty to treat with any other party regarding it, and should be sorry to
do so as long as there is any chance of your settling among us, as I consider the spot you chose  one 
of the most perfect on my property.

I am now engaged in fitting up a farmhouse at Inverneil for the summer accommodation of 
my family, and think it probable, if it please God to spare us, that we build here in the course of this 
or the ensuing summer.  Mrs. Campbell joins me in kind regards to you, and trusting to hear from 
you soon.

I remain very truly yrs

23 Rutland St Edinr - 15 May 1849 Alexander Campbell

Miss Campbell, Weybridge Common Surrey101

(From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch)

This 'Miss Campbell' has not yet been identified.  There was clearly no close relationship or that
would have been addressed.  The farmhouse 'at Inverneill' was in fact most likely Brenfield which
was on the Auchendarrch estate.

100 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch

101 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch



1849 31 August

Alexander Campbell to Mr. William Morris, Builder, Portree

Sir,

I am in receipt of yr communication of the 28th of August.

I regret much that the plans were detained in Edinr by the measurer [quantity surveyor?] to whom 
they were entrusted, contrary to the arrangements of the trustees.

I will lay yr letter before the trustees at their first meeting which will take place on the 10th of Septr. 
Meantime you will please to give me the dates of yr 3 applications to Mr. McCombie to see the plans
- and I shall speak with him on the subject.

As one of the trustees I shall be anxious to act justly towards intending offerers, who have been put 
to inconvenience although from circumstances beyond our control, but to send remittances on receipt
and without further inquiry is out of the question.

I remain yr most obed. servt.

Lochglphead - 31 Augt 1849 Alexander Campbell

Mr. Wm. Morris, Builder, Portree102

The bidding process basedon Butterfield's plans had finally begun.

1849 31 August

Alexander Campbell to Messrs. Thos. Lamb & Sons,Greenock

Sir,

Mr. McCombie has handed me yr letter f the 21st.

The Measurer to whom the plans for the chapel & House at Lochglphd were intrusted, behaved very 
badly to us, detaining the plans in Edinr long after the proper time, whereby we have been most 
awkwardly and unpleasantly situated.  We have at length got the plans out of his hands, but without 
the measurements, unless they have been sent since the plans arrived.

102 Ibid.
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We have in consequence advertised an extension of time for receiving offers till the 8th of 
September, but it will be out of our power to send you the pans for a day as they must now remain 
here as advertised.

Yr most Obedt Servt

Lochglphead  - 31 Augst 1849 Alexander Campbell

Messrs. Tho. Lamb & Sons, Greenock.103

The spread of the contractors invited to bid is interesting, one in Portree in Skye and another in
Greenock.  That autumn the Auchendarroch family would be at Brenfield, one of their own farms
where they had perhaps improved the farmhouse to suit their numbers.  Although Upper Brenfield
is above the southern edge of Ardrishaig, Brenfield itself is on the hill above the junction of the
Kilberry road with the main road from Ardrishaig to Tarbert, and is the southernmost farm of the
Auchendaroch estate.

1849 11 September

Alexander Campbell to Bishop Ewing

My dear Bishop,

I received yr note.  It was impossible to defer the meeting as the offers required [to] be 
disposed of.

There was but one from Messrs. Smith & Gardener amounting all together to 4,700£.

Our meeting stands adjourned to Saturday the 15th the day you wished.  The plans have 
been given to Messrs. Smith & Gardener, to report on Saturday by what means the expense might be 
reduced.  The result has been communicated to Poltalloch and his wishes inquired.  He has also been 
requested to send down the other plans in his hands, and you will please to bring the Campbeltown 
plans with you.  If you had a good plan for a house also, it might be well to bring it, in case of 
accidents.

We trust Mrs. Ewing is much recovered

Truly yrs

Brenfield - 11 Septr 1849 Alexander Campbell

Bishop Ewing104

1849 11 September

103 Ibid

104 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
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Alexander Campbell to Wm. Martin [presumably the Poltalloch Factor]

My dear Martin, Brenfield 11 Septr 1849

I was disappointed not seeing you down yesterday at the meeting of [the] Building 
Committee.  The Bishop had indeed written to me deferring the meeting to Saturday, but this was out
of the question as the offers required to be disposed of. - I send you a copy of our Minute which you 
will be good enough to submit to Poltalloch.  I send it to you, as I'm sorry to bother him abt business,
& you can lighten if for him. -- As he obtained the plans, we cannot of course take it upon ourselves 
to cut & carve upon them, without hearing his wishes.  At the same time it appears to me hopeless to 
bring them within our mark

, and therefore it would be advisable  if Poltalloch approves, to send down the other plans 
immediately.  I am told the Measurer's charge is 2/5 more than Mr. Askew paid for all the 
measurements connected to his house.

It was gratifying to find no offers from Poltalloch's contractors, after all the trouble they had 
been the means of putting us to.

Truly yrs
     Alexander Campbell Wm. Martin Esq.105

Presumably there had been an earlier unfortunate experience with 'Poltalloch's contractors'.

1849 13 September

Alexander Campbell to Wm. Martin

My dear Martin,

McCombie sent me down yesterday the offer of Messrs. Hill & Parker.

As I suppose you will be at the meeting of Parochial Board tomorrow - it would be well if you could 
see Poltalloch before you come down and show him the enclosed, and at the same time learn his 
wishes.

Truly yrs

Brenfield - 13 Septs 1849 Alexander Campbell

W. Martin Esq.106

1849 21 September

Alexander Campbell to [unknown.]Contents suggest Argyll's Factor of Church Building Soc.

105 Ibid.

106 From the Letter Book at Christ Church, Lochgilphead, transcribed by the Rev. Duncan-Jones for Allan Maclean of 
Dochgarroch
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Dear Sir,

I am very sorry to find that we are as yet without any results in the feuing [sic] way, 
notwithstanding our advertisements.  It is provoking enough to be doing absolutely nothing, & at the 
same time to read of the Duke of Argyll having fenced 2 miles of coast in one summer.

I told you when here that Mr. Malcolm had employed Butterfield to make plans for us for 
our Episcopal Chapel and House for clergyman.

The plans were in any view sadly unsatisfactory, & the results of our advertisements for contractors s
still less so - the offers hopelessly exceeding Butterfield's estimate.  We have in consequence been 
obliged to throw them overboard and look about for new ones.

Our Chapel must accommodate 250 - the house for clergyman must contain :Dining room, 
Drawing room, & Study - 7 bedroom (including servants & maid & a dressing room.

Kitchen - Larder & Scullery

Butler's pantry - Cellar & Yard

3 stalls & stables, Coach House etc.

We do not wish to go beyond (or rather we have not the means to) 1,050£ to 1,200£ for the Chapel 
and 12 to 1,300 for the house.

I have been instructed to write to you to inquire if you have any plans by you likely to suit us, if so 
would you send me a ground plan & elevation of them.  I must however state that our funds require 
husbanding and that I am not authorised to incur any expenses, unless  event of the plans being 
approved of, in which case the architect will be regularly employed.

I require them in a fortnight from this.

Truly yours

Lochgilphead  - 21 Sept Alexander Campbell107

Butterfield was a well known church architect but evidently not given to complete simplicity as the 
available funds warranted.

1849 18 October

Alexander Campbell to Charles Wilson Esq.

Dear Sir,

I am very sorry you have been unable to send me yr sketch in time.  We held our Meeting on
Monday ad were obliged to settle on a plan from the materials before us.

I regret this much, a I should much liked had we been able to avail ourselves of yr services.

Very truly yrs

107 Ibid.



Lochgilphead - 18 Octr 1849 Alexander Campbell

Charles Wilson Esq.108

At that time, the style of using 'Mr.' to honour anyone who had a university degree had partly given
way in Scotland to the custom of making a distinction for those considered 'gentlemen' by using the
abbreviation of Esq., from the concept of 'Squire' used in England in place of 'Laird'. Although in
Mediaeval times a 'squire' was a young apprentice to a knight.   There was also in some places a
custom of using Esquire to denote an armigerous individual, one whose ancestor or they themselves
had been granted arms.  Therefore whomever Mr. Charles Wilson was, Auchendarroch considered
that he deserved 'Esq.' rather than 'Mr.'.

GENERAL NOTES:

Comparng Values

The equivalent value of monetary figures in these letters as they would be in the year 2000, are
shown in two ways:  

In 2000,  £1 from 1848 is worth:  £59.70 using the retail price index, and £484.00 using average
earnings.  The comparative values shown are calculated from these base-lines.

This is calculated on-line by using 'How Much is that Worth Today' in:

http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/RDavies/arian/current/howmuch.html

Comparisons of purchasing power are only reliable over short periods. 

However, while one seems high and the other (based on wages) possibly low, the rise in wages in
the 20th century was remarkable, particularly after WWII.  Then the salary for the clergyman was
suggested at £120.  If the salary of the clergyman was to be 1/3 of the high figure of £96,800, that
would  be  a  reasonable  £32,267 in  the  year  2000,  given that  housing was  provided.  Therefore
dividing the higher number by 1/3 may offer a more reasonably balanced figure for the comparison
between 1848 and 2000.  This calculation suggests that £1 in 1848 could have a value of £161 in
2000, .This compares well with another value comparison source which has £1 in 1750 have a value
of £114 in 2000.  Naturally, all such monetary comparisons have a conjectural element.

APPENDIX  I

These letters, most of which are dated, therefore provide information as to where the 
Auchendarroch family were living at the time.  There is value in listing the places and dates:

108 Ibid.
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Date Address

1846 18 Aug. Auchendarroch, by Lochgilphead, Argyll

10 Nov. 23 Rutland Street Edinburgh

20 Nov. " "

26 Dec. " "

1847 23 Jan. " "

23 Apr. Auchendarroch

1 Sept. " "

30 Sept. " "

10 Nov. 23 Rutland Street

15 Nov. " "

24 Nov. " "

1847-48 (no date) Auchendarroch

1848 29 Feb. 23 Rutland Street

13 Mar. " "

7 Apr. Auchendarroch

10 Apr. "  "

8 Jun. 18 Castle Street, Edinburgh [His office?]

26 Sept. Taynish, Tayvallich, (Loch Sween), Argyll

11 Oct. " "

15 Oct. " "

11 Dec. 23 Rutland Street

13 Dec. " "

1849 6 Jan. " "

9 Jan. " "

25 Jan. " "

20 Feb. " "

26 Feb.& " "



14 Mar. " "

20 Mar. " "

14 May " "

15 May " "

31 Aug. Lochgilphead [likely Brenfield]

11 Sept. Brenfield on the Auchendarroch estate

13 Sept. " "

21 Sept. Lochgilphead [likely Brenfield]

18 Oct. no address.  

NOTE: 

Rutland Street is a short street which angles off southwest from the "West End," having the 
Caledonian Starion Hotel (as was) on the south-east side, and a reputable club of legal gentry opn 
the northwest side.

__________________________
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chapter viii

      A SHIPWRECK ADVENTURE
Including the

auchendarroch family
with others

Based Upon Research by Allan Maclean of Dochgarroch
who kindly allowed a version to be edited here.

The inclusion of this paper, while describing so many other characters, seems appropriate since it
both offers an illustration of the atmosphere of some social life in Argyll at the time, and further,
fills out the impression made upon others by Alexander and his family at Auchendarroch.

No doubt the annual appearance of a Royal Navy ship steaming up from Loch Fyne into Loch
Gilp in Argyll and anchoring off the mouth of the Crinan Canal would have caused a stir in the
coastal communities of Lochgilphead and Ardrishaig in 1864.  In that year she was HMS Lizard
under the command of Lieut.  Henry J. Challis  who was a mature man, having being promoted
Lieutenant ten years earlier.

The Lizard was an iron paddle-wheel steam vessel of 340 tons and her boilers produce 150
horsepower, manned with 3 guns and built by Napier of Glasgow in 1844; so she was 20 years old.
She had been on the SE Coast of South America for a time, but from 1854 had been stationed at
Sheerness as tender to the Flag Ship  Formidable, and it is not known why she was sent to Loch
Fyne.

Her Captain, Lieut Challis, had been promoted Lieut. ten years before, and had since 1860 been on
a steam corvette  in the Mediterranean.   He had been appointed to command the  Lizard a year
earlier,  in 1863.  Her Doctor was John M. Hunter, easily confused with the local Lochgilphead
doctor, who was involved in the local admiralty volunteers, but it is clear that this Dr. Hunter had
joined the Lizard eleven months before as assistant surgeon, and had previously been on the Odin, a
frigate in the East Indies, and for six months on the Dee, a one gun steam ship.

With the ship at anchor, it is unlikely that her crew were landed and marched to Lochgilphead
as a Church Parade, however it seems probable  that her captain and doctor attended a service at the
Episcopal Christchurch in Lochgilphead, and there were welcomed and likely invited for lunch by
some of the community.  Lieut. Challis evidently decided to return the hospitality by inviting all to
come on board the following Tuesday morning for a cruise and picnic at Brodick on Arran. One can
imagine  that  Alexander  Campbell  of  Auchendarroch,  the  local  laird  who  always  showed  an
ecumenical spirit, would have suggested that the Presbyterian Church of Scotland minister also be
invited, which was evidently done.

Allan  Maclean  of  Dochgarroch,  whose great-great-grandparents  were  on the expedition,
discovered  various   letters   and  diaries  which  helped  him  to  discern  who most  of  the
company were.   They  offered  various  descriptions   of the adventure from differing angles.
With his kind permission, their comments and his own discoveries and evaluation of people and the
facts behind their lives and the events provide the bulk of this paper.  He has allowed extensive



quotes  from  his  own  writing  on  the  subject  and  from  a  paper  which  he  gave  to  the  Lorne
Archeological and Historical Society.109

Those who Sailed to Arran and Back on The Lizard

There were seventeen people shipwrecked besides the crew, and there were a few left on board.
Allan was able to discover the places of birth of some of those among the seventeen:
Edinburgh, Glasgow,  Liverpool,  Cape Breton,  Campbeltown,    Warwickshire, Halifax NS,
Tasmania, and Moscow. While this may seem a curiously cosmopolitan group adventuring
from a Highland community in 1864, it should be remembered  that  even then, a train from
Glasgow and a steamer from Greenock enabled locals and visitors to reach Ardrishaig in a day.  The
presence of the Anglican Bishop of London with his wife provided a further exotic element to the
mix.

The Bishop of London and his Family

The Bishop was Archibald [Archy] Campbell Tait, a Scot. He was by now a semi-venerable
53, being born in 1811 in Edinburgh, the ninth and youngest child of a Scottish landowner,
Crauford Tait of Harvieston, Dollar, and Cumlodden, Loch Fyne, and his wife Susan Campbell,
daughter of Lord President Sir Ilay Campbell, Lord Succoth.110  Archy had been bom a cripple with
two clubbed feet, but aged 8, he and a brother who was also disabled were sent for nine months to a
'quack' doctor in Lancashire, meaning one disapproved of by the medical establishment, who could
cure  terrible  disabilities.  The  boy  came  home  able  to  walk  perfectly.   After   schooling   in
Edinburgh  and  attending Glasgow  University,  Archy went
to Balliol College Oxford  There he read Classics and got a First, becoming a Fellow,. and was in
his element, and life looked as though he would be an academic forever.  Among his pupils was
James Shairp, later Principal of St Andrew's University.

ln 1842, Dr. Arnold, the famous headmaster of Rugby died, and to many people's surprise, Tait was
appointed his successor. A year later he married, but despite the help of his wife, he found the work
very hard, and in 1848 he was stricken with rheumatic fever, and was given up for dead. Although
he recovered, it  was  clear  that  he  no  longer had the energy to be a
headmaster, and in 1850 he was appointed Dean of Carlisle.  The  work  there  allowed him to travel
for four months of the year if he wished. They often returned to Scotland.

But in 1856, the terrible calamity came upon the family, when in just over four weeks they lost five
daughters to scarlet fever. Only his son Crauford was left along with a new born baby.  The tragedy
was well known, but it is usually thought to be Queen Victoria's sympathy and intervention which

109 The Very Rev. Allan Murray Maclean of Dochgarroch held various posts in Argyll  for the Episcopal Church,
including Provost and later Hon. Cannon of St. John's Cathedral, Oban, and is descended of a Bishop of the Isles.   He is
married to Anne Cameron, widow of the late David Ian Lindsay whose brother Dougald married a great grand-daughter
of Alexander of Auchendarroch. Besides David's son, they together have two sons and a daughter.  He is author of
Telford's  Highland Churches  (1989)  and  has  been  much  involved  in  and  responsible  for  the  associations  for  the
Macleans and also for Clan Chattan.

71 Cumlodden, now Crarae on Loch Fyne, and from the 20th century the home of Sir George and then his son Sir Ilay 
Campbell of Succoth, Bt., who gave the glen garden there to the National Trust for Scotland.

110
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hurtled him into a top position of being Bishop of London. Here he started with renewed energy
with constant commitments, and always in the limelight on every subject of controversy. They were
careful about taking holidays, and tried to come to Scotland as often as they could, frequently for a
month or more a year.  He was once described somewhat patronisingly as 'good, humorous and
scotch with gravity'.

Alexander Ewing, Bishop of Argyll and the Isles, was an old friend, who lived at Lochgilphead in
the Bishop's House beside Christchurch.  He and his wife were going away for several months to
the south of France in the summer of 1864, and he suggested that the Taits should take a six week
holiday at his house of Bishopton in Lochgilphead.

Bishop Tait's wife was Catharine Spooner, the youngest daughter of a country clergyman. Born in
1819, Catharine was brought up in the quietest of country homes. Until she was 21 she had never
seen the sea, and though her mind was richly stored with English literature of every kind, she had
few friends beyond her family circle. She married Archy Tait in 1843, when she was aged about 23,
and he was 33 and had been headmaster of Rugby for a year. Thereafter she was inseparable from
her husband in all his endeavours.  From the start she began work with the poor people in Rugby
and Carlisle, just as she later did in a much grander way in London.  Her husband said of her: 'Her
highest pleasures were found in duty; yet her heart was open to every innocent enjoyment'. The
chief happiness of her domestic life was in the children who, one after another, were born to give
brightness  to  the  dingy  old  Deanery  in  Carlisle,  and  it  was  in  Carlisle  that  the  great  tragedy
happened, when they lost their five daughters in four weeks.

They went on to have several more children, who were babies at Lochgilphead where, in 1864, she
and her son sat to James Sant [1816-1920] to have their portraits painted.   Their
son Crauford Tait, was then aged 15 and a school boy at Eton,  having  gone  there  in  1862.
There was also a friend or relation called Max, but only his Christian  name is known.  Perhaps he
was a school friend of Crauford's.

Alexander Campbell of Auchindarroch and his Family

There were three main resident landowners in the area: Neill Malcolm of Poltalloch, Sir John 
Campbell-Orde of Kilmory and Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch.  Only this last was on the
expedition to Arran. Allan Maclean wrote. of him: 'As was the custom, he was called
'Auchindarroch',  after  the estate of which he was the laird.  He came by this particular estate in
rather  strange  circumstances.  He  should  have  been  extremely  wealthy,  as  well  as  a  Campbell
chieftain of Inverawe, but due to the action of his father's trustees, who were also his guardians,
they lost him most of his income and his status.  'Left an orphan, aged 9, his guardians first of all
left a quite unnecessary question mark over his own legitimacy, sold his ancestral lands, and did a
financial deal to get themselves out of a scrape. This is what happened: one of the trustees rashly
invested all the boy's capital and lost it, so he sold his own estate of Oakfield, Lochgilphead, to the
trust in lieu, but at an inflated price. A handsome house, but lands producing little income. The
result was not only a loss of a large part of the fortune, and its consequent income, but also no ready
cash or operating capital for the future.'

'By the time of this adventure, Alexander Campbell was 48, having been born in 1816 in Glasgow.
He had been commissioned in the 3rd Dragoon Guards in 1835,' but resigned his commission on
reaching his majority in 1837, when he inherited the estate of Oakfield that the Trustees had bought
for him. As was customary, he re-named it with its Gaelic name, Auchindarroch.



Allan continued: 'His was a life of financial insecurity, since the trust was so depleted, and after
marriage he tried to live at Auchindarroch, but found with so many guests that it was too expensive.
So he tried the Scottish bar, but found that it did not bring in enough either, and he preferred to see
his children brought up in the country. So he moved back to Auchin-darroch, where, having taken
out a huge mortgage, his legal training enabled him to pick up various appointments, of which the
main one was General Superintendent Under the Board of Supervision of the Poor Laws.  This took
him all over the country.  He was Deputy Lieutenant and was largely responsible for building the
Episcopal Church in Lochgilphead.' His responsibility for The Argyll & Bute Artillery, a defencible
unit, resulted in his being known as 'Colonel' although this was not gazetted.

'In 1841, he had married Harriet Agnes Marion Keir,  who  was  probably on the expedition.
Now  aged  41,  she  had  been  born  in  Moscow  n  1823,  the  daughter  of  Sir  James  Keir,  state
Counsellor  to  the  Tsar  and  Professor  of  the  Imperial Academy of Medicine in Moscow.
Thereafter the Keir family had settled in Edinburgh, where she was largely brought up by her
aunt as her mother was an invalid. She was 17 when she married, and was quite naive in taking
over the running of a country house. Alexander brought her to Auchindarroch, where she was swept
into  the  round of  country visiting.   She left  a  short  Memoir  which described the life,  and the
difficulties coming from the reduced circumstances.  She said that "We were losing the substance,
trying to grasp a shadow", and they wondered whether to "colonize" [go abroad to a colony], but
they stayed to educate the children and prepare them fight their own battles in life.'

There were two daughters with them on the expedition, Julia aged 21 and Mary aged 20, and
also three of their sons;  Archibald,  Arthur  and Walter.  Archibald, the elsest, was  22,  and  had
been commissioned in the 74th  Highlanders, but was home on leave. The Bishop of London would
write of him: "Archy Auchindarroch just come home from India with the 72nd [sic] Highlanders, as
fine a specimen of a spirited soldier  as ever I saw." The next son, Alister Harry was 18 and, being
equally spirited but  less  mature,  had already been cashiered from the Navy and,  although  re-
instated, had refused to re-enlist and had consequently been banished to Australia and so was not
present, else he would have also been notable in the rescue no doubt.  Arthur, later founder of the
famous rhododendron garden at Arduaine, was 14 and on holiday from school at Trinity College
Glenalmond where he had already been for 4 years; Walter was 10, and had been at Glenalmond for
a year. Neill, aged 5 was seemingly left at home with his nurse or nanny.

The previous  Sunday  had  no  doubt  seen  them all at Church at Christ Church Episcopal
Church in Lochgilphead where the Bishop had preached from Philippians1.6 [Being confident of
this very thing, that he which hath begun a good work in you will perform it until the day of Jesus
Christ]. This was the church for which Alexander of Auchindarroch had given the land and worked
so hard to see funded and founded.

Murray and Jane 'Jeannie' Smith and his aunt Mrs. Isobel Murray

Another couple on board were Robert Murray Smith and his wife Jane Carmichael Smith from
Australia.  Ancestors of Allan Maclean, they provided two sources of information about this voyage
of the Lizard, one by Murray in a letter home and another by Jane in her diary. These sources are in
Allan Maclean's ownership and are what inspired him to research the incident.

Robert Murray Smith was 33 in 1864, having been born in Liverpool in 1831, the son of the
owner of a shipping firm. He went to school at Repton, and then to Oxford, where he read for
the bar.  However, he had to abandon the course when his father died, as the family firm was
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found to be in financial difficulties. A highly cultured man, who knew his Shakespeare and
Walter Scott almost verbatim, it was difficult to know what he should do. However, it was
decided that he should try his luck in Australia, where an uncle and cousins were already in
business and could give him a start. He set up in business as a merchant and commission agent in
Melbourne.   Four  years  later,  aged 27 ,  he  married  Jane Strachan,  the daughter  of  one of  his
business associates. After nine years in Australia, he was successful enough to return to Europe for
a two year jaunt, combining business and pleasure, bringing their little daughter Lillias with them.
In August 1864 they set  off  from Liverpool  to  came to Scotland to stay with his  uncle,  Capt.
Murray, his mother's brother, at Ardrishaig.

His wife, Jean Carmichael Murray Smith, was born in Tasmania in 1839, where her father was a
merchant, James Ford Strachan, who had emigrated from Montrose in 1832.  Soon after he moved
across to Victoria,  building the first brick building in Melbourne.  A very successful merchant,
wool-broker and politician, he lived as few then did in Australia, with a large, comfortable stone
house based on his memories of Scottish houses near Montrose; the place furnished from Europe.
At the age of 18, Jane married Robert Murray Smith, and in 1863, when she was 24, they came to
Britain for a prolonged tour. Every week that she was away she wrote a letter home to her mother,
and they are a wonderful description of life in Britain at that date, written by someone to whom so
many of the customs were new. She commented that the silver knives and forks were so old and
worn, and that there was a strange custom called 'kissing under the mistletoe'. 'Tell Annie that the
ladies wear their dresses looped up, and their petticoats just a little over their knees - really - it is
awful - such legs!' 'Of course you have heard of the railway murders. I can assure you people think
twice before they travel alone. I don't believe Murray would travel with another man now. And as
for assaults on young women in trains and towns - it is a perfect rage at present.'

Murray's aunt was Mrs Isobel Murray,  who was 61, having been born in 1803 in Halifax Nova
Scotia, the daughter of Capt. and Mrs Beckwith. When she was 14 the family moved to Britain,
where her father died three years later. A distinguished military family, her grand-father and four
uncles were Generals, but the best known was her own brother Charles, who also became a General,
and lost a leg at Waterloo.  In the Duke of Wellington's Library at Apsley House he discovered a
mention of a group of Reformed Christians in Piedmont in Italy, called the Waldensians, and he
spent the rest of his life espousing their cause, building churches and raising money for them. He
even married a Waldensian wife.  Isobel was in close contact with her brother and no doubt helped
him in his work.  Isobel married her first cousin Capt. John Murray, five years her junior, and also
born in Halifax Nova Scotia, and from as early as 1853 they were in Ardrishaig.  It is not known
why they came to Argyll, but he had retired on halfpay in 1841, at the age of 33.  He entered into
the life of the church and the community,  renting a farm along the Inveraray road for shooting
purposes; but their house was a villa down the Ardrishaig shore on the Campbeltown road called
Anfield.111  They had no children.

The Rev. Peter Neil MacKichan

The Canadian connections were continued in the life of the young Minister of the Church of
Scotland who was also on board.  The Rev Peter Neil MacKichan was 27.  Born at Cape Breton in
1837, son of Dugald MacKichan, from Ardchattan, who was then Church of Scotland Minister in
Cape Breton.  Dugald and his family had moved back to Daviot, near lnvemess, in 1845, when
Peter was 7.  Peter was educated at Aberdeen University, St Andrew's University and licensed by

111 Anfield was later re-named Altnacraig, the home in the mid 20th century of Richard Campbell and his family, he 
being a grandson of Alexander of Auchendarroch, owner of the Lorne Garage and the yacht New Horizon and third son 
of Arthur Campbell of Arduaine.



the  Presbytery  of  Inverness.  He  was  appointed  to  Kilbride  Mission,  near  Tighnabruaich,  and
ordained when he became Minister of Lochgilphead in 1863, so he had been Minister for one year
in 1864.

Mr. Mackinnon 'gentleman'

Mr Mackinnon, 'gentleman' was also on board. All we know about this man is that he had
earlier shot over the Skate Islands, but it is suggested that he was William Mackinnon, an
interesting man of 41, who had been born in 1823 in Campbeltown.  Starting life in a grocery
shop, he went on eventually in 1847 to India, where he was extraordinarily successful, founding in
1856 the British India Steam Navigation Company, one of the greatest shipping companies in the
world, picking up various directorships including the Glasgow City Bank. In 1862, when he was in
the Persian Gulf, someone said 'Look out for a little Scotsman called Mackinnon - you will find him
the mainspring of all British enterprise there'. He was a strong member of the Free Church.  In 1856
he married Janet Jameson of Woodside Crescent, Glasgow, and she may have been another of the
party. They had no children.

These were those present about whom Allan Maclean found information.  He provided
transcriptions of reports of the incident by The Bishop of London, and also by Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Murray Smith.  From these a series of quotations have been culled that give, as if in a
series of interviews or conversations with the participants, a first-hand account of the ship
wreck by use of direct quotations from their writings, now in his hands:

A Description of the Adventure
By

The Bishop of London - Jane Smith - Robert Murray Smith

Murrray Smith: We had a real adventure, which might have ended in depriving Lillias
of her parents and London of its Bishop.

Bishop: On Tuesday, [30th August 1864] at ten am, by special invitation of the
lieutenant commanding Her Majesty's steamship on this station, we went with a large
party to Arran - a good day - its mountains and lake showing well, and all things most
agreeable. Luncheon on deck. Brodick Bay and the Duke of Hamilton's castle and
garden looking their best.

Jane 'Jeannie' Smith: We went for a picnic on board The Lizard steamer down to Arran and
landed at Brodick and saw the Castle . We were not able to go in and see the house. We left
the bay about 6 o'clock and at about 7 a thick fog and rain came on. We were steaming very
slowly and the Capt. thought we must anchor for the night.

Murray Smith: Among our party were 9 ladies, I was going to say including the Bishop of
London and his wife but I don't mean to say he is an old woman. We had a very pleasant
day, but started too late and stayed too long and as we came back at night a fog came on so
thick  that  the  commander  Lieut  Challis  began  to  think  it  would  be  prudent  to  anchor.
However it was raining hard and the ladies wanted to get home, so on we went.

Bishop: A little delay at Arran, for two of the party, made us later than we expected.
Still, all was prosperous. Tea on deck, dancing sailor's hornpipe, reels, quadrilles,
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songs, guitar; and then, as it got dark, and set in unfortunately for a rainy night, we sat
all together talking pleasantly under canvas, and scarcely noticed how dark and wet it
had become. All was very pleasant, and snug, when the clock struck (or the bell rang)
eight. In a moment a cry,  'Breakers ahead!' 'Stop her!' 'Back her!' then three tremendous
bumps under our feet - a horrid scraping noise - the vessel was fast on the rocks, and, to all
appearance, if she ever got off them, would either swing over or would go down from the
hole which we could not doubt was drilled in her bottom.

Jane Smith: When they called out breakers ahead and in a few moments we struck. We
thought we were all lost, but the ladies behaved very well, no screaming though they were
all very frightened.

Bishop:  'All hands astern;' a frightful rushing of seamen and marines; some of them, half
dressed, turned out of the berths into which they had just turned in. The darkness
intense but breakers and land within a hundred yards  dimly visible.  Every one behaved
beautifully.  The ladies as composed as possible. Crauford and Max took Catharine under
their care; Crauford only beseeching Catharine - 'Dear mama, promise me that you will lay
hold of a table  or anything that will  float and cling by it'.  Then they had a little  prayer
together,  but in two minutes  the captain made up his mind.  'Lower the boat;  ladies  and
passengers on shore.' One lady, who was very delicate, fainted; and the doctor determined
for her and her husband that it was best to stay on board.

Jane Smith: The boats were lowered and we were put into them and to the astonishment of
all found we were only a few yards from the shore.

Bishop: Two journeys of the boat took all the other passengers and some six sailors
ashore, but the landing was not very easy.  The sea was now running very high, the boat
could not come within some yards  of the rocky beach. A middle-sized sailor,  who was
incautious enough to insist on taking Catharine on his back, came down like a shot in the
water,  and she waded from the  water.  The same fate  befell  young Auchindarroch,  who
insisted on carrying me - not from the same cause, but because he stumbled in a hole. But,
providentially, some time before half-past eight, we, that is, seven ladies of all ages, myself,
Crauford,  Max,  Auchindarroch  and  his  three  sons,  and  three  other  gentlemen,  found
ourselves on what we supposed dry land - or at least land - without any accident. The ladies
led by the gentlemen stumbled up the rocks,  which were not steep;  and the tide,  rising
rapidly, kept following them with a tremendous roaring.

Jane Smith: There we all sat like birds on a bare rock, the rain coming down in torrents. In a
few minutes the steamer got off the rock and we all felt very anxious to know what damage
she had received. Just then the tide began to turn and the breakers began rushing up the rock
and we had to move.

Bishop: Ten minutes later no boat could have lived in the surf; and when we bethought
ourselves that some covering would be desirable if it could be got, Archy
Auchindarroch swam to the ship, and had a tarpauling [sic] thrown to him, which
proved in the event a godsend. And now Auchindarroch and another gentleman began
to reconnoitre the land. They soon returned, declaring it to be an island, and a very
small one - whether covered by sea at high water or no, it was at first impossible to say; but,
after a little exploring, they found a grassy spot at the top, which looked as if the sea never
reached it,  and  there  a  shed or  large  tent  was erected  with  the tarpaulling,  and another



smaller tent. This, of course, took some time. Meanwhile I stayed with one sailor looking
after  the boat.  The steamer was looming over our heads,  apparently brought  nearer  and
nearer to the shore by the tide, or seeming to get nearer, from the wind blowing away the
screen of the darkness, and making the sight of the vessel easier.  It seemed to me as if it
was on the point of falling over, as it rose in the darkness high above the sea. And now our
own boat, hauled up on the rocky beach, was overtaken by the surge and filled with water,
while it was tossed from side to side, and was like to be shivered to atoms - and one sailor
and  I  vainly  tugging  at  the  cable  to  draw  it  up  the  shore.  The  outcry  we  made  soon
summoned the other sailors who were ashore, and I shall never forget their wild chorus as
they tugged at  the cable,  shouting a song, and keeping time by the chorus. At last  their
tugging hauled the boat up, and it seemed as last to be saved from the advancing tide. Soon
afterwards the steamboat moved, the captain (lieutenant) having, as we afterwards learned,
sent out an anchor in the other boat and dropped it at some distance, and then hauled the
vessel off by it. We heard their cheering as they got off the rocks, and saw no more of them
that night, though from time to time our lookers-out reported that lights were to be seen
which they supposed belonged to the vessel.

Jane Smith: They made a tent for us which kept the rain off, but we were drenched
through. We did not know what had become of the steamer. We knew we were on an
island, but where abouts no one could tell. We all sang and talked, anything to keep us
awake.

Bishop: And now we all gathered under the tarpauling, every one wet to the skin
excepting me [who had been carried ashore by Archie].  For my own part,  the Colonel's
[Auchendarroch's]  excellent  felt  cloak,  which  I  had fortunately  brought  with  me,  was a
wonderful source of damp heat.112  It was obvious that, whatever was to become of us in the
morning, we must stay where we were for seven hours till daybreak.  All agreed there was
no house on the island. Some maintained they had seen two sheep in the darkness; but the
existence of any living being but ourselves on its inhospitable shore was stoutly denied by
others. Some thought we were on the Skate Rock, but a gentleman (Mr McKinnon) who had
shot all over the Skate (famous for otters) declared he was certain that it was not the said
Skate. Some thought we were about Ardlamont Point; others that we were far higher up
Lochfyne.  Meanwhile the pelting rain and utter darkness prevented any useful observations.

The foresight of the doctor, or some other kind genius, had sent in the boat a bottle of
sherry and two bottles of rum; and we all kept as close together as we could; a strange
group, as, lighted by the boat's lantern, we crouched under the canvas, lying on the damp
boggy ground, or leaning against the rock. We had scarcely crawled into this place, and
begun to realise our position - some of us verging on in life, and most of us accustomed to
all  'the  comforts  of  the  Salt  Market'  and  therefore  somewhat  depressed-  when  a  sailor
proposed to  keep up our  spirits  by singing a  song.  It  was  well  enough in its  way,  and
certainly better  than the other which they had sung in hauling up the boat, but not very
suitable for people, who, through God's great mercy, had just escaped from imminent peril
of death. I therefore proposed some hymns instead. We sang the evening hymn, both Keble's

112 This appears to have been one of the cloaks which Alexander Campbell of Auchendarroch experimented to achieve
a fully waterproof result, using a mixture of waterproof compounds. He produced enough such cloaks to outfit his 
company of the Argyll & Bute Volunteer Artillery.  However, more recent research into white of lead, which is said to 
have been one of the ingredients of his concoction for treating the cloaks, is now known to be highly toxic.
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and the other 'Jerusalem the Golden,' and others used in the chapel here, in which most of
the  party  had  been  worshippers  last  Sunday.  Then  we  had  a  short  prayer  commending
ourselves to God's good keeping, and prepared to keep each other awake as best we could
for the seven hours before us, as it was voted dangerous for anyone to fall asleep in our
soaking state. I pulled out of my pocket John Shairp's poem 'Kilmahoe' and read aloud the
'Sacramental  Sabbath.'  The  Presbyterian  minister  of  Lochgilphead  (who was  one  of  the
party) read the next canto when I was tired.  However, it seemed that something livelier was
needed to keep the party awake and the wonderful spirits of Archy Auchindarroch were far
more effectual than the grave attempts of the minister and myself.  Auchindarroch, too, was
a  hoist  in  himself  -  keeping  everybody's  spirits  up,  and letting  nobody fall  asleep.  His
youngest son, ten years old, [Walter] was the only one who could not be kept awake.

And thus passed the seven hours. There were endless speculations where we might be,
anxious questionings as to the ship, much thankfulness that we had not all gone to the
bottom, and somewhat fearful forebodings as to what might be the effect on elderly
ladies and gentlemen, to say nothing of young  ones, from so unexpected a conclusion of our
pleasure trip. About three next morning some streaks of day were descried, and at last our
scouts announced that the vessel was at anchor at no great distance. It was
resolved that the indomitable Archy Auchindarroch, with two sailors and another
gentleman, should row to the ship and ascertain how matters stood. About four certain
tidings were brought to us that the vessel was safe; that when she cleared the rocks, to
the captain's surprise and great relief, he found that, as she had struck on her keel, no
hole had been made in her iron bottom - at least, she had not let in any more water -
though at first she was reported to be letting it in, though slowly. This intelligence put a
happy end to our speculations as to the fate of our friends, and also solved for ourselves the
question what we were to do. ... row back to the steamboat.

Jane Smith: About 4 o'clock the day began to break . . and they sent a boat for us and
very glad we were to get on board again where they had hot wine negus, chicken ham
and tea for us, and what dry clothes could be procured. Capt. Challis and Dr. Hunter
(who was a friend of Brenton's [Brother of her husband, Murray Smith] did all they
could to make us comfortable.

Bishop: Very thankful were we all when the captain welcomed us back, and the doctor gave
us mulled port to warm us. We all agreed that the captain was right in sending us at once
ashore in the great uncertainty, and though those, no doubt, fared best who remained by the
ship - still,  for my own part,  I  confess I  was glad to have escaped the great  anxiety of
hauling the vessel off the rocks, when the chances were that she might have sunk at once
like a kettle with a hole in it, and none escaped but those who could swim. All seem to agree
that  iron-bottomed  vessels  are  more  difficult  to  deal  with  than  wooden  in  such
circumstances. Soon we were making progress for Ardrishaig.  Before six am we landed at
the pier, thanking  God; and for ourselves were in bed at Bishopton before the little girls had
even found out that we had not come home at eight the night before, as we expected.

Jane Smith: We arrived at Ardrishaig at 6.30 and found Uncle John in a dreadful state of
mind. We all looked queer figures to land. My dress had shrunk up to my knees and all my
clothes were ruined. The Bishop looked such an object with white stockings and a pair of
galoshes on.



Murray Smith: We reached home at 6.30AM such figures, Jeannie's dress had shrunk up to
her knees, my clothes were as wet as sponge and as tight as an eelskin, and the Bishop! You
should have seen him! There is in Milton's Paradise Lost an account of the figure of Sin,
saying "She seemed woman to the waist and fair. But ended foul in many a scaly fold" so
the Bishop, thanks to his great coat, was all right down to the knees, but below that was clad
in a pair of long white woollen stockings and galloshes.  He bolted into a carriage as quick
as possible to hide himself from the eyes of the populace. This is a long story but really we
had a very fortunate escape and ought to be very thankful.

Jane Smith: When we got home we all went to bed and fortunately we have not suffered
except being very tired and sleepy. We had a great many people called to ask after Aunt
Isabel.  The remainder  of  the  week we passed in  driving  walking and talking  about  our
adventure and praising young Auchindarroch.

The Bishop of Argyll and the Isles, Ewing, wrote to Archibald Tait, Bishop of London, still
staying in the Ewing's house of Bishopton in Lochgilphead.  Ewing was he whom
Alexander of Auchendarroch had found hard to entice from the flesh pots of Rothesay some
years before.:

I am indeed glad, my dear Bishop. that you and yours got off that rock unscathed. It
might have been a sad rock for Argyll. As it is, you and Mrs. Tait will only feel how
little our life is in our hands, and will have some thankfulness and interest beyond
common in Loch Fyne.  I am so glad the children liked Lochgilphead, and especially
Crauford, of whom I hear a very glowing account from our friends there.

With the adventurers all safely home, Allan Maclean folded up this study of a Victorian ship
wreck with insight into the further lives of the participants:

'The first thing that we know about was that [in the words of the report] 'The passengers urged upon
the captain the desirableness of telegraphing at once to the Admiralty, and so putting himself right
there. He did so with some trepidation. The First Lord at that time was the Duke of Somerset, who
likes his joke, as the House of Lords appears to know. He immediately telegraphed back the inquiry
whether the Bishop of London was steering! And the captain, rightly taking this as an indication
that the accident was not regarded with much gravity at headquarters, was immediately at peace.'

'After 1864, Lieut. Challis stayed in command of the  Lizard  for a further year and a half, before
being promoted to Commander and transferring to the  Doris for the N. America and W. Indies
station. He was later in charge of the Coast Guard at Montrose before being promoted to Captain,
then retiring and dying between 1895 and 1900.  Dr Hunter stayed with the Lizard for three more
years before moving to the 19 gun corvette, Rattlesnake, based at Devonport. He worked in naval
hospitals in Plymouth and Portsmouth, with a final appointment at Greenock, and dying in service
in the late 1890s. The Lizard itself was on its last station, and was sold in 1869.'

'The Report has more about the young Minister of Lochgilphead, The Rev. Peter MacKichan:
He 'made the best of his way home, let himself in, and went to bed. Next morning his
housekeeper, who had been frightened out of her life, questioned him about his late hours.
"Was I late, Ailie?" said he, with a look of innocent surprise; "Weel, perhaps I was rather."
"Late, sir!" said Ailie "'deed an' ye may say that; why, it is braid day licht." "Really, Ailie, now you 
speak on't, I misdoubt me it was very little else." Ailie pressed her questions, but her canny master 
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could only be brought to acknowledge that he just thought he might have been "a wee later than 
usual."

'Mr. MacKichan married a year later to Mary Donald, the daughter of the Minister of Peterhead,
who produced two children William and Dugald, and died giving birth to the latter. After 13 years
in the parish, Peter MacKichan moved to be Minister of Inveraray; that is the Lowland or English
congregation, and a year later he remarried, to Harriet Whitheld from Clifton, near Bristol, and had
seven more children.  He lived in the present Manse on the Lochgilphead Road.  After 21 years in
the English speaking congregation, he moved to be Minister of Glenaray, the more senior Highland
or Gaelic congregation.  He moved out to the Manse at Stronshira, Stronmagachan, and died in
191I , aged 74. His widow died in 1940.

'After the trip, Archibald Tait, the Bishop of London proved himself very useful in Argyll and, for
instance, consecrated the new St John's Church in Oban.  Probably it was all a welcome change as
in 1866 he had another terrible illness, and was stricken during his recuperation at North Berwick.
He returned to London, and bought a house in Kent to avoid the long journeys for holidays in
Scotland. In 1869 he was promoted to be Archbishop of Canterbury, a post which he held for 22
years. He was always in the thick of all ecclesiastical affairs, ritual difficulties, overseas missions,
building new churches and the Disestablish-ment of the Church of Ireland. There was neither the
facility for appointing assistant bishops, nor for allowing easy retirement, and he plodded on, dying
in office in 1882.

'Meanwhile his wife, Catharine Tait  continued her work of entertaining at Fulham Palace,  their
official  residence  on the  Thames  and London House.  One year  she  entertained  all  700 people
ordained and 1,000 others; and she had many works of charity among the poor.  1878 was another
sad year,  with the death of her  only son Crauford and she herself  died later  the same year  in
Edinburgh, during a trip to Scotland.

'Their son, Crauford Tait had gone on to Christ Church, Oxford, and in 1874 was ordained
himself. Very hard working, he was a great support for his father, being his private chaplain,
but one wonders how popular he was when he went on a protracted tour of America in order to
meet church leaders, in place of his father. He was ill on his return and he died aged only 28.

'Mr Mackinnon, gentleman: If he was, as I suspect, William Mackinnon, his career continued
to flourish. He resigned his directorship of the Glasgow City Bank in 1870, as he did not agree with
the  banking policy of  the  other  directors.  This  was just  as  well,  as  in  1878 the Bank crashed
spectacularly, bringing down many county families, and other businesses. He moved his interests
from India to Africa and was responsible for opening up Kenya, and would have had an even larger
commission for most of East Africa for the British, if the London Government had allowed him.
He built Balinakill House at Clachan, southwest of Tarbet Loch Fyne after he bought the estate in
1867, and was created a baronet in 1889.  He died in 1893 and is buried at Clachan. 

'Alexander Campbell of Auchindarroch and his family went on living at Auchindarroch, but his
rental income was reduced to f400 per year, so it was often let. He continued to take a great interest
in the Poor Law and sanitary conditions in Scotland, and not least in Loch-gilphead. He had a grasp
of the problems and was quite fanatical about Public Health, harrying dilatory parochial boards or
burghs  for  failing  to  mend  defective  pipes,  repair  sewers  etc.,  travelling  the  Highlands  and
Lowlands in this task. He retired as General Superintendent after  30 years on a superannuation
allowance.  He also formed 10th Company of Argyll and Bute Volunteer Artillery, eventually being
known as their colonel.



'There are various family stories about Alexander. In one, a poacher was brought before him at
Auchendarroch. He asked the man "Will you give me your word of honour as a gentleman that you
will never poach my land again?"  To this the answer was "Yes Colonel, you have my word"  The
man was never caught poaching at Auchendarroch again. Alexander died in 1902 aged 86, by which
time his eldest son had died, as had his second and very wild son, Alister Harry, a mercenary, but
who was described on his memorial at Glenalmond as 'The bravest man I ever knew' by General Sir
Gamett Wolsley.

'Alexander's wife, Harriet Campbell, had long been concerned about her husband's parent's
marriage  or lack of one.  She became obsessed with the thought that her husband might have been
illegitimate, and was annoyed that he would not talk about the issue. It led her into a depression and
she largely withdrew from Society, due to the imagined stigma. However in 1870, she was given a
document  written  by  a  relation  who  had  recently  died,  which  showed  beyond  any doubt  that
Alexander's parents had been married. The deceased had been a witness, and the reason she had
said nothing before was fear she might loose out financially if she mentioned it.

'Harriet  then determined to clear  her  husband's  supposed problem. She employed  a lawyer  and
collected the remaining evidence,  and although she was advised to leave it  alone and that time
would sort  out the problem, the confirmation of his legitimacy came by decision of the Senior
Judge, The Lord Lyon, in 1908 with the matriculation of the Inverawe arms for her grandson Alister
Magnus Campbell of Auchindarroch.  Nothing could be done about the carelessness of the Trustees
in losing all the money. She died in 1883 aged 62.

'Their eldest son, Archibald James Campbell, ie Archy, the 'Young Auchindarroch' of the
account, married three years later in 1867 and the newly married couple went to South Africa to
farm, heard of the discovery of diamonds; sold their farm and headed to fields. Archy formed a
syndicate with his brothers Arthur and Neil. The first stones from Kimberley were found on this
farm; but before their fortune was made they secured a quick profit by selling their rights in the
land. This was the land which later yielded the De Beer millions. He went on to become a coffee
planter in Ceylon, and died in 1885, leaving as heir their eldest son Alister Magnus still a minor on
the death of Alexander of Auchendarroch in 1902.

'[James] Arthur, the l4-year old, went on from Glenalmond to Trinity Hall Cambridge, and was then
with his brothers at Kimberley. He also trekked with Cecil Rhodes. Like his brothers, he became a
planter in Ceylon, and supposedly introduced tea when the coffee and cacao was blighted.  From the
mid 1880s he worked for John Bruce, corn merchant in Edinburgh, and married one of his three
heiress  daughters.   In  1897  he  purchased  Asknish,  Garraron,  the  Leragachoines,  Kilbride  and
Bamlannich, and called the estate Arduaine ['Green Point'], and in 1898 started to build the house
and gardens. He died there in 1929. His grandson sold the house, garden and much of the land, the
house becoming The Lochmelfort Hotel. His great-great-grandsons have grown up on the remains
of the estate.

'Walter Keir Campbell, the ten year old who fell asleep on the island, was educated at
Glenalmond and Trinity Hall Cambridge. Having been a tea planter in Ceylon like his
brothers, he then engaged in other work abroad.

'Of the daughters, Julia was considered a beauty and wrote the Auchendarroch Miscellany and died
unmarried 1908 aged 65; Mary died unmarried in 1927, aged 77, after farming Kilbride for many
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years.  Julia and Mary together had earlier set up the first laundry in Lochgilphead, which they later
turned into a family house [now owned by their great-nephew retired diplomat Robin Campbell
Byatt.]

'Capt. and Mrs. Murray continued at Ardrishaig, where he seems to have been a useful member of
the community, supplying a piper when there was need for a party. Isobel died in 1876 and soon
after he went to live in London, dying in 1884. He left a legacy to his wife's sister in law, Caroline,
the Waldensian wife of the General, and their daughter Charlotte.

'The Murray Smiths: After a few days recovering, Murray and Jeannie went on to Montrose to visit
her relations, and then to Edinburgh and Glasgow to see more relatives. Later they toured Europe
and then Murray made the decision to  return to  Australia,  where he understood the mercantile
world, and it was a more agreeable climate.  His  business  life  in Melbourne
prospered, and he was a director of a large number  of  Australian  banking  and  mercantile
companies; and immediately on his return he entered  politics  as  a  free-trader   supporting
commercialism.  More right wing than most politicians,  he  was  never in office, but always
involved in the fray.  In 1882 he was asked to become Agent General for Victoria in London for
four years,  and in many ways this was the most happy and successful time of his life. He was
involved in promoting the union of Australia in l90l and he died in Melbourne  in  1921. After their
return, Jeannie brought up her family of three daughters and son in Melbourne, returning to Britain
for four years when her husband was Agent General. She was much involved in public affairs, and
was President for many years of the Children's Hospital.  She died in 1913.

Their daughter, Lillias, who at the last minute they decided not to take with them on the trip,
grew up and became great grandmother of Allan Maclean'.

With considerable gratitude to the Very Rev. Allan Maclean of Dochgarroch whose research
provided the sources and material  for this paper, so adding humanity to the scarce facts on the
family at Auchendarroch.

_______________________



Chapter iX

AUCHENDARROCH – ARDUAINE
TEA ESTATES

In 'Ceylon' - Sri Lanka

The  sources  for  the  following  are:   Harriet  Auchendarroch’s  ‘Memoir’;  Arthur  Campbell  of
Arduaine’s South African diaries;  Letters of the Auchendarroch family; research by Jill Campbell-
Byatt at the British Library, Ian M. Campbell Notes on the Campbells of Inverawe, privately printed
(1951), in NLS, and, at some risk, general  material  on Tea and Ceylon is from The  Wikipedia
Encyclopaedia, and Google Earth.

For Victorian landowning families with numerous young sons, there was always a question of how
to set them on their adult way in life where they could support themselves, and perhaps their parents
in old age.  Not all wanted to go into the army or the law or felt called to the church.  Alexander and
Harriet’s five surviving sons, Archibald, Alister, Arthur, Walter and Neil, turned 21 in 1863, 1867,
1871, 1875 and 1880.  Their mother died in 1883 and Archibald, the eldest son, died in 1885.  There
is some discussion as to whether Alister spelt his name that way or as Alastair.  He was generally
known to the family in later years as Alister Harry.

Archibald James Campbell, Yr. of Auchendarroch, had served in the 74th Highlanders.

In  1867,  when he  was  about  25,  he  married  Zella  Fairlie,  daughter  of  Fairlie  of  Coodham in
Ayrshire.113  As a newly married young man, Archibald decided to go to South Africa and raise
horses on a farm he bought near Peitermaritzberg.  He and Zella farmed for three years, until, in
1870, not long before their arrival, news came of the diamond find at Kimberley. Archibald decided
to buy  two sixteen-span ox-wagons in which he and Zella trecked to the diamond fields, leaving in
late March and arriving at Kimberly about the 9th of April 1871.  During their treck, Zella gave birth
to one of their children in the back of the waggon. Archibald wrote and invited his 20-year-old
brother Arthur to spend his vacation from Trinity Hall Cambridge with them.  Arthur was delighted
with the offer and was accompanied on the voyage out by his great friend and Zella’s brother, Reg
Fairlie.  The young men first came to the farm until they had word from Archibald to come up
country. 114 

Once  at  the  diamond  fields  in  Kimberley,  they  obtained  land  on  which  they  dug  and  found
diamonds.  They formed a small syndicate which included Archibald and his brother Arthur, by
then aged 21, and likely Reginald  Fairlie,  Archibald’s  brother in law.  After some time in the
diggings, they found, among almost fifty others, a stone of significant size and it was decided that

113 As mentioned in The Scotsman, 12th of June 1902 in the notice of his daughter’s wedding.
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Arthur should take it back to London on his return in December 1871 and sell it for the syndicate.
This he did with some success.  According to Arthur’s dairy the stone was of 107 carrots.115 

Arthur returned to South Africa in January 1872 with his brother-in-law Reg Fairlie and a friend
Jack Dick Lauder.  This time Arthur spent time supplying the diamond fields.  While doing so, to
their mutual surprise, he met his brother Alister Harry returning from Australia and New Zealand.
(Diary of J. Arthur Campbell for 1872).   Alister Harry was certainly with his brothers in South
Africa in 1872-3.  He would later continue home.  This was followed by two visits to the Gold
Coast, first in the brief Ashanti Expedition and later trading, followed when in Argyll again with
some training in Surveying in Aberdeen, followed by a stay with his sister Mary at Drim na Vuillin
where he had a disturbing dream, fulfilled when he want out to the Russio-Turkish war.  He arrived
as a journalist, but was taken onto the staff by the Turkish general.  Later he would join a Turkish
attack on the Shipka Pass, an experience his dream had forecast.116  

Alister Harry left Turkey to visit his brothers in Ceylon where he evidently enjoyed the social life
but would soon be called away to Africa by his old commander Sit Garnet Wolsey who had been
fighting the Zulus.  So he was not long involved with the tea plantation.  That Walter and Neil
Campbell later joined their brothers on the plantations in Ceylon is made clear in surviving family
correspondence.

At some point  after  1873,  Archibald  and his family decided to  move from Southern Africa to
Ceylon [now Sri Lanka] and, seemingly with the help of a loan from the family, which likely meant
a mortgage on the Auchendarroch estate, leased or bought land on which to grow coffee.  He was
joined by Arthur after he had completed his studies at Cambridge in 1875.  These sons of Alexander
of Auchendarroch, with their brothers Walter and Neill, grew first coffee and then tea on estates in
Ceylon.  Between 1840 and 1870 100,000 acres of forest were cleared to grow coffee.  The palm oil
and soy industries have created similar devastation of virgin land elsewhere.

When the Campbell brothers first arrived most estates were growing coffee or cocoa.  In 1869 the
coffee industry was thriving but then gradually the plantations were devastated by a fungal disease
called  Hemileia  vastatrixor or coffee rust,  known by the planters  as 'Devastating  Emily'.  Some
planters  experimented  with  growing cocoa  and chinchona  or  quinoa,  the  South  American  tree
producing quinine. But a disease called  Helopice antinie  proved equally destructive to cocoa or
cacao.   And  trees  take  a  life-time  to  grow.   These  disasters  must  have  lowered  the  price  of
plantations, many being abandoned when their owners returned home.  Wickipedia Encyclopaedia, Tea
Production in Sri Lanka / History.    Perhaps it was in this situation that the Campbells were able to pick
up land more cheaply,  land already cleared of forest  and with structures in place.   At first  the
brothers persevered with coffee and then tried chonchona. But disease struck their plantations as
with others. Only later did they plant tea as an alternative, which makes clear that they had not been
successful in their earlier investments.  That failure must have been costly.  However, the family tea
estates, conce the management became professional, continued to pay dividends into the mid 20th
Century.

114 Diary of J. Arthur Campbell for 1870, Auchendarroch-Inverawe Family Papers. 

115 Ibid

116 Fraser, Thesis, Durham University & A.H.Campbell, Diary, Russio-Turkish War, Auchendarroch-Inverawe 
Family Papers.



A glimpse into life on the estates for the brothers is given by a surviving letter written from their
Belgravia Plantation in Ceylon by Alister to his younger brother James Arthur Campbell who was
about to leave Ceylon for home and dated only  'Wednesday'. Clearly this was written after the 3rd
of March 1878 when Alister was still in Turkey, and before the 8th of  September 1879 when he
had already been in South Africa for some time and wrote to Arthur at Auchendarroch from there. 

Belgravia [Plantation]
Wednesday

Dear Fogelstrȕch -

I send you down your letters and shall send off the boy in the morning with a 

couple of Shetland poneys [sic] for you - 

Graeme offers you a sealskin weskit, but that would be too hot altogether.

I'm not coming down to say goodbye old chap, so you must send me a lock of your hair for 
Maly -

If you fish in the Add at all, try the low pools quite down under the big bridge, just 
as the tide turns to rise -

You can fish right down to within half a mile of Crinan.- Bright red hackle - & 
yellow body & brown wings

You'll find all the fly books at home somewhere - There's a dirty fluffy brown fly 
that's very killing on Loch [Kulliber? - unredable - likely Loch Kilduskland, now a reservoir 
and perhaps re-named when made into one, being the only Loch on Auchendarroch having a
smaller loch nearby] & the little loch next it. 

That's all I can think to tell you of.

Baldie was over here this morning - he goes up again today.

I went down to Stonecliffe on Sunday and over to the Chalmers & I found Bartols 
just recovering from the effects of a Ball. - There were 3 real ladies present and B says it 
was like a french Bawdy House - In Sir Roger DeC [de Coverly - the dance] they all began 
to sing

"For they All do it"

They All do it - etc., etc.

Now I must say farewell.  Watty's got your mare over at Waltrim -

I hear that Stevens is to be made PD for [Jogre?] & Belgravia, & that Elphinstone's 
Orphan is promoted to [Fank?] with, but junior to, Neill G. Campbell who is seconded for 
Stephen's staff -

Take care of yourself old chap

Tell Maly I'm in a dreadful state with the responsibility for  the storeroom key on my
shoulders. Yrs.
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Alister117

One  of  Arthur’s  sons,  Richard,  claimed  that  it  was  Arthur  whose  idea  it  was  that  Ceylonese
[Sinhalese] estates should plant tea.  That may have been true for their plantations, but there had
been several decades of tea growing commercially in Ceylon by their day.   In 1867 one James
Taylor marked the birth of the tea industry in Ceylon by planting 19 acres of tea.  By 1872, he had a
producing tea factory on the same but more extensive plantation at Loolecondera in the district of
Kandy.  In 1873 he shipped the first Ceylon exported tea to London. Life on the plantations was
very social but took gruelling work to make them profitable.  Anglo-Irish author Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle remarked that 'the tea fields of Ceylon are as true a monument to courage as is the lion at
Waterloo,' referring to the sculpture in London.118 

So Arthur Campbell and his brother Walter decided to grow tea.  In 1885-6, they set up a nursery to
grow the plants.  Arthur and Walter decided that there was no point in both of them staying in
Ceylon to run the nursery, since the plants would take five years to mature to the point where the
leaves could be picked for tea.  Arthur had decided to try his luck in California when he received a
telegram from his father Alexander at Auchendarroch asking him to come home first.  By that time
the eldest son Archibald had died, and Alastair Harry had been killed in the Matabele war.  Little
William had already died in childhood, so that while Archibald’s son Alastair Magnus Campbell
was still a child, Arthur was the eldest of the surviving adult sons of the family.  Auchendarroch
asked Arthur to come home and help him cope with the estate, by now heavily mortgaged. A part of
the  mortgage  may  well  have  been  taken  out  in  order  to  buy  land  in  Ceylon  for  the  family
plantations. What seems clear is that when Arthur was at home at Auchendarroch, he met Ethel
Margaret  Bruce who caused him to postpone his departure for California  and ended with their
marriage and his employment with her father , Corn Merchant John Bruce, Edinburgh.

On the 2nd of April 1914, Arthur was in California where he had taken his wife Ethel for her health
and so that he could see the plants there.  He had a particular interest in salt resistant coastal shrubs
and trees, one side of the garden at Arduaine being on the shore.

On that date he wrote to his second son Keir: 

In 1885/6 I very nearly came over here [California] direct from Ceylon after the coffee 
failed and the Chinchona [the tree whose bark produces quinine] and we got tea started on 
our places, I said to [your] uncle Walter there is no use our both staying in Ceylon.  We have
to wait and worry along as best we can till the tea comes into bearing.  So one or other of us 
had better clear out to a new country – He elected to stay so I determined to come over here 
& try & make a fresh start – Had I done so I should probably have done well as land was 
then a very different price to what it is now.

However things were otherwise ordained – My father begged me to come home first & see 
him as he was getting old and if I came here direct he might never see me again.  So I went 
home & while at home met your mother and had to alter all my plans.119

117 From a photo-copy of the letter among the Auchendaroch Papers - original not known

118 Wickipedia Encyclopaedia, Tea Production in Sri Lanka / History.



Arthur did what he could for his father, his mother having already died two years earlier, but he
needed to find work to survive.  He found employment with the firm of John Bruce, corn merchants
in Edinburgh.  Ethel was one of three daughters who were John Bruce’s heiresses, their only brother
having died young.

However, with Walter, and later his brother Neil working the tea estates in Ceylon, Arthur became
involved with his father’s investments in the estates and at one point was obliged to go out to
Ceylon in order to sort out difficulties in terms of the accounting.  

Eventually  it  seems Walter  Campbell  came back to  Britain  and left  Neil  in  charge of the Tea
Estates.  Neil had some difficulties and was slow to answer his brother's questions by mail.  This
eventually disturbed Arthur so much tat he felt obliged, as the eldest surviving brother, to a for
Walter's help in deciding what to about Neil's lack of communication.  The following is a somewhat
caustic letter by Arthur, and the reply he received from Neil:

The following letter, written by Arthur Campbell (1st of Arduaine) to his brother Walter 'Watty'
concerns his difficulties with their youngest brother Neill who had been running family tea estate or
estates in Ceylon [now Sri Lanka] and later attempting to sell teas through a shop in London.  Some
punctuation has been added for clarification where it is obvious what the intent from the meaning.

SEACLIFF ARDRISHAIG [ARGYLL] August 3rd /[18]97

My dear Watty

I understood from Julia [their sister] that you were at Keswick -

I am at a loss to understand the position Neill takes up and thought perhaps some of you at 
home here had heard his views. - I did not like to ask The Laird [their father Alexander] so 
waited till I saw Mary & she can throw no light on the subject - except that she thought I had
been very hard on Neill in not keeping Waltrim [one of the tea estates]  for him as she 
thought he had paid me for his quarter share of Waltrim.  But on hearing the facts she took a 
very different view.

She said that Neill had told her not to leave me alone with Maude as there might be a row as
Maude was so down upon me - Mary asked him the reason but got no satisfactory one. 

I wanted to write and ask Maude what she has against me but Mary thinks I had 
better not.  Hoping you might throw some light on the subject before I replied to Neill I 
wired you to come here from Keswick - so that we might talk it over - I will give you a short
account of my transactions with Neill as far as I can from memory & if you have heard 
Neill's side of the story you can perhaps help me to understand what appears to me to be 
very extraordinary behaviour on his part under all the circumstances .

When I arranged to buy you out of Waltrim - I in a fit of generosity arranged to let 
Neill have half of your share I was taking over - he was to pay no money but we were 
neither of us to draw any profits until the debts on the estate to you were paid off.  As he had

119 Letter pub. in: Diarmid Campbell: Keir Campbell & His Family at Arduaine, privately printed 2009, p.83.  
Auchendarroch-Inverawe Family Papers.
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nothing in the world but his 1.6th share of Atherfield - had tea proved a failure it practically 
meant that I would have had to meet the debts.

I then had perfect confidence in Neill & thought that though I was making a sacrifice in 
giving him a quarter share, that by having him on the spot to superintend, the loss might not 
be so great eventually.

Neill & Maude came home about a year after this & they were so anxious to get 
work in this country as the climate was not suiting Maude - & the children would soon have 
to leave them.

The subject of Neill's selling tea at home was then discussed & though it was partly 
with a view of Neill's having on the spot in Ceylon that I had given him a quarter share, I did
not like to say 'you must not come home' as I should probably have done to an outsider 
under similar circumstances.  I therefore entered into the home-coming scheme, and as far as
I remember, the original idea was that Neill should come home & try to sell Waltrim tea & 
get a salary & that all profits should be divided between us.

Then there was some uncertainty on their part as to whether they could afford to risk 
all the expense of coming home and starting a business unless they had something certain - I
then said that I would guarantee Neill £300 a year for 3 or 4 years on the following terms:

That whatever he was short of £300 for himself on the years working, I would make 
up the deficiency & he could repay me afterwards.  [Further] That if he could not make £300
a year after 3 or 4 years, then he could give it up & go back to Ceylon.

Neill came home and I believe made about £150 the first year - which was quite as 
much as I had anticipated - He had the use of Waltrim monies to start his business - How 
much exactly I have never been able to ascertain.

After about 18 month or 2 years, his business seemed to stick & to enable him to 
make the £300 - I arranged that he should have the selling of Waltrim tea.  I do not 
remember exactly when he started business - but I see that the Waltrim monies I held in 
Leith were paid over to him on the following dates:

   

   1892

July 26 N.G.Campbell £250

Dec 12 " £500

  "    30 " £650

   1893

March 28th Campbell [Bros?] £877:19:8

Part of these monies he used for his business & part were invested in Rupee Paper to 
meet the monies due to Julia & Mary.



From the dates of these payments I conclude he began business about the middle of 1892.  
On August 16th  '92 I wrote to him to say that I found that by my deed of partnership in 
Bruce, Boyd & Co, that I could not become a partner in the tea business with him as long as 
I remained in Bruce Boyd & Co.  I wrote: 

"I'll help you in every way I can just as if I was a partner but meanwhile you must be
the only partner.

"I hold to all the private arrangements you & I have made but I cannot in fact or to 
the public be your partner as long as I am in the Leith business."

I allowed him without question to take whatever Waltrim monies he wanted for his 
business - & when he started doing Hadden's work and selling the Waltrim teas - as we had 
no capital, Mr. Bruce & I gave the National Bank London a guarantee for £1,000, so as to 
enable Neill to meet the Ceylon drafts as they matured.  At first I took a lot of trouble to help
Neill to get customers & suggested ways by which I should work - but after a time, seeing 
how little enterprise Neill had, Ethel & I got disgusted & did not bother any more about it. 

Neill told me when I was laid up at Grayshot early in 1895, that he had made up his [acts?] 
for 1894 & that he would not require any of the guarantee for the past year.  I was sorry after
I had given Neill Hadden's work to do as I seldom got advices - & if I did, they came in a 
bunch long after they were due [acts?] such as were sent were always behind.

I had put myself into an awkward position considering he was my Brother - but it 
never entered my head that Neill was not acting straight.

It was not till early last year (1896) when I returned from St. Moritz that I wrote to Neill 
saying I must insist upon getting a/cs. [accounts] as I had nothing from him since I had 
received the a/cs to the end of 1894.

I went away yachting soon after that & forgot all about it & then in the autumn wrote
again - Still no accounts.  On the 30th June '96 we had undertaken to pay off £1,500 of a 
mortgage on Waltrim & as Ethel had £1,000 she wanted an investment for, & as according 
to the profits of Waltrim in Neill's hands we should have had ample to pay off the £1,500, I 
wrote to Neill from St. Moritz to see if the Mortgagers would take the whole £3,500 on 30th 
June '96.  That fell through and when the 30th June '96 came, Neill only sent me £300. I had 
to take Ethel's $1,000 & find £200 myself to pay off the £1,500 we had arranged to pay.

This made me all the more anxious for accounts.  We had sunk some money of 
Waltrim profits in shares in a gold mine called "Roorman" pending the paying up of the 
Waltrim mortgage, & the mine had gone wrong & there was reconstruction etc., & I was not
sure how much had been paid into it, & thought possibly the money not forthcoming had 
gone there.

It never occurred to me that anything was amiss but I was so annoyed with Neill's 
not giving accounts & when he generally either did not answer or answered everything 
except about the a/cs., that I decided to take the Waltrim business out of his hands.
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So as not to hurt his feelings I wrote and said I wanted our teas sold locally in 
Ceylon.  This was arranged to be done but was never carried out -  as before it had to be 
done, the crisis came.

At last when in Edin[burgh] last winter, I wrote to Neill & said I must have accounts 
I told him he as I was in treaty about Asknish [to become Arduaine] & must know exactly 
my liabilities - to him & what Waltrim monies he had in his business.

(I forgot to mention above that when writing and telling Neill that I wanted the teas 
sold in Colombo, I had also told him that - as the taking away the selling of teas would 
materially affect his income, if he thought he could not make enough without them to make 
it worth his while to continue business in London - If he had any thought of going back to 
Ceylon (Mary had told me that he often wanted to as he did not like his London business) he
had better make up his mind at once before Sandys Thomas went back).

When in Edin[burgh] Neill came up to see me & for the first time I was informed 
that he had made a loss by the business & to my utter astonishment the loss appeared to be 
nearly £2,000.  But he was confident that by the sale of the goodwill of the business & his 
stock, he could reduce the loss to about £1,200.

The only explanation he could give was that the money had been lost in his Boscombe 
business.  I omitted to state that he got me to consent to his starting a business in Boscombe 
near Bournouth & asked my leave to take £200 to do this.  I made no arrangements as far as 
I remember about this but concluded that he merely wanted the money advanced so that he 
could take it out of the Waltrim monies in his hands & repay it later on.  I [had] told him he 
was welcome if he thought it would pay.

A year after [that] he started warning that it was not a success - I urged him to close 
his business there and face the loss.

Neill was most cool over his loss and never even said he was sorry that he had lost 
this money.  All he said was that he would repay me the money out of his share of the profits
of Waltrim.  That he would wind up his business and go out to Ceylon & take charge of 
Waltrim.

I told him that I would much rather he arranged to get some other billet in Ceylon - 
but that if he did go to Waltrim he must go there as an ordinary superintendant & not as a 
proprietor & that he must work under the man I appointed in Ceylon to look after my 
interests & be liable to be sacked at a months notice if he did not work to my agent's 
satisfaction.

Meanwhile he must hand over the Waltrim business to Hadden & Co from 1st Jan. 
1897 & get his accounts properly audited & so ascertain exactly what he owed me.  This 
was arranged & I expected to hear in a few days the result.  I did not hear any more for some
time, so wrote to him giving him and name of a London Auditor. He saw him & then wrote 
and asked me if I wanted vouchers and a/cs of his business & that it would take ever so long 
& cost £30.  I wrote and said I did not want any vouchers and did not wish to go into his 
business & did not want to put him to any such expense but that I must have properly 
audited a/cs of the Waltrim monies, not only for my own sake but also that I wished to know
exactly when Waltrim was clear, so that Interest could be calculated on the money due to 
you.



Before leaving for Ceylon, I got a bold statement which purported to be his audited a/cs & 
which I returned as they were not complete - & asked him to have them put right - I also 
asked him to leave with Hadden & Co a P/U [IOU? or Power of Attorney?] for the amount 
he was due after his a/cs were properly audited, and to instruct them to use his profits of 
Waltrim as they came in to pay it off.

I omitted to state that Neill had, at the time he came to see me in Edin[burgh] thought of 
going in for the Local Govt. Board appointment and I did what I could to help him.

Just before leaving for Ceylon, I was very much put out by getting a letter from 
Bosanquet [?] & Co, Colombo, forwarding a letter from Oldfield, the superintendant of 
Waltrim, saying he had received the following wire from Sandys Thomas from England -

"Neill Campbell takes charge of Waltrim 1st April" - Asking what he was to do.

Bosanquet & Co told him that they had heard from N.G.C. that he was coming out. I 
was very angry at this & wrote to Neill for an explanation as he had no business to sack the 
Waltrim Superintendant without my knowledge & consent & he had never said a word about
it to me.

Neill wrote and said that Sandys Thomas had sent the wire & had not understood 
him.  Thomas denied this & said that Neill had distinctly told him to give Oldfield notice 
that he would be out by the 1st April & when I saw Thomas in Ceylon he said he had called 
to see Neill about it to have it out.  Neill was in Edin[burgh] but his clerk distinctly 
remembered Neill telling Thomas to do so.

I nearly wired Oldfield not to do anything till I came to Ceylon - but wrote instead a week 
before I sailed.

I went out to Ceylon - On arrival I hear that Oldfield got an offer of a good billet & 
had left Waltrim a fortnight before.

I wrote that day to Neill saying he must wire on receipt if he was coming out or not. I
then went up country & looked after the Estate myself - much to my inconvenience - Not 
having a wire from Neill when my letter was due in London I waited till after the Easter 
holidays were over & then wired to know if he was coming out - Got a reply to say he could 
not reply at once but would wire as soon as possible.

I then got a young fellow on the Waltrim on the understanding that he should remain 
until Neill came out & probably get the billet permanently if he did not.  I then knocked up 
[got sick] & while in bed was told that Fred Thomas was offered a billet for 6 months 
certain and as Neill might be out in 3 or 4 weeks, if coming at all - what was he to do[?]

I then wired to Neill that unless he was sailing within a week I must appoint a 
Superintendant on Waltrim.

(Having knocked up, I wanted to leave Ceylon at once as I was afraid from the pain 
that I had broken some of the fastenings on my kidney, and as it hurt me when I moved, I 
wanted to be off before the monsoon).
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If Neill was not coming, I must make permanent arrangements before leaving.

In reply to my wire, I got that foolish wire:

"Neill Campbell expects sail middle May"

Which, of course meant that if he was not appointed he would leave as soon after the middle
of May as possible.  It was all so vague & Neill had only written me 2 or 3 chits [?] since I 
left home.  Had never said a word about his a/cs - of whether he was leaving a P/U as I had 
asked - not a word of whether he had sold his business or any information - that I was so 
disgusted that I appointed Fred Thomas for 6 months certain.

My inclination was to appoint him permanently & I wish I had now but Sandy 
Thomas dissuaded me.

I should have stuck to my own opinion which was to appoint Fred Thomas manager 
and allow Bosanquet & Co to advance Neill £200 per month till he got a billet.  I wired Neill
'Waltrim Superintendant appointed', for as things stood he could not get the Waltrim billet 
for 6 months, even if he was coming out.  It was to me most provoking - I was not well - I 
could not give any permanent instruction to Fred Thomas as I was uncertain if he was to 
remain - & I had not letter from Neill & was not sure whether he was really coming or not.

I left Waltrim with Ethel to go to Newera Elija & the Horton Plains to see if the cold 
would fix me up, which it did.

Just before starting, Sandy Thomas came over to tell me that his cousin Fred Thomas
had been offered a permanent billet in Maskelya, of £6,000 per annum more than the 
Waltrim salary, & asked me what he should do.  He would rather he had the Waltrim billet if
permanent but did not want to fall between two stories.  I told him to wait for 2 days & then 
to tell Bosanquet & Co to wire & ask if Neill was coming out.

On my return to Waltrim the day before I left to come home, Thomas had a letter 
from Bosanquet & Co to say they had heard from Neill to say that he was to sail from 
Marsailles on the 23rd of May.

I therefore advised young Thomas to accept the Maskelya billet - as I was afraid that 
possibly Neill & Maude & the children were all coming & would have no house to go to. 

I felt Neill had treated me very badly and would much have preferred to keep young 
Thomas as I had lost all confidence in Neill.

I showed you my letter to Neill written just before sailing.

On arrival in London I got the enclosed a/cs & Hadden & Co told me Neill had left 
me no P/U as he was to write to me.

This caused me a good deal of inconvenience as I had intended to have borrowed 
from Hadden & Co against it for part of the payment of Asknish.

In Neill's letter of 30th June '97 you will see on page II



".  . if you will abide by your letters to me before and after I came home ..  ."

This is the first time I have ever been asked if I would abide by my letters - by him 
or anybody else.

I have acted towards Neill in all these years as few brothers would have done - & 
feel very riled at his behaviour.

I have never before been asked such a question by an outsider - & I never had any 
intention of going back on anything I undertook.

I shall certainly never have any further business communication with Neill if I can 
help it & had I the money would buy him out of the share of Waltrim which I gave him & so
be clear of him.

I consider that Neill has practically embezzled Waltrim money, & had he been an 
outsider, that is what it would have been called & my proper course would have been to sue 
him for it.  

Being our brother, I did not come down on him as I would have on an outsider.  I 
merely asked him to make up exactly what he owed me & give me a P/U for it to be wiped 
off out of the profits of his share of Waltrim.

If I had nothing to [show?] & he gets into debt, I then merely rank with his creditors.

I shall not now be satisfied with a P/U as he has taken up this attitude.

He must either sell me his quarter share and take as part payment the money he owes
me - or he must give me a Mortgage over his quarter share & let it be stated in the Mortgage 
that it is to be paid off by Messrs Hadden & Co by the profits of his quarter share as they 
come in.  He must also consent to the alteration of our Deed of Partnership as initialled by 
me.

(That is a clause which gives Neill the management in case of my death - I say now I have 
no confidence in him that the management must rest with my executors.)

If Neill will not come to some such proper business understanding then I shall be 
obliged to sue him - as I certainly do not intend to have any further dealings with him except
on a proper business footing.

I enclose Neill's so-called Audit a/cs - no details & no signature of voucher.  Also his
letters since I left for Ceylon.

Also my letter to him about not being a partner & mine to him about getting his a/cs 
audited.  I have also true copies of numerous letters that have passed between us but not all.
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If I have undertaken anything that I have not mentioned (I may have done for all I 
know but for the life of me I cannot remember anything else) I am of course willing to abide
by it.

Now, will you after reading these papers give me your candid opinion of the position
& tell me how you think I should act.

Remember I counted on these monies being forthcoming & am now paying 5% to 
the Bank & elsewhere because they are not - & and my arrangements are now hampered 
through the want of them.

Had I been in Neill's position and got into the muddle he appears to have done, I 
should certainly have been only too anxious to shew [sic] exactly how the money had 
disappeared - but he gives me no information & takes up the position of being an ill used 
man.  I am sorry to give you all this but I am anxious to have your opinion & know what 
you would consider the best thing to do as I wish to avoid putting it into a lawyer's hands if 
possible.

You will see that Neill has gone to Waltrim though you did not expect he would - But I have
no intention of allowing him to remain there.

I go to [the] New Club, Edin[burgh] today & return here on Friday night by Iona.  It 
is very good of you proposing to come down if necessary but I don't like dragging you down
all this way on my business.

I hope Adeline is well -

Yours,

[signed] Arthur

[PS] Don't destroy this letter as it will save me a deal of trouble should I have to state my 
case over again.  You had better return it & the enclosed when read.120

Walter clearly did return the letter, enclosing his answer and ideas;

7 St. Mark's Square

Dalston N.E.

August 5th 1897

120 Auchendarroch - Inverawe Papers - c/o Campbell-Byatt, Drim na Vuillin



Dear Arthur,

I have twice carefully gone over the 54 pages of your letter, and its enclosured and 
feel you are in a very difficult position.

I can give you no real information as to Neil's affairs; as I have found him very 
reserved and indefinite about his business for nearly two years past.  He never told me 
anything about the Boscombe Tea shop, I only heard of it through the sisters [Julia & Mary].

But his attitude of mind with reference to his present un-satisfactory position, and 
towards you personally since the spring, has been a great  grief to us: and we then reasoned 
with him and endeavoured to  put before him how wrong it had been to keep you ignorant of
his circumstances.

You are right in saying that he now poses as an ill-used person - and of course this 
has influenced Maude in the same direction.  She has felt most keenly the ignorance in 
which she too has been kept the last 18 months: and now, I believe, only longs to know the 
true state of the case, and how Neil really stands as to liability to you.  This she has urged 
him in vain to confide to her; and it was to ascertain this from you that she tried to arrange 
an interview with you while you were in town the Jubilee week.

Under the circumstances it is not surprising that she has some crooked ideas of 
things; and her statement of the case would be somewhat as follows:  I fancy - 

1. That Neil was induced to leave Ceylon, where he was doing well, on the strength 
of your promise to be his Partner in the London business: which would have involved 
your equal share with Neil of the losses as well as profits, and that morally this still 
binds you; specially as it was not until after Neil had left Ceylon that you told him 

about the Leith Partnership Deed.

2, That in guaranteeing £300 a year for 3 years to Neil, not a word was said about its 
standing as a debt to be paid by Neil with interest.

3.  That it was on your advice that Neil went in for Pooman shares; and therefore you
should not complain of his losses in that direction and that as you set Neil on the tack of
speculating with the Waltrim money through Pooman shares; you  must not blame him 
if he has misused some more of the money.

4.  That it was some man recommended by you that made the Boscombe shop a 
failure.

Remember, I am not pretending to state facts in these 4 propositions - but you ask 
me to throw any light I can on Neil's attitude and Maude's feelings.
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Now to face the more serious matter of things as they are.

I feel strongly that - since you have treated Neil so far with such absolute confidence 
and generosity as a brother - you must be very careful before you suddenly change your 
attitude towards him into a legal and a business one.  For your former treatment has, of 
course, not been conducive to strict business methods in Neil.

But I feel equally strongly both for your own sake and for Neil's, and for the Family 
that you must insist upon knowing in what the money has been spent, or how the Debit 
Balance has arisen.  This is the more important as he has not (during these years) been hard 
up personally, having had good lets of his house and other monies coming in .

A clear statement must be got out of him now.  If he can be induced to give this it 
may be the first step towards inducing him to see his real position in its true light; and will 
enable us also to form a truer judgment.

I do not know how far the Laird has been informed but I think he should see the 14 sheets 
you have sent me - as he could quietly go over them.

I cannot tell you how deeply I feel for you in all this.

1. As to your loss of confidence in Neil

2. The grave anxiety and inconvenience it has given you .

3. The loss of money at this awkward time.

As you ask for my advice I will tell you frankly.  I do not like the idea of turning 
Neil out of Waltrim now that he has accepted it under supervision, and the loss of your 
confidence; and he has shown himself a better Estate Manager than Tea Dealer in the past.  I
do not see how you can change the Deed of Partnership as it only leaves him Manager of the
Estate; and your Executors would be free to sell your share of the Estate if Neil did not make
it pay.  I fear this might give Neil a handle for saying you have gone back on your word in 
this part of the matter at least.

But you certainly have a right to make a solid business arrangement with him now 
by which his profits for Waltrim shall be used as they come on for paying off his debts to 
you.

With their present feelings I am sure neither Neil nor Maude would consent to part with his 
1/4 share of Waltrim; and I think it would be better not even to suggest such a thing, lest it 
might give the impression of your wishing to acquire his share by taking advantage of his 
present embarrassments.  If the subject of selling comes up at all it must be from Neil; or 
from you as wishing to sell the whole property.

I have written to Neil by this week's mail begging him to face his position up squarely, to 
treat you with openness as you deserve and to lay before you a detailed account of how the 
Waltrim monies have been spent, and the Debit Balance incurred.

Ever your affect. brother



[signed] Walter121

These letter were in a blue-lined registered envelope addressed to J. A. Campbell  Esq, Seacliff,
Ardrishaig, Argyllshire, with two Victoria stamps, a yellow and brown 3 penny and an orange and
white half penny.  The readable post mark is 'Kingsland Aug 5 ,[18]97.

To some extent a reconciliation must eventually have taken place.  Waltrim was not sold.  And late
in  the  century  and  into  the  20th  century,  Arthur  and  Neill  were  corresponding  happily  about
Inverawe history.  The genealogical letters, although often following a mistaken lead or track, are of
value as evidence of this fellow interest.

Some would see this as an example of how complications can arise when operating a business with
family  members.   Yet  earlier,  many Scots  concerns  were  operated  using  the  loyalty  of  family
members as an insurance of solidarity.   Nepotism had not yet  fully been seen as the enemy of
equality.  Yet operating any commerce without a clearly acknowledged  head-down organization
flies in the face of eons of tribal organization and so demands a currently unusual degree of grace or
spiritual maturity. 

The members of the Auchendarroch and Arduaine families continued to hold shares in the Tea
Estates they had founded until after the Second World War of 1939-1945.  The following letter
shows the winding up of these intersts:

The following letter  to Keir  Arthur Campbell,  a younger  son of Arthur and Ethel Campbell  of
Arduaine,   with  his  name and address  hand written  into  what  was  clearly  a  form letter  to  all
shareholder,  enclosed  the  penultimate  disbursement  of  the  Ceylon  Tea  Estate  which  had  been
pioneered by Archibald Campbell, Yr. of Auchendarroch & Inverawe, and his brothers J. Arthur
Campbell of Arduaine, Walter and Neil:

LAYTON-BENNETT, BILLINGHAM & CO.         TELEPHONE;   LONDON WALL 4401 (8 
LINES) 

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS.     TELEGRAMS: REBATMEMENT-AVE- LONDON. 

J. C. BILLINGHAM.                 23 BLOMFIELD STREET     L. 
BLACKIE.      LONDON WALL    E. C. 
BAILLIE.      LONDON, E. C. 2                 R. J. 
THOMSON.                             
P. G. WALKER        ____________ 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH PLEASE 

121 Auchendarroch - Inverawe Papers - c/o Campbell-Byatt, Drim na Vuillin
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    CHIENE & TAIT, C.A. QUOTE ALL

       3 ALBYN PLACE OUR REF.

           EDINBURGH

13th June 1950

 No……4…….

[hand written] 

Keir Arthur Campbell, Esq.,

Cumming House,

Duffus, By Elgin. Scotland 

[typed]

Dear Sir, (or Madam) Waltrim & Kowlahena Estates Ltd.
(In Voluntary Liquidation)    

I hereby give you notice of the declaration of a fourth distribution to shareholders at the rate of 2/8d
per share payable in cash forthwith.

    If you will be good 
enough to complete and return the enclosed form of receipt I shall be pleased to send you a cheque 
for the sum due to you.

            This is an interim distribution and although the 
taxation matters referred to on previous occasions have been substantially settled there are still 
some small matters to be cleared up before a final distribution can be made.

   It is not expected that the final distribution will be long delayed.
                                                 Yours faithfully,                                   

J. C. BILLINGHAM,     
 (Keir Campbell Papers - w/ author) Liquidator. [no signature]

ESTATES MENTIONED IN FAMILY PAPERS:

[Ashburnham.Estate@gmail.com was not family]

Nuwara Eliya [District]

Waltrim & Kowlahena Estates Ltd [Modern owners}

Waltrim Estate, Lindula, Nuwan Elgin to Maria, Sri Lanka

Belgravia.  Auchendarroch-Inverawe Papers - Keir Ccampbelll Papers c/o the author.



Sadly the Tea Estates income never paid off the Auchendarroch mortgage, nobly later  paid off,
although not required to do so, by Alan Campbell, 17th of Inverawe, 4th of Auchendarroch, through
his many years of work running J & P Coats, in Sweden.

In  his  children  and  grand-children  the  family  have  fully  recovered  their  financial  balance  and
commercial accumen, which entered this Highland famly with the great southern drove of Duncan
of Inverawe in the 1740, later undermined by the range of his father's debts.  The prosperity was
won back by Duncan's nephew Archibald of Inverawe, the West Indies merchant, but was then lost
by one of his trustees, McNeil of Oakfield in a stock gamble, leaving Alexander to start his married
life with an income less than adequate for the people and lands he was saddled with.  He did his
best as Superintendant of Health for Scotland but, rightly, few fortunes are made in seervice.

The idea of the estates in Ceyon gave hope, but with the early death of Archibald, his eldest son, a
very hands-on and practical man, with leadership qualities acknowledged by his colonel, it was left
to the remaining brothers to retrieve the situation when cacao got blight and the estates had five
years of fallow while the new tea plants matured into productive growth.  Perhaps it was out of
kindness that Arthur and Walter left their youngest brother Neil with the running of the estates, not
due to proven ability but beacuse he so needed an occupation.  Yet Neil's lack of communication
was commercial suicide.  Meanwhile Arthur had met his future wife in Scotland and was employed
by hs father-in-law John Bruce of Foulden most successfully as a corn merchant in Edinburhg, he
and Ethel founding the Arduaine branch of the Inverawe kindred and creating the garden now in the
hands of the National Trust. for Scotland.  Their house at Arduaine is,like so many earlier Campbell
houses,  now  an  hotel,  allowing  far  more  people  to  enjoy  the  unique  situation  and  lifting  the
responsibility  of a country house without  supporting agriculture  from the shoulders of Arthur's
descendants.  His senior great-great grrandson is steward of the remaining lands and has made a
profitable business there as a hands-on water-supply and agricultural engineer.

______________________
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Chapter x

archibald campbell yr. 

of 

auchendarroch

Introduction

Archibald  James  'Archy'  Campbell  (1842-85),  was  the  eldest  son  of  Alexander  Campbell  of
Auchendarroch  and  his  wife  Harriet  Keir.   He  was  born  on  the  26 th of  April  1842,   at
Auchendarroch near Lochgilphead.  Mrs. Campbell of Skipness came to be with Harrriet at the time
of his birth.  His being named Archibald James is intriguing, since his father had been seconded to
supposed illegitimacy by his trustees in order to speed the processing of his grandfather's estate, the
headship of the family passing as a consequence for some years to his cousin James Archibald
Campbell , therefore designated as 'of Inverawe.'  Yet Archy's grandfather was Archibald Campbell,
12th of Inverawe, and the Highland custom of naming the eldest on after his grandfather persisted
into the 19th century in some families.

As shown above in chapter 8, Archibald was  22 in 1864.  He had been commissioned in the 74th
Highlanders, but was then home on leave and rescued The Bishop of London during a shipwreck on
Loch Fyne. The Bishop would write of him: "Archy Auchindarroch, just come home from India
with the 72nd [sic] Highlanders, as fine a specimen of a spirited soldier as ever I saw."  

The 74th was raised by Col. John Campbell of Barbreck in 1777 and fought during the American
Revolutionary War, after which they were disbanded.  Then, in 1787, The Honourable East India
Copany,  faced with a French threat  to  their  trade with India,  raised several  new regiments  for
defence.  But when the threat subsided, it refused to pay for their trransport to India, so they were
formed  into  four  line  regiments  of  the  British  Army.   One  of  these  was  the  74th  (Highland)
Regiment of Foot, formed under Major-General Sir Archibald Campbell.  They served in India an
the Peninsular War (1810-1815), then spending much time in Canada and the West Indies.  The
regiment returned to India in 1854 and fought during the Indian Mutiny (1857-1859). They were
returned to Britain in 1864, were in Ireland by 1866 and later in the Mediterranean and Hong Kong.
Back in Britain in 1881, the regiment was amalgamated the the 71st (Highland) Regiment of Foot
(Light  Infantry)  to  form the  Highland  Light  Infantry,  which  became  the  well  known Glasgow
fighting unit.  So when Archy was at Auchendarroch in 1864 his leave had followed the return of
the regiment to the British Isles from India. (HLI web site)

By 1866 the 74th was stationed in Limerick in Ireland.  Archie was about to be married and decided
to leave what apears to have been initially a promising career as a soldier.  However, since he was
still only an 'Ensign' [later called a 2/Lt.] after about five years of service, promotion was clearly not
swift  in those days.   There survives a letter  from his commanding officer including a letter  of
reference to aid him in finding employment: There is a rogue gene in the family which means that



some young men lose their hair at a young age, and this must have been Archie's experience, since
his nickname in the regiment was 'Baldy.'

A Letter and Character Reference by John MacLeod, Commanding Officer of the 74th Highlanders,
then at Limerick in Ireland on the 28th of October 1866, to Archibald Campbell Yr., of

Auchendarroch,

Limerick 23 Oct [1866]

My dear Baldie

I had not much difficulty in concocting a "character" for you - I now enclose it with my very
best wishes. - Believe me my dear laddie, I mean every word I write. - 

I never had a fault to find with you, beyond what may be traced to exuberance of animal spirits, & 
under the soul stirring influence of MacKinnon's pipes. -

No one regrets yr departure more than  I do - & the familiar name of Baldie will long be 
remembered in the old Rgt. which will miss you so much. -

I had not heard the news you tell me. [presumeably about his engagement to be married] - I wish 
you every happiness & I have no doubt your intended will find a way of keeping you in order, when
you are away from the restraints of military discipline.  I hope her brother will manage to get into 
the Rgt. - I enclose my photo & hope you will not forget yours in return I hope you will not forget 
yours in return.  I won't have you except in a kilt either Ross & Thomsons or [Hilston's?].  I prefer 
the former. - Excuse a hurried note. - The inspection comes off tomorrow & I have a lot of writing 
to get thro'.  I did what you suggested about McKinnon - the Drum Major growled but I soon had 
him up by telling him McK was of much more consequence in the 74th than he is !!!

God bless you my boy

Kindest remembrances to your Father -

Your sincere friend

John McLeod

The 'Character'

Ensign A.J. Campbell having applied to me for a testimonial of his qualification whereon to base an
application for employment in a military capacity in one of the Colonies, it affords me very great 
pleasure to state that I have known him since he joined the 74th upwards of five years ago & that I 
have had daily opportunities of observing him, & my opinion is that no finer young officer ever 
joined the Corps. - He knows his drill & duties well, & passed his examinations most creditably & 
when sent to the School of Musketry at Hythe, he was granted by General Hay an Extra Certificate 
of Superior qualification as an Instructor. -

I very much regret his having left us as I believe the regiment has lost one of its most promising 
officers - & one whose services more particularly would - I feel confident - have been most 
efficient, gallant and valuable . -
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No one ever left the Regt. who was more beloved by every officer & man in it, & the best wishes of
all ranks will follow him wherever he may go. -

J. McLeod Lt. Col. 

Commanding 74th Highlanders

Limerick 23rd October 1866.

The following year  of 1867, Archy married Isabella  (known as Zella),  the daughter of Colonel
Fairlie of Coodham in Ayrshire.  She was born in 1842 and died in 1935.  The Fairlies were "very
old Ayrshire gentry, originally the Fairlies of that Ilk until the Fairlie estate was sold to the Boyle
Earls of Glasgow:"  James Ogilvy Reginald Fairlie was the third son of Col. James Ogilvie Farilie
of Coodham in Ayrshire, brother of Zella and a great friend of Archy's younger brother Arthur.
Which is perhaps how they had met.

Archy and Zella went to South Africa in about 1868, the year their eldest child Alastair Magnus,
known as ‘Jack’ was born, and they were still there in 1873.  They had developed a horse breeding
farm or ranch near Peiter Maritzburg in Natal.  He wrote a Journal at  his father's request and a
section of his gives an idea of their life in Natal.  Zella was 7 months pregnant with their second
child.  In his journal-type letter to his father in March of 1870, he wrote;

My Dear Father,

I told you last mail that I would write you up your Journal to the best of my ability 
from the last I sent you up to date.  So here goes for a start at it.  I think I wrote to you up to 
about the 15th of January when we were all quiet at Buffle [Buffle’s Hock, his farm 75 miles 
from Peiter Maritzburg] and before this restless life began.

Well, I wanted to go in to Mburg [PeiterMaritzburg the town inland from the port of Durban 
and about 75 miles from their farm at Buffel Hock.] to do some work, so got Miss Onge to 
come and stay with Zella [his wife] and on the 15th of January I started and rode into 
Greystown where I made arrangements with Mrs. Plant for us to come to them in February, 
and in the evening I rode on to Eastwoods house on the Mburg road, where I found Darnell 
(who was in the 27th ) and his wife on their way on to his own farm half way between us and 
Mburg and about 6 miles off the road.  Eastwood was not at home, but we managed to get 
through the night very well without him.

Do you know anything of a young Stewart of Fasnacloich who is out there with Eastwood 
learning farming by way of. He is a very nice young fellow, all I’ve seen of him.

Sunday the 16th of January

After breakfast we all went our ways – I [had] slept on an air mattress last night and will 
never sleep on another.  I felt as if I was going overboard all night.  It was a frightfully hot 



day.  I don’t think I ever felt the sun so hot in India, and for the 35 miles I scarcely took my 
horse out of a walk.

Monday the 17th of January

During the morning I was  down at the 20th Mess when Francis, their Major, button holed me 
and in a most mysterious manner asked me if I was in a position to go at once 600 miles up 
country for, if so, he probably was in a position to make my fortune for me.  I was to have 
gone sharp so as to catch a mail cart at Harrismith .  Of course I could not go as I had left 
Zella all alone.  He (Francis) then told me all about his plans.  

I dare say you know that about 2 years ago they began to find diamonds every here and there 
in South Africa for the first time.  Francis was at the Cape some 18 months ago and took a 
good deal of interest in them, and when he came up here, he got an Australian digger called 
Rolleston as I told you, to go up country and prospect for him.  They went up and kept 
trekking about the country for some time until Rolleston one day sent down 3 or 4 very small 
but very good coloured Rubies and said that he had got 3 ounces more of the same sort of 
stones, and that they had been picked up on a very short time on the surface.  But that the 
people would not let them look on their land.

Francis came to the conclusion that if there were so many small ones to be got so easily, it 
was almost certain that there must be larger [ones] to be got by looking for them, and that the 
wise course to adopt would be, if they could not get permission to look on the farm in 
question, to get the right of search on the neighbouring farms.  He wanted me to go up to 
secure that for them, giving me the option of taking a couple of shares in the concern, should I
think, after being there, it wise to do so.  Well I wouldn’t go without seeing Zella first, but 
promised to see her and if we could arrange to do it, to bring her to stay with them, and go up 
the following week.

Tuesday the 18th of January

Finished what work I had to do and dined at the Mess at night.

Wednesday the 19th of January 

Early started for home.  Felt very curious and light-headed.  Rode through to Eastwood’s and 
got there by lunch time – having eaten nothing that morning.  He was just finished lunch and 
sent for some cold mutton for me.  I put the knife into it and that was enough.  I couldn’t eat 
anything.  I then wrote you a very uninteresting scrawl and rode on to Greytown to pick up 
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my English letters, and to tell Mrs. Plant that it was possible we might change our plans and 
go in to Mburg and not Greytown.  I had done this and was just starting to go on home, when 
the Doctor came up and said I was seedy, I had better not go on, so I stopped and in an hour 
afterwards was down with fever and [unreadable].

Thursday the 20th of January 

A heavy day in bed.

Friday the 21st of January 

I was all well again in the morning and got the Doctor’s leave to go home, but I had to hire a 
wagon to go in as I was so weak.  I kept my horse with the wagon and after sunset got on him 
and rode home.  I told Zella about the plan for her and we decided it was not to be done.  
(SRO/NAS, Digital version of Diary, Archibald Campbell 1870) 

This was his first news that the  discovery of some diamonds near what would become Kimberley
had proven to be singificant.  Later that year he visited the fields and by the summer had sent home
to his agent in London some stones that were valued at the time at about £4,000.  In fact, with the
number mined in the next couple of years and sold, the value would drop.  But it encouraged him to
write home to his brother Arthur and suggest that he come out in the long vac from Cambridge
where he was then a student at Trinity Hall, and join him in the Diamond Fields, which he did, as
his diaries show. 

After some profitable time in the diamond fields, Archie moved with his family to Ceylon where
the family were investing in plantations.  At first these had been of cacao, but these plants were
attacked by a virus and so, in 1885 his brother Arthur and Walter began a nursery for tea plants.
These would take five years to come into production.  However, in that year Archy died.  This is
detailed in the above chapter 9.

Archibald James Campbell, Yr. of Auchendarroch & Inverawe, died in 1885, 17 years before his
father, leaving Zella a widow with four children.  Their eldest son and heir, Alastair Magnus was
always known as ‘Jack.  He was 17 when his father died.  The reason for calling him Jack may have
been to avoid confusion with Archie’s younger brother Alaster Harry.

Alastair  Magnus Campbell  of Auchendarroch succeeded his grandfather Alexander in 1902 and
matricularted  atms  at  the  Lyon  Office  as  Representative  of  the  MacConnochie  Campbells  of
Inverawe in 1908.



________________

chapter XI

the

further

generations

This third volume of A History of the MacConnochie Campbells of Inverawe brings the main lines
of the kindred into the first years of the 20th century.  From there forward, the Internet should offer
a  means  of  discovering  the  documentary  records  of  the  more  recent  generations  and  their
descendants.  Yet, at the end of the 20th century, a second edition of Some Notes on the Campbells
of Inverawe was privately published and lodged in the National Library of Scotland.  This followed
the descendants of the family from a record of the births of the children of a marriage the start of the
first quarter of the 18th century and, based upon donated information by their descendants rather
than documentary research,  brought them forward to almost the year  2000.  That could form a
useful general guide to documentary research to forward the accuracy of this record of the kindred,
and could form an entertaining meadow of search for anyone fluently discerning about the firm or
wobbly sources provide on the net.

However, there were also about fourteen families founded by cousins or younger sons of Inverawe.
Further volumes four, five and six, like this, document these branches, or, as some used to call
them, the cadet lines of this extended family.  Each of these volumes are being privately published
and printed in sets of 15 copies, with one of each volume lodged with the National Library of
Scotland in Edinburgh, the Mitchell  Library in Glasgow, with the Argyll  Archives at Inveraray
Castle, and with the Campbell Society Library in the USA (CCS(NA).

All these volumes have been written in the old Highland perspective of there always being a sense
of structure within families.  The inheritance of the tribe being assured by emphasising survival and
continuity under chosen or hereditary leadership.   Today these ideas are  thrown open.  Just  as
ancient  matriarchy  was  replaced  by  male  dominance,  the  idea  of  equality  is  appealing,  even
although it perforce depends on all people choosing to be aware of what is going on inside them,
and each taking charge of that in creating a peacefully open and unifying atmosphere.

Among  Highland  families  once  responsible  for  communities  within  their  sphere  of  granted
influence in Scotland, one symbol of inherited seniority was a grant of heraldic arms.  The shift
from responsibility for nurturing people on granted "lands" so as to be ready for defence, to the
owning  of  "estates,"  -  a  subtle  shift  away  from  at  least  a  nominal  care  towards  potential
exploitation, - was rather like slipping in the idea of "Human Resources" in place of "Personnel" in
corporate life.  A retrograde step for humanity from implied nurture to implied exploitation, yet
seen as a forward step for economics - with the shaky excuse that it was therefore in the longer term
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"better for humanity," being reliant on usually doubtful care for resources.  This shift in Highland
life is also illustrated by the evolution of this MacConnochie kindred.  

The latter part of the story of this MacConnochie Campbell family to date, rests upon a granting of
the  arms  as  representation  of  Inverawe  in  designating  the  senior  line.   A  senior  line  with  no
economic  advantages,  since  separated  from any  lands.   Yet,  for  those  of  us  brought  up  with
Highland sensibilities and in the Highlands, there is a sense of kindred focus and continuity about
knowing who is, in the inherited (i.e., the Erse and Norse - Norman sense) "head of the kindred" at
any time.  The knowing gives order to our fond and cousinly relationships and to the family trees
themselves.

Perhaps this may explain my many decades spent in enjoying the research into this kindred  with
the concept that, with as sound a base in surviving record as one can achieve, a kindred history goes
a long way to provide a familial focus as a means bringing some people together, without excluding
others who have their own potentially equally colourful inheritance.  A splendid landscape is also
opened through DNA research.

While the genealogical link between the ultimate leadership of our kindred that emerged in the late
twelve hundreds (and was granted the Lordship of Lochawe in 1316) is strong in conjecture, DNA
proof now makes clear this kindred's descent from them..

INVERAWE - NEW INVERAWE

To the present, (January 2017) the senior line of the descendants of James Archibald Campbell, 
13th of Inverawe, who built New Inverawe, now Ardanaseig, are as follows:

Edmund Alexander Campbell (1838-1887),

succeeded his father as 14th of Inverawe in 1879.  His eldest son,

Duncan McIver Campbell (b. pre April 1875 in India, d. 1951 in Canada a recluse),

succeeded his father as 15th of Inverawe in 1887 but never married.
and was succeeded by his cousin Alastair Magnus Campbell of 
Auchendarroch as 16th of Inverawe in 1908 when granted the same arms 
formerly used by Duncan of Inverawe (1702-1758), (see below), and based 
upon the legitimacy of his grandfather Alexander finally being established.

Duncan McIver was succeeded as representative of  New Inverawe in 1951 
by his brother :

Col. Ronald Bruce Campbell, CBE, DSO, (1878-1962), a remarkable man.



He married and his eldest son was;

F. Bruce M. Campbell, OBE, Ph.D., (1912-1993) who

succeeded his father in 1962, married and had an eldest son,

David M. Campbell who married and has two sons, the eldest of whom has children. 
He succeeded his father in 1993 and is present head of the family of the 
Campbells of New Inverawe.  He has two grand-daughters, Jasmine and 
Lucy and a grandson Elliott Max Campbell who was born in 1992.

No representative of the senior line of the Campbells of New Inverawe has ever petitioned the Lord
Lyon  to  matriculat  arms.   However  Dr.  Ronald  Campbell,  Ph.D.,  a  grandson  of  Col.  Bruce
Campbell did so and matriculated arms in his own name.  The arms of New Inverawe had to be
determined from those granted to Alastair Magnus by the Lord Lyon following the petition for a
matriculation of arms by Ronald Campbell Ph.D.

In  1871,  Alexander  Campbell  of  Auchendarroch,  only  son  of  Archibald  Campbell,  12th  of
Inverawe,  was  informed  of  his  legitimacy  and  realized  that  he  was  therefore  eligible  to  be
representative of the senior line of the Campbelsl of Inverawe.  However, knowing that the health of
his cousin James Archibald Campbell 13th of Inverawe was not good, he declined to make that
information  public.   Following  Alexander's  death  in  1902,  his  heir  was  his  grandson  Alastair
Magnus Campbell, son of Archibald.  Alexander's eldest surviving son was Arthur Campbell, by
then of Arduaine.  Being aware that, as a younger son, in order for him to receive a grant of arms,
the Lord Lyon would have to decide who was eligible for the un-differenced arms used in the past
by  Inverawe,  although  never  legally  granted,  he  undertook  research  into  his  family.   After
considerable  investigation  into  the  documentation  of  his  ancestors  and  gathering  together  the
evidence for his Campbell grandparent's marriage, he petitioned Lyon for a grant of arms in his own
name.   His  hope  was  that,  with  the  evidence  that  he  had  provided,  Lyon  would  come  to  the
conclusion that his nephew Alastair Magnus Campbell, now of Auchendarroch, would be eligible to
matriculate the arms as earlier used by Inverawe, should he petition, following a grant to Arthur.  

Because none of the heads of family of the Campbells of Inverawe had ever petitioned for arms,
assuming as most Highland families did, that they should use what seemed appropriate at the time,
there were no actual legally granted  "arms of Inverawe."  However, since Nisbet in the early 18th
century had recorded a design as being used by Duncan Campbell  9th of Inverawe, these were
granted to Alastair Margnus Campbell of Auchendarroch whose great grandfather in the senior line
had been Archibald Campbell 12th of Inverawe. 

The arms matriculated for Arthur as James  Arthur Campbell of Arduaine at the Lyon Office and
recorded there on the 31st if October 1905 were:
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Gyronny of eight or and sa., charged in the centre with a martlet arg., a bordure wavy az., 
charged with six salmon naiant ppr.  Crest - A stag's head erased ppr.  Motto - Pro aris et 
focis.

In due course,  Alastair  Magnus Campbell  of Auchendarroch matriculated arms in March 1908.
While granted for his then place of Auchendarroch, the arms chosen were those identified as those
of Inverawe in Nisbet in the early 18th century and which appeared on a Seal of of Duncan of
Inverawe (1702-1758):

Gyronny of eight or and sa., a bordure wavy az., charged with six salmon naiant ppr.,  

Crest - A stag's head erased ppr.  Motto - Pro aris et focis.

The grant of arms to Alastair Magnus in 1908 clarified that the representation of the MacConnochie
kindred had returned to the descendants of Archibald 12th of Inverawe, rather than those of his
nephew James Archibald 13th of Inverawe.

AUCHENDARROCH - INVERAWE

Today little has been researched about Alastair Magnus Campbell 2nd of Auchendarroch, also 16th
representative of the MacConnochie Campbells of Inverawe.  He was born in 1868 and spent his
childhood initially in South Africa, based upon his father's place northwest of Peiter Maritzburg in
Natal.  He was sent to school at Harrow and would have been 17 when his father died - likely in
Ceylon - in 1885.  On his grandfather's death in 1902, he, then aged 34, was heir to the charming
house and estate of Auchendarroch near the head of Loch Gilp.  

Five years earlier, in 1897, he had married Lillias Mary, a daughter of Robert Bruce Robertson-
Glasgow of Mountgreenan, but she died the following year giving birth to their only child, whom
he named Alastair Norman Colin.  Colin was lame through being inflicted with polio when very
young and, lacking a mother, appears to have been cared for by a nurse.  In those days polio was a
diseasse that was little understood and the story that he was 'kept in out of the way in the tower
room at Inverawe' which emerged from some information at the Lyon Office, sounds unlikely, since
the family no longer owned Inverawe, yet that he was kept in isolation is not surprising.

Colin would have been 11 in 1908 when his father, then a Captain in the 9th Royal Scots, (Lothian
Regiment) matriculared his arms at the Lyon Offce, encouraged by his uncle, Arthur Campbell of
Arduaine.   Colin married but had no children.   On his father's  death in  1930 he succeeded as
representative of Auchendarroch - Inverawe, and lived until 1961 when he was succeeded by his
half brother Alan of Auchendarroch - Inverawe.



Auchendarroch  had  been  mortaged  in  order  to  give  Alexander's  sons  a  start  in  life  with  the
plantations  in  Ceylon,  so  the  place  cannot  have  provided  Alastair  Magnus  with  much,  if  any,
income.  At Colin's birth, with the loss of his wife, and little income, his father must have had to
find a way ahead through some form of employment after his army service.  Five years after the
loss of his first wife and a year after inheriting Auchendarroch, Alastair Magnus married as his
second wife Evelyn, the daughter of Arthur Sandrson of the whisky family.  Evelyn's grandfather
had invented the famous Vat 69 and is said to have been the first to realize the benefits of blending
whisky.  Unfortunately Arthur lost the business and his father's remarkable collection of works of
art, so it seems unlikely that much help was forthcoming from the Sanderson  side.  Somehow,
Alastair Magnus held on to Auchen-darroch through the First World War of 1914-18 until he died
in 1930 when it was sold.

Alastair Magnus and Evelyn had two sons and a daughter.  Neil Campbell was born in 1906 an died
in infancy, Alan Keir Campbell was born on the 8th of October in 1908 at Brenfield Farm on the
Auchendarroch  estate,  the  main  place  frequently  being  let  for  the  shooting  and some  income.
Alastair Magnus died in 1930 and was succeeded first by his son Colin who in turn weas succeeded
in 1961 by his half brother Alan.  K. Campbell.  After service as a Major in Intelligence and in
Africa in the 1939-45 War, Alan ran Coats Cotton company in Sweden and when he died in 2001,
he was succeeded by his son Keir Charles Campbell.   Keir and his wife had two sons and two
daughters.

So, although there is - at  present - no need for the head of any kindred to nurture people and
organize and lead them for defence, as was the case two hundered years ago, the Highland gene that
delights in knowing relationships, persists. And for this to be both valid and comprehensible, family
diagrams or "trees" prove useful to many.  Also, when document based, in some cases they can be
of use to historians.  Particularly perhaps  where a family has held a degree of leadership in an area
of a country for a number of generations or even centuries.  But for such diagrams of connection to
be accurate, sound search based upon historic writs is vital.  Then those to whom heirlooms descend
and whose lines come to an end can find their cousins and pass such treasures sideways. 

So this attempt to garner and display the fragments of recorded lives of one Highland kindred or
extended  family  comes  to  a  temporaty  conclusion  with  this  glance  towards  the  future.  In  the
following volumes it will be continued in terms of the branches of the family.

____________________
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HIGHLAND KINDRED & the electronic era 

This three volume attempt at a history of the senior MacConnochie Campbells of lnverawe from
earliest records until 1900, could be available on memory stick, but if I am gone, to whom would
you apply?  This brings into focus points of contact and why anyone should care about a kindred
and who is the 'head' of it in the age of elecronics. Yet many people do.

The work has bloomed out of research by many from within and without the kindred. Many are
intrigued with Highland families and their evolving constantly from raw survival through enlarging
views, from tribe through feudal influence on kindred structure, through 'clan'  to non-defensive
kindred, and ultimately to scattered modern family.

For families surviving with inherited lands, or lands plus titles, their physical continuity

forms a cultural focus, allowing their kindred, for whom such background is an extension of

self, to swing on a point of contact. For families cut loose from their lands, the focus lies

with the degree of interest and, if so chosen, through the awareness of any senior member of

the kindred to act as such a focus and point of contact.  Even web sites need human care.

For most landed and formerly landed Highland families the most senior member of their

kindred is still legally recognized through their being the heraldic representative, a position

with no power or responsibilities other than those taken up voluntarily. Some see their role

as continuing to foster links and relationships, while also to act as guardians of those

surviving relics, portraits, ruins, or heirlooms, and the like, or to act as guardians for the

conservation of historical documents related to their kindred. The same could be said of

those who are representatives of  branches or cadets of a senior line.  Admittedly the presence of a
single human being to act as a focal point for a kindred is tenuous, depending on the awareness,
health, preoccupations and delights of the individual concemed. Yet, in the age of electronics, the
task is potentially made far easier.

Besides digging out and recording what can be found of history and legend (clearly

separated) about this MacConnochie kindred, it has intrigued me to come to know as many of

those by any means connected to these families, and to record their links. My brother-in-law

once introduced me as having a tendency towards "collecting cousins." I have been so



fortunate in those that I have met or come to know.  I make two personal observations here

which are arguable but perhaps significant:  Interest in one's Highland kindred seems often to

increase with age and distance from the Higlands. Also, a Highland background - or even a

Scottish background where consciously understood, often has influence on the selection of

friends and acquaintances in an initially strange community. I know one lady from a notable

Highland kindred, who has spent most of her adult life in London, who told me that she had

realized that after a lifetime in that city, virtually all her friends were of a Scottish connection.

Curiously, in countries where the concept of extended family or kindred is less forcefirl, it seems
that this attitude can erode among later generations to having little interest in their own cultural
inheritance. However, such contacts have value. When I moved to Colorado in 1978, knowing only
one person, the acquaintances I made at the local Rocky Mountain Highland Games led to long
lasting friendships. There are still advantages to Highland kinship. There is an element of common
cultural heritage that lubricates social life.

A "MacConnochie Campbell" web site of history and legends could be a point of contact. Yet  a 
kindred as an organism consists of nurtured relationships, and exists while anyone cares. 
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an inventory

of

inverawe

&

macconnochie

heraldry

The material  on which this  Inventory is  based was contributed  by Alastair  Campbell  of Airds,
derived from his collection of examples noted over a number of years, and taken from grave stones,
Seals, Book Plates, family histories and, finally,  from the official Register of Arms in the Lyon
Office itself. He served as Her Majesty's Unicorn Persuivant of Arms for a number of years and
then as Islay Herald. A quotation from his "A Campbell Armorial" on page 317 of volume 3 of his
comprehensive  A History of Clan Campbell would seem appropriate here:

"The officially-sanctioned use of  heraldry has  always  been a  smallish  proportion of  the
whole.  People may not have always been punctilious in applying to a faraway Lord Lyon in
Edinburgh, but heraldry was important to them and it played a significant part in their lives
as a means of personal identification - not just in a pragmatic way but in an emotional one as
well.  .  .  ."

A few of the depictions of shields are less fluent than others.  This was due to Airds asking the
writer to outline those additional arms that were added during the review and correction process.
The original hand written and illustrated MS is in the hands of the writer.

As was outlined in the first  volume of this history,  the patronymic  "MacDonnachaidh" sons of
Duncan became "MacConnochie" and various spellings in the early documents of this kindred and
was used for the head of the family up into the 18th century.   Meanwhile  some younger  sons
branching from the main stem took MacConnochie into use as a surname or family name.  Often
their  Campbell  origins were also mentioned as in "MacConnochie  alias Campbell.   That is the
reason  for  the  inclusion  of  the  arms  of  MacConnochie  of  Stronchormaig-Glenfeochan  and  of
MacConnochie of Meadowbank.

Perhaps the earliest of all MacConnochie Campbell heraldry appaers on The Lerags Cross, erected
by Archibald Campbell  of Lerags in 1516, likely in gratitude for having survived the Battle of
Flodden.  This was only 47 years after the Lordship of Lorne had been granted to Colin Earl of
Argyll to pacify the area that had been torn by conflict.  He had subsequently granted lands there to
three  sturdy  kinsmen  the  MacConnochie  Campbells  at  Lerags,  Inverawe  and  Stronchormaig.
Inverawe he had long hoped for as a means of securing access from Lochawe to teh sea on Loch
Etive.

Being illustrations, the following pages are not numbered.
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index volume II 

InvHistVol2Index

Abercromby, Maj. Gen.,222,225,227,

    228,229,239,243,245-248,250,252,

    255-257,260

    Capt. 251

Aberffoyle, Minister of, 133

Achlian,  16,91

Achindoun, 103

Adam, Robert, architect, 186 

    William, architect, 58,186

Additional Companies,  Bl.Watch, 62,    

    108,117,144,176,185,196,205,260

Aikman of Cairney, portrait painter, 38,      

    39

Albany NY, 225-227,231-234,238,242,

    248,250,252

Albermarle, Earl of, 162,177

Allan, Mrs. Tea, Edinburgh, 39 [& 40?]

Ancrum, Lord,172

Annuity Fund, Inverawe, 37,244

Ardencaple, MacDougall, 103,105

Atholl men, 154

Argyll   

    Archibald Marquess of Argyll, 83

    Archibald 9th Earl of Argyll, 141

Dukes of Argyll, & lands of, 113 

    Archibald 1st Duke of Argyll, 83

    John 2nd Duke of Argyll, 

soldier- statesman,

18,23,32,33,36-38,54,57,63,

70,90,108,137,138,142

Commissioners of, 43

    Archibald 3rd Duke,78,112-126,128,
129,132,135,141,156,162,171,

174,184,186,202,203

      Cameron tenants of, 173

    John 4th Duke,57, & see also "Jack 

    Campbell, Colonel"

His sister Jean, 57

Earls of Argyll, 183,199,201

Archibald 3rd Earl of Argyll, 5

Archibald 8th Earl of Argyll, 20

Archibald 9th Earl, 83,141

    His brothe rLd. Neil, 181

Archibald 10th Earl, 1st Duke, 

15,69

Colin 1st Earl of Argyll, 5,45

    Elizabeth Countess of Argyll, 13

    Lord Archibald Campbell, 55,262,267

    Lord Neil of Ardmaddy, son of the 
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    Marquess of Argyll, 15,83,85,86

87,240 

His death 1692, 15

son Charles, 83,84

Mr. Archibald son of Ld. N., 15,

83,84,85,86,87,106,108

son Mr. Neil [by 2nd wife], 86

his brother Alexander, 86

    Mr. John, brother of the 10th Earl, 

& Marquess, 15

Argyll Militia, 117,136,137,143-145

    147-149,152-155,157-159,162-167,   

    170,173,203,257

    Achanaba's Coy.,149,150,166 

    Dougall C's Coy.[see Ballimore],166

    Glenure's Coy., 154,155

    Knockbuy's Coy., 154,155

    McNeil's Kintyre Coy.,149

   Machrihanish's Coy., 150

    Melfort's Coy., 149

    Capt. McVicar, 155

Atholl, Duke of, 130

Ayers, Major, 233

Bailey, Lieut., William, killed, 258,259

Ballmarino, Lord, 174

Balnevas/Balneaves, Mr. Patrick, Yr. of 

    Edradour, 247, Lieut., wounded, 258

Banff, Alexander Lord, 182

Barbreck-Lochawe, 101

Barrel's rgt.,148

Barrington, Lord, 247

Black Watch, The: (see also Ld. John     

    Murray's Rgt. &    'Highlanders'),10,

    91,225,227,230,231,233-238,241,     

    248,249,254,258, 260,264

Black Watch Museum, Perth, 10

Blakeney, Maj. General, 142,177, Lieut. 

    Gen.,185

Bland, Humphrey, General, 57,158,160,

    166,176

Blues, The rgt. officers of, 142,143

Boscawen, Armiral, 205

Boswell, govt. lawyer, 187

Bowes, English Ambassador to the 

    Scottish Court., 6

Boyd, Mr. John, one of the Regents of     

    the College of Glasgow, 22

Bradock, General, 222,227

Brown, John, Inveraray, 25

    John fomrer Provost there, 54

    William, Provost of Inveraray, 31

    Robert his son, 31

    His children: Alexander, Martha,     

    Margaret, Mary, 31

Bruce Earls of Carrick, 5

Buchanan, William, Provost of 

    Campbel-town, 200

Burleigh, Lord, 6

Burt, Edward, Officer of Wade's, 58,167

Burton, Col., 234



Byde, Sir Thomas, MP, 37

    his son Skynner, 37

Byron, Lord, 262

Camerons, 32,145,148,161,184

    - of Locheil, 24,138,148,176,177,183,

        203

    His brother Dr. Archie, 148,184

        Archie's wife Jean, sis of

Dungallon, 183

    Locheil's rgt., 149,166,183

    of Callart, 203

    of Fassifern, John of, 165

His dau. Jane, 165

     Mairi, Callart, 29

     of Dungallon, Alexander, 183

     of Glendessary, John, 183

        His son Archibald, 183

            His son Alxr of D, 183

    of Glen Nevis, 184

Alexander of 'Gleneve,' 184

    of Glenpean, 184

    Mrs. Cameron Campbell, last of 

    Monzie, heir to Inverawe, m 

Dunstaffnage, 268

Campbells of:

NOTE: a list of 17 Campbell signators 

without designations: 61

    - of Aberuchill, 62

    - of Achallader, John, Chamberlain to 

Breadalbane, 62

    - of Achnaba, Rev. Colin, 29,33,92,

105,245

His son Patrick, 92,166?

     His son,150,166

    - of Achouran, John 1st, 20,59

Alexander son of John, 59

Archibald son of John, 47

John 3rd gr-son of John 1st, 20, 59

Dougall son of John 3rd, 20,58,

59,90, of A., 106

Margaret Stewart his wife, 59

See S of Invernayle

C.'s of A., 90

Capt. Duncan C. of A. suc. 

Dougall, 106

Alexander son of Capt. Duncan, 

last of Achouran, 106

    - of Airds, Alexander 3rd, 24

    Alastair, historian & Islay Herald 

Extraordinary, 55,204

Donald, 5th of, 81,94,128,129,     

             131,137,153,155,157-160,162, 

164-167,171,173,177,178,203 

George, 60

    - of Ardchattan, John, 13,15,17,45,96

 His son Charles, 45,72,73

as of A., 95,96

His son Peter, 158,160,162
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John of Ardchattan, son of Sir 
John of Cawdor, 59

Patrick  of Ardchattan, 205

    His brother Alxr., 205

C.s of A., 89,

    - of Ardkinglas, granted ward & 

marriage of young Inverawe, 6

Sir James, 79,80,113

    - of Ardlarach, Angus, 241

Dougall his son, 241

    - of Ardmaddy, Lord Neil, 68

see also under Argyll.

   - of Ardnamurchan, Robert, 171

   - of Ardslignish, Alexander 'an 

Papanach Mor,' 92,159,178,202

His son John Yr. of, 159,160

    - of Asknish, Angus MacIver, 71

MacIver Campbell of A., 184

    - of Askomell, Archibald, 92,200,204

Chamberlain of Islay, 92

His son John, 92,200,201,202,     

204

who m. Lillias dau. of Inverawe

    as widow, 204

their dau. Jean m. Inverneill, 92

Their son Archibald, 201

John, Tacksman of Kilarrow in 

Islay, father of Archibald, 92

    - of Auchendarroch, Alexander, 10

    - of Auchinbreac/Auchinbrfeck,   

             15,184

Sir James, 112,113,114,132,141,

183,187

    -  of Ballimore, Archibald, 159,166, 202

Lady Ballimore, 171

Their son Colin, 80,201

Colin Yr. of B., 107,158,160,162,

Killed 1746, 166.202

His younger brother Dougall, in 

Achroassan,166

    - of Ballinechtan in Islay, John, 92

    - of Balliveolan, Lismore, John, 61

His son Robert, 160,162

    - of Barbeck, Craignish, 16,23

    - of Barcaldine, 12,17,153,185

Alexander of,160,161,185

His brother, 160

Capt. Allan, brother of       

Barcaldine, Corr. 259

    His nephew George, 259

Para Dubh Beag, progenitor of       
Barcaldine, 85

Patrick [Yr.] of Barcaldine, 21,58,
60,62,73,74,75,76,78,80,93,94

His son John, 59,61,65

John as of Barcaldine, 241

Also called Iain Dubh Yr. of B.,94,
100,106

His brother Lieut. Alexander, 159

Lady Barcaldine, 106

His [Pat's} son Colin, 80,81



Later of Glenure, 80

    - of Barmaddy, Hugh, 14, died, 68,71, 78

Helen wife of Hugh of 

Barmaddy,20

Dugald Buidh heir of Hugh, 14

    - of Bragleen, Colin of Bragleen, 68,244 

    - of Bragleenmore, Colin Yr., 33,54

    - of Breadalbane, John 1st Earl, 14-

17,20,24,[died Mar. 1717], 86 

his son Lord Glenorchy, 24

2nd Earl: 61,62,63,64,69,75-78,

83-87,90,95,106,107,108,110,

113,138,153,181,186,203

his son Ld. Glenorchy, 86,106,

130,138,143,175,184,199,271

    - of Carrick, Sir John, 57

   his son Robert, 57

and grandson John, 57,58,66,67 

Carrick's Indep. Co.,151

    - of Carwhin, Colin, WS: 64,65,75,76,

83,84,85,86,106,138,152,153,

166

Colin, nephew of Colin WS,

    - of Cawdor/Caddell/Calder,59,92,

04,113

John of, 54

Muriel the Heiress, 24

    - of Cherry Valley NY, 241

        William, 242 father of;

James, 242

    His wife Jane Humphries, 242

    their children: John, William,     

    Jane, Esther, James, Elizabeth,

    242.

    James 2nd Wife Sarah     
Simpson, 242

    Their children Robert, Samuel,   
242 {all need sources]

    - of Clenamacrie, Alexander, 54

    his brother Donald,54    

    - of Cloichombie, John, Chamberlain 

to the Duke of Argyll & Duncan's 
Agent:  205,241,242-245

His wife Ann, dau. of David C. ,

    244

    - of Clunie, Sir Archibald, 19

His Tack of Tiree, 19

    - of Craignish, Christina, 5  

Capt. Donald, 173

Dougall, 43,44,92

George, 43 

C.s of: 92

    - of Cruachan, Dougall Buidh [see 

Kilmartin], 108

    - of Crunachy, Duncan, bro. to Inver-

awe7,11-15,17,20,31,50,63,86, 192

his wife, Susanne Chameuse, 15

    - of Downie, Robert, 200

    - of Drumdarroch, James Yr., 71
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    - of Duchoille [or 'in' D] Alexander, 

16,18

   His grandfather Dougall, 16

    - of Duntroon, 12, 14,

Neill, 199

    - of Dunstaffnage, 244

Angus 11th, 15,33,

43,45,46,71,78

Lillias his 2nd wife, see Lawers.

widow of, dau. of Glencarradale, 
wife of Shirvan, 15

Neill of Dunstaffnage, 187,241

    His wife Isobel MacNeil, 241

Lillias & Margaret their 
daus. 241

Angus their son, 241

    - of Ederline, Misses C. of, 270

    - of Edinample, Patrick, 7, 11

Isabel, dau. of Patrick, 11

    - of Ellangreig, John, 62,69

    - of Fanans, Alexander, 20,21,33,65

m Eina, 20

    - of Finab, Col. Alexander 33,69,85,87

as Capt. 84,240

       Jean dau. of, 68,70,84,86

    - of Glencarradale, Archibald, 14 

    Margaret, 2nd dau. of Archibald, 
wife of Alxr. of Kilmartin,14

    - of Glendaruel, James [Jacobite], 18

    - of Glenlyon, Capt. Robert, 247

 Yr., 33,122

    - of Glenorchy, Sir Duncan Bt, 11,61,

68,69,74

Sir Robert Bt, 3rd of, 7,14

John Yr., 59

Later family, 271

   - of Glensaddell, Lieut. John, 204 

   - of Glenure, Alexander, 12

Colin, 97,98,99,100,160,184,203,

              204

His brother Duncan of G., 204,

205

    - of Greenyardss, Daniel, Secy. to 

Bank of Scotland,85,86

    - of Innellan, Archibald, 187

    - of Inverawe, 136, MacConnochies

189

Alexander 11th of Inverawe   
(1710-1770), 66,199,201,204

    portrait by Davidson, 10

    His wife Anne, 201,204

    Eldest son Archibald 12th of         

    Inverawe, 204    

    Youngest son Duncan, Planter.   
38

Archibald 3rd of Inverawe (viv     

    1493 & 1570), 5,6,16,199

    Patrick his son,16

Dougall 4th of Inverawe,

    His sister Margaret, 183

Archibald 5th of Inverawe     
(c.1583-c.1645), 5,6,55,190



     Eina his sister, m. Fanans, 20

Archibald 7th of Inverawe 

    (d.1705) Gov. of Duart, died     
1705:7,12-14-17,21,23,27,33,     

    37,43,45,46,70,71,74,78,101,

    186,190-192

    His 2nd wife Lilias, Lawers,   
15,17,18,21,45

    His 'Jester', 79

Archibald 8th of Inverawe     
(c.1670-1740), 2,11-1315,17-     

    19,21,-24,29,30,32,33,37,39,     

    41,43- 46,49,50,53,54,59,61,     

    62,63,65,68,71,92,101,135,

    195

    Died 1740: 95

    His wife Janet, see Maclean.

    His sister Marjory, 139

    His brother Patrick, 101

    His tack of Aros, 19

    Children of Archibald & Janet:

    Duncan b.1702: 11,23,29

    Barbara b.1703: 15,23,44,73,     

    92

    Archibald b.1705: 19,21,29,45,   
112 d. ante 1722

    Dougall b.1706 L.1722, d. by     

    1729.: 20,23,29,45,62,112

    Lachlan b.1709: 21,23,29,45,     

    46,62,65,70

    Alexander b.1710: 3,29,46,92,    

    102,112

    Isobel, b. 1711: 23

    Elizabeth b.1713: 23

    Patrick b. 1714: 29,45,112

     d. ante 1722

    Lillias b.1716: 33,92,200

    Ann b.1717: 34,62

    John b.1719: 29,34,43,45,112

    Dougall (2) b.?, 62,112,119

      as Lieut., 128,132,135

    Ann (2) b.? m. Alxr. Achlian, 92 

Archibald 12th of Inverawe     
(1710-1825), 10,38,92,266

Dougall 2nd of Inverawe (viv 1485), 5

Dougall 4th of Inverawe (d.circa   
1582-3), 5, 6,199

Dougall 6th of Inverawe, Lt. Col.,   
6,7,13,14,17,34,36,59,63,71,     

    96,132,155,182,186,190,246

    John the writer,  yr.son of 6th     

    Inverawe, brother to Archibald   
7th C of I., 15,18

    His sister Marion or Mairi     
m.John son of Colin of Inver-    

     esragan, 59

Duncan 9th of Inverawe (1702-     

    1758), 1,2,7,9,10,11,13,21,    

    24,27,28,30,32,35,43,45,46,    

    49,50,55,58,61,63,65-81,

    83-87,89,91-95,97-101,104,    

    105,111,113,116-123,126,130,
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    132-137,138,139,143,144,147,   
149-153,157,159,162-167,     170-
187,193-206,225,229-       232,234-
244,250-252,257-262

     wounding, 260,261, pre-       
monition, 262,26-271 

(Campbell of Inverawe continued)

    His brother Alexander, 150,         

    153,182

         His wife Anne, 150,153,   
182

            Her sister Agnes, 150

    Commissioned Lieut,1728: 59     

    Captain, 67

    New Commission as Captain,         

    108,112,115,129,130,               

    144,145

    Addressed as 'Captain,' 1731,        

    59

    Marriage contract, 1732: 70

    His wife Jean, 70,71,72,76,84,        

    5,86,87,10 5,106,108,112,          

    113,139,156,170,181,186,

    197,203,205,240,244,251

    Dougall, son of Duncan &   
Jean, b.c.1733-34: 72, 105,         

    136,156,180,186,202,245,

    268

    Alexander 'Sandy', Lieut., son,   
136,156,180,186,202,240,

         wounded, 258,259,260,266,

         270

    Janet/Jesse dau., (bapt.       

                     1741):72,105,136,138,156,          

    170,180,205,206,243,244,          

    245

    Duncan, son, 245

    Dougall, Duncan of Inverawe's   
brother, 176,186,205,206

        His wife Mary Rouse, 205,

        206,

Their son Thomas C., 205

    - of New Inverawe & Inverawe, James

Archibald Campbell, 27, 194,266,

268,270,271

    - of Inveresragan, Colin, 2,33,59,61,

65-67,71,77,105,137,178,182,

186

His mother Marion (Inverawe 

fam.), 186

His son Ensign James, 178,186

His uncle Archie, vintner, 186

    - of Invergeldie, 61

    - of Inverinan, Donald/Daniel, 85,86,

87

His elder brother Patrick, writer 

in Edinburgh, 86

    - of Inverleiver, Archibald, 80,199, m. 

Shirvan's daughter Jean, 23,79,

80

    - of Inverneill, Sir James 2nd, 92

writer James, ?,184

    - of Inverzeldies, Para Dubh Beag,



86

    - of Kenmore, Archibald [Melfort?], 

108

    - of Kilberry, 15

Colin of Kilberry, 184

His servant, 158

    - of Kilmartin, Alexander 1st, 

14,15,23,31,32,33,44,46,47,60,

63,68,71

son Dugald of/in Kilmartin,23,47,

63,71,78,80,199

Son, Dougall of Cruachan, 178

Dougall Buidh, 68,71,72,79

Dougall as of K: 89,90

His wife Margaret of K: 89

His brother Colin, 79

Yr. son Hugh of Barmaddy,20,46,
47,65

Alexander grandson of Alexander, 

14,47,71

His sister Margaret, heiress, 47,

71,72,78,79

Dougall Yr. of Kilmartin, 14,20,47

    Hugh son of Alexr., 46,71,72,78

    Helen wife of Hugh, 20 

Mary wife of Alexander, 14

    - of Kinlochstriven, Duncan, heir to 

South Hall,71,79,95,112,161, 

164

His brother Peter C.,Lieut.,165

    - of Kirnan, Alexander, 47

    - of Knap, John, 13

James, 103

    - of Knockbuy, Archibald, 79,80,92,

101-104,111,141,160,184,187

    - of Lawers, Sir James, 12, Son,18

Lilias, daughter, 12,13,16-

18,23,30,43,46,71,78,97,101,139
157

    - of Lerags, Archibald patron of Lerags 
Cross, 5

MacConnochies of Lerags died out.

    - of Lochawe, 2

Lords of Lochawe, 5

Sir Cailein Mor, 4

Sir Colin Lord of Lochawe 1316,     5

Sir Colin Iongantach of Lochawe, 
5,16

Duncan Sceodnasach Colin's     
brother, 16

Gillespic of Lochawe, 5

    Sir Neil - Master Neil, 4

    - of Lochend, 

His dau. Alice, m. Dougall, son of 
Alxr. C. Achlian, 267

Their dau. Barbara m. Rev. Smith 
Glenaray, 267

    - of Lochnell, 7,19,34,60,61,73,75,92,
103,113,178,201,244

John 1st of L.,201

Archibald 2nd of L., 201

Alexander 3rd of L., 201
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John 4th of L., 201

His son Colin, 201

Alexander 6th of L., 201

Sir Duncan d.1714:24,58,90,159,
178,182.202,

His 1st wife Anne, dau.of Dougall 
1st of Shirvan, 202

Their tack of Torosay, 19

James, brother of Lochnell, 58

    - of Lossit in Islay, John, 59,60,62,65,

66,71,77

    - of Loudon, John Campbell Earl of, 

141,161,162,163,172,174,175,

176,227-229-239,243 recalled, 

241,245,246,248,248

As CinC N. America, 175 

    - of Mamore, General John Campbell, 

15,19,112,141-145,150-157,160- 
162,165,166,170,171,173-177,

181

His son John see "Jack" MP, 112

Tack duties for three places, two 
of them in Mull, 19

(Campbells of Mamore continued)

Mr. John Campbell his father, 15

    - of Melfort, 150  

    - of Mochaster, 85

    - of Monzie, 69,76,268 

Patrick, Lord M. 75,76,77,86,87, 108 

    - of Maolachy, Alexander, died 1704, 

16,17

Allan suc. his father Alxr, 16

    - of Ormsary, Archibald, 184

    - of Otter, Mr. John, 79

His son, 161

Marion, his eld. dau., 79

    - of Rhudle, James, 108,204

    - of Sannaig, Archibald, 73,92,93

    - of Scammadale, Colin, 22

His cousin Colin, 160

    - of Skipness, Colin,153,161,178

    - of Shawfield, Daniel, 57,102,104,143

        His son John, Yr. of S., 149

    - of Shellachan, Dougall, 24

his son Duncan, 24

    - of Shirvan, also Nether Rhudil,

Dougall, Bailie of Nether Lorn, 

Chamberlain to Lord Neil, 14-16,
18,19,22-24,31,33,35,43,44,45,

47,63,64,79,80,85,110,240

His dau. Jean, 79

Archibald 2nd of Shirvan, 15,79,

80,107,199

Jean his sister m. Inverliever, 23

His wife Jean dau, of Ardkinglas, 
79,199

Their son Dougall, Yr. of Shirvan, 
79,107

Their daughters: Margaret, 79,

80,83,107,199

Lillias, 79,80,83,107,199

Helen, 'Nelly,' 79,80,83,107,199



Archie's natural son Alexander, 

107,199

Alxr's wife Ann, dau of Inver-

liever, 107

Graham-Campbell of Shirvan, 79

David Graham-Campbell, 15,63, 64

    - of Sonachan, Alexander, 54  

    - of South Hall, Col. & Brig.Gen. Peter 

[Patrick] d., 1751: 57,62,69,71,

79,95,111,132,161,164,165

 suc. by nephew Duncan 

son of John Campbell in White-

stone, 18,161,199,204 [see also of 

Kinlochstriven]

    - of St. Catherines, Patrick, 54

    - of Stonefield, branch of Lochnell, 19,105

       Archibald, Lieut., wounded, 259,259 

       James, Justice Depute of Argyll, 

32,54,55,61,

        Archibald, Deputy Sheriff of      

Argyll, 69,78,102,112,113,

128,131,153,156,157,160,162,

164,167,171,184

    - of Stronchormaig, 3,32,63,155

    - of Strachur, Capt., wounded, 259

    - of Tofts, father of J. of the bank's 

2nd wife, by whom issue, 85.

    - of [?] Whitestone, see also John C., 

71,79

His son Archibald, 95

Campbells, 32

    Agnes, dau of Sir Robt of Glenorchy, 

wife of Lt.Col. Dougall of

Inverawe, 7,14

    Alan in Barnalian, 16,17,19,21,36,38,

41

His wife Janet, see Colquhoun.

Son & succedssor Patrick, 17,41

    Allan, Captain, Barcaldine Fam.,259

    Allan, Ensign in Ochtertyre's Co., 116,

135,138

    Allan, in Bovuy, 200

    Alexander the Advocate in Edinburgh, 
Craignish family, 19,22,37-41,43,
44,49,139

Married to Anna, dau. of Alxr the 
merchant in Edinburgh,19,39,40,
44,139

Dougall their son, 40

Their son Thomas, 40

Son George, 40

dau. Jean, Mrs. Allan, 40

dau. Magdalen, Mrs. Skirving, 

40

(Campbell names continued)    

    Alexander, 'Sandy' Capt., Lieut Gov. 

Ft.William in 1745-46:   

70,95,132,133,134,136-138,156,

162,164,165,171,183

His son Captain James, BW, 164
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    James children: Alexander,     

Scipio, Ralph and Sarah, 164

His daughter Barbara, 132,137

James' 2nd wife Janet, 165

    Alexander in Fanans, 62    

    Alexander, merchant Burgess in 

Edinburgh, & brother of

 Barnalian,12,17,18,19,22,37,44

    Alexander, merchant in Inveraray, 54

    Alexander, Schoolmaster in Kilmartin, 
47

    Alexander, Tacksman in Achlian, 34,

65,200,204, as "Sandy"?, 245 

His wife Ann, sis. of Inverawe, 

267    

    Angus / Aeneas, mrcht. in Glasgow, 

heir male of Monktonhall, 41,45

    Angus, writer in Inveraray, 31

    Anna, widow of Archbd. innkeeper at 

Bunaw, 60

    Ann, dau. of Alxr. & Anna supra, 22

    Archibald in Achlian [called 'of'], 62,

65

    Archibald Oig in Kintyre, brother of     

    Lt.Col. Dougall of Inverawe, 

18,63,71,132

    Archibald, Baillie of Rosneath, 182

    Archibald, brother to Glenfalloch, 64

    Archibald, Innkeeper at Bunaw, 16,51

His widow Ann, 16

    Archibald, Lieut., wounded, 258

    Archibald, messenger, 97

    Archibald, surgeon in Inveraray, 68    

    Archibald, writer in Edinburgh, 31,44

    Lawyer to 3rd Duke, 113

    Archibald, writer in Inveraray, 31,45

his wife Mary Brown, 31

Adam their eldest son, 31    

    Captain of Nightingale, 238

    Captain , rectuiting in Argyll, 243

    Charles, gr.son of Cloichombie,             

(Campbell names continued)    

    Charles, Provost of Oban, 244

    Charles, 96

    Christina of Craignish, 19

    Colen, Palladian architect, 57

    Colin Mor, Sir, 55

    Colin, Lieut. 184

    Colin, in Invergawnan, 61

    Colin, writer in Inveraray, 54

    Daniel, Minister at Kilmore, 54

    David, Baillie of Kintyre, 102 [?],103,

    182,244

    David, Rev. , Southend, 200

    Donald, former Bailie of Inveraray, 54

    Donald, Bailie of Muckairn, 54,60

    his wife dau of George of Airds, 60

Their son Donald, suc. as Bailie, 60

    Donald, Bailie of Tiree, 241

    Donnachaidh Dubh an Notair, 



Muckairn, 62,91,92,245

His wife Margaret C., 92

His brothers: 

Allan, tacksman in Muckairn, 92

John Provost of Inveraray, 92

Alexander, Innkeeper in 

Glenkinglas, Etive, 92

His sons: Alexander in Achlain, 92

    Dougall son of Alxr the Advocate and  

Anna, 40

    Dougall, Captain, merchant in        
London, 34,36-41,43,44,47,77,244

    Dougall, servitor to Duncan Yr. of 

Inverawe, 28,45,46,47,49,50,53,

193    

    Dougall of Monktonhall, 38,39,40,41,

44,45

       His wife Elizabeth Evanson, 41

Their son Alan, 44

Their son Doutall, 45

Their dau. Marion, 45

    Dougall?, Lieut C. of the Indep. 

Coy.,176

    Duncan Sceodnasach 2nd son of 

Gillespic of Lochawe, 5

(Campbell names continued)    

    Duncan, admitted Notary Public, 

1706, grandson of Archibald Oig 
brother of Inverawe,18

    Duncan in Kirkton of Muckairn, 62

(likely Donnachaidh Dubh an 

Notair? -vide supra)

    Duncan in Escart, 103

    Duncan in Leargnahension, 102    

    Duncan at Lochead, 102

    Duncan at Lochgoilhead, 141

    Duncan, writer in Blarerdin 

[Blarcreen?], 30

    Duncan, writer at Craigdurinnnis, 58

    Duncan, writer in Craignish, 45

    Isabel, daughter of Lt.  Col. Dougall of

 Inverawe, 13,16   

    Isabel, daughter of Patrick of  

Edinample, 7

    'Jack,' John, Lt. Col. MP, later 4th D. of 
Argyll, 112, 131,137,141,143-

145,149-158,160-162,164-168,  

170,171,173,205

         French valet Dominick, 151

The Colonel's Volunteer Kilgroat, 
150

John Campbell of his Coy., 174

    James , Chamberlain to the 2nd duke 

of Argyll, appointed by 

Mamore,19

    James, Commissary of the Isles, 204

    James, Mr., brother of Lochnell, 92

    James, writer in Inveraray, 184,200

His apprentice Mungo C.,200

    James, Capt. son of 'Sandy' Ft. Wm., 
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k. Fontenoy, 137,164,165

His son Patrick, Gen. of 

Bombadiers, Ingliz Mustafa,137

    Janet, wife of Archibald 8th of 

Inverawe

see Maclean of Torloisk.

    Jean, wife of Archibald 5th of  

Inverawe, 

    Kinswoman of Ardkinglas, 6

Jean, fiance and wife of Duncan 
of Inverawe, 68

    John in Auchinshicallan, now Auch, 

61

    John, Provost of Inveraray, 183

(Campbell names continued)    

    John, Bailie of Inveraray, 45,96   

    John, Bailie of Jura, 44

His son Archibald, 44    

    John, son of the Baillie of Kintyre, 182

    John, Bailie of Lochnell, 54

    John, Capt. & Geo.II, 257

    John, Capt. wounded, 258

    John, Capt. Lieut. Duneaves, killed, 

258,259

    John, Chamberlain Depute to the   

        Duke of Argyll, 78,181,184

    John, Chamberlain to Breadalbane, 

22      

    John, 'of the Bank', 77,85,87,91,95

 His wives, 77,85,138

    John, in Corries in Glenstrae, 61

    John, tailor in Edinburgh, 39

    John, Lieut. (Glendaruel?) wounded,   

258,259

    John, maltman in Inveraray, 54

    John, servitor to Aberuchill, 62

    John, Sheriff Clerk of Argyll, 182

    John, writer in Inverary [ca.1737], 80

    John 'the writer,' 20,21,22

John's wife Susan Chameuse, 21

Susan's & John's son Archibald, 

21

Later Bailie of Rosneath, 21

    John in [of?] Whitestons, son of 

Archibald Oig,18,63

His sons Patrick & Archibald, 70

    John/Iain Dubh MacConnochie,     
Tutor of Inverawe, 5,6,16,29,55

    John, Schoomaster in Appin, 109

    John, writer in Edinburgh, 62

    Hugh  in Barnalian [Barmaddy?], 44

    Lachlan, Capt, organized emigration   

    to NY 1730s, 111

    Lachlan, [Notary of Lorn?], 62

    Lachlan, Min. in Ardnamurchan, 137

        Lilias, daughter of Lawers, 12,13 

    Lizzie, at Inverawe, 55

    Lorne, PhD, Art Historian, Tayness, 79 

    Margaret, daughter of Archibald 3rd 

of Inverawe and wife of Bishop      



    John  Carswell, 6

    Mungo, apprentice writer, 200

(Campbell names continued)    

    Neill, son of principle of Glasgow 

University,142

    Neil, messenger, 103,105

    Neil parson of Kilmartin, 6

    Patrick in Barnalian, son of Alan, 22,

44

    Patrick in Drumachoise, 46

his son Dougall, 46

    Patrick, surgeon in Inveraray, 68

    Peter, Col. & General of South Hall,18,
38

    Robert in Inverawe, 21,64

    Robert, Farrier in Edinburgh, 39

    Thomas, Sir, 'TAvis Cor', 183

    Thomas, son of Alxr the Advocate & 

Anna, 40

    Whitestone, John in / of, 68

Duncan, son of, heir of South 

Hall, 69

End of Campbell names

Caerrell, Bishop, name at Muckairn, 16

Cameron of Lochiel, 80,112,114,119, 

    126-128,138

    His dau. Lucy, 80

    Old Lochiel, 128

    Cameron, alias John McDuffie, 68

        Angus, lately in Ardgour, 68

    Dr. Archibald, Lochiel's brother, 136

Carn MhicConnochie, 6

Carswell, 

    John, Bishop of the Isles, builder of      

    Carnassarie, 6,11,183

Christian, daugter of John. 

Castle Stewart, 104

Castles

    Ardtornish, 121

    Carnassarie, 6

    Castle Campbell, 5

    Duart, 7

    Dunderave, MacNachtan place, 19

    Dunvegan, 121

    Finlarig, 17

    Forthar, 6

    Fraoch Eilean, 11,16,199

    Inverlochy, 6

    Kilmartin, 6

    Loch Nell, 5

    Stirling, 122

Cattle, Inverawe's Drove Act.,102-104

Knockbuy's Report, 111

Trade,142

Caulfield, General, 126,127,167

Charles Edward, Prince, 115,119,    

    123,125,129,130,132,134,136, 137,   

    138,142,148,149,155,162-165,171,

    173-176,183,184
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James his father, 119

Chesterfield, Ld.,143

Chisholm, Mr., Lieut.,150-153

Major, 164

Christie, Alexander in Craigengurk, 96

Cholmondeley [Chumley], Brigadier, 148

    His rgt., 176

Clark 

    - of Braeleacan, Archibald, 13,16 

    Dougall son of Archibald, 13,16 

Donald, changekeeper, 96

Cobham's Dragoons rgt. 145,147-149,    

    157,160,166?

Cockburn, Sir James, 247

Cochrane, Provost of Glasgow,142,144

Colquhoun

    - of Camstradden, 17

Janet, wife of Alan in 

Barnalian,17

Cope, Gen. Sir John, 114-120,122-

    127,129-135, 138

Corries, 103

Cosh, Mary, 113

Coutts Bank, Campbell founder, 36

Craigie, Robert, Advocate, 87,108,113

    As Lord Advocate, 108,114,115,

    118-122, 124,127-129,131,133,134,       

    181,197

Cromartie, Lord, 174

    Cromartie's son Lord MacLeod, 174

Cuchulain of the Cattle Raid, 29

Cumberland, Wm. Duke of, 152-154,    

    156,158,161-177,232,239

Cups, the 3 Inverawe Cups, 35

Dalrymple, Baron, his death, 128

Darien disaster, 49

Davidson, Jerremia, Scottish portrait 

    painter, 10

Day, Mr. (London), 206

Diarmid of the Boar, 29

Dickson, Dr. in Edinburgh, 39

Dierdre of the Sorrows, Glen Etive, 29

Dinune, David, Saddler in Edinburgh, 39

Diskau, General, 249

Dodds Parker, Sir Douglas, 270

Douglas

    Sir James in 1308-9

Druimachoish, Glenetive, 90

Drummond, 115[& see Perth]

    Lord John D' Rgt.,127

    Mr., 130

Drumnamucklach, 103

Duchra, 103

Duff, Captain RN, 173

Duncanson, Alexander, 183 

    sold Maolachy, 16      

    late Provost at Inveraray, 68

    Neil, Postmaster in Inveraray, 54

Dunbar, Ronald WS, 80

Dunbarton [Dunbretan] Castle, 141,151



     Deputy Governor, 141 

Dundas, Robert, Ld. Advocate, 58

Dundas, or Manor, dau. m. Capt James  

    Campbell, son of Gov. Ft. Wm.,165

Eccles, Dr. William in Edinburgh, 39

Edinburgh, Lord Provost of, 129

Edwards, Captain, RN, 237

Elchies, Lord, Grant of Elchies, 106,181, 

    203

Elcho, Lord, 119

Elliot, Gilbert, govt. legal, 187

Elphinston, Lord, 103

Erskine, David, 187

Evanson, Eliz. wife of Monktonhall, 41,    

    45

Ewing, William, changekeepr in     

    Taynloan, 96

    Jenny, 206

Eyre, Major William of 44th, 254

Falconer family, Monktonhall, 38

Farquharson, George, Lieut.,     

    Ochtertyrre's Co,  128,135,138, 

    killed, 258

Fawkener, Sir Everard, Secy. to 

    Cumberland, 160,175

Fergus, James, Writer in Edinburgh, 196,

    197

Fergusson of Kilkerran, Sir James, 166, 

    167,171

Fergusson, Captain RN, 162

Finlarig Castle, 161

Fisher, Duncan, Sheriff Substitute for   

    Argyll and Procurator Fiscal, 184

    His son James, merchant Inveraray, 

20,184, Provost, 245

His son Adam, below:

    James' wife Ann MacLachlan, sis. of 

Craigenterve, 184

    Angus their son, m. 1744 Marjory sis.     
of Inverawe,139,184,245

    Adam, Mr. Mcht. in NYC, 240,243,245

    Robert, 50,51

    James, former Provost Inveraray, 54

Fogo of Kilhorn [Killern?], 65,66,71,77

Forbes, Duncan of Culloden, Lord     

    President, 10,57,112,113,115,116,119

    131,135,160,163,165,172

    Brigadier John, C/O Scots Greys, 248

C/O Southern Colonies, 248

    Robert, 159

Fortrose, Lord, 130

Forts:

    Carillon or Ticonderoga, 226,229,233

        237,248,255

    Crown Point, 228,229

    Duquesne, 248    

    Edward, 23,233,234,238-240,249,250

        251,259,264

    George NYC, 239
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    Herkemer, 232,238,239,241

    Hunter, 232

    Louisbourg, 228,234-237,248

    Oswego, 226,228,230,238,239

    St. George, [? Ft. George?], 205

    Ticonderoga or  Carillon, 226,229,252,

        260-264,266,268

    William Henry, 226,231-234, 237,238,

        240,248-252

Fostering in Highland custom, 263

Fox, Henry, Secy. of State, 230

Fraoch Eilean Castle, 199

Fraser, William, Surgeon in Islay, 200

Fraser's Highlanders in N. America, 175,     

    233,238,246,247

    John, son of Glencarnaig, Lieut in rgt.    

    175

French-Indian War, 175

Fullerton, Capt. Glenesk men, 155

Fund, the Inverawe, 45

Fusiliers, Roygal British, 268

Gage, Col., 234,252,259

     His rgt. of Light Infantry, 259

Garrioch, Mr., his Cooper, 107

Gatty, Mr. of Belfast, shipper, 243

German Flats, 239

Gibb, Mr. Apothecary in Edinburgh, 39

Gibson, tailor, Inveraray, 182

Gilchrist family, Ft. Edward  NY, 10,260,264

    - Alexander, 10,264

    - Walter & James, 1871, 10

Gillespie, Colin, 102

Glascoe, Major Nicholas, 160

Glasgow Green 1756, 10

Glasgow rgt., 145

Glasier, Ben, Mass Carpenter, 254

Glass, Major, see Glascoe

Glen Noe [also Glenoe], 52

Gordon, Duke of, 130

    Mr., 91

    John, AWOL, 232

Governor of Carlisle, 158

Graeme, Capt. Thomas, wounded, 258

Graham of Draine, Capt. Gordon, 229,

    240,246,247,250,257, wounded, 258,

    270

    Lieut., John, Duchra, wounded, 258,    

    259

Grandison, Viscount, see Villiers, 37

Grant, Laird of, 130,227

    Lt.Col. Francis, 222,227,231,232,246,

    250,251,269,

    Mr., Volunteer, 176

    Ensign Peter, wounded, 258

    Lieut. James, wounded, 258

    Lieut. William, 257, wounded, 258,     

        259

Gray, Mr.? (London), 206

    Robert, Lieut, wounded, 258

Guest, General, 115,142



Gulachulain, Glenetive, 90

Halkerston of Rathillet, Helenus, 41

Halket of Pitferran, Lieut. Col., 137

Hamilton, Mr. Duke of Gordon's Factor, 

    158

Hardy, Admiral Sir Charles, 235,236,

    237

Hardwicke, Ld. Chancellor, 163

Hays of Yester, 38

Hawley, Lieut. Gen.,142-147,149,151,    

    152,154,166,175,176`

Hering, Mr. Elbert, 247

Herriot's Hospital, Edinburgh, 37,41

Highland Company, 114

Holburne, Admiral, 235-237

Hopkins, Paul, 124

Horsey, Jerome, Esq., 68

Howe, Brigadier George Augustus, Rt.         

    Hon, Viscount, 238,247,249,250,252,

    his death: 254,

    His rgt., 258

Hudsons Falls, Union Cemetery, 260

Hume, Earl of , death, 128

    David, writer in Edinburgh, 41,45    

    his wife Anne dau. of Monktonhall, 

    41,45

Husk[e], General, 142,144-146,148,150

Independent Companies, 9,57,58,59,62,  

    68,75,91,108,178

    Carrick's Company, 90

    Lovat's Company, 57

    Capt. James Stewart's Company, 205    

Island

    - of Mull, 7,13

    - of Tiree, 11,13

Islemen, MacDougalls, MacDonalds, 

    Macleans etc., in Ireland, 6

James, the old Pretender, 36

James M.R. Don. Cantab. author, 262

Johnson, Sir William, tribal agent and 

diplomat, 232

Keith, Gen. Earl Marischal, 128,129

Kennedy, Colin InnkeeperTaynuilt,13,   

Kennedy, Lieut., 231, 45,51,52,53,54,55,      

    193, 233

Kilinuchanach, 103

Kilmarnock, Lord, 174

Kilmartin House at Largie, Kilmartin, 47

Kings of Scots & UK

    Alexander II king of Scots

    Charles II, 190

    James II, 5,108

    James VII (II of England), 32

    George I, 32,57,249

    George II, 205,257

    Robert I, 4

    William & Mary, 32,36

King, Peter, Catechist, 136
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Kingston's, Duke of, Lt. Horse, 159,165,

166

Kirk, Colin, WS, Earl of B's agent, 85

gr-son to C. of Mochaster

Colin's father Rev. Robert, K. 85

Isabel C. Colin's mother, 85

Colin's wife Jean Sterling, 85

His death 1725, 85

Knocknaha, 102

Knox, John, Reformer, 6

Lambie, Alexander, late Dean of Guiild 

at Inveraray, 68

Lamonts, 3,4,32

Lauderdale, 5th Earl, 38

Lee, the Hon. Col.'s Rgt., 137

Leslie, General David, 6

Levis, General, 240

Light Infantry, 251,254

Ligonier, Sir John, 171

Ligonier's rgt..,148

Lindsay, Iain, Architect, 113

Livingston, Sir James of Glentirren, 

Bt.,107,204

His dau. Mamie, 204

His son Alexander, 107

Loch Awe / Lochawe, 16

Lochetty Company, The, 59,89

Lockhart, Alexander, Advocate, 181,187

Lockhart of Carnwath, George, 36,37

    Major, 176

Lord Lyon King of Arms, 12`

Loudon, Earl of, see under 'Campbell of 

    Loudoun'

Loudon's Highland Regiment, 112,116,

    137,141

Lovat, Lord, Fraser of, 172

MacAllister Constable of Tarbert, 19,105

MacArthur "drowning of Clan Arthur,"     

    5,

    of Innestrynich,Duncan, 200,

        Patrick his son, 200

    David, lands on Lochawe, 135

    Patrick, innkeeper in Inveraray, 68

    Keepers of Innis Chonnel, 70

MacAulay of Ardincaple, Archibald, 21

MacCallums, 32

    MacCallum Malcolms of Poltalloch, 47

    MacCallum, messengr, 97

    Donald in Dalness, 197

MacCalman, Surgeon Archibald, 181

    In Tirvine, 200

    His son Gregor, 200

McCichan's house in Auchreire, 60

McClagain, Ensign in Munro's, 174

MacConnochie Campbell kindred, 

    2,5,16,37,43 

    Duncan Sceodnasach, 5

MacColla, Alastair, 34,154,163

MacCorquodales, 32, 202

McCulloch, Lt. Co. Ian M., Rtd, C.O.    



    Canadian Black Watch, author, 9,     

    10,185,229,232,233,235,237,238,

    249,255

MacDonnachaidh Robertsons of Struan,     

    21

MacDonalds, [see also MacIain]     

    49,58,138,145,147,161,184,190 

    - of Clanranald, 114,115,129,132

     Alastair-Alexander, Jacobite Poet, 

     178,186

   - of/in Auchtraiachtan, Iain, gr-son of  

        Alastair of A., 190,191,197

    - of/in Dalness, Alexander, 27,189-

191,193-197,270

        His wife Janet Campbell, 193,194

His 2nd wife Jean McLachlan, 
         194

Her brother Dougall McLachlan, 

194

Their sons Alxr., Coll, Dougall, 
    

John, 194,195,

Alxr.,197

His brother James, 193-197

        James' son Coll, 194,196-198

Iain his brother, in Invercharnan, 
190

Catherine, eld. dau. of Alexr., 

27,28,45,193

Coll of Dalness WS, 193,196

Coll, Lieut. RN, son of uncle   
James, 190,196,197

Angus the merchant, 197

Angus in/of Dalness, 190

James, 27,28,45,193-198,271

    - of Glencoe, 58,189

    - of Glengarry, 114,136

    - of Islay, 3, 4

    - of the Isles, 4

    - of Keppoch, his men, 136

    - of Ross, Earls, 5

    - of Sleate, Sir James, 11

Barbara, niece of Sir James of  

Sleate, 15

General MacDonald, Jacobite, 

134

in Moidart, 133

    Alastair in Polrig [of Glencoe], 190,

191 

    Alexandr in Crunachie, 52 

     Archibald in Leask, 190

     Angus in Innerallan [Invercallan], 28

     Angus, mercht. in Edinburgh, 193

     Charles, Barrachander, 10

     Donald & Alexander in Crunachy, 49,

Donald again, 50,51,52

     Donald in Carnich of Glencoe, 58

    John at Moidart, 103

MacDougall 

    -of or de Ergadia, Lords of Argyll, 3, 4,     
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MacDougalls, 32,34,49

    - of Ardencaple, Coll, 105

    Alexander in Inveresraggan, 96

    Dougall Ri, son of Somerled, 3

    - of Dunollie, 34

    Alexander, 103

    Duncan in Achacharn, 49,51,54

    Sandy in Letterbean, 52,53

J[ames?], 60

    of Lochnell, pre 1500,183

MacDuffie,John, alias Cameron, 68,69

MacFarlan, Duncan, shoemaker in    

    Inverawe, 53,54

MacGilchrist, 3, 4

MacGregors, 11,144,147,175

    - of MacGregor, 91,162

    - of Glengyle, alias Graham, 114,120,

124,127,131,141,175

    His son, 141

    McGrigor, Sergeant to Ochtertyre's    

    Co., 128,135

    Rob ruaidh/roy, 24,141,204

Mac/McGuire, AWOL, 232

MacIain of Glencoe, 27,50,144

Iain Oig 8th of Glencoe, 190

    His yr. son Iain Dubh, 190

MacIlbride, Dougall, soldier servt.,58

MacIlchonnel, 49

    Duncan in Inverawe, 54

MacIllemichael in Coulnadalloch,     

    Donald, 96

MacInnes in Fannans, 49,52

     Donald in Fanans, 53

McIntosh, Quareter Master, 151

    Lieut., Alexander, wounded, 258

MacInturner, weaver, 200

MacIntyre of Glen Noe, 27,50,52,93

    'a woman of the',60

    Christian, servant to Colin Kennedy,   

    49,52

    Duncan of Glen Noe, 45

    His son Donald, 45,54,193

    Donald in Auchacha, 93

His son John, 93

    Donald of Glen Noe, 49,55

    Donald in half Dalness, 197

    Donald Baan in Corrighoyll, 49,51,52,

54

    Donald tacksman in 'Kincracken', 75

    Duncan in 'Glenketler', 27

    John, 60

    John in Crunachy, 49

    John son of tacksman in Crunachy, 50,
51

    John of Letters/Leitir, 96

    Mary at Glencoe, 58

    Nicol Baan in Duo, 49,53,54

    Nicol Dubh in Glenoe, 49,53

    McIntyre in Polinduich, 76



    Piper to Ochtertyre, 128

    MacIntyre of Doire nan Saor, 179,180

Mackay, Col.'s regiment of Foot, 36

MacKeck, [McKeoch?] Donald, 103,104

MacKendrick, Duncan, soldier IC, 58

McKellar, Malcolm of Kencreggan, 54

    John in Maam, 54

MacKeoch, Duncan, drover, 102,104

    Donald, 102

MacKenzie, William, 173

Mackintosh of Mackintosh, Capt. Angus, 

    114,116,117,118,125,137

    His wife "Col." Ann, 117

MacLachlan, 3,4,32,141

    Angus, merchant in Inveraray, 54

    Captain of Innis Chonnel, 46,70,71

    Archibald, legal, 195

    Duncan MacLachlan, merchant in     

    Glasgow, 22

    John at Corrie, 103

    Capt. Hugh, merchant in Glasgow, 

111

    Lachlan of that Ilk, 22

    Lachlan of Inverneilbeg & Glack, 95

    of Craigenterve, 184

    of Corrounan,Lochaber, Dougall, 194

MacLagan, Rev. James, 225

MacLea of Lindsaig, 68

    John, 68

Maclean    

    - of Duart, 11,19

    - of Torliosk, Lachlan, 11

     Alexander, brother of Janet,        

     Angus, Bailie of Inveraray, 68

     Sir Hector of Duart, 115,121

     Hugh in Corrynahennacha, 103

     Janet, 11-13,18,19,21,23,33,43,44,78

     Janet wife of Archibald 8th of 

      Inverawe,  9,11,13,15,19- 23,33,34,

45,46,78 [d.ante.1737],95

    McLean, traitor in Duncan's Coy.,185

MacLeods,138 

    - of Dunvegan, Sir Allan, 18 

    Dame Julia, widow of  Sir Allan 

    of Dunvegan, 18

    Macleods at Crieff, 103

    Mr. John, 187

MacMillan, Mr. Alexandeer WS, 44,67,112

MacNab, John at Inneshoen, 103,

    John, Dr., 182

MacNachtans / MacNaughtons

    - of Fraoch Eilean, 5

    and of Dunderave, 19,20

MacNeills, 32

    - of Colonsay, Donald, 187,241

        His bros. Angus and Alexander,

241 

    - of Taynish, 12, Roger, 187
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Mary daughter of Taynish, 14

    - of Oakfield & Gigha, John,92

his wife Elizabeth, 92

    - of Patneill in Ireland, John, 45

    - of Ugadale, 103

        Isobel, lady Dunstaffnage, 241

   Capt., 259

MacNiven in Glenetive, & Tiree, 28,

    268,269,270,271

MacNicol

- of Elrigmore, 54

Mac/McNocaird, 49,54

    Angus, Glenkinglas, Etive, 51,52

    Angus Dubh in Achacharn, 54

    Duncan in Inverawe, 52,53

    Duncan of Keppoch[an], 206

MacPherson, of Cluny, 160

MacPherson [Campbell] family from   

    Crubaig Bunawe, 6,55

    Mistress there, 55

    Alan's children, 73,74,80,93

    Duncan, 50-55

    - of Duppine in Glassary, Donald, a 

Baron of Argyll, 54

    Dougall Campbell the parson, eponym   
of these MacPhersons?, 55

    Gilly, 94

    Hugh, drover in Glenorchy, 55,60,73,

75,80,81,93,102

    Hugh, Lieutenant, killed, 258,259

    Poet of Ossian,262

MacPhie in Glendessarie, 184

MacPhun, Duncan, innkeeper in    

    Inveraray, 68

MacPhun, John, messenger in Inveraray,   

    54

Macrae, Jane, Duncan bur. by her, 264

MacSomhairle, 4

MacSweem,3, 4

MacTavish of Dunardry, Duncan Yr.,    

    102,104,141,183

MacVicar, 194,195

Magnus "Barelegs" of Norway, 3

Maitland, Hon. Alexander, 5th son of     

    3rd Earl of Laudersale, m. Janet, dau.   

    of Alan in Barnalian, 38

Maitland children of above, Mary, 

    Betty, Charles, 38

    Barbara, 40

    Betty, 40

    Charles, 39,40

    Isabel, 40

    John, 40

    Margaret, 40

    Mary, 40

Malory, Mr., (London),206

Malt tax riots, Glasgow, 57

Mar, Earl of, (1715), 32,33,36,192

Marshalsea Prison, London, 37

Maule, John MP, 161



Maxwell, James of Kirconnell, 176

Medina, Sir Juan Batista, 39

Melville of Cairney, John, 40

Menzies, Susan, wife of Ld. Neil, 69,83,       

        84, as Dame Susanna, 84,106,181,     

        251

        As Lady Susan Campbell, 85,87,240

    Sir Alexander of Weem, 2nd Bt.,69,86

    His wife Christian, Lady Weem, 

        dau. of Ld. Neil C.,85,86

    Sir Robert Menzies of Weem in 1758, 

        108,251

    Capt. James of Comrie,84,85,86

    Col. James of Culdares, 84,86

Messrs. Burt & Cameron, 67

Middleton, goldsmiths, 36,38

Miller, Charles, Dalness historian, 198

Mill/Milne, Lieut., David, wounded, 258

Milton, Andrew Fletcher, Lord Justice 

    Clerk, 129,130,131,137,151

Mitchell,  Mr.s stables, Edinburgh, 39

Mohawks, tribeal people, 226,227,231- 

    233

Monmouth's Rebellion, 11

Monro, Col., 234

Montcalm, Luis Josef, Mareshal du   

    Camp, 237,240,248,252,255,256

Montgomery's Highland Rgt., 233,238,

    246,247,248

Montrose, Marquess of, 6,11,163

Montrose, 1st Duke,  24

Mordaunt, Brigadier-General, 158,172,

    174

Morris, Roger, architect, 186

Mowat, Mr. William, schoolmaster, 72

Munro, Sir Harry, 173,174

Munro, Donald, Treasurer in Inveraray,     

    68

    Christian, 206

Murray, Mr. Robert of Glencarnaig, 

    [alias McGregor], 91,134,138,162,  

    167,175

    Angus, writer in Inveraray, 54

    of Broughton, 112,114,121,122,138

    of Ochtertyre, Capt. Sir Patrick, 

      114,- 118,120-125,127,128,130,135,                

      138,141,151

    of Strowan, 251

    Capt. James, Murray's Coy.,251,252,

        254,256-258

    Capt. James, wounded, 258 

    Col. Murray's regt., 119,150,165 [see   

        also under Duncan of Inverawe, his 

        company]

    Dugald, merchant in Inveraray, 68

    Lord George, 142,147-149,160,163- 

    165

    Lord John Murray's rgt., (BW),143-      
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    145,227,250

His additional Coys. 185

Napiers of Merchiston, 244

    Robert, 254

Newcastle, Duke of, 131,158,247

Newton, Sir Isaac, 33,92,245

New York, Governor of:, 246

Noble, Capt. John,142,143,144,150,151,

    170,178

    His son George, 150

North Carolian Coys., 226

O'Duine ancestors of Campbells, 2,4,105

Ogilvie's castle of Forthar, 6

Ogilvie, Lord, his men,159

Oliphant of Gask, Lawrence, 122,125,  

    133

O'Neil, lease of Awe ell fishing, 267

Otway, Lieut. General, 234

    Otway's Rgt., 225,226

Parkman 19th C. historian, 252,255

Paterson - of Merryflats, John, 66

Paterson in Stewarthill, John, 65,153

    His daughter Jean,

Paterson, Walter, Duke's gardener, 184,    

    185

    His son Daniel, 185

Peat-Leave, 75

Penn, William, Quaker, 240

Perth, James Drummond, Duke of, 114-

    116,118-134,138,161,163,141,153,

    181,261          

Pitman, Capt. William, 244,245

Pitt, William, Secy. of State, 222,232,    

    235,238,239,241,247,249,259

Polton, Lord, 87

    His son Mr. Calderwood, 87

Poe, Edgar A., poet, author, 262

Pope, Alexander, poet, 109

Pope, The, HH, 32

Prince, Charles, see "Charles Edward."

Queen Anne, 32

death of, 36

Queen Elizabeth of England, 6

Queen mother, Mary of Guise, 202

Queen of Scots, Mary, 189

Rangers, Colonial, 236

    (see also Rogers)

Rankine, Rev. Mr. Minister in Edinburgh, 

    [Cannongate?], 39,40

Rattray, Ensign George, killed, 258

Reed, John, maltman in Inveraray, 54

Richard's, Col.'s regiment of Foot, 36

Richards, Frederick B., NY Hist. Soc., 

    10,71,229,234,246,256,265

Richardson, Strontian, York Co. 183,243

    244

Richmond, Duke of, 175

Reid, John, Dean of Guild Inveraray.

    Capt. 251

Robertsons of Bragleen, 34



    James, servitor to 2nd Duke of Argyll,    

    70

Robertson of Struan, 251

Rogers, Major, 226,246,251,252,255

    Rangers, 226,229,233,239,246,252

    254,255

Rose of Kilravoch, 24

Ross, Lord, 103

Rous, Captain RN, 236

Rouse, Mary, m. to Dougall C. bro. of   

    Duncan Inverawe, 205

Royal 

    Americans, Rgts., 228,248

    Artillery, 236

    Navy, 235,237,240

Roy's maps, 71,101

Russell, Lady Constance, 57

Rutland, Duke of, 143

Sandby, Paul, Survey artist, 166

Sandwich, Earl of, 143

Schenectady, 232-235,241

Schuyler's NJ Rgt., 226

Scots Fusiliers, 173,174 

    at Glasgow, 151

    Lieut. Lindsay, 173

Scots Greys, 248

Scothouse, 103

Scott, Capt. Caroline, 136,151,161,162,

    165,171,176

Scott, Sir Walter, 262

Secheverell, William Governor of Isle of    

    Man, 9

Sempill's Borderers, 167

Sempill's, Lord, Highland Regiment, 112

Shaw, Mr. Upholsterer in Edinburgh, 40

Shearer, Alexander, postmaster in    

    Inveraray, 68,69 a clerk of court.

Sheriffmuir, Battle of, 1715, 33

Ships, 

    Snow Duke of Argyll, 230

    Essex,225

    Fortrose, 225   

    Gosport, 237

    Nightingale, 238    

    Sidenham,225

    Sutherland, 235

    Longville, 225

Shirley, General., Gov. of Mass., 221,    

    227-230,246,249

Simpson, Lieut.,159

    Peter, Author, 178

Six Nations tribal confederacy, 238

Skirving, James, plumber in Edinburgh, 

    40

Smith, the Rev. John, author of Report 

        on the Agriculture of Argyll, 109

    The Rev.Colin, Glenaray, 265

His dau. Isabel, 267-271
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    The Rev. Minister of Rosneath, 267

     William, servitor to 2nd Duke of    

        Argyll, 70

    John, Ensign, wounded, 258

Smout, Professor Thomas Christopher, 1

Somerled "Ri" of the Isles, 3,4,93

    Dougall "Ri" of the Isles, eldest son of     

    Somerled, 3, 4

    Heirs of Somerled, 4

Somerville, - of Park, John, merchant in    

    Renfrew, 66,67,150,153,182

    His daughter Ann, wife of Alexander    

    of Inverawe, 66

St. Claire, General, 247

Stanley, Dean, 262,263,265,267,270

Sterling, Capt., 251

Stevenson, Robert Louis, author, 262

Stevenson, Rev. James at Ardchattan,    

    72,73,105,136,137

    His son, Captain of a Barque, 136,

    John, 102

Stewart 

   - in Aucharn, 203 

   - of Appin, 189,265

John 4th of Ardsheil, 24

    -of Ardsheal, 203

His predecessor, 171

    - of Fasnacloich, James & Isabel, 74

their sons John & Duncan, 74

    - of Garth, General, 58

    - of Glenbuckie, 121,130,131,133,134

    - of Invernayle, Duncan, 59,106

   His sons: Allan, 106

James, 106

Margaret his dau. 59

    - of Menteith, 4

    - of The Glens, Colin, 204

    - of Urrard, John,86

        the lady, 86

     Capt. James, 108,251,wounded, 258,

        259 

     Captain, 159, 

      Alexander, Tacksman in                 

            Drumachoish, 74,204

      Alexander, in Glenetive, 61

      Alexander, Notary Public, 27

      Charles Prince, see 'Charles Edward'

      Charles, Procurator Fiscal,                          

            Inveraray, 54 

      James, in Aucharn, 203

      James of the Glens, 184

      John at Invereolan, 102

      John, signator, [Invernayle?],60

      John "Roy", 157

      Lords of Lorn, 4,93

      Peter, Ensign, killed, 258

      Sir Walter Lord of Lorn, 5

      Sandy in Drimchoish, 73

Stirling of Keir, 154

Sutherland, Lord, 130



    Lieut. John, killed, 258

Switenham, Capt. of Guises' Rgt., 136

Tait, Mr., surgeon, 128

Ticonderoga, Fort, NY State.

Treaty of Union 1707: 36 

    of Utrecht, 235   

Torloisk, House of, 12

Townsend, Capt. Philip, 239Turner, 

Thomas, ferryman. 200

    His son Donald, 200

Tweeddale, Marquess of, 115,120,123,       

    127,129,130,131,133,137

Tyrone, Earls of in Ireland, 6

Union, Act of, 48

Vaudreuil, Governor of Canada, 240

Villiers, Viscount Grandison,

    Mary his daughter m.

    Dougall the merchant, 37

Wade, General George, 57,58,108,126,        

    137,142,166,228

Walker, Robert in Inverarary, 93

Washington, George,  227

Watson, Col., 185

Waugh, Mr. James, clothier, Edinburgh, 

    39

Whitney, Lt. Col., 122,123

Williams, Episc. Bishop, NY, 264

Wimberly's Kilmartin,71

Winslow, Maj.Gen., 229

Wolfe, General, 248,252,264,264

Woodall, Lord, judge, 197

Webb, Maj.Gen., 231 

    Col. Daniel, 225,229

Westbrook, Nicholas, Historian, 252

Wraxall, Capt., 231

York Company, or Buildings, 68

Yorke, Lt.Co.Joseph, ADC to 

    Cumberland, 162,163
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